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From: Burnell Scott
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Re: Effect of the earthquake on the Nudear Facilities in North-east area of Japan
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:25:57 AM

Yup, good start.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry

----- Original Message -----
From: Harrington, Holly
To: Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Fri Mar 11 08:23:20 2011
Subject: RE: Effect of the earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities in North-east area of Japan

Diane called and asked for generic earthquake talking points. I've pulled this from our seismic
backgrounder. Scott -- any problem with me getting this to the regions as an initial talking point to be
expanded with whatever info you've gotten?

Nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes. Even those
plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity are designed for safety in the
event of such a natural disaster.

The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into
account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported for the site and surrounding area. The
NRC then adds a margin for error to account for the historical data's limited accuracy.

The licensing bases for existing nuclear power plants are based on historical data at each site. This data
is used to determine design basis loads from the area's maximum credible earthquake, with an
additional margin included.

----- Original Message -----
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:21 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Re: Effect of the earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities in North-east area of Japan

Nader says the japanese are taking us up on the offer to "host" the folks here in Ops Ctr. I'll discuss
possible press release after briefing.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Burnell

----- Original Message -----
From: Mamish, Nader
To: Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Weber, Michael; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer
Sent: Fri Mar 11 07:35:21 2011
Subject: RE: Effect of the earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities in North-east area of Japan

Yes; I have reached out to the NRC OPS center to work it out ...

----Original Message ---



From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:33 AM
To: Mamish, Nader; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Weber, Michael; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer
Subject: Re: Effect of the earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities in North-east area of Japan

Are we offering video/teleconferencing to help them stay in contact?

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Burnell

(b)(6) '

----- Original Message -----
From: Mamish, Nader
To: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Weber, Michael; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer
Sent: Fri Mar 11 07:27:46 2011
Subject: FW: Effect of the earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities in North-east area of Japan

FYI

---- Original Message -----
From: Foggie, Kirk
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:15 AM
To: Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader
Cc: Abrams, Charlotte
Subject: Fw: Effect of the earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities in North-east area of Japan

FYI. I will send any additional information to you via email.

There are about 5 NISA/JNES seismic specialist in D.C. meeting with RES today. I hope RES allows
them to postpone the meeting and offers to provide assistance where possible.

Kirk
Sent from Blackberry.

----- Original Message -----
From: bannai-toshihiro@meti.go.jp <bannai-toshihiro@meti.go.jp>
To: Foggie, Kirk
Cc: Hidehiko Yamachika <yamachika-hidehiko@jnes-usa.org>
Sent: Fri Mar 11 03:15:12 2011
Subject: Effect of the earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities in North-east area of Japan

Dear Kirk-san,

Sorry for my frequent e-mail.
10 NPPs in Japan were automatically shut down in consequence of an earthquake occuring at 14:46 on
11th of March JST.
Attached is a prompt report from NISA sent diplomatically.
FYI.

Toshihiro



Effect of the earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities in North-east area of Japan

(as of 2:46pm, 11of March, 2011)

Effect of earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities from the earthquake

Current status of nuclear facilities are as follows:

1.Onagawa Nuclear Power Station

-Units 1,2 and 3: Automatically shut down.

2. Fukushima-Daini Nuclear Power Station

- Units 1,2 and 3: Automatically shut down.

- Units 4,5 and 6: in periodic inspection outage

3. Fukushima-Daini Nuclear Power Station

-Units 1,2,3 and Unit4 : Automatically shut down.

4.Higashi-Dori Nuclear Power Station

- in periodic inspection outage

5. Rokkasho reprocessing facility

- emergency diesel generator is supplying electricity

6. Tokai Dai-ni Nuclear Power Station:automatically shut down

7.Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station

-Units 4 and 5: are operating

-Unit 3:in periodic inspection outage

8. Kashiwazaki-Kaýiwa Nuclear Power Station

-Units 1,5,6 and 7: are operating

-Units 2,3 and 4: in periodic inspection outage

9. Tomari Nuclear Power Station

-Units 1,2 and 3: are operating
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There is no report of abnormal monitoring readings around NPPs that indicate

irregular value at this time.

There are no reports of fire or failure.

Staff of NISA are gathering information

Contacts: +81-(0)3-3501-1087

International Affairs Office

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency(NISA)



From: Harrinaton. Holly
To: Useldina, Lara; Burnell, Sco$tt Dricks. Victor; Brenner, Eliot

Subject: RE: iMpact of )apan Quake
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:47:00 AM

Lara -- I sent out generic earthquake talking points. It would be good to have something similar for
tsunamis. Do you have access to/have time to pull that together or do you want HQ to do that?

----- Original Message-----
From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:46 AM
To: Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; Dricks, Victor; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Re: IMpact of Japan Quake

I don't mind calling him- just left scott message- let me know!
Lara Uselding
NRC Region 4 Public Affairs
817-917-0321

----- Original Message -----
From: Harrington, Holly
To: Burnell, Scott; Uselding, Lara; Dricks, Victor
Sent: Fri Mar 11 08:28:48 2011
Subject: RE: IMpact of Japan Quake

Call him on his cell, not office number BTW

----- Original Message -----
From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:27 AM
To: Harrington, Holly; Uselding, Lara; Dricks, Victor
Subject: Re: IMpact of Japan Quake
Importance: High

I can respond if lara and victor are occupied.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry

----- Original Message -----
From: Harrington, Holly
To: Burnell, Scott; Uselding, Lara; Dricks, Victor
Sent: Fri Mar 11 08:24:29 2011
Subject: FW: IMpact of Japan Quake

Does anyone have into to give him?

----- Original Message -----
From: OPA Resource
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:24 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: IMpact of Japan Quake

----- Original Message -----



From: Tracy, Ryan [mailto:RyanTracy(adowones.cbm]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:23 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: IMpact of Japan Quake

GOod morning,

I'm a reporter with Dow Jones. Trying to get information on an immediate deadline about possible
shutdowns and nuclear plants on the West Coasts as a result of this earthquake and tsunami.

Was there any shutdown/other action at the Diablo Canyon plant in central California or any other West
Coast facilities as a result of the earthquake? If so, what was the reason for the shutdown and how long
can we expect it to continue?

Best,
Ryan

Ryan Tracy I Reporter
Dow Jones Newswires IThe Wall Street Journal
:office 202.862.9245 I cell (b)(6) I ryan.tracy@dowjones.com
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From: Ralston, Michelle
To: Wright, lisa (Gibney) Harrington, Holly

Cc: Mroz (Sahm). Sara; Horwitz, Steve

Subject: RE: NRC Blog

Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:16:19 AM

Our leadership has asked for us to conduct a brief call to coordinate information. I am attempting

to get the contact information for our ESF-15 desk which has been activated in the FEMA National

Response Command Center.

Is it possible to briefly circle the wagons?

Respectrfully,

M ichelhe Ralston, MS, PM I
Public Aflitirs, Stakedjoler Outreach & Caniml)igin I.laI1iImig
Prolfssional Services & Inhcgration
Techbological H11.ards Division
Protection & National Preparedness
DIHSiFEMA
1800 Soudt Bell Street, Pm. 828
Arlington, 'VA 22202
(202) 212-2310 desk

I (b)(6) Blackberr,
(703) 305-0837 facsimile

From: prvs=044cdlad8=Lisa.Wright@nrc.gov [mailto: prvs=044cd lad8=Lisa.Wright@nrc.gov] On
Behalf Of Wright, Lisa (Gibney)
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:14 AM
To: 'Michelle.ralston@dhs.gov'; Harrington, Holly
Cc: Mroz (Sahm), Sara; 'steve.horwitz@dhs.gov'
Subject: Re: NRC Blog

For the moment can I help you?

Sent from my NRC blackberry
Lisa Gibney
To reach me please call

[ (b)(6) I

From: Ralston, Michelle <Michelle.Ralston@dhs.gov>
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Mroz (Sahm), Sara; Horwitz, Steve <steve.horwitz@dhs.gov>; Wright, Usa (Gibney)
Sent: Fri Mar 11 09:58:24 2011
Subject: RE: NRC Blog

Hi Holly,
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What is your contact number, please? Thanks.

Respectthlhl,

Michelle Ralston, MS, PMI
Public Alhidrs, Stakeholder (.)uucachl & Campaign Planning

Professional Services & Integiation

Technological Hazards Division
Protection & National Preparedness
DIIS/FEMA
1800 South Bell Street, Rm. 828
Arlington, VA 22202
(202) 212-2310 desk

(b)(6) JBlackb~erry.
(703) 305-0837 facsimile

From: prvs=988ff25ff=Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov [mailto:prvs=988ff25ff=Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov] On
Behalf Of Harrington, Holly
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2011 2:08 PM
To: Ralston, Michelle; Gibney, Lisa
Cc: Mroz (Sahm), Sara; Horwitz, Steve
Subject: RE: NRC Blog

OPA is managing the blog, yes.

From: Ralston, Michelle [mailto: Michelle.Ralston@dhs.gov]
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2011 12:24 PM
To: Gibney, Lisa
Cc: Mroz (Sahm), Sara; Harrington, Holly; Horwitz, Steve
Subject: NRC Blog

Hi Lisa,

I just got word that the NRC will be starting a blog. Will your team be involved?

Thanks.

RcspectifUllv.

V1ichellc Ralston. NIS, PNII
Public tairs, Siakchohlcr Outreach & Campaign Maliming

Professional Serviues & integr-ation
Technologicail l-Imazds )Miision
Protection & National Preparedness
I)HSi/FIKMA
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1800 South Bell Street, Rm. 828
Crystal City, VA 22202
(202) 212-2310 desk

(b)(6) Blaikbe ,

(703) 305-0837 facsimile

WARNING: This document is FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (FOUO) and may contain PRIVACY
SENSITIVE information. It is to be controlled, stored, handled, transmitted, distributed, and disposed of
in accordance with DHS policy relating to FOUO information. This information shall not be distributed
beyond the original addressees without prior authorization of the originator. This communication, along
with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic communications and
may contain restricted and legally privileged information. If the reader of this message is not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the
sender and delete this message.
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From: Harrington. Holly
To: Ralston, Michelle

Cc: Mrog (Sahm), Sara; Horwitz. Steve; Wright. Lisa (Gibnevy

Subject: RE: NRC Blog

Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 11:19:00 AM

As soon as we issue our press release (hopefully soon), I'll get it to you. We'll also get it to FEMA

public affairs to get incorporated into whatever large federal response release they're doing

We are, of course, staying in our lane when speaking to the media and will not be speaking for

anyone else and hoping no one else speaks for us ...

For now, we good. (well, as least as good as we can be!)

Thank you,

Holly

From: Ralston, Michelle [mailto: Michelle.Ralston@dhs.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 11:11 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Mroz (Sahm), Sara; Horwitz, Steve; Wright, Lisa (Gibney)
Subject: RE: NRC Blog

Hi Holly,

We know that you all are very busy (as are we). I spoke with Sara and Seamus and I believe that we

are set-up to share any information that we have.

Is there anything we can do to assist you or is there any information that we may provide?

Thanks.

fl~epectti hlv),

Nlichelle Ralston, N4S, PA.I
Public Afllairs, Siakelholder Ouitreach & Campt~aign lPlafing
Profcssicniil ScriXices &,I ntegrat)ionl
lTIchnohCtil o at ltzmrds Divisiori
Protection & Natiolnal Plelparedncs's

D I HSiFEMA
1800 South Bell Street, Rm. 828

Arlington, VA 22202
(202") 212-2310 desk(b)(6) 1bckbrrv

(703) 305-0837 facsimile

0
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From: Harrington, Holly
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject- RE: update on strategy
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:58:00 PM

What would you think about putting in the blog post a link to a source of information about the
Japanese situation, such as this link:

http.//www.iaea.org/newscenter/news!2011/tsunamiupdate.html ? NEI has done something
similar on their web page. Also, it will counter comments we're getting (at least one anyway) that a
meltdown is imminent in Japan. (I have not yet posted that comment BTW. Not sure what to do

about it.)

Holly

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:55 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Chandrathil, Prema; McIntyre, David; Screnci, Diane;
Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne; Janbergs, Holly; Ledford, Joey; Sheehan, Neil; Hannah, Roger;
Burnell, Scott; Uselding, Lara; Shannon, Valerie; Dricks, Victor; Mitlyng, Viktoria
Subject: update on strategy

1: we will aim for a 3 p.m. press release making the transition from leaving monitoring
in R4 to keeping an eye on things from HQ and standing prepared to assist the
Japanese if asked. It will include an expression of condolences from the chairman.
We will similarly update the blog. Scott is drafting the release.

2: we are looking at the television requests. If we do anything, and it would not be
today, it would not be the chairman but more likely someone like Borchardt to discuss
how U.S. plants are prepared.

3: While one reporter knows or has guessed there are Japanese here in our Ops
center in communication with their home authorities, we will NOT make the available
and we will NOT volunteer their presence. If anyone knows they are here and wants
to talk with them, they will have to make the request through the embassy to have it
relayed to these folks.

4: NRR is getting tasked with making an overlay of the Japanese conditions (8.9 and
whatever the height of the wave was) to see how west coast plants stack up against
it. we think preliminarily Diablo would have had no trouble with a wave that size. 8.9
we're not so sure about, but again we are not talking about that.

5: It is OK to describe to reporters how reactors work ... but please avoid being
quoted even as an NRC person not involved in the Japan thing. Tell folks they can
write of their own knowledge (based on what you tell them) and/or point them to
pages 34/325 of the Info Digest.

/ •



'I

Great work so far.
Eliot Brenner

Director, Office of Public Affairs

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Rockville, Md.

0: 301-415-8200

C: (b)(6)



From: Ahlers. Mike
To: Harrington. Holly Wing. Deborah; Meserve. leanne
Subject: RE: NSF and tsunami"s...if I can help put you in touch with an expert, please let me know.
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:55:11 PM

Thank you. We'll follow up. - Mike Ahlers, CNN

From: Harrington, Holly [mailto: Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:46 PM
To: Wing, Deborah; Ahlers, Mike; Meserve, Jeanne
Subject: RE: NSF and tsunami's.. .if I can help put you in touch with an expert, please let me know.

Two good options for assistance:

Nuclear Energy Institute: 202-739-8044 (Scott Peterson, VP)

Or

American Nuclear Society (I don't have a specific contact)

Holly

From: Wing, Deborah [mailto:dwing@nsf.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:31 PM
To: Ahlers, Mike; Meserve, Jeanne
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: NSF and tsunami's...if I can help put you in touch with an expert, please let me know.

Mike,

I will ask around and am also copying a friend and former colleague, Holly Harrington, Public Affairs

at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission - she's great and probably has someone in mind.

I'll look around here from the science community too.

Debbie

From: Ahlers, Mike [mailto:Mike.Ahlers@tumer.com]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 11:33 AM
To: Wing, Deborah; Meserve, Jeanne
Subject: RE: NSF and tsunami's... if I can help put you in touch with an expert, please let me know.

Deborah.. How about a good nuclear plant expert. Would love to talk by phone with one now. - Mike
Ahlers 202-898-7917

From: Wing, Deborah [mailto:dwing@nsf.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 11:29 AM
To: Ahlers, Mike; Meserve, Jeanne
Subject: NSF and tsunami's.. .if I can help put you in touch with an expert, please let me know.

http://wvw.nsf.gov/neews/special reports/science nation/tsunamiresearch. isp

.A ..



From: Brenner. Elio

To: HarrinotOn, HolIy

Subject: RE: CNN

Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:03:40 PM

For now, yes.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:47 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: CNN

Same for NBC request?

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:36 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: CNN

Send them to the American Nuclear Society or NEI

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:33 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: CNN

I've pasted below an e-mail from CNN to a friend of mine at the NSF. She then forwarded
to me. Do we want to pursue?

From: Ahlers, Mike [mailto:MikeAhlers~sbtumer.com1
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 11:33 AM
To: Wing, Deborah; Meserve, Jeanne
Subject: RE: NSF and tsunami's ...if I can help put you in touch with an expert, please let me know.

Deborah.. How about a good nuclear plant expert. Would love to talk by phone with one now. - Mike
Ahlers 202-898-7917

-7
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From: Heath, Stanley
To: Harrington. Holly
Subject: Re: schedule for NICCLs?
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 4:15:11 PM

I don't think so. I know that they will likely announce earthquake safety info via news release on

Monday. I suppose you guys could do the same for power plants since Japan's plant was in the

news.

Stan Heath

Dept of Homeland Security

Office of Public Affairs

Chief Planner

202 282 9117 (w)

((b bb)

From: Harrington, Holly [mailto:Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 03:56 PM
To: Heath, Stanley <Stanley.Heath@dhs.gov>
Subject: schedule for NICCLs?

What are the thoughts about another NICCL today or tomorrow?



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Brenner. Eli ; McIntyre. David; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Nvonne; Burnell. Scott
Cc: Shannon. Valerie
Subject: RE: weekend staffing
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:52:47 PM

FYI, because you never know if you might need it - (0S coverage (to push the final button for
press releases) is Sally Hardy:

Cell: (try this # ISt)

Home:

This info is also noted on the white board outside Eliot's office.

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:19 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Chandrathil, Prema; McIntyre, David; Screnci, Diane; Harrington, Holly; Couret,
Ivonne; Janbergs, Holly; Ledford, Joey; Sheehan, Neil; Hannah, Roger; Burnell, Scott; Uselding, Lara;
Shannon, Valerie; Dricks, Victor; Mitlyng, Viktoria
Subject: weekend staffing

In the regions, right now I see no need for anyone to come in. that could change but

I want whoever is on duty to have their work phone forwarded home and be paying
very close attention to their email.

Just FYI ... this is beginning to look very very bad. I expect that those of us here in
headquarters will be staffing the ops center around the clock for a couple of days.

Eliot

Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Rockville, Md.
0: 301-415-8200
C: (b)(6)



From: QPA Resource
To: Brenner. Eliot Harringtono HoIll; Bumell Scolt _ouret. 1vonne
Subject: FW: DAI~CHI PLANT, JAPAN
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 6:19:47 PM

----- Original Message -----
From: Gregory Williams, M.S. [mailtol (b)(6)

Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:14 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: DAIICHI PLANT, JAPAN

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

Gregory Williams, M.S. (b)(6) on Friday, March 11, 2011 at 17:13:59

comments: SEVERAL HOURS AGO I RECEIVED THE FOLLOWING
MESSAGE FROM USA-ALERTS: "Nuclear Emergency,
Daiichi plant, Fukushima, Japan. Cooling sys
failed. pressure rising. Radioactive vapor release
imminent.". Now I see reports on CNN, "Radiation
Levels around the plant are 100OX than normal".
I have a 30+ years professional career in
"Occupational Health" / "Industrial Hygiene". I am
smart enough not to panic at this time -- in the
very unlikely event that this situation gets very,
very, very bad -- I believe that someone at NRC
and/or Homeland Security needs to adequately
prepare/educate U.S. Citizens NOW!!!!!!!!!! so as to
prevent any mass, public panic!

organization:

address b)(6)

address2:

city:J (b)(6)

state: b)(

Zip ()6

country: United States ,

phonel (b)(6)

I- ( . .--



From: Butner, Gary (CDPH-RHB)

To: Sicilia. Michael (CDPH-OPA)

Cc: Browder, Rachel
Subject: RE: NRC Continues to Track Earthquake and Tsunami Issues

Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 6:25:49 PM

Good question Michael,

I will get answer for you from NRC that licenses the CA plants.

From: Sicilia, Michael (CDPH-OPA)
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 3:25 PM
To: Butner, Gary (CDPH-RHB); Klein, Miren (CDPH-CEH)
Cc: Lyman, Betsey (CDPH-DIR); Huck, Russ (CDPH-DFDRS-RHB)
Subject: RE: NRC Continues to Track Earthquake and Tsunami Issues

It's just the ex-reporter in me but I notice the news release doesn't specify how big an earthquake or
how great a tsunami that CA nuclear power plants are built to withstand. Anybody know that?

Michael Sicilia
Assistant Deputy Director
Office of Public Affairs
California Department of Public Health
91.6.440.7259 office.

(b)(6) blackberry"
The California Department of Public Health is dedicated to optimizing the health and well-

being oj the people in California.

From: Burner, Gary (CDPH-RHB)
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 2:37 PM
To: Klein, Miren (CDPH-CEH); Sicilia, Michael (CDPH-OPA)
Cc: Lyman, Betsey (CDPH-DIR); Huck, Russ (CDPH-DFDRS-RHB)
Subject: FW: NRC Continues to Track Earthquake and Tsunami Issues

Specifically for CA from NRC

Subject: NRC Continues to Track Earthquake and Tsunami Issues



From: Harrinoton, Holly

To: Brenner. Elio
Subject: FW: NICCL Call 7:15 pm
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:05:00 PM

This is just a get together to touch base with folks who may have a role to play in the long-term issue if
things go bad...

----- Original Message -----
From: Karonis, Jeff [mailto:Jeff. Karonis@DHS.GOV]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:00 PM
To: dan.leistikow@hq.doe.gov; Harrington, Holly; Smith, Sean; Kudwa, Amy; Friedman, Jennifer;
nshapiro@who.eop.gov; robert.ditchey@us.army.mil; Colburn, Brent; robert.jensenl@dhs.gov; Chandler,
Matthew M
Subject: NICCL Call 7:15 pm

PIs join a limited NICCL call concerning the Japan earthquake

1 800 320 4330

Codeý

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

A/ -,



From: Harrinaton. Hoall
To: Kamnis. leff- dareisikownho.doe.oov; Smith, Sean; Kudwa. Amy; Friedman. Jennifer:

Cb(b)(6) Brent; robert.iensen(idhs.Qov; Chandler.

Subject: RE: NICCL Call 7:15 pm
Date: Friday, March 11,2011 7:23:00 PM

FYI -- Holly Harrington

From: Greten, Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:09 PM
To: 'brian.mcdermott@nrc.gov'; 'Chris.Miller@nrc.gov'; 'Daniel.Blumenthal@nnsa.doe.gov';
Veal.Lee@epamail.epa.gov'
Cc: Joseph Anderson; Wright, Lisa (Gibney); O'Boyle, Seamus; Greten, Timothy; 'olaughlin@nv.doe.gov';
'Schumann.Jean@epamail.epa.gov'; 'Decair.sara@epamail.epa.gov'; 'cym3@cdc.gov'; Kirin, Alexandra;
Gruber, Corey; Farmer, Robert; Daigler, Donald; Gorman, Chad
Subject: Lead on questions about possible release from Fukushima Daiichi Site
Importance: High

Brian/Chris/Dan/Lee

Good evening!

We are starting to get questions from the FEMA regions IX and X (West Coast/Alaska/Hawaii) about the
implications of a large radioactive release from the Fukushima Daiichi facility.

Per the Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex to the NRF, the lead Federal agency appears to be the EPA
(pg. NUC-13 of the annex "EPA is also the coordinating agency for ..... incidents involving foreign,
unknown, or unlicensed radiological sources that have actual, potential, or perceived radiological
consequences in the U.S. or its territories, possessions, or territorial waters, and that are not address by
DHS/CBP or DHS/USCG).

Should there be a release from Fukushima Daiichi, my understanding is the IMAC (supported by FRMAC)
would be monitoring the situation and would be providing information to the EPA, NRC Ops Center, the
FEMA NRCC, DHS NOC, etc. EPA is responsible for communicating this information to the public,
although that responsibility could be shifted by the White House.

Am I correct?

Thanks

Tim

Timothy A. Greten, PMP
Technological Hazards Division Deputy Director/
Federal Radiological Preparedness Coordination Committee Executive Secretariat
FEMA National Preparedness Directorate
Department of Homeland Security
1800 South Bell St.
Arlington, VA, 22202
timothy.greten@dhs.gov
office: (202) 646-3907
cell:([b)

//



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: FW: Media Call
Date: Saturday, March 12, 2011 11:46:00 AM

Per [mllv, please see string' of eimiils lIelohl re.Irdiing an Interview re(qst.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 11:45 AM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Re: Media Call

Send to eliopt

Sent from NRC Blackberry
Holly Harrinqton

•1 (b)(6)

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Sat Mar 12 10:46:16 2011
Subject: Media Call

Holly.,

.l'ii dil.- your w lecause von menttioned earlier t1hat the clhairnii nu i.av be d(iwn. interviews.

Before I send to l,•vone for her to r'SIp)OId tha we're not doing interviews, I wanted to double

check with Vou.

Rlich (,ardellll
NB•C Ni-lhtly.New w/Brfian \W\ilhaism

Interv iew w/chimn ior other
Tille todav or tomorro%%

Air Sundiiy or Monday nigtht

Brenda Akstulcwicz
Adminnistrative " Assislant s
(Office of Public. Arraii-,% "



From:
To:
Cc
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Brenner. Eliot
Akstulewicz, Brenda
Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly
FW: NRC Q&A
Saturday, March 12, 2011 1:56:06 PM

Please create a group list that we can use. Work with this list and add the following name:
Dougan, Thomas D CIV SEA 08 NR (b)(6)

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent -€; Ah rrl y M arrh 1 2 7011 PM
To: j (b)(6) 1

t ; Smith, Sean; Brenner, Eliot; 'hammerma@state.gov';

(b)(6) imatthew.chandler@dhs.gov'I (b)(6)

b'Brent.Colburn@dhs.gov; 'Jeff. Karonis@DHS.GOV'; Harrington, Holly;
(b)(6) Mueller, Stephanie; LaVera,

Damien; Reynolds, Tom; Leistikow, Dan
Subject: NRC Q&A

Is attached. This is to be kept within the Federal family at the moment per direction of our
chairman and is provided for your information only. Consider it OUO for the moment.
Thanks.

Eliot Brenner
NRC Public Affairs

-Nk



Questions and Answers for Chairman Jaczko

As of 10:00 a.m. 3/12/2011

1. What is the NRC doing about the emergencies at the nuclear power plants in Japan? Are

you sending staff over there?

Public Answer: We are closely following events in Japan, working with other agencies of the federal

government, and have been in direct contact with our counterparts in that country. In addition, we
are ready to provide assistance if there is a specific request. An NRC staffer is participating in the

USAID team headed to Japan.

Additional technical, non-public information:
We are taking the knowledge that the staff has about the design of the US nuclear plants and we are

applying this knowledge to the Japan situation. For example, this includes calculations of severe

accident mitigation that have been performed.

2. What's going to happen following the steam explosion everyone's seen from the video

footage?

Public Answer: If a similar event occurred at a U.S. nuclear power plant, the NRC would be seeking

information to answer several questions, including: What's the status of the reactor core, the reactor

vessel and the containment building? What radiation measurement equipment is available and what

measurements are being reported? What efforts are being taken to keep the public safe? How did
the explosion affect efforts to keep the nearby reactors in a safe condition? And most importantly -

What can the NRC do to help?

Additional technical, non-public information:

3. What should people in Alaska, Hawaii and the West Coast do to protect themselves from
fallout?

Public Answer: The available evidence shows the United States can be expected to avoid any

impacts from radioactive material, so no public action is necessary. We believe there is very low risk
to the US considering the long distance from the US and the type of event. The NRC continues to

analyze the available information, and existing monitoring equipment can detect any materials

before they could present a hazard.

Additional technical, non-public information: NRC is working with DHS, EPA and other federal

partners to ensure monitoring equipment is properly positioned, based on meterological and other
relevant information.

1



4. Can this happen here i.e. an earthquake that significantly damages a nuclear power plant?
Are the Japanese plants similar to U.S. plants?

Public Answer: All U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including
earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive
seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires
that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into account the
most severe natural phenomena historically reported for the site and surrounding area and then
goes further. Nuclear power plants are designed to be safe based on historical data and projections
regarding the area's maximum credible earthquakes.
The Japanese facilities are similar in design to several US facilities.

Additional technical, non-public information:
The reactor design is a Boiling Water Reactor that is similar to some U.S. designs, including Oyster
Creek, Nine Mile Point and Dresden Units 2 and 3.

5. What would U.S. plants do in this situation?

Public Answer: The NRC requires plant designs to include multiple and diverse safety systems, and
plants must test their emergency preparedness capabilities on a regular basis. Plant operators are
very capable of responding to significant events. In addition, NRC regulations require plants to have
plans in place that would allow them to mitigate even "worst case scenarios".

Since 9/11, we have implemented requirements for licensees to have additional response
capabilities for extreme situations.

Additional technical, non-public information:
Our nuclear plants have procedures in place to address a variety of accident scenarios, including
abnormal operating procedures, emergency operating procedures, sever accident guidelines and
emergency plans.

6. Are U.S. power plants designed to withstand tsunamis?

Public Answer: Yes. Plants are built to withstand a variety of environmental hazards and those
plants that might face a threat from tsunami are required to withstand large waves and the maximum
wave height at the intake structure (which varies by plant.)

Additional, technical, non-public information:
Tsunami have been considered in the design of US nuclear plants since the publication of
Regulatory Guide 1.59 in 1977. Nuclear plants are designed to withstand flooding from not only
tsunami, but also hurricane and storm surge. Currently the US NRC has a tsunami research
program that is focused on developing additional guidance through cooperation with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the United States Geological Survey.

2



7. What happens whenlif a plant "melts down"?

Public Answer: In short, nuclear power plants in the United States are designed to be safe. To
prevent the release of radioactive material, there are multiple barriers between the radioactive
material and the environment, including the fuel cladding, the heavy steel reactor vessel itself and
the containment building, usually a heavily reinforced structure of concrete and steel several feet
thick.

Additional, technical, non-public information:
The melted core may melt through the bottom of the vessel and flow onto the concrete containment
floor. The core may melt through the containment liner and release radioactive material to the
environment.

8. Should people in Japan take KI?

Public Answer: The Japanese people should listen to the public authorities in Japan regarding
protective actions. KI - potassium iodide - is one of the protective measures that might be taken in
a radiological emergency in this country. We do not know if this measure is necessary or appropriate
in the Japanese situation.

Additional, technical non-public information.
There are a range of protective measures that we use ... the most effective is evacuation. Local
government officials are responsible for determining the best means to protect their public. KI is
another means for protection but evacuation and sheltering are the primary means that is used.

9. Was there any damage to U.S. reactors from either the earthquake or the resulting
tsunami?

Public Answer: No

Additional, technical non-public information:
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 declared an "unusual event" based on tsunami warning following the
Japanese earthquake. They have since exited the "unusual event" declaration, based on a
downgrade to a tsunami advisory.

10. Has this incident changed the NRC perception about earthquake risk?

Public Answer: As is prudent, the NRC will certainly be looking closely at this incident and the effects
on the Japanese nuclear power plant in the future to see if any changes are necessary to NRC
regulations.

Additional, technical, non-public information.
We expect that there would be lessons learned, etc.

3



11. Will this incident affect new reactor licensing?

Public Answer It is not appropriate to hypothesize on such a future scenario at this point.

Additional, technical non-public information:

4



From: Harrington, Holty
To:
Subject: RE: Citizen Inquiry
Date: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:24:00 PM

Gracias!

From: HOO Hoc
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:10 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Citizen Inquiry

I will pass along to the other shift crews.

Thx--Vince
Headquarters Operations Officer

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-816-5100
Fax: 301-816-5151

email: hoo.hoc@nrc~gov .. ,

secure e-mail: hool@nrc.•sgov.gov,

~US NRC

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 8:52 PM
To: HO0 Hoc
Subject: RE: Citizen Inquiry

Thank you for taking a message. I'm afraid we expect to continue to get these. If at all
possible, could you ask them to send an e-mail to opa.resource opa.gov ? That way you
don't have to take a message and we can response at our convenience.

Holly

From: HOO Hoc
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 8:49 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Citizen Inquiry

Brian Phillips (Public Citizen-Wyoming) called concerning fallout from the Japan plants.

His call back (b)(6)

Headquarters Operations Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-816-5188
Fax: 301-816-5151

email: hoo.hoc@nrc.gov
f .. \£•..,



From: OPA Resource
To: Brenner, Elio ; Harrington. Holly
Cc: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: A Small Chance
Date: Sunday, March 13, 2011 5:36:38 PM

-.... OriginaIl Meessage ....-.From~l '(b)(6) = [MaJ-t4 (b)(6)

Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 5:26 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: A Small Chance

I know it I am more likely wasting your time than doing anything to help but I thought it was worth
looking like a fool in the off chance it wasn't a silly idea. Can the japanese displace the water used to
spin turbines in overheating reactors with molten lead? It melts well below the point of which steel does
and any that does vaporize can just be replaced. At least any of the fuel rods damaged will be isolated.

Dustin
Sent from my BlackBerry® powered by Virgin Mobile.

ji. \.9...



From: RMTPACTSU ELNRC
To: LIAl. Hoc; LIA.01 Ho; LIA07 Hoc LIA8 Hoc: Gott, WIliIan, Harrington. Holly; McIntyre. David; Kozal. Jason

Subject: Update - 0500 14 MAR: Pol-Mil Update on USG assistance
Date: Sunday, March 13, 2011 6:44:57 PM

Two nuggets of info on this e-mail (1) the Embassy Task Force and (2) the 0500 Update on USG

assistance.

From: Toko, Kenichiro (Ken) [mailto:TokoKE@state.gov]
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 6:22 PM
To: Hefner, Timothy B; Walsh, Cody C; Brunette-Chen, Rachel; Till, Laura A; Young, Joseph M;
Huntington, Miki T LTC USA USFJ J54; Kimura, Ayako; Toledo, Ana Y; Oikawa, Yufuko; Basalla, Suzanne
I; Luke, Robert S; Zumwalt, James P; (b)(6) IWiltse, Jeffrey S COL USA USFJ J5;
Epstein, Daren A GS-14 USFJ J5; Caballero, Leo F LTC USA USFJ J52; Tran, John D Maj USAF USFJ J5;
Peyton, Paul P GS-14 USFJ J5; Donovan, Joseph R; Deming, Rust M; Dresser, Heather L (EAP/J); SWO;
Basalla, Suzanne I; Napier, Bradford; Bradford, John F LCDR (USN) OSD POLICY; Johstone, Christopher
DASD OSD; Green, Christopher L; Cote, Benjamin F LCDR USN USFJ J52; USFJ-CAT-CHIEF; EAP-J-
Office-DL; Task Force 1; Beed, John A; Beed, John [USAID]; Lyons, Thomas H;

Maa (b)(6) Stitt, Tony; Hinds, Lynda 3; Zareski, Karen B; Task Force 1; SES-O; Seiden,
MatteD; Leou, NancyCW;hs e ace, Casey K; RMT_PACTSU; ops.cat@dhs.gov; Trigilio, John (OSD);
Atteberry, Christopher (OSD); Hanlon, Melissa (OSD); Clark, Ngoc (OSD); OEM-EMC; M Staff; Zumwalt,
James P; Tokyo-Consular-Officers-DL; Donovan, Joseph R; Tokyo PolMil Unit; Basalla, Suzanne I;

(b)(6) Applegate, David;
charles.mcreery@noaa.gov; Benjamin, Bevan COL USA USI-J Jb; I asker, Laura L Capt USAF USFJ J5;
Walker, ]on W; Cooper, Justin D; Loy, James R; Clark, Frank S; Klingmeyer, James F; ofdaPACOM;
Bock, Yoni; Cooper, Justin D; Wood, Robert A; USFJ-CAT-J5
Cc: Dudley, Katherine F; Masuda, Tracy L
Subject: RE: 0500 14 MAR: Pol-Mil Update on USG assistance

We set up an Embassy Task Force with 24 hour Pol-Mil coverage as of 6:30am

today, Monday March 14, The Pol-Mil duty officer will be at 03-3224-5541, so
please call this number or email foyooiMilUrft.statecov to reach one of us for

pol-mil related issues.

Thank you,
Ken

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

From: Hefner, Timothy B
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:32 AM
To: Hefner, Timothy B; Walsh, Cody C; Brunette-Chen, Rachel; Till, Laura A; Young, Joseph M; Toko,
Kenichiro (Ken); 'Huntington, Miki T LTC USA USFJ J54" Kimura, Ayako- Toledo, Ana Y; Oikawa, Yufuko;
Basalla, Suzanne I; Luke, Robert S; Zumwalt, James P;[ (b)(6) !; 'Wiltse, Jeffrey S COL
USA USFJ 35'; 'Epstein, Daren A GS-14 USFJ J5'; 'Caballero, Leo F LTC ISA1UJ J52%; 'Tran, John D Maj
USAF USFJ J5'; 'Peyton, Paul P GS-14 USFJ J5'; Donovan, Joseph R; Deming, Rust M; Dresser, Heather L
(EAP/J); SWO; Basalla, Suzanne I; Napier, Bradford; 'Bradford, John F LCDR (USN) OSD POLICY';
'Johstone, Christopher DASD OSD'; Green, Christopher L; 'Cote, Benjamin F LCDR USN USFJ 152'; 'USFJ-
fCAT-CHIFF' FAP-1-Office-DL; TaskForce-1; Beed, John A; Beed, John; Lyons, Thomas H;

(b)(6) 1; 'Stitt, Tony'; Hinds, Lynda J; Zareski, Karen B; TaskForce-1; SES-O; Seiden,

Maya D; Leou, Nancy W; Mace, Casey K; 'rmt-pactsu@ofda.gov'; 'ops.cat@dhs.gov'; 7'rigilio, John, CIV,

OSD-POLICY'; 'Atteberry, Christopher L Col (USAF) OSD POLICY'; 'Hanlon, Melissa, CIV, OSD-POLICY';

p, /



'Clark, Ngoc CIV OSD POLICY'; OEM-EMC; M.Staff; Zumwalt James P; Tokyo-Consular-Officers-DL;
nlnnnvn lnmnh R- Tnikvn PnoMil Unit: Basplla, Suzanne I;[ (b)(6).;

(b)(6) I Applegate, David; 'charles.mcreery@noaa.gov'; 'Benjamin,
Bevan COL USA USF] I5T; 'Tasker, Laura L Capt USAF USF] J5'; Walker, Jon W; Cooper, Justin D; Loy,
James R; Clark, Frank S; Klingmeyer, James F; 'ofdapacom@ofda.gov'; 'Bock, Yoni'; Cooper, Justin D;
Wood, Robert A
Cc: Dudley, Katherine F; Masuda, Tracy L
Subject: RE: 0500 14 MAR: Pol-Mil Update on USG assistance

Ken Toko is on shift at 03-3224-5541 as of 0630 JST Monday, March 14

Tim Hefner
Pol-Mil Unit

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

From: Hefner, Timothy B
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:10 AM
To: Walsh, Cody C; Brunette-Chen, Rachel; Till, Laura A; Young, Joseph M; Toko, Kenichiro (Ken);
'Huntington, Miki T LTC USA USFJ 154'; Kimura Avakon Toledo, Ana Y: Oikawa, Yufuko; Basalla,
Suzanne I; Luke, Robert S; Zumwalt, James P;I (b)(6) 1; 'Wiltse, Jeffrey S COL USA USFJ
35'; 'Epstein, Daren A GS-14 USFJ J5'; 'Caballero, Leo F LTC USA USFJ 152'; 'Tran, John D Maj USAF
USFJ 35'; 'Peyton, Paul P GS-14 USFJ J5'; Donovan, Joseph R; Deming, Rust M; Dresser, Heather L
(EAP/J); SWO; Basalla, Suzanne I; Napier, Bradford; 'Bradford, John F LCDR (USN) OSD POLICY';
'Johstone, Christopher DASD OSD'; Green, Christopher L; 'Cote, Benjamin F LCDR USN USFJ J52'; 'USFJ-
CAT-CHIEF'; EAP-J-Office-DL; TaskForce-1; Beed, John A; Beed, John; Lyons, Thomas H;

(b)(6) l'; 'Stitt, Tony'; Hinds, Lynda J; Zareski, Karen B; TaskForce-1; SES-O; Seiden,
Maya D; Leou, Nancy W; Mace, Casey K; 'rmt-pactsu@ofda.gov'; 'ops.cat@dhs.gov'; 'Trigilio, John, CIV,
OSD-POLICY'; 'Atteberry, Christopher L Col (USAF) OSD POLICY'; 'Hanlon, Melissa, CIV, OSD-POLICY';
'Clark, Ngoc CIV OSD POLICY'; OEM-EMC; MStaff; ZumwaltJ ames P; Tokyo-Consular-Officers-DL;
Donovan, Joseph R; Tokyo PolMil Unit; Basalla, Suzanne I;(b)(6) ;

(b)(6) Applegate, David; 'charles.mcreery@noaa.gov'; 'Benjamin,
Bevan COL USA USFJ J"; ',asKer, Laura L Capt USAF USF] J5%; Walker, Jon W; Cooper, Justin D; Loy,
James R; Clark, Frank S; Klingmeyer, James F; 'ofdapacom@ofda.gov'; 'Bock, Yoni'; Cooper, Justin D;
Wood, Robert A
Subject: 0500 14 MAR: Pol-Mil Update on USG assistance

Updates as of 0500, Monday, MI-Arch 14 JST:
1) Nuclear Reactor - USFJ COL Town/Col Wall at MOD receiving live transcripts of the

nuclear power plant radioactive materials monitoring da.ta, DSN 224-7717 e.mail:
j 3rct2n!.so mod gon.

a. Radiation Data: At 0130 14 Mar JST, MOFA requested radiation data collected
by the USS Ronald Reagan. MOFA was informed that Ernb DOE rep can
provide tliis to them; pending response from DOE on tlhis.

b. Nuclear-related personnel, equipment: DOE Alan Remick and HHS Joe Hughart
(ioseph.hLIugh1art,@fohl1 hhsgov, bberry: 404-772-7337) met with MOFA, NISA
(Nuclear Industrial and Safety Agency) counterparts 13 Mar. NRC Jim Trapp
(via Narita) expected 13 Mar. NRC Tony Ulses arrived w/SAR at Misawa,
tr.ansfefring to Yokota AB ert Tokyo, ETA 0630. Dosimetry equipment from
Yokosuka to be passed to Jim Trapp.

c. t.ISFJ cannot support. this request, and the GOJ was informed at 2330 JST Sun,
Mar 13Water buckets operation to help cool FukLushirna No. 3 Pump.



2) Global Hawk:
a. GOJ is seeking permission to release publicly images taken by Global Hawk.

Please advise,

3) III MEF Update:
a. Ill MEF has 9X KC130J and 2X CH-46 at Iwakuni and 5X CH-46 at Atsugi. III MEF

FWD conducted a link up w/Liaison at NE Army CG and conducted a survey of

Yamagata Airfield to look at the feasibility of setting up a FARP (forward
refueling point). 238 pax are deployed throughout Honshu, ill MEF intends to
conduct ops to move further north in Sendai area today to link up with the
JGSDF NE Army and establish a FARP at Yamagata.

b, USS Essex is still enroute--ETA is 0700 14 Mar JST.

4) FCM Assistance:

a. GOJ is not proceeding with a request for Foreign Consequence Management
Support from USG.

5) Search and Rescue (SAR)Team
Flight Update:

a. USA 1 (Cargo) from Andrews AFB in DoD C-17 wheels down at Misawa 1415z/
2315 JST, reported 1425z/2325 local time/1040 EST

b. MREs: As of 0122, DART working with USAID RMf on sec5uring 120 cases from
Misawa. Misawa-USFJ-AFPAC seeking approval from DOS and Unified
Commander, as MRE's not intended for non-DOD personnel. DOS consented
via lelcon with TaskForce 0100; OSD asking if MREs provided on reimbursable
basis.

c. DART deploying at 0600 14 Mar JST to Ofunato city, working w;'Tokyo

firefighters.
On ground DART POC: Dewey Perks, dperks@usaid.oov , phone (berry)[--)(6
I b)(6)

ci. Interpreters. DART team need 4-total interpreters, also have 2 MO-A reps in
tow. Misawa AB seeking options as of 2000 13 Mar JSI.

6) Usage of USAF Bas(e.s - (C)J authorized to use Misawa AB & Yokota AB for third country
aircraft for HA/DR personnel and suppl•es. GOJ provided authorization for third country
SAR teams to access base ExclhangeiCommissary

a. ROK: SAR team of 5 people. 2 rescule dogs arrived at Ilianamaki Airport, mov(d
to the south of Sendai,. will begin ops in the!• morning. 14 Mar JST. No further
information on ROK offer of aid.

b. UK: 77 British personnel arrived on Misawa AB to support the SAR mission in
Iwate Ohurn'to area. se-eking confirmation from MOFA and USAID on ground
personnel (dperks@usaid.gov) that British will conduct SAR mission jointly with US
teams, time, it will starr mission, and trans details.

c. Australia: SAR team arrived at Yokota AS, will operate in Minamisanriku-cho.

d. Singi:apore: No Update on SAR te.am of 5 members, 5 dogs, in Fukushinra.

e. NZ: 55 member SAR team scheduled to arrive at Narita at 1630 14 Mar JST

f. Franc(.: SAR team of 131 members will arive at: Narita on March 14 local time



and move to Misawa AB; MOFA is handling initial coordination directly with
USFJ for French SAR team.

g. China: MOFA confirmed that the team arrived in Iwate Prefecture. Press
reports that they arrived in Japan with four tons of materials and equipment for
search and rescue. power supplies and telecommunication.

h. India has offered relief supplies through the Japanese DAH- in India. MOFA is
working internally to confirm that they are aware of this offer and to determine
how they want to proceed. Will need to determine if Yokota AB is the
appropriat(e- place for Indian IL-76 with relief supplies to Ikamfnd.

7) USS Ronald Reagan Carrier Strike Group positioned off Miyagi Coast: USS Ronald
Reagan (CVN-76) - aircraft carrier; USS Preble (DDG-88) - destroyer; USS McCampbell
(DDG-85) - destroyer; USS Curtis Wilbur (DDG-54) - destroyer: LISS C hancellorsvilk (CCG-
62) - cruiser: USS McCain (DDG-56) - destroyer

a. Carried out activities as planned (6 SAR missions and shoreline and coastal
water assessment we-re scheduled for 13 Mar), no update on outcomes.

8) USN Transport Support
a. USS Tortuga moving to assist request for transport of GSDF Northern Army from

]ornakomai to Hachinoe. PACOM authorized USFJ to employ HSV transport;
HSV in Okinawa and would take longer than Tortuga to arrive and assist
(Tortuga forward deployed at Sasebo. ETA 0800-0900 15 Mar JST.

b. Embassy Tokyo Consular Crisis Field Team has arrived in Sendai.

Tirn Hefner
Pol-Mil Unit
U.S. Embassy Tokyo
TEL: +81 3 3224-5344 (x5247 today)
HefnerTB@sltate.gQov

SBU
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

From: Walsh, Cody C
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 11:38 PM
To: Brunette-Chen, Rachel; Till, Laura A; Young, Joseph M; Hefner, Timothy B; Toko, Kenichiro (Ken);
'Huntington, Miki T LTC USA USFJ J54'; Kimura Ayako; Toledo, Ana Y; Oikawa, Yufuko; Basalla,
Suzanne I; Luke, Robert S; Zumwalt, James P;i (b)(6)Z i 'Wiltse, Jeffrey S COL USA USFJ
J5'; 'Epstein, Daren A GS-14 USFJ.J5'; 'Caballero, Leo F LTC USA USFJ J52'; 'Tran, John D Maj USAF
USFJ JI'; 'Peyton, Paul P GS-14 USFJ J5'; Donovan, Joseph R; Deming, Rust M; Dresser, Heather L
(EAP/J); SWO; Basalla, Suzanne I; Napier, Bradford; 'Bradford, John F LCDR (USN) OSD POLICY';
'Johstone, Christopher DASD OSD'; Green, Christopher L; 'Cote, Benjamin F LCDR USN USFJ J52'; 'USFJ-
CAT-CHIEF'; EAP-J-Office-DL; TaskForce-1; Beed, John A; Beed, John; Lyons, Thomas H;

(b)(6) 'Stitt, Tony'; Hinds, Lynda J; Zareski, Karen B; TaskForce-1; SES-O; Seiden,
Maya D; Leou, Nancy W; Mace, Casey K; 'rmt_pactsu@ofda.gov'; 'ops.cat@dhs.gov'; Trigilio, John, CIV,
OSD-POLICY'; 'Atteberry, Christopher L Col (USAF) OSD POLICY'; 'Hanlon, Melissa, CIV, OSD-POLICY';
'Clark, Ngoc CIV OSD POLICY'; OEM-EMC; MStaff; Zumwalt James P; Tokyo-Consular-Officers-DL;
Donovan, Joseph R; Tokyo PolMil Unit; Basalla, Suzanne I; (b)(6)

(b)(6) 1; Applegate, David; 'charles.mcreery@noaa.gov'; 'Benjamin,



Bevan COL USA USFJ 35; 'Tasker, Laura L Capt USAF USF. 35'; Walker, Jon W; Cooper, Justin D; Loy,
James R; Clark, Frank S; Klingmeyer, James F; 'ofdapacom@ofda.gov'; 'Bock, Yoni'; Cooper, Justin D
Subject: 2330 13 MAR: Pol-Mil Update on USG assistance

Cody Walsh is signing off at 2330 local time, and Tim Hefner is covering the Embassy
Tokyo Pol-Mil shift. He can be reached at 3224-5344 or TokyoPolMlJnit(dstate.goy.

Updates as of 23:30, Sunday, March 13, JST: Changes since the last update are highlighted in
red.

9) Nuclear Reactor
a. Water buckets operation to help cool Fukushima No. 3 Pump: USFJ has not

received indication they can support the water buckets operation (either helos
not immediately available or no equipment for water bucket mission). USFJ is
still researching resource availability in Okinawa, but even if available, due to
transport time and questions surrounding the safety of this COA, USFJ is not
recommending US service personnel to conduct the mission. Emb Tokyo has
communicated to MOFA the difficulties to support this request citing resource
availability and informed MOFA that we will advise should there be any
change of status.

b. John Beed has asked DC to confirm arrival of any and all nuclear-related
personnel, equipment coming as part of DART/search-rescue teams. Four
nuclear specialists are en route: I with the DART team that arrived in Misawa
at 15:22 and three coming into Narita airport.

c. Alan Remick from DOE and Joe Hughart from H-iS arrived in Tokyo and are
meeting at MOI-A with their NISA (Nuclear Industrial and Safety Agency)
counterparts. MOFA Nuclear Division's Kazumi Yamada confirmed she
shared the seven questions from DOE with GOJ's NISA this evening, ahead of
the meeting.

d. USFJ COL Town and Col Wall are taking alternating shifts at lchigaya and
are receiving the live transcripts of the nuclear power plant radioactive
materials monitoring data. They may be reached as follows. DSN 224-7717
e-mail: j3cat2nd jso.mod.go.jp.

10) FCM Assistance:
a. GOJ is not proceeding with a request for Foreign Consequence Management

Support from USG.

1 1) Search and Rescue (SAR) Team
a. Arrived Sunday, Mar 13, 15:22 JST at Misawa. DART is being sent to

Ofunato city and area and will work in tandem with Tokyo firefighters team we
don't know how long they will conduct operations.

b. Two MOFA officers will perform liaison functions at Misawa.
c. lwate Prefecture wants the team to have a sufficient number of interpreters

(ideally, at least five) before deploying to disaster areas. Per USAID EMB
representative, John Beed, the Search and Rescue teams have indicated they
believe they will be able to mobilize additional interpreters to accompany the
SAR from within Misawa AB. CG Sapporo con finned two AMCITs based in
Hirosaki are available to volunteer as interpreters if needed. As requested by
AMCITs volunteers, Misawa SAR POC information shared with AMCITs.



12) Usage of USAF Bases
i. GOJ is authorized to use Misawa AB and Yokota AB for third country aircraft

who wish to send aircraft for HA/DR personnel and supplies.
j. MOFA gave the green light for of third country SAR teams arriving at U.S.

bases to have access to duty-free goods at the on base Exchange or
Commissary. They did ask that third country SAR members have their IDs
checked at the door (like all base personnel.) to ensure that access is restricted
to those who are authorized for access

k. ROK: SAR team of 5 members and 2 rescue dog arrived at Hanamaki Airport
and moved to the south of Sendai. They are now standing by-and will start
rescue operations in on Monday morning, March 14 local time. MOFA also
confirmed knowledge of ROK offer of aid, details on specifics for delivery
pending.

1. UK: SAR team, with 63 members and 2 dogs, arrived at Misawa AB at 2000
JST; no updates on destination for relief activities.

m. Australia: SAR team will arrive via C-17 aircraft at Yokota Air Base at 0140
JST, March 14. USFJ is currently coordinating quarantine requirements for
rescue dogs. USFJ J4 is coordinating Australian need access to the base for
contracted vehicles, fuel and water.

n. Singapore: SAR team of 5 members, 5 dogs, arrived at Narita yesterday on
March 12 and moved to Fukushima to support relief activities.

o. New Zealand: SAR team of 55 members is scheduled to arrive at Narita at
1630 local time on March 14 at Narita

p. France: SAR team of 131 members will arrive at Narita on March 14 local time
and move to Misawa AB; MOFA is handling initial coordination directly with
USFJ for French SAR team.

q. MOFA confirmed that Chinese rescue team arrived at 12:30 PM in Haneda
and is enroute to Tohoku region (exact location was TBD).

13) USS Ronald Reagan Carrier Strike Group
a. Positioned off the Miyagi Coast.
b. Will conduct SAR operations starting at first light, three in the morning and
three in the afternoon.
c. Along with SAR, will be conducting an assessment of the shoreline and
coastal waters

14) USN Transport Support
a. MOFA reconfirmed the request for transport of GSDF Northern Army from

Otaru to Akita.
b. The first 700 GSDF personnel departed by commercial ferry on March 12, but

more will follow the next few days, and MOFA reconfirmed continued request
for transport support.

c. PACOM JOC sent a message, USFJ was authorized to employ HSV transport
d. Embassy Tokyo Consular Crisis Field Team has requested transport from

Yokota to Misawa

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.
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From: Brunette-Chen, Rachel
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 4:54 PM
To: Till, Laura A; Young, Joseph M; Hefner, Timothy B; Toko, Kenichiro (Ken); Walsh, Cody C;
'Huntington, Miki T LTC USA USFJ J54'; Kimura Ayako; Toledo, Ana Y- Oikawa, Yufuko; Basalla,
Suzanne I; Luke, Robert S; Zumwalt, James P;t (b)(6) I; 'Wiltse, Jeffrey S COL USA USFJ
JT'; 'Epstein, Daren A GS-14 USFJ J5'; 'Caballero, Leo TCTJtU5A SF-JJ52'; 'Tran, John D Maj USAF
USFJ T5'; 'Peyton, Paul P GS-14 USFJ J3'; Donovan, Joseph R; Deming, Rust M; Dresser, Heather L
(EAP/J); SWO; Basalla, Suzanne I; Napier, Bradford; 'Bradford, John F LCDR (USN) OSD POLICY';
'Johstone, Christopher DASD OSD'; Green, Christopher L; 'Cote, Benjamin F LCDR USN USFJ J52'; 'USFJ-
CAT-CHIEF'; EAP-J-Office-DL; TaskForce-1; Beed, John A; Beed, John; Lyons, Thomas H;
I(b)(6) 'Stilt, Tony'; Hinds, Lynda J; Zareski, Karen B; TaskForce-1; SES-O; Seiden,
Maya D; Leou, Nancy W; Mace, Casey K; 'rmt_pactsu@ofda.gov'; 'ops.cat@dhs.gov'; Trigilio, John, CIV,
OSD-POLICY'; 'Atteberry, Christopher L Col (USAF) OSD POLICY'; 'Hanlon, Melissa, CIV, OSD-POLICY';
'Clark, Ngoc CIV OSD POLICY'; OEM-EMC; MStaff; Zumwalt, James P; Tokyo-Consular-Officers-DL;
Donovan. Joseoh R: Tokyo PolMil Unit; Basalla, Suzanne I; I()(6)

(b)(6) I Applegate, David; 'charles.mcreery@noaa.gov'; 'Benjamin,
Bevan COL USA USFJ 35'; 'Tasker, Laura L Capt USAF USF) J5 ; Walker, Jon W; Cooper, Justin D; Loy,
James R; Clark, Frank S; Klingmeyer, James F; 'ofdapacom@ofda.gov'; 'Bock, Yoni'
Subject: RE: GOJ Requests for Assistance- Updates 1630 JST 13MAR2011

Rachel QIrunetc-Chaen siýmiing offatl 17:0, (': ody kV aI,'h is now ,kfi.•." ,ver. He. may he
contacted. at 322,--.533-J' or tokyopolmilunitliastate.gov-. ( Jmt (Ehi.efJoe Younm it also
currenttly in th,.N- klfice at x. 533. Thank v(.

..tpdaIe-.a as of 16:00O, Sunday, March I 3... S.T` Changes since the last update are highlighted in
red.

15 .) N uclcear iKc'ctor

a. o1firiall "• ilUc as)nc. ill thei form of U sf J h!,. to conduct
,,l\ .tt " h o k( pI 'ralOUs (11i~l tvattr via sling' lo.oad as rye dto dr n",,

frT.'i ghtIn• ,O peranonsI)to help cool the No.. 3 Pumnp at f ukisluma, I which is in
a criticai ký.)iri~i si.n- Sinlal to No. I J'umump that ,;.phd, d eumla. 1,1)1 ha,
also bc n iist. ed w ih this. mission. W ar waitn cor (For sa lxt- daita Rdr
;rx to t ovxr. LJSF.. says iniial read s there .re mnu•mJ ... buh h ,t i.o. are

re-ConlrnJ 111 ,,vit Ii.ser! hTC% K mp' m CUIP Is.

bJ iohn f3cd ha3s asked DC to conirryi arTrival o0 any and all Itcler-ielatei
-1. equipR .rnt Z....i'usp '•i .res.,e tceamsi. Four

nuclear specialists are en route: I with the DART tcam that arrived in Misawa
at 15:22 anid three Conh•Hi i1to Na\ita airpot.

c. MOFA has asked us to contact them regarding details on the nuclear
specialists, including their destinations/plans. Ron Cherry is working this
issue with Kazumi Yamada in the MOFA International Nuclear Energy
Cooperation Division. If you receive inquiries from MOFA about nuclear
specialists, please inform them that they may contact Ms. Yamada. Duty
Officer has informed MOFA contacts to reach out to Ms. Yarnada.

d. USFJ COL Town and Col Wall are taking altenating shifts at l.chigaya and
are receiving the live transcripts of the nuclear power plant radioactive
materials monitoring data. They may be reached as follows. DSN. 224-.737 .. ,,17 A-
e-nmail: j 3cat2ndcVýe so.rood. ,o)jp

16) (CM ..NIsta ,re:.7



.1

a. GO.C is not. proceeding with a request tbr Foreign Consequence Manageient
Suppwilt from I.SG.

17) Search andd Rescue (SAIR) Tearn
a. Arrived Sunday, Mar 13, 15:22 JST at Misawa. DART is being sent to

Ofunato city and area and will work in tandem with Tokyo firefighters team we
don't know how long they will conduct operations.

b. Two MO,1FA officers will F00eil-rl11 tIaison fimlctions, aw Misawa.
c. lwate Pr:efccture waris tifc teani to have a suficienrt number of interpreters

(idea'ly at le;*st filc).befire depiovlcyl to dis;:etoer areas. OFD,,N has con tirrmed
that. there are .nat iv Japanese speakers ;imong the team members and i.s
cooivlringiiw the number. Sapporo Consillhte has oflered to pro% ide tw.o
interprCiel-s, and has a third Amclt conlact hi Aornor' whjo hias volwuteered to
int.Irret. Transportation would be required to the disaster area.

d. AUS SAR 'I oarn i- en .route. Yokota AlB: ETA 0140 local time Monday,
March 14. USFJ is currently coordinating quarantine requirements for rescue
dogs.

e. Embassy and USFJ have asked MOFA for SOFA privileges (NOT formal
SOFA status) for foreign aid teams arriving in Yokota'Misawa to enable
foreign aid personnel to purchase needed materials at the base exchanges.
MO.FA has informed us that they are working on. this and coordinating it with
the Ministry of Finance. PolMil Dutyoff encouraged MOFA to move this
request through quickly to enable rescue personnel to get the supplies they
need. MOFA informed PolMil dutyoff that they will reach. out to us as soon
as they hear back from MO.F, but they are not expecting an answer to arrive
quickly because it will require senior-level approval. MOFA has the phone
numbers for the two pol-mil officers taking over the next shift.

1 ') I.-ae ol" I..1i\F Bases
O() is aulm orized 11 use -\ iaw:a .1 'Vol oIdo.o AB3 -l"fr thirhd comitty

aicrait "'ho ish it.) send aircrall fbr HtAJ)R. personixl and supplieh
s. .M()JA cotnlnite d" RW)K reýiln petsoita 'l; at ola-; -c reSCU dC o l2Mded At

Il anieda, transportcd by SDF to lfartamalki Airport In Iw prefecture. M()I:A

also cotfil tIed tImowkCdec of' RU.K ollicr of aid. ;etailý on soccitfics for

. K SAR 1cam, w:'ith 63 rnember•, is en r.oute to E\Ta A Oi"A I \ \500
u. Aastralia l karN .i!l arrive via C(- 17 rti., ait at Y'okoa A,.iir Ba•;e at 0140 JST.

March 14.
v. Update on Singapore team pending.
w. Update on NZ team to Misawa pending.
x. MOFA confirmed that Chinese rescue team arrived at 12:30 PM in Haneda

and is enroute to Tohok.u region (exact location was TBD).

19) !.SS 1Ronteid Rýagtan Carner StiIke Group (Cody will follow up during next shift).
a-. .o.itioncd of'ith,.e Myv Coast.
b. WVill ct nduct SAR opler.iti.o01s starting alt first Ithi., thrce in the mran-UiLn and

three In the af..,1 loon.
c. A lon'g ,w ithn SikR will bo c;onduiciing man assesswent of the s;hore.!inx -mcld
coa'ta al Vater-::,



A)) US N transport- Support
N-1 AIE: rceco.tifirined tle request for transporl, of G-SlD[- Northern Anuv from

(i)LARI 1o N~kit at
b. 'The first '70 G1 ) ( Ab per~sontiel departedl by convmerclid. ferry out Mlach .12. but

(1o1re W.ill I'OlIow the next fiew dlays', arnd ýMOIA i'ecconifirniod Loinu mmcd m'cqu.est

c. PACO1I( Y)C ;cii a messaoe. USH wa-ý alutholmT~ed to cniploy I IS\ transport
(:1. .EmAbassv I ok".o Consukir Crisis Held iYcam has roquestedi traflisport from

Yokoia to Mjisawa

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.



From: Brenner. Elio
To: Burell, Scot; Sheehan, Neil: Hayden. Elizabeth; Harrinaton, Holly
Subject: Re: Japanese request for assistance
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:49:39 AM

I will be in by 730. Release looks ok but hold toil I get there. Do want it out for AM shows. Will call
shortly.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
C:l (b)()
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Burnell, Scott
To: Sheehan, Neil; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly
Sent: Mon Mar 14 06:44:47 2011
Subject: Re: Japanese request for assistance

I should be to Ops Ctr by 0715 or so.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Burnell

(b)(6)

From: Sheehan, Neil
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Sent: Mon Mar 14 06:41:56 2011
Subject: Japanese request for assistance

Eliot,

The Japanese government has formally asked for assistance from the U.S., via the
Ambassador. The Chairman has been notified, and he seemed inclined (at least initially) to
support the request.

The request includes technical experts who would be "embedded" in two Emergency
Operations Centers on a 24-hour basis. That would mean perhaps six NRC staffers. They
want guidance on how to get water from the sea to a pond and from there into the reactor.

I drafted a very brief press release on it that is attached.

Neil

\\



From: McNainara. Nancy

To: Harrington, Hol!l
Subject: RE: Request for Rosetta Virgilio, NRC Uaison

Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:20:09 AM

Sorry Holly, I was reading the emails below and saw the DOH contact. Thought that came
from public affairs.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 9:06 PM
To: McNamara, Nancy; LIA04 Hoc; Maier, Bill; Virgilio, Rosetta
Cc: Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Tifft, Doug; Barker, Allan; Logaras, Harral
Subject: RE: Request for Rosetta Virgilio, NRC Liaison

Nancy - I did not use the term Department of Health in my suggested verbiage below, so not sure

where that is coming from.

From: McNamara, Nancy
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 5:27 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc; Harrington, Holly; Maier, Bill; Virgilio, Rosetta
Cc: Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Tifft, Doug; Barker, Allan; Logaras, Harral
Subject: RE: Request for Rosetta Virgilio, NRC Liaison

Holly. it is not in every state that the department of health would be the contact. In the
state of penna. It is the bureau of radiation protection, department of environmental
protection. So, using the DOH as a generic statement for all states may not apply.
Tomorrow we'll go out with a message to our SLOS soliciting if we get a question where
would they like us to refer it to.

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 4:18 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Maier, Bill; Virgilio, Rosetta
Cc: Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Tifft, Doug; McNamara, Nancy; Barker, Allan; Logaras, Harral
Subject: RE: Request for Rosetta Virgilio, NRC Liaison

Good point Holly. Thank you for that. RSLOs: note the thread below regarding the

direction/recommendation that questions/inquiries coming into NRC be pursued by interested

members of the public with their respective individual State organizations.

Rich

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 4:12 PM
To: Maier, Bill; LIA04 Hoc; Virgilio, Rosetta
Subject: RE: Request for Rosetta Virgilio, NRC Liaison

I ended up putting up a reply to the blog comment that did not mention references to state

agencies. I simply used our language that we did not expect any harmful radiation to reach the U.S.



= -W - ...... .... ._...... ....._. ._.......

However, having the OK to use verbiage "contact your state office of radiation or environmental

protection if you remain concerned," may well prove useful in the future.

I should note that we have gotten calls from all the U.S. with some version of this question,

including Pennsylvania and Wyoming. So thinking that only West Coast states will be involved may

not be accurate...

From: Maier, Bill
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 4:09 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc; Virgilio, Rosetta
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Request for Rosetta Virgilio, NRC Liaison
Importance: High

Great. I'll make contact with HI, AK, WA, OR. Holly, can I quote your proposed text?

Bill

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 2:34 PM
To: Maier, Bill; Virgilio, Rosetta
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FN: Request for Rosetta Virgilio, NRC Liaison

I thanked Mr. Butner for the following...

From: Butner, Gary (CDPH-RHB) [mailto:Gary.Butner@cdph.ca.gov]
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 3:30 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc
Cc: Butner, Gary (CDPH-RHB); Sicilia, Michael (CDPH-OPA); Bbyron@energy.state.ca.us; Lyman, Betsey
(CDPH-DIR); Lee Shin; Bill Potter; Lynne Olson; Jordan Scott; Kelly Huston; Jay Alan; Klein, Miren
(CDPH-CEH); Thomas, James (CDPH-PS-DFDRS-RHB)
Subject: RE: Request for Rosetta Virgilio, NRC Liaison

Media/public calls regarding the California state rad/nuke programs should contact Cal EMA at 916 845
8510. All calls regarding impacts to public health and associated topics during the emergency should
be referred to the California Department of Public Health at 916-341-3947.

When a caller contacts us after hours they are directed to the warning center - at which point the
appropriate duty officer is paged.

Thank you for your assistance. If you need anything further, don't hesitate to contact me at (b)(6)
EE.(6)



From: Burell. Scott
To: LLA04 Hoc
Cc: Brenner. Elio ; Hayden. Elizabeth; Harrington. Holly; hovIrnharrinQton(@.ao.,_nm
Subject: RE: Questions
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:48:03 AM

We're working on that, please stand by.

From: L1A04 Hoc
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:47 AM
To: Bumnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Questions

Scott, I just left you a voicemail. We are getting many of these types of questions and would like
guidance from OPA on how to handle.

. . . .. . .. .. . . .. ... .. •. . .. .. . . . ... ..... .... ... ........ . . .. .... .

From: Tifft, Doug
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:36 AM
To: LIA04 Hoc
Cc: McNamara, Nancy
Subject: FW: Questions

Additional questions for our Q&A.

-Doug

From: Giarrusso, John (CDA) [mailto:John.Giarrusso@state.ma.us]
.Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:30 AM
To: 'Wilson, Mary Ann'; 'Currier, David'; McKenney, Mike
Cc: McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Schwartz, Kurt (EPS)
Subject: Questions

Needless to say, there are a lot of questions being asked because of the devastation in Japan.
The Director, Secretary of EOPSS and Governor's office have been asking questions and I have been
sending out information I have received on the plants in Japan.
I would like all three plants to answer the following questions that I have been asked.

" What is the seismic limit that Pilgrim Station, Seabrook Station and Vermont Yankee have
been built to withstand?

" Please explain that outcome at each plant if it was hit with a 8.9 earthquake the same as what

hit Japan?
* For Pilgrim Station and Seabrook Station, what design and safety precautions have been

installed at your plant to sustain a devastating tsunami that would hit as did the tragedy at the
Japanese plants?

" If the same tragedy hit our plants would we be having the same major issues that the

Japanese plants have? Please explain yes or not.
Please let me know when I can expect an answer to these questions or if you would like to meet and
discuss that would be ok
Thanks and let me know if you have any questions
John

John Giarrusso, Jr.
Planning and Preparedness Division Chief

V.'
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Burnell, Sco$t
Media Call
Monday, March 14, 2011 9:07:00 AM

Robecrt 1\A)iig

St. LuliS BeaC0o

.1. have several others that want intervicxs is it ok for mec to let themn know, not at this tinie

Brenda Aksttilewitz
AdInInIsI~jrativ'e Assisuintll
Office of Public Affairs
30 1-41 5-13209



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Hannah. Roger; Ledford, Joey
Subject: Call
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:22:00 AM

Ro ger/h cy,

This gciitleiiaii claJkd reg-zirdin- ; locationI to Ix tested fol. radiatio~n. HeI Iives if) Atlanita and has

just returned fromt Tokyo.

Nelson sabei

Thianks,

Brenda Alkstifleiiez
Admniuistrative Assistaut
Of)fice of, Publ.)ic. fir

30-4) 154 -8209
fin ,da af kit uL'm cz. PI rc. got.

Vi



From: Couret. 1vonne
To: Hayden. Elizabeth; Brenner. Eliot

Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Chairman interview on energyNOW!

Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:11:57 AM

Yes send them to me and I'm plugging them in. Ivonne

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

,IU.S.NRC

(301) 415-8205
ivonne.couret@nrc~gQy

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo -gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/

NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx

- Please consider the environmental impact before printing this email.

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Chairman interview on energyNOW!

Here's another request for an interview. Are we still keeping a log on these?

I will tell her it is very doubtful we can accommodate her request in view of the Japan
situation and tell her about tomorrow's hearing.

Beth

From: Ashley Bernardi [mailto:ashley-bernardi@energynow.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 1:04 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Chairman interview on energyNOW!

Hi Beth,

This is Ashley Bernardi, Senior Booker and Producer for energyNOW!, airing nationally on
Bloomberg and locally in DC on ABC7. I am writing to request a one-on-one interview with
Chairman Jaczko on either Tuesday, March 15 or Wednesday, March 16 at anytime he is
available. In light of the nuclear disaster in Japan, we will be focusing on show this coming
week on nuclear safety in America. If we were to face a disaster similar to this, is the U.S.
prepared to respond?



This would be a 10 minute interview with our Anchor Thalia Assuras.

I understand your schedules are packed next week and that he is surely receiving a lot of
interview requests, but we are the premiere national energyNOW! show -- our national
audience turns to us to get their energy news, and would expect to hear from someone such
as Chairman Jaczko in for the U.S. response as to what happened in Japan.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Best,
Ashley

Ashley Bernardi
Senior Booker / Producer
energyNOW!
www.energynow.com
ashleyW.energvnowcom
Twitter: BookerBernardi
750 1st Street NE, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20002
Office: 202-621-2937
CAl:] ()(6



From: Mclntre. David
To: Hayden. Elizabeth: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrinoton. Holly
Cc: Burnell. Scott Couret. Nole
Subject: RE: Call from a Journalist from Chile
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:08:39 PM

Not mIC.

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:08 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly
Cc: Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Call from a Journalist from Chile

Anyone get this call?

Beth Hayden

Senior Advisor

Office of Public Affairs

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory7 Commission

--- Protecting People and the Environment
301-4/5-8202

elizabeth. hayden @nrc.gov

From: Bubar, Patrice
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:48 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: Crawford, Carrie
Subject: FW: Call from a Journalist from Chile

Please note the request we had from a journalist in Chile.

We have not returned the phone call.

Patty Bubar

Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William D. Magwood

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-1895

From: Crawford, Carrie
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:16 AM
To: Lisann, Elizabeth
Subject: Call from a Journalist from Chile

I am passing on this message as a call for former Commissioner Lyons from Jose

Duarte, a Chilean journalist, obviously inquiring into the present nuclear

consequences as a result of the Japanese quake.

He can be reached at[ (b)(6) If you feel it should be passed on to Public



Affairs, the number is 415-8200 for Brenda Akstulewicz, the Administrative
Assistant.

Thanks,
Carrie



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HollvMHarrinatonaaolcom
Harrinuton. Holly

Fwd: follow up from phone call...
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:25:43 PM

From: dwing@nsf.gov
To: hollymharrington@aol.com
Sent: 3/14/2011 10:43:40 A.M. Eastern Daylight Time
Subj: follow up from phone call...

My direct line is: 703-292-5344 and my cell isI (b)(6)

Other FEMA recommendations:
Ashley Small and Ebony Turner - work for Dan Stoneking

Michelle O'Donnell - works for Mac

Alice Carr

Seamus O'Boyle

Terry Monrad

I may think of others...



From: Harrington, Holly
To: LIA04 HOC
Subject: RE: Talking points from NRC

Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:59:00 PM

Send by state liaison folks. I think in WEBEOC. I don't have them

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:59 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Talking points from NRC

Holly, I am currently in the Ops Center so Rich forward this to me. I believe he has left so he will be

able to return for the night shift. Could you please forward me the original documents to me? I am

not sure what they are talking about. Thanks!

From: Turtil, Richard
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:48 PM
To: Noonan, Amanda; LIA04 Hoc
Cc: Virgilio, Rosetta
Subject: FW: Talking points from NRC

Amanda: please follow-up.

rich

.... . ... . . . . ... .. . ... . ... . ... . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .... .. .. . . . . . .. .. ... . ... .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .... .. . . . .. . ..

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent, Monday, March 14, 2011 1:48 PM
To: Michael, Gretchen (HHS/ASPR/COO); Virgilio, Rosetta; Turtil, Richard
Cc: Cox, Joanne D. (CDC/OPHPR); 'andy.adora@epa.gov'
Subject: RE: Talking points from NRC

These were sent by out state liaison people, not by OPA. I will cc them on this so they can assist

you

From; Michael, Gretchen (HHS/ASPR/COO) [mailto:Gretchen.Michael@hhs.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:29 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Cox, Joanne D. (CDC/OPHPR); 'andy.adora@epa.gov'
Subject: Talking points from NRC

Hi Holly -

Thank you for hopping on the call on Saturday - it was helpful to hear about the NRC

messaging. Our Regional Emergency Coordinator in Region X received the attached

documents from Oregon and Washington. I believe these were sent by NRC last

night.

If possible, please could you cc Joanne at CDC and myself on these when they are



sent so we can coordinate with our HHS personnel on the ground who are working
the state Health Departments. Thanks so much.

V/R

Gretchen

Gretchen Michael

Director of Communications
Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

200 Independence Avenue, SW
Room 638 G
Washington, DC 20201
202-205-8114 office

(b)(6) c cell



Date: 3/13/2011 Time: 1:55am
State Q&A's:

Q. What is the radiological consequence of the event in Japan for the U.S.?
A. At this time, there is no indication that materials from the incidents in Japan have the
potential to have any significant radiological effect on the U.S.

Q. Are there any protective measures that residents in the U.S. should be considering?
A. No, not given current information.

Q. What is the Federal family, i.e., NRC-EPA-DOE, doing to monitor the radiological
consequence of the event in Japan on the United States?

A. The NRC is coordinating its actions with other Federal agencies as part of the U.S.
government response. The NRC is examining all available information as part of the effort to
analyze the event and understand its implications both for Japan and the United States.

U.S. nuclear power plants have sensitive equipment to monitor the status of radiological
conditions. Additionally, personnel at nuclear power plants have specific knowledge in
radiological field monitoring techniques and could assist State and Federal personnel in
environmental sampling activities, should that be necessary to evaluate public health and safety
concerns.

EPA has permanent stationary radiological monitoring stations on the West coast. In the event
of a confirmed radiological release with a potential to impact the U.S., EPA is the Federal
agency responsible for radiological monitoring. DOE would be responsible for aerial monitoring,
should there be a confirmed radiological release.

No"n-Pubich d1fo F6orStates'Onhi'. Questions about any radiological impact on the U.S. West
coast is Adora Andy, the Deputy Associate Administrator for EPA's Office of External Affairs:
cell isf (b)(6) I email andy.adora(ý,epa.qov

Key Messages:

The NRC is coordinating its actions with other Federal agencies as part of the U.S. government
response. The NRC is examining all available information as part of the effort to analyze the
event and understand its implications both for Japan and the United States. The NRC's
headquarters Operations Center in Rockville, MD has been stood up since the beginning of the
emergency in Japan and is operating on a 24-hour basis.

NRC officials in Rockville, MD have spoken with the agency's counterpart in Japan and offered
the assistance of U.S. technical experts. Two officials from NRC with expertise in boiling water
nuclear reactors have deployed to Japan as part of a U.S. International Agency for International
Development (USAID) team. USAID is the federal government agency primarily responsible for
providing assistance to countries recovering from disaster administering.

U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes
and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity
are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires that safety-
significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into account the most
severe natural phenomena historically estimated for the site and surrounding area.



The NRC will no.t provide information on the status of Japan's nuclear power plants. See
NRC's web site at www.nrc..qov or blog at http://public-bloq.nrc-gateway.qov for the latest
information on NRC actions.

For background information on generic operations at a boiling-water reactor, including an
animated graphic, visit the NRC's website at www.nrc.gov

Other sources of information:

USAID -- www.usaid.qov
U.S. Dept. of State - www.state.qov
FEMA -- www.fema.qov
White House -- www.whitehouse.cov
Nuclear Energy Institute - www.nei,org
International Atomic Energy Agency -- www.iaea.orq/press



From: Harrinoton. Holy
To: Harrington. Holly; Burnell, Scot; Useldin., Lara' Brenner, Elio; Haydgn Elizabeth- Akstulewicz, Brenda

Cc: McIntrye. David Taylor. Robert
Subject: RE: Would be helpful to get talkers from Jazcko WH briefing
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:48:11 PM
Attachments: QUAKE ta!kMARCH14.d%.Q

attached

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:47 PM
To: Bumell, Scott; Uselding, Lara; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: McIntyre, David; Taylor, Robert
Subject: RE: Would be helpful to get talkers from Jazcko WH briefing

Eliot and Scott - please review these. They are updated with info from the other releases and
something from the chairman's comments this morning.

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:12 PM
To: Uselding, Lara; Harrington, Holly; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: Would be helpful to get talkers from Jazcko WH briefing

The latest I can produce after a quick search - Holly, sorry for the delay.

From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:09 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David
Subject: Re: Would be helpful to get talkers from Jazcko WH briefing

In meantime can I see the q and a from the weekend? It was shared w irc here but I don't have it
Lara Uselding
NRC Region 4 Public Affairs

(b)(6) Il

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Uselding, Lara; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Akstulewicz, Brenda
CC: Bumell, Scott; McIntyre, David
Sent: Mon Mar 14 13:57:26 2011
Subject: RE: Would be helpful to get talkers from Jazcko WH briefing

Conference call will be at 3 p.m to discuss marching orders from eliot

From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:57 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly
Cc: Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David
Subject: Would be helpful to get talkers from Jazcko WH briefing
Importance: High



Just heard Jazcko was on FOX and fielding Qs from reporters .Can we get the Q and A or

talkers he's working from? Would be helpful!

Lara Uselding
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Public Affairs - Region IV

Lara.UselIdinna nrr anyvBlackierryl (b)(6) I

Office:.817-276-6519

For more information visit www.nrc.gov



Quaketalking points march 14.docx

OPA

TALKING POINTS

JAPAN NUCLEAR SITUATION

As of 3/14/2011 3 P.M. EST

In a White House briefing this morning, Chairman Jaczko said the NRC is satisfied that

domestic nuclear reactors are operating "safely and securely" and are adequately designed to

withstand earthquakes and tsunami impacts.

He added that information from the Japanese disaster will be reviewed for potential changes

to U.S. nuclear power safety requirements. The Japanese government has formally asked for

assistance from the United States as it continues to respond to nuclear power plant cooling

issues triggered by an earthquake and tsunami on March 11. As part of a larger U.S.

government response, the NRC is considering possible replies to the request, which includes

providing technical advice.

The NRC already has two experts in boiling-water reactors (BWR) in Tokyo offering

technical assistance. They are part of a USAID team.

The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases from Japan

and to predict their path. All the available information indicates weather conditions have

taken the small releases from the Fukushima reactors out to sea away from the population.



Given the results of the monitoring and distance between Japan and Hawaii, Alaska, the U.S.

Territories and the U.S. West Coast, the NRC does NOT expect the U.S. to experience any

harmful levels of radioactivity.

Nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes. Even

those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity are designed for

safety in the event of such a natural disaster.

The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be designed to

take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported for the site and

surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margin for error to account for the historical data's

limited accuracy. In other words, U.S. nuclear power plants are designed to be safe based on

historical data from the area's maximum credible earthquake.

The NRC is coordinating its actions with other federal agencies as part of the U.S. government

response. The NRC's headquarters Operations Center is activated and monitoring the situation

on a 24-hour basis.



From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewii. Brenda
Couret. Ivonne; McIntyre, David

Call
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:25:00 PM

Fox 40 S~icrainlten

Brenda AkstiniIewicz
Administ~rative Assistant
Office of Public Allaii's
301-415~-8209
brenda. afist ule-wicanz,@r. aw

~30



From: Burnell. Scot
To: Harrington, Holly Hayden. Elizabeth; Brenner. Elio
Cc: Mc;ntyre, David Akstulewicz. Brenda
Subject: RE: Jeanne Meserve Questions Needing Responses
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:27:03 PM

I'm working it with Eliot, thanks.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: McIntyre, David; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: RE: Jeanne Meserve Questions Needing Responses

Eliot - Do you want Dave to respond with this information?

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:19 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: RE: Jeanne Meserve Questions Needing Responses

Here's a proposed response:

1) The GSI-199 study didn't reveal "vulnerabilities" but slight increases in some plants'
overall hazard estimates. The plants designed for the greatest seismic hazards are
those in the areas of greatest seismic activity.

2) The request came through the office of the U.S. Ambassador to Japan, so they can
best describe the request and requestor.

3) TEPCO or another local source is in the best position to discuss whether MOX is
used in the #3 reactor. Generally, the presence of plutonium in low-enriched MOX
fuel is not expected to materially change the fuel's response to accident conditions
nor the potential health effects from a release.

4) The request asks for technical assistance; the NRC is sending approximately 10
people, including additional BWR specialists. The agency hopes to have them in
the air tonight.

5) We're gathering additional site-specific information and analytical modeling to look
at the issue in more detail for those plants where the initial review indicated a slight
increase in risk. It's an effort that will certainly be informed by whatever is learned
from this event.

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:20 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Akstulewicz, Brenda , '\ .

Subject: Jeanne Meserve Questions Needing Responses " 'L.



Her questions are:

1) Can we provide a list of those plants with the highest potential seismic
vulnerability? i.e., those that are problematic in the GSI-199 study. I've sent that
question to Annie Kemmerer but need someone to followup.

2) How did the Japanese ask for our help--oral, letter, other? Who in Japan was the
requestor?

3) Is MOX fuel in the #3 reactor? If so is there a greater threat to the public from this
fuel melting?

4) What is the nature of the help Japan asked for? What is the team expertise
composition? How many and where will they be in Japan?

5) With regard to our Fact Sheet on seismology, what are we doing to follow up:

The GIP confirmed that operating nuclear power plants are safe. The assessment also found that,
although still small, some seismic hazard estimates have increased and warrant further attention.
In September 2010, NRC issued a Safety/Risk Assessment report (ADAMS Accession No.
ML100270582) and an Information Notice (ADAMS Accession No. ML101970221) to inform
stakeholders of the Safety/Risk Assessment results. Further action may include obtaining
additional, updated information, as well as developing methods to determine if plant improvements
to reduce seismic risk are warranted. Information regarding this generic issue and the GIP in
general is available at http://www.nrcgov/about-nrc/regulatorylgen-issues.html.

Ha~Her deadline is 5 pm and her e-mail address is Jeanne. Meserve@turner•com•

Beth



a r - ra.ae~r,~*ar~r .rr*aa~a~zrnna~ --

From: Heath, Stanley
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Re: NRC Release
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:34:38 PM

Great

Stan Heath

Dept of Homeland Security

Office of Public Affairs

Chief Planner

202 282 9117 (w)
(b)

From: Harrington, Holly [mailto: Holly. Harrington@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 03:30 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot <Eliot.Brenner@nrc.gov>; Heath, Stanley <Stanley.Heath@dhs.gov>
Cc: Shapiro, Nicholas S.
Subject: RE: NRC Release

Stan and Nick:

Everything folks need to know about emergency preparedness related to nuclear power plants is

here:

http://www.n rc.gov/about-nrclemerg-preparedness. html

Specific to "how to prepare" for a radiological emergency here: http://www.nrc.gov/about-

nrc/emerg-preparedness/prepare-for-radiological-emerg.htmI.

If you need something more, or if this does not answer the question, please let me know.

Holly Harrington

Office of Public Affairs

301-415-8203

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:23 PM
To: Heath, Stanley
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Shapiro, Nicholas S.
Subject: RE: NRC Release

Trying again. Holly, if we need to send something to the white house, can you please

direct it to Nick Shapiro who I have carboned on this note? Thanks.
eliot.

From: Heath, Stanley [mailto:Stanley.Heath@dhs.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:04 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot j :



Subject: RE: NRC Release

Have you provided an answer to this question to the White House?

Where can the public go to find out more information on how to be prepared for a nuclear plant

incident?

Stan Heath
Department of Homeland Security
Office of Public Affairs
Chief Planner
202.2A2.9111

.(b)(6) -J (blackberry)

202-282-8408 (fax)

From: prvs=047f0193d=Eliot. Brenner@nrc.gov [mailto:prvs=047f0193d=Eliot.Brenner@nrc.gov] On
Behalf Of Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:00 PM
To: Heath, Stanley
Subject: RE: NRC Release

We're muddling through, and thanks. Damn, aint this fun.

From: Heath, Stanley [mailto: Stanley. Heath@dhs.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:06 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly
Cc: Karonis, Jeff; Wood, Chad
Subject: NRC Release

As you know we pushed out your release yesterday. I thought I should check back with you to see if

there is any follow up. I called a few of your phone numbers but couldn't reach you.

Stan Heath
Department of Homeland Security
Office of Public Affairs
Chief Planner
202-282911

(b)(6) I(blackberry)
202-282-8408 (fax)



From:

To,

Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
McIntyre, David
Call
Monday, March 14, 2011 3:46:00 PM

Yoelii JBrea.-eII
.?NatimnalI lourinai
202-266-7753
Private security forces Ox~. 11"ackenhlut) at plants, l(M)selv related tho current oevit~s

Jul1ie Schmidt

LUISA 'I odav

Brenda Aksl~uleiicz
Administrative Assistinit
omce 01f Public. AfI'airt,

1;re7r dia a Lst u [?I ircz ,,P rac. ao f



From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz, Brenda
Mintyre. David

Call - NHK, Japan Broadcast
Monday, March 14, 2011 3:56:00 PM

NlI1K Japain Broadcast
(b)(6) l

D~eadl ine end( of today
MICwn will UIS reps leave for lapanl

Brenda Akstuilewicz
Adminnistr.ative Assistant.
Office of Public Affairs
:30 1-41-80

13/iI l~



From: Ledford. Joey
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington,. Holly
Cc: Hannah. Roger
Subject: TNT
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:25:29 PM
Attachments: image00 .,Dn

GLOBAL - The NRC launched a special inspection into an event earlier this month at
Global Nuclear Fuel-Americas in Wilmington, N.C. The event, reported to the NRC on
March 2, occurred in a grinding station in one of the nuclear fuel manufacturing facility's
process lines. A quantity of uranium dioxide beyond prescribed limits was found to have
accumulated in a filter in the grinding station. Region II was contacted by the Wilmington
Star-News, The Greater Wilmington Business Journal and News 14 and WHQR-FM, both
of Wilmington.

Roger is sending a list of all the media outlets who called regarding the Japan events and
its application to local plants.

Joey Ledford

Public Affairs Officer

Region II - Atlanta, Ga.

0: 404.997.4416
C: F (b)(6)

ioey .edfordC~nrc.oov

-U.S.NRC
Pwl~tccti#ýq i)¢ople an/d the Etivilftwiment



From: Screnci. Diane
To: Burell. Scott
Subject: RE: another seismic question
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:55:28 PM

The comm. Plan has the list. No IP or Millstone or OC on the list.

DIANE SCRENCI
SR. PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER
USNRC, RI
610/337-5330

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:33 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Cc: Screnci, Diane
Subject: RE: another seismic question

How about the GSI-199 comm plan on the EDO's communications page? Or Diane?

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:33 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: another seismic question

The seismic fact sheet doesn't seem to address this. Is there another?

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:30 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: another seismic question

That's GSI-199. refer them to the fact sheet and Diane should be able to provide
more plant-specific stuff.

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:29 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: another seismic question

From Newsday - review of seismic issues at IP and other Northeast NPPs (esp
Oyster Creek and Millstone). Status of that? And were all three included?

David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301"415-8206 (direct)

Protecting People & the Environment
I, .. • ;" .



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda

To: Couret. Ivonne

Subject: Interview requests

Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:43:00 PM

WL\VSITV (ABC( Ohio)
"l (b)(6) "

lanc 'liller
\\IA.I( (NBC, Baltimore t

t (b)(6)

I)iscovcn( Chandcl (l believe it might he (Canuda)
41 6-3•4- 4433Y

Brenda Akstulevicz
Administrative .Assisrant
Office of Public M'lhairs
301-415-8209
frend. a& atufcwicz O@nira'.no'

37



From: Harrington. Holly
To: Brenner, Eliot Mclnt-yre. David

Subject: Also -- NPR

Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:08:00 PM

Kojo Namde (sp) show sometime between noon to 2 - what's happening in Japan, long-term

health consequences, etc.

I ~ (b)(6)I

Y



From:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Harrington. Holv
Heath, Stanley; Brenner, Eliot
Karonis. Jef; Wood. Chad
RE: NRC Release
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:17:00 PM

We have another release today.

You can sign up for list serve on www nrc., to make sure you get press releases promptly. You

can also get RSS feed or subscription from blog

From: Heath, Stanley [mailto:Stanley.Heath@dhs.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:06 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly
Cc: Karonis, Jeff; Wood, Chad
Subject: NRC Release

As you know we pushed out your release yesterday. I thought I should check back with you to see if
there is any follow up. I called a few of your phone numbers but couldn't reach you.

Stan Heath
Department of Homeland Security
Office of Public Affairs
Chief Planner
202-282-9117

(b)(6) (blackberry)..
202-282-8408 (fax)

__••I,39.
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From: Couret, 1vonn,
To: Harrinaton, Holly JanberQs. Holly

Subject: RE: Nuclear Reactor images

Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:05:39 PM

I found a slip of paper that was in my pile from Beth Hayden.. .'ll help her now. That is why
we need it via email not on pieces of paper!!! Thanks Holly. Ivonne

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:04 PM
To: Janbergs, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Nuclear Reactor images

Were one of you helping her?

From: OPA Resource
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:58 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Nuclear Reactor images

From: Jennifer Weisbord [mailto:jweisbord@polarisimages.com] ;,.,

Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:18 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Nuclear Reactor images

Dear Beth and Holly,

Thank you for your help on the phone earlier. We are looking for high res 300 dpi around

7x10 images compressed to no more than 2 mb per image. Please e-mail 2 images at a time
with captions embedded in the photos to:

ilmig.edrop@rPolarisimages.com

in the subject put:
Guest: Nuclear Reactors
attached images to the body of the e-mail and put no text in the body.

Thank you,
Jennifer

Here is a list of the ones I am interested in:
Under your photo gallery page 1

Arkansas Nuclear One Generating Station

Beaver Valley Power Station

Bellefonte site of Unit I Reactor Vessel head A" '



page 2:
Byron Nuclear Power Plant exterior
Page 3

Control room at nuclear power plant (2-3 images)

Clinton Nuclear Power Plant

Page 5 Hope Creek Nuclear Power Plant ( 73-90 page )

Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station

Palo verde Nuclear Generating station

3 mile Island Nuxlear Power Plant
Susquehanna Nuclear Generating station

THANK YOU!

Jennifer Weisbord
Polaris Images
Senior Assignment Editor

259 West 30th Street, 14th Fl.
New York, NY 10001
o: 212.967.5656
c:F (b)(6)

wwwtipolarisin1,9,Že..com

Jennifer Weisbord
Polaris Images

Senior Assignment Editor

259 West 30th Street, 14th Fl.

New York, NY 10001

o: 212.967.5656

www.polarisi mages, corn



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Useldino. tara
McIntyre. David Harrington. Holly; Burnell. Scott; Couret. Ivonne
Akstulewicz. Brenda Brenner. Eliot
See Blog entry on phony map
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:07:13 PM

More reports of the bogus map circulating.. .now with an NRC logo
Here's a start that could accompany bogus map which I've attached:

MYTH BUSTER: BOGUS MAP CIRCULATING ONLINE
NRC monitoring Japan incident - not expecting harmful levels of radioactivity

The following bogus map has been circulating online and causing citizens to be confused and
concerned about its authenticity. The NRC has not issued warnings nor maps of any kind and is
continuing to monitor for radioactive releases and to be prepared to predict their path. Fortunately,
all the available information at this time indicates weather conditions have taken the small releases
from the Fukushima reactors out to sea away from the population.

And, importantly, given the thousands of miles between Japan and us - including Hawaii, Alaska,
the U.S. territories and the U.S. West Coast - we are not expecting to experience any harmful
levels of radioactivity here. We would like to repeat - we are not expecting to experience any
harmful levels of radioactivity here.

From: Tannenbaum, Anita
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:40 PM
To: Uselding, Lara
Subject: Telephone Message....

David Meserve
(Concerned Citizen)

(b)(6)

There is a map on the internet showing high levels of radiation coming to the US and it
has the NRC seal. He thinks the map is a fraud and wanted to report it. The map is on
the following websites:

Therealnews.com

1L~yj ~



Commondreams.org (video on top right comer)

He would like to speak to someone about this.

Thanks, Anita T.



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda

To: Couret. Ivonne

Subject: Citizen call

Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:24:00 PM

Gary, Wegener

We need to get infonumItion out to the puldic regarding worse case scenario and what they neced to

do1 when the plume arrives on the west coast.

Brenda Aksl.ilewicz
.Administrative Assistanit,
Office of Public AfTfirs
30 1-41 -8209
6renda,akt. tuoa'icz 1 nrn-,

4::•'



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Couret. v1onne
Concerned Citizen
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:15:00 PM

Peter ShapiroF (b)(6)

W\lalits ififormaution on the radioactive plume reachi ng Cilif. Is c.urious ,is to why oil, NI\C

websitc we don't haive intfonuatimn regardi-th, the HOW ol the lplumC and how much radiation it

miight conta in, it seems reasonable to hiinl to have the iton-i-tion readily ;vailable to the public

- and if we don't know it, say we don't ilt this time .and continuc to monitor the well for the
iniohrnlation.

Brenda Akslulewicz
AdministraLive AMsistaimiL
Office of Public Affairs
301-41 5-8209
6ren!•fa.akse uk'icz @Th rc,,qt

I
~~~#1



From: Heath. Stanley
To: Harington, HoIy;u ; Stanley Heath
Subject: RE: FW: TALKING POINTS FROM NRC

Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:31:13 PM

Probably because I shared that one release on Sunday. I kept the out of office turned on for a reason
however but probably should not have used that email to push out your release.

We are not activated and are not conducting NICCL calls at this time. The White House Office of

Communications is coordinating the communications strategy for the USG.

Stan Heath
Department of Homeland Security
Office of Public Affairs
Chief Planner
202-282-9117

(b)(6) ](blackberry)
202-282-8408 (fax)

From: prvs=0480f04d2=Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov [mailto: prvs=0480f04d2= Holly. Harrington@nrc.gov]
On Behalf Of Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:27 PM
To: Judy Kioski; Stanley Heath
Subject: RE: FW: TALKING POINTS FROM NRC

This statement was attributed to the NRC: * The National JIC has been stood up and is issuing

updates accordingly (NATIONAL JIC [NationalJIC@dhs.gov] )

It is not present in the three NRC documents you included. Can you tell me why/how this is being

attributed to us?

From: Judy Kioski [mailto:.udy.Kioski@azdema.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:58 PM
To: Stanley Heath
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Fwd: FW: TALKING POINTS FROM NRC

FYI . .regarding national JIC

Judy Kioski
Public Information Officer
Arizona Division of Emergency Management
5636 E. McDowell Road
Phoenix, AZ 85008

Swor •f22.
ceill j I

judy.kioski@azdema.gov

>>> Teresa Ehnert <Teresa.Ehnert@azdhs.gov> 3/15/2011 11:43 AM >>>

Attached are documents for this afternoons call 2W i



From ASTHO)

As you know, the international community continues to monitor the unfolding events associated

with last week's earthquake and tsunami in Japan and stands ready to not only support a country in

need but to maintain appropriate preparedness vigilance should its consequences be felt here at

home. Obviously, one area of priority public health importance is the status of the affected nuclear

reactors including damaged sustained and the ability to maintain core integrity and containment to

limit atmospheric release of radioactive materials.

In addition to open source reporting and US Government briefings of key state/territorial officials in

Regions IX and X over the last couple of days, ASTHO has been in contact with both CDC and ASPR

who are planning on setting up additional public health-oriented briefings not only for the two

regions but all states as well. As we learn more, we will immediately pass along. From an

information sharing perspective, the following may be helpful to you:

" As of now, the US EPA is the lead federal agency since the incident is an environmental

event of international concern

" Each USG agency sharing the mission space of radiation and nuclear emergency
preparedness is updating its respective website with detailed, current information. We have

heard that, as was done with the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Disaster, a central USG website

(at the White House National Security Staff) may soon be established that will serve as the

central coordinating repository (with many links) for information associated with this

incident

* The various USG agencies are compiling a comprehensive series of FAQs which should be

made available soon to help ensure consistent messaging

" The National JIC has been stood up and is issuing updates accordingly (NATIONAL JIC

[NationalJIC@dhs.gov]

Teresa Ehnert
Bureau Chief, Emergency Preparedness
Arizona Department of Health Services
w: 602-364-3571
c;I (b)(6)
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From: Akstulewicz.-Brenda
To: Couret. ivonne
Subject: CNN

Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:41:00 PM

leiinifei

CNN
( b)(6)

Re: trackint- the plumne

Brenda Akstulewicz
Adminisl',at~ive Assistant.

Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
•rendld'. ak-stuleu •i•'c!mq,!o

•,• •,.I



From: Harrington, Holly
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Telephone message
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:44:00 PM

ignore

1 From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:37 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Telephone message

Please advise on this

From: OPA Resource
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:24 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Telephone message

From: HOO Hoc
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:59 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: FW: Telephone message

Headquarters Operations Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-816-5100
Fax: 301-816-5151
email: hoo.hocOnrc.gov
secure e-mail: hool@nrc.sgov.gov

[ US.NRC.~~'.**< .t4>,W.,. .

From: Tannenbaum, Anita
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:31 PM
To: HOO Hoc
Subject: Telephone message

Mr. Lance Farrar calledI (b)(6) regarding a patent he holds for a device that will
help with nuclear clean-up? I believe that is what he said. Lara is unable to speak with

him and suggest HOO take the call. His patent number is US 61-460,272. Thank you.

Anita Tannenbaum
Administrative Assistant to RIV Deputy Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region IV

612 E. Lamar Blvd. Suite 400



From, Harrington. Holly

To: Couret. Ivonne
Subject: RE: attn: Gregory B. Jaczko c/o Megyn Kelly
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:47:00 PM

Send directly to eliot

From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:38 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: attn: Gregory B. Jaczko c/o Megyn Kelly

Please follow up

From: OPA Resource
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:21 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: attn: Gregory B. Jaczko c/o Megyn Kelly

From: Brown, Megan [mailto: Megan.Brown@FOXNEWS.Com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:22 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: attn: Gregory B. Jaczko c/o Megyn Kelly

Good Afternoon,

I understand schedules are incredibly busy at the moment but my anchor would like to send an email directly to
the Chairman, can you let me know how best to coordinate?

Her email is Megyn.Kellvyfoxnews.com

Thank you, Megan

Megan Brown
Seqment Po'roducer,. ,uperviSor NY Booking
FOX lE VS CANNEt.

11.AofLW vith' Amnericas, Level C-i
;N\ew Yo[.', New Y .r1 100.36
Unit: 2!2,-ilOi -51551iDheect: 212-301-3854
Cell for ez! eroenciu' (b)(6)
www. foxnews.com

AMERICA has chosen....
FOX NEWS is # 1 in ratings, # 1 with viewers.



From: Trapp. 3ames

To: JAIA01o c L IA0. 7 H LI Q. L 08 Hoc: Harrinaton. Holly- Mclntvre. David; Burnell. Scott: Tayor,
Robert; Marshall. Jane Gott, William: Grant, Jeffery

Subject: FW: Updates: 4 reactor
Date; Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:33:22 PM

From: Ulses, Anthony
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:29 PM
To: Trapp, James
Subject: Fw: Updates: 4 reactor

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthony Ulses

----- Original Message -----
From: Cherry, Ronald C <CherryRC@state.gov>
To: Sano, Mikako <SanoMX@state.gov>; Russ Morales <russ@earthtabi.com>; Ulses, Anthony;
Duncan, Aleshia D <DuncanAD@state.gov>
Sent: Tue Mar 15 19:14:47 2011
Subject: RE: Updates: 4 reactor

Thanks, Sano-san.

This email is UNCLASSIFIED

----- Original Message -----
From: Sano, Mikako
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:14 AM
To: 'Russ Morales'; anthony.ulses@nrc.gov; Duncan, Aleshia D; Cherry,
Ronald C
Subject: Updates: 4 reactor

Wednesday, March 16, 2011

Fire Breaks Out Again At Fukushima's No. 4 Reactor: TEPCOTOKYO
(Kyodo)--A fire broke out again early Wednesday at the troubled No. 4
reactor of the quake-hit Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power plant, Tokyo
Electric Power Co. said.

Around 5:45 a.m., a worker at the plant saw flames on the fourth floor
of the reactor's building, believed to be the same spot where an
apparent hydrogen explosion caused a fire Tuesday morning in the wake of
last Friday's magnitude 9.0 earthquake.

The plant operator said it has reported the incident to firefighters and
local governments.

On Tuesday, the utility said water in a pool storing spent nuclear fuel
rods at the reactor may be boiling and its level has dropped, exposing
the rods, prompting the government to order Tokyo Electric to inject
water into the pool "as soon as possible to avert a major nuclear
disaster."

Unless the spent fuel rods are cooled down, they could be damaged and /



emit radioactive substances.

Mikako Sano, Scientific Affairs Analyst
Environment, Science,Technology & Health Unit Economic Affairs Sec. The
US Embassy Tokyo
(T) +81-3-3224-5494 (F) +81-3-3224-5229
E-mail: sanomx@state.gov

----- Original Message -----
From: Russ Morales [mailto:russ~earthtabi.b6m]ini r
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:45 PM
To: anthony.ulses@nrc.gov; Duncan, Aleshia D; Cherry, Ronald C
Cc: Sano, Mikako
Subject: 4 reactor

Folks,,

Just watching the Japanese news at home now and they are reporting this:

They are looking at using fire-fighting helos to lift water and drop it
into the pool at reactor 4. There is a hole in the roof and they can
drop the water through this hole.

If this does not work, they will try to spray water with a firefighting
truck through an 8 meter hole in wall of the #4 reactor to get water
into the pool.

Both seem like a bit out of the box solutions and the seem reasonable to
a lay-person like me--if they can maintain a high enough rate to
overcome boil-off. The news report pointed out, however, how dangerous
it would be for the helicopter crew.

Russ



From: Harrinaton, Holly
To: Heath. Stanley

Subject: RE: FW: TALKING POINTS FROM NRC
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:29:00 PM

We really do need to set up some sort of call center to direct people to with questions.
We're getting KILLED with these and we simply do not have the staff. Can FEMA help us
with this?

From: Heath, Stanley [mailto:Stanley.Heath@dhs.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:30 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Judy Kioski; Stanley Heath
Subject: RE: FW: TALKING POINTS FROM NRC

Probably because I shared that one release on Sunday. I kept the out of office turned on for a reason
however but probably should not have used that email to push out your release.

We are not activated and are not conducting NICCL calls at this time. The White House Office of
Communications is coordinating the communications strategy for the USG.

Stan Heath
Department of Homeland Security
Office of Public Affairs
Chief Planner
202-282-9117

(b)(6) blackberry)
202-282-8408 (fax)

From: prvs=0480f04d2=Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov [mailto:prvs=0480f04d2=Holly. Harrington@nrc.gov]
On Behalf Of Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:27 PM
To: Judy Kioski; Stanley Heath
Subject: RE: FW: TALKING POINTS FROM NRC

This statement was attributed to the NRC: * The National JIC has been stood up and is issuing

updates accordingly (NATIONAL JIC [NationalJIC@dhs.gov] )

It is not present in the three NRC documents you included. Can you tell me why/how this is being

attributed to us?

From: Judy Kioski [mailto:Judy.Kioski@azdema.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:58 PM
To: Stanley Heath
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Fwd: FW: TALKING POINTS FROM NRC

FYI . .regarding national JIC

Judy Kioski
Public Information Officer i\q



Arizona Division of Emergency Management
5636 E. McDowell Road
Phoenix, AZ 85008

wor~k 602-464-624.5

cell (b)(6)

judy.kioski@azdema.gov

>>> Teresa Ehnert <Teresa.Ehnert@azdhs.gov> 3/15/2011 11:43 AM >>>
Attached are documents for this afternoons call

From ASTHO)

As you know, the international community continues to monitor the unfolding events associated

with last week's earthquake and tsunami in Japan and stands ready to not only support a country in

need but to maintain appropriate preparedness vigilance should its consequences be felt here at

home. Obviously, one area of priority public health importance is the status of the affected nuclear

reactors including damaged sustained and the ability to maintain core integrity and containment to

limit atmospheric release of radioactive materials.

In addition to open source reporting and US Government briefings of key state/territorial officials in

Regions IX and X over the last couple of days, ASTHO has been in contact with both CDC and ASPR

who are planning on setting up additional public health-oriented briefings not only for the two

regions but all states as well. As we learn more, we will immediately pass along. From an

information sharing perspective, the following may be helpful to you:

" As of now, the US EPA is the lead federal agency since the incident is an environmental

event of international concern

" Each USG agency sharing the mission space of radiation and nuclear emergency

preparedness is updating its respective website with detailed, current information. We have

heard that, as was done with the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Disaster, a central USG website

(at the White House National Security Staff) may soon be established that will serve as the

central coordinating repository (with many links) for information associated with this

incident

" The various USG agencies are compiling a comprehensive series of FAQs which should be

made available soon to help ensure consistent messaging

" The National JIC has been stood up and is issuing updates accordingly (NATIONAL JIC

[NationalJIC@dhs.gov]

Teresa Ehnert
Bureau Chief, Emergency Preparedness
Arizona Department of Health Services
w: 602-364-3571
c: 602-725-2881

CONHEDEN 1 AL VY NOr I P-



From: Heath, Stanley
To: Colburn, Brent Carroll. Bradley; McIntyre. James Friedman. Jennifer Kudwa. Amyv Chandler. Matthew M;

Karonis Jff; Wood, Chad R bill.hallhhhsoov Harrinoton, Holly; Kuban. Sara A Smith, Sean
Subject: Fw: Recap of P1O call today and conference call information for Wednesday
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:03:39 AM
Attachments: Neyw Release RadiationfromJaoanese Power Plants Poses No Health Threat to Arizona FINALDOC

FAO Arizona Radiation Regulatory Agencv.DOC

Here's what Arizona is communicating.

Stan Heath

Dept of Homeland Security

Office of Public Affairs

Chief Planner

202 282 9117 (w)
(b)(6) (bb)

From: Judy Kioski [mailto:ludy.Kioski@azdema.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:27 PM
Cc: Brannon Eagar <beagar@apachecounty.net>; az211user <az2lluser@azdema.gov>; Chuck McHugh
<Chuck.McHugh@azdema.gov>; ]an Kimmell <Jan.Kimmell@azdema.gov>; Lou Trammell
<Lou.Trammell@azdema.gov>; Mark Howard <Mark.Howard@azdema.gov>; Matthew Parks
<Matthew.Parks@azdema.gov>; Nenette Alfonte <Nenette.Alfonte@azdema.gov>; Wendy Smith-Reeve
<Wendy.Smith-Reeve@azdema.gov>; Kay Gale <kgale@co.greenlee.az.us>; Phillip Ronnerud
<pronnerud@co.greenlee.az.us>; Byron Steward <Byron.Steward@co.mohave.az.us>; Kevin Irvine
<kirvine@co.santa-cruz.az.us>; Sandra Ericksen <seriksen@co.santa-.cruz.az~us>; Nick Angiolillo
<Nick.Angiolillo@Co.yavapai'az.us>; Michael Evans <mevans@cochise.az~gov>; Sherrie Collins
<scollins@coconino.az.gov>; Steve Biro <sbiro@lapazsheriff.org>; Pete Weaver
<peteweaver@mail.maricopa.gov>; Dan Hinz <Dan.Hinz@navajocountyaz.gov>; Jeff Guthrie
<Jeff.Guthrie@pima.gov>; Mike Hein <Mike. Hein@pima.gov>; Lou Miranda
<Lou. Miranda@pinalcountyaz.gov>; Gretchen Robinson <Gretchen. Robinson@yumacountyaz.gov>
Subject: Recap of PIO call today and conference call information for Wednesday

Good evening,

A few things to share:

1) Thanks to all that were on the conference call today (Tuesday) at 4:00. We will conduct a call
another call on Wednesday at 4:00. Please call 1-866-456-0016, then *6955686*. The purpose of the
call is to discuss unified messages regarding radiation impacts on AZ as a result of the incident in Japan.
There is no real threat, just trying to manage the perceived threat.

2) Attached is a joint news release (Arizona Department of Health Services, Arizona Radiation Regulatory
Agency, Arizona Division of Emergency Management) regarding radiation in Arizona, etc. PLease feel free
to redistribute.

3) We are trying to direct the public to pww.azein.gov as the single Internet source for integrated
information. From that site, there will be links to CDC, EPA, or other appropriate agencies. On the
website we are maintaining a list of FAQ's. If you think we need to add something, just let me know.

4) We are directing people with questions to email azein@azdemagov. This email is received by the 3
PIO's at the AZ Division of Emergency Management (me, Greg Roybal and Ethan Riley). If we are unable
to respond to the question, we will direct to appropriate agency (ADHS, ARRA, etc). As we see trends in
questions we will add to the FAQ's on the website.

5) We continue to focus on the same preparedness message as usual (3 days' supply, family plan, go
bags, etc.)

6) At this time we have not established a statewide phone number for citizens to call. We will reassess1\ ..... ¢



as the situation unfolds.

SMpia innfirips will be directed to Laura Oxley at the AZ Dept of Health (oxleyl(cazdhsgov or cell
As needed, she will reach out to other agencies.

8) We are trying to anticipate what the next wave of concerns will be to identify a strategy to handle. If
your agency has concerns now or on the horizon, your calls from the public, please send me an email. I
will compile the list and we can start to work on the strategy to handle. (Examples: rail shipments, water
sources (CAP canal, Lake Mead), agriculture, fish and wildlife).

9) FYI: The lead federal agency is the EPA. The National JIC has not been activated however the State

was on 2 conference calls today with state and federal partners in Regions 9 and 10.

10) If you received this email and don't want to in the future, let me know.

Feel free to forward the conference call information as appropriate.

Please let me know of any questions/concerns/ideas.

Judy

Judy Kioski
Public Information Officer
Arizona Division of Emergency Management
5636 E. McDowell Road
Phoenix, AZ 85008

work 602-464-6245
cell (b)(6)

judy.kioski@azdema.gov



CRAz NA
RADIATION REGULATORY AGENCY

eiznDElatnto
For Immediate Release Public Information Contact:
March 15, 2011 Laura Oxley 602-228-7905

Radiation from Japanese Nuclear Plant Poses No Health Threat to Arizona
State Will Continue to Monitor Levels; Arizonans Encouraged to Practice A ll-Hazard Preparedness

PHOENIX-The devastating earthquake and tsunami that last week triggered a radiological situation at
one of Japan's nuclear power plants does not pose a public health threat in Arizona.

The yet unfolding radiological situation has raised some concern about possible exposure to radiation and
prompted questions about the need for potassium iodide or KI in Arizona.

Potassium iodide protects the thyroid from absorbing radioactive iodine after exposure to high levels of
radiation. The Arizona Radiation Regulatory Agency (ARRA) is continually monitoring radiation levels
in state and, at present (March 15, 2011 at 3:00 pm), there are no reports of elevated or above normal
readings.

Due to the distance between Japan and Arizona, radiation levels are highly unlikely to rise above normal
levels already present in the atmosphere. Consequently, it is not necessary to purchase or take KI.

Local, state and federal agencies always encourage Arizonans to take a proactive interest in their personal
and family preparedness. While natural disasters are difficult to predict and impossible to prevent, people
can take preemptive measures to help protect their families in a future emergency.

I. Prepare a Plan - Write and rehearse family communication and preparedness plans that identify a
family meeting place, account for special needs, and include local emergency numbers and an
"out-of-town" contact.

2. Make a Kit - Gather enough to sustain you and your family for at least three days. Suggested kit
items include first aid supplies, non-perishable food, drinking water (one gallon/per person/per
day), a flashlight, batteries and a radio.

3. Be Informed - Learn about hazards in your community and Arizona by listening to/watching local
and national weather and news coverage. You can contact your local emergency management
office to learn about readiness planning and preparations.

For more information on the emergency in Japan, including answers to some frequently asked questions,
visit the Arizona Emergency Information Network (AzEIN) website at www.azein.gov.

-30-



RADIATION REGULATORY AGENCY Janice K. Brewer
Governor

Aubrey V. Godwin
Director

4814 South 40th Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85040-2940

FAQ RELATED TO FUKUSHIMA REACTOR - EARTHQUAKE ACCIDENTS
BASED ON REPORTED CONDITIONS AS OF MARCH 15,2011 1:00 PM, MST

Radiation releases

Q Will the radiation in Japan affect people in Arizona?

A. The levels of radiation in Arizona resulting from the events in Japan are being monitored by the
Arizona Radiation Regulatory Agency. Right now, there is no detectable increase in radiation levels in
Arizona. Due to the distance from Japan, future levels are highly unlikely to be above normal radiation
levels in the atmosphere. Therefore, the levels will not impact your health in the short or long term.

Potassium Iodide usage

Q. What is Potassium Iodide (KI) and should I take it?

A. Potassium Iodine (KI) is used to protect the thyroid from absorbing radioactive iodine after high
levels of radiation exposure. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the 1W/orld Health Organization
recommend the use of K! only when people are exposed to high levels of radiation, such as those who
were in the Japanese nuclear power plants when the explosions occurred.

Q. Should I get KI in case the radiation levels get higher?

A. The Arizona Radiation Regulatoty Agency is monitoring the levels and will notl6, the public if an
increase in radiation is detected. No health risks due to radiation are anticipated and it is not necessary
to have KI on hand.

Radiation effects in U.S.A.

Q. I hear the radiation being released is increasing, is there a problem for Arizona?

A. Currently Units 1, 2, 3, and 4, appear to be releasing some radioactive material. These releases,
while significant near the plant, are not large enough fir the Japanese government to evacuate further
than 12 miles from the plant. Any release will be tremendously diluted before it can reach the U.S.
mainland. Several Federal Agencies are tracking the air masses as they move around the world so that
samples can be taken to assure the concentrations of any radioactive material is known if it is detectable.
A similar program was in place when several countries were conducting nuclear weapons tests.

www.azrra.gov



Q. Are there any protective measures that residents in the U.S. should be considering?

A. No, not given current information.

Q. What is the Federal family, i.e., NRC-EPA-DOE, doing to monitor the radiological consequence
of the event in Japan on the United States?

A. The NRC is coordinating its actions with other Federal agencies as part of the U.S.
government response. The NRC is examining all available information as part of the effbrt to
analyze the event and understand its implications both./r Japan and the United States.

U.S. nuclear power plants have sensitive equipment to monitor the status of radiological
conditions. Additionally, personnel at nuclear power plants have specific knowledge in
radiologicalfield monitoring techniques and could assist State and Federal personnel in
environmental sampling activities, should that be necessary to evaluate public health and safety
concerns.

EPA has permanent stationary radiological monitoring stations on the West coast. In the event
of a confirmed radiological release with a potential to impact the US., EPA is the Federal
agency responsible for radiological monitoring. DOE would be responsible for aerial monitoring,
should there be a confirmed radiological release.

Page 2



From: Akstuewiwcz. Brenda
To: Efre E
Subject: FW: Contact information for Chuck Casto
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:14:00 AM

Addition'-d conut~ct inlo for Chuck.

From: Miles, Patricia
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:02 AM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Contact Information for Chuck Casto

Hi Brenda,

Victor just shared Chuck Casto's outside email address with me. It is:

F - (b)(6)

Thanks,

Yatticia a. /tui&3
Administrative Assistant to the Regional Administrator

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region II

245 Peachtree Center Ave. NE Suite 1200

Atlanta, GA 30303-1257

404-997-4413 (office)

404-997-4901 (fax)

Patricia.MilesQ0nrc.,ov



Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Decker, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:45 AM
To: Wittick, Brian
Cc: Weil, Jenny; Dacus, Eugene; Riley (OCA), Timothy: Powell, Amy
Subject: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Brian,
Here's one more question that came in that we'd appreciate your help in getting to the right staff.to answer.
Thanks!

David
.. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .... . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . ...... ... ..

From: Beck, Chris [mailto:Chris.Beck@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Decker, David
Subject: Re: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Thanks David. Main question is can spent fuel rods (or even fresh fuel rods) create a nuclear fission
explosion. - cb

On 3/1.5/11 11:50 AM, "Decker, David" <David.! )eckerinic.g ov> wrote:

Chris,
Let me see if I can get someone to check this out. I hadn't seen the article, and in general, we haven't been
commenting too much on news articles since it's hard to know exactly what's happening.

David

From: Beck, Chris :
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:39 AM
To: Decker, David
Subject: FW: This was in media last night related to verv bad Japan scenario now in play

.Hi David,
Does NRC think this story is accurate? Could spent fuel rods create a fission reaction? I am surprised
by this, since I thought fuel rods in the US or Japan use low-enriched uranium, which will not result
in a fission explosion. Please advise. - cb

Fission Criticality In Cooling Ponds Threaten Explosion At Fukushima
<huttp:iiwww.dcbureau .orli(. 201103 .141303/Natural- RCsoLrces-News-Serviceifissiun-criticality-in-cooln-
nonds-thrcatcn-explosimn-ai-tu kushima.hm ni> <P]lolp,/www.dcbureau orrgi20 1103141303/Natural-Resources-
News-Secrvicelssion-criticalit-in-coli ncpnds-threaten-explosioo--ai-fukush i ma/Print, html>

Monday, 14 March 2011
Wnitten by Joseph Trento <htp:/www.dcburcauore/Staffioe.Itn!>
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Photo: U.S. Navy

The threat of a fission explosion at the Fukushima power facility emerged today when the roof of the number three
reactor exploded and fears that a spent fuel pool, located over the reactor, has been compromised. The pool, designed to
allow reactor fuel to cool off for several years, was constructed on top of the Fukushima reactors instead of underground.
As of 2010, there were 3450 fuel assemblies in the pool at the number three reactor. The destruction of the number three
reactor building has experts concerned about whether the spent fuel storage pool, which sits just below the roof, could
have survived intact the hydrogen explosion. The explosion was much more severe than Saturday's blast at the number
one reactor.

As massive amounts of seawater are pumped by fire trucks into Fukushima's failing nuclear reactors and cooling ponds,
the radioactive waste water, now laden with a variety of radioisotopes, is being flushed into the sea.

Just how much danger the spent fuel pool raises is made clear in a November 2010 powerpoint presentation from the
Tokyo Electric Company detailing how fuel storage works at the huge complex
<http: /www.nirs.org/ rcactor~watch/ accidents /6-.. p er .

The fuel inventory in the pool is detailed on page 9. According to TEPCO, each reactor generates 700 "waste" fuel
assemblies a year, and there are 3450 assemblies in each pool at the Fukushima Daiichi plant, plus another 6,291 in a
common pool in a separate building.

As shown in slide 10, the common pool building sits at ground level, with the pool itself above ground. The building also
has windows on at least one side, and experts fear these were broken out by the tsunami which would have flooded the
building.

According to Albert Donnay, a former nuclear engineer, "This means the common pool is now full of radioactive and
corrosive seawater that will cause the fuel assemblies to fail and burst open, as they are doing inside the reactor cores that
have been deliberately flooded with seawater. If the pool drains or boils away, the fuel will melt, burn and even possibly
explode if the fuel collapses into a sufficiently critical mass."

This may explain why the Japanese government began adding boric acid to the reactor spent fuel pools at the facility
shortly after the earthquake and tidal wave.

The Japanese government has not explained why it is adding boric acid and if the acid is being used to prevent criticality
in the reactor or in the spent fuel pool. A spokesman for the Embassy of Japan, in Washington, D.C., said the boric acid
was being only added as a "precautionary measure," but said the Embassy did not know why. Because the GE reactor's
control rods are made of boron, and they were automatically inserted when the earthquake struck to end fission in the
reactor, there should have been no need for additional boric acid. But if fuel rods had been compromised and the
damaged fuel bundles were not properly separated, they can become critical and boric acid could be used to help prevent
a far more serious meltdown in the spent fuel pools.

When the power was lost at the site, the cooling system for the pools would have run out of water in about a day. The
water in these pools would heat up and evaporate to the point where the tops of the fuel bundles woukl be exposed about
24 hours after the cooling system shut down.

Experts fear the explosion rained debris into the pool that stopped natural cooling of the fuel bundles or knocked the
bundles together, damaging them, sending the irradiated fuel chunks to the bottom of the pool where they could reach
critical mass. "They got a one-two punch," said David Lochbaum, nuclear safety engineer of the Union of Concerned
Scientists and a consultant to both industry and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Lockbaum told Roger Witherspoon
on newjerseynewsroom.com, "If it had just been the earthquake, or just the tsunami, we wouldn't even be talking about
this. But the combination of nature was more than they could handle. It doesn't seem that they have lost control yet. But
they have definitely run out of options.
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"If those solutions - the sea water and the boric acid - don't work, there are no more arrows in the quiver. They have shot
everything they have, they have run out of options and there is nothing left."

i kushimna anlear power plant after the earthquake.

The problem for the Tokyo Electric Company engineers is water containing boric acid has to circulate in the pools to keep
the bundles from going critical.

Both United States and Japanese governments have for decades allowed re-racking of the pools to reduce the originally-
designed minimum safe distance between the assemblies so that more rods can be stored in each pool. Utilities
complained they were running out of storage space on site at the reactors.. The problem is if the spent fuel gets too close,
they will produce a fission reaction and explode with a force much larger than any fission bomb given the total amount of
fuel on the site. All the fuel in all the reactors and all the storage pools at this site (1760 tons of Uranium per slide #4)
would be consumed in such a mega-explosion. In comparison, Fat Man and Little Boy, weapons dropped on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki contained less than a hundred pounds each of fissile material.

According to Donnay, "Several cores worth of spent fuel are usually stored in these pools until they are cool enough to
transfer into dry cask storage. In comparison, the reactor itself contains only one core, and its total radioactivity is less
than that in each spent core."

Nuclear Information Resource Service led a coalition of groups that petitioned the US Nuclear .Regulatory Commission in
2005 requesting emergency enforcement action on the vulnerability of the Mark I and 11 elevated nuclear waste storage
pool. The coalition's petition to the NRC was denied..

Another worry for engineers is that in 2009 plutonium-based mixed oxide fuel produced by the huge French nuclear
power company AREVA was loaded into reactor number three.

Correspondent Celia Sampol spoke to AREVA and the company spokesman said AREVA will not make a specific
statement on the issue or on the possible losses for its activities in Japan because "today the priority is for the Japanese
authorities to save people and help victims". AREVAs employees in Japan were contacted on Friday, all are safe and
some of them left Japan. Anne Lauvergeon "will talk about that in France soon".

Nathalie Bonnefoy, from the MELOX Division of AREVA La Hague, France, said, "Today, the type of fuel used in the
reactor is absolutely not involved in the problems at the Fukushima facility...It's not a matter of the MOX fuel exploding;
the problem is if you have a loss of cooling, you have a risk of fusion and the hydrogen released could generate
difficulties in contact with air, but it is independent from the type of combustible used."

"In this site, all the MOX fuel has been already loaded in the reactor (it started in October 2010)," no MOX fuel is stored on
site here. On others sites, a .part of the MOX fuel is stored on site (every 18 months you have to renew one third of the
MOX fuel because it has lost efficiency). According to Bonnefoy, four reactors in Japan are burning MOX fuel fabricated
by AREVA; the first loading took place in December 2009; AREVA signed contracts with eight (out of eleven) Japanese
electric companies to supply MOX fuel, but the French group has no reactors of its own in Japan. The company does have
about 100 employees in Japan.

According to NIRLS (Nuclear lnformation Resource Service) at
hltt: /./ wwwn nrs.vr / factsheets/ brownste:rrv fatshcet. pd f itn

<h ttp:i/ ww w.nirs.ortc. factsheet!:, brownsferrvfactsheet.pd f,221n> the GE Mark I design, the irradiated fuel pool,
containing billions of curies of high-level atomic waste, sits atop the reactor building, outside primary containment and
vulnerable to attack, according to both NRC documents (2001) and the National Academy of Sciences (2005)."

Cutaway drawing of a typicaI Boiling water reactor (BWR) Mark I Concrete Contaniment with Steel Torns (suppression pool), as used in the BWR/I,
BIR2, BWR/3 and some BWRV4 model reactor.s. Photo: Saadia Nalional Laboratories
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The same diagram appears in the Sunday New York Times, pAl I, with the uppermost rectangular chamber just to the left
of the reactor top identified as the spent fuel storage pool, but the accompanying article does not discuss it.

Donna)' said, "If these pools are breached (as could have happened in the explosions, Fukushima #3 looks worse than #1)
and can no longer hold water, the spent fuel racked inside them will start to overheat, and eventually melt and burn. And
since there is no longer any roof above these pools in reactors I and 3, all the radioactivity they conlain is directly open to

the atmosphere."

According to a Defense Department source, the cesium detected in the atmosphere around the plant could be coming
from the spent fuel pools.

According to Donna)', there is an additional danger from used fuel being stored in casks: "I'm also~worried about the dry
cask storage pods that were on the site before the tsunami.

Full casks are very heavy and probably would not be carried away by the flood, but some were probably not full. Any
that were only partially filled with spent fuel would have air locked into the unfilled chambers, making them able to float
in water. Did the tsunami carry any of these casks away? Are the)' all still onsite? Before and after satellite photos should
be able to show this clearly, but Google Earth is not showing after photos of the Fukushima plant.

John Kappenman
Storm Analysis Consultants
Phoe 1- 72-,7-2676

Fax: 218-727-2728
email] (b)(6)
httpji .. ... iz. i,-o I i"n. , h ~4e a..

web downloadable pdf articles:
Geomagnetic Storms - Space Weather and Electric Power Grid Impacts -
])[tt'c:I/! ypo•lugucomi/share/G4Cdifvw3z.:A XN1lMIMZ/i BA/

Electron Tube Technology for Power Electronics, HVDC and FACT'S Applications -
httt:!/ /mvy.no<oplug.coih ý£r.ijaIG lf.rgO8 .LhvF[ V Iica A /

Breaker Blankit Cold Weather Protection -
t ~II / ay .pogoph ig.colm.:sha re i.."dN~3d( O, ,nS2dfASOZ.)A /

...... End of Forwarded Message
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Bonaccorso. Amy
Harrington. Holly
Akstulewicz, Brenda
FW: Public Inquireies - Japan
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:48:52 AM

Ron and I chatted about this and want some guidance - these aren't in the script.

See below.

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:44 AM
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Public Inquireies - Japan

Mike Frohlick, OH
(b)(6) -

Re: Why aren't we using blocks of ice

Steve Myric - Construction and drilling background.
(b)(6) I

Re: Has suggestion for Japan

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing
(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov



From: Strickler, Laura
To: Harrinrton, Holly

Subject: RE: Request to Interview NRC Team in Japan
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:05:01 AM

Holly, I spoke to someone from NRC last night - we are ok with guidance, thank you very much.

Laura V. Strickler, Producer
CBS Evening News with Katie Couric
Desk: 202-457-1597

e:lle.: (b)(6)
strickled@cbsnews.com

From: Harrington, Holly [mailto: Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:03 AM
To: Strickler, Laura
Subject: RE: Request to Interview NRC Team in Japan

Understand. Will get back to you

From: Strickler, Laura [mailto:StricklerL@cbsnews.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:38 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Request to Interview NRC Team in Japan

Holly -

Off the record - we are checking with you and anyone else at NRC to see if there are any additional
precautions we should take with our teams on the ground in Japan based on changing conditions
within the last six hours.

This is not a news request, it's a safety inquiry.

We are trying to determine the best route for the network - can someone/anyone at NRC call our
National Desk tonight with any updated guidance at 212-975-4114, we are trying to make some
immediate decisions.

Any guidance from the experts at NRC would be most appreciated, thank you very much,

Sorry to bother you so late,

Laura Strickler, CBS News
(b)(6) cell

From: Harrington, Holly [mailto: Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tue 3/15/2011 6:19 PM
To: Strickler, Laura
Subject: Request to Interview NRC Team in Japan

Laura - Got your request, but we're not doing interviews with the team at this time.



From: Harrin•ton. Holly
To: Virgilio. Martin; McIntyre. David Brenner. Eliot; Sheehan. Neil

Cc: casto. Chuck
Subject: RE: Request from 60 Minutes
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10: 10:00 AM

Marty-we got it. thanks

From: Virgilio, Martin
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:06 AM
To: McIntyre, David; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Sheehan, Neil

Cc: Casto, Chuck
Subject: Fw: Request from 60 Minutes

Dave

Can you please assist us on this one

Marty

From: Casto, Chuck
To: Virgilio, Martin; Miller, Charles
Sent: Wed Mar 16 09:55:56 2011
Subject: Fw: Request from 60 Minutes

Elliot's and beth's email kicks back.

From: Young, Nicole <ney@cbsnews.com>
To: Casto, Chuck
Sent: Wed Mar 16 09:49:39 2011
Subject: Request from 60 Minutes

Dear Mr. Casto,

My name is Nicole Young with 60 Minutes and my team and corresondent, Scott Pelley, are currently on the

ground in Sendai, Japan.

We would like to see if there's any way we can link up with you and your NRC staff on the ground. We are one of

the last news teams on the ground covering this urgent and important situation.

Please, let me know if there's any way we can arrange for our team to meet up with yours

Thank you and I hope to hcar from you soon.

Best.
Nicole Young

F (b)(6)

V .



From: Harrington. Holly
To: Ledford, Joey
Subjectl: RE: Honeywell Earthquake Safety
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:11:00 AM
Attachments: imaae(00.ono

It's a good question. I think there has been public outreach on the subject by FEMA. Can you call
Barbara Ellis at 202-646-4600?

From: Ledford, Joey
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:10 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Honeywell Earthquake Safety

Holly: Have we publicly discussed the national exercise, citing it as proof of how we
prepare for earthquakes? I ask because one of our fuel facility counterparts (also
involved) is asking permission to cite it. (See below)

Joey Ledford
Public Affairs Officer
Region I! - Atlanta, Ga.

0: 404.997.4416
cF--(b)(6-)

ioey. edforded-nr goy

?IJ.S.NRC
Protecting PeopIe and the EFuvineonirnt

From: Dalpe, Peter F. [mailto:Peter.Dalpe@Honeywell.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:03 AM
To: Ledford, Joey
Subject: FW: Honeywell Earthquake Safety

Joey --

See the local inquiry below on earthquake safety. It is from an NPR affiliate in
Metropolis. She may have called you already as well.

Has the NRC announced or has it talked publicly about the plans for the upcoming
emergency drill with FEMA on a simulated earthquake? I don't want to talk about it of
give it out if you haven't or don't want to talk about it.

Thanks!
Peter

,, ! ...

./ •



From:L (b)(6) J[mailtol (b)(6)

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:09 Pm
To: Dalpe, Peter F.
Subject: Re: Honeywell Earthquake Safety

Peter,

What I'm interested in are along the lines of what drills are done and how often, what safety
precautions deal with earthquakes, what is the worst case scenario and how do you plan for
it?

Won't need this until tomorrow. Our internet should be back by then.

Best,

Angela



From: Harrington Holly
To: Wood. Chad; Belins. Nadva R. (CDC/OSELS/NCHM)
Subject: RE: CDC INFO Houine
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:23:00 AM

Chad is my most favorite person In the world right now.

Nadya - I'll call you after the NICCL today

From: Wood, Chad [mailto:Chad.R.Wood@dhs.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:21 AM
To: Harrington, Holly; Belins, Nadya R. (CDC/OSELS/NCHM)
Subject: CDC INFO Hotline

Holly,

I spoke with Nadya at CDC who is going to help get you guys integrated with the hotline folks. I'll let
you guys work out the specifics on how you want things to be handled. Holly, you'll need to think about
how you want to promote the number (website, transfer from your lines, etc.)

Below is contact info...

Holly Harington
HOLLY.HARRINGTON@NRC.GOV
301 415 8203 - office

(b)(6) cell

Nadya Belins
nrbOPcdc.gov

(b)(6)

I ,,
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From: HardnQton. Holly

To: Bonaccarso. Amy Deavers. Ron
Cc: AksbJlewicz. Brenda
Subject: RE: Call from public
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:25:00 AM

S. My family has planned a vacation to Hawaii/Alaska/Seattle next week- is it safe

to go, or should we cancel our plans?

Any changes to travel are a personal decision. Please check with your airline for any travel

restrictions.

. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .... .. . . ........ .... .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. ... . . . . .. . . . .

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:24 AM
To: Harrington, Holly; Deavers, Ron
Cc: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: FW: Call from public

FYI -

From previous conversation - sounds like we can ignore #1.

#2 is a combo of Answers #1 and #7 on fact sheet.

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:21 AM
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Call from public

Leo Stumps
S (b)(6)

Re: suggestions for Japan

Jim Goldsbern/
(b)(6)

Re: Has vacation planned for next week in the Hawaiian Islands. Has a concern about if
it's safe.

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing
(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov

- • /'



From: Burnell Scott
To: Harrinoton, Holly

Subject: RE: draft advisory language
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:29:28 AM

T??? What's not right, putting advisory in final form?

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:27 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: draft advisory language

I don't think this is right thing

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:27 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: draft advisory language

It's also in G drive - this is a "wait for Eliot's OK" to issue.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:24 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: draft advisory language

PIs attch via email and is this good to go out or still waiting?

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:20 AM
To: Harrington, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: FW: draft advisory language

Draft advisory is in G/CrisisComm/Japan Quake/1l 16 MediaAdvisory.doc

I'd suggest finalizing it and being ready to issue.

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:16 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Re: draft advisory language

Ok. Await my word for issuance.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
C.1 (b)(6)
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Burnell, Scott
To: Brenner, Eliot



r---ttz~z.r- 'rt-r t~tt~= -,

Sent: Wed Mar 16 10:15:27 2011
Subject: RE: draft advisory language

Take two:

NRC Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko and Executive Director of Operations William

Borchardt will be available for interviews at 400 N. Capitol St. in Washington, D.C. this

afternoon.

For scheduling information, contact the NRC Office of Public Affairs at 301-415-

8200.

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:13 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Re: draft advisory language

NOOOO

Availacle at 400 North Capitol Street this afternon for interviews. To schedule pleae call OPA.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment

C1 (b)(6)

Sent from my Blackberry

From: Burnell, Scott
To: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 16 10:01:54 2011
Subject: draft advisory language

MEDIA ADVISORY: NRC CHAIRMAN INTERVIEW AVAILABILITY TODAY

The NRC has announced that Chairman Gregory Jaczko and Executive Director of

Operations William Borchardt will be available for interviews at 4:00 p.m. in Washington,

DC, to discuss the NRC's position related to the current situation in Japan.



For further information, contact the NRC Office of Public Affairs at 301-415-8200.



From: Burnell, Scott
To; Mitlynq, Viktoda Harrinaton, Holly McIntyre. David
Subject: RE: questions about consequences of Japan disaster
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:35:25 AM

That works for me.

From: Mitlyng, Viktoria
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:32 AM
To: Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: questions about consequences of Japan disaster

Could you. please review the response below for accuracy:

Hello Eartha,

The NRC is working with other government agencies, such as the State Department,
USAID, and others to obtain information about radiation from Japan.

The radiation monitoring data for the US is handled by the EPA. Please see the link below:

http://www.epa ,gov/radiation/"iapan-fags.html
F r mE.~ ......... ...... .. ...... . ..... ...i i .. ....... ... . .. .i ... . . . .... .. . . . . . . ..... . . . .. . . ... ..
From: Eartha Melzer (mailto: bd
Sent: Tuesday, March 15,2011 4:40 PM
To: Mitlyng, Viktoria
Subject: Re: questions about consequences of Japan disaster

Thanks very much.

On Tue, Mar 15, 2011 at 5:38 PM, Mitlyng, Viktoria <Viktoria.Mitlvng nrc.gov> wrote:
Hello Eartha,

Hope you're well. Just wanted to drop you a line to say I got your question and am working on
tracking down an answer.

Vika

. . .. .. . ... .. ... ... . . . .. . . .... . ..... ......... ................... .. . ..... ,: ,

From: Eartha Melzer [mailto: (b)(6)
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:03 PM

To: Mitlyng, Viktoria
Subject: questions about consequences of Japam disaster

Hi Viktoria,

I interviewed a nuclear expert today who said he has no confidence that U.S. officials will
keep the citizens informed about the levels and pathways of radiation from the nuclear
disaster in Japan.

Can you help me figure out what system exists to monitor and communicate about radiation

from Japan? Ji 1/'
A1.



Thanks,

Eartha Melzer
Reporter
www.niichiganmesscnger.comn



From: Harrinaton. Holv
To: Wieder.Jessica(ueycimail~eoa.gov

Subject: RE: EPA Radiation Page

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:58:00 AM

Yes. Obvious link from home page would help

----- Original Message -----
From: Wieder.Jessica@epamail.epa.gov [mailto:Wieder.Jessica(aepamail.epaoo]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:55 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: EPA Radiation Page

Holly,

Please see the EPA radiation page for information related to the Japan

incident.

www.epa.gov/radiation

Jess

Call me if yau need anything... and I can help coordinate.
rBlackberryl (b)(6)

* VI



From: Graves. Charmaine J, (CDC!OD/OADCQ
To: CpC IMS )IC Epi-x -2; CDC IMS JIC CDC Info -2

Cc: chad.r.wood6&dhsQov* Harrington. Holly; CDC IMS JIC Triage -2 CDC INS JIC Lead -2 CDC IMS JIC Oos -2;
Flynn. Paige (CDC/OD/OADC•; Turner. John H. (CDC/OD/OADC)

Subject: RE: Request for assistance from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to CDC-INFO

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:58:38 AM

Paige Flynn CDC National Contact Center (800-CDC-INFO) Lead will call

Holly Harrington.

Thanks

--- Original Message -----
From: CDC IMS JIC Epi-x -2
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:52 AM
To: Graves, Charmaine J. (CDC/OD/OADC); CDC IMS JIC CDC Info -2
Cc: chad.r.wood@dhs.gov; HOLLY.HARRINGTON@NRC.GOV; CDC IMS JIC Epi-x -2;
CDC IMS JIC Triage -2; CDC IMS JIC Lead -2; CDC IMS JIC Ops -2
Subject: Request for assistance from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) to CDC-INFO
Importance: High

Hi, Charmaine/CDC Info:

DHS has let CDC JIC know that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is
being overwhelmed with health related questions about radiation related
to the Japan Earthquake. NRC requests assistance from CDC-Info to handle
these health related calls (NRC's call volume on this issue is being
discussed on the NICCL call at this very moment). Holly Harrington,
copied here and whose complete contact info is in the email trail
below), would like to discuss with you a plan to route health related
questions to CDC-Info, and a strategy (promos on the NRC and DHS and CDC
Websites, etc.), for routing the radiation health questions to CDC-Info.
Can you reach out to Holly after the NICCL call at her number in the
email trail below to discuss this?

Best,
Nadya Belins
for CDC JIC CDC Japan Earthquake Response

* 404.553.7759
eocepix2@cdc.gov< mailto: eocepix2(ccdc.gQov>

Nadya Belins, M.A., Ph.D. (ABD)

HAN and HAN Outreach Section Lead
Epi-X and HAN Team
Emergency and Risk Communication Branch (ERCB)
Division of Emergency Operations (DEO)
Office of Public Health Preparedness and Response (OPHPR)
Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC)
404-838-7179
nbelins@cdc.gov< mailto: nbelinsiicdc.gov>
CDC Emergency Preparedness & Response site<http://www.bt.cdc.gov/>

---- --- ---- --- ---- ---



From: Wood, Chad [mailto:Chad.R.Wood~dhs.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:21 AM
To: HOLLY.HARRINGTON@NRC.GOV; Belins, Nadya R. (CDC/OPHPR/DEO)
Subject: CDC INFO Hotline

Holly,

I spoke with Nadya at CDC who is going to help get you guys integrated
with the hotline folks. I'll let you guys work out the specifics on how
you want things to be handled. Holly, you'll need to think about how you
want to promote the number (website, transfer from your lines, etc.)

Below is contact info...

Holly Harington
HOLLY.HARRINGTON@NRC.GOV< mailto: HOLLY, HARRINGTON (N RC.GOV >
301 415 8203 - office

(b)(6) -.cell

Nadya Belins
nrbO@cdc.gov<mailto:nrb0 cdcgoy>

(b)(6) I



From: Hannah, Rocer
To: Qsdina. Lara; Bumell, Scott Kammerer. Annie; Ake, Jonanofl Kal

Cc: Brenner. Eli in ycrend. Diane; Sheehan, Neil Leford Joe Chandrathil, Prema: Midlng.
SMcIntyre. David; Couret. vonne

Subject: RE: Numbers
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:59:44 AM
Attachments: inaqeO0l.gnQ

We've also had some related reporter questions and it would be nice to have a more
definitive statement to put the numbers in context...

Roger Hannah, APR
Senior Public Affairs Officer
Region /I -- Atlanta, Ga.
Office - 404-997-4417

//. C ýf (b)(6)

roger.hannah@nrc, go'

<kU.S.NRC
P'tcttin •e Iople and rie 5w flvironment

From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:53 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Kammerer, Annie; Ake, Jon; Manoly, Kamal
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey;
Chandrathil, Prema; Mitlyng, Viktoria; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Numbers

Any update on this? Got Q from AP reporter... right now, I've said what you suggest below

Lara Uselding
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Public Affairs - Region IV

Lara.UseIdinqcynrc.qov
-.BiaCkBerry:] .(j

Office: 8i7-276-6519

For more information visit www.nrc~gov

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:22 AM
To: Kammerer, Annie; Ake, Jon; Manoly, Kamal
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey;
Chandrathil, Prema; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Uselding, Lara; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Numbers
Importance: High

I
Annie, Jon, Kamal;

.- 3



I know you're going to have a cow over this - somewhat inevitable when a reporter new to
the subject tries to summarize things. Apart from "you're totally off-base," what specific
technical corrections can we ask for??

OPA - this is likely to spark a lot of follow-up. The immediate response would be "that's a
very incomplete look at the overall research and we continue to believe U.S. reactors are
capable of withstanding the strongest earthquake their sites could experience." I'll share
whatever we get from the experts.

Scott

From: Bill Dedman [mailto:Bill.Dedman@nms nbc.c6rm]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:47 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Numbers

Scott,

FYI, this story is online now.

If you or the NRC technical see any error, please let me know right away. I linked to all the source
documents so people can also read in full.

Thanks,

Bill

http:i'wwwi.msnbc.msii.comi/id/42103936/nsiworlcl news-asianacific!

From: Burnell, Scott (mailto:Scott.Bumell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:38 PM
To: Bill Dedman
Subject: Numbers

Bill;

Staff's amazing here - they were compiling these numbers just in case - the Western plants are in

there.

Scott Burnell

This e-mail message and attached documents are confidential; intended only for the named recipient(s) above and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, proprietary, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copy of this
communication is strictly prohibited. No waiver of privilege, confidence or otherwise is intended by virtue of this communication. If you
have received this message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please immediately notify the sender, destroy all copies and

delete this e-mail message from your computer. Thank you.



From: Casto. Chuck
To: Burnell. Sott; Brenner, Eliot; Virgilio. Martin

Cc: Harden. Elizabeth; Harrinoton. Holly

Subject. RE: Request from 60 Minutes

Date•: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:01:21 AM

Attachments: Casto Tafkin• Points for Intervies Japan...doCx

agreed ......

nevertheless, some initial TP's attached .....

casto

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:41 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Casto, Chuck; Virgilioi Martin
Subject: RE: Request from 60 Minutes

ET offers the opinion this is pretty low on Chuck's priority list but understands Eliot and Chuck are
discussing.

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:10 AM
To: Casto, Chuck; Virgilio, Martin; McIntyre, David; Harrington, Holly; Bumell, Scott
Subject: Re: Request from 60 Minutes

Please re talking points.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment

Sent from my Blackberry

From: Casto, Chuck
To: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 16 10:00:20 2011
Subject: Re: Request from 60 Minutes
I'll check on visuals. We have some rough drawings and diagrams. Don't want to share the pics we
have. Your call I will do whatever you all agree to. I can send you my talking points.

From: Brenner, Eliot
To: Casto, Chuck
Sent: Wed Mar 16 09:56:59 2011
Subject: Re: Request from 60 Minutes
Thanks. Leaning forward on al rrquests like this. Will advise probably in 3-4 hours. Do youi feel
comfortable? Have you go good visuals?

Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
3Q1 415 8200 • •

/ //A



Sent from my Blackberry

From: Casto, Chuck
To: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 16 09:51:15 2011
Subject: Fw: Request from 60 Minutes

From: Young, Nicole <ney@cbsnews.com>
To: Casto, Chuck
Sent: Wed Mar 16 09:49:39 2011
Subject: Request from 60 Minutes

Dear Mr. Casto,

My name is Nicole Young with 60 Minutes and my team and corresondent, Scott Pelley, are currently on
the ground in Sendai, Japan.

We would like to see if there's any way we can link up with you and your NRC staff on the ground. We
are one of the last news teams on the ground covering this urgent and important situation.

Please, let me know if there's any way we can arrange for our team to meet up with yours

Thank you and I hope to hear from you soon.

Best,
Nicole YoungI (b)(6) I



Talking Points for Interviews....

Casto

-Terrible tragedy, sympathies to all

-US honored to be asked to support

-Friend with Japan, technical competence very strong

-Goal to protect the people of Japan and visitors

-Heroic efforts, professional

-incident at one NPP elicits support from all. Industry that works together to solve
problems

-Bring the collective wisdom of the USNRC, US industry and Japanese operator and
regulator to take prudent actions. All are committed to safety.

-Plants built to standards and reasonable challenges - sometimes conditions go
beyond what is reasonable. Japan has a challenging environment.

-We do all possible to ensure reactors safety, low-risk doesn't mean no-risk.

-US. Fleet had its lessons learned from Browns Ferry, TMI, Davis Besse 2x, 9/11 and
international events, e.g., Chernobyl. We've added layers of safety each time, most
recently with 9/11 prepared for catastrophic events. Japanese safety record strong,
however until you experience something for yourself, you really don't know about it,
it's abstract.

US has more reactors with diverse ecological and environmental conditions. Those
are reviewed to create the most robust designs.

-US reactors were safe yesterday, safe today and safer tomorrow because of robust
corrective actions programs, strong regulatory regime and lessons learned.

-Honored to serve and support the Japanese people



From: Brenner. Elio
To: Harrington. Holly; Hayden. Elizabeth: Couret. Ivonne
Subject- Re: Radio Interview
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:03:01 AtM

Yes.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
CF _(b)(6)
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Couret, Ivonne; Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 16 10:59:47 2011
Subject: RE: Radio Interview

I assume at this point we'd respectfully ask them not to do this at this time?

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:57 AM
To: Couret, Ivonne; Harrington, Holly
Subject: Fw: Radio Interview

Eliot was on original email.

From: Nieh, Ho
To: Herr, Linda; Ostendorff, William; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wed Mar 16 10:18:50 2011
Subject: Re: Radio Interview

Eliot, Beth,

We are referring this request to OPA for response.

Thanks,

Ho

Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

.(b)(6) _ I(mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

.. ......... ......... . . . . .......

... ........ ...... .. .. ....... ... .. .. .. . . .. .. ... ... . . .. ........... .. ....... . .... ....... .. . . .. . .." .(•• ' .. .. i.. .. . ....



From: Herr, Linda
To: Ostendorff, William; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Wed Mar 16 10:09:53 2011
Subject: FW: Radio Interview

Sir:

I just rec'd this email thru SECY - I have cc:d Eliot Brenner. I'll wait for instructions, if any, from

you.

Linda

From: CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:08 AM
To: Herr, Linda
Subject: FW: Radio Interview

From: Angela Hoffman [mailto:ngl (b)(6)

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:01 PM
To: CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Subject: Radio Interview

Dear Public Affairs,

Please consider this a formal request for Labor of Commissioner William C.
Ostendorff to appear as a guest on "Hutchinson Report" on either his KTYM 1460 AM
Radio Show, Friday 9:30 to 10:00 AM PST and/or KPFK 90.7 FM, Saturday, from
Noon to 1:00 PM PST. If your schedule does not permit an in studio or telephone
guest appearance, we can pre-record an interview at any time or day for any length
of time you choose to accommodate your schedule.

We appreciate your consideration.

The Hutchinson Report is one of Southern California's most popular, listened to news
and public affairs talk shows on public radio in Southern California. The show is
streamed worldwide on ktymcom and kpfk.org and internet TV simulcast on
Hutchinsonreport.tv.

We will follow-up by phone within 24 hours to determine your availability.

Thank you
Angela

Angela Hoffman- Program Producer
"The Hutchinson Report"
KPFK 90.7 FM Los Angeles
323.630.2649 Direct

(b)(6) 7



http-.: /thehutchinsonreportnews comn

The Hutchinson Report Communications Network
70 Cities Nationally

Tune in To The Hutchinson Report
on
KTYM Radio 1460 AM
Fridays 9:30 to 10:00 AM PST
Saturdays 9:00 to 9:30 PM PST
Streamed on http://www.ktym.com
KPFK Radio Los Angeles 90.7 FM
Saturdays Noon to 1:00 PM PST
Streamed on http:/Iwww.kpfk.or/o/rograms/181-hutchinson-reoort.htmi
http://twitter, qomuearfhutchinson
View Hutchinson Report TV
on ustream~tv

"Never mistake activity for achievement"

-Coach John Wooden



From:
To: Harrinmton, Holly Akstulewicz, Brenda: Rover. Deanna

Cc: Deavers. Ron
Subject FW: Public Inquiries
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:04:42 AM

FYI - I know Harold and will talk to him - the line has been busy for 20 minutes. Deanna
- let me know if he calls back.

From: Deavers, Ron
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:52 AM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: RE: Public Inquiries

I took care of John Searcy

.....~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .... . .. . ... ... .. .... ...... ...... . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .... ... . .. .. ... . . .. ...... ... ...... .... ... .

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:49 AM
To: Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: Public Inquiries

I know Harold and am trying to reach him - his line is busy. He is probably talking to
someone else. I'll just have to keep trying.

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Public Inquiries

Harold Denton
Former NRC employee

(b)(6)

SJohn Saercy home>,

• (b)(6) I hoe,
~ cell..

Re: Imported food - how is the marine life affected

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing
(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov



From: Wieder.Iessicac6eoamail.epa.aov
To: Harrinoton. Holly

Subject: Re: EPA Radiation Page

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:16:23 AM

You are correct. It isn't obvious where to go.

----- Original Message -----
From: "Harrington, Holly" [Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov]
Sent: 03/16/2011 11:00 AM AST
To: Jessica Wieder
Subject: RE: EPA Radiation Page

I'll look later. Not as of last night

----- Original Message -----
From: Wieder.Jessica@epamail.epa.gov [mailto:Wieder.Jessicaiepamaiilepa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:58 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Re: EPA Radiation Page

Actually - I think I was supposed to tell you that there is a link on
epa.gov homepage that takes you to the radiation page.

-- -Original Message-
From: Jessica Wieder
Sent: 03/16/2011 10:54 AM EDT
To: "Holly Harrington" <Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov>
Subject: EPA Radiation Page

Holly,

J Please see the EPA radiation page for information related to the Japan
i• incident.

www.epa.gov/radiation

Jess

Call me if you need anythin .. , and I can help coordinate.
C I 'Blackberry (b)(6)



From: Harrington, Holly
To: Mdcntyre. David
Subject: RE: question on Diablo Canyon plant
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:23:00 AM

No change in guidance at this point

From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:16 AM
To: McIntyre, David; Harrington, Holly
Subject: Need an NSIR response help ptz!!!Re: question on Diablo Canyon plant

Q is NRC wide-
My understanding is that the situation remains the same -- that there is no specific earthquake
contingency fit into the emergency response plans, largely because the NRC is satisfied that the plant
is able to withstand an earthquake in the area. I'm making sure this is still correct, and that there hasn't
been any public hearing since or major changes to the emergency response that would incorporate
earthquakes.

Lara Uselding
NRC Region 4 Public Affairs

(b)(6)

From: McIntyre, David
To: Harrington, Holly; Uselding, Lara
Sent: Tue Mar 15 20:27:12 2011
Subject: RE: question on Diablo Canyon plant

Group Hug! Group Hug!

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:48 PM
To: Uselding, Lara; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: question on Diablo Canyon plant

It's a big love in all around.

From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:20 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Re: question on Diablo Canyon plant

No! I love u man
Lara Uselding
NRC Reqion 4 Public Affairs

From: McIntyre, David
To: Uselding, Lara



Cc: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tue Mar 15 19:17:29 2011
Subject: RE: question on Diablo Canyon plant

Have we told you how much we love you?

From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:17 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Re: question on Diablo Canyon plant

Just got this from ivonne and called him- I'm taking care of it. Thx!
Lara Uselding
NRC Region 4 Public Affairs

From: McIntyre, David
To: Uselding, Lara
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tue Mar 15 19:14:26 2011
Subject: FW: question on Diablo Canyon plant

Lara - are you able to handle this? If not we'll try to follow up tomorrow.

Thanks,
Dave

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:59 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: question on Diablo Canyon plant

I have no clue. They'll have to wait until tomorrow morning unless lara can handle

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:59 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: question on Diablo Canyon plant

Since Scott is gone, and this is an EP question, does this sound right to you?

... . ... . . ...... ....... ...... . . . ...... .. . ... . .• . .. ... .... . . . . . . . . .

From: OPA Resource
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:23 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: FW: question on Diablo Canyon plant

Is he talking about the issue you handled with a few weeks a-o0

From: Chris Kirkham [mailtor (b)(6)

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:59 PM



Z:•'•:• .•.• - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . .:.. .•" .''.'.Y .. .:.'" ...`•• -` !-.• t•• • • •;'=-' . . .. ........ ........

To: OPA Resource

Subject: question on Diablo Canyon plant

Hello --

I'm tracking a lawsuit that had been filed against the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the
'80s at about the time that Diablo Canyon was licensed.

At that time, the commission had decided not to incorporate an earthquake scenario into the
emergency response plans at the plant -- a decision that was later upheld by the U.S. Court of
Appeals in D.C.

My understanding is that the situation remains the same -- that there is no specific earthquake
contingency fit into the emergency response plans, largely because the NRC is satisfied that
the plant is able to withstand an earthquake in the area, I'm making sure this is still correct,
and that there hasn't been any public hearing since or major changes to the emergency
response that would incorporate earthquakes.

Thanks much for your help.

I'm available at either numbers below all tonight.

All best,

Chris

O.'lri• khan1 I B3tslness I-,recrter [Iu-1;11fi.lun Pos[t •4,0 2'-4 2.444' (ihice)
(b)(6) 3I:lb) kirkLm)hhuffingtonpost.com



From: HarrinQton. Holly
To: Landau Milndy
Subject: RE: NGA Center NRC expert speaker requests
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:09:00 PM

No idea. Beth will be back in tomorrow. Perhaps she can vet?

From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:02 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Ellmers, Glenn; Virgilio, Rosetta
Subject: Fw: NGA Center NRC expert speaker requests

Holly - what's our posture? Does Eliot have an opinion on whether we should agree to this request?

Sent from my NRC Blackberry

Mindy.Landau@nrc.gov

From: Virgilio, Rosetta
To: Landau, Mindy; Ellmers, Glenn
Cc: Piccone, Josephine; Jackson, Deborah; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard
Sent: Thu Mar 17 17:17:28 2011
Subject: Fw: NGA Center NRC expert speaker requests

Mindy/Glenn - Please see below. I understand Mike Weber has suggested that "NRC ambassadors"
could go out and do this sort of thing. Can you help identify who these folks are so I can move this
request forward? NGA indicated they could set up a bridge line in the event NRC was unable to
physically travel downtown. I did indicate staff is pretty stretched and is looking to hold a public
Commission meeting next week, which might satisfy their needs; perhaps we could instead entertain
the April 4 meeting.
Anything you can do to help me move this request forward would be appreciated.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Rosetta 0. Virgilio

(b)(6)

From: Virgilio, Rosetta
To: 'gdierkers@NGA.ORG' <gdierkers@NGA.ORG>
Sent: Thu Mar 17 17:03:28 2011
Subject: Re: NGA Center NRC expert speaker requests

Thank you, Greg; I will followup and get back to you.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Rosetta 0. Virgilio

From: Dierkers, Gregory <gdierkers@NGA.ORG>



To: Virgilio, Rosetta
Cc: Gander, Sue <sgander@NGA.ORG>; MacLellan, Thomas <TMaclellan@NGA.ORG>; Ferro, Carmen
<CFerro@NGA.ORG>
Sent: Thu Mar 17 16:36:04 2011
Subject: NGA Center NRC expert speaker requests

Hi Rosetta,

Thanks for your time today. We appreciate you identifying someone from the NRC to support the

NGA Center's outreach to states during this busy time.

As we discussed we would like to invite the NRC to join us for two upcoming events -- a webinar

next week and a conference in early April -- to brief governors' advisors on the Japanese

situation and the implications for US plants. The events are:

1) A webinar with governors' security and energy advisors. NGA Center staff is planning to host a

conference call next week (Tuesday 3/21 or Wednesday 3/22) to provide senior state officials with

an update on the Japan situation and to answer questions as to the operations of US plants,

including regulations, plant security/safety, and the emergency preparedness efforts at the US

nuclear fleet. We would ask that an NRC expert ioin the webinar remotely: the webinar would last

for 1 hour.

2) An in-person speaker at a governors' energy advisors meeting. NGA Center's Governors' Energy

Advisors Policy Institute on April 4th in Arlington, Virginia. The focus of the April 4th Institute is to

provide a 'Technology 101' briefing for governors senior energy advisors. We would invite the NRC

to attend in-person on April 4th from 1:45pm to 4:15pm. We would ask for a 10-15 minute

presentation on the situation in Japan- the state of nuclear technology and regulations in the US.

and the implications for states from the Japanese crisis. Attached is a draft agenda.

Thanks for considering both of these requests.

Sincerely,

Greg Dierkers
Program Director - Energy and Transportation

NGA Center for Best Practices

Environment, Energy and Transportation Division

202-624-7789

edierkersatnea orp



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Harrinoton. Holly

Subject: FW: National Weather Service Public Affairs
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:38:00 AM

i)eann checked, number is correct by se irchiii- their website. There is an extension 110. If you

hziven't already, tmr dialing a I before the number in case it's hng, distance.

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:34 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: National Weather Service Public Affairs

(Checking til it flow.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:22 AM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda

Subject: RE: National Weather Service Public Affairs

Check this number. It's not going thorugh

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda

Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:14 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: National Weather Service Public Affairs

Holly,

I'm not really who should receive this. On one hand it seems like Mindy on the other you
on the other Bethany!

Thanks and sorry to bug you.
B

Susan Buchanan
301-713-.0622
Re: Director of National Weather Service and Director of FEMA making a public
announcement tomorrow on Spring Outlook. They have questions on how to field
questions regarding Japan

/.f7 0

K, i



From: Bonaccorso. Amy

To: Harrinaton, HolIy Akstulewicz. Brenda

Cc Deavers. Ron

Subject: RE: Public Inquiries

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:40:56 AM

Folks:

Harold Denton and I talked. He is well known for his role as spokesperson for the NRC
during Three Mile Island - he was also the person provided daily reports to Pres. Jimmy
Carter. He's been calling all over NRC .... talked to Brian Sheron last night.

He is being besieged with media inquiries due to comments in made in 1986 that criticized
the Marc (sp?) 1 design. He said they were much more likely to fail than other designs.
He is currently refusing the requests to come on TV and is passing people to NRC - but it
sounds like 1) maybe we should have an expert who is available to talk to these people
about the Marc 1 design, and 2) Harold is suggesting that technical experts from
NRR-RES brief the Chairman/Commission on the design and recent research on it, as he
remembers that research was being done on it when he was here. He said it would be a
way to get in front of the press on this - as they are reaching out everywhere for
info .... including retired employees (with old information).

He told me that there are a few U.S. reactors that have this design and that is why there
are questions...

Harold's contact info:

C (b)()

Email: (b)(6)

I'm not exactly sure what to do with this one beyond passing on what he told me.

Thanks,

Amy

From: Deavers, Ron
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:23 AM
To: Deavers, Ron
Cc: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: FW: Public Inquiries

Response notes embed below

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Public Inquiries

Harold Denton I,,A 't



Former NRC employee
S (b)(6) Amy attempted

John Saerc
(b(6 homecell

Re: Imported food - how is the marine life affected Referred Mr. Saercy to the EPA. He

has already talked to the Department of Agriculture. He asked about a "home radiation

scanning device", I told him I could not recommend a device, but suggested he search the

Internet for this kind of equipment.

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing

(301) 415-7158
Deanna. Royer@nrc.gov



From:
To:

OS Secretarvs Ooerations Center

(b)(6)

L



(b)(6)

Subject: 2011 Pacific Basin Earthquake/Tsunami ESF-8 Conference Call

When: Occurs every Saturday effective 3/26/2011 until 3/26/2011 from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US &

Canada).
Where: Phone: 877-700-1237 and Passcod (b/)ntemational TOLL NUMBER: 1-210-339-7059 Passcod b)

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

2011 Pacific Basin Earthquake/Tsunami ESF-8 Conference Call

AGENDA

Phone: 877-700-1237 and Pass code: IZ 1_75
(International Callers) TOLL NUMBER: 1-21U3--7059 PARTICIPANT PASSCODE:

Objective: Discussion of current response operations and future actions.

Japan Weather Updates:

HHS - Opening Comment
- Quick summary on any HHS issues/concems

Regions:
R9 update
RIO update

EMG Updates:
EMG OPS/FIELD OPS/OFRD OPS
EMG Logs
EMG Plans
EMG A/F
Public Affairs

Nitin State Call



Other OPDIVs/STAFF DIVs:
FDA update
CDC update
ACF update

Supporting Agencies:
DOS update
NRC update
USDA update
EPA update
FAA update
OSHA update
ARC update
Canadian update
NORTHCOM update

Other supporting Agencies update

Questions:
Adjournment & Closing Comments:
Time for the next conference call: 1100EDT; TBD



From: Strickler. Laura
To: Harrington, Holly Brenner, Eliot; OPA Resouice

Subject: Info from Japanese government

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:56:33 PM

Hello-

Checking in to see if the NRC has full confidence in the information about radiation levels that is
coming out of the Japanese government. Some of our people on the ground in Japan say they have
had some difficulty getting a clear picture of the radiation levels from Japanese authorities.

I see that the NRC is now recommending evacuation of US citizens within 80km - is this new caution
being matched by the Japanese government?

Thank you very much,

Laura Strickler

Laura V. Strickler, Producer
CBS Evening News with Katie Couric
Desk: 202-457-1597
striCellf c (b)(6)e)
ýtricklerl~cbsnews~com_



From: renner. Eliot
To: Ledford, Joev: Useldinch Lara; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington. Holly Burnell. Scott Scrend. Diane; Hannah.

Roper Mittno. Viktoria Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor
Subject: Re: Coverage of hearing
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1;55:23 PM
Attachments: inmaeQeo.Qnln

He will be blogging thruout. We re close to starting.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment

I.:3nl 419; Aqnn
'(C (b)(6)

Sent from my Blackberry

From: Ledford, Joey
To: Uselding, Lara; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; Screnci, Diane; Hannah,
Roger; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 16 13:52:16 2011
Subject: Coverage of hearing

Matt Wald has filed a blog on the chairman's appearance on the Hill:

http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/03/16/house-panel-to-question-nuclear-regulatory-

and -energy-chiefs-face/?src=mv

Joey Ledford
Public Affairs Officer
Region II -- Atlanta, Ga.
0: 404.997.4416
C: I (b)(6)

ioey.Iedford~a~nrc. ov

... U.S.NRC
rvsieatitm leople ant the Dn'iro. ment

From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:49 PM
To: Ledford, Joey; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; Screnci, Diane; Hannah,
Roger; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Language on plant
Importance: High

Thanks:

My super brilliant RI at Comanche Peak gave me this that may work for you- VERIFY IT

A-j



FOR YOUR PLANT:

The NRC requires PLANT to have a reliable and redundant onsite electric power source
should offsite electric power be lost. PLANT satisfies this requirement by having
independent diesel generators onsite that provide power to safety systems in the event of
an emergency. The NRC requires that PLANT have 7 days of diesel fuel for each
generator and be able to refill the fuel tanks while the diesel is in operation.

In addition, the NRC has required Comanche Peak to be able to withstand a loss of all
power, including diesel generators, for a time period. Comanche Peak satisfies this
requirement by having a turbine driven pump that cools the reactor. The pump does not
require either the diesel generators or offsite power to cool the reactor.

As for severe weather and natural phenomenon, the NRC requires that Comanche Peak
be designed to withstand the worst expected severe weather and natural phenomenon for
the site. That includes potential tornadoes, flooding, and seismic activity. Comanche
Peak satisfies this requirement because they have placed safety systems inside of
buildings designed to withstand tornadoes. In addition, both the safety systems and the
buildings that house them are designed to withstand the worst expected earthquake. For
flooding, Comanche Peak satisfies this requirement because ground level at the plant is
above the worst expected flood.

The resident inspectors inspect the Comanche Peak safety systems throughout the year to
ensure that they are ready to respond to natural disasters, including tornadoes, flooding,
and earthquakes.

Lara Uselding
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Public Affairs - Region IV

Lara.Useldignx.ciov
BlackBerry:1 (b)(6) I
Office: 817-276-6519

For more information visit www.nrc.gov

From: Ledford, Joey
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:38 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; Screnci, Diane; Hannah, Roger; Mitlyng,
Viktoria; Chandrathil, Prema; Uselding, Lara; Dricks, Victor
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Q&A Language To Delete

This is in the Seismic Q&A, question 5 (How many U.S. reactors are located in active
quake zones?), third paragraph. Do not use the boldface sentence at the end. It is
inaccurate. The bad language is repeated at least once ( in question 13, second
paragraph).

Generally speaking, seismic activity in the regions surrounding U.S. plants is much lower than that



.-

for
Japan since most U.S. plants are located in the interior of the stable continental U.S. However, the
most
widely felt earthquakes within the continental U.S. are the 1811-12 New Madrid sequence and the
1886
Charleston, SC, which were estimated to be between about magnitude 7.0 to 7.75. Nuclear power
plants
in the U.S. are sited far away from these two earthquake zones as well as other identified
potential
seismic sources.

Joey Ledford
Public Affairs Officer
Region II - Atlanta, Ga.
0: 404.997.4416

. C: (b)(6)

ioey.ledfordenrc gov

SU.S.NRC

Protecting People and the Environment

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:15 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; Screnci, Diane; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Mitlyng, Viktoria;
Chandrathil, Prema; Uselding, Lara; Dricks, Victor
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Conference Call @ 1:15pm

Call in .#: 888-677-0958
passcode: (b)(6) / #

Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda.a•:stuf'ew?,:4nrc.aov



From: Brenner, Eliot
To: Useldina. Lara; Ledford. Joey; Akstulewicz. Brenda; Harrington, Holly Bumell. Scott; Scrend. Diane; Hannah,

Roger: Mittvnn. Viktoria: Chandrathil, Premia; Dricks. Victor

Subject- Re: Language on plant

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:53:18 PM

Attachments: imageOQl.png

Sorry: message interruptus. Short term, day's supplyy more or less with. Longer term storage on the
property.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 .4.158200
C (b)()
Sent from my:Blackberry

From: Brenner, Eliot
To: Uselding, Lara; Ledford, Joey; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; Screnci, Diane;
Hannah, Roger; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor
Sent; Wed Mar 16 13:51:30 2011
Subject: Re: Language on plant

Borchart says all plants have a tank withing diesel room for shoert term usw (24 hr
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
C (b)(6) J
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Uselding, Lara
To: Ledford, Joey; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; Screnci, Diane; Hannah,
Roger; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 16 13:48:33 2011
Subject: Language on plant

Thanks:

My super brilliant RI at Comanche Peak gave me this that may work for you- VERIFY IT
FOR YOUR PLANT:

The NRC requires PLANT to have a reliable and redundant onsite electric power source
should offsite electric power be lost. PLANT satisfies this requirement by having
independent diesel generators onsite that provide power to safety systems in the event of
an emergency. The NRC requires that PLANT have 7 days of diesel fuel for each
generator and be able to refill the fuel tanks while the diesel is in operation.

In addition, the NRC has required Comanche Peak to be able to withstand a loss of all
power, including diesel generators, for a time period. Comanche Peak satisfies this
requirement by having a turbine driven pump that cools the reactor. The pump does not

,L. ..



require either the diesel generators or offsite power to cool the reactor.

As for severe weather and natural phenomenon, the NRC requires that Comanche Peak
be designed to withstand the worst expected severe weather and natural phenomenon for
the site. That includes potential tornadoes, flooding, and seismic activity. Comanche
Peak satisfies this requirement because they have placed safety systems inside of
buildings designed to withstand tornadoes. In addition, both the safety systems and the
buildings that house them are designed to withstand the worst expected earthquake. For
flooding, Comanche Peak satisfies this requirement because ground level at the plant is
above the worst expected flood.

The resident inspectors inspect the Comanche Peak safety systems throughout the year to
ensure that they are ready to respond to natural disasters, including tornadoes, flooding,
and earthquakes.

Lara Uselding
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Public Alfairs - Region IV

Lara .UseldfinaCnrc.gov

BlackBerryi (b)(6)

Office: 817-276-6519

For more information visit wvw.nrc.gov

From: Ledford, Joey
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:38 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly; Bumell, Scott; Screnci, Diane; Hannah, Roger; Mitlyng,
Viktoria; Chandrathil, Prema; Uselding, Lara; Dricks, Victor
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Q&A Language To Delete

This is in the Seismic Q&A, question 5 (How many U.S. reactors are located in active
quake zones?), third paragraph. Do not use the boldface sentence at the end. It is
inaccurate. The bad language is repeated at least once ( in question 13, second
paragraph).

Generally speaking, seismic activity in the regions surrounding U.S. plants is much lower than that
for
Japan since most U.S. plants are located in the interior of the stable continental U.S. However, the
most
widely felt earthquakes within the continental U.S. are the 1811-12 New Madrid sequence and the
1886
Charleston, SC, which were estimated to be between about magnitude 7.0 to 7.75. Nuclear power
plants
in the U.S. are sited far away from these two earthquake zones as well as other identified
potential
seismic sources.

Joey Ledford



Public Affairs Officer
Region II - Atlanta, Ga.
0-" d-cbq_7-d41

ioey.ledfordcn rcagov

r5U.S.NRC
Psaroiing Ieoplk rl - t heIwitinent

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:15 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Bumell, Scott; Screnci, Diane; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Mitlyng, Viktoria;
Chandrathil, Prema; Uselding, Lara; Dricks, Victor
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Conference Call @ 1:15pm

Call in #: 888-677-0958
passcode: (b)(6) #

Brenda Akstulewicz

Administrative Assistant

Office of Public Affairs

301-415-8209
brm" da. akgt.u(ewiczTnrc.qo'

I. .. '



From:
To:

ghanirn NirhnlAý q

(b)(6)

Subject:
Date:

Japan Nuke Response
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:53:13 PM A ~"
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State Dept has just issued the following statement advising on a 50 mile evac
from the reactor site
U.S. Embassy
Tokyo, Japan

March 16, 2011

Statement by U.S. Ambassador John V. Roos

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Department of
Energy and other technical experts in the U.S. Government have reviewed the
scientific and technical information they have collected from assets in
country, as well as what the Government of Japan has disseminated, in
response to the deteriorating situation at the Fukushima Nuclear Power
Plant. Consistent with the NRC guidelines that apply to such a situation in
the United States, we are recommending, as a precaution, that American
citizens who live within 50 miles (80 kilometers) of the Fukushima Nuclear
Power Plant evacuate the area or to take shelter indoors if safe evacuation
is not practical.

We want to underscore that there are numerous factors in the aftermath of the
earthquake and Tsunami, including weather, wind direction and speed, and the
nature of the reactor problem that affect the risk of radioactive
contamination within this 50 mile (80 km) radius or the possibility of lower-
level radioactive materials reaching greater distances.

The U.S. Embassy will continue to update American citizens as the situation
develops. U.S. citizens in need of emergency assistance should send an e-mail
to lapanEmergencyUSC@state.gov with detailed information about their location
and contact information, and monitor the U.S.
Department of State website at travel.state.gov.

The United States is continuing to do everything in its power to help Japan
and American citizens who were there at the time of these tragic events. To
support our citizens there, the Embassy is working around the clock, we have
our consular services available 24 hours a day to determine the whereabouts
and well-being of all U.S. citizens in Japan and we have offered our Japanese
friends assistance, including disaster response experts, search and rescue
teams, technical advisers with nuclear expertise and logistical support from
the United States military.

Here are updated topline points for folks

IF ASKED about any questions about harmful radiation headed towards the US: NRC
Chairman Jaczko continues to say the following: "You just aren't going to have any
radiological material that, by the time it traveled those large distances, could present
any risk to the American public."



Topline Points
* The United States is continuing to do everything in its power to help Japan and

American citizens who were there at the time of these tragic events.

" USAID is coordinating the overall U.S. government efforts in support of the Japanese
government's response and are currently directing individuals to wwnW.usaid.gov for
information about response donations.

" The President is being kept up to date and is constantly being briefed by his national
security staff. The National Security staff in the White House is also coordinating a
large interagency response with experts meeting around the clock to monitor the latest
information coming out of Japan.

" We have offered our Japanese friends includes disaster response experts, search and
rescue teams, technical advisers with nuclear expertise and logistical support from the
United States military.

" In response to the deteriorating situation at the Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant, the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Department of Energy and
other technical experts in the U.S. Government have reviewed the scientific and
technical information they have collected from assets in country, as well as what the
Government of Japan has disseminated. Consistent with the NRC guidelines that
would apply to such a situation in the United States, we are recommending, as a
precaution, that American citizens who live within 50 miles (80 kilometers) of the
Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant evacuate the area or to take shelter indoors if safe
evacuation is not practical.

" We want to underscore that there are numerous factors in the aftermath of the
earthquake and Tsunami, including weather, wind direction and speed, and the nature
of the reactor problem that affect the risk of radioactive contamination within this 50
mile radius or the possibility of lower-level radioactive materials reaching greater
distances.

* To support our citizens there, the Embassy is working around the clock, we have our
consular services available 24 hours a day to determine the whereabouts and well-
being of all U.S. citizens in Japan. U.S. citizens in need of emergency assistance
should send an e-mail to JapanEmergencyUSCostate.goy with detailed information
about their location and contact information, and monitor the U.S. Department of
State website at travel.state.gov.

As I said earlier, we have offered our Japanese friends disaster response experts, search and
rescue teams, technical advisers with nuclear expertise and logistical support from the United
States military.

Secretary Chu announced that DOE offered and Japan accepted an Aerial Measuring
System capability, including detectors and analytical equipment used to provide
assessments of contamination on the ground. In total, the DOE team includes 34
people.



USAID set up a Response Management Team in DC and sent a Disaster Assistance
Response Team to Tokyo, which includes people with nuclear expertise from the
Departments of Energy and Health and Human Services as well the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC). The NRC members are experts in boiling water
nuclear reactors and are available to assist their Japanese counterparts.

Two Urban Search and Rescue Teams (LA County and Fairfax County teams) which
total 144 members plus 12 search and rescue canines and up to 45 metric tons of
rescue equipment have begun searching for survivors.

* The Department of Defense has the USS Reagan on station off the coast of Japan and
is currently using an air facility in Misawa as a forward operating base.

The American Red Cross (ARC) International Services team is supporting the
Japanese Red Cross Society (JR.CS) to assess the impact, determine response efforts,
and assist the people of Japan.

USAID is hosting a daily conference call with Congressional staff, including
participation from DoD, DoS, NRC, DoE, and HHS. The U.S. officials will continue
to provide a brief overview of each agency's efforts in the response to Japan and
respond to questions from the Congressional staff regarding humanitarian assistance,
military assistance, and the nuclear plant situation.

Currently nearly 5300 US military members are supporting the disaster relief efforts.
There are 8 ships, including the aircraft carrier USS Ronald Reagan, transport aircraft
and more than 100 military helos are being repositioned to northern Japan to support
the efforts.

0 The US military has flown reconnaissance flights and provided the Japanese
government with images of the areas affected by the earthquake and tsunami. Search
and rescue flights and missions along the coast continue, relief operations including
delivery of food, water and other relief supplies also continue.

* Yokota Air Base is serving as a humanitarian relief operations staging area and
Misawa Air Base is serving as both a logistical hub for humanitarian relief and rescue
workers as well as an operating base for U.S., Japanese and other international helos
and aircraft.

Here at a home, the government is doing a number of things as well.

• The US Government will be studying every aspect of the Japanese disaster and the
Japanese government's response, with the goal of learning as much as possible from
that review.

" As the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has said, we do not expect to see radiation at

harmful levels reaching the U.S. from damaged Japanese nuclear power plants. As
part of the federal government's continuing effort to make our activities and science
transparent and available to the public, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
will continue to keep all RadNet data available in the current online database. In



addition, EPA plans to work with its federal partners to deploy additional monitoring
capabilities to parts of the western U.S. and U.S. territories.

As always, EPA is utilizing this existing nationwide radiation monitoring system,
RadNet, which continuously monitors the nation's air and regularly monitors drinking
water, milk and precipitation for environmental radiation. The RadNet online
searchable database contains historical data of environmental radiation monitoring
data from all fifty states and U.S. territories.

" The FDA and USDA continues to ensure all our imported food remains safe as they
do everyday

" If there were to be a nuclear accident here, we are prepared to respond and FEMA
and the Department of Homeland Security exercise these preparedness plans with the
rest of the government and state and local officials as well. Release of radioactive
materials can be accidental or intentional and we have a detailed plan to respond
regardless of the cause. The Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex to the National
Response Framework outlines which department or agency would have the lead for
the Federal response depending on the source and type of release. For example, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) would coordinate a response to a release at
nuclear power facilities licensed by the NRC. The Department of Energy would
coordinate a response to a release involving nuclear weapons in DOE custody. The
Department of Homeland Security would coordinate a response to a deliberate attack
using improvised nuclear devices or radiological dispersal devices.

Given the range of potential causes, from an earthquake to a terrorist attack, the plan
provides the flexibility and agility we need to respond aggressively and effectively.
In addition, state and local officials and nuclear facilities have detailed emergency
plans that include specific protective actions, evacuation routes, and methods to alert
the public of actions to take in the event of an emergency. There is a robust and
active nuclear power plant accident exercise program that includes Federal, State, and
local involvement to test plans and keep them current, and just last year we conducted
such an exercise. Federal protective action guides are used at all nuclear power plants
and are widely accepted and used in planning and exercises, and we will continue our
efforts to plan and prepare for the safety and security of the American people.



From: Burnell Scott
To: AksWllewicz. Brenda; Harrinaton. Holly
Subject: FW: Press Release PDF 16 March 2010 02
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:11:37 PM
Attachments: 11 16 evacdo

Press Release PDF 16 March 2010 02. df
Importance: High

Further change to language - one sentence at end. The PDFs need to be appended to
the document so it goes out as a package.

From: PMT02 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 :08 PMC
To: Burnell, Scott; Coggins, Angela; I Jones, Cynthia; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: cmht@nnsa.doe.gov; narac@llnl.gov; HOO H6c;, LIAT Hoc
Subject: Press Release PDF 16 March 2010 02

Attached as requested by the NRC Chairman is the PDF version of the NRC Protective Measures
Team (PMT) dose estimates that support the NRC and State Department press release to expand
the evacuation zone to 50 miles. The Chairman received approval from White House (WH) John
Brennan and NNSA Tom D'Augostino. NRC PMT also conferred with NARAC and WH COL Julie
Bentz in confirming the release of this information to the public. It is our understanding that NRC's
Office of Public Affairs will attach this PDF containing dose projections to their next press release.

Protective Measures Team
NRC Operations Center

301-816-5100

~~ il
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OPA

D R A F T PRESS RELEASE
(Source: CHRMN)

NRC PROVIDES PROTECTIVE ACTION RECOMMENDATIONS

BASED ON U.S. GUIDELINES

Under the guidelines for public safety that would be used in the United States under

similar circumstances, the NRC believes it is appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 miles of

the Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

Among other things, in the United States protective actions recommendations are

implemented when projected doses could exceed I rem to the body or 5 rem to the thyroid. A

rem is a measure of radiation dose. The average American is exposed to approximately 620

millirems, or 0.62 rem, of radiation each year from natural and manmade sources.

In making protective action recommendations, the NRC takes into account a variety of

factors that include weather, wind direction and speed, and the status of the problem at the

reactors.

Attached are the results of two sets of computer calculations used to support the NRC

recommendations.



IL

From: Uselding. Lara
To: Bumell. Scott; Harrington. Holly
Subject: Re. Follow-up on earlier call
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:16:46 PM

Ilso u all can plz call her -reuters on deadline
Thx
Lara Uselding
NRC Reion 4Public Affairs

[ (b)(6)

From: Burnell, Scott
To: Uselding, Lara; Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wed Mar 16 12:53:48 2011
Subject: RE: Follow-up on earlier call

Any Chairman Qs back to HQ, I'd say.

From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:53 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly
Subject: Help! Follow-up on earlier call

Lara Uselding
NRC Region 4 Public Affairs

(b)(6) I

From: ayesha.rascoe@thomsonreuters.com <ayesha.rascoe@thomsonreuters.com>
To: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Wed Mar 16 12:40:41 2011
Subject: Follow-up on earlier call

Hi Lara,

I know you're swamped, but I'm really getting hammered right now by my editors. Now, in addition
to my other questions, we've been told Chairman Jaczko has been called to the White House
today. Do you have any information on that? Also, did you hear anything from headquarters about

my questions? I know it's a lot but any help you could give me would be greatly appreciated:

1) Where can I access data about risks of earthquakes and other natural disaster faced by U.S.

nuclear power plants? If I could get that on plant by plant basis, that would be great.

2) Is the NRC planning to release any more information about what the NRC's team in Japan is

finding or to make any more comments about the whether the evacuation procedures

Japan has taken are parallel to what U.S. would do?

3) How often does the NRC do emergency preparation drills at U.S. nuclear reactors and

where can I find the results of those drills?
Thanks,

Ayesha,7
;. ,,, [/



Ayesha Rascoe
Energy Reporter
Thomson Reuters

Phone: 1-202-310-5683
Mobilet (b)(6)

ayesha.rascoe@thomsonreuters.com
thomsonreuters.com

This email was sent to you by Thomson Reuters, the global news and information company.
Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, except where the
sender specifically states them to be the views of Thomson Reuters.



From:E
To: Harrincton. Holty
Subject: Re: permission to post these FAQs
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:14:28 PM

After our statement goes out. Who has blessed them?
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
3Q1 41-3 R200

Sent from my Blackberry

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 16 13:12:05 2011
Subject: FW: permission to post these FAQs

No answer on these? Can I make them into a short blog post? Anything would help...

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:08 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: permission to post these FAQs

These focus only on questions of U.S. nuclear power plant safety (not current situation). Would be

very helpful to us if we could put these up. Media calls increasing exponentially

1. Can the Japanese nuclear crisis happen here in the United States?

The events that have occurred in Japan are the result of a combination of highly unlikely

natural disasters. These include the fifth largest earthquake in recorded history and the

resulting devastating tsunami. It is highly unlikely that a similar event could occur in the

United States.

2. 1 live near a nuclear power plant similar to the ones having trouble in Japan. How

can we now be confident that this plant won't experience a similar problem?

U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including

earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with

extensive seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.

The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be designed

to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported for the site

and surrounding area. The NRC is confident that the robust design of these plants makes it

highly unlikely that a similar event could occur in the United States.



3. Has this crisis changed your opinion about the safety of U.S. nuclear power

plants?

The NRC remains confident that the design of U.S. nuclear power plants ensures the

continued protection of public health and safety and the environment. However, the NRC is

always looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S. reactors and we will analyze

the information that comes from this incident.

4. With all this happening, how can the NRC continue to approve new nuclear power

plants?

It is premature to speculate what, if any, effect the events in Japan will have on the

licensing of new nuclear power plants.

5. What is the NRC doing in response to the situation in Japan?

Since the beginning of the event, the NRC has continuously manned its Operations Center

in Rockville, MD in order to gather and examine all available information as part of the

effort to analyze the event and understand its implications both for Japan and the United

States. A team of 11 officials from the NRC with expertise in boiling water nuclear reactors

have deployed to Japan as part of a U.S. International Agency for International

Development (USAID) team. The NRC has spoken with its counterpart agency in Japan,

offering the assistance of U.S. technical experts. The NRC is coordinating its actions with

other Federal agencies as part of the U.S. government response.

6. What other U.S. agencies are involved, and. what are they doing?

The entire federal family is responding to this event. The NRC is closely coordinating its

efforts with the White House, DOE, DOD, USAID, and others. The U.S. government is

providing whatever support requested by the Japanese government.

7. What else can go wrong?

The NRC is continuously monitoring the developments at the nuclear power plants in

Japan. Circumstances are constantly evolving and it would be inappropriate to speculate

on how this situation might develop over the coming days.

8. What is the worst-case scenario?

In a nuclear emergency, the most important action is to ensure the core is covered with

water to provide cooling to remove any heat from the fuel rods. Without adequate cooling,



the fuel rods will melt. Should the final containment structure fail, radiation from these

melting fuel rods would be released to the atmosphere and additional protective measures

may be necessary depending on factors such as prevailing wind patterns.



From: Burnell, Scott
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda' Harrington, Holly
Subject: LATEST REVISIONH Press Release PDF 16 March 2010 02
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:31:55 PM
Attachments: II 16 evacLdocx
Importance: High

SORRY!!!

THIS is the latest change to language - boilerplate at end per Eliot. The PDFs remain as
before.

From: PMT02 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1 -8 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Coggins, Angela;1 (b)(6) 1; Jones, Cynthia; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: cmht@nnsa.doe.gov; narac@llnl.gov; HOO-Hoc;LIA11-Hoc
Subject: Press Release PDF 16 March 2010 02

Attached as requested by the NRC Chairman is the PDF version of the NRC Protective Measures
Team (PMT) dose estimates that support the NRC and State Department press release to expand
the evacuation zone to 50 miles. The Chairman received approval from White House (WH) John
Brennan and NNSA Tom D'Augostino. NRC PMT also conferred with NARAC and WH COL Julie
Bentz in confirming the release of this information to the public. It is our understanding that NRC's
Office of Public Affairs will attach this PDF containing dose projections to their next press release.

Protective Measures Team
NRC Operations Center
301-816-5100

/K 0
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OPA

D R A F T PRESS RELEASE
(Source: CHRMN)

NRC PROVIDES PROTECTIVE ACTION RECOMMENDATIONS

BASED ON U.S. GUIDELINES

Under the guidelines for public safety that would be used in the United States under

similar circumstances, the NRC believes it is appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 miles of

the Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

Among other things, in the United States protective actions recommendations are

implemented when projected doses could exceed 1 remn to the body or 5 rem to the thyroid. A

rem is a measure of radiation dose. The average American is exposed to approximately 620

millirems, or 0.62 rein, of radiation each year from natural and manmade sources.

In making protective action recommendations, tile NRC takes into account a variety of

factors that include weather, wind direction and speed, and the status of the problem at the

reactors.

Attached are the results of two sets of computer calculations used to support the NRC

recommendations.



In response to nuclear emergencies, the NRC works with other U.S. agencies to monitor

radioactive releases and predict their path. All the available information continues to indicate

Hawaii, Alaska, the U.S. Territories and the U.S. West Coast are not expected to experience any

harmful levels of radioactivity.



From: Ahlers, Mike
To: Brenner. Eliot lisa.stark'&abc.com; bocrcbsnews.com
Cc: Harrington. Holly
Subject: RE: Interviews
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:30:15 PM

Is this for one-on-one interviews, or gang-bang. Live possibilities? Or
taped? Thanks -- Mike

----- Original Message -----
From: Brenner, Eliot [mailto: Eliot.Brenner(dnrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:25 PM
To: 'lisa.stark@abc.com'; 'boc@cbsnews.com'; Ahlers, Mike
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Interviews

Barring further developments, It is my intention to bring chairmn jaczko
to the russell rotunda to be available for interviews following a
senate-side briefing on japan that startsa at 330p. I do not know when
it will end. I am trying also to reach an nbc contact to include them.
My email only has bob hager in it!

Eliot.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200

CS (b)(6)bent from my blackberry

N" .



From: Harrington, Holly
To: Brenner. Eliot
Subject: RE: Press after our afernoon hearing
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:22:00 PM

Sunday Fox. News with Chris Wallace
Andrea DeVito1  ______,

Phone: 202-824-6494 Cell- (b)(6)

FOX5 DC
Beth
202-895-3000

-.--- Original Message-----
From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent:: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:14 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Re: Press after our afernoon hearing

Minutes away. Scott is working with brenda on logidtics.

Need aFOX contact.

What is core question bothering regions? Things moving too fast to follow on a blackberry.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment

Sent from my Blackberry

----- Original Message -----
From: Harrington, Holly
To: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 16 13:11:08 2011
Subject: RE: Press after our afernoon hearing

Things deteriorating here. Regions frustrated with onslaught of calls particularly about earthquake stuff.
Trying to do a short with them and Scott soon. Dave have previous engagement and won't be here
until 2

Any idea when release will be Ok'd?

----- Original Message -----
From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:06 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Re: Press after our afernoon hearing

Ok. Keep me posted. May just do networks from senate rotunda, then cnn and then ithers. Will advise.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment

Sent from my Blackberry



----- Original Message .
From: Harrington, Holly
To: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 16 13:01:57 2011
Subject: RE: Press after our afemoon hearing

Do not yet know what media outlet is at 400 north capitol.

----- Original Message-----
From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1.:00 PM
To:f (b)(6) I'; Harrington, Holly
Subject: Press after our afernoon hearing

Fyi, I will be trying to puit the chairman up with networks this afternoon from the senate side, followed
most likely by CNN and anyone at 400 North captiol.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
C:I (b)(6)

Sent from my Blackberry



Frem:: 0 Q~To: Q rLSOUR

Subjed: FW: Akent dtoe rod gOng to be i st encrusted OWM thoe I v'• co, von"t the 9 as&stean ormure tb roo hh for the cooling Pos ?
Date: Wetitesday, Mamth 16, Gil1 12:28:54 P'M
Attadesrt: 2lcvnLi

DIANE SCRENCI
SP PUSLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER
USNRC, RI
610f337-5330

From: phil [mailA (b)(6)
Sent: Tuesday, March 3.1, Lu. I:J/-
To: OPAl RESOURCE; DrIcks, Victor; RldsNrrPfSanOnofre Resource; RidsNrrPMFerml2 Resource
Subject: Fw: Aren't those rods going to be so salt entrusted that they can't cool, won't the gas&steam pressure be too high for the cooling pumps ?

I apologize for making this into a few terse clumsy paragraphs, You'd rather have a hundred pages fully annotated, but that'd take me and everyone else a year.
Please adapt, modify, excerpt anything below and forward to those who have the skills to produce or are responsible for all the next steps.

At present, your cooling recovery systems ONLY work up 1o the point of no recovery runaway, as now in Japan. However. in that runaway condition, the reactor
is making a high power FUEL that can be planned to generate just the type of energy required for emergency operation when all other sources of power have
failed. WHILE returning the problem gasses into especially useful coolants.

----- Original Message ---
Fllmt h , i :.; :• : " ý .? .: :::, :•:4:: ? ' i ::; i if:: : :

TOe: (b)(6) 1,l2:0P
Sen!!r3uI~uWy,.r~u• o,.,f1 2:10 PM

Subject- Fw: Aren't those rods going to be so salt encrusted that they can't cool, won't the gas&steam pressure be too high for the cooling pumps 7

I think you are going to need a SECOND-TYPE coolant recovery system, because, like the Japanese reactors, the water is splilting, therefore starving the
present recovery loop of a recoverable form of water. Their system is going to fully fail, because all the rods, fuel and cadmium, are now encrusted with salts, all
the sea salts, not just sodium salts. Once the water thermolyzes into H H2 0 02 OH and such, it will have to be burned to get back into a usable water. BUT,
while thermolyzed, it's pressure will be nearly 2000 times higher, and being Brown's gas, it will bum hotter than acetylene, since it will be nearly perfectly
stoichiometuic.

This is rushed, and a forward of an email I sent more leisurely earlier to someone else, but I think those who speak for nuclear power plants had better start
BEING more credible, by explaining something constructive that can ACTUALLY be a non-futile effort. The evidence and explanations being given now
demonstrate a lack of comprehension by the nuclear plant owner of the limitations of the coolant recovery system after it has been compromised. They bought
some time, but only by guaranteeing full failure.

Skip the my history section, and ask if you wish for the second email that I video taped over a pulsing research reactor.

..... Original Message .....

T o- F()()
enI -auy, 774.00 AM

Subject: Aren't those rods going to be so salt encrusted that they can'! cool, won't the gas&steam pressure be too high for the cooling pumps ?

You were just quoted on TV news, so am following up with you. I have a PhD Chemist Friend I have already emailed this to, but you might be able to beat him
to the important people for whom this "emergency Goldberg" suggestion might apply, now or future,

Prm-Subject: Fw. "Listen' to attached MP3 from video tile, a nuclear reactor in action that I video taped while we were doing total dose red hardness testing for
some SDI subcircuits.

This and the video I took in '89 two years before the First Gulf War attached In the next email (for size limits) shows me discussing how I saved a program that
was to be axed, that saved the high advantage in combat for our MI-Al Abrams battie tanks, a circuit that was scheduled to be designed out for cost reasons, I
made cheaper to keep than to design out. Theoretically, from stuff I'd have to separately enumerate, that got us to Baghdad with zero casualties In 100 hours,
instead of the budgeted 300 casualties, and 3 months, thus saving all those American lives, and all those combat tanks, and saved 3 months at a billion dollars
per month. (wish I had a nickel instead of a tale)

So. I have a GREAT visual In my mind on how reactors work, and they do NOT normally make much hydrogen, nor have many emitted protons unpaired with
electrons.

However, the results in Japan aren't matching their propaganda.

However2 t..i/. s.. . = u'.
ea: e - •f a oro..'ik'ikW,.t.r Jnen h__________,_&__&__u_.

Therlmal decomposition of water, Nuclear-thermal, Thermal water spltting. 3ml•'a.aLAooo.os , also called t ,ormoiysis.

All those processes require heat at far higher temperatures than it takes to lure water into steam at many, many atmospheres.
The surprise is that those buildings are/have lasted so long. They aren't admitting to such superheating.
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So, since there is no electricity any where near those rods and the container cooling water, it isn't ELECTROlysis.

So, it must be Incredibly hot to produce H and H2, with oxygen. It must also be at a lot higher pressure than those SQUARE buildings were built for, since only
spheres are economical containment for such high pressures. AND. they are trying to contain those hydrogen pressures, instead of productively vacuum out the
pressure to reuse the hydrogen and 'wow' turning it into the heavy water that might just help their situation. They are going to need PURE water anyway, and
some draining. In order to back off the rapidly increasing salination of all the Internals now. They need pure water to continuously dilute what they are now over-
concentrating.

They seem to have a problem converting the steam back to water (because it stops being water when it splits). which would reduce the pressure by at least 1700
times, If I remember right. The volume expansionlcompression ratio must be even higher for conversion into all those different partial pressures of gas.

However, they don't seem to have a process in place for turning all that (?) Brown's gas back into water.

I think all they need (no-time.left-type-emergeancy-mode) is a pressure regulator (or careful hand valve management, like how I had to manually regulate my
acetylene torch's oxygen valve to bleed it to finish a welding job right after the regular oxygen regulator blew it's pressure diaphragm, nervous, but it worked) that
drops it down to torch pressures, and then with a strong backfire preventer, bums it into water (hot steam vapor), massively reducing it's pressure, turning it back
into a usable form of water (steam vapor instead of Brown's gas) and then running the burnt gas now steam, through a lot of high oxygen content gas tolerant
tubing down Into the ocean for enough length so that it condenses and cools. and then using the same source pressure, running it up to a gravity valve on top of
the intermediate containment chambers. This would Ibleod" off both the pressure, the heat, and the thermolysis. and multiples fit probably would be hard to
come up quickly with a single valve system, due to the size, much more economical, expeditious and safety redundant would be a lot of commercially OTC over
the counter sized components) could (really cheap) keep up with the thermolysis and evaporation rates, and actually create a negative pressure In the
containment chambers, resulting in additional flash evaporation cooling. With specially built engines. konwing that there will be so much Brown's gas in the event
of at these typical failure modes, said gas can be used to power Brown's gas powered generators, end it's exhaust wil be totally GREEN, sort of. since it will be
only water vapors, though heavy water vapors, while simultaneously making the runaway flammable gases produced non-flamable, and depressurized by a factor
of near 2.000 times.

The problem and profit is that it produces heavy water when it burns the heavy hydrogen in the Brown's gas, which is helpful up to a point where it becomes very
unprofitable.
It could be barreled up. as deuterium and tritium are marketable, and I think I have 2 grams of each here (diluted) from an e~ay chemistry novelty seller that I
got catalysts from.

What's blowing up is the hydrogen from the water breakdown products, and they seem to be doing everything else except safely containing the pressure, and
keeping it's flammability down. Maybe they should inject dry ice.

What do you think ?

Those pumps must have tailed from the overload of trying to inject pressure into chambers so highly pressurized that they couldn't overcome the internal
pressures in the containment volumes.

It would have been more likely that the thermolyzed gasses would vent out through the pumps (backwards).

There must have been a critical and near fatal delay turning on the secondary cooling system pumps that allowed the pressures to build up to the irreversible
defeat level.

Of course, they might have been Chinese counterfeit pumps, but even the highest true quality pumps wouldn't have been designed for the pressures I am
assuming are there now.

But, the system is only originally designed to turn water to steam and then back to water, and when the initial water requires a different process to turn it back
into water, that isn't available, it just doesn't, because it can't, though it seems like it would be simple, it would have to be retrofitted. So. the water turns into
such a high pressure of split gasses that the reactor has no valves designed in capable of bleeding such a high pressure. At best they'd be a far too slow a flow
resttictor (like a pressure cooker when underweighted). They probably didn't have enough distilted water, since once it thermolyzes, it can't be recovered In the
present system. The only thing with enough availability for that rate of thermolysis is Ocean water, and those chambers are going to fill up with so much salt left
over from the evaporation that they won't be able to get any coolant coverage of those rods. probably now already too encrusted with salt for any reasonable
amount of heat flow until they reach the liquid sodium point.
So. they are making the coolability worse.

What do you think, and can I quote you ?

Would the heavy water have a usefully larger thermal mass, and better heat lransporllconvection factor 7 Heat is most often ascribed to electron motion. I
wouldn't expect much heat absorblion from a single proton, unless it was bound to one or two "energetic neutrons.

Being higher mass, the heavy water molecules should help SLOWING down neutrons, though they should be tar less able to absorb any new, even such high
speed neutrons.

Why aren't they reporting any helium production, you can't have that much fission without a litle fusion ?

Would heavy water have any extra value dissolving and descaling the salts (ocean salts are many, not just sodium salt) from the fuel and cadmium rods 7

The cadmium rods would still be gaining heat from the bombardment, but can't get the heat accrued back out once salt encrusted.

Is there no corner they haven't painted themselves in to ?

Those facilities are toast, but if they can get it cool enough, they can salvage the fuels, but only with a robot with a chisel.

----- Original Message -----

From: Sajlitrd Marx

Sent. Saturday. December 30, 2006 12:57AM



Subject. Fw: *Listen" to attached MP3 from video file

Subject: "Listen" to attached MP3 from video file

Here's some of the resume backup that I thought I had, almost lost to history.

I tried to shrink the video enough so that it could be elailed, but the smallest that made sense was still over 25 meg.
So, I stripped out the audio, and dipped out the dead air.
Then I clipped together a FastMo (opposite of SlowMo).
Them's a clip of Dave Ludwig managing the test setup.
There's a clip of the nuclear reactor right behind us pulsing up to 100 megawatts.
There's an old photo of me with John Fackeldy at Hughes running a somewhat staged setup of one of my F-14 circuits for a company brochure.
There's also a couple of shots of my Phoenix missile pulser hybrid on a shirt. the only one ever so honored.
It was the highest voltage and current circuit in the system, and I almost had to sacrifice my career them to get them recalled, the only circuits to ever get that
treatment too.
Someone had changed one of the alloys to something cheaper, and dropped the MTBF from many years to about (if lucky) three weeks.
Being a pilot myself, it was easy to pre.empathize with all F-14/15/18 pilots that didn't want such a missile going hero on deck, in formation, or on belly or wing
racks.

Youll have to play the video and audio separately.

That video was taken by me with Irvine Sensors Dave Ludwig at the local nuclear reactor on 8115/89.
We were there doing some total dose red hardness tests for several SDI type subrdrcuits.

Of special note is my description of the MI-Al Abrams Battlatank FLIR preamps,
which, at the time, as you can hear in my voice, was one of my lesser accomplishments.
though just fun. nearly play work, compared to most of the others.

It probably didn't even rate a mention on my resume back then, before the Gulf War.

Of course, there was later quite a 'YIKES!" factor, when I realized at the end of Gulf War 1.
how much I had helped win that war by saving that program back in '77-'80-ish. What I did made that war 3 months shorter.

After that, EVERY little thing had to be treated as if it's "SOMEDAY" importance was just as high.

It was Hughes' FIRST HP computer autotest program, (well, there were earlier HP 1000 mainframe test systems)
and I had to design test fisturs, interface fixtures, bum-in system.
and even relay life lesting fixtures for the Mexican-built Magnetek relays I was budgetarily stuck with.
We used that stuff, and all the software modules I wrote for many years on almost every other program.

Then. they switched to Teradyne autotest stations for new programs, but I'll bet they are still using some of MY stuff.

htto:;iff, 102 7 I1Q4!~esif;h`h ?3cach,:2t1,,ir, Y-R -v9w•`a'` rnva -g~ 1Cl s'1`. Ir.,iS 'tman+~`kvaawm'.Ft iR• `1=

Production of MIAI tanks for the US Army is complete. Over 8,800 M1 and MIAI tanks have been produced for the US Army and Marine Corps, and the
armies of Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. Production of new MiAI and M1A2 Abri$A tanks is in its final phase for Foreign Military Sales. Three versions of
the A•bram. tank arer currently in service the original Mt model, dating from the early 1980s, and two newer versions, designated MIAI and M1A2. The
MIAI series, produced from 1985 through 1993, replaced the Ml's 105mm main gun with a 120mm gun and incorporated numerous other enhancements,
including an improved suspension, a new turret, increased armor protection, and a nuclear-chemical-biological protection system. The newer M1A2 series
includes all of the MIAI features plus a commander's independent thermal viewer, an independent commander's weapon station, position navigation equipment.
and a digital data bus and radio interface unit providing a common picture among M1A2s on the battlefield.

In lieu of new production, the Army is upgrading approximately 1,000 older M1 tanks to the M1A2 configuration. The Army also initiated a modification program
for the M1A2 to enhance its digital command and control capabilities and to add the second generation forward ooking infrared (FU.R_) sights to improve the
tiinks fightability and lethality during limited visibility. This system enhancement program wit be fielded in the 2000 time trame concurrently with the M2A3
Bradley and other advanced digital systems. The initial M1A2 fielding to the First Calvary Division, Ft. Hood. TX, is underway. The Army will continue to field
M1A2s to the CONUS contingency corps and other first to fight units into the next decade.

Further MIA2 improvements, called the System Enhancement Program (SEP), are underway to enhance the tank's digital command and control
capabilities and to to improve the tik's fightability and lethality. The MIA2 SEP (System Enhancement Package), is the digital battlefield

centerpiece for Army XXI. It is the heavy force vehicle that will lead Annor into the next century and transition the close combat mission to the

Future Combat System (FCS). The M I A2 SEP is an improved version of the M I A2. It contains nunmerous itprovements in command and
control, lethality and reliability. MIA2 SEP is in final operational testing, and scheduled to start fielding in 2000. M IA2 SEP tanks are scheduled

to begin fielding in 3QFYOO. The M IA2 System Enhanced Program (SEP) is an upgrade to the computer core that is the essence of the Ml IA2
tank. The SEP upgrade includes improved processors, color and high resolution flat panel displays, increased memory capacity, user friendly
Soldier Machine Interface (SMI) and an open operating system that will allow for future growth. Major improvements include the integration of

the Second Generation Forward Looking Infared (2nd Gen ";MrI sight, the Under Armor Auxiliary Power Unit (LIAAPU) and a Thermal

Management System (TMS).

The 2nd Generation Forvard Looking InfraRed sighting systcm (2nd (en fIX?) will replace the esisting Thermal Image System (TIS) and the

Commander's Independent Thermal Viewer. The incorporation of 2nd Gen FtIIU into the M I A2 tank will require replacement of all Ist Gen
frlk components. From the rarfighter perspective, this is one of the key improvements on the SEP. The 2nd Gen F.UIR is a fully integrated
engagement-sighting system designed to provide the gunner and tank commander with significantly improved day and night target acquisition
and engagement capability. This system allows 70% better acquisition, 45% quicker firing and greater accuracy. In addition, a gain of 30%
great.r range for target acquisition and identification will increase lethality and lessen fratricide. The Commander's Independent Thermal Viewer
(CITV) provides a hunter killer capability. The 2nd GEN _ is a variable power sighting system ranging from 3 or 6 power (wide field of
view) for target acquisition and 13, 25 or 50 power (narrow field of view) for engaging targets at appropriate range.

The MIA2 TEMP was approved during 2QFY98. This TEMP includes a coordinated plan for FOT&E #3 of the MIA2 in conjunction with the
IOT&E of the Bradley Fighting Vehicle in FY99 at Fort Hood. TX. This combined operational test will consist of 16 force-on-force battles



between a Bradley Fighting Vehicle System-A3/M IA2 SEP combined anua team and M.All Bradley-ODS combined arms team. Additionally, it
will serve as the operational test for the 2d Generation *.%Iff This approach implements the Secretary of Defense theme of combining testing in

order to save resources and ensure a more realistic operational environment.
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From: Bonaccorso. Amy
To: Harrinaion. Holly
Cc: Deavers. Ron

Subject: RE: Japan meltdown
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:31:55 PM

Holly:

I can include the verbiage on KI - and radiation not expected to negatively impact US at
this point in time, but he also has some "why" questions on nuclear reactors - fuel storage
and cooling systems - that I can't answer. Are there fact sheets I should refer him to?

Thanks,

Amy

From:. OPAl RESOURCE
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:32 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers, Ron
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Japan meltdown

DIANE SCRENCI
SR. PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER

USNRC, RI
610/337-5330

F r o m : M ik e i m a ilt o :1 ( b ) ( 6 ) 
.... 

. .

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:53:PM
To: OPAl RESOURCE; OPAl RESOURCE
Subject: Japan meltdown

Hi

I am hoping the NRC will take lessons learned from what is ocurring in Japan. I would like to know
why spent fuel is stored at the reactors? I imagine it is a cost reason and nobody else wants it. You
need to get a solution that cannot be compromised as may be the case in Japan i.e.offsite storage.

I realize the odds of such a situation in Japan are slim but the severity is high. Why cant the cooling
system rely on a gravity system backup? Where are they dumping that seawater?

Im sure scientists have thought of it all but it sure doesnt seem that way over the past week.

Also people are left to find there own ways to obtain potassium iodide. And guess what you cant buy it
anywhere. You need to take it before exposure. By the time the meltdown release reaches the US -
the levels will be safe right. Think about it - they have three to five reactors on the edge of out of
control and a spent fuel pool compromised.

Is this the responsibilty of the NRC or will be Obamas fault? Your expertise is key - show leadership.

Sorry but thats my perspective. I am very concerned. .
J (



Mike Tracey
Connecticut



From: WiederJessica(CeoamaiL eoa.ov
To: Wieder.JessicaCdeoarnai~eDa.aov
Cc: ao.IfoTrevlnodhs.gov; albert.monaeongnoaa.2o0; a•,bie.lewisCa-dhs aov;,anaela.harless(ausda,civ

chad.aorman(fdhs.aov:
Christooher.Pace !,•dhs,aoy; o ISfleids.c=Ienna,:uepamaiJeoa apy
Burnett.HelentdeoamaL.eoa.gov; VeaILeen1epamail.ea.aov: Nanko.Lisaaieoamail.eoa.aov;
MdichaeI.Na tedeamai v ( (6) DavidSheehanCahassociates.dhs.cov
DonaldLumokinszdhs~goy; DUGAN]nvdov; V an. ue.K•, Ilinois gov Florie.Tuckerxorise.orau.gov;
Frieda.Fisher-Tvierstate.dceus; Heather.Kinaý o y_; H Jean S-oker(feMa.MO;
iennifer.martineza;dhs.aov; isun.e (b)(6)
Jonathian .Uflandorodse.orauaov KaneCtiusa-redcrosrom KStevesC6)kdhe s.aov;
Leeanna.Allentaorise.orau.gov; Lisa.Baiusz(dpassociateChs~gov; MichaeI.GresalfiOvhs.goy
mike,.tami~lowadhs.gov morganitnv.doe.oov' Milligan, Patricia;. 1 'q
Philio.Fontanettacltod~laad ,oro okaram(lhea1lt.nvcaov; Richard;PassoweThdhsaov-
Richard.VoitechO;dhs.oov-robert.davisIrshdhs.oov; bgrtlevinentura.rg sbeckerrms.soohguabldu;
Seamus.0"Boyle~dfhsogov; seancawford Oadhs'aoo; stanteyheath(HODH$O; S.G$ eohen.Chaseta3dhs.aov;
thomas.mefferdfdhs.aov; VialarTM(@nv.doep.ov: Zacharv.Kittrieidhsaov

Subject: CDC Meeting - Nuc/Rad Comm Working Group Presentation
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:37:09 PM

Good Afternoon,

I hope everyone is doing well in light of recent events.

I am supposed to be doing a 15 minute presentation next Wednesday in Atlanta at CDC's
Radiation meeting. I am currently buried in the response to the Japan nuclear power plant
situation and I don't know when I will be coming up for air.

In case I can't make it, is there someone who could present on the work of the Nuc/Rad
Communications Working Group? I already drafted the presentation, which you could
change to match your presentation style, but I want to make sure that someone who has
been involved in the group serves as the presenter. Please let me know ASAP if you are
willing to help.

All the best,

less

Jessica Wieder
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Radiation Protection Division
Center for Radiation Information
w: (202) 343-9201bbl (b)(6) I



From: rr.Lnd
To: Harrington. Holly

Cc: Nieh. Ho
Subject: RE: Radio Interview
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:32:36 PM

Many, many thanks!

Linda

- I_ 1 - 1 - ..-...,. . . ... .... . .. .... . . . .. . . ... . . .. . . .. . .. ...... . ... . . . . .. .. . . . ..... . . . .... .... .. . .

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:32 PM
To: Herr, Linda
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: Radio Interview

ok

From: Herr, Linda
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:16 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Subject: FW: Radio Interview
Importance: High

Hi Holly:
Although our office rec'd the email below, would you mind responding for our us? E.g., I'm

thinking it would be kind of redundant on my part to respond to Ms. Hoffman by saying that Cmr.

Ostendorff isn't available and then directing that she contact Public Affairs when the email is

actually addressed to Public Affairs.

Of course, I can respond if you'd like. Please let me know your course of action.

Best,

Linda

From: Angela Hoffman [mailto:[ (b)(6)

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:01 PM
To: CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Subject: Radio Interview

Dear Public Affairs,

Please consider this a formal request for Labor of Commissioner William C.
Ostendorff to appear as a guest on "Hutchinson Report" on either his KTYM 1460 AM
Radio Show, Friday 9:30 to 10:00 AM PST and/or KPFK 90.7 FM, Saturday, from
Noon to 1:00 PM PST. If your schedule does not permit an in studio or telephone
guest appearance, we can pre-record an interview at any time or day for any length
of time you choose to accommodate your schedule.

WWe appreciate your consideration./ !2\....•. ,



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harrinaton. Holly
I I(b)(6)
NRC Response
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:32:00 PM

Ms. Hoffman:

Commissioner Ostendorff is unavailable for an interview at this time.

Holly Harrington

Public Affairs

NRC

/ '-

/



From: OPAI RESOURCE
To: Bonaccorso. Amy: Deavers. Ron
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Japan Nuclear Plants Idea Submission
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:41:01 PM

DIANE SCRENCI
SR. PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER

USNRC, RI
610/337-5330

From: Guy Cobb [mailto:ipaintmemphis@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 8:40 PM
To: OPAl RESOURCE
Subject: Japan Nuclear Plants Idea Submission

I wanted to submit an idea concerning the nuclear reactors in Japan. Instead of cooling with
seawater and boron try inserting massive amounts of Borated Paraffin. Such a solution may
provide an additional opportunity to capture neutrons and radiation and "stick" to more of the
infrastructure.

_Guy Cobb
I .. (b)(6)
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From: OPAI RESOURC
To: Bonaccorso, Amy Deavers. Ron
Cc: Harrinaton, Holly
Subject: FW: Creative option for cooling Japan reactors
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:40:44 PM

Diane Screnci
Sr. Public Affairs Officer
USNRC, RI
610/337-5330

----- Original Message -----
From: alan powell [m (b)(67  Y
Sent: Tuesday, March 1n,u LUrI35: /
To: OPA Resource; OPAl RESOURCE; Resource, OPA3; OPA2 Resource; OPA4 Resource; NRC Allegation
Subject: Creative option for cooling Japan reactors

Hello everyone,

I know you are probably overloaded with suggestions on how to cool the Japan reactors, but I thought
there might be a simple no mechanical way to pump the water into the reactor.

It appears that you are having problems creating enough high pressure to pump the water through the
reactor. Why not inject liquid nitorgen into the water stream. As teh liquid nitorgen expands, it will
create pressure on the pipe walls and force water through the pipes. This would happen very quickly
and might allow you to generate enough steam to produce local electricity in order ot operate the
pumps (assuming they are not damaged).

Since Notorgen is inert, introducing it into the system would not pose an additional fire hazard and
might actually decrease the possibilty depending on the chemistry of the surrounding environment.

I am not aware of any properties that would would make radioactive material attach to the Nitrogen so
there wouldn't be an additiaonl atmospheric risk.

Probably the best place to inject the nitrogen would be in the condensor area in the steam phase.
Alternatively, you could use emergency water lines that I think you've used to inject seawater.

I'd look at this as a batch process where you are injecting liquid nitrogen then letting the water run a
complete cycle. You can remove the excess nitrogen gas in the steam phase by placing a liquid nitogen
jacket on the condensors. Insert a pressure relief valve that then allow the Nitorgen to release tothe
atmosphere so that you can add additional liquid nitrogen. Since the fission byproducts adhere to the
water vapor molecules, there should not be a problem with Nitrogen releases. Since the water would
be "pumped" well above its normal inlet temperature, preheating wouldn't be necessary.

Alan

I• f ;



From: OPAl RESOURCE
To: Bonaccorso. Amy Deavers, Ron
Cc: Harrington. Holly
Subject: FW: Cooling the Reactor in 3apan
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:35:57 PM

DIANE SCRENCI
SR. PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER
USNRC, RI
610/337-5330

From: Lowther, Ron [mailto:Ron_Lowther@sheriff.org]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:23 AM
To: OPAl RESOURCE
Subject: Cooling the Reactor in Japan

To Whom It May Concern,
I would like to make a suggestion to the cooling dilemma for the damaged reactor in Japan.

My thoughts are whether practical or not, the use of liquid nitrogen slowly introduced into the cooling
system to help quicken the cooling process.

Can you please pass this on to the right people.

Sincerely,

Ron Lowther

BROWARD SHERIFF'S OFFICE
S.I.D. Technical Support Unit
2601 W. Broward Blvd.
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33312

Ph. (954) 321-5053

.Cel' .
Fax (954) 797-0909

Please note that Florida has a broad public records law, and that all correspondence to me via
email may be subject to disclosure.



From: Deavers. Ron
To: Harrington, HoIl
Cc: BOnaccorso. Awy
Subject: Public question about waste confidence
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:49:43 PM

Hi Holly,

Kara Colton
Energy Community Alliance

(b)(6)

Re: Dry Cask

This caller has questions about Waste Confidence that I do not understand. Is there
someone who can talk to her?

Thanks,

Ron Deavers



From: Burnell, Scol
To: Useldino. Lara Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Follow-up on earlier call
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:53:54 PM

Any Chairman Qs back to HQ, I'd say.

From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:53 PM
To: Bumell, Scott; Harrington, Holly
Subject: Help! Follow-up on earlier call

Lara Uselding
NRC Region 4 Public Affairs

(b)(6)

From: ayesha.rascoe@thomsonreuters.com <ayesha.rascoe@thomsonreuters.com>
To: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Wed Mar 16 12:40:41 2011
Subject: Follow-up on earlier call

Hi Lara,

I know you're swamped, but I'm really getting hammered right now by my editors. Now, in addition
to my other questions, we've been told Chairman Jaczko has been called to the White House

today. Do you have any information on that? Also, did you hear anything from headquarters about
my questions? I know it's a lot but any help you could give me would be greatly appreciated:

1) Where can I access data about risks of earthquakes and other natural disaster faced by U.S.

nuclear power plants? If I could get that on plant by plant basis, that would be great.
2) Is the NRC planning to release any more information about what the NRC's team in Japan is

finding or to make any more comments about the whether the evacuation procedures
Japan has taken are parallel to what U.S. would do?

3) How often does the NRC do emergency preparation drills at U.S. nuclear reactors and
where can I find the results of those drills?

Thanks,
Ayesha

Ayesha Rascoe
Energy Reporter
Thomson Reuters

Phon..e: 1-202-310-5683Oblf (b)(6) I

ayesha.rascoe@thomsonreuters.com
thomsonreuters.com



This email was sent to you by Thomson Reuters, the global news and information company.
Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, except where the
sender specifically states them to be the views of Thomson Reuters.



From: Brenner, Eliot
To: Harrington. Holly

Subject: Re: harold denton
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:47:44 AM

Chairman briefed on differences between japanese and US BWRs. Not sure chairmn wants to be one-

upped.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment

301 415 8200
CI (b)(6)
Sent from mny Blackberry

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 16 11:45:48 2011
Subject: harold denton

Called to say he's getting a lot of requests. Turning them down and referring to NRC. Also suggested

folks brief chairman on specific design. (duh). Do you have any need for me to reach out to him?

Do we want him doing press? Do we want him working for us?



From: OPAl RESOURCE
To: Deave[5. Ron; Bonaccorso, Any
Cc: Harrinciton. Holly
Subject: FW: Japan Nudear Disaster
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:27:35 PM

I received a bunch of emails from the public. I'm forwarding to you for response.

DIANE SCRENCI
SR. PUNLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER
USNRC, RI
610/337-5330

From: (b)(6) 7 [mailt. (b)(6)

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:19 PM
To: OPAl RESOURCE
Subject: Japan Nuclear Disaster

It is my rather uninformed understanding that carbon rods may be used to slow a nuclear reaction. It is
apparent in the news that things are deteriorating rapidly in Japan. The water supply is insufficient to
cool the out of control reactors.

I was wondering if a slurry made of crushed carbon rods could be pumped into the reactors to stop the
reactions?

This may be totally unfeasible, that is for smarter people than I to determine, but if it would work and I
did not mention it to someone, I would feel bad.

Take the idea, mull it over, pass it on if you feel it has merit.

Respectfully

Warren T. Olde, Jr.
215 Burd St
Pennington, NJ 08534

(b)(6)



From: Harrington, Holly
To: Susan Buchanan
Subject: RE: thanks for a talking point!
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:56:00 PM

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has said it does not expect to see radiation at harmful levels
reaching the US. from damaged Japanese nuclear power plants.

----- Original Message -----
From: Susan Buchanan [mailto:Susan. Buchanan ynoaa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:43 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: thanks for a talking point!

We'll use whatever you give us during tomorrow's call, if the question
comes up. Thanks again! Susan

Susan Buchanan
Deputy Director of NOAA Communications& External Affairs

@ the National Weather Service
301-713-0622 x121 o/ (b)(6) ..



From: Brenner. Eliot
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Re: NICCL Call at 10:30am (eastern) Japanese reactor
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:31:42 AM

Once we put out our release, let's resummarize on tje blog and any subsequient release where
additinal info can be found.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
•LCI (b)(6) i~a

Sent from my lackberry

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
To: Harrington, Holly; Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 1611:29:36 2011
Subject: Re: NICCL Call at 10:30am (eastern) Japanese reactor

We need to summarize what the overall govt is doing and pointing to links/(if there are any) with useful
info. I.e. EPA has monitors.. .DOS has traveler advisories etct

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 16 10:58:21 2011
Subject: RE: NICCL Call at 10:30am (eastern) Japanese reactor

Eliot says no. info changes too fast

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:54 AM
To: Harrington, Holly; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Fw: NICCL Call at 10:30am (eastern) Japanese reactor

We need to get this info on our website as well as FAQs and links to other agency websites such as
DOS for advice on travel to and travellers in Japan. That way we can refer callers there and take some
workload off of us.

Fir , Chknirn NIfir-Inni q -,Nirhchlas q Shanirn(•whn Pin.nnv >
To]1 (b)(6)

(b)(6)
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(b)(6)

Sent: Wed Mar 16 10:02:21 2011
Subject: RE: NICCL Call at 10:30am (eastern) Japanese reactor

Please make sure to get on this call as there seems to be some confusion over what folks can
or should be doing.

No matter what, it is vital that everyone stays on same page regarding the facts, even as the
situation worsens in Japan, the experts assure us that and I quote the NRC, "You just aren't
going to have any radiological material that, by the time it traveled those large
distances, could present any risk to the American public."

So that means, we should continue to talk about the many ways we are assisting the Japanese
and the American citizens in Japan. DOE, NRC, HHS, DOD and State are all doing a great
deal IN JAPAN and should continue to make sure folks know that.

We should also talk about the steps we are taking here at home.

The US Government will be studying every aspect of the Japanese disaster and the Japanese
government's response, with the goal of learning as much as possible from that review.

The experts tell us that they see no harmful doses of radiation heading here but the EPA has
radiological monitoring set up along the west coast and deploying to the US territories and
that monitoring is public for all to see and will remain that way.

USDA and NOAA are working on plans to ensure that any food coming from Japan is
unaffected and safe.

HHS and FEMA should be talking about how we have fantastic disaster preparedness plans
in place here and they are exercised thoroughly with the rest of the federal government and
with state and local officials.

It is good for HHS and FEMA to say if there were a nuclear accident here, this is how we
would respond and then walk press through that, but it is important to make sure that while



doing this, it needs to be made clear that press understand we are talking about a hypothetical
nuclear accident here, not any concerns whatsoever coming from Japan disaster to the US.

Nick

From: NATIONAL JIG [mailIto: National]IC@dhs.gov]
C..nt! Wptdnpviav Ma;rch 16 2011 9:9)3 AM

To: (b)(6)

(b)(6)



(b)(6)

Subject: RE: NICCL Call at 10:30am (eastern) Japanese reactor

Call i• fo 1-800-320-4330

(Code

From: NATIONAL JIC
Sent: Wednesday. March 16. 2011 9:39 AM
T,,,I (b)(6)

(b)(6)



3,

(b)(6)

Subject: NICCL Call at 10:30am (eastern) Japanese reactor

Federal communicators,

Please join a NICCL call at 10:30am to discuss your department's messaging role for the ongoing

crisis in Japan.

We would like to focus our discussion on public events and opportunities taking place today,

communications on Federal radiation monitoring, food, water, public health etc.

We will also plan to conduct a SICCL call this afternoon with Pacific Territorial communicators and

western PlOs.



W,

From: Sonaccorso. Amy
To: Harrington. Holly
Cc: Deavers. Ron
Subject: FW: MIT Nuclear Engineer Volunteer
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:04:27 PM
Attachments: RESUME Anne Morillon - March 15 2011.doax

Ignore or send polite "we have experts working on it" response? It doesn't sound like we
are taking even very qualified volunteers.

From: Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:00 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: FW: MIT Nuclear Engineer Volunteer

From: OPA Resource
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:22 AM
To: Janbergs, Holly
Subject: FW: MIT Nuclear Engineer Volunteer

From: A M Morillon [mailtol (b)(6)

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, T11 5:11 VIT
To: OPA Resource
Subject: MIT Nuclear Engineer Volunteer

'1) Wh\ , m It Nlay Concern (Please forward to the C(onmlissioner):

I would like to volunteer my time and expertise to the analysis and evaIluation of the l"iuk-shima
s ,lruain , and 'uine 'abilities in the U .S I"ct. t ve spend a number of years in at DOE doinx
nucdear accident. evakiations, evalqated thc entire P N.P.P-1 plant in the Plhilippines while with
I -1a1Oibu0.1 as well i!5 Perform PRA \ -Lidies of commercial nuclear plants, worked for the NRC,
and worked at River Bend doing plume migration modeling. I have a BS and MS in nuclear

en.gincering from NI i' and Texas A&M. N] y CV ."is arttched.

1. offer tlh's assistance due to th enormity of this even.h..1 am hearintz in the press that the
resources of the NRC( are being gathered to evaluate and assist in this situation. No doubt we
are also going to assess whether the U.S. is adequately prepared for similar natural disasters both
to our commercial fleet and at DOEI" facilitics. I am also very disturbed by the misinformation il
the press. T'he' discussions of reactors in gerneral and of radiation are truly appalling as you no
doubt know. With .m. recent work in climate-change, we can't afford to overstate nor understate
the issues at hand.

Thank you and I hope I inight be able to assist in some manner. I have this expertise and feel a
m.oral obliggation to try to help in whatever way l can.

T.hank you, f, to C i



71 ........... - - - =.

ANNE MARIE MORILLON MBA, MS

I(b)(6)



From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
To: Deavers. Ron; Bonaccorsgo, Amy

Subject: Citizen Inquiry

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:06:00 PM

Jerry Marth
• (b)(6)

Needs informatioii reg lrding JIapai situatiol, vCIe Concerned.

Brenda Akstulewicz
Admlinistrative Assistant

01'fcc of Public Affairs
30 1-415 -820(9
bre ndua aK,.tuewicz.(nrc.qm;

/



From: Harrington. Holly

To: Brenner, Elio
Subject: RE: permission to post these FAQs

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:44:00 PM

previously blessed as Q&As for the public by et, PMT, LT and RST

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:14 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Re: permission to post these FAQs

After our statement goes out. Who has blessed them?
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
CI (b)(6)

Sent from my Blackberry

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 16 13:12:05 2011
Subject: FW: permission to post these FAQs

No answer on these? Can I make them into a short blog post? Anything would help...

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:08 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: permission to post these FAQs

These focus only on questions of U.S. nuclear power plant safety (not current situation). Would be

very helpful to us if we could put these up. Media calls increasing exponentially

1. Can the Japanese nuclear crisis happen here in the United States?

The events that have occurred in Japan are the result of a combination of highly unlikely

natural disasters. These include the fifth largest earthquake in recorded history and the

resulting devastating tsunami. It is highly unlikely that a similar event could occur in the

United States.

2. I live near a nuclear power plant similar to the ones having trouble in Japan. How

can we now be confident that this plant won't experience a similar problem?

U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including

earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with



extensive seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.

The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be designed

to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported for the site

and surrounding area. The NRC is confident that the robust design of these plants makes it

highly unlikely that a similar event could occur in the United States.

3. Has this crisis changed your opinion about the safety of U.S. nuclear power

plants?

The NRC remains confident that the design of U.S. nuclear power plants ensures the

continued protection of public health and safety and the environment. However, the NRC is

always looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S. reactors and we will analyze

the information that comes from this incident.

4. With all this happening, how can the NRC continue to approve new nuclear power

plants?

It is premature to speculate what, if any, effect the events in Japan will have on the

licensing of new nuclear power plants.

5. What is the NRC doing in response to the situation in Japan?

Since the beginning of the event, the NRC has continuously manned its Operations Center

in Rockville, MD in order to gather and examine all available information as part of the

effort to analyze the event and understand its implications both for Japan and the United

States. A team of 11 officials from the NRC with expertise in boiling water nuclear reactors

have deployed to Japan as part of a U.S. International Agency for International

Development (USAID) team. The NRC has spoken with its counterpart agency in Japan,

offering the assistance of U.S. technical experts. The NRC is coordinating its actions with

other Federal agencies as part of the U.S. government response.

6. What other U.S. agencies are involved, and what are they doing?

The entire federal family is responding to this event. The NRC is closely coordinating its

efforts with the White House, DOE, DOD, USAID, and others. The U.S. government is

providing whatever support requested by the Japanese government.

7. What else can go wrong?

The NRC is continuously monitoring the developments at the nuclear power plants in

Japan. Circumstances are constantly evolving and it would be inappropriate to speculate



on how this situation might develop over the coming days.

8. What is the worst-case scenario?

In a nuclear emergency, the most important action is to ensure the core is covered with

water to provide cooling to remove any heat from the fuel rods. Without adequate cooling,

the fuel rods will melt. Should the final containment structure fail, radiation from these

melting fuel rods would be released to the atmosphere and additional protective measures

may be necessary depending on factors such as prevailing wind patterns.



From: Harrinaton. Holly
To: Bonaccorso. Amy
Cc: Deavers. Ron
Subject: RE: Japan meltdown
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:44:00 PM

Explain that we are so sorry that we can't spend more time explaining things, but info o n this page

might help:

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:32 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: RE: Japan meltdown

Holly:

I can include the verbiage on KI - and radiation not expected to negatively impact US at
this point in time, but he also has some "why" questions on nuclear reactors - fuel storage
and cooling systems - that I can't answer. Are there fact sheets I should refer him to?

Thanks,

Amy

From: OPAl RESOURCE
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:32 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers, Ron
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Japan meltdown

DANE SCRENCI
SR. PU11/C AFFAIRS OFFICER

USNRC, RI
610/337-5330

From: Mike [mailto (b)(6)
Sent: Tuesday, Ma'ul 1:, /.Zu.w PM
To: OPAl RESOURCE; OPAl RESOURCE
Subject. Japan meltdown

Hi

I am hoping the NRC will take lessons learned from what is ocurring in Japan. I would like to know
why spent fuel is stored at the reactors? I imagine it is a cost reason and nobody else wants it. You
need to get a solution that cannot be compromised as may be the case in Japan i.e.offsite storage.

I realize the odds of such a situation in Japan are slim but the severity is high. Why cant the cooling
system rely on a gravity system backup? Where are they dumping that seawater?



Im sure scientists have thought of it all but it sure doesnt seem that way over the past week.

Also people are left to find there own ways to obtain potassium iodide. And guess what you cant buy it
anywhere. You need to take it before exposure. By the time the meltdown release reaches the US -
the levels will be safe right. Think about it - they have three to five reactors on the edge of out of
control and a spent fuel pool compromised.

Is this the responsibilty of the NRC or will be Obamas fault? Your expertise is key - show leadership.

Sorry. but thats my perspective. I am very concerned.

Mike Tracey
Connecticut



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Devers., Ron; Sonaccorso. Amy
Citizen Inquiry
Wednesday, March 16, 20.11 2:22:00 PM

10(1(1 Barkr

Gaulf Strumii Aerosplice

.Howv sile is it to fly over liwpn ( Notrthern)

Brenda Alistuliexvici.
Administrat~ive As~siluil-
Office, of, Public Arfair's

301 I 415-8209
6r d y l. twic:O?nrca~



From: Brenner. Eliot
To: "rnike.ahlers.dturnerconp; "1isa.stark(abc.corn"; "boc(dcbsnews.com,; "Azriel.relPh~nbcuni.com;"

"lilsamvers•nbc.ccrn"
Cc: tarrinaton. HZol
Subject: Re: Interviews
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:46:23 PM

Lisa: fyi

Eliot
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200

(b)(6)
Sent from my Blackberry

----- Original Message -----
From: Brenner, Eliot
To: 'mike.ahlers@turner.com' <mike.ahlers@turner.com>; 'lisa.stark@abc.com' <lisa.stark@abc.com>;
'boc@cbsnews.com' <boc@cbsnews.com>; 'Azriel.relph@nbcuni.com' <Azriel.relph@nbcuni.com>
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wed Mar 16 14:35:12 2011
Subject: Re: Interviews

if we can set it up as a group that would save us time. But We are happy to work with you on what
works. Will do live shots if necessary.

Finally got nbc looped in.
If anyone can give me a fox contact much appreciated.

Eliot
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
C: (b)(6)
Sentfrom my Blackberry

----- Original Message -----
From: Ahlers, Mike <Mike.Ahlers@turner.com>
To: Brenner, Eliot; lisa.stark@abc.com <lisa.stark@abc.com>; boc@cbsnews.com <boc@cbsnews.com>
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wed Mar 16 14:30:08 2011
Subject: RE: Interviews

Is this for one-on-one interviews, or gang-bang. Live possibilities? Or
taped? Thanks -- Mike

----- Original Message -----
From: Brenner, Eliot [mailto:Eliot.Brennergnrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:25 PM
To: 'lisa.stark@abc.com'; 'boc@cbsnews.com'; Ahlers, Mike
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Interviews



Barring further developments, It is my intention to bring chairmr
to the russell rotunda to be available for interviews following a
senate-side briefing on japan that startsa at 330p. I do not know
it will end. I am trying also to reach an nbc contact to include thi
My email only has bob hager in it!

Eliot.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415,8200

(b)(6)

Sent from my Blackberry



From: HarinolnUHlly
To: Brenner, Elio; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: DFW Japan flight
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:55:00 PM

How are we supposed to deal with this?

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:52 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Harrington, Holly
Subject: Fw: DFW Japan flight

Fyi
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
Cf (b)(6)
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Shapiro, Nicholas S.1 (b)(6)

To: Smith, Sean <Sean.Smith@dhs.gov>; 'laura.j.brown@faa.gov' <laura.j.brown@faa.gov>;
'Matthew.Chandler@dhs.gov' <Matthew.Chandler@dhs.gov>; Brenner, Eliot; Sheehan, Neil; Bumell,
Scott
Cc: 'jill.zuckman@dot.gov' <jill.zuckrnan@dot.gov>
Sent: Wed Mar 16 14:50:31 2011
Subject: Re: DFW Japan flight

Adding nrc

From: Smith, Sean <Sean.Smith@dhs.gov>
To: laura.j.brown@faa.gov <laura.j.brown@faa.gov>; Chandler, Matthew M
<Matthew.Chandler@dhs.gov>
Cc: jill.zuckman@dot.gov <jill.zuckman@dot.gov>; Smith, Sean; Shapiro, Nicholas S.
Sent: Wed Mar 16 14:48:37 2011
Subject: Re: DFW Japan flight

Plus Nick. Matt, pls get NRC to put some context into what "level" of radiation we would even be

talking about.

Most likely nothing justifying a freakout.

From: laura.j.brown@faa.gov [mailto:laura.j.brown@faa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 02:22 PM
To: Chandler, Matthew <Matthew.Chandler@dhs.gov>
Cc: jill.zuckman@dotgov <jill.zuckman@dot.gov>; Smith, Sean <Sean.Smith@dhs.gov>
Subject: RE: DFW Japan flight

Unfortunately, Matt Hosford from ABC News national just called about this. He said "Diane Sawyer will
be spinning like a top if radiation is being brought back from Japan." I told him we were looking into it

!• if .



and would get back to him shortly.

Laura J. Brown
Deputy Assistant Administrator

for Public Affairs
(b)(6) C .!...

From: "Chandler, Matthew" <Matthew.Chandler@dhs.gov>

To; <jill.zuckman@dot.gov>, Laura J Brown/AWNFAA@FAA, "Smith, Sean" <Sean.Smith@dhs.gov>
Date: 03/16/2011 02:07 PM
Subject: RE: DFW Japan flight

Adding Sean, looking into it.

From: prvs=04991c919=jill.zuckman@dot.gov [mailto:prvs=04991c919=jiilzuckman•,dot.gov] On
Behalf Of jill.zuckman@dot.gov
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:57 PM
To: laura.j.brown@faa.gov; Chandler, Matthew M
Subject: DFW Japan flight

Laura and Matt, please coordinate a statement explaining what happened at DFW.

Laura, Matt is going to try to nail down the details. I'll let you get in touch.

Thanks.

Jill Zuckman

Assistant to the Secretary

Director of Public Affairs
U.S. Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Ave., SE
Washington, DC 20590
W: 202-366-4570



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Landau, Mindy

Subject: Media Calls

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:12:00 PM

Jef Beattie

Enrgy Daily
(b)(6)

ldfcitre.heatie041iS ~bcoti

1.) Was it Dr Jaczko who talked to Japanese officials saying the evac area should be larger?

2.) the directive to US residents of Japan to evac to 50 miles, who did that come from, was it the

PM, and what is the right word? Was it an order, recommendation, directive?

Brenda Akstulewicz
Adminisc , srative Assistant

Offlicc of Public \ffais

30 1-415-8209
6rettd'aak•tulau4cz,4tirc.qlonr

• ,• ;;I

2>jt



From: Brenner, Eli
To: HarrinfQLtn. Holly

Subject: Re:

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:14:13 PM

Attachments: imaceO01,onn

They should watch qwire stories on teatimony and I m tring ro get testimonmy to post.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
C:L (b)(6) J
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Ledford, Joey; Burnell, Scott; Davenport, Patricia
Cc: Hannah, Roger; Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Mar 16 15:11:39 2011
Subject: RE:

We're not responding to requests to provide info on Japan. I'm cc'ing Eliot to see what he wants us

to do

From: Ledford, Joey
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:08 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Bumell, Scott; Davenport, Patricia
Cc: Hannah, Roger
Subject:

Holly, Scott, Dave: Jake Tapper of ABC News says the White House referred him to us for
general information about what's going on in Japan. Where should I send him?

Joey Ledford
Public Affairs Officer
Region II - Atlanta, Ga.
0: 404.997.4416
C: 404.567.0311

ioey.ledfordinrc.gov

.U.S.NRC
[!'~in~tin#.g f'topk an t]he Etvironmet

A
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From: Harrington, Holly
To: LI.A04 Hoc
Subject: RE: SICCI Call at 3:30prm (eastern) - Japan Nuclear Reactor Crisis
Date; Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3: 15:00 PM

My cube 016D2

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:14 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: SICCL Call at 3:30pm (eastern) - Japan Nuclear Reactor Crisis

Where are folks coming together to listen?

Rich

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:51 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc
Subject: FW: SICCL Call at 3:30pm (eastern) - Japan Nuclear Reactor Crisis

Can someone come to my cube to listen with me like yesterday?

From: Karonis, Jeff [mailto:Jeff.Karonis@DHS.GOV]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:35 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: SICCL Call at 3:30pm (eastern) - Japan Nuclear Reactor Crisis

PIs see if someone can be avail or you

From: Karonis, Jeff
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:05 PM
To: BILL. HALL@HHS.GOV; Gretchen.Michael@hhs.gov
Cc: Wood, Chad R; Colburn, Brent
Subject: FW: SICCL Call at 3:30pm (eastern) - Japan Nuclear Reactor Crisis

Can we have someone from HHS and or CDC on the call with state pios this afternoon

From: NATIONAL JIC [mailto:National]IC@dhs.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:33 PM
To: NATIONAL JIC
Subject: SICCL Call at 3:30pm (eastern) - Japan Nuclear Reactor Crisis

State communicators,

Please join us for a SICCL call this afternoon at 3:30pm (eastern) to discuss the ongoing nuclear

crisis in Japan.

1-800-320-4330

I I



Cod 4(b)(6)

This note is being sent to the State communicators only. (Not the City tab on the SICCL list) We do

expect public health communicators will join the call as well.

Please find an attached scroll of numerous releases and web posts that we have compiled since

this morning. We will include your information as you provide it as we have for California, Arizona,

the Japanese Embassy and Guam.

We understand this is not a complete list.

Japan Nuclear Reactor Crisis

March 11-16, 2011

38 03/16/11 11:53 A.M.

CALIFORNIA Public Health FAQs about Radiation

Q. What's the risk for California from the current nuclear power emergency in Japan?

A. At present, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) indicates Japan's nuclear emergency

presents no danger to California

Q. Does California have a plan in place to respond to a radiological emergency?
A. CDPH has a plan for response to radiological emergencies, called the Nuclear Emergency

Response Plan.

Q. Does California stockpile supplies for such an emergency?

A. California does stockpile emergency supplies, including potassium iodide (KI) tablets. Potassium

iodide tablets are not recommended at this time, and can present a danger to people with allergies

to iodine, shellfish or who have thyroid problems. Potassium iodide tablets should not be taken

unless directed by authorities.

Q. Why are potassium iodide tablets used during emergencies involving radiation

exposure?

A. Potassium iodide tablets may be recommended to individuals who are at risk for radiation

exposure or have been exposed to excessive radiation to block the body's absorption of radioactive
iodine. Using potassium iodide when inappropriate could have potential serious side effects such as

abnormal heart rhythms, nausea, vomiting, electrolyte abnormalities and bleeding.

Q. Should I be taking potassium iodide to protect myself?

A. No. Potassium iodide tablets are not recommended at this time, and can present a danger to

people with allergies to iodine, shellfish or who have thyroid
problems.



Q. Should I purchase potassium iodide as a precaution?
A. No. Potassium iodide is only appropriate within a very close proximity to a nuclear event. Using

potassium iodide when inappropriate could have potential serious side effects such as abnormal

heart rhythms, nausea, vomiting, electrolyte abnormalities and bleeding.

http;//www.cdph.ca.gov/Pages/RadiationFAOS2011.asox

37
03/16/11 10:32 A.M.
NICCL call to discuss Japan Reactor Crisis.

36 03/15/11 6:42 P.M.

Radiation from Japanese Nuclear Plant Poses No Health Threat to Arizona

http://wwwoazein.gov/azein/Lists/Announcements/DispForm.asox?

ID=1401&Source=htto%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Eazein%2Eeov%2Fazein%2Fdefault%2Easox

35 03/15/11 6:41 P.M.

FAQ's on Radiation Impacts to Arizona

http://www.azein.gov/azein/Lists/Announcements/DisoForm aspx ?

ID=1400&Source=httop%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Eazein%2Egov%2Fazein%2Fdefault%2Easpx

34 03/15/11

The Blog: White House Press Secretary Jay Carney gives an update on the response to the situation

in Japan at the outset of his press briefing

http://www.whitehouse.gov/bloiz/2011/03/-15uodate-iapan-press-secretarv-carney

33 03/15/11

NNSA Releases Pictures, Video of Consequence Management Response Teams Deploying to Japan

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The National Nuclear Security Administration, a semi-autonomous agency

within the U.S. Department of Energy, has released photographs and video of its Consequence

Management Response Teams deploying from Nellis Air Force Base in Las Vegas, Nevada, to assist

Japanese efforts in the response to the March 11 earthquake and tsunami.

On March 15, 33 experts from NNSA and the Department of Energy arrived in Japan and have been

deployed to U.S. consulates and military installations in Japan. These teams have the skills,

expertise and equipment to help assess, survey, monitor and sample areas for radiation. They

include smaller groups that could be sent out to gather technical information in the area. The 33

team members joined another six DOE personnel already in Japan.

The pictures are available h and the video is available here.

32 03/15/11

NRC ANALYSIS CONTINUES TO SUPPORT JAPAN'S PROTECTIVE ACTIONS

NRC analysts overnight continued their review of radiation data related to the damaged Japanese



nuclear reactors. The analysts continue to conclude the steps recommend by Japanese authorities
parallel those the United States would suggest in a similar situation.

The Japanese authorities Monday recommended evacuation to 20 kilometers around the affected
reactors and said that persons out to 30 kilometers should shelter in place. Those recommendations
parallel the protective actions the United States would suggest should dose limits reach I rem to the
entire body and 5 rem for the thyroid, an organ particularly susceptible to radiation uptake. The
currently reported Japanese radiation measurements are well below these guidelines.

A rem is a measure of radiation dose. The average American is exposed to approximately 620
millirems, or 0.62 rem, of radiation each year from natural and manmade sources.

"vww.nrC.'igoV

31 03/15/11

EPA Statement on Air Monitoring Effort

3/15/2011 WASHINGTON - As the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has said, we do not expect to
see radiation at harmful levels reaching the U.S. from damaged Japanese nuclear power plants. As
part of the federal government's continuing effort to make our activities and science transparent and
available to the public, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) will continue to keep all RadNet
data available in the current online database. In addition, EPA plans to work with its federal partners
to deploy additional monitoring capabilities to parts of the western U.S. and U.S. territories.

As always, EPA is utilizing this existing nationwide radiation monitoring system, RadNet, which
continuously monitors the nation's air and regularly monitors drinking water, milk and precipitation
for environmental radiation. The RadNet online searchable database contains historical data of
environmental radiation monitoring data from all fifty states and U.S. territories.

)tp /%wwwcpa.gov/radiation/s•a ¢lemnt.html

30 03/15/11 6:26 P.M.

Pacific Public Health Messaging: Radiation Release in Japan

HONOLULU - The damage to nuclear reactors in Japan has led to concerns about radiation

exposure in Hawaii and other parts of the world. The DOH continues to closely monitor the

situation, and at this time there is no indication of increased risk to our state. Based on all available

information, state and federal experts do not anticipate a risk of radiation exposure to Hawaii.

Therefore, the Hawaii State Department of Health (DOH) advises the public against ingesting

potassium iodide or KI as a precaution against possible radiation exposure. Ingesting KI is not an

effective precautionary measure.

For more information on emergency preparedness, go to

http://hawaii.gov/health/BT/Radiation.html

29 03/15/11

Arizona Release

PHOENIX-The devastating earthquake and tsunami that last week triggered a radiological situation



at one of Japan's nuclear power plants does not pose a public health threat in Arizona.

The yet unfolding radiological situation has raised some concern about possible exposure to

radiation and prompted questions about the need for potassium iodide or KI in Arizona.

Potassium iodide protects the thyroid from absorbing radioactive iodine after exposure to high

levels of radiation. The Arizona Radiation Regulatory Agency (ARRA) is continually monitoring

radiation levels in state and, at present (March 15, 2011 at 3:00 pm), there are no reports of

elevated or above normal readings.

Due to the distance between Japan and Arizona, radiation levels are highly unlikely to rise above

normal levels already present in the atmosphere. Consequently, it is not necessary to purchase or

take KI.

2'ww.azeinegov

28 03/15/11

Guam Safe from Nuclear Fallout

http://www.guamhs.ore/main/?o2=news&id=412

27 03/15/11
NRC Analysis Continues to Support Japan's Protective Actions

http://pbadupws.nrc.zov/docs/ML1107/ML11074Q628.pdf

26 03/15/11

(Revised) NRC Sends Additional Experts to Assist Japan

http;/!/-www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/news/2011i/l-A48Radf

25 03/15/11

Earthquake Information for Americans in Japan

http:/iiaoan.usembassy.gov/e/acs/tacs-warden20110315-01.html
24 03/14/11

http2://www.guamhs, or/main!? op=news&id=411

23 03/14/11

The Blog: Press Briefing by Press Secretury Jay Carney, Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman

Greg Jaczko and Deputy Secretary of Energy Dan Poneman.

http://www.whitehouseeovithe-press-office/201 1/03/14/press-briefing-oress-secretarv-iav-carney-

_jclear-reaulatory-commission-

22 03/14/11

NRC Sends Special Inspection Team to Global Nuclear Fuel Plant
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21 03/14/11
Japanese Government Asks for Assistance with Reactor Events; U.S. Government and NRC Preparing

Response

htto://www.nrc.govlreading-rm/doc-collections/news/2011111-O47.odf

20 03/14/11

Information for Americans in Japan

http:/Iiapanusembassv.gov/e/acs/tacs-warden20llO3l4-02,html

19 03/13/11

(Revised)NRC Sees No Radiation at Harmful Levels Reaching U.S. From Damaged Japanese Nuclear

Power Plants

htto://obadupws.nrcpov/docs/iML11 07/MLllO710004.odf

18 03/13/11

NRC Sees No Radiation at Harmful Levels Reaching U.S. From Damaged Japanese Nuclear Power

Plants

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is coordinating with the Department of Energy and other federal
agencies in providing whatever assistance the Japanese government requests as they respond to
conditions at several nuclear power plant sites following the March I l earthquake and tsunami. The
NRC has sent two boiling-water reactor experts to Japan as part of a U.S. Agency for International
Development team.

In response to nuclear emergencies, the NRC works with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive
releases and predict their path. All the available information indicates weather conditions have taken
the small releases from the Fukushima reactors out to sea away from the population. Given the
thousands of miles between the two countries, Hawaii, Alaska, the U.S. Territories and the U.S. West
Coast are not expected to experience any harmful levels of radioactivity.

17 03/13/11

Caution Traveling in Japan

httop://iaran.usembassv.pov/e/acs/tacs-warden2011O3l.3-O2.html

16 03/13/11

From Ambassador Roos to American Citizens in Japan

http://iaoanusembassv.gov/e/acs/ta¢c-warden2OllO313--O1.htmn

15 03/12/11

MANDATORY CLOSURE OF BEACHES LIFTED



htt;://www.2uamhs.org/main/? op=news&id=410
14 03/12/11

US Search and Rescue Teams Depart for Japan

http://www.usaid.gov/press/releases/2011/or 10312.html

13 03/12/11

NRC Experts Deploy to Japan as Part of U.S. Government Response

http;//-badugws.nrc.gov/docs/-ML1107/ML110710004.pdf

12 03/12/11

NRC in Communication with Japanese Regulators

http://gbaduows.nrc.pov/docs/M[1107/-ML110710003.pdf

11 03/12/11

20 Km Evacuation from Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant

http://iapan.usembassy.gov/e/acs/tacs-warden2OllO3l2-04.html

10 03/12/11

How to Contact the U.S. Embassy, your family and friends

http;//Iapan,usembassy,vov/e/acs/tacs-warden2OllO3l2-O3.html

9 03/12/11

Warden Message - Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant Evacuation

_http://iapan.usembassy.gov/e/acs/tacs-warden20110312-02.html

8 03/12/11

Warden Message - Tsunami Alerts Still in Effect

httop:/iapan.usembassv.pov/e/acs/tacs-warden20110312-OL.html

7 03/11/11

httn://www.guamhs.org/main/? o=news&id=409

6 03/11/11

Travel Alert - Japan

http:/Iiaoan.usembassy.gov/e/acs/tacs-alert2O1103lla.html

5 03/11/11

Warden Message - Earthquake and Tsunami Warning

http:/!iapan.usembassy.gov/wm-031111.html



4 03/11/11

USAID Responds Immediately to Japan Earthquake and Tsunami

http://wwwusaid.-ov/oress/releases/2011/pr1I10311.html

3 03/11/11

NRC Continues to Track Earthquake and Tsunami Issues

htto:/!pbaduows.nrc.gov/docs/ML1107/M-O110700697.pdf

2 03/11/11

REMARKS BY SECRETARY OF STArE HILLARY RODHAM CLINTOr

OPENING REMARKS AT THE PRESIDENT'S EXPORT COUNCIL

OLD EXECUTIVE OFFICE BUILDING

WWW.STATE.GOV

1 03/11/11

ON THE RECORD BRIEFING

Assistant Secretary of State for Consular Affairs Janice L. Jacobs

On the Earthquake in Japan

March 11, 2011
Via Teleconference

www.state.gov



From: Harrinton. Holly
To: Karonis. Jeff

Subject: FW: Citizen Inquiry
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:23:00 PM

Getting a lot of these. Where do they go?

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:20 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: Citizen Inquiry

Holly:

This guy needs to talk to someone with a technical background or be referred somewhere
else.

This is a business jet manufacturer who is concerned about aircraft that has been exposed
to radiation entering the US and possibly hurting people once it is back in US facilities. He
apparently has one. He has already reached out to all of the airlines - no answers. FAA
has already defined a no-fly zone, but must not be giving procedures for dealing
w/exposed aircraft. He says that the Air Force has procedures, but aren't into dealing with
the public. He wants someone with technical knowledge to tell him if aircraft workers will
be safe working on these exposed aircraft.

His cell i/(6

Thx,

Amy

From: Deavers, Ron
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:06 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: RE: Citizen Inquiry

yes

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:37 PM
To: Deavers, Ron
Subject: RE: Citizen Inquiry

I think this is a company - should we just say that they should take with the airlines?

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:23 PM
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Citizen Inquiry

L3,,0



. $4

Todd Barber
Gulf Stream Aerospace
912-965-5317`.; "A'
How safe is it to fly over Japan (Northern)

Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
flrenda. aktulawicz@n y, go'



From: Harrington. Holly
To: Deavers. Ron
Subject: RE: Call from the Public

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:18:00 PM

KI pills are not being recommended by their state officials. There is no unsafe level of radiation

coming from tht Japanese plants at this time.

From: Deavers, Ron
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:15 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: RE: Call from the Public

Karen from San Francisco wants to know where she can get KI pills. What should I tell
her?

From: Shannon, Valerie
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:14 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers, Ron
Cc: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly
Subject: Call from the Public

Please call Karen from San Francisco

Phone:i (b)(6)

Re: Threat of Radiation to the San Francisco area

Val

/\



a

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hanrincton, Hully

Bonaccorso. Amy
RE: Query from WS)

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:17:00 PM

I'll handle. Why did you get this?

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:50 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Deavers, Ron
Subject: RE: Query from WSJ

Holly - Media inquiry - we aren't responding to these.

Thanks,

Amy

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: FW: Query from WSJ

From: Power, Stephen [mailto:Stephen.Power@wsj.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:46 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Query from WSJ

Why all of a sudden is the NRC going to 50 miles, after days in which the Japanese
government has been saying the evacuation zone is for people within 20 miles of the
reactors? Are the U.S. authorities detecting a higher level of radiation than the
Japanese? Or do both sides agree in the radiation levels and simply disagree about
what level of exposure (or distance from the site) is appropriate?

What are the radiation levels being measured by the U.S. government in the vicinity
of the reactors?

I can be reached at 202 862 9269. If I could get a reply by 5 pm est, I'd be grateful.



With kind regards,

Stephen Power

Staff Reporter

The Wall Street Journal

Office: (202) 862-9269

Cell: (b)(6)

Email: Stephen.Power@ws5.com

Follow me on Twitter at httD:I/twitter.com/steohenlpower



From: Ledfbrd, Joey
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Information Line??
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:28:52 PM
Attachments: i

Well, I will tell California EMA that we have no information line at the current time. We
don't want to take any action that would generate unnecessary calls.

Joey Ledford
Public Affairs Officer
Region II - Atlanta, Ga.
0: 404.997.4416

llC fl ( <b)( 6 ) .....

io ev.1edfo~rd(1nrc~caov

SU.S.NRC

lProtecting People and the EIivtriomnent

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:27 PM
To: Ledford, Joey; Uselding, Lara
Cc: Hannah, Roger
Subject: RE: Information Line??

We told HOO that if they get calls from the public they are to transfer to 415-8200 or send an

email to opa.resource. I have two folks fielding these calls at this time. I'm hoping that CDC stps to

the plate soon with their call, center, but tht looks like it's getting bogged down with politics

From: Ledford, Joey
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:21 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Uselding, Lara
Cc: Hannah, Roger
Subject: Information Line??

Holly: One of the messages relayed to Region II was from a representative of the
California Emergency Management Agency. He says there is a report circulating that the
general public should call a number that turns out to be the OPA office phone for
information about the situation in Japan. I am fairly certain this is a result of improper
distribution of the earlier notes from the HOO.

Is there any such information line at NRC that I should pass along to this individual?

Joey Ledford
Public Affairs Officer
Region II - Atlanta, Ga.
0: 404.997.4416

1b: I,(b)(6)

ioey.1edford~a-nrc-gov

UcD



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Landau; Mindy
Subject: Media Calls
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 20114:40:00 PM

14efldl Hucth
AB C

Warilts the chai, rmaiii to ;ippear ofl Thiis VWeek wv/Cliristianie dlf impou r

Taipe Sauirdav or live SILuniJ

Alice K~elley

Zl)1 GerI11i11 TV

wants to1 comeI tape mid intemew somneone fromi the CommTIission

Kellcx'.acidf~de

Brenda Akstuhm~icz
Admirinist~rative Assisruani
Office of' I ubfic .Affaii's
301-415-8209

6rena~a~~ukicz(,: r~a%



From: Harrington, Holly
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda

Subject: RE: Public Inquiries-Mark I designs

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:44:00 PM

I'll handle

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:42 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Harrington, Holly
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: RE: Public Inquiries-Mark I designs

NRR is probably who you would contact about that. Potentially Mike Cullingford could
steer you to the right person.

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:41 AM
To: Harrington, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: RE: Public Inquiries

Folks:

Harold Denton and I talked. He is well known for his role as spokesperson for the NRC
during Three Mile Island - he was also the person provided daily reports to Pres. Jimmy
Carter. He's been calling all over NRC....talked to Brian Sheron last night.

He is being besieged with media inquiries due to comments in made in 1986 that criticized
the Marc (sp?) 1 design. He said they were much more likely to fail than other designs.
He is currently refusing the requests to come on TV and is passing people to NRC - but it
sounds like 1) maybe we should have an expert who is available to talk to these people
about the Marc 1 design, and 2) Harold is suggesting that technical experts from
NRR/RES brief the Chairman/Commission on the design and recent research on it, as he
remembers that research was being done on it when he was here. He said it would be a
way to get in front of the press on this - as they are reaching out everywhere for
info .... including retired employees (with old information).

He told me that there are a few U.S. reactors that have this design and that is why there
are questions...

Harold's contact info:

Email: (b)(6)

I'm not exactly sure what to do with this one beyond passing on what he told me.

Thanks,



Amy

From: Deavers, Ron
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:23 AM
To: Deavers, Ron
Cc: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: FW: Public Inquiries

Response notes embed below

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Public Inquiries

Harold Denton
Former NRC employee(b)(6 Amy attempted

John Saercy

(b)(6) - icell
Re: Imported food - how is the marine life affected Referred Mr. Saercy to the EPA. He
has already talked to the Department of Agriculture. He asked about a "home radiation
scanning device", I told him I could not recommend a device, but suggested he search the
Internet for this kind of equipment.

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing
(301) 415-7158

Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov

I



From: Bonaccorso. Amy
To: Ghnegim, Munira Deavers. Ron
Cc: Harrington ; Holly; Akstulewicz. Brenda
Subject: RE: Joe Hixonboth - Citizen
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:58:25 PM

Well, we can't really speak on behalf of Japanese engineers .... but I can give him a call.

Munira - if you get more of these, sometimes an email address is also helpful because I
can send the link to NRC Fact Sheets when I can't explain how nuclear power plants work,
etc.

Thanks,

Amy

From: Ghneim, Munira
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:47 PM
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Joe Hixonboth - Citizen

Good Afternoon,

Joe Hixonboth is a concerned citizen and would likto kow why they are not able
to get the water to the plant. Joe may be reached al (b)(6))

Thank You
Munira Ghneim
Contract Secretary
Office of Information Services
301-415-1170



From: Ghneim, Munira
To: Burnell. Scott
Cc: Harrkinton. olly; Akstulewicz, Brenda

Subject: Ian Sample - Guardian Newspaper - London

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:59:24 PM

Good Afternoon,

Ian Sample would like someone to return his call in regards to the figures that were

released earlier today. Ian may be reached at (b)(6)

Thank You
Munira Ghneim
Contract Secretary
Office of Information Services
301-415-1170

HK,' !



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Landau, Mindy
Subject: FW: Media Call
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:02:00 PM

Mindy,
I don't know if this got to you. Please address as appropriate.

Thanks!
-Jenny

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:12 AM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: RE: Media Call

Yes, for print media. I'll take care of broadcast requests and the ones you've already sent.

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:07 AM
To: Bumell, Scott
Subject: Media Call

Robert Koni,

St. Luis LkJcoUl
[ (b)(6)

I have severaI othcrs thit want mntrvitew% k it ok for mnc to Iet them know, not at this time"

ribleda Alistllewicz
.dtnfitiStraLive Assistant
Office of Public Affairfs
301 -415 -b209
btren.nf, i/;tuE 'c••?.nr..~•

.. .



From: Ghneim. Munira

To: Bonaccorso. Amy Deavers. Ron

Cc: Harriaiton. Holly: Akstulewiaz. Brenda

Subject: Neil Hannah-Concerned Citizen

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:07:15 PM

Good Afternoon,

Neil Hannah would like someone to call him back about the radiation hazards in the

United States. Neil may be reached atJ (b)(6)

Thank You
Munira Ghneim
Contract Secretary
Office of Information Services
301-415-1170

. ..pl -,



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso. Amy
Subject: Citizen Inquiry
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:16:00 PM

Ra;chel Swankoski

(b)(6)

Sic lives outside the 10 mile radius of San Oilofre and wants K1. She wants to know the policy

for taking care of people outside ot the 10 mile radius.

Yvette Johnson
[ (b)(6)

wants to know 1iow/ivhere to get KI tablets

Shernr Klomlblaui (b)(6)I

will radiation reach New Zealand, Ihs son there.

Brenida Akslulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs

301-415-8209
bre,:mtd•al asufen.,cz6~m'.gmn,

•.:• .•!



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject
Date:

Ghneirn, Munira

Bonacorso. Amy; Deavers. Ron
Harrinton. Holly; Akstulewicz. Brenda
Kallol Mandal -Concerned Citizen
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:22:25 PM

Good Evening,

Kallol Mandal would like someone to call him and let him know if everything is okay
where he lives (San Francisco). He may be reached.at (b)(6)

Thank You
Munira Ghneim
Contract Secretary
Office of Information Services
301-415-1170



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Harrington. Holly
Subject: Reuest from office of the Governor of New York

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:36:18 PM

Sending to you because it's sort of interagiency. Let mic know if I should send to mindy or others

Jim Denn
't (b)(6)

j~unes deiinn(,'klp•.stalte.ny.us

quote in story that Indian Point "cause for immediate concern regarding adequate protection"

Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
frenda. afst uRe 'icz@nrc, ao

I12 C



From: Deaver5. Ron
To: Landau, Mindy

Cc: Janbers. Holly ;-arrington. Holly

Subject: FN: CBS Inquiry on Safety for Our Reporters
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:54:19 PM
Importance: High

Forwarding to Mindy per Holly Harrington.

From: ]anbergs, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:53 PM
To: Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: CBS Inquiry on Safety for Our Reporters
Importance: High

From: OPA Resource
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:58 AM
To: Janbergs, Holly
Subject: CBS Inquiry on Safety for Our Reporters
Importance: High

From: Strickler, Laura [mailto:StricklerL@cbsnews.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:36 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: CBS Inquiry on Safety for Our Reporters

Hello-

Off the record - we are checking with you and anyone else at NRC to see if there are any additional
precautions we should take with our teams on the ground in Japan based on changing conditions
within the last six hours.

This is not a news request, it's a safety inquiry.

We are trying to determine the best route for the network - can someone/anyone at NRC call our
National Desk tonight with any updated guidance at 212-975-4114, we are trying to make some
immediate decisions.

Any guidance from the experts at NRC would be most appreciated, thank you very much,

Sorry to bother you so late,

Laura Strickler, CBS News

(b)(6) cell

lV2A



From: Harrington. H&oly
To: Brenner. Eliot
Subject: FW: Good Morning America / Stephanopoulos Request
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:56:00 PM

GMA still wants him

From: Stanitz, Emily A. [mailto:Emily.A.Stanitz@abc.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:49 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Good Morning America / Stephanopoulos Request

Hi Holly--

Any word on whether or not Dr. Jaczko will be available to join us tomorrow morning? We have

plenty of experts lined up, but we also need to be able to include someone with firsthand

knowledge of the situation.

Thanks again,

Emily

From: Stanitz, Emily A.
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:39 PM
To: 'holly.harrington@nrc.gov'
Subject: Good Morning America / Stephanopoulos Request

Hi Holly-

As I mentioned over the phone, I'd like to renew our request for a live interview with NRC

Chairman Dr. Jaczko on tomorrow morning's broadcast. George Stephanopoulos would be the

interviewer, and we'd like to have Dr. Jaczko on near the top of our broadcast at 7amET.

We can be very flexible when it comes to location.

I hope we can find a way to work something out, and I'll look forward to hearing from you.

Thanks for all your help this week, Holly.

All the best,

Emily

Emily Si:antw-

5eginent Prodiucc'r

ABC News . Guod MNornirg Aneri..i

1717 De£ les '.tr..eerL et NW

Washington, LKC 20036

': 202 222.7636
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From: Widonski. Michael
To: Harrington. Holly

Subject: Fw: NYT NRC Chairman artide
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:56:11 PM

--------------------------

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

From: Michael Widomski (b)(6) i>.
To: Widomski, Michael <micnael.w10omsKiMns.•ov>
Sent: Wed Mar 16 17:52:12 2011
Subject: NYT NRC Chairman article

March 16, 2011

U.S. Calls Radiation 'Extremely High' and
Urges Deeper Caution in Japan
By DAVID E. SANGER and MATTHEW L. WALD

WASHINGTON - The chairman of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission gave
a significantly bleaker appraisal of the threat posed by Iapan's nuclear crisis than the
Japanese government, saying on Wednesday that the damage at one crippled reactor was
much more serious than Japanese officials had acknowledged and advising Americans to
evacuate a wider area around the plant than the perimeter established by Japan.

The announcement marked a new and ominous chapter in the five-day long effort by
Japanese engineers to bring four side-by-side reactors under control after their cooling
systems were knocked out by an earthquake and tsunami last Friday. It also suggested a
serious split between Washington and Tokyo, after American officials concluded that the
Japanese warnings were insufficient, and that, deliberately or not, they had understated the
potential threat of what is taking place inside the nuclear facility.

Gregory Jaczko, the chairman of the commission, said in Congressional testimony that the
commission believed that all the water in the spent fuel pool at the No. 4 reactor of the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station had boiled dry, leaving fuel rods stored there
exposed and bleeding radiation. As a result, he said, "We believe that radiation levels are
extremely high, which could possibly impact the ability to take corrective measures."

If his analysis is accurate and Japanese workers have been unable to keep the spent fuel at
that inoperative reactor properly cooled - it needs to remain covered with water at all times
- radiation levels could make it difficult not only to fix the problem at reactor No. 4, but to
keep workers at the Daiichi complex from servicing any of the other problem reactors at the
plant.

Mr. Jaczko (the name is pronounced YAZZ-koe) said radiation levels may make it impossible
to continue what he called the "backup backup" cooling functions that have so far helped



check the fuel melting at the other reactors. Those efforts consist of using fire hoses to dump
water on overheated fuel and then letting the radioactive steam vent into the atmosphere.

Those emergency measures, implemented by a small squad of workers and firemen, are the
main steps Japan is taking at Daiichi to forestall a full blown fuel meltdown that would lead
to much higher releases of radioactive material.

Mr. Jaczko's testimony came as the American Embassy in Tokyo, on advice from the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, told Americans to evacuate a radius of "approximately 50
miles" from the Fukushima plant.

The advice represents a graver assessment of the risk in the immediate vicinity of Daiichi
than the warnings made by the Japanese themselves, who have told everyone within 20
kilometers, about 12 miles, to evacuate, and those between 20 and 30 kilometers to take
shelter.

Mr. Jaczko's testimony, the most extended comments by a senior American official on
Japan's nuclear disaster, described what amounts to an agonizing choice for Japanese
authorities: Send a small number of workers into an increasingly radioactive area in a last-
ditch effort to cover the spent fuel, and the fuel in other reactors, - with water, or do more to
protect the workers but risk letting the pools of water protecting the fuel boil away - and
thus risk a broader meltdown.

The Japanese authorities have never been as specific as Mr. Jascko was in his testimony
about the situation at reactor No. 4, where they have been battling fires for more than 24
hours. It is possible the authorities there disagree with Mr. Jascko's conclusion about the
exposure of the spent fuel, or that they have chosen not to discuss the matter for fear of
panicking people.

Experts say workers at the plant probably could not approach a fuel pool that was dry,
because radiation levels would be so high. In a normally operating pool, the water provides
not only cooling but also shields workers from gamma radiation. A plan to dump water into
the pool, and others like it, from helicopters was suspended because the crews would be
flying right into a radioactive plume.

Mr. Jaczko's analysis suggests that a potentially dangerous chain of events could unfold, as
workers trying to cool the adjacent reactors at the facility could also be exposed to intolerable
levels of radiation. If they, too, had to withdraw, the problem could worsen, as reactor cores
were go uncooled and spent fuel pools run dry.

Earlier in the day, Japanese authorities announced a different escalation of the crisis at
Daiichi when they said that a second reactor unit at the plant may have suffered damage to its
primary containment structure and appeared to be releasing radioactive steam.

The break, at the No. 3 reactor unit, worsened the already perilous conditions at the plant, a
day after officials said the containment vessel in the No. 2 reactor had also cracked.

The possibility of high radiation levels above the plant prompted the Japanese military to put
off a highly unusual plan to dump water from helicopters - a tactic normally used to combat
forest fires - to lower temperatures in a pool containing spent fuel rods that was dangerously
overheating at the No. 4 reactor. The operation would have meant flying a helicopter into the



steam rising from the plant.

But in one of a series of rapid and at times confusing pronouncements on the crisis, the
authorities insisted that damage to the containment vessel at the No. 3 reactor - the main
focus of concern earlier on Wednesday - was unlikely to be severe.

Yukio Edano, the chief cabinet secretary, said the possibility that the No. 3 reactor had
"suffered severe damage to its containment vessel is low." Earlier he said only that the vessel
might have been damaged; columns of steam were seen rising from it in live television
coverage.

The reactor's operator, Tokyo Electric Power Company, said it had been able to double the
number of people battling the crisis at the plant to 100 from 50, but that was before the clouds
of radioactive steam began billowing from the plant. On Tuesday, 750 workers were
evacuated, leaving a skeleton crew of 50 struggling to reduce temperatures in the damaged
facility. An increasing proportion of the people at the plant are soldiers, but the exact number
is not known.

The Pentagon said Wednesday that American military forces in Japan were not allowed
within 50 miles of the plant and that some flight crews who might take part in relief missions
were being given potassium iodide to protect against the effects of radiation. Tokyo Electric
said Wednesday that some of those at the plant had taken cover for 45 minutes on site, and
left water pumps running at reactors Nos. 1, 2 and 3. There was no suspension of cooling
operations, said Kazuo Yamanaka, an official at Tokyo Electric. The vessel that possibly
ruptured on Wednesday had been seen as the last fully intact line of defense against large-
scale releases of radioactive material from the stricken reactor, but it was not clear how
serious the possible breach might be.

The possible rupture, five days after a devastating earthquake and tsunami crippled the plant,
followed a series of explosions and other problems there that have resulted in the world's
worst nuclear crisis since the Chernobyl accident in 1986.

The head of the Vienna-based International Atomic Energy Agency, Yukiya Amano, who is
Japanese, said he would leave for Japan as soon as possible to assess -the situation.

The revised official assessment of the severity of the damage at the No. 3 reactor may have
been intended to reduce some concerns about the containment vessel, which encloses the
core, but the implications of overheating in the fuel rod pool at No. 4 seemed potentially dire.

There are six reactors at the plant, all of which have pools holding spent fuel rods at the top
level of the reactor building. Reactors 4, 5 and 6 were out of service when the earthquake and
tsunami struck, and there were concerns about the pools at 5 and 6 as well, and possibly
those at the other reactors.

At a hearing in Washington on Wednesday held by two subcommittee of the House Energy
and Commerce Committee, Energy Secretary Steven Chu said, "We think there is a partial
meltdown" at the plant.

"We are trying to monitor it very closely," he said. "We hear conflicting reports about
exactly what is happening in the several reactors now at risk. I would not want to speculate
about what is happening."
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He said that his agency had sent 39 people to the American Embassy and to United States
consulates in Japan "with the skills, expertise and equipment to help assess, survey and
monitor areas." The department has also shipped survey equipment that can measure radiation
levels from the air, he said.

The developments were the latest in Japan's swirling tragedy since the quake and tsunami
struck the country with unbridled ferocity last Friday. Emperor Akihito made his first ever
televised appearance on Wednesday to tell the nation he was "deeply worried" about the
nuclear crisis.

International alarm about the nuclear crisis appeared to be growing, as several nations urged
their citizens in Japan to head to safer areas in the south or leave the country. Prior advisories
had largely been limited to simply avoiding nonessential travel. Germany urged its citizens to
move to areas farther away from the stricken nuclear plant.

Earlier Wednesday morning, Tokyo Electric reported that a fire was burning at the No. 4
reactor building, just hours after officials said flames that erupted Tuesday had been doused.

A government official at Japan's nuclear regulatory agency soon after said that flames and
smoke were no longer visible, but he cautioned that it was unclear if the fire had died out. He
also was not clear if it was a new fire or if the fire Tuesday had never gone out.

Hiroko Tabuchi contributed reporting from Tokyo, and Keith Bradsher from Hong Kong.



From: Harinaton. Holly
To: O1shanski, Thomas
Subject: RE: Personal Cell
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:06:00 PM

Thanks. Great to hear from you. You can't believe what we're trying to accomplish with an HQ staff

of six people (one of whom is in France right now and the other is my boss and he's down on the

Hill or at the WH with the chairman) on 24/hour shift. I am using every last ounce of my experience

and energy to pull this off and it's really just killing everyone ... I thought 9/11 was bad . .. I was

able to recruit some FEMA people today to help us (why I was thinking of you), but while I

appreciate them being here, we can't get them trained up quickly enough to take media calls ....

My life sucks.

Hope you're well!!! ©

From: Olshanski, Thomas [mailto:Thomas.Olshanski@dhs.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:04 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Personal Cell

Day or night".ii (b)(6) or cell below. Either. You are doing a great job with some
interesting people ith interesting angles on the line. I am in your corner. Hang in there.

Tom Olshanski, CPM, EFO
United States Fire Administration
Emmitsburg, Maryland
301-447-18r3 (Office)(b)(6) I(C ell) :.,..

Follow USFA updates on http://twitter.com/usfire
To join the rapidly growing list of USFA subscribers, visit:
https://service.govdelivery.comlservicelmulti subscribehtmi?code=USDHSFA. With
this service you will be able to receive the latest announcements from the USFA, FEMA and DHS.

II



From* Harrington. HolU
To: Michael Widomski
Subject: RE: MWidomski e-mail
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:13:00 PM

Thank you! No sure when I'll get over there to chat with you all. You are good to leave whenever

Dave says OK. See you in the morning, although I'm not yet sure what time I'm getting in. May be

late afternoon..Call 3017415-8200 when you arrive to get an escort. Probably camp out at the op

center again until I get here

From: Michael Widomski [mailto:I (b)(6)

Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:09 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Re: MWidomski e-mail

Going well...very interesting to be able to listen in on the calls that are going on. Also
learning alot.

From: "Harrington, Holly" <Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov>
To: Michael Widomski <edujl043@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wed, March 16, 2011 5:58:47 PM
Subject: RE: MWidomski e-mail

Gracias. How are things going over there?

From: Michael Widomski [mailto:I (b)(6)
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:50 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: MWidomski e-mail

Here is a personal e-mail account if you need...

But you could just simply use my DHS account because i hav emy BB.

Michael. widomski(i6.idhs.ZoV
(b)(6)

Michael



From: Harrinaton, Holly
To: Heath, Stanley
Subject: RE: DRAFT Japan Earthquake Q/As / NICCL Call - loam (eastern)
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:16:00 PM

You can add these talking points:

0 Based on calculations performed by NRC experts, we now believe that it is

appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 miles of the Fukushima reactors to

evacuate. Our recommendation is based on NRC guidelines for public safety that

would be used in the United States under similar circumstances.

* The NRC continues to believe, based on all available information, that the type

and design of the Japanese reactors, combined with how events have unfolded,

will prevent radiation at harmful levels from reaching U.S. territory.

* The Japanese government has formally asked for U.S. assistance in responding to

nuclear power plant cooling issues triggered by an earthquake and tsunami on

March 11. The NRC has eleven staff on the ground in Japan as part of the USAID

team.

* The NRC is coordinating its actions with other federal agencies as part of the U.S.

government response. The NRC's headquarters Operations Center was activated at

the beginning of the event and has been monitoring the situation on a 24-hour

basis ever since.

* The NRC is always looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S.

reactors and we will analyze the information that comes from this incident.

* The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases

from Japan and to predict their path.

* Given the results of the monitoring and distance between Japan and Hawaii,

Alaska, U.S. Pacific Territories and the U.S. West Coast, the NRC expects the

U.S. to AVOID any harmful levels of radioactivity.

" U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including

earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive

seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.
I'. . 4/Zf



* The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be

designed to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically

reported for the site and surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margin for error

to account for the historical data's limited accuracy. In other words, U.S. nuclear

power plants are designed to be safe based on historical data to predict the area's

maximum credible earthquake.

From: Heath, Stanley [mailto:Stanley.Heath@dhs.gov]
Sent Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:55 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Re: DRAFT Japan Earthquake O/As / NICCL Call - lOam (eastern)

Then just provide the strategic issues as you see them

Stan Heath

Dept of Homeland Security

Office of Public Affairs

Chief Planner

202 282 9117 (w)
S (b)() (bb)

From: Harrington, Holly [mailto:Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 05:52 PM
To: Heath, Stanley <Stanley.Heath@dhs.gov>
Subject: FW: DRAFT Japan Earthquake Q/As / NICCL Call - 10am (eastern)

Sorry. This is news to me. What is done with this document. We have QAs but they're not for public

consumption

From: NATIONAL JAC [mailto:NationalJlC@dhs.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:42 PM
To: NATIONAL JIC
Subject: DRAFT Japan Earthquake Q/As / NICCL Call - loam (eastern)

Federal communicators,

Attached is the latest draft of a federal Q/A communications document we need all agencies to

review and make edits as necessary. Please return with your clearance or comments prior to
Thursday's 10:00 a.m. NICCL. Also, please add additional questions and communications points as
needed based on the calls you're receiving from reporters.

The next NICCL call will be tomorrow at 10am (eastern).



1-800-320-43301
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From: Akstulewia. Brenda
To: Landau, Mindy
Subject: Media Calls
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:12:00 PM

Valerie Lal)inskv

X¥NY( l1u hic Radio, NY
"The¢ ]hke AWI:

(b)(6)

Intenvicew for shoi

Carolyn Weaver
Voice of America
1-212-26 4-0844

question on relicensing and risk factors

Gardner T.elarris

NY Times

22022-862- 0443
how prepared are we for a nuclar event

Bailey Johnson

ClBS
2 12-975- 7()()

! a ;iley. Moh soin(wc.s interact ie..conll

ranking of US plant safety

(Chris Kahn
APi
212-621-7826

Licens e renewal

Mdike Mibach

K .TV lba Area
510-547-?,326

Please confirm: 62 renewed licenses, 0 denied

Chris

Patriot Ledger

61 7-786-7049



From:

To:

Subject:
Date:

M

Akstulewic. Brenda
Deavers. Ron; Bonaccorso. Amy
Citizen Calls
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:15:00 PM

Dave Schecter

Heard public libraries near i)lIItS need to have on file the eiertgency responsc plan fo• that plant

is this true?

\Nancy

7b)(6)

no mcslple~lse call

Aid Bloch

What can he do to stdy calm lduring this crisis, he cannot receive additional radiation due to mied
reasons, how to stay safe, etc.

Pat Brady
S (b)(6)

WVhiere can find into to track radiation levels

lim Nall
(b)(6)

Has a solution to the neltdown

Richlrd
I (b)(6)

bring in oil upper tanker to help iýith the meltdown

Brendia Aks.ulcwicz

Office of Public AtTairs

3301-415-8209
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From: Hayden. Elizabeth
To: Harrington, Holly

Subject: Re: Chairman interview on energyNOW!
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:15:27 PM

Ivonne already has this request.

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wed Mar 16 19:05:04 2011
Subject: RE: Chairman interview on energyNOW!

We have a system in place for logging and disseminating media requests. I'm cc'ing Mindy and

Ivonne to get this request into the system. At this time, I do not see this happening soon and it

needs no further response.

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:02 PM
To: 'ashley-bernardi@energynow.com'
Subject: Re: Chairman interview on energyNOW!

Ashley, I can't say at this point what interviews we will be setting up but we have captured your
request and will get back to you when appropriate.

From: Ashley Bernardi <ashley-bemardi@energynow.com>
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wed Mar 16 12:25:46 2011
Subject: Re: Chairman interview on energyNOW!

Thanks, Beth. Will the Chairman be doing interviews this week? If so, we hope you consider
ours -- we air on Bloomberg in 67 million homes across the country.

On Mon, Mar 14, 2011 at 12:47 PM, Hayden, Elizabeth <Elizabeth.Haydeni4'nrc.gLov>
wrote:
We'll add your request to the list.

Beth Hayden

Senior Advisor

Office of Public Affairs

US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

--- Protecting People and the Environment

301-415-8202
elizabeth, ha-vden (wrc..iov

From: Ashley Baird [mailto: ash ley -baird~ioc leauskicsiv ]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:29 AM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Ashley Bernardi

Subject: Re: Chairman interview on energyNOW!



Thank you, Beth. Yes, we are aware and we will be there. Might the Chairman be available
on Wednesday to speak with us?

Ashley Bernardi
Senior Booker / Producer
energyNOW!

asle-brnwdxnergy now, coi(b)6) (cell)
.1 _.-cma~ eii63enrg!nowxoin

Twitter: EnergyNOWBooker

On Mar 14, 2011, at 11:26 AM, "Hayden, Elizabeth" <Elizabeth.Hayden Ufnrc.gov> wrote:

Ashley, We have no one available at the moment for an interview today or
tomorrow. However, you may be interested in knowing that the Chairman is
testifying at a hearing March 16, 2011 - The House Committee on Energy and
Commerce which originally was on the FY 2012 budget request but is now focused
on the Japan situation.

Beth Hayden
Senior Advisor
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatoty Commnjission

--- Protecting People and the Environment

301-415-8202
elizabethli.haden tui,rc..ý•ov

From: Ashley Bernardi [nailto:ashley-bernardi~(ienergynow.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:43 AM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Re: Chairman interview on energyNOW!

Hi Beth,

Just wanted to follow-up to see if the Chairman is available either today,
tomorrow or Wednesday for an interview with energyNOW!. We air nationally
in 65 million homes on Bloomberg. We can come to him for a 10 minute
interview anytime he is available.

Please let me know if we can make it work, and if the Chairman is not available,
might another NRC rep be available to talk to us?

Many thanks.
Ashley

On Sun, Mar 13, 2011 at 1:03 PM, Ashley Bernardi <ashley-
bernardi(Jeneravnow.com> wrote:



Hi Beth,

This is Ashley Bernardi, Senior Booker and Producer for energyNOW!, airing
nationally on Bloomberg and locally in DC on ABC7. I am writing to request a
one-on-one interview with Chairman Jaczko on either Tuesday, March 15 or
Wednesday, March 16 at anytime he is available. In light of the nuclear disaster
in Japan, we will be focusing on show this coming week on nuclear safety in
America. If we were to face a disaster similar to this, is the U.S. prepared to
respond?

This would be a 10 minute interview with our Anchor Thalia Assuras.

I understand your schedules are packed next week and that he is surely receiving
a lot of interview requests, but we are the premiere national energyNOW! show -
- our national audience turns to us to get their energy news, and would expect to
hear from someone such as Chairman Jaczko in for the U.S. response as to what
happened in Japan.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Best,
Ashley

Ashley Bemardi
Senior Booker / Producer
energyNO W!
wwwenergynowcom
ash levyilenergynow. coin
Twitter: BookerBernardi
750 1st Street NE, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20002
Office: 202-621-2937
Cell (b)(6)

Ashley Bernardi
Senior Booker / Producer
energyNO W!
www.eergynow.com
ashley energynow.comn
Twitter: BookerBernardi
750 1st Street NE, Suite 1100
Washington., D.C. 20002
Office: 202-621-2937
Celli (b)(6)



From: Harrington. Holly
To: CDC IMS 31C Lead -2
Subject: RE: Japanese Civilian response Coord Inquiry
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:17:00 PM

We cannot help them with a contact in Japan ... You could send them to the International Atomic

Energy Agency www~iaeaior .

Thank you!

Holly Harrington

From: CDC IMS JIC Lead -2 [mailto:eocjiclead2@cdc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:13 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Japanese Civilian response Coord Inquiry
Importance: High

Holly, would you be able to take this request? If so, I'll reply with your contact and cc you; or if you
respond directly to her, would you cc me so I know it's happened.

Thank you,

Dagny E. P. Olivares, MPA
CDC Joint Information Center Co-Lead
2011 Japan Earthquake Response
404-553-7536 (JIC)

(b)(6) (c)

From: Joanne Stevens [jstevens@google.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:49 PM
To: CDC IMS JIC Lead -2
Cc: Hayashi, Konrad (CDC/OID/NCEZID); Mel Guymon
Subject: Re: Japanese Civilian response Coord Inquiry

Thank you for this information - I've copied a Google colleague too, Mel Guymon. I'll let
Mel comment, but I believe we'd also be seeking an introduction to anyone you may know
there, if that would be ok with you. Google is doing what it can to assist with Japanese crisis
response efforts, so it is very helpful for us to connect with organizations on the ground.

Many thanks again.

Best,
Joanne

On Wed, Mar 16, 2011 at 10:43 AM, CDC IMS JIC Lead -2 <eociiclead21ý4cd.g ov> wrote:

A .



Good afternoon Dr. Stevens,

I believe the agency you are searching for is NISA, (http://www.nisa.meti.ao.jp/english/), Japan's
regulatory body for safety of nuclear energy and industrial activities. Their US counter part is the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (htto://www.nrc.govl).

I hope you find this information helpful; please let me know if I can be of further assistance.

Dagny E. P. Olivares, MPA
CDC Joint Information Center Co-Lead
2011 Japan Earthquake Response
404-553-7536 (JIC)

(b)(6) c

From: Hayashi, Konrad (CDC/OID/NCEZID)
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:41 AM
To: CDC IMS JIC Triage; CDC IMS JIC Triage -2
Cc: Hayashi, Konrad (CDC/OID/NCEZID)
Subject: Japanese Civilian response Coord Inquiry

Dear JIC Colleagues,

A contact at Google (Joanne Stevens) sent the below request to me.
As the inquiry comes from an external source, I'd appreciate your providing response.
Kindly copy me on any reply.

Thank you.
Konrad

Konrad E. Hayashi, MD, MPH & TM
Chief, Emergency Preparedness and Response Branch
Division of Preparedness and Emerging Infections
National Center for Emerging and Zoonotic Infectious Diseases
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and Prevention
1600 Clifton Road, MS C-18
Atlanta, Georgia 30333

Stop thk sprcdt 4 t)f .r,nms thai mtc you atid o•ih&rs sick -

Wash youir hands otteg

.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . ... . .. . ... . . . . .. . . ....... . .... . .. .... . .... . . .. .. ... . . . ......... .. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

From: Joannc Stevens [mailtol (b)(6)
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:23 PM
To: Hayashi, Konrad (CDC/OID/NCEZID); Mel Guymon
Cc: Megan Smith
Subject: Re: Background information on Konrad // Note to Matt

Hi Konrad,

Hoping you can help us with a favor. We're trying to identify which organization in Japan



'4,

might be responsible for nuclear power and the citizen response to nuclear accidents. I
believe the CDC would play this role in the US, so hopefully you might have an idea of the
equivalent org in Japan.

Any thoughts? I've included a few Googlers who are thinking about this problem.

Best,
Joanne

Dr Joanne Stevens
Google.org .+ 1 650 214 5408 (office) I (b)(6) .. iii6bile)

Dr Joanne Stevens
Google.org 1 +1 650 214 5408 (office) I (b)(6) (mobile.)
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From: Taylor, Nick
Sent; Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:47 PM
To: Jarriel, Lisamarie; James, Lois; Petrosino, Joseph; Crutchley, Julie; Coker, Shyrl; Tabatabai, Omid;
Witt, Kevin; Brown, Carrie; Urban, Richard; McFadden, John; Johnson, Sharon; DeMiranda, Oscar; Lewis,
Shani; Checkle, Melanie; Heller, James; Pelke, Paul; Weaver, Judith
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

Excellent! When will it go on the website?

Nick

From: Jarriel, Lisamarie
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:16 PM
To: James, Lois; Petrosino, Joseph; Crutchley, Julie; Coker, Slhyrl; Tabatabai, Omid; Witt, Kevin; Brown,
Carrie; Urban, Richard; McFadden, John; Johnson, Sharon; DeMiranda, Oscar; Lewis, Shani; Checkle,
Melanie; Heller, James; Pelke, Paul; Taylor, Nick; Weaver, Judith
Subject: Call Center Hotline announcement

Gang,

Take a quick look at the proposed addition to our "Report a Safety Concern" web page
pointing concerned individuals to the newly established hotline for Japan-related issues and
provide any comments for improvement.

We (OE) is making the necessary calls to OIS and OPA to get their approval.

Thanks for the suggestion Nick,

Lisa
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Events in Japan

For • questions relbaed to the Japanese reactor everts
and ttmi potential knpal on US facis please see the
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From: Harrinaton. Holly
To: Hayden. Elizabeth
Subject: RE: NRC Press Release #8 (revised) through 10 - Japan Event Earthquake/Tsunami
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:08:00 PM

Monday meeting is a briefing to the commission on status of response effort etc.

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:07 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Re: NRC Press Release #8 (revised) through 10 - Japan Event Earthquake/Tsunami

Yes, this is vey helpful. Not sure what the Mon.Meeting is but - will talk to you tomorrow eveninglFri.
Morning. Going to bed now at 1a.m.

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wed Mar 16 19:58:34 2011
Subject: RE: NRC Press Release #8 (revised) through 10 - Japan Event Earthquake/Tsunami

What we have in place:

Press releases are written in the Op Center at Eliot's direction only. They are approved in the Op

Center and disseminated. I then take them and turn them into a blog post. They are closely

coordinated with the Chairman and the White House. We have not produced a lot of "paper"

All calls from media, etc., are handled via 8200 or opa.resource. Brenda, Bethany, Christine Steger

and two other loaners are handling the phones. If it is a media call, they send it to Ivonne (or today,

Mindy), who logs it and disseminates it either to Eliot, Scott, Dave, Rob Taylor, the regions or me

depending on who is here and who is taking calls on what and how important it is. Some requests

are immediately turned down i.e. Chile, Australia etc. If callers are members of the public, the

secretaries give them to Amy Bonocorsso and Ron Deaver (starting today) who respond using

talking points and Q&As. If the caller is a federal or state person, they go to me and I forward to the

liaison team. Estimate of calls a day are in the hundreds.

The system itself is working relatively well. I'd like Ivonne's logging to be more sophisticated, but it

was created on the fly and is good for now. The public inquiry team is working great. Jenny Tobin is

getting trained on it tomorrow. Am trying to get CDC to take the health/radiation calls, which most

of these are. DHS is helping with that and we have a conference call tomorrow morning.

Lots and lots of issues, as you can imagine, ranging from spam e-mails about stopping nuclear

power going all over the NRC with some people suggesting they just be forwarded to OPA (I said

no) to getting videos and photos posted etc. EPA is nowhere in sight, and neither are most of the

other federal agencies. WH refuses to consider this a public health crisis and keeps quoting NRC

saying no health risk to U.S. This BTW, concerns me a lot. General public is completely freaked out.

Everyone is completely exhausted, but the FEMA folks I got here today aren't really any help. They

I'
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can't do media calls and that's what we need. HR says we can hire contractors within just days at

the 13/14 level for 89 days with fingerprinting. Problem is getting them up to speed to be able to

help us. One thought is get some in here to help staff the public inquiry and media referral desk

(the former leaning heavily on other office loaners) and get some trained up to help us as

spokespersons. The other thought is that it may take them too long to become spokesperson, so

maybe find already nuke-savvy people in the agency who we can borrow and train as PR people.

What I'm realizing right now is that the process is working, everyone is in a rhythm and injecting

additional people can be difficult (I used Undine for half aday and abandoned that idea.) But

people are very, very, very tired. I'm told someone has scheduled a Monday public commissioner's

meeting with Eliot as a speaker. This is a terrible idea. We don't have the hands to handle the

media that will come...

Hope this helps.

Holly

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:32 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Fw: NRC Press Release #8 (revised) through 10 - Japan Event Earthquake/Tsunami

Just for me to stay up to speed, what process are we using to get press releases approved?

From: OST03 HOC
To: DOI <doiwatch office@ios.doi.gov>; DTRA (b)(6) ; chardin <chardin~crcpd.org>;

rfraass@crcpd.org <rfraass@crcpd.org>; james.d.lloyd(nasa.gov<james.d.lloyd@nasa.gov>;
PNDistribution; FDA <emergency.operations@fda.gov>; State Dept <SES-O@state.gov>; White House
Sit Room 1 (b)(6) t; Bernie Beaudin <Bemie.Beaudin@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca>; Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) <GOC-COG@PS-SP.GC.CA>; eoc2@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca <eoc2@cnsc-
ccsn.qc.ca>; DOEHQEOC@OEM.DOE.GOV <DOEHQEOC@OEM. DOE.GOV>I (b)(6) I

(b)(6) ; EOC.EPAHQ@EPAMAIL.EPA.GOV <EOC.EPAHQ@EPAMAIL.EPA.GOV>w ....

Lawrence Koleff <lawrence.koleff@ic.fbi.gov>; SIOC <sioc@leo.gov>; FEMA-operations-center@dhs.gov
<FEMA-operations-center@dhs.gov>; Health Canada Operations Center <GOC-COG@PSEPC.GC.CA>;
IAEA Emergency Response Unit <iecl@IAEA.ORG>; USDA <opscenter@usda.gov>; Screnci, Diane;
Sheehan, Neil; Dricks, Victor; Clifford, James; Gamberoni, Marsha; Heater, Keith; Holian, Brian; Kay
Gallagher <Kay.Gallagher@nrc.gov>; Kinneman, John; Lew, David; Nick, Joseph; ODaniell, Cynthia;
Powell, Raymond; RI IRC; Roberts, Darrell; Thompson, Margaret; Davenport, Patricia; McCallie, Karen;
Miles, Patricia; Quinones-Navarro, Joylynn; R2 IRC; Rudisail, Steven; R3 IRC; Smith, Desiree; Alferink,
Beth; Andrews, Tom; Howell, Linda; R4 IRC
Sent: Wed Mar 16 18:17:53 2011
Subject: NRC Press Release #8 (revised) through 10 - Japan Event Earthquake/Tsunami

*****Event Information is Attached'....



The NRC is responding to an event.

Please contact the NRC Executive Support Team if necessary at 301-816-5100 or reply to
this e-mail.



From. Harrington, Holly
To: Michael Widonski
Subject: RE: CNN American Morning
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:09:00 PM

thanks

From: Michael Widomski [mailto:1 (b)(6)
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 011 7:45 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David; robert.taylor@dhs.gov
Subject: CNN American Morning

David,

CNN American Morning Producer called asking for the Chairman for an appearance
tomorrow morning in the 7:00 am hour.

Her contact info is...
Elizabeth Mayo
•12-275-?7853, .,

I told her someone would call her back once we check on availability.

Michael

3" : /33



From: Mclntyre, David
To: Hattington, Holly
Subject: Re: DOE Monitoring Teams status
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:09:31 PM

Nnsa guy noted GBJ said USG helping monitor. Maybe they don't want the credit for helping.

David McIntyre
NRC Office of Public.Affairs

(b)(6) (mobile)
301-415-8200 '(6ffice)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

From: Harrington, Holly
To: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wed Mar 16 20:07:38 2011
Subject: RE: DOE Monitoring Teams status

That's OK with me. We could add it to talking points

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:02 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: DOE Monitoring Teams status

DOE is ok with this IF we omit the sentence about the timing of the first flight.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:26 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: DOE Monitoring Teams status

no

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:24 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: DOE Monitoring Teams status

Did Mike get DOE OK on this?

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:21 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: FW: DOE Monitoring Teams status

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:12 PM \ .



To: 'RMTPACTSUELNRC'

Subject: RE: DOE Monitoring Teams status

Fine. The verbiage would be helpful

From: RMTPACTSUELNRC (mailto:RMTPACTSUELNRC@ofda.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:04 PM
To: RMTPACTSU_DOE
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: DOE Monitoring Teams status

Per your edits, I need approval:

The Aerial Measuring System, a DOE asset, has developed a plan for measuring aerial and ground

contamination between Tokyo and Fukushima using aircraft. The first flight is scheduled for 8 a.m.

Japan time on Thursday. They will be supported by a two-person team at the US Embassy in

Tokyo.

Thanks!

Michael I. Dudek

From: Harrington, Holly (mailto:Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:39 PM
To: RMTPACTSU_ELNRC
Subject: RE: DOE Monitoring Teams status

We'd like to add this as a talking point:

The Aerial Measuring System, a DOE asset, has developed a plan for operations. The first flight is

scheduled for 8 a.m. Japan time on Thursday. They plan to monitor aerial radiation in flight

between Tokyo and Fukushima with a two-person team supported by the US Embassy in Tokyo.

F ....M PA ........... .... 0 ;R .. C ] - L R o.a.o ... ..... . ..... .. .. ...... ........ ......... .. . ....
From: RMTPACTSUELNRC [mailto: RMTPACTSU.ELN RC@ofda .gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:19 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: DOE Monitoring Teams status

AMS - Aerial Measuring System

JST-Japan Standard Time

CM - Consequence Management

USEMB - US Embassy

TCMRT - Tailored Consequence Management Response Team

AB - Air Base

Are you planning on using it for the public or OUO? DOE says their folks would want to see the

language of anything that the NRC sends out to the public. Thoughts?

Michael



From: Harrington, Holly [mailto: Holly. Harrington@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:01 PM
To: RMTPACTSUELNRC; LIAll Hoc; LIAO1 Hoc; LIA07 Hoc; LIA02 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; Marshall, Jane;
Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Hoc, PMT12; PMT01 Hoc; Grant, Jeffery; Gott, William
Subject: RE: DOE Monitoring Teams status

Can we have the below info with acronyms spelled out and permission to mention

I r m .M P • ... .. ~c .. .it .. T N • U EL ... Ic of a g v ............ .....................I.. .. .. ....... ................. .... ... ... .

From: RMTPACTSU_-ELNRC [mailto: RMTPACTSQ-ELNRC@ofda .gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:57 PM
To: LIAll Hoc; LIA01 Hoc; LIA07 Hoc; LIA02 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; Marshall, Jane; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre,
David; Hoc, PMT12; PMT01 Hoc; Grant, Jeffery; Gott, William; Harrington, Holly
Subject: DOE Monitoring Teams status

Subject: DOE Monitoring Teams status

FYI:

AMS has developed a plan for operations. The first flight is scheduled for 0800 JST 17 March 2011.

Their Ops Plan includes flights of the areas between Tokyo and Fukushima which will be

coordinated with the CM Home Team for the production of monitoring products. There is a two-

person monitoring (expert) support at the USEMB TOKYO from the TCMRT. The direction to the

TCMRT is not to have a lot of teams just "running" around the country monitoring; we are working

up monitoring plans for areas that are to be identified by the Government of Japan and US Forces

Japan. Currently there are no field monitoring teams conducting operations off the Yokota AB.



From: Harrington. Holly
To: Landau. Mindy
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:59:00 AM
Attachments: image002,ona

imaoeOOA3ona
image004.ong

I have a conference call at 9:30 about the CDC hotline, so let's do it after that. I may have additional

info that will help.

Thank you mindy

From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:49 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

Holly - what time is good for you?

From: Jarriel, Lisamarie
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:23 PM
To: Landau, Mindy; Harrington, Holly; Muessle, Mary
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

Sounds good, I can make myself available anytime after 10.

Lisa

From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:22 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Jarriel, Usamarie; Muessle, Mary
Subject: Re: Call Center Hotline announcement

Holly/Lisa,

Let's try to meet and discuss this tomorrow. I agree it's an NRC, not only an OPA, issue.

Sent from my NRC Blackberry
Mind Landau()(6) I]
Mindy.Landau@nrc.gov

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Jarriel, Lisamarie
Cc: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Wed Mar 16 20:06:44 2011
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

I'm going to elevate this inquiry to the EDO. OPA doesn't have the staffing to handle hundreds of

these calls, particularly in addition to the media and information coordination responsibilities we are

also concurrently doing. I think we need to address this as an NRC issue, not an OPA issue.

&\t/'



Mindy - Can we get top management involved? We have a good system in place right now, but we
have two-three people loaned to us in the short-term and I do not think they can handle hundreds

of additional calls. if we are able to add staff to the system (NSPDPers or some other pool of staff),
we could do it within the existing system. Putting our e-mail address rather than the phone number
does make it more manageable for us, but this is being rejected as an option, apparently.

Holly

From: Jarriel, Lisamarie
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:48 PM
To: Taylor, Nick; James, Lois; Petrosino, Joseph; Crutchley, Julie; Coker, Shyrl; Tabatabai, Omid; Witt,
Kevin; Brown, Carrie; Urban, Richard; McFadden, John; Johnson, Sharon; DeMiranda, Oscar; Lewis,
Shani; Checkle, Melanie; Heller, James; Pelke, Paul; Weaver, Judith
Cc: Hernandez, Pete; Uselding, Lara; Howell, Art; Kellar, Ray; Vito, David; Howell, Linda; Harrington,
Holly; Hilton, Nick; Zimmerman, Roy
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

Thanks Nick - Your points are well taken. Referencing a phone number (and preferably an
800 number) would be best. Also, I know you say you are ok with answering these
inquiries, but I remain concerned that, because they are so numerous (in RIV alone you
indicated you were getting a dozen/hour) they have the potential to impact an alleger's
ability to report of a nuclear safety concern involving a US plant.

Holly - thank you for your help so far with this issue, and OPA's efforts in general to
communicate the NRC's messages regarding this tragic situation. The staff has been
directed to forward inquiries to the 301-415-8200 number. If we just direct them to the OPA
email address, the phone calls will continue to come into our allegation safety hotlines -
because as Nick points out, 1) they want to talk to a human and 2) its toll free - and the
allegation staff will forward them to the x8200 ext. as directed. So, whether we list the
number or not, all these calls will go to OPA. Providing the number (even without an 800
ext.) will at least eliminate the need for the allegation staff to manage a large number of
these misdirected calls and ensure they remain available to address allegations of safety
and security inadequacies at our own plants.

I'd like to see the number (or an 800 number if you have one) put back in as originally
proposed.



Again, thank you for your time. I know you are swamped as well.

LL Jarriel

From: Taylor, Nick
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:12 PM
To: Jarriel, Usamarie; James, Lois; Petrosino, Joseph; Crutchley, Julie; Coker, Shyrl; Tabatabai, Omid;
Witt, Kevin; Brown, Carrie; Urban, Richard; McFadden, John; Johnson, Sharon; DeMiranda, Oscar; Lewis,
Shani; Checkle, Melanie; Heller, James; Pelke, Paul; Weaver, Judith
Cc: Hernandez, Pete; Uselding, Lara; Howell, Art; Kellar, Ray; Vito, David; Howell, Linda
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

Lisa,

Thanks for your note below. If I were a concerned citizen, I would much rather call a toll-
free number and speak to another human being versus sending an email hoping for a
response (i.e. call the toll-free NRC safety hotline). Reading the press releases isn't going
to provide the answers people are looking for either. Earlier today OPA told us to start
providing their number (301-415-8200) to anyone with a question. I called it twice today
and got an answering machine both times. If OPA wants to take these calls they need to
publish the number (and perhaps make it toll free) and staff up with enough people to take
the calls. Otherwise people will just continue to call our safety hotline, which is OK as long
as we are provided with the Q/A's that OPA wants communicated.

Just my opinion,

Events in JapanNiCK I aylor
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From: Jarriel, Lisamarie
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:59 PM
To: Taylor, Nick; James, Lois; Petrosino, Joseph; Crutchley, Julie; Coker, Shyrl; Tabatabai, Omid; Witt,
Kevin; Brown, Carrie; Urban, Richard; McFadden, John; Johnson, Sharon; DeMiranda, Oscar; Lewis,
Shani; Checkle, Melanie; Heller, James; Pelke, Paul; Weaver, Judith
Cc: Hernandez, Pete
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

Guys, here is what OPA wants added right under "Report a Safety or Security Concern". I'll
let you know when it's up,
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From, Taylor, Nick
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:47 PM
To: Jarriel, Usamarie; James, Lois; Petrosino, Joseph; Crutchley, Julie; Coker, Shyrl; Tabatabai, Omid;

Witt, Kevin; Brown, Carrie; Urban, Richard; McFadden, John; Johnson, Sharon; DeMiranda, Oscar; Lewis,

Shani; Checkle, Melanie; Heller, James; Pelke, Paul; Weaver, Judith
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

Excellent! When will it go on the website?

Nick



From: Jarriel, Usamarie
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:16 PM
To: James, Lois; Petrosino, Joseph; Crutchley, Julie; Coker, Shyd; Tabatabai, Omid; Witt, Kevin; Brown,
Carrie; Urban, Richard; McFadden, John; Johnson, Sharon; DeMiranda, Oscar; Lewis, Shani; Checkle,
Melanie; Heller, James; Pelke, Paul; Taylor, Nick; Weaver, Judith
Subject: Call Center Hotline announcement

Gang,

Take a quick look at the proposed addition to our "Report a Safety Concern" web page
pointing concerned individuals to the newly established hotline for Japan-related issues and
provide any comments for improvement.

We (OE) is making the necessary calls to OIS and OPA to get their approval.

Thanks for the suggestion Nick,

Lisa
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From: Harrngton. Holly
To- Bonaccarso. Amy Akstulewicz. Brenda

cc Deavers. Ron
Subject: RE: Public Inquiries-Mark I designs

Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:13:00 AM

I sent him an email yesterday. Hopefully tht will work

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:17 AM
To: Harrington, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: RE: Public Inquiries-Mark I designs

Harold is inclined to call around and around until someone "important" talks to him. That's
our experience with him. Just saying...

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:01 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Bonaccorso, Amy
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: RE: Public Inquiries-Mark I designs

I personally do not feel that he needs a call back

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:42 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Harrington, Holly
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: RE: Public Inquiries-Mark I designs

NRR is probably who you would contact about that. Potentially Mike Cullingford could
steer you to the right person.

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:41 AM
To: Harrington, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: RE: Public Inquiries

Folks:

Harold Denton and I talked. He is well known for his role as spokesperson for the NRC
during Three Mile Island - he was also the person provided daily reports to Pres. Jimmy
Carter. He's been calling all over NRC....talked to Brian Sheron last night.

He is being besieged with media inquiries due to comments in made in 1986 that criticized
the Marc (sp?) 1 design. He said they were much more likely to fail than other designs.
He is currently refusing the requests to come on TV and is passing people to NRC - but it
sounds like 1) maybe we should have an expert who is available to talk to these people
about the Marc 1 design, and 2) Harold is suggesting that technical experts from
NRR/RES brief the Chairman/Commission on the design and recent research on it, as he

/.I



remembers that research was being done on it when he was here. He said it would be a
way to get in front of the press on this - as they are reaching out everywhere for
info .... including retired employees (with old information).

He told me that there are a few U.S. reactors that have this design and that is why there
are questions...

Harold's contact info:

:,:•C (b)(6)

'Email: b)(6)

I'm not exactly sure what to do with this one beyond passing on what he told me.

Thanks,

Amy

From: Deavers, Ron
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:23 AM
To: Deavers, Ron
Cc: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: FW: Public Inquiries

Response notes embed below

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Public Inquiries

Harold Denton
Former NRC employee

(b)(6) Amy attempted

John Saercy
(b ) home(b)() Fcell

Re: Imported food - how is the marine life affected Referred Mr. Saercy to the EPA. He
has already talked to the Department of Agriculture. He asked about a "home radiation
scanning device", I told him I could not recommend a device, but suggested he search the
Internet for this kind of equipment.

*Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing
(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov



From: Royer, Deanna
To: Harrinoton. Holly
Subject: Military call

Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:20:42 AM

Inez Sookma

Defense Logistics Agency
(b)(6)

717-770-4244

Re: Who is responsible for decontaminating Yokosuka Base

She does have access to classified phone line if needed.

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary

301-415-8200
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From: Fisher-Tyler Frieda (DHSS)

To: "W.!eder.Jessicanaeoama IIeoa 0ov"
c Adolfo.Trevino(adhs~gov; abert.mrno ieonnlnoaa.; albie.lewisýdhs.Qov: anoela.harlessuad.aov;

anogood(6u Dmc-hbusecuritv.org;I (b)(6) 1; cassandfrankOiasbcalobal,ne ; chad.gorman(adhsogov:
Chdstooher.Paoe1Udhs.oov; cno3@CDCGOV; Shields.GlennaCodeoamaii.eaa.aov
Burnett.Helenweoamail.epaIoov; " •"•b'•;t Q- -n. mpnoLisa ,,aarailefa.Qov
mcMichael.N te10(ebi-a.y()(6) David Sheehan(aDssodates.dhs.Qov
DonaldLumokins~dhsgov; DUGANDJ,1ny doe.aovu EarlZuelkUe(allinoisgov; Florie.Tuckere.orise~orau.nov:
Heathr, King d Hairrin H ly Jean.Bakerafema gov,,iennifer,martinezadhs.oovy
i~u~e~h.o ~ jtl• onatha nLifland~ioriSe.orau.c•ov;

KaneOcusa.redcrossora; KStevesC67kdheks lvc, L6eanna.Allen(aorise.orau.oav;
Lisa.Baiuszas tc f mike.tanmilowtcedhs.goyv moroan(&Inv.doe.oov
MillianFtanettPJoacitvaorgL kara1mrhealth.nvc.,aoyV
RichardPasv robert davisl(ftdhs.gov; Robert.Levinrfventuraloro
sbecker(rms.sooh.uab.edu; Seamus.O°Rovle(ldhsgov: sean,crmafordddhs.loov; stanlev.heath(@H0DHS.GOV:
Stephen.Chase(@dhs. ov: thomas.mefferd~dhahsov VialarTM(cnv.doegapv; Zacharv.Kittriedhs.oov

Subject: RE: CDC Meeting - NuclRad Comm Working Group Presentation
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:28:44 AM

Jessica,

You're quite welcome, but I'm still hoping you will be able to be there! D

I'll just keep the virtual podium warm for you, as the back up.

Best,

Frieda Fisher-Tyler, MHS, CIH

NRC State Liaison Officer, Delaware

Administrator, Office of Radiation Control

417 Federal Street

Dover, DE 19901

(302) 744-4546

(302) 739-3839, fax

Thrk Green - No, evcry email needs to be primaed,

From: Wieder.Jessica@epamail.epa.gov [mailto:Wieder.Jessica@epamail.epa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:00 PM
To: Wieder.Jessica@epamail.epa.gov
Cc: Adolfo.Trevino@dhs.gov; albert.mongeon@noaa.gov; albie.lewis@dhs.,ov;
angela. harless@usda.gov; anorwood@upmc-biosecurity.org (b)(6) ;

.,cassandfrank@sbcgiobUiAneýt; chad.gorman@dhs.gov; Christpher.Page s.gov;no3@CDC.GOV;
Shields.Glenna@epamail.epa.gov; Burnett.Helen@epamail.epa.gov; Veal.Lee@epamail.epa.gov;
Nanko.Lisa@epamail.epa.gov; McMichael.Nate@epamailepa.gov. (b) |
David.Sheehan@associates.dhs.gov; Donald.Lumpkins@dhs.gov; DUGANDJ@nv.doe.gov;
Eard.Zuelke@Illinois.gov; Florie.Tucker@orise.orau.gov; Fisher-Tyler Frieda (DHSS);
Heather.Kingl@dhs.uov; hmhl@nrc.qov; Jean. Baker@fema.gov; jennifer.martinez@dhs.gov;
jisunlee@dhs, go (b)(6)

Jonathan.Lifland@odse.orau.gov; KaneC@usa.redcross.org; (Steveskodheks.gov;
Leeanna.Allen@orise.orau.gov; Lisa.Bajusz@associates.dhs.gov; Michael Gresalfiadhs.qov;
mike.tamillow@dhs,gov; morgan@nv.doe.gov; Patricia.Milligan@nrc.govI (b)(6)

Philip.Fontanetta@lapd.lacity.org; pkaram@health.nyc.gov; Richard.Passow@dhs.gov;
Richard.Vojtech@dhs.gov; robert.davisl@dhs.gov; Robert. Levin@ventura.org;.
sbecker@ms.soph.uab.edu; Seamus.O'Boyle@dhs.gov; sean.crawford@dhs.gov;

If ,.t



stanley.heath@HQ.DHS.GOV; Stephen.Chase@dhs.gov; thomas.mefferd@dhs.gov;
VialarTM@nv.doe.gov; Zachary. Kittrie@dhs.gov
Subject: Re: CDC Meeting - Nuc/Rad Comm Working Group Presentation

I want to thank everyone who responded with offers to help, in whatever way they could.
Frieda Fisher-Tyler has graciously offered to do the presentation, for which I am eternally
grateful (Frieda- I owe you one).

For everyone involved in the Japan incident - Get some sleep, remember to eat and stay
hydrated. =)

Jess

Jessica Wieder
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Radiation Protection Division
Center for Radiation Information

.---- Jessica Wieder/DC/USEPA/US wrote: -----

To: Jessica Wieder/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
From: Jessica Wieder/DC/USEPA/US
Date: 03/16/2011 01:37PM
Cc: Adolfo.Trevino@dhs.gov, albert.mongeon@noaa.gov, albie.lewis@dhs.gov,
angela. harless@usda.gov, anorwood@upmc-biosecurity.org,.I (b)(6)

cassandfrank@sbcglobal.net, chad.gorman@dhs.gov, Christopher.Pagel@dhs.gov,
cmo3@CDC.GOV, Glenna Shields/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Helen
Burnett/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Lee Veal/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Lisa
Nanko/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Nate McMichael/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,

(b)(6) I,: David.Sheehan@associates.dhs.gov,
Donald.Lumpkins@dhs.gov, DUGANDJ@nv.doe.gov, Earl.Zuelke@Illinois.gov,
Florie.Tucker@orise.orau.gov, Frieda. Fisher-Tyler@state.de. us, Heather.King 1@dhs.gov,
hmhl@nrc.gov, Jean.Baker@fema.gov, jennifer.martinez@dhs.gov, jisun.lee@dhs.gov,
I (b)(6)

Jonathan. Lifland@orise.orau.gov, KaneC@usa.redcross.o rg, KSteves@kdheks.gov,
Leeanna.Allen@orise.orau.gov, Lisa.Bajusz@associates.dhs.gov,
Michael.Gresalfi@dhs.gov, mike.tamillow@dhs.gov, morgan@nv.doe.gov,
Patricia.Milligan@nrc.gov, I(b)(6) Philip.Fontanetta@lapd.lacity.org,
pkaram@health.nyc.gov, Richard.Pass~owdhs.gov, Richard.Vojtech@dhs.gov,
robert.davisl@dhs.gov, Robert.Levin@ventura.org, sbecker@ms.soph.uab.edu,
Seamus.O'Boyle@dhs.gov, sean.crawford@dhs.gov', stanley.heath@HQ.DHS. GOV,
Stephen.Chase@dhs.gov, thomas.mefferd@dhs.gov, VialarTM@nv.doe.gov,
Zachary. Kittrie@dhs.gov
Subject: CDC Meeting - Nuc/Rad Comm Working Group Presentation

Good Afternoon, ,

I hope everyone is doing well in light of recent events.

I am supposed to be doing a 15 minute presentation next Wednesday in Atlanta at
CDC's Radiation meeting. I am currently buried in the response to the Japan nuclear
power plant situation and I don't know when I will be coming up for air.

In case I can't make it, is there someone who could present on the work of the Nuc/Rad



Communications Working Group? I already drafted the presentation, which you could

change to match your presentation style, but I want to make sure that someone who

has been involved in the group serves as the presenter. Please let me know ASAP if you
are willing to help.

All the best,

Jess

Jessica Wieder
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Radiation Protection Division
Center for Radiation Information
w: (202) 343-9201• b;I (b)(6) I
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From:
To,
Cc.
Subject:
Date:

Ghneimni Munira
Bpnaccorso. Amy; Deavers. Ron
Harrington. Holly; Akstuiewicz. Brenda
Wade Moore - Citizen with solution

Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:35:20 AM

Good Morning,

Wade Moore from South Carolina called and would like someone to return his call

regarding his solution. He would like to know why they do not drop crushed ice instead of the

water. Wade does not have an email address but may be reached.at] (b)(6)

Thank you,

Munira Ghneim

Contract Secretary
Office of Information Services

301-415-1170

I
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From: Bonacr5o. Amy

To. Harrinaton. Holly Ghneim.-Munir-; Deavers. Ron

Cc, Akstulewicz. Brenda

Subject: RE: Richard Madison - Citizen with solution

Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:35:26 AM

Yes - here it is:

We appreciate the suggestions of folks with ideas to resolve the situation in Japan. Please
understand that the NRC has some of the most expert people in the world available to
assist the Japanese authorities in whatever way they request. We are fully staffed in all our
response teams at this time and working 24-hours a day.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:35 AM
To: Ghneim, Munira; Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Cc: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: RE: Richard Madison - Citizen with solution

Amy, Ron - I think I gave you something to say to these folks. Can you pass it onto those answer

the phones. Maybe we can keep from having to call them back...

Holly

From: Ghneim, Munira
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:32 AM
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Richard Madison - Citizen with solution

Good Morning,

Richard Madison would like someone to return his call regarding a solution he thought of.

He would like to know why we are not using liquid hydrogen. He does not have an email address

but he may be reached at (b)(6)

Thank you,

Munira Ghneim

Contract Secretary

Office of Information Services

301-415-1170

Aj
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From: Ledford, Joey
To: Brenner. Eliot: Harrington, Holly

Subject: FW: Notes from DHHS/ASTHO Public Health Conference Call on Japan

Date; Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:36:12 AM

Attadcments: imaoeGjo Dnc

For what it's worth, here are some of the issues bubbling up from the states (via our liaison
officer).

Joey Ledford
Public Affairs Officer
Region II - Atlanta, Ga.
0:404.997.4416

C: (b)(6)
ioey.ledford@nrc nov

<% U.S.NRC
Pro tertui Pieople anid the- Emriro ,un en

From: Richard Max M. Learner [mailto:learnerm@dhec.sc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:14 AM
To: Jim Beasley; Thorn W. Berry; Doug Calvert; Dan Drociuk; George T. (Tom) Fabian; Jerry J. Gibson
MD; Shirley Hollingsworth; C. Earl Hunter; Ron Kinney; Corey Meaux; Chris Staton; Sandra Threatt; Lisa
F. Waddell MD
Cc: Margaret Douglas; Pamela G. Hawley
Subject: Notes from DHHS/ASTHO Public Health Conference Call on Japan

All -
Here are my notes from the conference call for State Health Officers and senior management on public
health issues related to the radiation releases. From the federal perspective, key issues are media
messaging for US citizens in US, Alaska, Hawaii; messages for US persons traveling to or from Japan, and
messages for US citizens in Japan; and issues related to potassium iodide. Current US messages: there
are no public health risks from radiation and there is no need for people to consume potassium iodide.

Other issues and concerns raised by state public health participants:

1. consistent federal guidance and information is needed to respond to increased public demand for
information. Call lines are busy, and many people are seeking information. Information is needed now.
2. Federal and state air monitoring data needs to be published and needs to be uniformly interpreted in a
consistent manner. Federal EPA and NRC should interpret data and provide consistent guidance regarding
any protective action measures that should be taken in the event that radiation levels are of concern for
health.
3. There are public concerns regarding the potential for contamination of seafood and fish, dairy products
and surface drinking water. These concerns need to be addressed with facts. What is the potential for
effects on agriculture?
4. what is the threshold for distributing and using potassium iodide?
5. what are the meteorological models showing regarding the potential for significant levels of radiation
reaching US territory?
6. Repatriation issues should US citizens residing in Japan return to the US.
7. Screening of incoming travelers for radiation contamination. Travel advisories for US citizens.

AC~/ ~
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8. Need for a central website portal for all federal agencies so that people can access federal information
in one place.
9. Need for federal agencies to adopt a unified command structure and joint information center to
coordinate response and messages.

Future public health conference calls on this topic will be scheduled.
Next call is Friday March 18, 5:00 PM Eastern Daylight Savings Time

Max Learner, Ph.D.
Director
Office of Public Health Preparedness
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control
2600 Bull Street
Columbia SC 29201
Phone 803-898-0748
Fax 803-819-333111
Cell phond (b)(6 )



From: Ghnelm. Hunira
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers, Pon
Cc Hardlngton. Holly Akstulewicz, Brenda

Subject: Maryann Belladonna - Citizen with a question

Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:06:59 AM

Good Morning,

Maryann would like to know is there should be a radioactive fallout would it be more

severe if you are at a high altitude versus low altitude. Maryann may be reached at (b)(6)

orb (b)(6)

Thank you,
Munira Ghneim

Contract Secretary

Office of Information Services
301-415-1170
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From: Hardnaton. Holly

To: Sheehan. Neil Cguret. Ivonne
Subject: RE: Call from member of the public
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:15:00 AM

No action needed

From: Sheehan, Neil
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:04 AM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Hanington, Holly
Subject: Call from member of the public

Here's another one I'm not sure what to do with. A welder called to volunteer his services
in responding to the Japan reactor events.

He is: William Stone, at (b)(6) cell: (b)(6)

(i--t3



From: lardnaton. Holly
To: ,onaccorso. Amy

Subject: FW: Calls from members of the public

Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:17:00 AM

From: Sheehan, Neil
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:24 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Calls from members of the public

Two questions from members of the public we could use help answering tomorrow:

Charity Lacey (sp?), al (b)(6) , has a sister who lives within 30 miles of the plant
and is flying back to the States. She wants to know what her sister should do when she

returns, i.e., visit a doctor, medical test, etc.

Lydia Vignau, atl (b)(6) , wants a call back about the Japan situation.



From: RMTPACTSU ELNRC
To: H Mclnbre. David Burnell Sott., Marshall.Jane Hoc
Subject: Message from Embassy of Japan: Thanks and caution re press releases
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:29:34 AM

Subject: Message from Embassy of Japan: Thanks and caution re press releases

Dear Ketty,

This is Tomofumi Nishinaga, Embassy of Japan. It was great talking with you over phone.

As I explained to you, I received an instruction from Tokyo to convey the following message
to the USG. I would be very grateful if you could share this with relevant people.

- GOJ is deeply thankful for dispatch of search and rescue teams by USAID to tackle this
unprecedented disaster.

- This is not the case for USAID, but GOJ finds that press releases issued by some countries
mentioning how many dead bodies their teams have collected. We considers it not
appropriate at this time given feelings of those who lost their families.GOJ would be
grateful if USAID continues to share this concern.

On a separate note, I am the main contact with USAID at the Embassy. If you need any
assistance from us, please let me know. My contact information is as follows.

Best regards,

Tomofumi Nishinaga

Tomofumi Nishinaga
Counselor (Global issues)
Economic Section
Embassy of Japan
2520 Massachusetts Ave. NW, Washington DC, 20008
202-238-6796(office)
202-265-9473(fax)

(b)(6) cell)
tollfrins na~cmf.oj



From: Akstu!ewicz. Brenda
To: Steaer (Tucci), Christine ;nei Munira; Rover, Deanna
Subject: FW: Permission to foward public inquiries on radiation health questions

Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:47:00 AM

This is ,Ood news gpls

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:46 AM
To: Landau, Mindy; Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers, Ron; Janbergs, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Shannon,
Valerie; Steger (Tucci), Christine; Widomski, Michael; Brenner, Eliot; Bumell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne;
Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre, David; Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey;
Mitlyng, Viktoria; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Uselding, Lara
Subject: Permission to foward public inquiries on radiation health questions

We have permission from the CDC to forward radiation health-related public callers to:

1-800-CDC-INFO

Do not post this, however. Internal use only



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hardnaton. Holly
CDC IMS 3IC Lead -2
RE: Promotion of CDC Health Information
Thursday, March 17,2011 10:51:00 AM

We'll put this up

From: CDC IMS .IC Lead -2 [mailto:eocjiclead2@cdc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:31 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: CDC IMS JIC Lead -2
Subject: Promotion of CDC Health Information
Importance: High

Holly,

We've briefly discussed a strategy for this and our plan for going forward is to promote our website
(hittp:/emergency.cdc.gov), rather than the hotline. Our website has everything the call center has and
more. If you are promoting CDC as a source of public health information about radiation, please point
people to emergency.cdc.gov.

Thank you,

Dagny E. P. Olivares, MPA
CDC Joint Information Center Co-Lead
2011 Japan Earthquake Response
A(JIC)

((c)
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From: Harrington, Holly
To: Ouslgy. Elizabeth
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:49:00 AM

Liz - Can you have someone monitor for when this occurs and let me now? And also facilitate widget

Thanks,

Holly

Federal and State government website WWW.USA.COV for Japan Incident
USA.gov will create a page at http:/Iwww.usa.cov/Japan2Oll to aggregate high-value information from
across federal and state governments. The site should be live by noon, 3/17
USA.gov team will create a widget for the page and share code with the Federal web managers
forum. The widget should be live by noon, 3/18
Sarah Crane (TJSA.gov) will act as main point ofcope"±'* ±C..... ;ies wishing to include or update information on
the page. Sarahgra•c, sma.gov or.202-208-5855 ol (b)(6) IJ cell

F
/
F-
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From: Harrington, Holly
To: Bonaccgrsa. Amy
Cc: Deavers. Ron

Subject: RE: REPLY: Maryann Belladonna - Citizen with a question

Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:13:00 AM

If someone can help in a general way that's OK, emphasizing no harzardou radiation expected

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:52 AM
To: Harlington, Holly
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: REPLY: Maryann Belladonna - Citizen with a question

Should I pursue this technical answer or let it drop? I told her that we were not expecting
harmful levels of radiation in the US, but she's still wanting to know details about
mountainous regions vs. sea level. The gals here know some technical details on how this
might be answered specifically, but do we even want to go down that road??

From. (b)(6maitoi ('bI)(6)
Sent: Inursay, , "2011 10:48 AM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Re: REPLY: Maryann Belladonna - Citizen with a question

Will people at higher altitudesn e.g. In Utah or the Rocky Mountains be exposed to higher

levels of radiation as compaed to sea level?

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: "Bonaccorso, Amy" <amy.Bonaccorso@nrc.gov>
Date: Thu, 17 Mar 2011 10:14:01 -0400
To:1 (b)(6)

Cc: Deavers, Ron<Ron.Deavers7nrc.gov>
Subject: REPLY: Maryann Belladonna - Citizen with a question

Dear Ms. Belladonna:

I got a message saying that you called over concerns over radiation.

The NRC continues to monitor information regarding wind patterns near the Japanese
nuclear power plants. Nevertheless, given the distance between the Japan and Hawaii,
Alaska, the U.S. Territories and the U.S. West Coast, we are not expected to experience
any harmful levels of radioactivity.

EPA has publicly stated its agreement with the NRC's assessment. The EPA is
responsible for monitoring radiation in the nation's air, water, etc and keeps all of that data
available to the public online at RadNet.
Http://www.epa.gov/narel/radnet/pdf/navigating-radnet.htm

Thank you,



Amy

From: Ghneim, Munira
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:07 AM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers, Ron
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Maryann Belladonna - Citizen with a question

Good Morning,

Maryann would like to know is there should be a radioactive fallout would it be more

severe if you are at a high altitude versus low altitude. Maryann may be reached atý (b)(6)

o r. (b)(6)

Thank you,

Munira Ghneim

Contract Secretary

Office of Information Services

301-415-1170
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From: Harrngton. Holly
To: Heller. James n arriel. Lisamarie
Cc: Landau. Mindy
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:15:00 AM
Attachments: inagoO05.na

irn,•gp 06.ona

Mindy - pls help with this

From: Heller, James
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:58 AM
To: Jarriel, Lisamarie
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

Lisa

I goggled NRC switchboard and obtained the follow number - - 1-800-368-5642.

When I called it I got the NRC operator.

It seems logical that our site can list an 800 number that is already published and provide the
extension the caller can asked to be transferred too.

Jim

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:29 AM
To: Urban, Richard; Jarriel, Lisamarie; Taylor, Nick; James, Lois; Petrosino, Joseph; Crutchley, Julie;
Coker, Shyrl; Tabatabai, Omid; Witt, Kevin; Brown, Carrie; McFadden, John; Johnson, Sharon;
DeMiranda, Oscar; Lewis, Shani; Checkle, Melanie; Heller, James; Pelke, Paul; Weaver, Judith
Cc: Hernandez, Pete; Uselding, Lara; Howell, Art; Kellar, Ray; Vito, David; Howell, Linda; Hilton, Nick;
Zimmerman, Roy; Landau, Mindy
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

FYI - We have permission to forward callers with a health-related question to: 1-800-CDC-INFO

effective immediately. We do not have permission to post this number externally, however. For
other calls, you can forward to 301-415-8200 or have them e-mail opa.resource(@nrc.gov . I am

working on a long-term government solution. Mindy is working with Allegations to solve short-term

issue.

From: Urban, Richard
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:14 AM
To: Jarriel, Lisamarie; Taylor, Nick; James, Lois; Petrosino, Joseph; Crutchley, Julie; Coker, Shyrl;
Tabatabai, Omid; Witt, Kevin; Brown, Carrie; McFadden, John; Johnson, Sharon; DeMiranda, Oscar;
Lewis, Shani; Checkle, Melanie; Heller, James; Pelke, Paul; Weaver, Judith
Cc: Hernandez, Pete; Uselding, Lara; Howell, Art; Kellar, Ray; Vito, David; Howell, Linda; Harrington,
Holly; Hilton, Nick; Zimmerman, Roy
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

K.7 i
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Please see if a solution on this matter can be sped up. We have already taken about 8-10
calls in three hours. And sometimes it is not so easy to get off the Hotline quickly, which
may tie up a true allegation call. Thanks for your help.

From: Jarriel, Lisamarie
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:48 PM
To: Taylor, Nick; James, Lois; Petrosino, Joseph; Crutchley, Julie; Coker, Shyrl; Tabatabai, Omid; Witt,
Kevin; Brown, Carrie; Urban, Richard; McFadden, John; Johnson, Sharon; DeMiranda, Oscar; Lewis,
Shani; Checkle, Melanie; Heller, James; Pelke, Paul; Weaver, Judith
Cc: Hernandez, Pete; Uselding, Lara; Howell, Art; Kellar, Ray; Vito, David; Howell, Linda; Harrington,
Holly; Hilton, Nick; Zimmerman, Roy
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

Thanks Nick - Your points are well taken. Referencing a phone number (and preferably an
800 number) would be best. Also, I know o• say you are ok with answering these
inquiries, but I remain concerned that, because they are so numerous (in RIV alone you
indicated you were getting a dozen/hour) they have the potential to impact an alleger's
ability to report of a nuclear safety concern involving a US plant.

Holly - thank you for your help so far with this issue, and OPA's efforts in general to
communicate the NRC's messages regarding this tragic situation. The staff has been
directed to forward inquiries to the 301-415-8200 number. If we just direct them to the OPA
email address, the phone calls will continue to come into our allegation safety hotlines -
because as Nick points out, 1) they want to talk to a human and 2) its toll free - and the
allegation staff will forward them to the x8200 ext. as directed. So, whether we list the
number or not, all these calls will go to OPA. Providing the number (even without an 800
ext.) will at least eliminate the need for the allegation staff to manage a large number of
these misdirected calls and ensure they remain available to address allegations of safety
and security inadequacies at our own plants.

I'd like to see the number (or an 800 number if you have one) put back in as originally
proposed.

Again, thank you for your time. I know you are swamped as well.

LL Jarriel



From: Harrington, Holly
To: Talr.
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:18:00 AM

That blog post was updated to reflect new guidance yesterday...

From: Taylor, Nick
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:59 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

Holly,

On an unrelated note, OPA might want to consider updating the blog site. We still have a
blog out there entitled "NRC Analysis Supports Japanese Protective Actions" which has
been overcome by events (our Chairman took a public stand yesterday in Congress that
departs significantly from Japan's protective action recommendations).

Thanks,

Nick Taylor
Senior Allegations Coordinator
USNRC Region IV
0: f817) 276-6520
C: (b)(6)

F: (817) 276-6525
E: nick.taylor@nrc.gov



From: Brenner, Eliot
To: Loyd. Susan
Cc: Harrinton. Holly
Subject:. Re: Talking Points
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:43:58 AM

Holly, pls ask the boys to forward and perhaps susan shoulld find out how to get into webeoc.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200

'C:C (b)(6)

Sent from my Blackberry

From: Loyd, Susan
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Thu Mar 17 11:31:17 2011
Subject: Talking Points

Eliot/Holly:
I think you are the keeper of the talking points on the status of Japan situation? I am
receiving the narrative status reports from Ops Cntr, but believe I've only received the

talking points in hard copy. If you are sending our electronic updated Talking Points, can
you please make sure I'm on the list to get them? Thanks.
Susan

Susan K. Loyd
Communications Director
Office of the Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Tele: 301-415-1838
Susan. Loyd@nrc.gov

/1 i-....



From: Burnell, Scott
To: McGint. Tim Nelson, Robert; H ; Westeich. Barry; Brown, Fredek Ch-okf Michaell tillan

kThomas, Eric Skeen. David; Williamson, Edward; Giitter Joseph; Evans. Michele; Harrington. Holly
Cc: Boger, Bruce McDermott. 8,Tian L ri; Blount, Tom Qua. Theodore ;B RoJsenbera. Stacey
Subject: Re: FYI: Plans to Draft and Issue an NRC Information Notice on the Japanese Earthquake/Tsunami Effects on

Japanese Power Plants
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:51:51 AM

All;

Please keep OPA in the loop; the press release will most likely be handled through the Ops Ctr OPA
team. Thanks.

Scott

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Bumell

(b)(6)

From: McGinty, Tim
To: Nelson, Robert; Howe, Allen; Westreich, Barry; Brown, Frederick; Cheok, Michael; Hiland, Patrick;
Thomas, Eric; Skeen, David; Burnell, Scott; Williamson, Edward; Guitter, Joseph; Evans, Michele
Cc: Boger, Bruce; McDermott, Brian; Leeds, Eric; Blount, Tom; Quay, Theodore; Bowman, Eric;
Rosenberg, Stacey
Sent: Thu Mar 17 11:17:04 2011
Subject: FYI: Plans to Draft and Issue an NRC Information Notice on the Japanese
Earthquake/Tsunami Effects on Japanese Power Plants

This is an FYI:

DPR staff (Eric Bowman, lead) is developing an Information Notice on the above Subject
for near-term issuance.

I anticipate that it will go into concurrence today, and we will ask concurrence of DIRS,
DE, and NSIR.

Upon having the necessary comments and concurrences (by noon tomorrow), we plan to
share the draft for "awareness" to ensure full coordination prior to issuance. For
awareness, we anticipate sharing with the DRA's, DORL, OPA, OGC and the Executive
Team in the Operations Center. Our goal is to be in a position to issue the Information
Notice early next week.

We are open to suggestions on this plan, so please don't hesitate. If you want to identify a
primary contact for us to work with, in your organization, please respond to Eric Bowman,
Stacey Rosenberg or myself.

Thanks in Advance for your Support, Tim



From:

To: Hardnaton. Holly

Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:56:33 AM

I see it now. Thank you,

Nick

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:55 AM
To: Taylor, Nick
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

This the latest blog:

Under the guidelines for public safety that would be used in the United States under similar circumstances, the
NRC believes it is appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 miles of the Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

In making protective action recommendations, the NRC takes into account a variety of factors that include
weather, wind direction and speed, and the status of the problem at the reactors. Here is a link to results of
two sets of computer calculations used to support the NRC recommendations: http://www.nrc.gov/readi!g-
rm/doc-collectionslnews/2011111-050 Attchmt.odf.

In other news, the U.S. Embassy continues to update American citizens as the situation develops. U.S. citizens
in need of emergency assistance should send an e-mail to JapanEmergencyUSC@state.gov with detailed
information about their location and contact information.

You do not remove earlier posts even if the information has been overtaken by events

From: Taylor, Nick
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:40 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

If you haven't already, you should really go read it. It still says that we agree with Japan's

recommendations. Nothing there about evacuation to 50 miles...

Nick

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:18 AM
To: Taylor, Nick
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

That blog post was updated to reflect new guidance yesterday...

From: Taylor, Nick
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:59 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Call Center Hotline announcement

Holly,



On an unrelated note, OPA might want to consider updating the blog site. We still have a
blog out there entitled "NRC Analysis Supports Japanese Protective Actions" which has
been overcome by events (our Chairman took a public stand yesterday in Congress that
departs significantly from Japan's protective action recommendations).

Thanks,

Nick Taylor
Senior Allegations Coordinator
USNRC Region IV

•O : ý (AP 1 7 1l 9 7 - ! t2ý10 .I (b)(6)

F: (817) 276-6525
E: nick.taylor@nrc.gov
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From: Akstulewi(,. Brenda
To: DeaveT. Ron; Bonaccorso. Amy
Subject: Citizen inquiry
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:07:00 PM

Aaron Finn
• (b)(6)

Whicre did churnmai get into that fuel pool is empty, it contradict what the photos are showing

Brenda Akstulewicz
AdmhnistraLive. Asist~ant

Office of Public Alfairs

30 1-4"15-8209
6rn'~•s~[ 4z••nc.o



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Janbercis. Holly
Call from TTC
Friday, March 18, 2011 10:46:00 AM

Bethany,

We might Ihave just gotten a break on that 11 roll we tried to have delivered. I Just got a call fIrom

the TTC

Rozalia (no Ilist ]name11)

IIBC

Wants to filmi -tt T1IC

Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant.
Office of Public Affairs

341)1-415-8209

/



Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 6:54 AM
To: Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros; Dacus, Eugene; Weil, Jenny; Decker,

David; Shane, Raeann
Subject: Fw: NRC phone briefing 3:00pm 3/18/11

The email below was sent late yesterday afternoon to all contacts on the Japan distribution list and to contacts from the
Excel sheets for each Region.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Timn Riley

S (b)(6)

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
To: tim.riley@nrc.gov <tim.dley@nrc.gov>
Sent: Thu Mar 17 17:57:05 2011
Subject: NRC phone briefing 3:00pm 3/18/11

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will conduct a phone briefing on Friday, March 18, at 3pm to address
domestic concerns following events in Japan. The briefer for this call will be Mike Johnson, NRC's Director of
New Reactors.
Here is the dial-in information for the call:

Dial-in: 1-800-593-7189
Participant passcode: (b)(6)

We are working to schedule daily calls, including during the weekend, and will provide details shortly.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492

6



Riley (OCA), Timothy

To: Christensen, Adam (Feinstein)
Cc: Weil, Jenny
Subject: RE: risks in japan
Attachments: GI- 199package.zip

Adam,
Yesterday's call addressed seismic risk; but we're likely to address it again today when we have another
conference call at 3:00 pm (details below).

The NRC's assessment of seismic risk was recently reviewed when USGS provided updated data concerning
the probability of seismic events in Central and Eastern US. The resulting report is Gl-199. This issue is
frequently misinterpreted, so please let me clarify at the outset:

The GI-199 Safety/Risk Assessment... indicates that no concern exists regarding adequate protection
and that the current seismic design of operating reactors provides a safety margin to withstand potential
earthquakes exceeding the original design basis.

Here are the key messages from the GI-199 review:
(1) Operating nuclear power plants are safe: Plants have adequate safety margin for seismic issues.

The NRC's Safety/Risk Assessment confirms that overall seismic risk estimates remain small and that
adequate protection is maintained.

(2) Though still small, some seismic hazard estimates have increased: Updates to seismic data and
models indicate increased seismic hazard estimates for some operating nuclear power plant sites in the
Central and Eastern United States.

(3) Assessment of GI-199 will continue: Plants are safe, but the NRC has separate criteria for
evaluating whether plant improvements may be imposed. The NRC's Safety/Risk Assessment used
readily available information and found that for about one-quarter of the currently operating plants. the
estimated core damage frequency change is large enough to warrant further attention. Action may
include obtaining additional, updated information and developing methods to determine if plant
improvements to reduce seismic risk are warranted.

Please review the attached documents (memos, report, and appendices) and let me know what questions you
have; we will try to respond to them expediently.

Please join us for today's call:
Dial-in: r -ALnD- 5 .3.-7 189

Participant passcode: [(b)3 8

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberryi (b)(6)

From: Christensen, Adam (Feinstein) [mailto:AdamChristensen@feinstein.senate.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:41 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: risks in japan

Hi Tim, , .
14,(./



y •r

I work with Matt here in Feinstein's office... im tracking the Japan nuke issue. I was not able to call in at 1:30 due to a
meeting, but was wondering if you could send me any materials that might have been discussed. In lieu of this... does
the NRC have a statement on the risks associated with this plants?

Thanks!
Adam

Adam Christensen, Ph.D.
2011 ASME/AAAS Congressional Science Fellow
Senator Dianne Feinstein
Hart Office Building 331
adam-christensen@feinstein.senate.gov
202.224.3841 (main)

15



Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 8:44 AM
To: Powell, Amy
Subject: FW: risks in Japan

Amy,
I put Adam onto the emails for today's call, but wanted to ask to you about an additional response. I know you'll
be travelling there soon, so let me know what you'd like me to communicate or if you'll take it from here.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
-Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry] (b)(6)

From: Christensen, Adam (Feinstein) [mailto:AdamChristensen@feinstein.senate.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:41 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: risks in japan

Hi Tim,

I work with Matt here in Feinstein's office... im tracking the Japan nuke issue. I was not able to call in at 1:30 due to a
meeting, but was wondering if you could send me any materials that might have been discussed. In lieu of this... does
the NRC have a statement on the risks associated with this plants?

Thanks!
Adam

Adam Christensen, Ph.D.
2011 ASME/AAAS Congressional Science Fellow
Senator Dianne Feinstein
Hart Office Building 331
adamchristensen@feinstein.senate.gov
202.224.3841 (main)

16 J '



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers. Ron

Subject: Citizen-info
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:05:00 AM

Scckinig inf on radiation

Ada in

d•nli of 2 ,' ) epos.ure to radiation

Gregu Olson

I10 !l12SSi;Igf,2

Brenda Ak•slulewhcz
Admdinistr.'ative Assisanta
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209

brn-aaktfu'i•r~i

... !.i



Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:19 AM
To: 'rst.hoc@nrc.gov'
Cc: Weil, Jenny
Subject: FW: Constituent Suggestion for Nuclear Reactors
Attachments: Nuclear Reactor Suggestion Diagram.pdf

RST,
Attached is a concerned citizen's submission to assist in problem solving in the current crisis. Please review as
appropriate.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry:F (b)(6)

From: Righter, Lindsay [mailto: Lindsay.Righter@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 7:10 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: Constituent Suggestion for Nuclear Reactors

Tim,

Per our earlier conversation, attached is our constituent's diagram for review by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The
diagram proposes using logger-style rigging methods as an alternative way to transport water to the top of the nuclear
reactors in Japan. The suggestion comes from:

Kenneth Bareilles

(b)(6)

Please let me know if you require any further information to consider this proposal.

Thank you,
Lindsay

Lindsay Righter
Field Representative
Mike Thompson's Office
Member of Congress
317 Third Street, Suite 1
Eureka, California 95501
(707) 269-9595 / 9598 fax
LindsayRighter@mail.house.gov
www.MikeThompson.house.gov

Subscribe to Congressman Thompson's e-newsletter.

23
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From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Bonaccorso. Amy; Deavers, Ron

Subject: Citizen

Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:59:00 AM

....Capfl lRodritguez,

left no details

Brenda Akstulewicz
Admihnstrative Assistant,
Offce of Public Affai',s
301-415-8209
6n•ndi.aA .tCv',cz•!nrc.gom'

.....



Riley (OCA), Timothy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Droggitis, Spiros
Friday, March 18, 2011 10:16 AM
Powell, Amy; Decker, David; Riley (OCA), Timothy
FW: DNDO News 3/18/2011
DNDO NEWS 3-18-11.htm

From: Boiling, Lloyd rmailto:Llpvd.Bollinq@dhs.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:05 AM
To: Layton, Michael; Reis, Terrence; Jones, Cynthia; Wastler, Sandra; Jackson, Gerard
Cc: Droggitis, Spiros; Dembek, Stephen; Owens, Janice; Casey, Timothy
Subject: DNDO News 3/18/2011

Attached is the DNDO News for Friday, March 18, 2011.

Summary of news items:
1. Radiation from Japan triggers detectors at U.S. Airports (Chicago, Dallas/Ft. Worth & Los Angeles).
2. Pentagon sends radiation detection plane to monitor Japan's nuclear crisis.
3. US radiation-detection experts and supplies sent to help Japan.

Lloyd Boiling
NRC Liaison
Operations Support Directorate
Domestic Nuclear Detection Office
Department of Homeland Security
Phone: 202
BlackberryA (b)(6) I

Fax: 202-254-7752
Lloyd. Botlingqddhs.oov

28 
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From: SbebarL. Nei
To: CoureLt Ionne
Cc: Harrington, lolý
Subject: Calls from members of the public

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:23:33 PM

Two questions from members of the public we could use help answering tomorrow:

Charity Lacey (sp?),ýatI (b)(6) ., has a sister who lives within 30 miles of the plant
and is flying back to the States. She wants to know what her sister should do when she
returns, i.e., visit a doctor, medical test, etc.

Lydia Vignau, al (b)(6) , wants a call back about the Japan situation.



•4 . *

From: Brenner. Elio
To: HarringQton, Holly
Subject: RE: For Consideration Only...for your Commission Meeting on Monday.
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:50:16 PM

Thanks. I will want to know blog post stats and I got a query today about how many hits
the main website was taking.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:23 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: FW: For Consideration Only.. .for your Commission Meeting on Monday.

One of our FEMA loan ginned this up as possible notes for your part of the Monday Commission
meeting.

I'd personally add something about the challenge of responding to public inquiries as well.
(although the system we implemented today worked great!)

Fro m : M ichael W idom ski [m ail'toi (b)(6) 
....... .. ..... ........

Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:15 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David; robert.taylor@dhs.gov
Subject: For Consideration Only.. .for your Commission Meeting on Monday.

Thoughts you may want to consider for the Commission Meeting in which your boss needs
to address communication challenges (in no particular order of importance).

* In today's instantaneous social media environment, the need for rapid response to
misinformation being driven by on-line sources requires a united front with our
federal and state partners.

" Engaging with all levels of government working on response through designated
operations centers improves our success of properly communicating critical and
accurate information.

* In rapidly changing events related to our mission, NRC could and should tap into the
resources of our federal partners in order to augment our staff and provide the most
accurate and transparent information to our external stakeholders as quickly as
possible.

* In a rapidly changing event, it is extremely important for departments and agencies to
have a clear understanding of responsibilities to ensure proper communication of
critical messages. Coordination calls such as the National Incident Communication

6. K



Conference Line (NICCL) engaging all of our federal partners could and should be
used to the greatest extent.

Media inquiries to NRC's Office of Public Affairs totaled approximately XXX over
the past week. Being able to accurately and effectively respond to this large number
of inquiries is a challenge.

Standard operating procedures for the rapid sign off on external products (releases,
statements, talking points, fact sheets, ect.) by designated senior leadership always
aids in getting quick and accurate information out to our external partners.



From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sheehan. Neil
Couret, lvonne

Harrinaton. Holly

Call from member of the public
Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:04:10 AM

Here's another one I'm not sure what to do with. A welder called to volunteer his services

in responding to the Japan reactor events.

He is: William Stone, at[ (b)(6) cell (b)(6)
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From: Heath, Stanley
To: Hart o NATIONAL JIC
Cc: Wood. Chad R; Kro Je ; Fetcher. Adam
Subject: Re: DRAFT Japan Earthquake Q/As / NICCL Call - lOam (eastern)
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:11:11 AM

I'm out of the office today. Looping in the NJIC email and Chad/Jeff/Adam

Stan Heath
Dept of Homeland Security

Office of Public Affairs

Chief Planner
202 282 9117 (w)

(6 (bb)

From: Harrington, Holly [mailto: Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 06:16 PM
To: Heath, Stanley <Stanley.Heath@dhs.gov>
Subject: RE: DRAFT Japan Earthquake QOAs / NICCL Call - l0am (eastern)

You can add these talking points:

Based on calculations performed by NRC experts, we now believe that it is

appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 miles of the Fukushima reactors to

evacuate. Our recommendation is based on NRC guidelines for public safety that

would be used in the United States under similar circumstances.

The NRC continues to believe, based on all available information, that the type

and design of the Japanese reactors, combined with how events have unfolded,

will prevent radiation at harmful levels from reaching U.S. territory.

. The Japanese government has formally asked for U.S. assistance in responding to

nuclear power plant cooling issues triggered by an earthquake and tsunami on

March 11. The NRC .has eleven staff on the ground in Japan as part of the USAID

team.

* The N.RC is coordinating its actions with other federal agencies as part of the U.S.

government response. The NRC's headquarters Operations Center was activated at

the beginning of the event and has been monitoring.the situation on a 24-hour

basis ever, since.

* The NRC is always looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S.

reactors and we will analyze the information that comes from this incident.
I •
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* The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases

from Japan and to predict their path.

Given the results of the monitoring and distance between Japan and Hawaii,

Alaska, U.S. Pacific Territories and the U.S. West Coast, the NRC expects the

U.S. to AVOID any harmful levels of radioactivity.

U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including

earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive

seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.

The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be

designed to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically

reported for the site and surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margin for error

to account for the historical data's limited accuracy. In other words, U.S. nuclear

power plants are designed to be safe based on historical data to predict the area's

maximum credible earthquake.

From: Heath, Stanley [mailto:Stanley.Heath@dhs.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:55 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Re: DRAFT Japan Earthquake Q/As / NICCL Call - 10am (eastern)

Then just provide the strategic issues as you see them
Stan Heath
Dept of Homeland Security
Office of Public Affairs

Chief Planner

202 282 9117 (w)

(b)(6) J(bb)
.... .... . . .. .. .. ... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. . ....... ...... ... . ... . . .... . ... . ... . . . .. . . .. . . . ..

From: Harrington, Holly [mailto: Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 05:52 PM
To: Heath, Stanley <Stanley.Heath@dhs.gov>
Subject: FW: DRAFT Japan Earthquake Q/As / NICCL Call - 10am (eastern)

Sorry. This is news to me. What is done with this document. We have OAs but they're not for public
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consumption...

From: NATIONAL JIC [mailto:NationaUIC@dhs.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:42 PM
To: NATIONAL JIC
Subject: DRAFT Japan Earthquake Q/As / NICCL Call - 10am (eastern)

Federal communicators,

Attached is the latest draft of a federal Q/A communications document we need all agencies to
review and make edits as necessary. Please return with your clearance or comments prior to
Thursday's 10:00 a.m. NICCL. Also, please add additional questions and communications points as
needed based on the calls you're receiving from reporters.

The next NICCL call will be tomorrow at l0am (eastern).

1-800-320-43360.."
Code



Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Fertig, Rebecca (LPA/CL) [rfertig@usaid.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: Speaker Info Needed: Japan Daily Call

Ok, thank you.

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy rmailto:Timothy.RilevOCAo)nrc.oov]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:50 PM
To: Fertig, Rebecca (LPA/CL)
Subject: RE: Speaker Info Needed: Japan Daily Call

Correction to my earlier correction,
Jim Wiggins, Director of Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response, will be on today's call.
Thank you,

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry: (b)(6)

•.. . ..... .. .. ......... ... ... ..... ..

From: Fertig, Rebecca (LPA/CL) [maiIto:rfertig@usaid.gov1
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:05 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: Speaker Info Needed: Japan Daily Call

Very good, thanks Tim.

Becky

...... .. .... .. . ._ • .... . .. .... ... . . ..... . . . . . ... .. . . ... .... .... .. . .. .... ... .... .. .. .... . . . ...... ....

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy fmailto:Timothy.RileyOCA6Wnrc.govl
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:04 PM
To: Fertig, Rebecca (LPA/CL)
Subject: RE: Speaker Info Needed: Japan Daily Call

Becky,
A correction, NRC will be represented by Mike Weber or Marty Virgilio. Both are senior management representatives
from the Executive Director's Office (EDO)

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry:. F
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From: Fertig, Rebecca (LPA/CL) irnailto:rfertig@usaid.gov]

Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:00 PM

To: Gatz, Karen L; Manring, Nicholas J; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Powell, Amy; 'john.sokich noaa.gov';

'Zeno.W.StCyr@hhs.gov'; 'maurice.Huguley@hhs.gov'; 'J eremy.Sharp@hhs.gov] (b)(6)

'Jason.Nelson@dhs.gov'; 'Pat.Hart@dhs.gov';I (b)(6) (;(1 (b)(6)

laneje@hcq.doe.gov; crowellbr@hcl.doe.ov

Cc: Cook, Bette (DCHA/AA); Feinstein, Barbara (LPA/AA)

Subject: Speaker Info Needed: Japan Daily Call

Hi All,

Thanks so much for your contact information yesterday, we hope it will make the calls moving forward go more

smoothly.

To that end, I need the name and title for your agency's speaker today. Thus far, I have:

USAID: Nancy Limborg (DCHA AA)

State: Jim Pettit (Dept Asst Sec, Consular Affairs, Office of Citizen Services) & Peggy Petrovich (Special Asst for Asia

Bureau for Mgt)

NRC: Mike Johnson (Senior Management Rep)

I still need:

NOAA:

HHS:

OSD:
DoE:
DHS:
CEO:

Many thanks, and please give Bette or me a call if you have any questions.

Becky

Becky Fertig

Congressional Liaison Officer
Bureau for Legislative & Public Affairs

U.S. Agency for International Development

(202) 712-4216 - voice

(202) 216-3035 - fax

rfertig@usaid.gov
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:15 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: 1-131 detected in CA

I'll check it out when I am there Tuesday...

--- Original Message----.
From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:57 PM
To: Powell, Amy
Subject: Re: 1-131 detected in CA

Also (non-public) Diablo Canyon has detected the 1-131. Report came in to HOO.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

S (b)(6)

Original Message ---
From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
To: Powell, Amy
Sent: Fri Mar 18 13:55:32 2011
Subject: Re: 1-131 detected in CA

Call hasn't started.
DOE hasn't had time to process it and prepare speaking points, but it has been ID'd as highest interest.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim IPilav

Original Message ---
From: Powell, Amy
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Fri Mar 18 13:53:12 2011
Subject: RE: 1-131 detected in CA

So did DOE unveil it on that call?

----- Original Message----
From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:53 PM
To: Powell, Amy
Subject: Re: 1-131 detected in CA

No, we are deferring to our federal leads: DOE.
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Just sharing big news

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

(b)(6)

---- Original Message --

From: Powell, Amy
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Dacus, Eugene; Droggitis, Spiros; Decker, David; Weil, Jenny;
Shane, Raeann
Sent: Fri Mar 18 13:51:51 2011
Subject: RE: 1-131 detected in CA

Is Wiggins speaking to that?

-Original Message---
From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:46 PM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Dacus, Eugene; Droggitis, Spiros; Decker, David; Weil, Jenny; Shane,
Raeann
Subject: 1-131 detected in CA

First reports of coastal detection of elevated levels of 1-131 (barely above background levels).
AP has breaking news on this.
Rep. Mike Thompson (CA) expected to ask questions during USAID call.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

[(b)(6)
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:36 PM
To: Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Dacus, Eugene; Droggitis, Spiros; Decker, David; Weil,

Jenny; Shane, Raeann
Subject: Re: 1-131 detected in CA

The question was addressed by EPA: no detection by any EPA monitors at this time.
News article is being treated as unconfirmed at this time.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

(b)(6)

Original Message -----
From: Powell, Amy
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Dacus, Eugene; Droggitis, Spiros; Decker, David; Weil, Jenny;
Shane, Raeann
Sent: Fri Mar 18 13:51:51 2011
Subject: RE: 1-131 detected in CA

Is Wiggins speaking to that?

--.- Original Message----
From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:46 PM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Dacus, Eugene; Droggitis, Spiros; Decker, David; Weil, Jenny; Shane,

Raeann
Subject: 1-131 detected in CA

First reports of coastal detection of elevated levels of 1-131 (barely above background levels).
AP has breaking news on this.
Rep. Mike Thompson (CA) expected to ask questions during USAID call.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

I (b)(6)
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:38 PM
To: 'ilya.flschhoff@mail.house.gov'; Joseph, Avenel; Phillips, Jonathan
Cc: michal.freedhoff@mail.house.gov'
Subject: NRC phone briefing 3:00pm 3118/11

Importance: High

Hi all-

Ilya, sorry we missed your call to the Ops Ctr this afternoon - our staff was on the USAID call. Here is the dial

for today's 3pm call. Note that we will have calls throughout the weekend - we'll make sure that you are on the

notice with times, confirming dial in.

Amy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
To: tim.riley0snrc.qov <tim. rilevynrc.qov>
Sent: Thu Mar 17 17:57:05 2011
Subject: NRC phone briefing 3:00pm 3118/11

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will conduct a phone briefing on Friday, March 18, at 3pm to address

domestic concerns following events in Japan. The briefer for this call will be Mike Johnson, NRC's Director of
New Reactors.
Here is the dial-in information for the call:

Dial-in: 1-800-593-7189
Participant passcode: I (b)(6)

We are working to schedule daily calls, including during the weekend, and will provide details shortly.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs

Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry:F (b)(6)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstuievicz. Brenda
Deav•. Ron; Bonaccorso. Amy; Janbergs. Holiv

Citizen
Friday, March 18, 2011 3:01:00 PM

Greetin gs,

This gentlen.an called to say thait someone called him regar(ling his request but he could not

understand it because his cell phone is a , in-. Please respond to him in writing it possible.

Michael Heanule

Wants to know about winds carrying radioactivc materials Irom Japan. He is a veteran of tile

Korean war arnd read that the Japmnese sent bombs to calif. during thit war and citizens were told

this was not truie. He wants to make sure the publlic is not leing lied to again

Brenda '\kstulewicz
Administrative Assistant.
Office of Public Afl'ais
301 -4 15-8209
Erjzdlaa avt ura vicznr. P r, n

/\ "'I ) -1 -)."



Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:23 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: This one is correct

Everyone - same as those getting the phone call info. Can you do that from there or do you need to come
back here?

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:22 PM
To: Powell, Amy
Subject: RE: This one is correct

No longerpanicking, they all went out correct.

Separate question:
Please confirm new distribution (public meeting announcement) goes only to the Japan list, not to the Region contacts.

• , .. ... ..... . . ........ .. ...... .... ..... .. ....... . .. . . . . . . . . . . ...... .. . .. ...... . ...... . ... . .. .

From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:15 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: This one is correct

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 6:54 AM
To: Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros; Dacus, Eugene; Weil, Jenny; Decker, David; Shane, Raeann
Subject: Fw: NRC phone briefing 3:00pm 3/18/11

The email below was sent late yesterday afternoon to all contacts on the Japan distribution list and to contacts from the
Excel sheets for each Region.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

I(b)(6)

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
To: tim.rilev(o•nrc.cov <tim.riley@nrc.gov>
Sent: Thu Mar 17 17:57:05 2011
Subject: NRC phone briefing 3:00pm 3/18/11

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will conduct a phone briefing on Friday, March 18, at 3prm to address
domestic concerns following events in Japan. The briefer for this call will be Mike Johnson, NRC's Director of
New Reactors.
Here is the dial-in information for the call:

Dial-in: 1-800-593-7189
Participant passcode: (b)(6)
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We are working to schedule daily calls, including during the weekend, and will provide details shortly.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackber
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From: Burdick. Leslie

To: ,ap.resourceanrcmaov; AkMtuIewlcz. Brenda; Elliotbrenneri nre;qov
Subject: Attention: Elliot Brenner &.Brenda. C-SPAN logistics for Chairman Jaczko -- for Newsmakers Sunday morning,

March 20.
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:36:27 PM

Hi, Elliot and Brenda -- Please let us know you got this...

PLEASE ALSO SEND A CELL NUMBER FOR SUNDAY MORNING, in case we need to

reach the Chairman before he arrives.

The reporters are Stephen Power of The Wall Street Journal and Matthew Wald of

The New York Times.

Thanks for arranging this - Leslie Burdick, C-SPAN, 202 626-4893, lburdick(@c-

span.org

Dear Chairman Jaczko:

C-SPAN looks forward to talking with you this Sunday morning, March203, at 10:00am for

"Newsmakers." Please arrive at C-SPAN at 9:45a.m. We'll air LIVE at 10:00a.m., though

we're likely to start at 10:05 so the host can run from one studio to another between

floors. This is a 30-minute interview.

Note: We'll meet you in the lobby of our building, street level, at 400 N. Capitol Street

NW, between D & E Streets NW.

The Newsmakers studio is on this 1st floor -- street level. Don't let the guards send you to

the 6th floor. We'll watch for you in the lobby but if you don't see us right away, call our

control room at 202 626-4354 and we'll run to get you. Staffer Zach Dade will meet you.

You'll talk for 30 minutes with a C-SPAN host and two reporters. "Newsmakers" host will

be Steve Scully. Reporters are Stephen Power of The Wall Street Journal and Matthew

Wald of The New York Times.

"Newsmakers" will air live at 10a.m. ET and it will reair at 6pm ET on C-SPAN.

C-SPAN INFO IN BRIEF.

DAY/TIME: Sunday, March 20. Arrive C-SPAN at 9:45a.m It airs live at 10 (or 10:05a.m.)

It's a 30-minute interview.

LOCATION: C-SPAN studio, 400 N. Capitol Street NW, between D & E Streets NW . Stay on

Ground Floor -- street level. But if you don't see us, call C-SPAN's control room at 202 626-

4354.

PARKING: On Sundays, street parking is generally easiest, allowing for speedy entry and

exit. Parallel parking spaces and diagonal parking spaces need no money or permits on

Sunday. Validated parking is available under the building on the E Street side, too - but it

takes a little more time in part because parking attendants may want to inspect your trunk.

It's a Colonial parking garage; the entrance is about 100 yards from the corner of E & North

AC! J



Capitol, and the entrance is more or less across the street from Hotel George. Bring your

parking stub with you and we'll validate.

Our contact numbers:

Saturday: 626-4893, my desk, or[ (b() cell - Leslie Burdick.

Sunday morning: 202 626-4354, C-SPAN's control room - Lindley Smith, morning producer,

in charge.

Thanks,

Leslie Burdick

C-SPAN Producer

202 626-4893

lburdickdc-span.org

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected

from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the sender immediately by return e-

mail, purge it and do not disseminate or copy it.



Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 4:39 PM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros; Powell, Amy; Decker, David; Weil, Jenny; Shane,

Raeann; Dacus, Eugene
Subject: Fw: NRC to hold public meeting 9am 3/21/11 on NRC response to recent Japan event

Sent to Japan list and to region contacts

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

S (b)(6)

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
To: tim.rileyvnrc.qov <tim.rilev@nrc.Qov>
Sent:.Fri Mar 18 15:35:26 2011
Subject: NRC to hold public meeting 9am 3/21/11 on NRC response to recent Japan event

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION TO HOLD PUBLIC MEETING ON
NRC RESPONSE TO RECENT JAPAN EVENT

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission will be briefed by its staff on the NRC's response to the
ongoing nuclear event in Japan in a public meeting on March 21 at 9 a.m. at NRC Headquarters, 11555
Rockville Pike, Rockville, Md. The commission meeting will be open to public observation and will be webcast
at: http:i/www.nrc. _t)public-ihvoltle/pblic-nectingsiwcbcast-live.htn

The notice for this meeting is posted at http:.iwww.nrc.Liov/putlbic-involveipublic-
mcetings. indcx.cfimfisaction=Search. Detail&MC= 201 10236&NS=0&CFID= 12411.02&CFTOKEN-944958
-7"7

/ A
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Droggitis, Spiros
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:09 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy; Powell; Amy
Subject: Re: Please review text for mailout (how to convey undefined end date?)

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
To: Powell, Amy; Droggitis, Spiros
Sent: Fri Mar 18 17:00:07 2011
Subject: RE: Please review text for mailout (how to convey undefined end date?)

Same info through next week is what I was told. Spiros, can you confirm?

From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 4:59 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: Please review text for mailout (how to convey undefined end date?)

Are we set up at the same time, same channel through next week? I have not been paying close attention to

Spiros' e-mails as of yet as I am still trying to get all straight on CA trip...

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 4:57 PM
To: Powell, Amy
Subject: Please review text for mailout (how to convey undefined end date?)

Email Subject: NRC daily phone briefing 3:00prm

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will conduct a phone briefing on at 3pm daily (including Saturday and
Sunday) to address domestic concerns following events in Japan. These calls will continue to be held daily
until further notice.

Here is the dial-in information for the call:

Dial-in: 1-800-593-7189
Participant passcode: (b)(6)
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Riley•(OCA), Timothy

From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Frday, March 18, 2011 5:51 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: NRC daily phone briefing 3:00pm

Do me a favor and loop Spiros and Becky in as well, given my upcoming adventures...

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:44 PM
To: Powell, Amy
Subject: FW: NRC daily phone briefing 3:00pm

Sent to full distribution list

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:43 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: NRC daily phone briefing 3:00pm

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will conduct a phone briefing at 3pm daily (including Saturday and

Sunday) to address domestic concerns following events in Japan. These calls will continue to be held daily
until further notice.

Here is the dial-in information for the call:

Dial-in: 1-800-593-7189
Participant passcode:

F-i\ ~V11I"4



Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [AnnieCaputo@epw.senate.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:55 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: NRC daily phone briefing 3:00pm

Tahnks

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy fmailto:Timothy.RilevOCA(a~nrc.aov]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:55 PM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: RE: NRC daily phone briefing 3:00pm

The number and passcode will stay the same, at least through next week.

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [mailto:Annie Caputobepw.senate-iovl
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:54 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: NRC daily phone briefing 3:00pm

Is the number going to stay the same or change each day?

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy rmailto:Timothy.RileyOCAcnrc.qIov]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:43 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: NRC daily phone briefing 3:00pm

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will conduct a phone briefing at 3prm daily (including Saturday and

Sunday) to address domestic concerns following events in Japan. These calls will continue to be held daily
until further notice.

Here is the dial-in information for the call:

Dial-in: 1-800-593-7189
Participant passcode: (b)(6)
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:58 PM
To: Carrillo, Chris (Feinstein)
Subject: RE: Press Release: NRC Informs U.S. Nuclear Power Plants on Japan Earthquake's Effects

Chris,

I received a blank email from you. Let me know if I can provide any additional info about the Press Release or anything

else.
Thank you,

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry: F (b)(6)

.. ~ ~ ~ .. .... . . . . . ...... . . . . . . .... . . .. . . . .... . . . ... ...... ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . ..... ... ... . ... . •..... . .... . ..... . . .

From: Carrillo, Chris (Feinstein) [mailto:Chris Carrillo@feinstein.senate.govI

Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:52 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: Re: Press Release: NRC Informs U.S. Nuclear Power Plants on Japan Earthquake's Effects

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy [mailto:Timothy.RilevOCAdnrc.iovl
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 05:34 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy <Timothy.RileyOCAa)nrc.qov>
Subject: Press Release: NRC Informs U.S. Nuclear Power Plants on Japan Earthquake's Effects

Please see attached
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From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Ridge. Christia
Subject: Citizen Info

Date: Saturday, March 19, 2011 12:35:00 PM

Wayne Miller

(b)(6)

Wants .iilo on radiation hitting Cali lonid

Brenda Akstulewicz
Adiiiiinistrative '\ssistani
Office of Public AIfaiw,

301 -415-8209
brena. aast ,'u 'icz Pnrc, g•y

.. .. ,.. ... " \
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From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Brenner, Eliot

Subject: FW: Eliot"s Speaking Engagement Monday

Date: Saturday, March 19, 2011 1:50:00 PM

See intormation about Monday below.

From: Gemma Puglisi [mailto .puglisi@american.edul.
Sent: Saturday, March49,.:2011 1:46 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Re: Eliot's Speaking Engagement Monday

Brenda,

I completely understand. I heard Eliot was at the white house last week. How extraordinary.

If he can make it, and we are so excited if he can, the time is 3:30. The class ends at 4:50
but he can leave anytime he needs to.

The building is Mary Graydon center. Third floor. Room 332. Eliot was here last semester
but a different room.

Please thank him profhsely for me.

Please give him my cell: (b)(6) o contact me on monday. Thank you Brenda!

On Mar 19, 201 I. at 11:41 AM, "Akstulewicz, Brenda" <Brenda.Akstulewicz@nrc.uŽov>
wrote:

Hello (;emmna,

J hope this note finds you well.

El-iot has asked inm to contact you to find out the li0olhwint- for Mtonda,:

* When do you ticed him

o fofv long

,o Btildin naelll ,ind 1oo11 nimh1cr

O 1\.hal is the best way to .),et in touch with you on MondlnV

There is a chance he max need to cancel his spealking engagement on Monday. I-Ie



is hopiii this0 not the case, but given thle current events in lialali he may nieed have

urgent NRC IfLISilICSS to MWtCild t1.

Ns ,oon a.- he knows one way or the other, Eliot or I will get inl totich with you.

Thank,,
Brenda

Brcnda Akstulcwicz
A(:Iinistr~ativae Assistant
Office of P.uttblic Affairs
301-415-8209
brend. aaf/st ufe'rry cz 0urc., ay
<M2.jpg>



Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 4:02 PM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca
Cc: Boger, Bruce; Cool, Donald
Subject: FW: [LIKELY_SPAM]Conference Call Update 3/19/11 3:30

Great job by the briefers! And very appreciated flexibility...

From: Freedhoff, Michal [mailto:Michal. Freedhoff(3mail. house.qov]
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Cc: Joseph, Avenel; Powell, Amy
Subject: Re: [UKELYSPAM]Conference Call Update 3/19/11 3:30

Thanks. Please also tell your briefers that I very much appreciated the info they provided. Hope you guys get some time
off this weekend.

Michal
Michal Ilana Freedhoff, Ph.D.
Policy Director
Office of Representative Edward J. Markey
2108 Raybum House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
202-225-2836

Sent using BlackBerry

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy <Timothy. Rile.OCA.nrc.aov>
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy <Timothy. RileyOCAtd)nrc.oov>

Cc: Powell, Amy <Amy,Powell@nrc.qov>; Decker, David <David. Decker@nrc.qov>; Droggitis, Spiros
<Spiros.DroQqitis@nrc.aov>; Dacus, Eugene <Eugene. Dacus@nrc.gov>; Well, Jenny <Jenny.Weilf(nrc.gov>; Schmidt,
Rebecca <Rebecca.Schmidt(&nrc.gov>; Shane, Raeann <Raeann.Shanecnrc.qov>
Sent: Sat Mar 19 15:12:27 2011
Subject: [LIKELYSPAM]Conference Call Update 3/19/11 3:30

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will conduct a phone briefing at 3:30 TODAY (due to technical difficulties)
to address domestic concerns following events in Japan.

Here is the dial-in information for TODAY's call:
Dial In: (b)(6)
Passcode: (
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 10:06 PM
To: Sargent, Kimberly
Subject: RE: Materials for March 21st Commission Briefing on Japan Event (Staff Slides)

Kim,
I sent out the invites on Friday night, but did not receive any responses from the Hill. Maybe Amy and Becky
have some info?
See you in the morning,

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry:L (b)(6)

From: Sargent, Kimberly
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 6:13 PM
To: OCA Distribution
Subject: Fw: Materials for March 21st Commission Briefing on Japan Event (Staff Slides)

Do we know of any congressional staffers who plan to attend the public meeting tomorrow? We have
designated a few reserved seats, but if room begins to fill and we haven't heard anyone plans to attend we will
need to release the seats.

Thanks,
Kim
Kim Sargent
Director of Protocol
US Nuclear Re ulatory Commission

(b)(6)

Sent from my BlackBerry

From: Andersen, James
To: Laufer, Richard; Bavol, Rochelle; Svinicki, Kristine; Montes, David; Adler, James; Bates, Andrew; Batkin,
Joshua; Bubar, Patrice; Bupp, Margaret; Chairman Temp; Clark, Lisa; Coggins, Angela; Davis, Roger; Dhir,
Neha; Hart, Ken; Loyd, Susan; Monninger, John; Nieh, Ho; Pearson, Laura; Reddick, Darani; Rothschild, Trip;
Joosten, Sandy; Sharkey, Jeffry; Shea, Pamela; Sosa, Belkys; Bums, Stephen; Vietti-Cook, Annette; Warren,
Roberta; Zorn, Jason; Baggett, Steven; Bradford, Anna; Castleman, Patrick; Kock, Andrea; Tadesse, Rebecca;
Thoma, John; Franovich, Mike; Hipschman, Thomas; Batkin, Joshua; Marshall, Michael; Orders, William;
Snodderly, Michael; Wamick, Greg; Lisann, Elizabeth
Cc: Dudley, Richard; Ruland, William; Tregoning, Robert; Wittick, Brian; Blake, Kathleen; Bozin, Sunny; Cianci,
Sandra; Crawford, Carrie; Gibbs, Catina; Harves, Carolyn; Hasan, Nasreen; Jimenez, Patricia; KLS Temp;
Landau, Mindy; Lepre, Janet; Lewis, Antoinette; Herr, Linda; Muessle, Mary; Pace, Patti; Pulley, Deborah;
Savoy, Carmel; Speiser, Herald; Taylor, Renee; Temp, GEA; Temp, WCO; Temp, WDM; Wright, Darlene;
Wittick, Susan; Sargent, Kimberly; Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot; Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca;
Borchardt, Bill; Weber, Michael; Ash, Darren; Virgilio, Martin; Muessle, Mary; Landau, Mindy; Leeds, Eric;
Howe, Allen; Gratton, Christopher; Boska, John; Grobe, Jack
Sent: Sun Mar 20 18:03:59 2011
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Subject: Materials for March 21 st Commission Briefing on Japan Event (Staff Slides)

Attached are the staff slides for the Commission Meeting on March 21, 2011, "Briefing on NRC Response to
Recent Nuclear Events in Japan." I am sending this information out via two e-mail list, I apologize if you are
getting it twice.

Jim Andersen
Deputy AO, TBPM, OEDO
415-1725.

From: Laufer, Richard
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 4:46 PM
To: Bavol, Rochelle; Svinicki, Kristine; Montes, David; Adler, James; Bates, Andrew; Batkin, Joshua; Bubar,
Patrice; Bupp, Margaret; Chairman Temp; Clark, Lisa; Coggins, Angela; Davis, Roger; Dhir, Neha; Hart, Ken;
Loyd, Susan; Monninger, John; Nieh, Ho; Pearson, Laura; Reddick, Darani; Rothschild, Trip; Joosten, Sandy;
Sharkey, Jeffry; Shea, Pamela; Sosa, Belkys; Burns, Stephen; Vietti-Cook, Annette; Warren, Roberta; Zorn,
Jason; Baggett, Steven; Bradford, Anna; Castleman, Patrick; Kock, Andrea; Tadesse, Rebecca; Thoma, John;
Franovich, Mike; Hipschman, Thomas; Batkin, Joshua; Marshall, Michael; Orders, William; Snodderly, Michael;
Wamick, Greg; Lisann, Elizabeth
Cc: Dudley, Richard; Ruland, William; Tregoning, Robert; Wittick, Brian; Andersen, James; Blake, Kathleen;
Bozin, Sunny; Cianci, Sandra; Crawford, Carrie; Gibbs, Catina; Harves, Carolyn; Hasan, Nasreen; Jimenez,
Patricia; KLS Temp; Landau, Mindy; Lepre, Janet; Lewis, Antoinette; Herr, Linda; Muessle, Mary; Pace, Patti;
Pulley, Deborah; Savoy, Carmel; Speiser, Herald; Taylor, Renee; Temp, GEA; Temp, WCO; Temp, WDM;
Wright, Darlene; Wittick, Susan; Sargent, Kimberly; Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot; Powell, Amy; Schmidt,
Rebecca
Subject: Materials for March 21st Commission Briefing on Japan Event

Attached is the final scheduling note for the March 21st Commission briefing on the Japan Event. Staff slides
should be emailed later today by Jim Andersen (OEDO).

Note that Commissioner Magwood goes first with questions.

Below are a few meeting logistics for your information:

- Bill Borchardt will be the only NRC staff member at the table.
- The seats in the well are reserved for DEDOs / Office Directors
- The stadium seating to the Commissioners left will be reserved for designated technical staff (who may be
called upon during the meeting) and Commission Office EAs/TAs
- The stadium seating to the Commissioners right will be reserved for Press Corps/OPA
- Some of the stadium seating in front of the Commissioners will be reserved for VIPs (Congressional Office
staffers).
- The remaining stadium seats in front of the Commissioners will be open to the public.

Once the available public seats are filled, members of the public will be directed around the back of the
building where they will enter the TWFN Auditorium to view the Commission meeting.

Thanks,
Rich
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Riley...OCA), Timothy, ........

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy

Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:38 AM
To: Shane, Raeann
Subject: Re: Sunday 3/20 3:00 Congressional Staff briefing summary

Raeann,
I apologize for not sending you the dial in numbers. I thought I had cc'd you on the email to Eric but apparently not. Glad it
worked out.
Tim

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

•] (b)(6) 1

From: Shane, Raeann
To: OCA Distribution
Sent: Sun Mar 20 17:43:22 2011
Subject: Sunday 3/20 3:00 Congressional Staff briefing summary

Today's conference call went well. Eric Leeds took the lead and covered the reactor information and Don Cool
participated for the radiation/dose modeling information.

We had staffers from:

Congressman Markey - Michal and Avenel
Congressman Hoyer - Mary Frances
EPW majority and minority - Annie, but I'm not sure who the majority person was, they did not ask any
questions and I missed the beginning of the call
Lieberman - Chris Griffin
One other office that I did not get.

There was some confusion over the call in phone number so I was trying to find the call in number when Eric
realized he had it and began the call without me at 3:00.

Summary of Questions:

Lieberman's office asked:
Q: Is water reaching the spent fuel pool? A: we are not sure
Q: Is our 50 mile evacuation recommendation still good? A: Yes, we are staying with it for now until we get
better dose numbers.
Q: Is Japan still at 20km? A: Yes.
Q: Can we get a follow-up briefing on how the dose modeling is done. A: OCA will work to set up a phone call
or briefing. (Annie, Chris Griffin interested and Chris thinks Jonathan Epstein would want to be on it too)

EPW/Inhofe:
Q: Do they have instrumentation in the SFP that could work if they get power? A: We are not sure what
condition it is in. It probably has been damaged by the explosions.
Q: Can you talk about the scenarios you put out with the press release? A: We had to make assumptions,
the calculations are conservative. You have to plan for what could happen, not what is happening currently.
We are not getting information from Japan that would let us do better modeling.

297 Nj"t 1
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Q: How could you get 100% release of activity in the SFP? A: You would not. Some would remain in the
pool. Our models take that into account. If we had used the assumption that 100% was released the numbers
we put out would have been much much higher.

Markey:
Q: Why is it taking so long to get the power going again? A: They have multiple challenges including the

damage from the earthquake/tsunami and the high dose rates in the plant.
Q: Would you be getting better information if this were happening in the US? A: Yes, we practice this with our
licensees and the states all the time. The DOE and states would be taking measurements and the licensee
would be doing surveys. We know TEPCO is doing surveys but we do not have the information. Q: Why
won't they give it to you? A: We keep asking.
Q: How are the ariel measurements taken? A: They are flying in grids. If they get to an area with a dose rate
of 0.5 R/hr they have to turn back. They have not been flying over the plant because the dose is too high.
They are flying North, South, and West of the plant.

Hoyer:
Q: Can you talk more about the Industry Consortium? How will this be different? A: They will have better
access to Ministry of Defense and it can be a better coordinated response.
Q: Is there precedence for this with other natural disasters? A: We are not sure.

1 IOU. They want a follow-up briefing on the radiation/dose modeling. Don Cool could do it or potentially
Cyndi Jones, Trish or Vince Holahan.
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:59 AM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: Re: Distribution this morning

Yes. Tell them on cspan

From: Riley.(OCA), Timothy
To: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Mon Mar 21 08:46:24 2011
Subject: Distribution this morning

Becky,
Spiros and I discussed sending out the following email this morning. Should we include a note about this
morning's Commission meeting?

Email subject: NRC: FAQs and Daily phone Briefing

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has posted a series of updated seismic and tsunami questions and
answers on its website. The Q&A provides basic information on earthquakes and tsunamis, details on U.S.
nuclear power plant seismic design and an explanation of NRC's recent study on earthquake risk. Other NRC
information related to the March 11 earthquake and tsunami is available at http://www.nrc.gov/iapan/'apan-
info.html.

The NRC will continue to conduct a phone briefing at 3pm daily to address domestic concerns following

events in Japan.

Dial-in information for the call Monday-Friday:

Dial-in: 1-800-593-7189
Participant passcode: (b)(6)

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301 -41r-8492
Blackberri (b)(6)
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:35 AM
To: annie-caputo@epw.senate.gov'
Subject: Re: Public Meeting, FAQs and Daily phone Briefing

Yes, briefly. Condolences for the Japanese, praise for NRC staff response, endorsmenet of review of US plants,
confidence that US fleet is safe but that we can learn and apply lessons.
Each said some variant of the above.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

S (b)(6)

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) <Annie Caputo(&epw.senate.qov>
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Mon Mar 21 09:30:09 2011
Subject: RE: Public Meeting, FAQs and Daily phone Briefing

I came on just a few minutes after 9:00. Did the commissioners make statements?

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy Fmailto:Timothy.RileyOCA@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:29 AM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: Re: Public Meeting, FAQs and Daily phone Briefing

The broadcast could have started earlier, but the commission meeting started a bit after 9. It may be available on C-span.
and will be re-broadcast via our website.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

[ (b)(6)

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) <Annie Caputo(epw.senate.gov>
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Mon Mar 21 09:26:16 2011
Subject: RE: Public Meeting, FAQs and Daily phone Briefing

9:00 am? When I tuned in, it had already been going for an hour?

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy rmailto:Timothy.RileyOCAc•nrc.qov!
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:59 AM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: NRC: Public Meeting, FAQs and Daily phone Briefing

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has posted a series of updated seismic and tsunami questions and
answers on its website. The Q&A provides basic information on earthquakes and tsunamis, details on U.S.
nuclear power plant seismic design and an explanation of NRC's recent study on earthquake risk. Other NRC
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information related to the March 11 earthquake and tsunami is available at http://www.nrc.qov/iapan/iapan-
info.html.

The Commission is holding a public meeting this morning at 9am to discuss the NRC response to recent

nuclear events in Japan. Meeting information, including slides and webcast information, are available via our

public meetings page.

The NRC will continue to conduct a phone briefing at 3prm daily to address domestic concerns following

events in Japan.

Dial-in information for the call Monday-Friday:

Dial-in: 1-800-593-7189
Participant passcode: (b)(6)

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry: (b)(6) ]
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:01 PM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca
Subject: FW: Concurrent questions

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry: (b)(6) J

From: Hunt, Jasmine (Durbin) [mailto:Jasmine Hunt(@durbin.senate.Qov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:00 PM
To: Riley:(OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: Concurrent questions

The forum will be much like a hearing in setup in that only the Senators will be asking questions and Senator
Durbin will serve as the moderator. The focus of the hearing is on the safety of Illinois nuclear power plants and
we are hoping to stay focused on our potential risk and how to mitigate them. From our side, are hoping the NRC
can provide insight on how US and Japan licensing requirements differ and the safety priorities in considered in US
license renewals.

On Thursday, Senator Kirk brought up the Yucca Mountain project and re-iterated his support, so that may also
come up from his office.

If you could please provide a written opening statement to me by Wednesday, that would be very helpful from our
end, but is not required. Please let me know if there is anything other information I can provide.

Bests,
Jasmine

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy [mailto:Timothy.RileyOCAlinrc.xov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 11:52 AM
To. Hunt, Jasmine (Durbin)
Subject: Concurrent questions

Jasmine,
Some follow on questions, so we can make sure we're prepared for Friday's forum:
I understand it will be a moderated forum. Who's the moderator and what info can you provide on the scope of
discussion?
Will we need to provide a written opening statement/testimony?

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
B l a c k b e r ry 3 416 1341/\.
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Droggitis, Spiros
Monday, March 21, 2011 12:17 PM
Riley (OCA), Timothy
RE: USAID call today @2

Tim: It will be someone from the LT Team, yet to be determined. Tom, Jeff or Mark

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:14 PM
To: Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: USAID call today @2

Spiros,
Call in from Betty Cook (USAID). Do we have a confirmed speaker for today's call? LT Team Lead maybe?

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry.: (b)(6)
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 2:29 PM
To: Franzw (Coons)
Subject: RE: NRC: Public Meeting, FAQs and Daily phone Briefing

Franz,
I will add you to the distribution, Please join us for the call at 3pm, or contact me with any questions.
Thank you,
Tim Riley
Dial-in: 1-800-593-7189
Participant passcode: I (b)(6)

From: Franzw (Coons) [mailto:FranzWuerfmannsdobler@coons.senate.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 2:26 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: FW: NRC: Public Meeting, FAQs and Daily phone Briefing

Tim,

Can you add me to this list? I work with Lisa and am following the energy issues. My information is

Franzw@coons.senate.gov and:202-224-5303, t

Thanks,
Franz

.. . .. . .. . . . . . .... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .... . . . . . . . . ...... ... .. ..• .. . ........ . ... . .

From: Hummon, Lisa (Coons)
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 1:43 PM
To: Franzw (Coons)
Subject: FW: NRC: Public Meeting, FAQs and Daily phone Briefing

Fyi..,

From: "Riley (OCA), Timothy" <Tirmothy.RilevOCA@nrc.gov>
Date: Mon, 21 Mar 2011 08:59:00 -0400
To: "Riley (OCA), Timothy" <Timothy.RileyOCA@nrc.-ov>
Subject: NRC: Public Meeting, FAQs and Daily phone Briefing

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has posted a series of updated seismic and tsunami questions and
answers on its website. The O&A provides basic information on earthquakes and tsunamis, details on U.S.
nuclear power plant seismic design and an explanation of NRC's recent study on earthquake risk. Other NRC
information related to the March 11 earthquake and tsunami is available at http://www.nrc.govliapan/japan-
info.html.

The Commission is holding a public meeting this morning at 9am to discuss the NRC response to recent
nuclear events in Japan. Meeting information, including slides and webcast information, are available via our
public meetings page.
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The NRC will continue to conduct a phone briefing at 3pm daily to address domestic concerns following

events in Japan.

Dial-in information for the call Monday-Friday:

Dial-in: 1-800-593-7189

Participant passcode:, (b)(6)_

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492.
Blackberryf (b)(6)
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From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Info - MedScape Magazine
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 3:55:00 PM

Lauiric Bluck
Freedmcing for •led-Scape

lau rie6i)L uriebovick.ctom

How prepared was Japlii for the events that to•k place

Brenda Akstulewicz
Admirtistrativc Assistart.
()Ofice ot Public Aflains
3()01-415-8209
bretufa. a Lst uferuicz Ol In rc.ao'
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:41 PM
To: James, Kevin
Subject: RE: Site visit to Point Beach

Thanks, Kevin. If your office has any questions about the Japan event and how the NRC is responding, please let me

know.
Tim

From: James, Kevin [ mailto: Kevinjames@rmail.house.oovl
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:38 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Cc: Wettstein, Clare
Subject: RE: Site visit to Point Beach

Thanks, Timothy. Clare Wettstein in our district office is coordinating this visit, so I forwarded your e-mail to her. She's

going to ask Congressman Petri about it. Clare is apparently working with Sara Cassidy at the facility but I will have her

get back to you as well.

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy [mailto:Timothy.RilevOCA(nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 3:54 PM
To: James, Kevin
Subject: Site visit to Point Beach

Kevin,
I understand that Representative Petri may be visiting the Point Beach Nuclear Facility this Friday. During his
site visit, would he like to meet with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Resident Inspectors at the plant? If

yes, I'll make sure they coordinate with NextEra to have the site tour include a visit to the NRC offices on site.
This would offer him an opportunity to speak with the regulatory staff on site performing inspections and

assessing plant performance and safety.
Thank you,

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: -301-415-8492
Blackberry (b)(6)
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 5:05 PM
To: Shimek, Jaime (Murray)
Subject: RE: Public Meeting, FAQs and Daily phone Briefing

Jaime,
The WA state detection information comes from DOE: http://blog.energv.gov/content/situation-iapan

Similarly, between March 16 and 17, a detector at the Department of Energy's Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory in Washington State detected trace amounts of Xenon-] 33, which is a radioactive noble gas
produced during nuclear fission that poses no concern at the detected level. The levels detected were
approximately 0. 1 disintegrations per second per cubic meter of air (100 mBq/m3).

I believe this is the most current information the NRC has. I have an inquiry in and will update you if there is more info.
Thank you,
Tim Riley

From: Shimek, Jaime (Murray) [mailto:Jaime Shimekbmurray.senate.qovl
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 3:20 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: Public Meeting, FAQs and Daily phone Briefing

Can you please send the Washington state detection information to me as soon as possible, please?

Thank you,
falinie

4-6935

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy [mailto: Timothy. RileyOCAdnrc.qovl
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:59 AM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: NRC: Public Meeting, FAQs and Daily phone Briefing

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has posted a series of updated seismic and tsunami questions and
answers on its website. The O&A provides basic information on earthquakes and tsunamis, details on U.S.
nuclear power plant seismic design and an explanation of NRC's recent study on earthquake risk. Other NRC
information related to the March 11 earthquake and tsunami is available at http://www.nrc.1ov/iapan/iapan-
infohtml.

The Commission is holding a public meeting this morning at 9am to discuss the NRC response to recent
nuclear events in Japan. Meeting information, including slides and webcast information, are available via our
public meetings page.

The NRC will continue to conduct a phone briefing at 3pm daily to address domestic concerns following

events in Japan.

Dial-in information for the call Monday-Friday:

Dial-in: 1-800-593-7189
Participant passcode: 7(b)(6)



Timothy Riley

Congressional Affairs Officer

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Office of Congressional Affairs

Phone: 301-415-8492

Blackberryl (b)(6)
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From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonarsorso. Amy

Subject: Info

Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:05:00 AM

lielen Smith
(b)(6)

Traveding to Hawaii next Monday and wants to know ii radiation lillits will he safe for her to

travel

Brenda Akslulewicz
Admninistrative:' Assistant.

Office of th•flic Affairs
301-41 5-8209

riendai aA kit kicz (Pitq .....
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Riley. (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:40 PM
To: Logaras, Harral
Cc: Heck, Jared; Barker, Allan; Pederson, Cynthia; Kunowski, Michael; Burton, Stephen; Shear,

Gary
Subject: RE: Congressman Petri tour on Friday, March 25
Attachments: imageOO1.jpg; image002.jpg; image003.jpg

Clare Wettstein, the Deputy District Director for Congressman Tom Petri informed me this afternoon that the
Congressman would like to include a visit with the Resident Inspectors during his site tour on Friday. Aside
from an assessment of the plant's performance, I imagine that the Residents will be asked for commentary on
lessons learned from the events unfolding in Japan. The Chairman's statement from Monday's public meeting
may be useful as a reference to speak from:

We have a responsibility to the American people to undertake a systematic and methodical review of the
safety of our own domestic nuclear facilities, in light of the natural disaster and the resulting nuclear
emergency in Japan. Beginning to examine all available information is an essential part of our effort to
analyze the event and understand its impact on Japan and implications for the United States. Our focus is
always on keeping plants and radioactive materials in this country safe and secure.
As this immediate crisis in Japan comes to an end, we will look at any information we can gain from the
event and see if there are changes we need to make. to further protcct the public. Together with my
colleagues on the Commission, we will review the current status and identify the steps we will take to
conduct that review. In the meantime, we will continue to oversee and monitor plants to ensure that U. S.
reactors remain safe.

Please let me know if there are any information requests as a result of the visit.
Thank you very much,

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
BlackberryF (b)(6)

From: Logaras, Harnal
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 3:09 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Cc: Heck, Jared; Barker, Allan; Pederson, Cynthia; Kunowski, Michael; Burton, Stephen; Shear, Gary
Subject: FW: Congressman Petri tour on Friday, March 25

Dear Tim,
It has come to our attention that U. S. Representative Tom Petri has requested a tour of the Point

Beach Nuclear Plant this Friday, March 25, 2011 (see the message string, below). Please let us know if we can
be of assistance.

Sincerely,

Harral Logaras
U. S. NRC Region III
Regional Government Liaison
630-829-9659
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Meighan, Sean
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:44 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: FW: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Good Afternoon Timothy

Can you answer the following..

Do you have a date\time when this Staffer wants to come in?

V/R
s

From: Carlson, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:24 PM
To: Meighan, Sean
Cc: Mahoney, Michael; Bamford, Peter; Billoch, Araceli
Subject: RE: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Sean -

We're working the briefing package now. Do you have a date\time when this Staffer wants to come in? Also,
I'm receiving mixed signals about who would present the briefing ... ranging from DORL Dir to the PM. Do you
have specifics?

Thanks,

Bob

Robert D. Carlson, Chief
Plant Licensing Branch 111-2

Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(0) 301-415-1995

From: Meighan, Sean
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:49 AM
To: Carlson, Robert
Cc: Mahoney, Michael; Bamford, Peter
Subject: FW: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Good Morning Bob:

Please read below request from Congressional Staffer (and EDO's office). Let me know if/when Quad Cites
PM can support.

Pete Bamford had helped out on this type of topic before,,, he may have some canned info you can leverage
off.
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Very Respectfully
Sean

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 5:27 PM
To: Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh
Subject: FW: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Sean/Quynh.

As noted below, a Congressional staffer would like an NRC basics and Quad Cities overview brief later this

week.

Please let me know what can be supported.

Thanks,
Brian Wittick
Executive Technical Assistant for Reactors
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-2496 (w)I (b)(6) C)

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 5:15 PM
To: Wittick, Brian
Subject: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Brian,
Can I get staff assistance to brief staff from the office of Congressman Schilling (R-IL)? The Representative will not be

present, and they are not asking for Japan-related information (directly). The staffer would like a briefing on NRC, how

we regulate, and an overview of Quad Cities 1&2 (issues, age, spent fuel storage) etc.

If at all possible, they would like the briefing late this week. I understand this will be difficult to accommodate, please let

me know what would be possible.
Thank you,
Tim
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:50 PM
To: Amy Powell; David Decker; Droggitis, Spiros; Eugene Dacus; Jenny Weil; Rebecca Schmidt;

Shane, Raeann
Subject: FW: IL potassium iodide plan

Kudos to Jenny for letting me recycle a response she gave on a similar topic.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberr I (b)(6)

From: Fischhoff, Ilya fmailto:Ilya.Fischhoffcmail.house.pov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:46 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: IL potassium iodide plan

Hi Tim,

Thank you, this helps!

Best,
Ilya

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy fmailto:Timothy.RilevOCA6&nrc.oov1
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:43 PM
To: Fischhoff, Ilya
Subject: RE: IL potassium iodide plan

llya,
Illinois did not submit its plan to the NRC. FEMA Region V may be able to provide you with a copy, as FEMA is
responsible for determining the adequacy of offsite plans and preparedness for an operating or proposed
commercial nuclear power plant.

Here is some background information on emergency planning: htto://www.nrc.-ov!readinq-rm/doc-

collections/fact-sheetslfs-emerq-plan-Drep-nuc-power.htmI

I hope this helps,

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
BlackberryF (b)(6)

From: Fischhoff, Ilya miltq.llva.Fischhoff(dmail.house.aov_

Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:41 PM
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To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: IL potassium iodide plan

Hi Tim,
My understanding is that IL declined to take KI from NRC, but instead had its own plan for distribution to residents

within the 10 mile radius of nuclear power plants. Did Illinois give NRC a copy of its plan, and if so could send it to me?

Thanks!

llya
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Rileyt (OCA), Timothy

From: Logaras, Harral
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:51 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Cc: Heck, Jared; Barker, Allan: Pederson. Cynthia; Kunowski, Michael; Burton, Stephen; Shear,

Gary
Subject: RE: Congressman Petri tour on Friday, March 25
Attachments: Commission Brief 3-21-10.pdf; image0O1.jpg; image002.jpg; image003.jpg

Tim,
Thank you for the excellent prep work and guidance. I have taken the liberty of attaching the entire

transcript of Monday's Public Meeting. In addition to the excerpts you included, for a great source of
messaging I am drawn to Bill Borchardt's presentation beginning at Line 16 on page 13 and continuing into
page 19 of the attached.

Sincerely,

Harral Logaras
U. S. NRC Region III
Regional Government Liaison
630-829-9659
Link to the Award Winning NRC Information Digest http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-
collections/nuregs/ýstaff/sr13S0/v22/srl350v22.pdf
Link to NRC Fact Sheets and Brochures http:/!www.nrc.gov/readinp,-rm/doc-collectionslfact-sheets/

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:40 PM
To: Logaras, Harral
Cc: Heck, Jared; Barker, Allan; Pederson, Cynthia; Kunowski, Michael; Burton, Stephen; Shear, Gary
Subject: RE: Congressman Petri tour on Friday, March 25

Clare Wettstein, the Deputy District Director for Congressman Tom Petri informed me this afternoon that the
Congressman would like to include a visit with the Resident Inspectors during his site tour on Friday. Aside
from an assessment of the plant's performance. I imagine that the Residents will be asked for commentary on
lessons leamed from the events unfolding in Japan. The Chairman's statement from Monday's public meeting
may be useful as a reference to speak from:

We have a responsibility to the American people to undertake a systematic and methodical review of the
safety of our own domestic nuclear facilities, in light of the natural disaster and the resulting nuclear
emergency in Japan. Beginning to examine all available infornation, is an essential part of our effort to
analyze the event and understand its impact on Japan and implications for the United States. Our focus is
always on keeping plants and radioactive materials in this country safe and secure.
As this immediate crisis in Japan comes to an end, we will look at any information we can gain from the
event and see if there are changes we need to make, to further protect the public. Together with my
colleagues on the Commission, we will review the current status and identify the steps we will take to
conduct that review. In the meantime, we will continue to oversee and monitor plants to ensure that U. S.
reactors remain safe.

Please let me know if there are any information requests as a result of the visit.
Thank you very much.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs officer48
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry: 202-510-8672

... ... . .... ... ... .. ... . .. . . . . . .. . . ... ... ...... .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . .. . . . . . . . .

From: Logaras, Harral
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 3:09 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Cc: Heck, Jared; Barker, Allan; Pederson, Cynthia; Kunowski, Michael; Burton, Stephen; Shear, Gary
Subject: FW: Congressman Petri tour on Friday, March 25

Dear Tim,
It has come to our attention that U. S. Representative Tom Petri has requested a tour of the Point

Beach Nuclear Plant this Friday, March 25, 2011 (see the message string, below). Please let us know if we can
be of assistance.

Sincerely,

Harral Logaras
U. S. NRC Region Ill
Regional Government Liaison
630-829-9659

Link to the Aword Winning NRC Information Digest http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc.
collections/nuegs/s2aff/ 2!srl3S0/v'7sr1350y22 1.df

Link to NRC Fact Sheets and Brochures http:!//ww.nr .[c _..ding-d r /doc-col~eceions/fact-sheets/

. .. . . . . .. . . . ... . ,.... .. .... ..... ...... . . ... .. ..... .. . ... ...... ... .... . ..... .. . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . .

From: Kunowski, Michael
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 2:02 PM
To: Shear, Gary; West, Steven
Cc: Logaras, Harral; Jandovitz, John
Subject: FW: Congressman Petri tour on Friday, March 25

Steve and Gary,

No info on if he wants to speak to the residents.

From: Burton, Stephen
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:32 PM
To: Kunowski, Michael
Cc: Chandrathil, Prema
Subject: FW: Congressman Petri tour on Friday, March 25

FYI

From: Costedio, James [mailto:JAMES.COSTEDIO@nexteraenergy.com]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:28 AM
To: Burton, Stephen
Cc: Cassidy, Sara
Subject: FW: Congressman Petri tour on Friday, March 25

Steve.
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FYI - We will keep you informed

From: Cassidy, Sara
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:22 AM
To: Costedio, James; Flentje, Fritzie
Subject: Congressman Petri tour on Friday, March 25

FYI - Congressman Petri has requested a plant tour for this Friday. We are in the process of working out the logistics
with his office. So, I will get back to you when I have all the final details, but I wanted to put this on your radar screen so
you could alert the residents.

Below is some information about the Congressman.

I'll be in touch.

Thanks, Sara

Biography - Congressman Petri (Republican)

Tom Petri represents Wisconsin's 6th Congressional District and is serving his 17th term in the U.S. House of
Representatives. First elected in April 1979, Petri has been returned to office every two years since.

He is a current member of both the Transportation and Infrastructure Committee and of the Committee on Education

and the Workforce (formerly Education and Labor). Petri is the Chairman of the Aviation Subcommittee of the

Transportation and Infrastructure Committee. He is also a member of the Subcommittee on Highways and Transit,

where he served as Chairman for 12 years, 1995 through 2006. As a senior member of the Committee on Education and

the Workforce, he is a member of the Subcommittee on Early Childhood, Elementary, and Secondary Education,

and the Subcommittee on Higher Education and Workforce Training. For more information on Congressman Petri's

committee assignments, see his committee page.

From 1987 through 1990, Petri served as a member of the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct, better known as

the House Ethics Committee.

Petri is a current member and former Chairman of the House British-American Parliamentary Group, an official

organization formed to strengthen relations with the British Parliament.

A persistent foe of government waste, Petri has repeatedly earned high marks from such organizations as the National

Taxpayers Union, the Concord Coalition, Citizens Against Govemment Waste, Americans for Tax Reform, and the

Watchdogs of the Treasury. Over many years he has repeatedly been named a "Guardian of Small Business" by the

National Federation of Independent Business, and has won the "National Security Leadership Award" from the American

Security Council.

Petri is known for his efforts to apply innovative solutions to problems, with a firm commitment to cost-effectiveness.

Accordingly, Norm Ornstein, a prominent political scholar and expert on Congress, has called Petri "one of the most

thoughtful members of Congress, filled with lots of ideas about how to make government better," while senior Washington

Post columnist David Broder has called him "a notably independent, creative legislator."
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Important Petri legislative initiatives have included those in the areas of student loan reform, the federal highway program,

cost-sharing for federal water projects, tax and welfare reform, banking reform, campaign reform, and health care reform.

Petri attended Goodrich High School in Fond du Lac and received undergraduate and law degrees from Harvard. He
served in Somalia as a Peace Corps volunteer and in the White House focusing on anti-drug efforts.

Energy Policy

Rep. Petri believes that, in order to reduce our dependence on foreign oil, we must promote conservation, develop

alternative energy sources, and increase domestic production in a responsible manner. He believes that the only way we

will truly gain energy independence is through a diversification of energy sources and new transformational technologies

that harness American ingenuity and innovation.

Early in the 110th Congress, with Rep. Petri's support. the House and Senate passed the Energy Independence and

Security Act of 2007. The law increases the mandatory fleet-wide Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standard to

35 miles per gallon by 2020 for all new cars and light trucks. This was the first congressionally-mandated CAFE increase

since 1975. The law also promotes the use of alternative energy sources such as solar power and provides for new and

updated energy efficiency and conservation standards.

Rep. Petri has also supported legislation to streamline the refinery permitting process, strengthen laws against price

gouging, and open up federal lands in the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) to domestic oil exploration. Rep. Petri has also

cosponsored legislation to reduce the number of mandated "boutique fuels" in our state that drive up the cost of gasoline.

In 2008, Rep. Petri introduced a "Sense of the House" resolution calling for a U.S.-led, international effort to lessen the

impact of price speculation in the oil markets. He believes that the US. government should pursue a coordinated

regulatory approach among all oil-consuming and oil-trading nations to establish policies which limit inefficient speculative

trading and allow oil futures markets to serve their proper function of finding a balance between supply and demand.

That's what Rep. Petri's proposal was designed to encourage.

Rep. Petri has consistently opposed large subsidies to oil and gas producers working federal lease areas. These

subsidies simply are not necessary at a time when the market price of oil is high. He has voted in support of legislation

and amendments to close a loophole in current law that has allowed these companies to profit on government land

without paying a user fee.

Rep. Petri will continue to support the Low-Income Housing Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) which provides funds

to states so that they may help low-income households pay home energy expenses. States may use LIHEAP funds to

assist families with heating and cooling costs, provide crisis assistance, and pay for weatherization projects.
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

To: Meighan, Sean
Subject: RE: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Correction: I had my wires crossed, as the Congressman is also tryin

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry (b)(6)

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:55 PM
To: Meighan, Sean
Subject: RE: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Sean,
I don't have a date/time. I suggest we put Exelon in touch with the Congressman's office, so they can
coordinate directly, if that is possible.
The Representative's office contact information is:

Scott Tranter
Office of Rep. Bobby Schilling (IL-17)
Ph: (202) 225-5905

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry:I (b)(6)

From: Meighan, Sean
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:44 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: FW: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Good Afternoon Timothy

Can you answer the following..

Do you have a date\time when this Staffer wants to come in?

V/R

• . . . .. ... . . .. ...... ....... .. .. ... . ...... . ..

From: Carlson, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 20112:24 PM6\ -i *v:
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To: Meighan, Sean
Cc: Mahoney, Michael; Bamford, Peter; Billoch, Araceli
Subject: RE: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Sean -

We're working the briefing package now. Do you have a date\time when this Staffer wants to come in? Also,
I'm receiving mixed signals about who would present the briefing . ranging from DORL Dir to the PM. Do you
have specifics?

Thanks,

Bob

Robert D. Carlson, Chief

Plant Licensing Branch 111-2
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(0) 301-415-1995

From: Meighan, Sean
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:49 AM
To: Carlson, Robert
Cc: Mahoney, Michael; Bamford, Peter
Subject: FW: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Good Morning Bob:

Piease read below request from Congressional Staffer (and EDO's office). Let me know if/when Quad Cites
PM can support.

Pete Bamford had helped out on this type of topic before,,, he may have some canned info you can leverage
offý

Very Respectfully
Sean

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 5:27 PM
To: Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh
Subject: FW: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Sean/Quynh,

As noted below, a Congressional staffer would like an NRC basics and Quad Cities overview brief later this
week.

Please let me know what can be supported.

Thanks,
Brian Wittick
Executive Technical Assistant for Reactors
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Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear RegclaIMnorn mi,•sion
301-415-2496 (w);l (b)(6) 1c)

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 5:15 PM

To: Wittick, Brian
Subject: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Brian,

Can I get staff assistance to brief staff from the office of Congressman Schilling (R-IL)? The Representative will not be

present, and they are not asking for Japan-related information (directly). The staffer would like a briefing on NRC, how

we regulate, and an overview of Quad Cities 1&2 (issues, age, spent fuel storage) etc.

If at all possible, they would like the briefing late this week. I understand this will be difficult to accommodate, please let

me know what would be possible.

Thank you,

Tim
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From: Akstulewicz. Brenda

To: Couret, ]vonne

Subject: FW: Casks
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 3:03:00 PM

Sen(ldig to vou I)ecaise I'm not sure who s elc to semi it to.

From: Herr, Linda
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:41 AM
To: OPA Resource; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: FW: Casks

Morning Brenda:

Here's an email from Mr. Nguyen; Ho requested that I send his previous email re: Pools for OPA's
response so l'm assuming you get this one too.

Many thanks,
Linda

From: CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:34 AM
To: Herr, Linda
Subject: FW: Casks

.F.m-...-.-.0),---.--m. . .. (. -. ............ . ...........
From: mal (b)(6)

Sent: Monday, Marc 21 011 8 15 AM
To: CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Subject: Casks

Dear Bill

The time has come for US officials to break all precedents and think outside
the box with thoughts and ideas from the American people. US nuclear plants
use the same pools to cool spent fuel rods as the ones spewing radiation at

Fukushima, only US pools hold much more nuclear material and therefore
pose a much greater danger, and indeed a clear and present danger, to the
American people. Should a megaquake, tsunami, sabotage, Stuxnet
cyberattack, war or terrorist attack hit America, the damage could run into not
billions, but trillions of dollars. We the people are fearful for our safety and

demand that NRC require spent fuel to be taken out of US pools to reduce
risks, as this is a no brainer. The NRC, DoE and other agencies must be above
reproach and serve and protect the American people and not favor the nuclear
industry or special interests. Now is the time to refuse all gifts, junkets, meals,



tickets, favors, trips, propaganda, or bribes that may be coming fast and
furious from the embattled industry and serve we the people.

We must stop debating whether America's spent fuel pools would fare as
badly or worse in an accident, and whether they could be made safer. We all
must be concerned that US pools are too full and must reduce risks by
transferring 90% of the fuel rods to dry casks like Germany did. Japanese
pools are far from capacity but still contain an enormous amount of
radioactivity. There are 104 nukes in America and a typical US plant would
have about 10 times as much fuel in its pools. We the people do not accept
NRC's position that US pools are operated safely to cool spent fuel for 5

years after removal from a reactor. Moving spent fuel into dry casks, steel and
concrete containers filled with an inert gas, is a much safer method for
storage, and we matter because our lives are at stake and it's our country.
Dry cask storage at nuclear power plants could be used for 60 years, giving us
plenty of time to figure out a plan for a permanent repository or reprocessing.
NRC must strong-arm all utilities that it is far cheaper to do the right thing
and pay now than to pay much more later when disaster strikes and lawsuits
arrive. If the industry refuses, then a few decommissionings will do the trick.

In 2004, Congress asked the National Academy of Scientists (NAS) to look at
how spent fuel pools would withstand a terrorist attack. After what happened
in Japan, we can see clearly that an attack or sabotage that drained a power
plant's pool would start an uncontrollable fire that would release large amounts
of radiation. The 2004 NAS report said that dry cask storage has two
advantages over pool storage: It relies only on air circulation for cooling, and
it splits the spent fuel into multiple containers. We the people want NRC to
speed the transfer to dry casks, require plant owners to move spent fuel to dry
casks, and mandate all utilities to spend $10 billion on dry casks, because a
large radiation release from a pool fire could result in tens of thousands of
cancer deaths and require hundreds of billions of dollars for decontamination.
We the people also demand that the US lifts the ban on nuclear fuel
reprocessing so utilities can reprocess spent fuel at DoE's Savannah River.

DoE can simply modify the plant to handle spent commercial fuel, which
would avoid spending money on dry casks. If DoE can't or won't do that, then

France, Britain, India, Pakistan, Russia, China and other nations are more than
happy to reprocess our spent fuel.

Not Self But Country



Eddy Nguyen

Titan Capital



From: Wittick. Susan
To: Akstulewicz. Brenda
Subject: C-Span
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 3:40:27 PM

Attachments: iaiaeO01.png

Brenda,

I don't want to be a pest to Eliot, but thought he might like to know that there were 469
views of the Commission Meeting on C-Span! Just thought I'd mention this in case he

didn't already know.

Susan

Sad"a az'd
Protocol Specialist
0* 30n1-419:-3•211-

014 E05

susan.wittick@nrc gov< 'U.S.NRC
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 3:40 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Thanks. Let me know if you need anything else.

Brian Wittick
Executive Technical Assistant for Reactors
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-2496 (w),I (b)(6) (c)

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 3:29 PM
To: Wittick, Brian
Subject: RE: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Yes, we're coordinating now. Thank you!

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry[ (b)(6)

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 3:11 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities.

Tim,

Did you get any follow-up from NRR on this?

Brian Wittick
Executive Technical Assistant for Reactors
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Req'atonv rmmmizinrl

301-415-2496 (w1 (b)(6) [

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 5:15 PM
To: Wittick, Brian
Subject: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Brian,
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Can I get staff assistance to brief staff from the office of Congressman Schilling (R-IL)? The Representative will not be

present, and they are not asking for Japan-related information (directly). The staffer would like a briefing on NRC, how

we regulate, and an overview of Quad Cities 1&2 (issues, age, spent fuel storage) etc.

If at all possible, they would like the briefing late this week. I understand this will be difficult to accommodate, please let

me know what would be possible.

Thank you,
Tim
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Akstulewicz, Brenda
Deavers. Ron
Info - radiation

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 3:48:00 PM

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dr. Amroml
(b)(6)

sjfe to bec in lkiwaii

B~rendai Akstiilewicz
Adminisiitraitive Assistant.
Office of P~ublic Affah-s
301-415-8209

;iediiiýuoc(~'zca
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Carlson, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:07 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

OK ... thanks Tim.

Bob

Robert D. Carlson, Chief
Plant Licensing Branch 111-2
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(0) 301-415-1995
. .. . . ... .. .. . . . .. . .. .. ... . . . . . ... . . ... . . ... . . . . . .. .. . ... . . . . ...... .. . .... .... .. .. .

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:08 PM
To: Meighan, Sean; Carlson, Robert
Cc: Mahoney, Michael; Bamford, Peter; Billoch, Araceli; Nelson, Robert
Subject: Re: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

The staffer who requested the briefing is no longer working for the Congressman(!). I will continue trying to coordinate the
briefing, but the Congressman's new staff has ask that this briefing be postponed. Rep Schilling is planning a visit to the
site shortly and will want the briefing close to follow. I will keep you all updated: we put his office in touch with Exelon last
week and they are coordinating the site visit now.
Thank you for the quick response, I appreciate your flexibility and support on this,

Tim Riley

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

From: Meighan, Sean
To: Carlson, Robert
Cc: Mahoney, Michael; Bamford, Peter; Billoch, Araceli; Nelson, Robert; Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Tue Mar 22 16:17:06 2011
Subject: RE: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Hi Bob:

Answers to your questions.

Q: Do you have a date\time when this Staffer wants to come in?
A: Most likely this Thursday

Q: mixed signals about who would present the briefing ... ranging from DORL Dir to the PM. Do you have
specifics
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A: I have no specifics. However DORL wants to handle the briefing, would appear to be fine. Briefings of this
type (Department of State) have been successfully handled at the PM level recently.

Very Respectfully
Sean

From: .Carlson, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:24 PM
To: Meighan, Sean
Cc: Mahoney, Michael; Bamford, Peter; Billoch, Araceli
Subject: RE: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Sean -

We're working the briefing package now. Do you have a date\time when this Staffer wants to come in? Also.

I'm receiving mixed signals about who would present the briefing ... ranging from DORL Dir to the PM. Do you

have specifics?

Thanks,

Bob

Robert D. Carlson, Chief
Plant Licensing Branch 111-2

Division of Operating Reactor Licensing

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(0) 301-415-1995

From: Meighan, Sean
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:49 AM
To: Carlson, Robert
Cc: Mahoney, Michael; Bamford, Peter
Subject: FW: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Good Morning Bob:

Please read below request from Congressional Staffer (and EDO's office). Let me know if/when Quad Cites

PM can support.

Pete Bamford had helped out on this type of topic before,,, he may have some canned info you can leverage

off.

Very Respectfully
Sean

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 5:27 PM
To: Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh
Subject: FW: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Sean/Quynh.
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As noted below, a Congressional staffer would like an NRC basics and Quad Cities overview brief later this

week.

Please let me know what can be supported.

Thanks,
Brian Wittick
Executive Technical Assistant for Reactors
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-41,5-2496 (wl (b)(6) (C)

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 5:15 PM
To: Wittick, Brian
Subject: Staff support for briefing on Quad Cities

Brian,
Can I get staff assistance to brief staff from the office of Congressman Schilling (R-IL)? The Representative will not be
present, and they are not asking for Japan-related information (directly). The staffer would like a briefing on NRC, how
we regulate, and an overview of Quad Cities 1&2 (issues, age, spent fuel storage) etc.
If at all possible, they would like the briefing late this week. I understand this will be difficult to accommodate, please let

me know what would be possible.
Thank you,

Tim
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Shane, Raeann
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:07 AM
To: Droggitis, Spiros; Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: Briefing

First I've heard of it.

From: Droggitis, Spiros
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:48 AM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy; Shane, Raeann
Subject: RE: Briefing

I am not. Check with Becky.

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:47 AM
To: Shane, Raeann; Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: FW: Briefing

Raeann and Spiros,
Did Gene communicate with you about this? I think I heard Bill Borchardt's name suggested as the briefer, but
I don't know if we've coordinated a time. Are either of you handling this, or should I?

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry[ (b)(6)

. . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

From: Dacus, Eugene
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:34 PM
To: Van Etten, John
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: RE: Briefing

John,

Got it. I've informed my director and colleagues of the congresswoman's request and the ball is rolling. Unfortunately,
I'm having a medical procedure done in the morning and may not be able to come in tomorrow. So, someone else will
be working with you initially to finalize the briefing. I will however contact as soon as I can.

Regards

Gene

From: Van Etten, John [mailto:John.VanEtten@mail.house.govI
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:38 PM
To: Dacus, Eugene
Cc: Sadlosky, Dan
Subject: Briefing
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Eugene-

The Congresswoman has asked that we arrange a phone briefing between her and representatives of the NRC regarding

the current status of the Japanese nuclear plants, any lessons learned and how they will be applied to Indian Point, and

the process for examining Japan's experience and updating the regulatory requirements for domestic nuclear power

facilities. The Congresswoman is available by phone both tomorrow and Thursday. We appreciate your assistance in

arranging this meeting. Let us know if there is anything we can do to help.

Best,

John

John D. Van Etten
Office of Congresswoman Nan Hayworth, M.D.
U.S. House of Representatives
1440 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Phone: (202) 225-5441
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Riley .OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy

Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:57 AM
To: Dacus. Eugene
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: RE: Briefing

I spoke with John Van Etten this morning and we have scheduled a call between Rep. Hayworth and Eric
Leeds for Thursday from 11-1 1:30am.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberr'l (b)(6)

. . . .. . ... ........ . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

From: Van Etten, John rmailto:John.VanEtten.admail.house.Qovl
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:43 PM
To: Dacus, Eugene
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Droggitis, Spiros; Sadlosky, Dan
Subject: Re: Briefing

Thanks, Gene, for your prompt assistancei. (b)(r) I took forward to
working directly with your colleagues. BestJohn

Sent using BlackBerry

From: Dacus, Eugene <Eugene.Dacusunrc.aov>
To: Van Etten, John
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca <Rebecca.Schmidt~nrc.gov>; Powell, Amy <Amy.Powellf)nrc.gov>; Riley (OCA), Timothy
<Timothy. RileyvOCA(nrc.qov>; Droggitis, Spiros <Spiros.Droagitis@nrc.qov>
Sent: Tue Mar 22 18:33:48 2011
Subject: RE: Briefing

John,

Got it. I've informed my director and colleagues of the congresswoman's request and the ball is rolling. Unfortunately,
(b)(6) lin the morning..nd may not be able to come in tomorrow. So, someone else will

be working with you initially to finalize the briefing. I will however contact as soon as I can.

Regards

Gene

From: Van Etten, John rmailto:John.VanEqtenemail.house.qov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:38 PM
To: Dacus, Eugene
Cc: Sadlosky, Dan
Subject: Briefing

Eugene- f L
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The Congresswoman has asked that we arrange a phone briefing between her and representatives of the NRC regarding

the current status of the Japanese nuclear plants, any lessons learned and how they will be applied to Indian Point, and

the process for examining Japan's experience and updating the regulatory requirements for domestic nuclear power

facilities. The Congresswoman is available by phone both tomorrow and Thursday. We appreciate your assistance in

arranging this meeting. Let us know if there is anything we can do to help.

Best,
John

John D. Van Etten
Office of Congresswoman Nan Hayworth, M.D.
U.S. House of Representatives
1440 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Phone: (202) 225-5441
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Droggitis, Spiros
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 11:19 AM
To: Powell, Amy; Decker, David: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: FW: DNDO News 3/23/2011
Attachments: DNDO NEWS 3-23-11 .htm

From: Boiling, Uoyd [mailto:Lloyd.Bolling@dhs.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 11:16 AM
To: Layton, Michael, Reis, Terrence; Jones, Cynthia; Wastler, Sandra; Jackson, Gerard

Cc: Droggitis, Spiros; Dembek, Stephen; Owens, Janice; Casey, Timothy; Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: DNDO News 3/23/2011

Attached is the DNDO News for Wednesday, March 23, 2011.

Summary of news items:
1. DHS Inspector General Report criticizes component agencies for radiation detector purchasing and

inventory practices.
2. Jordan Receives Radioactive Detection Equipment from U.S.

3. U.S. Diplomat says minuscule fallout reaches California.
4. California company announces agreement to sell radiation detectors to individuals and agencies in

Japan.
5. Morocco hosts an international exercise aimed at combating illicit trafficking in radioactive materials.

Lloyd Boiling, NRC Liaison
Operations Support Directorate
Domestic Nuclear Detection Office
Department of Homeland Security
Phone: 202-254-7123
Blackberryi] (b)(6)
Fax: 202-254- 2 775
Lloyd .Bolling(cdhs.-ov

........ ! L... .
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Bonaccorso. Amy; Deavers. Ron
Info request
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:22:00 AM

Iracv

l1ust heard frmii CDC thatt la(Ii~tionl has heeni detected in VA\. Are 161i,hcr levels ol radiationi

expected and what to do if so'

Brenda Aksluilewfrz
Admniristnit~ive Assistanit
Office of Public Aifcirs
301-415-8209
Cmrenda.k,ý uaI ; ifcuizc.ln~rc~qa.
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From: Akstulew/iz. Brenda
To: Couret. lvonne
Subject:. Info / Scientific American Magazine

Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:28:00 PM

\diii .41 1 iuart

(b)(6)

In~fo for story on) plant siilctv

Brenda Aksitulevvcz
Adminuistrative Assistant

Office (r Public Affairs
301-415- 8209

F <"~
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From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Bonaccoiw. Any
Subject: Info
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:29:00 PM

lernr

(b)(6)

()iestions re•g.rding closin."reopening of D)isney in Tokvo

Brenda Akstulewhez
Admninistrative' AssisLarnt

Ol'ive of Puihblic Afft.irs
30 1 -4 15-8209
Lrentdi. a/, :t ulteoic;6Pnrcor,.a'r

,!.--2t pcl
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From:

To:
Subject
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Couret. Ivonne
Info - Terra.corn
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:40:00 PM

Lyanl hibilonjai
Terrax.om

Iva 11. abilnn ia(itims. Corp. terra. con 1

plailt satety III US

Brenda Akstulewicz
A(Iriniistrative Assistait,

Office ot PubliIc Affa irs
301-415-8209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Deavers. Ron
Info-Citizen
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:12:00 PM

Safe to tr-avel to Hawaii

Brenda Aksl iflewic-z
Admninistr ative Assistantl
OJffice of Public Aflbirs
301-41158209

'7 12H1



Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Hudson, Sharon
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:31 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: OCA briefing info

SThankyou so very much, rTimothiy!

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:06 PM
To: Hudson, Sharon
Subject: OCA briefing info

Sharon,
I spoke this afternoon with Becky Schmidt about next week's hearings. Here is what we know:
The Senate Appropriations Committee hearing will focus on the events in Japan and what it means for the US.
Likely topics: New Reactors, Spent Fuel storage, Cost of US response/assistance to Japan (-$15mil?)

The House Appropriations Committee hearing will be a budget-focused hearing and no new materials are
expected to be needed (re-use hearing materials from the 1 61h).

For both of these hearings, Susan Lloyd is providing the written testimony.

Please let me know if I can help further,
Thank you,

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberryl (b)(6)
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From:HadnElabt

To: Harringtn. Holly
Subject: RE: FYI: availability for OPA support
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:45:55 PM

It doesn't get better than this. She is so helpful and has a very level head.

Beth

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:58 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Clark, Theresa
Cc: Ader, Charles; Lombard, Mark; Hayden, Elizabeth; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: RE: FYI: availability for OPA support

Theresa - as for your TAC question - please talk to your HR rep. I believe there is a TAC associated
with response to the Japanese event, which you are supporting.

... ... . .. .. . .. ... ... ........... . .... .... ...... ...... . ...... ....... ,.... . .. . . . ... . . .. . ....... . . .. ... ,... ... . .. . .. ... .. . .. ... . . ...... ..

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:48 PM
To: Clark, Theresa
Cc: Ader, C(harles; Lombard, Mark; Hayden, Elizabeth; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: FYI: availability for OPA support

Thanks, Theresa. We usually have our conference call with tie regional PAOs on

Thursdays at 10:15, and backbriefs on Monday at I I in Eliot's office. I'm sure you're

welcome to join us in those at any time.

From: Clark, Theresa
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:04 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Cc: Ader, Charles; Lombard, Mark; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: FYI: availability for OPA support

Dave, thanks for discussing the envisioned OPA support with me. As we discussed, I'm

available part-time and you can just call me when things arise. In addition, I can fill in for

you all day on April 1 (your vacation) as well as being on call that weekend if needed.

Please keep me involved as things come up. I would like to sit in on some of your

meetings/telecons if possible to see how those go... it's been a while. Also-please let me

know which TAC I should use.

I have blocked chunks of available time on my calendar as follows. Though you probably

won't need them all, I am most likely to be available during these times-again, you can

call when needed and we'll try to work something out.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

3/24 -AM (ex. 10-10:30)

3/28 - 10:30- 3/29 - AM 3/30 - all day 3/31 - AM 4/1 - all day



C-l

12:30

4/4 - 10:30-12:30 4/5 - 10-1:30 4/6 - all day (ex. 11:30-1) 4/7 - AM 4/8 - all day

4/11 - 11-1:30 4/12 - AM 4/13 - all day 4/14 - AM 4/15 - all day

4/18 - 10:30- 4/19 - AM 4/20 - AM 4/21 - AM 4/22 - all day

12:30

If you need to reach me outside of work hours (8-5:45ish), call my cell atd (b)(6)

look into a loaner BlackBerry, maybe, too.

Thanks!

Theresa Valentine Clark

Technical Assistant

Division of Safety Systems and Risk Assessment

U.S. NRC Office of New Reactors

T-IOF10 I 301-415-4048
Theresa.Clarkr nrc.gov



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Couret. Ivonne
Subject: Info - Fuji Television
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:49:00 PM

Acdy Bettag
Ftii Television

(b)(6)

Informaition on T.II as it relateo to Japan events

Brenda Akstulemicz
Administrative Assistanit
OfTice of Public AI.fi i
301-415-8209
frenda. a .,t u freiz d ?n rc.m
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From: CurMeIvoYne

To: Shannon. Valerie Akslewlcz. Brenda

Subject: Add to Listserv
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:05:10 PM

Ivonne L Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

Media Desk
opa.resource@nrc.gov
301-415-8200

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo -gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/

From: Janbergs, Holly On Behalf Of OPA Resource
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:48 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Add me to distribution list?

From: Tracy, Ryan [mailto:Ryan.Tracy@dowjones.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:44 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Add me to distribution list?

Hello,
May I please be added to the distribution list for NRC press releases? I recently started covering

energy for Dow Jones Newswires and the Wall Street Journal.

Best,
Ryan

Ryan Tracy I Reporter

Dow Jones Newswires I The Wall Street Journal

office 202.862.9245 I ceill (b)(6) ryan.tracy@dowjones.com

/



Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:52 PM
To: Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: Re: Daily status report

Oops, I was closing the loop with Amy but since you and I hadn't discussed - did it via aresponse to Jeff.

Hopefully he'll be good-humored about the duplication of efforts and won't schedule me for an overnight shift in the EOC
as punishment.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

F (b)(6)

From: Droggitis, Spiros
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Wed Mar 23 17:49:12 2011
Subject: Re: Daily status report

Tim: I talked to Jeff too. Fortunately, we told him the same thing.

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
To: Powell, Amy; Temple, Jeffrey; LIA08 Hoc; Droggitis, Spiros
Sent: Wed Mar 23 17:45:58 2011
Subject: FW: Daily status report

Jeff,
See below the resolution to the daily status reports. We will be getting a "feed" of these reports via LIA07 each
morning and will send them to a limited distribution.
Let me know if you have any questions or concerns,
Thanks,

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry: (b)(6)

From: Droggitis, Spiros
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:53 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Cc: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: FW: Daily status report

Brian: Today at the Chairman's direction, we initiated sending out just the attached to our oversight and
appropriations contacts. Just so you will know for the 3:00 call. We have made arrangements with the ET/Ops
Center to send out these daily reports taken from the morning sitrep. Some had wanted the sitreps, this is
what the Chairman agreed to provide. We can talk about it before the call. Thanks, Spiros
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From: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:43 PM
To: Bettina Poirier~cepw.senate.xov; Kathy Dedrick@,epw.senate.aov; ruth vanmark~epw.senate,gov;
Annie Caputo(aepw.senate.gov; laura haynes@,carpersenate.gov; Brian Clifford~barrasso.senate.gov;
michael.beckerman'aimail.house.gov; ieff.baranCmail.house.gov; maryam.brown@mail.house.Qov;
JohnMamail.house.ov; david.mccarthy@mail.house.gov; abigail.pinkele~email.house.aov;
taunia.berquam(c)mail.house.gov; Rob.Blair(&mail.house.gov; Doug Clapp(appro.senate.gpov;
Carrie Apostolou@appro.senate.gov
Cc: OCA Distribution
Subject: Daily status report

In an effort to keep you informed, attached please find the NRC Emercqency Operations Center Status Report
Update on the status of the Fukushima Daiichi and Fukushima Daini sites in Japan. Please keep in mind that

this report is based on NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan and is marked "Official
Use Only". We request that you treat the information accordingly. We intend to provide you this status report
daily. Note there is limited distribution. Please let us know if you have any questions.

Rebecca Schmidt
Director of Congressional Affairs
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: LIA08 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 6:00 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: Daily status report

Thanks Tim. Spiros updated me and I added a blurb in our LT log. Issue should be closed. Go home and get some sleep.
Jeff

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:46 PM
To: Powell, Amy; Temple, Jeffrey; LIA08 Hoc; Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: FW: Daily status report

Jeff,
See below the resolution to the daily status reports. We will be getting a "feed" of these reports via LIA07 each
morning and will send them to a limited distribution.
Let me know if you have any questions or concerns,
Thanks,

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-41S-8492
Blackberr y:]

From: Droggitis, Spiros
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:53 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Cc: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: FW: Daily status report

Brian: Today at the Chairman's direction, we initiated sending out just the attached to our oversight and
appropriations contacts. Just so you will know for the 3:00 call. We have made arrangements with the ET/Ops
Center to send out these daily reports taken from the morning sitrep. Some had wanted the sitreps, this is
what the Chairman agreed to provide. We can talk about it before the call. Thanks, Spiros

.. . . . . . . . ... I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... I ... . . . ... ...... . . . ........ .. .......

From: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:43 PM
To: Bettina Poirier~epw.senate.gov; Kathy Dedrick(odepw.senate.oov; ruth vanmark(epw.senate.qov;
Annie Cat)uto@eow.senate.clov; laura haynes.carper.senate. gov; Brian Clifford(@ barrasso.senate.cgov;
michael.beckerman@mail.house.gov; Jeff.baran mail.house.czov; maryam.brown@mail.house.gov;
JohnM@ mail.house.gov; david.mccarthvymailhouse~qov; abiqaiI.pinkele@mail.house.cov;
taunia-berluam@'mail.house.aov; Rob. Blairo)mail.house.qov; Doug Clapc3oappro.senate.gov;
Carrie Apostolou )appro.senate.gov
Cc: OCA Distribution
Subject: Daily status report

In an effort to keep you informed, attached please find the NRC Emergency Operations Center Status Report
Update on the status of the Fukushima Daiichi and Fukushima Daini sites in Japan. Please keep in mind that
this report is based on NRC's current understanding of the ongoing situation in Japan and is marked "Official
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Use Only". We request that you treat the information accordingly. We intend to provide you this status report
daily. Note there is limited distribution. Please let us know if you have any questions.

Rebecca Schmidt
Director of Congressional Affairs
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:09 AM
To: Powell, Amy
Subject: RE: OCA briefing info

I don't have the timeframes for pushing testimony upstairs. Sorry.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry:[ (b)(6)

From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:51 AM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: OCA briefing info

OK , so no timeframes for delivering testimony upstairs?

. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . ... .. . .... . . .. . . ... .. . . . . .. ... . . .... . . ........ .. .. ... . ..... . . ......

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:48 AM
To: Powell, Amy
Subject: Fw: OCA briefing info

Here's what I do know about the hearings.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

(b)(6)

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
To: Hudson, Sharon
Sent: Wed Mar 23 16:05:54 2011
Subject: OCA briefing info

Sharon,
I spoke this afternoon with Becky Schmidt about next week's hearings. Here is what we know:

The Senate Appropriations Committee hearing will focus on the events in Japan and what it means for the US.

Likely topics: New Reactors, Spent Fuel storage, Cost of US response/assistance to Japan (-$15mil?)

The House Appropriations Committee hearing will be a budget-focused hearing and no new materials are

expected to be needed (re-use hearing materials from the 1 6th).

For both of these hearings, Susan Lloyd is providing the written testimony.

Please let me know if I can help further,

Thank you,
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Timothy Riley

Congressional Affairs Officer

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Office of Congressional Affairs

Phone: 301-415-8492

Blackberry (b)(6) 1
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Belmore, Nancy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:18 AM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: HRMS

Thank you!

N~ancv I1e'mor•:

US. ?'Thck•ar .iegz4h:Lo•:v (.Jonisicrn

nancy.belmore(wnrc.mov
301-415- 776

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:14 AM
To: Belmore, Nancy
Subject: RE: HRMS

Thank you, Nancy, for working on this. We'd be lost (we are lost often) without you.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry:.[ (b)(6)

... .... .... ... . . . . . • , ... . ...... ... . . .. . .. ... ... . ...... . .. . . .. .... . .. . . . .. .. . ... . ... . . . .. . .... ... . .. .. . . ... .. .

From: Belmore, Nancy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:13 AM
To: OCA Distribution
Subject: HRMS

Should be finished up by cob, Friday, 3/25. The TAC for Japan has been added to all employee profiles. Also,
if you worked at night or Sunday, that time is reported under the Japan TAC as NDiff (night differential) or
SUNP (Sunday premium). If anyone needs assistance, let me know.

Offi.' O] (:o ,rl"("ý",'sýid"'va ,ij)"irs

nancv.behmore(4,nrc.gov
.F,,* 5-!7176
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Weil, Jenny
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:24 AM
To: OCA Distribution
Subject: Earthquake/tsunami 2.206 petitions

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

About 4 or 5 inquiries on the earthquake and tsunami in Japan are being considered as 2.206 petitions
because they request that the agency take action (mostly shut down a particular unit or all US reactors). The
staff is expecting more and met this morning to figure out a strategy - consolidate or have a lead petition that
could be referenced. (No firm decision on that, though seems to be leaning toward separating requests.)

OGC has determined, at the moment, that requests from foreign citizens can be processed as 2.206 petitions,
which led one staffer to conclude that we may turn into McDonald's, serving millions. Another staffer was
concerned that some may use the petition process to effectively shut down the agency because it is resource-
intensive.

For now, the staff is working on a plan for handling the requests. I'll let you know if there is a petition in your
region/area, in case the petitioner contacts his/her representative. Most are Region IV-related. A letter from a
Canadian citizen regarding Nine Mile may be treated as general correspondence. Another regarding Vermont
Yankee came in this morning - no decision yet.

If you receive a letter via a congressman/senator's office that looks like it might be requesting NRC action, you
might want to have it screened by NRR. Most don't come in as a 2.206 because the individual isn't aware of
the process.

Sent via BlackBerry
Jenny Weil
Congressional Affairs Officer
I I . N1;l CLReaulatory Commission

6(b)(6)
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Rihm, Roger
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:26 AM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: Draft Interim Response to Rep Markey (and others)

We told NSIR to have Weber testimony to us by COB today. I will be forwarding a draft of Bill's Tuesday testimony to

you shortly.

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:25 AM
To: Rihm, Roger
Subject: RE: Draft Interim Response to Rep Markey (and others)

Roger.
We're trying to tie up loose-ends with Sen. Boxer this morning; there were a number of communications and
we're not sure where we landed on this. Amy will have an answer shortly.

Can you give a status check on the testimony preparation for Mike Weber's appearance before the House
Transportation and Infrastructure's subcommittee?

Timothy Riley

Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-84.92
Blackberry:, (b)(6)

From: Rihm, Roger
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:52 AM
To: Biggins, James; Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: Draft Interim Response to Rep Markey (and others)

Based on a meeting with Rebecca Schmidt, it was decided that for all the letters coming in that generally ask about

Japan and request a review of the safety of the current fleet, we would provide an interim response, with more
information to follow as the task force analyses are completed. We agreed that interim responses would go to Markey,

Kucinich, Boxer/Carper, and Lowey. (Since then Blumenthal has come in, and I think the interim might also apply there;

haven't really read it carefully yet.)

I've used the 3 letters from Markey as my straw man for this interim response. It also includes a Markey-specific

paragraph responding to his specific request for sitreps for members of congress and the public.

Once I get your comments/okay, I can move out on the other interim responses.

TIM: Rebecca was going to pursue trying to respond to the Boxer/Feinstein letter with a briefing. Has she been able to

make that happen?

JIM: Please share with others in OGC who you think need to look at this.

Let me know if you have any questions. (l've also attached the 3 Markey incoming letters.)

62
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Roger S. Rihm
Communications and Performance Improvement Staff

Office of the Executive Director for Operations

US NRC
301.415.1717
•r~oger.rlh m~rrc ._po
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Riley (OCA), Timothy
Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:48 AM
Droggitis, Spiros
RE: KI

Can you call me? I'm at my desk and need help on separate issue.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry:1 (b)(6)

From: Droggitis, Spiros
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:43 AM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: KI

Talked to Trish. Two day supply. We should talk though before you respond. I will be back after Raeann

relieves me at 1:00.

Why is the NRC only providing two KI tablets per person?

The tablets are to be used, if necessary, to supplement evacuation or sheltering. After individuals have evacuated the

area, then they will no longer be exposed to significant quantities of radioiodines. The KI tablets, if taken at the

appropriate dosage and time, block the thyroid gland, preventing uptake of radioactive iodine. Any radioactive iodine

taken into the body after consumption of KI will be rapidly removed from the body. The two tablets will protect the

thyroid gland for approximately 48 hours.

b--~\ ~ ýýz
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Droggitis, Spiros
Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:44 AM
Powell, Amy; Decker, David; Riley (OCA), Timothy
FW: DNDO News 3/24/2011
DNDO NEWS 3-24-11 .htm

From: Boiling, Lloyd [maitto: Lloyd. Bolling(@dhs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:42 AM
To: Layton, Michael, Reis, Terrence; Jones, Cynthia; Wastler, Sandra; Jackson, Gerard
Cc: Droggitis, Spiros; Dembek, Stephen; Owens, Janice; Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: DNDO News 3/24/2011

Attached is the DNDO News for Thursday, March 24, 2011.

Summary of news items:
1. CBP monitors radiation in travelers and goods from Japan.
2. Japan nuclear crisis revives long U.S. fight on spent fuel.
3. Tiny amount of radiation from Japan found in Colorado.

Lloyd Boiling, NRC Liaison
Operations Support Directorate
Domestic Nuclear Detection Office
Department of Homeland Security
Phone: 202-254-7123
Blackberry [ (b)(6) I
Fax: 202-254-7752
Lloyd. Bolling Cp.d hs.oov

/ . ..
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

LIA12 Hoc
Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:01 PM
Riley (OCA), Timothy
FW: Question from congressional staff

These emails must have multiple avenues.

From: Milligan, Patricia
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:00 PM
To: Hoc, PMT12; Stang, Annette
Cc: LIA12 Hoc
Subject: RE: Question from congressional staff

2 days per individual with lots of duplication, i.e. school kids are considered in the pop count not only at school
but at home...

From: Hoc, PMT12
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:58 AM
To: Milligan, Patricia; Stang, Annette
Cc: LIA12 Hoc
Subject: FW: Question from congressional staff

Trish/Annette

Do you have this information? Can you please provide?

Thanks

Sandra Wastler
PAAD

From: PMT0l Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:38 AM
To: Hoc, PMT12
Subject: FW: Question from congressional staff

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:14 AM
To: LIA12 Hoc; PMT01 Hoc
Subject: Question from eongressional staff

Could you please tell me how many days' supply of potassium iodide NRC provides to states that have

requested/received it for the EPZs?

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

N
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Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492

Blackberry:1 (b)(6)
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Droggitis, Spiros
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:10 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: number of days of KI supply

Tim: I think we should stick to the answer on the website. Two days supply. I'll send him the link to the site.

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:07 PM
To: Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: RE: number of days of KI supply

Spiros,
I'm headed up to handle testimony issues. Can you edit/enhance what I started and/or send to Ilya?

The supply of potassium iodide distributed to the states is intended to serve the population as it evacuates.
The expectation is that they will be evacuated from the zone before needing further doses.
2 days per individual with lots of duplication, i.e. school kids are considered in the pop count not only at school
but at home.,.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberr{t (b)(6)

From: Fischhoff, Ilya fmailto: ilya. Fischhoff(•)mail.house.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:10 AM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: number of days of KI supply

Hi Tim,

Could you please tell me how many days' supply of potassium iodide NRC provides to states that have

requested/received it for the EPZs? Thanks!

llya

j ..
." • i
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Riley (OCA), Timothy
Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:53 PM
'vic.edgerton@mail.house.gov'

NRC: Task force memorandum

Vic,
Here is a link to the Commission guidance regarding the NRC ACTIONS FOLLOWING THE EVENTS IN
JAPAN
http://www.nrc.qov/reading.-rm/doc-collections/commission/comm-secy/2011/2011-0002comaqbi-srm.p df
Membership of this task force has not yet been announced, but this is the first part of the information you
requested.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry F (b)(6)
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:10 PM
To: Pederson, Cynthia
Subject: RE: For Nuclear Briefing Friday

Given the pace of events on our side, I would advise preparing answers, if at all possible.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer

U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberr`Yl err

From: Pederson, Cynthia
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:35 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: RE: For Nuclear Briefing Friday

Are you preparing any answers or are we to do so?

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:30 AM
To: Pederson, Cynthia
Subject: Fw: For Nuclear Briefing Friday

FYI
Also, final concurrence on your testimony is wrapping up as we speak.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley

S (b)(6)

From: Walter, Sarah (Kirk) <Sarah Walterokirk.senate.gov>
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy; Schmidt, Rebecca

Cc: Field, Andrew (Kirk) <Andrew Field(d3kirk.senate.gov>
Sent: Thu Mar 24 12:25:58 2011
Subject: For Nuclear Briefing Friday

Good morning,

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the briefing on nuclear safety in Illinois this Friday. We look forward to your attendance.

In the meantime, below are questions that my boss will be seeking answers to tomorrow. I wanted to give you an opportunity to be prepared
to address these.

I look forward to meeting you tomorrow.

Thank you,

Sarah Walter
Office of Senator Mark Kirk
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1. How much nuclear waste is stored in Illinois?
2. If Yucca is not operational, how much nuclear waste will be in Illinois in 2020? (i.e how
much will be added this decade)
3. Of the nuclear waste stored in Illinois, how much requires cooling and how much does not?
4. To what earthquake standards are Illinois reactors built? 6.0? 8.0? 9.0?
5. The Byron plant is on the New Madrid fault line. To what earthquake standard is Byron
built?
6. How much nuclear waste is stored next to Lake Michigan at Zion?
7. How many separate cooling systems are built to provide coolant to reactors in Illinois (I
think its two)?
8. How many separate cooling systems are built to provide coolant to storage ponds in
Illinois?
9. Cooling ponds were located on the roof of reactor containments in Fukushima. Is this
location design present in any Illinois reactor?
10. What design faults have you seen from Fukushima 1-6?
11. What lessons learned from Fukushima apply to the Illinois reactor fleet?
12. How many reactors store nuclear waste next to the Great Lakes? Lake Michigan?
13. How much has Yucca cost so far and what revenue source paid for it?
14. Are there any peer-reviewed, federally approved alternatives to Yucca or do opponents
simply require waste to be stored near America's largest cities and most important
ecosystems?
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Deavers, Ron
Citizen
Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:05:00 PM

Doe th USgox'crmellnt hUild i fle~ar powcr p~mits and tbeni turn them over to private

Brenda Akstu Iewlez
\dmiinistrative Assistamt
Office. of Public Afrairs
301 -415-8209
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Riley (OCA), Timothy

From: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:37 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: Re: For Nuclear Briefing Friday

Cyndi has answrs her staff put together to Kirk

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
To: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Thu Mar 24 16:29:30 2011
Subject: FW: For Nuclear Briefing Friday

Becky,
In looking at the questions that Senator Kirk will be asking tomorrow, I think we might try to provide Cindy with
some prepared answers. I'm copying below a draft version of the letter to Congressman Markey, because a lot
of the information is relevant. This hasn't been reviewed upstairs, but perhaps you and Cindy can use this as a
basis for some responses?

Dear Congressman Markey:

On behalf of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), I am providing an interim response to
your letters of March .1 1. 15, and 18. 2011, which raised a number of important questions and concerns
regarding recent events in Japan and their implications for ensuring the continuing safety of nuclear power
plants in the United States. Let me begin by assuring you that our ongoing monitoring of events in Japan and
review of all available information leads us to conclude that U.S. plants continue to operate safely.

As events in Japan continue to unfold, our information remains incomplete and not necessarily verified,
thus we are not yet in a position to provide the detailed information regarding those events that you, other
Members of Congress. and other stakeholders are seeking. Japan is still focused on bringing the nuclear events
and their ramifications under control and the NRC's Emergency Operations Center continues to function on a
24/7 basis. We are focused on meeting the near-term technical and information needs of the Japanese
government, various components of the Executive Branch. Members of Congress, and the American public,
while ensuring there is no reduction in the domestic licensing and oversight functions of the NRC. The NRC
will be prepared to share with you a complete and accurate summary of events in Japan when the immediate
crisis is over and we have obtained more complete and verified information.

We also are not prepared to address in detail changes that might be made to our domestic regulatory
program as a result of the lessons learned from Japan. These decisions will be made over the course of the next
6 - 9 months as the NRC staff implements the Commission's recent direction to create a senior level task force
to conduct a methodical and systematic review of our processes and regulations to determine whether the
agency should make additional improvements to our regulatory system. This activity will have both near-term
and longer-term components.

For the near term effort, the task force is beginning a 90-day review. This review will evaluate all of the
currently available information from the Japanese events to identify immediate or near-term operational or
regulatory issues potentially affecting the 104 operating reactors in the U.S., including their spent fuel pools.
Areas of investigation will include the ability to protect against natural disasters, response to station blackouts,
severe accidents and spent fuel accident progression, radiological consequence analysis, and severe accident
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management issues regarding equipment. Over this 90-day period, staff will develop recommendations, as
appropriate, for changes to inspection procedures and licensing review guidance, and recommend whether
generic communications, orders, or other regulatory requirements are needed. This 90-day effort will include a
30-day Quick Look Report to the Commission to provide a snapshot of the regulatory response and the
condition of the U.S. fleet based on information we have available at that time.

The task force's longer-term review will begin as soon as the NRC has sufficient technical information
from the events in Japan, with a goal of commencing no later than the completion of the 90-day near-term
report. The task force will evaluate all technical and policy issues related to the event to identify additional
potential research, generic issues, changes to the reactor oversight process, rulemakings, and adjustments to the
regulatory framework that should be pursued by the NRC. A report with appropriate recommendations will be
provided to the Commission within 6 months of the start of this evaluation. Both the 90-day and final reports
will be made publicly available in accordance with normal Commission processes.

With those plans in place and just underway, we also are currently pursuing limited actions that we
recognize as being prudent, even though we do not yet have all the details we need to fully assess the
implications of the Japan earthquake and tsunami for the U.S. reactor fleet. Specifically, we have begun
enhancing inspection activities through temporary instructions to our inspection staff, including the resident
inspectors and the region-based inspectors in our Ibur Regional offices, to look at licensees' readiness to deal
with both the design basis accidents and beyond-design basis accidents. We have also issued an information
notice to licensees to make them aware of the events in Japan, and the kinds of activities we believe they should
be engaged in to verify their readiness. We have directed them to verify that their capabilities to mitigate
conditions that result from severe accidents, including the loss of significant operational and safety systems, are
in effect and operational. We will not hesitate to take additional immediate actions that we believe to be
appropriate.

In your letter of March 18 th, you requested that we provide Congress and the public with a daily
"situation report" or other similar document providing various updated information on the impacted facilities in
Japan. I believe the NRC Office of Congressional Affairs has begun providing that information to your office.
With regard to the public, we have in place prominently on the NRC webpage a link to "NRC's Actions on
Japan's Emergency." This link, which is updated regularly, provides a range of information that includes
Congressional testimony, Commission meeting transcripts, news releases, and Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQs). It also includes links to additional information on the web sites of a number of U.S. government and
other organizations.

I want to reiterate that we continue to make our domestic responsibilities for licensing and oversight of
the U.S. licensees our top priority and that the U.S. plants continue to operate safely. I look forward to being
able to provide you with additional information as it becomes available. If you have any additional questions,
please contact me or Ms. Rebecca Schmidt, Director of the Office of Congressional Aifhirs, at (301) 415-1776.

Timothy Riley

Congressional Affairs Officer

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-AI5-8492
Blackberry:. (b)(6)

From: Walter, Sarah (Kirk) [mailto:Sarah Walter@kirk.senate.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:26 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy; Schmidt, Rebecca
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Cc: Field, Andrew (Kirk)

Subject: For Nuclear Briefing Friday

Good morning,

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the briefing on nuclear safety in Illinois this Friday. We look forward
to your attendance.

In the meantime, below are questions that my boss will be seeking answers to tomorrow. I wanted to give you
an opportunity to be prepared to address these.

I look forward to meeting you tomorrow.

Thank you,

Sarah Walter
Office of Senator Mark Kirk

1. How much nuclear waste is stored in Illinois?
2. If Yucca is not operational, how much nuclear waste will be in Illinois in 2020? (i.e how
much will be added this decade)
3. Of the nuclear waste stored in Illinois, how much requires cooling and how much does not?
4. To what earthquake standards are Illinois reactors built? 6.0? 8.0? 9.0?
5. The Byron plant is on the New Madrid fault line. To what earthquake standard is Byron
built?
6. How much nuclear waste is stored next to Lake Michigan at Zion?
7. How many separate cooling systems are built to provide coolant to reactors in Illinois (I
think its two)?
8. How many separate cooling systems are built to provide coolant to storage ponds in
Illinois?
9. Cooling ponds were located on the roof of reactor containments in Fukushima. Is this
location design present in any Illinois reactor?
10. What design faults have you seen from Fukushima 1-6?
11. What lessons learned from Fukushima apply to the Illinois reactor fleet?
12. How many reactors store nuclear waste next to the Great Lakes? Lake Michigan?
13. How much has Yucca cost so far and what revenue source paid for it?
14. Are there any peer-reviewed, federally approved alternatives to Yucca or do opponents
simply require waste to be stored near America's largest cities and most important
ecosystems?
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Deaves•. Rn Bonacc: r .Amy

Info - Citizen

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:20:00 AM

Is radiation in the. Ar over Arkmisas

Brenda Aksl~ulewivz
Adminiistrative Assist-arit
Office of Public. Affiairs
30 1-41 548209
bre-nda- a&4t u (eviz.4nrcmqc

k
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From: Harringon, Hoffy
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Reporter question
Date: Monday, March 28, 2011 5:16:00 PM

Rick Rogers from the North County Times in San Diego wants to know if there has been any change

to acceptable radiation levels to nuclear workers since 2002.

Deadline is Tuesday

A>I "• 7
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From: Burnell. Scott
To: Brenner. Eliot
Subject. FW: CNN: Senate testimony
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 3:30:00 PM

From: Mathew, Roy
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 3:27 PM
To: Markley, Michael
Cc: Oesterle, Eric; Bumell, Scott
Subject: RE: CNN: Senate testimony

No that is not correct.

The NRC only allows up to a 4 hour coping with batteries, anything longer requires an
alternate AC source. The coping time using an alternate AC source ranges from 2 to a
maximum ofl 6 hours. 44 plants are battery coping plants, 60 plants are alternate AC
source plants. The definition of coping is the time until off site power is restored or an
emergency diesel generator is restored (.i.e. on site or off site power is restored)

From: Markley, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 3:15 PM
To: Mathew, Roy
Cc: Oesterle, Eric; Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: CNN: Senate testimony
Importance: High

Roy,

Please verify the draft response to the question on station battery coping times.

Mike

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:26 PM
To: Markley, Michael; Oesterle, Eric
Subject: FYI: CNN: Senate testimony
Importance: High

NELSON

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:17 PM
To: Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: CNN: Senate testimony
Importance: High

Sorry, forgot to CC you on this.



From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:02 PM
To: Wilson, George
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Fw: CNN: Senate testimony
Importance: High

Are the basic #s of 4 vs 8-hour battery plants correct?

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Burnell

(b)(6)

.... .. .:.....:. ..

From: Brenner, Eliot
To: Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David
Sent: Tue Mar 29 13:45:39 2011
Subject: Fw: CNN: Senate testimony

Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
C: (b)(6)

Sent from my Blackberry

From: Ahlers, Mike <Mike.Ahlers@tumer.com>
To: Brenner, Eliot; McIntyre, David
Cc: Meserve, Jeanne <Jeanne.Meserve@turner.com>
Sent: Tue Mar 29 13:34:27 2011
Subject: CNN: Senate testimony

Eliot, David,
Hi there.
We are working on a story about today's Senate hearing on Fukushima.
UCS's David Lochbaum testified (speaking about batteries) that "Eleven U.S. reactors are designed

to cope with a station blackout lasting eight hours, as were the reactors in Japan. Ninety-three of our
reactors are designed to cope for only four hours."

We understand that he is speaking only about battery power (as opposed to emergency generators,
etc.) We intend to use those numbers in the story. Are those numbers correct? Thanks - Mike

Mike Ahlers
Senior Producer, Homeland Security
CNN Washington
202-898-7917 (o)
I (b)(6) cell)
mike.ahlers@turner.com



From: McIntre, Dayid
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Argus - questions on safety reviews
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:27:27 PM

But you said 4 hours in your original response. Should that be 8? I'm about to send to
her ...

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:26 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: Argus - questions on safety reviews

8-hour "coping" is the term. That's NRR's answer.

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:15 PM
To: Bumell, Scott
Subject: RE: Argus - questions on safety reviews

Does this jibe with Lochbaumn's larnent that only a few plants have 8 hour
batteries?

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:01 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: Argus - questions on safety reviews

The:NRC- onl aldws:l6s:pto a4 hour coping with batteries, anything longer
requires an alternate A.C source. The coping time using an alternate AC
source ranges from 2 to a maximum of"16 hours. 44 plants are battery
coping plants, 60 plants are alternate AC source plants. The definition of
coping is the time until off site power is restored or an emergency diesel
generator is restored (.i.e. on site or off site power is restored)

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011-4:53 PM
To: Bumell, Scott
Subject: RE: Argus - questions on safety reviews

I'll be happy to, provided you tell me what to say about minimum battery

backup - is that 4 hours? Or do we even specify?

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 4:31 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: FW: Argus - questions on safety reviews

Hey - you've got 18 whole hours to respond! If you don't mind, of
course.



From: tracy sutherland [mailtol (b)(6)

Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 3:21 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Argus - questions on safety reviews

Hi Scott,

I hope things have slowed for you a little.

I am revisiting the nuclear issue for Argus US Carbon again this week.

Can you answer the following questions please:

- what are the current regulations on how much/and for how long fuel
rods can be stored in water pools?
- can you confirm all 104 reactors in the US have spent fuel stored in
pools onsite'?
- are there any current regulations dictating when spent fuel rods
should be moved to dry casks? What are they please?
- do you know how many US reactors store spent fuel in dry casks?
(your website does not specify)
- is the issue of how spent fuel rods are stored in the US to be reviewed
in the wake of the Japan crisis?
- what is the minimum time that back up generator batteries must be
able to run at US reactors?
- is this also being reviewed in the wake of Japan?
- should all the pending new nuclear plant licence applications be
reviewed for safety issues like the above before licences are issued?

My deadline in midday Wednesday.

All assistance much appreciated Scott - a big thanks in advance for
your efforts

Kind regards,

Tracy Sutherland
202 4031437
www.argusmedia.com



From: Brenner, Elio
To: Burnell, Scct
Subject: FW: NHK-TV, Japan
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:33:18 PM

fyi

----- Original Message -----
From: yuhong hiro koh [[ 'i (b)6F
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:2 P
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: NHK-TV, Japan

Dear Mr. Brenner,

Thank you for your call. NHK is currently producing a special edition
news on the subject of the nuclear crisis in Fukushima. Nuclear reactor
mechanism is not very well understood by the people of Japan and calls
in great numbers have been made to NHK to explain and inform our public
about how nuclear reactors work. We are hoping to acquire a video
footage shot at the experiment conducted at Sandia during 2000 (please
see link below - press release of the experiment). It is an experiment
that tests the strength and integrity of the steel containment vessel.
We will use the footage to show what the steel containment vessel is and
also to show how it has been tested over the years. Thank you.

http://www.sandia.govlmedialNewsRel/NR2000/vessel.htm

Hiro Koh

Yuhong Hiro Koh
NHK, Science& Nature
Tel: US ++1 310-502-4506
Fax: US ++1 310-539-3021
e: s02709-kohanhk.orjp

I (b)(6) I
Homepage: h7P:/lwwwZnhkior.ij
English: http://wwwnhk.or.jp/nhkworld/index html

The information contained in and transmitted with this Email may be privileged, proprietary, confidential
and protected from disclosure. No privilege is hereby intended to be waived. This Email is intended only
for the person to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient/addressee, any use of the
Email and/or its contents, including, but not limited to, dissemination, distribution or copying is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful, and you must not take any action in reliance on it. If you receive this
Email in error, please immediately notify the sender and delete the original message and any copies of
it from your computer system. We deny any liability for damages resulting from the use of this Email by
the unintended recipient, including the recipient in error.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

a(b)(6)
RE: Argus - questions on safety reviews
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:33:19 PM

Hi Tracy -
Some answers in red below your questions. Scott asked me to respond since I cover spent
fuel issues.

David McIntyre
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(301) 415-8200

From: tracy sutherland [mailto: (b)(6) -
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 3:21 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Argus - questions on safety reviews

Hi Scott,

I hope things have slowed for you a little.

I am revisiting the nuclear issue for Argus US Carbon again this week.

Can you answer the following questions please:

- what are the current regulations on how much/and for how long fuel rods can
be stored in water pools? There is no maximum limit. Individual pools of
course have capacity limits, and as they get full the utilities have moved some
of the fuel to dry cask storage to make room for more.
- can you confirm all 104 reactors in the US have spent fuel stored in pools
onsite? Yes, they all do.
- are there any current regulations dictating when spent fuel rods should be
moved to dry casks? What are they please? NRC has approved transfer as
early as 3 years, but generally we prefer 5. The industry average is apparently
about 10 years.
- do you know how many US reactors store spent fuel in dry casks? (your
website does not specify) That's because the number keeps changing! There
are now 63 licensed -Independent spent fuel storage facilities" - however,
there is some duplication (for regulatory reasons) and some of these are not
reactor sites. It's about 55 dry cask storage facilities at operating and
decommissioned reactor sites.
- is the issue of how spent fuel rods are stored in the US to be reviewed in the

A, ý -



wake of the Japan crisis? Yes.
- what is the minimum time that back up generator batteries must be able to
run at US reactors? Per Scott: The NRC only allows up to a 4 hour coping
with batteries, anything longer requires an alternate AC source. The coping
time using an alternate AC source nanges from 2 to a maximum ofl 6 hours.
44 plants are battery coping plants, 60 plants are alternate AC source plants.

The definition of coping is the time until off site power is restored or an
emergency diesel generator is restored (.i.e. on site or off site power is
restored).
- is this also being reviewed in the wake of Japan? Yes.
- should all the pending new nuclear plant licence applications be reviewed for
safety issues like the above before licences are issued? All new plant license
applications are thoroughly scrutinized, for a wide variety of safety issues. If
our post-Japan review identifies any changes or improvements to our review
process that would increase safety, we would implement them. As of now
though we see no technical reasons to halt or otherwise alter our review
process.

My deadline in midday Wednesday.

All assistance much appreciated Scott - a big thanks in advance for your
efforts

Kind regards,

Tracy Sutherland
202 4031437
w-wvw.arguslnedia.coni



x-

From: Wellock. Thoma
To: Burell Sco
Subject: RE: reuters media questions
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:25:29 PM

The exact title of the report in my office is: The Cleanup of Three Mile Island Unit 2: A Technical

History: 1979 to 1990

Tom

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:09 PM
To: Wellock, Thomas
Subject: FW: reuters media questions

Any idea on the TMI timeline?

From: scott.disavino@thomsonreuters.com [mailto:scott.disavinoCithomsonreuters.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 4:47 PM
To: OPA Resource; Burnell, Scott
Cc: eileen.ogrady@thomsonreuters.com
Subject: reuters media questions

Hi,

We're looking at endgame for the Fukushima reactor and that has raised a lot of questions about three
mile island

How long did we have to keep water flowing over the reactor core in unit 1 at three mile island after
the accident - I see on the nrc web site the vessel head was removed in 1984 and core debris was
removed in 1985-1986 - by the way - where did they send the core - where is it now

So I guess you were able to stop cooling by at least 1984 but we're wondering when you were able to
stop keeping the core in water

We're trying to figure out when the Japanese can stop cooling the reactor cores at Fukushima - they
are having a problem of what to do with the water

If Fukushima was in the US - what would the NRC recommend doing now - it's been over two weeks
and the situation is not stable yet - is there a point at which just burying the building and forgetting it is
an option

Thanks,

Scott

Scott DiSavino
Correspondent
Thomson Reuters
Phone: 1 646 223 6072
Mobile:[ (b)(6)

Email - scott.disavino@thomsonreuters.com
Reuters (Instant) Messaging - scott.disavino.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net

thomsonreuters.com



This email was sent to you by Thomson Reuters, the global news and information company. Any views
expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, except where the sender specifically
states them to be the views of Thomson Reuters.



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject.:
Date:

scott.disavino~tthomsonreuters.com
Burnell, Scott

eileen.ooradvY(thomsonreuters.cam; Brenner, Eliot ;PA Resource
RE: reuters media questions
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 8:20:49 AM

Thanks Scott

I'm just wondering at what point the cooling water was no longer circulated around the core at

Three Mile Island - one of the problems they seem to be having in Japan is what to do with all the
water they are using to cool the core and spent fuel pools

I'm guessing the TMI core is not in a water bath now but dry sitting behind some sort of protective

shielding for possible future research - is that right?

Today's story is about endgame - what is the best and worst that can happen now - how long can

this go on and would it make any sense to give up and cover the site with concrete and revisit in the

future (not a solution anyone but the local editors think is acceptable)

Anything you can add to any of that would be helpful - even off the record

I'm sure I'll have more questions

Thanks,

Scott

Scott DiSavino
Correspondent
Thomison Reuters

Phone: 1 646 223 6072
Mobile:I (b)(6)

Email - scott.disavino@thomsonreuterscom
Reuters (Instant) Messaging - scott.disavino.thomsonreuters.com@reuters, net

thomsonreuters.com

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:09 PM
To: DiSavino, Scott P. (M Edit Ops)
Cc: O'Grady, Eileen (M Edit Ops); Brenner, Eliot; OPA Resource
Subject: RE: reuters media questions

Hi Scott;

The TMI core debris was sent to the Idaho National Lab where it's still being stored.

Lv



i.

I'll check on the other TMI information, but we're still nowhere near the point of having
enough of a grasp of Fukushima's conditions to do that sort of hypothesizing. Under the
NRC's regulations, emergency core cooling systems have to be able to run for about a
month in "accident space."

Scott

From: scott.disavino@thomsonreuters.com [mailto:scott.disavino@thomsonreuters.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 4:47 PM
To: OPA Resource; Bumell, Scott
Cc: eileen.ogrady@thomsonreuters.com
Subject: reuters media questions

Hi,

We're looking at endgame for the Fukushima reactor and that has raised a lot of questions about
three mile island

How long did we have to keep water flowing over the reactor core in unit 1 at three mile island
after the accident - I see on the nrc web site the vessel head was removed in 1984 and core debris
was removed in 1985-1986 - by the way - where did they send the core - where is it now

So I guess you were able to stop cooling by at least 1984 but we're wondering when you were able
to stop keeping the core in water

We're trying to figure out when the Japanese can stop cooling the reactor cores at Fukushima -
they are having a problem of what to do with the water

If Fukushima was in the US - what would the NRC recommend doing now - it's been over two
weeks and the situation is not stable yet - is there a point at which just burying the building and
forgetting it is an option

Thanks,

Scott

Scott DiSavino
Correspondent
fhonson Reuters

Phone: 1 646 223 6072
Mobile[ (b)(6)

Email - scott.disavino@thomsonreuters.com
Reuters (Instant) Messaging - scott.disavino.thomsonreuters.com@reuters.net



thomsonreuters.com

This email was sent to you by Thomson Reuters, the global news and information company.
Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, except where the
sender specifically states them to be the views of Thomson Reuters.
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From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Deavers. Ron
Subject: FW: Abusive member of the public will probably be calling back....
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:23:00 PM

Hi R(on,

Please see email helow trom Amy. If and only If you are so inclined here is the caller's

i nlOriratioii.

(b)(6)

She's venr concerned ibout hvilat exactly she ieed.ls to do if there is a nuclear ineltdow ii. She's

quite rude, insistent aind scired not to mention OCI)! If there's ain information we can send

her, she'd like that.

Brenda

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:53 AM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Abusive member of the public will probably be calling back ....

I talked to her for 30 minutes and she was still highly upset .... said she was going to keep
calling back and reporting me to supervisor because I would not transfer to technical
expert.. .aaagggghhh!!!

I probably should not have allowed her to berate me for that long, but I was trying to let her
get it all out.

-Af



From: Power. Steohen

To: Brenner. Eliot
Cc: Bumnel. Scott: OPA Resource
Subject: RE: Seeking a darification on Chairman Jaczko"s remarks - WSJ
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 3:18:36 PM

Thanks!

From: Brenner, Eliot [mailto:Eliot.Brenner@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 3:13 PM
To: Power, Stephen
Cc: Burnell, Scott; OPA Resource
Subject: RE: Seeking a clarification on Chairman Jaczko's remarks - WSJ

Just responded to her.

From: Power, Stephen [mailto:Stephen.Power@wsj.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 3:07 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Burnell, Scott; OPA Resource
Subject: Seeking a clarification on Chairman Jaczko's remarks - WSJ

Hi, Eliot-

I know you're swamped, but my colleague Tennille Tracy could
use your help in getting clarification on something the Chairman said
at today's Senate hearing. The chairman said that he thought a 20-
mile evacuation around Fukushima was a "safe distance."

Can the NRC tell us:

* Whether this means the U.S. is now amending its earlier
recommendation to U.S. citizens to stay at least 50 miles away?

" What data this new 20-mile directive is based on?

You can either email Tennille and me or call one of us (try
Tennille first - 202 862 6619)



Thanks so much.

With kind regards,

Stephen Power

Staff Reporter

The Wall Street Journal

Office: (202) 862-9269

Cell: (b)(6)

Email: Stephen.Power(e-)wsj.com

Follow me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/stephenlpower



From: Bumel.Scot
To: Landiu. Mindy

Subject: Re: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 6:24:47 AM

Hope you got my out-of-office and got word from someone else -- IP's seismic review results, when
Entergy completes its work, will get the staffs priority attention as part of the overall GI-199 effort.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Bumell

(b)(6)

From: Landau, Mindy
To: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Wed Mar 30 14:19:28 2011
Subject: FW: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY

I'll be happy to respond, just want to make sure the answer is that IP assessment will be
done as part of our larger task force effort....

From: Gelsi, Steven [mailto:SGelsi@marketwatch.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:17 PM
To: Landau, Mindy
Subject: RE: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY

Hello could you confirm that the NRC will conduct a seismic risk assessment of Entergy's Indian

Point plant next year, as the first of 27 reviews of nuclear power units at 17 plants?

Platts did a story about this yesterday citing your colleague Beth Hayden.

Thanks

STEVE Gelsi
Energy Reporter

MarektWatch

212 416 4659

From: Landau, Mindy [mailto:Mindy.Landau@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 2:17 PM
To: Gelsi, Steven
Subject: RE: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY

I'm sorry but that is outside our jurisdiction, and we have no such information

Regards,
Mindy

From: Gelsi, Steven [mailto:SGelsi@marketwatch.com.
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:27 PM 1A



To: Landau, Mindy
Subject: RE: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY

Hello Mindy

Is it possible to look up any proposed nuclear plants that have received an investment from Tokyo

Electric Power? They had planned to invest in a plant being built by NRG and I wanted to see if

there were any other. Thanks.

Steve Gelsi

Energy Reporter

MarketWatch

212 416 4659

From: Landau, Mindy [mailto: Mindy.Landau@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:18 PM
To: Gelsi, Steven
Subject: RE: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY

Steve, we have no confirmation of that.

Mindy Landau (assisting Public Affairs)

From: Gelsi, Steven <SGelsi@marketwatch.com>
To: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Wed Mar 16 11:21:43 2011
Subject: RE: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY

Hello Ivonne

ABC news reported about two hours ago that a large American nuclear response team of hundreds

of military and other folks is on its way to Japan.

I didn't see anything else about this on your web site? Could you confirm?

From: Couret, Ivonne [mailto:Ivonne.Couret@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:13 PM
To: Gelsi, Steven
Subject: RE: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY

11:45a.m.

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

tU.S.NRC

(301) 415-8205



ivonne.couret@nrc.gov

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo-gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl 350/

NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc,gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx

- Please consider the environmental impact before printing this email.

From: Gelsi, Steven [mailto:SGelsi@marketwatch.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:11 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY

Thanks how long has this been out? Dow Jones Newswires just flashed headlines on it

From: Couret, Ivonne [mailto:Ivonne.Couret@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:08 PM
To: Gelsi, Steven
Subject: RE: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

U.S.NRC

(301) 415-8205
ivonne.couret@nrc.gov

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo-gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm!/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/

NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx

- Please consider the envirornmental Impact before printing this ernail.

From: Gelsi, Steven [mailto:SGelsi@marketwatch.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:06 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY

Hello could you please send over release ASAP about Japan formally asking US for help in cooling

reactors? Thanks
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STEVE GELSI

From: Couret, Ivonne [mailto:Ivonne.Couret@nrc.gov]
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 1:00 PM
To: Gelsi, Steven
Subject: RE: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY

New Reactor Application under review - http://www.nrc.gov/rcactors/new-reactors/col.html - There have been
request from the licensee specifically talking about Vogtle Limited Work Authorization (LWA)

Limited work. authority regulations to allow some preconstruction activities without NRC approval, such as site
clearing, road building, and transmission line routing. Other activities require authorization by NRC. Thus
applicants must place request for LWA. Does this help? Ivonne

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

SU. S.INR C

(301) 415-8205
"ivonne.couret@nrc.gov

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo -gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading -rm/doc -collections/nuregs/staff/srl 350/

NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx

IA2 Please consider the environmental impact before printing this email.

From: Gelsi, Steven [mailto:SGelsi@marketwatch.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 12:46 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY

Thanks - Ivonne, you said no construction permits have yet been issued, but there have been

preliminary construction plants issued for at least one project.

From: Couret, Ivonne [mailto:Ivonne.Couret@nrc.gov]
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 12:42 PM
To: Gelsi, Steven
Subject: NRC Reply - Market Watch NY

Steve -
Website link to BWR backgrounder - Diagrams hyperlinked
Information Digest provide summary of NRC regulatory activities is plain English -
http:llwww.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl 350/
Details of current operating commercial Nuclear Reactors - Appendix A (attached)



Another resource is NEI.org website at http://www.nei.org/newsandevents/information-on-
the-japanese-earthquake-and -reactors-in-that-region
Trust this helps. Ivonne

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

j ,U.S.NRC

(301) 415-8205
ivonne.couret@nrc.gov

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your storyl
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo -gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc -collections/nuregs/staff/srl 350/

NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx

A Please consider the environmental impact before printing this email.



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda

To: Deavers. Ron; Bonaccorso. Amy

Subject: Info Request

Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 9:22:00 AM

Brent Huitchinlsonl

Aqua Virginia

qluestions about rjdiation in water.

Brenda Akstnlewtcz
AdmiiiistraLive• Assistant

Office of Puiblic Affairs"

301-415-8209
brLeda.akst /izO~nrcaaw

.i/
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From: Burnell, Scott
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: ACTION: RESPONSE - News Artidle on SOARCA
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 9:22:00 AM
Attachments: irage0.Mn

Yes, we should. I can take care of it a little later if it's not urgent.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 9:22 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: ACTION: RESPONSE - News Article on SOARCA

Do we need to capture the Q&A below for our use in talking points?

From: Sullivan, Randy
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:44 AM
To: Milligan, Patricia; Armstrong, Kenneth; Wilson, George
Cc: Gibson, Kathy; Kahler, Robert; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: ACTION: RESPONSE - News Article on SOARCA

The current EPZ is protective of public health and safety during a LTSBO. The EPZ is
designed to respond within hours to the need for immediate protective action. You can see
how effective current planning is in the SOARCA results, not yet published.

However, when there is a longer period, days in the case of Japan, normal processes for
evacuation by local authorities are quite adequate and are protective of PH&S. We have
studied over 250 large evacuations in the US. Large evacuations take place about every 3
weeks. Local authorities are quite capable of implementing these evacuations without
direction and oversight from Washington. (NUREG/CR 6864).

Radiological issues will differ from the "routine" evacuations, but at the point evacuation
beyond the EPZ is necessary, there will be massive federal support for all radiological
issues to assist the rather mature state radiological program.

I hope this insight will help and that it does not come too late. I am available if you have
questions.

Thanks

Randolph Sullivan, CHP

From: Milligan, Patricia
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:32 PM
To: Armstrong, Kenneth; Wilson, George
Cc: Gibson, Kathy; Sullivan, Randy
Subject: RE: ACTION: RESPONSE - News Article on SOARCA

5. The Reactor Safety Study, aka "WASH 1400" NUREG/CR-75 did consider total
loss of electrical power as one of the severe accidents analyzed. NRC
considered the catastrophic "class 9" accidents such as those analyzed in



WASH 1400 when determining the appropriate size of the EPZ. So, a short
answer is yes.

6. does the EPZ size need to be bigger? NRC regulations and guidance have
always considered the possibility that response actions may need to be
expanded beyond the 10/50 mile EPZs and in fact states, "detailed planning
within 10 miles would provide a substantial base for expansion of response
efforts in the event this proved necessary" similarly for the 50 mile EPZ.

From: Armstrong, Kenneth
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 1:49 PM
To: Milligan, Patricia; Wilson, George
Subject: FW: ACTION: RESPONSE - News Article on SOARCA

Patricia and George,

Kathy drafted the 5 questions below in response to Mike Weber's info request pertaining to
the recent AP article on SOARCA (link below). Would you please provide a response
where appropriate before 3:00PM today if possible?

http://news~yahoo.com/s/ap/201 10329/ap-onre us/us usia pan nuclear blackouts_2

Thanks for your time,
Kenneth

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 1:44 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Cc: Armstrong, Kenneth; Tinkler, Charles
Subject: RE: ACTION: RESPONSE - News Article on SOARCA

These are the questions we are working on. Ken Armstrong will reach out to NRR
(Wilson), NSIR (Milligan), and Charlie is working on SOARCA insights. Ideally we will
try to get NRR and NSIR to provide their answers to us so we can provide one
package to EDO. This is the plan I agreed to with Roger Rihm.

1. 93 of the U.S. plants only had a 4-hour coping capacity for SBO. The rest
could cope for 8 hours. Is this valid? (NRR)

2. Does this taken into consideration the B5b mitigating measures? (NRR, NSIR)
3. What power is available for SFP cooling in US plants? (Diesels, batteries, etc?

) (NRR)
4. SOARCA insights relevant to AP article. (RES, Charlie)
5. Was SBO considered among the scenarios that resulted in the U.S. decision to

establish the nominal exposure pathway EPZ at 10 miles?) (NSIR, Trish)
6. Do we need a bigger EPZ? (NSIR, Trish)

I'm also trying to contact Scott Burnell to see if we already have Q's and A's on these
topics to draw from and not duplicate. Also OCA.



Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

Division of SystemsMl•! sis

Kathy.Gibson, rc,gov
,301) 251-7•i09Vork

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 1:37 PM
To: Gibson, Kathy
Subject: FW: ACTION: RESPONSE - News Article on SOARCA

From: Wilson, George
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 1:21 PM
To: Leeds, Eric; Hiland, Patrick
Cc: Weber, Michael; Skeen, David; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: RE: ACTION: RESPONSE - News Article on SOARCA

I am already working on this

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:48 PM
To: Wilson, George; Hiland, Patrick
Cc: Weber, Michael; Skeen, David; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: ACTION: RESPONSE - News Article on SOARCA

George -

Please see Mike's comments and questions below. Could you please comment on the SBO coping

times that UCS has provided and clarify as appropriate for me and Mike. I'll be giving a
presentation at the National Governors Association meeting next Monday and the info will be

helpful.

Thanks!

Eric J. Leeds, Director

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-1270

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:14 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Leeds, Eric; Johnson, Michael; Wiggins, Jim; Rihm, Roger; Milligan, Patricia; Wittick,
Brian; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Muessle, Mary; Andersen,
James; Bowman, Gregory
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Subject: RESPONSE - News Article on SOARCA

Thanks, Brian. I'll need to be prepared to respond to this concern in tomorrow morning's
hearing and the Chairman will need to be prepared to respond at his hearings tomorrow.
Please work with OEDO staff (Roger Rihm/Brian Wittick) to ensure that we develop a
short-response by COB today that we can use tomorrow in case this comes up.

David Lochbaum reported at this morning's hearing that 93 of the U.S. plants only had a
4-hour coping capacity for SBO. The rest could cope for 8 hours. Is this valid? Does this
taken into consideration the B5b mitigating measures? Was SBO considered among the
scenarios that resulted in the U.S. decision to establish the nominal exposure pathway
EPZ at 10 miles?

AP IMPACT: Long blackouts pose risk to
US reactors

AWXX*Wd Pffl

AP - Only Unit 2 is covered with white concrete housing, seen on left of an iron tower on
right, at the stricken ...

By DINA CAPPIELLO, Associated Press Dina Cappiello, Associated Press - Tue Mar 29,
3:13 am ET
WASHINGTON - Long before the nuclear emergency in Japan, U.S. regulators knew that a
power failure lasting for days at an American nuclear plant, whatever the cause, could lead to
a radioactive leak. Even so, they have only required the nation's 104 nuclear reactors to
develop plans for dealing with much shorter blackouts on the assumption that power would
be restored quickly.
In one nightmare simulation presented by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 2009, it
would take less than a day for radiation to escape from a reactor at a Pennsylvania nuclear
power plant after an earthquake, flood or fire knocked out all electrical power and there was
no way to keep the reactors cool after backup battery power ran out. That plant, the Peach
Bottom Atomic Power Station outside Lancaster, has reactors of the same older make and
model as those releasing radiation at Japan's Fukushima Dai-ichi plant, which is using other
means to try to cool the reactors.
And like Fukushima Dai-ichi, the Peach Bottom plant has enough battery power on site to
power emergency cooling systems for eight hours. In Japan, that wasn't enough time for
power to be restored. According to the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Nuclear
Energy Institute trade association, three of the six reactors at the plant still can't get power to
operate the emergency cooling systems. Two were shut down at the time. In the sixth, the
fuel was removed completely and put in the spent fuel pool when it was shut down for



maintenance at the time of the disaster. A week after the March 11 earthquake, diesel
generators started supplying power to two other two reactors, Units 5 and 6, the groups said.
The risk of a blackout leading to core damage, while extremely remote, exists at all U.S.
nuclear power plants, and some are more susceptible than others, according to an Associated
Press investigation. While regulators say they have confidence that measures adopted in the
U.S. will prevent or significantly delay a core from melting and threatening a radioactive
release, the events in Japan raise questions about whether U.S. power plants are as prepared
as they could and should be.
"We didn't address a tsunami and an earthquake, but clearly we have known for some time
that one of the weak links that makes accidents a little more likely is losing power," said
Alan Kolaczkowski, a retired nuclear engineer who worked on a federal risk analysis of
Peach Bottom released in 1990 and is familiar with the updated risk analysis.
Risk analyses conducted by the plants in 1991-94 and published by the commission in 2003
show that the chances of such an event striking a U.S. power plant are remote, even at the
plant where the risk is the highest, the Beaver Valley Power Station in Pennsylvania.
These long odds are among the reasons why the United States since the late 1980s has only
required nuclear power plants to cope with blackouts for four or eight hours, depending on
the risk. That's about how much time batteries would last. After that, it is assumed that power
would be restored. And so far, that's been the case.
Equipment put in place after the Sept. It, 2001, terrorist attacks could buy more time.
Otherwise, the reactor's radioactive core could begin to melt unless alternative cooling
methods were employed. In Japan, the utility has tried using portable generators and dumped
tons of seawater, among other things, on the reactors in an attempt to keep them cool.
A 2003 federal analysis looking at how to estimate the risk of containment failure said that
should power be knocked out by an earthquake or tornado it "would be unlikely that power
will be recovered in the time frame to prevent core meltdown."
In Japan, it was a one-two punch: first the earthquake, then the tsunami.
Tokyo Electric Power Co., the operator of the crippled plant, found other ways to cool the
reactor core and so far avert a full-scale meltdown without electricity.
"Clearly the coping duration is an issue on the table now," said Biff Bradley, director of risk
assessment for the Nuclear Energy Institute. "The industry and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission will have to go back in light of what we just observed and rethink station
blackout duration."
David Lochbaum, a former plant engineer and nuclear safety director at the advocacy group
Union of Concerned Scientists, put it another way: "Japan shows what happens when you
play beat-the-clock and lose."
Lochbaum plans to use the Japan disaster to press lawmakers and the nuclear power industry
to do more when it comes to coping with prolonged blackouts, such as having temporary
generators on site that can recharge batteries.
A complete loss of electrical power, generally speaking, poses a major problem for a nuclear
power plant because the reactor core must be kept cool, and back-up cooling systems -
mostly pumps that replenish the core with water- require massive amounts of power to work.
Without the electrical grid, or diesel generators, batteries can be used for a time, but they will
not last long with the power demands. And when the batteries die, the systems that control
and monitor the plant can also go dark, making it difficult to ascertain water levels and the
condition of the core.
One variable not considered in the NRC risk assessments of severe blackouts was cooling
water in spent fuel pools, where rods once used in the reactor are placed. With limited
resources, the commission decided to focus its analysis on the reactor fuel, which has the
potential to release more radiation.
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An analysis of individual plant risks released in 2003 by the NRC shows that for 39 of the
104 nuclear reactors, the risk of core damage from a blackout was greater than I in 100,000.
At 45 other plants the risk is greater than I in I million, the threshold NRC is using to
determine which severe accidents should be evaluated in its latest analysis.
The Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit 1, in Pennsylvania had the greatest risk of core melt
-6.5 in 100,000, according to the analysis. But that risk may have been reduced in
subsequent years as NRC regulations required plants to do more to cope with blackouts.
Todd Schneider, a spokesman for FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Co., which runs Beaver
Creek, told the AP that batteries on site would last less than a week.
In 1988, eight years after labeling blackouts "an unresolved safety issue," the NRC required
nuclear power plants to improve the reliability of their diesel generators, have more backup
generators on site, and better train personnel to restore power. These steps would allow them
to keep the core cool for four to eight hours if they lost all electrical power. By contrast, the
newest generation of nuclear power plant, which is still awaiting approval, can last 72 hours
without taking any action, and a minimum of seven days if water is supplied by other means
to cooling pools.
Despite the added safety measures, a 1997 report found that blackouts - the loss of on-site
and off-site electrical power - remained "a dominant contributor to the risk of core melt at
some plants." The events of Sept. 11, 2001, further solidified that nuclear reactors might have
to keep the core cool for a longer period without power. After 9/11, the commission issued
regulations requiring that plants have portable power supplies for relief valves and be able to
manually operate an emergency reactor cooling system when batteries go out.
The NRC says these steps, and others, have reduced the risk of core melt from station
blackouts from the current fleet of nuclear plants.
For instance, preliminary results of the latest analysis of the risks to the Peach Bottom plant
show that any release caused by a blackout there would be far less rapid and would release
less radiation than previously thought, even without any actions being taken. With more time,
people can be evacuated. The NRC says improved computer models, coupled with up-to-date
information about the plant, resulted in the rosier outlook.
"When you simplify, you always err towards the worst possible circumstance," Scott Burnell,
a spokesman for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, said of the earlier studies. The latest
work shows that "even in situations where everything is broken and you can't do anything
else, these events take a long time to play out," he said. "Even when you get to releasing into
environment, much less of it is released than actually thought."
Exelon Corp., the operator of the Peach Bottom plant, referred all detailed questions about its
preparedness and the risk analysis back to the NRC. In a news release issued earlier this
month, the company, which operates 10 nuclear power plants, said "all Exelon nuclear plants
are able to safely shut down and keep the fuel cooled even without electricity from the grid."
Other people, looking at the crisis unfolding in Japan, aren't so sure.
In the worst-case scenario, the NRC's 1990 risk assessment predicted that a core melt at
Peach Bottom could begin in one hour if electrical power on- and off-site were lost, the
diesel generators - the main back-up source of power for the pumps that keep the core cool
with water - failed to work and other mitigating steps weren't taken.
"It is not a question that those things are definitely effective in this kind of scenario," said
Richard Denning, a professor of nuclear engineering at Ohio State University, referring to the
steps NRC has taken to prevent incidents. Denning had done work as a contractor on severe
accident analyses for the NRC since 1975. He retired from Battelle Memorial Institute in
1995.
"They certainly could have made all the difference in this particular case," he said, referring
to Japan. "That's assuming you have stored these things in a place that would not have been



swept away by tsunami."

From: Chang, Richard
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 7:35 AM
To: Schaperow, Jason; Tinkler, Charles; Santiago, Patricia; Ghosh, Tina; Armstrong, Kenneth
Subject: FYI- News Article on SOARCA

http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20110329/appon-re us/ususjiapan nuclear-blackouts 2

Richard Chang
Program Manager
RES/DSA/SPB
301-251-7980



From: Oesterde. Eric
To: Grobe.Jack
Cc: Markley, Michael Nelson. Robert; Burnell, Scptt; Millipan. Patrida
Subject: RE: Action: Query from Jack Grobe
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 9:54:33 AM
Attachments: Evac to 50 OA OPA approvedmocx
Importance: High

Jack,

The attached Q&As on the 50-mile EPZ have been finalized and vetted through OPA and
are approved for use.

Eric R. Oesterle
NRR Communications Team
Senior Policy Analyst (NRO/DNRL)
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1365

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 9:52 AM
To: Milligan, Patricia; Burnell, Scott; Oesterle, Eric
Cc: Markley, Michael
Subject: RE: Action: Query from Jack Grobe

Let's go final with this.

NELSON

From: Milligan, Patricia
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 9:42 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Oesterle, Eric
Cc: Markley, Michael; Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: Action: Query from Jack Grobe

good sensitivity- thanks
Patricia Milligan, CHP, RPh
Senior Technical Advisor for Preparedness & Response
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
US NRC
MS T 846M
Washington, DC 20555
301-415-2273
BSackbbr r l (bX6)

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 9:26 AM
To: Oesterle, Eric; Milligan, Patricia
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Cc: Markley, Michael; Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: Action: Query from Jack Grobe

I made a couple of suggested edits in "Track Changes" - I would really prefer we not
introduce "super core" into the public lexicon.

From: Oesterle, Eric
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 8:38 AM
To: Milligan, Patricia
Cc: Burnell, Scott; Markley, Michael; Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: Action: Query from Jack Grobe
Importance: High

Trish - need your review of my expansion of your Q&As today, please

Scott - please also review for OPA

Thanks!!

Eric R. Oesterle

NRR Communications Team

Senior Policy Analyst (NRO/DNRL)
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-1365

From: Grobe, lack
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 8:36 AM
To: Nelson, Robert
Cc: Markley, Michael; Oesterle, Eric; Quinones, Lauren; Rodriguez, Veronica; Skeen, David; Brenner,
Eliot
Subject: FW: Action: Query from Jack Grobe

Eric/Mike/Nelson

We have a team of about 15 NRC folks heading to Vienna Friday or Saturday. The 50
mile PAR will be an active discussion item. If we could finish this today and email it to all
(use Lauren/Veronica/Dave to coordinate) that would be great support

From: Oesterle, Eric
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 7:54 AM
To: Grobe, Jack
Cc: Markley, Michael; Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: Action: Query from lack Grobe

Jack,

We are still working through the process of getting the attached Q&As through final



technical review and OPA review, but this is what we have for now.

Eric R. Oesterle
NRR Communications Team
Senior Policy Analyst (NRO/DNRL)
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1365

From: Oesterle, Eric
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 7:45 AM
To: Nelson, Robert; Markley, Michael
Subject: RE: Action: Query from Jack Grobe

Am working with Trish Milligan to get her OK on the attached expanded answers that she
provided initially. Once I get her OK, I'll get them into the database.

Eric R. Oesterle
NRR Communications Team
Senior Policy Analyst (NRO/DNRL)
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1365

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 7:41 AM
To: Oesterle, Eric; Markley, Michael
Subject: Action: Query from Jack Grobe
Importance: High

See below

NELSON

. .. . .... . . . .... .. . .... .. .. ... . . ... .... .. . .. . . . ... ... . ...... .... . . . . .. ... .. ... . . .. ... .. .. ........... .... ... ...

From: Grobe, Jack
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 8:59 PM
To: Nelson, Robert
Subject: Re: FYI: NRR Comm Team SitRep - 3/30

Nelson

Do we have a public Q/A on the basisa for the 50 mile PAR?
Jack Grobe, Deputy Director, NRR



From: Nelson, Robert
To: Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce; Grobe, Jack; LIA06 Hoc; Roberts, Darrell; Lara, Julio; Kennedy, Kriss;
Croteau, Rick; Landau, Mindy; Bahadur, Sher; Blount, Tom; Brown, Frederick; Cheok, Michael; Evans,
Michele; Ferrell, Kimberly; Galloway, Melanie; Glitter, Joseph; Giwines, Mary; Hiland, Patrick; Holian,
Brian; Howe, Allen; Lee, Samson; Lubinski, John; McGinty, Tim; Quay, Theodore; Ruland, William;
Skeen, David; Thomas, Brian; Westreich, Barry
Cc: West, Steven; Shear, Gary; Hay, Michael; Broaddus, Doug; Campbell, Stephen; Carlson, Robert;
Chernoff, Harold; Kulesa, Gloria; Markley, Michael; Pascarelli, Robert; Salgado, Nancy; Simms, Sophonia;
Wall, Scott; Guzman, Richard; Lyon, Fred; Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh; Oesterle, Eric; Polickoski,
James; Tam, Peter; Thomas, Eric
Sent: Wed Mar 30 16:16:13 2011
Subject: FYI: NRR Comm Team SitRep - 3/30

1. Developed draft brief for Eric Leeds to present to National Governors' Assoc on 4/4.
2. Coordinated Qs & As on hydrogen combiners
3. Prepared for meeting with OPA on 3/31 to get support for launching the indexed

Q&A database.
4. Initiated development of information re: spent fuel pools,
5. Provided info on issues associated with EPUs for Browns Ferry & Monticello.
6. Reviewed press release for Limerick MUR; targeting issuance next week.

NELSON



From: Hayden. Elizabeth
To: Brenner. Eliot; Burnell, Scott

Cc: Ulses. Anthony Trapp, James
Subject: RE: Call from Japan Daily News
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 9:58:47 AM

I'm not telling her anything. I've already spoken to her and I don't believe we need to
waste our time telling her NO again.

Beth Havden
Senior Advisor
Office of Public Affairs
US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

--- Protecting People and the Environment

301-415-8202
elizabeth.hayden @nrc.gov

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 9:31 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Re: Call from Japan Daily News

Beth can tell this woman NO again
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
Cl (b)(6)
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Burnell, Scott
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Thu Mar 31 09:20:31 2011
Subject: Call from Japan Daily News

Eliot;

There was a voicemail this morning from Japan Daily News, wanting to speak to you by

name regarding an e-mail from Beth. Since I don't know the topic, I don't know which of
the three of us should respond. Advice, please? Thanks.

Scott



From: Brenner. Elio
To: .TenniIIe.Tracvydowiones.com"
Cc: BumeU. Scott
Subject: Re: Japan review -- chairman says six US units under intensive review?
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:06:08 PM

Probably not. Have to run to another appointmdent. Call scott burnell at my office.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301,415 8200
C (b)(6)
Sent from my Blackberry

----- Original Message-
From: Tracy, Tennille <Tennille.Tracy@dowjones.com>
To: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Thu Mar 31 12:03:30 2011
Subject: RE: Japan review -- chairman says six US units under intensive review?

Can I grab you for a quick minute after this hearing to discuss? Not sure I understand this ROP /
assessment, nor the difference between three or six plants now under review.

t

From: Brenner, Eliot [Eliot.Brenner@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 11:52 AM
To: 'roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com'; Tracy, Tennille
Subject: Fw: Japan review -- chairman says six US units under intensive review?

More info for you both
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
Ct ibll6 /
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
To: 'Dolley, Steven' <Steven Dolley@platts.com>
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Thu Mar 31 11:33:53 2011
Subject: RE: Japan review -- chairman says six US units under intensive review?

Yes, he's referring to the ROP. At the end of the year, Dec. 31, there were six plants. Currently there
are three. Oconee units 1,2,3 are in column 1 as of the first quarter of 2011.

Six nuclear reactors were at the third level of performance with one degraded safety comerstone. For
this performance level, regulatory oversight includes more NRC inspections, senior management
attention and oversight focused on the cause of the degraded performance. These plants were: Oconee

I ./
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1, 2, 3 (S.C.); Fort Calhoun (Neb.); H. B. Robinson 2 (S.C.); and Wolf Creek 1 (Kan.)

Beth Hayden
Senior Advisor
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

--- Protecting People and the Environment
301-415-8202
elizabeth.hayden@nrc.gov

From: Dolley, Steven [mailto:Steven Dolleyftlatts.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: OPA Resource
Subject: RE: Japan review -- chairman says six US units under intensive review?

I'm not at the hearing, but here's the quote from the chairman. Sounds like he might be referring to the
ROP action matrix, rather than the Japan review. But his reference to six plants is somewhat puzzling.
Aren't there only three units currently in Column 3, degraded cornerstone?

Right now we have very good performance with the actual reactors. We have generally a system that
we have for each of the reactors. and right now there are approximately six plants that are in one of
the areas of more intensive review from a safety perspective. And those are the plants that we are right
now most concerned about. But again, we have a very conservative system, so we like to identify
problems early to make sure they can get addressed early. But with the exception of those six plants,
the remaining plants in this country are operating well within our safety requirements and we believe
are operating safely. All of the plants now are meeting our safety requirements and we believe are
operating safely."

From: Dolley, Steven
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:51 AM
To: 'Hayden, Elizabeth'
Cc: 'opa administrators'
Subject: Japan review -- chairman says six US units under intensive review?

Hi Beth, The chairman just said during his Senate testimony that six US nuclear units are under
intensive review in the wake of the Fukushima I accident.

Which six units are being reviewed? What issues are being reviewed and how long will it take? Why are

these six units considered a particular priority?

I'm writing for our daily, 5 prn EDT deadline.

Thanks,
Steve

Steven Dolley
Managing Editor, Inside NRC
Platts Nuclear
202-383-2166 Office
202-383-2187 Fax

The information contained in this message is intended only for the recipient, and may be a confidential
attorney-client communication or may otherwise be privileged and confidential and protected from
disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent



responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, please be aware that any
dissemination or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify us by replying to the message and deleting it from
your computer. The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. reserves the right, subject to applicable local law, to
monitor, review and process the content of any electronic message or information sent to or from
McGraw-Hill e-mail addresses without informing the sender or recipient of the message. By sending
electronic message or information to McGraw-Hill e-mail addresses you, as the sender, are consenting to
McGraw-Hill processing any of your personal data therein.



From:
To:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers. Ron
Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:33:00 PM

Jorge ZUnigpa
F - (b)(6)

Vs on radiation lives in calif.

Brenda.Akstuleiiicz
Adniriistiuivle Assistiint.
Ofticvt- of Puiblic Afftairs
'301-415-8209
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From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers. Ron
Subject: FW: Member of the public inquiring about Japan situation
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:34:00 PM

From: Williamson, Alicia
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:25 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: Clayton, Brent
Subject: Member of the public inquiring about Japan situation

Hello Brenda

His name and info is Louis Taterl (b)(6)

He is inquiring about the Japanese reactors as well as why NRC/Japan Govt will not and does not

have alternate/additional diesel generators

assisting with cooling the reactors. He mentioned a document I wrote ML061360131 --- May 12,

2006, Cost Beneficial SAMAs for the Brunswick License Renewal.

Any questions let me know.

Thanx

Alicia

Alicia Williamson

US NRC

Office of New Reactors

301-415-1878 office

301-415-5399 fax

alicia.williamson@nrc.gov

/ CIKK
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Caroline Cooper

Brenner, Eliol

RE: Checking in...
Thursday, March 31, 2011 4:59:00 PM

Hi Caroline;

Whatever you've imagined, multiply by 10!!!!

Anyway, we're really slammed in general, but perhaps tomorrow we could talk on
background for now. Thanks.

Scott

.From: CaroIine Cooper [maiitol
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 4:57 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Checking in...

(b)(6)
I

Hi Scott. I can only imagine what your life must have been like the past three weeks!
Did you ever see our piece? It is still on Itunes...otherwise I can send you DVD copies.
We are putting together a new look at nuclear, given the Japan accident. Are you, or anyone
else on your team, avail, to talk to me on background about Los Diablos, and the county
lawmakers out there who want to delay re-licensing while new seismology studies are
done... ?

Caroline N. Cooper
Producer, "Dan Rather Reports"
Washin(ton. DC

I (b)(6)



From: Brenner. Elio
To: Mdntvre. David
Subject: Re: Google Alert - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 6:57:50 AM

Or an eliot perhaps.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
Co (b)(6)

Sent from my Blackberry

From: McIntyre, David
To: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Fri Apr 01 06:43:30 2011
Subject: Fw: Google Alert - Nuclear Regulatory Commission

I smell a ... Josh. ;-)

David McIntyre
NRC Office of Public Affairs

(b)(6) -1mobile)
301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

From: Google Alerts <googlealerts-noreply@google.com>
To: McIntyre, David

Sent: Fri Apr 01 02:12:08 2011
Subject: Google Alert - Nuclear Regulatory Commission

News 2 new results for Nuclear Regulator. Commission

Nuclear Industry Pins Hopes on Longtime Foe
Wall Street Journal
By STEPHEN POWER US nuclear-power industry officials have long regarded Gregory Jaczko as

an adversary, but following the earthquake and nuclear crisis in Japan they need him as an ally.,
Mr. Jaczko, chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

NRC Puts Fort Calhoun on Watch List
Action 3 News
Omaha, NE - The Fort Calhoun Nuclear Plant is one of three US nuclear plants that need

increased oversight, according to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The NRC says the
review is routine and Fort Calhoun is operating safely.

_.ea tL.•o~Is__LA •LLŽ_•

Tip: Use a minus sign (-) in front of terms in your query that you want to exclude. Learn more.
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From: Byrnell, Scott

To: (b)(6)
Subject- RE: A non story story at the NYT?

Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 8:32:00 AM

Perhaps when things calm down in a year or so I'll have time for the list again. Yeah, saw
Margaret's "controls in Japanese" quote in the WashPost article about Calvert Cliffs.

I'm just really saddened by the headlong rush to sensationalize something that never
needed any help in grabbing the public's attention.

From: Dan Yurman [mailto (b)
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011fT27-Am
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: A non story story at the NYT?

Hi Scott,

Of course I am sorry you are not on the list. I've been working as a contractor to the
American Nuclear Society since March 11. I have not had a day off since the start of
the Fukushima crisis. See ANS Nuclear Caf6 and the @ansorg twitter feed for
example.

In dealing with the news media, I am awestruck by cluelessness. My favorite question
came from a nameless newspaper which was "why aren't more American nuclear
engineers helping the Japanese with their reactors?" Answer - "A key reason there
are not more Americans at the reactor site is because the reactor procedure
manuals, instrumentation, and signage are all in Japanese."

Dan Yi rnn

Email: (b)(6) I
MobileI
Blog: http://djysrv.blogspot.com

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 8:20 AM
To: dan.yurman@usa.net
Subject: RE: A non story story at the NYT?

Hi Dan;

There's been so much of that I can't even begin to catalogue it all, but thanks for BCCing
me... And don't get me started on MSNBC. Hope you're doing well.

Scott

From: Dan Yurman [mailto! (b)(6)

Sent: Friday, April 01, 201u :i AM
To: 'Social Media'
Subject: A non story story at the NYT? (



"U.S. Dropped Nuclear Rule Meant to Avert Hydrogen Explosions" 03/31/11 11:30 AM

httpj/!•een.bloms.nytimes.com/2011/03/31 /u-s-dropped-nuclear-nile-rneant-to-avedt-hvdrogen-
explosions/

It seems to me this is a non-story that became a story for no reason.

<start NYT snip>

"The change in commission policy was pointed out this week by a nuclear safety critic, Paul M.
Blanch, who said that he had been involved in installing such equipment at Millstone 3, a nuclear
reactor in Waterford, Conn.

"Post-Three Mile Island, they were considered very important to safety," Mr. Blanch said. He
accused the Nuclear Regulatory Commission of having "gutted the rule" because the industry
wanted to save money."

<end NYT snip>

Mr. Blanch is a consultant to "Beyond Nuclear," a NGO based in the DC suburbs of Maryland
which is opposed to the use of nuclear energy.

The newspaper also quotes a spokesman from the NRC.

""They [recombiners] weren't needed for design basis accidents and they didn't help with severe
accidents," Mr. Brenner said."

If you fill the reactor pressure vessel with nitrogen, then even if hydrogen is generated there it
cannot ignite in an inert atmosphere. It follows that it makes sense to drop the requirement to have
hydrogen recombiners.

Yet, the newspaper ran with a story that suggest the NRC acted against the interests of safety when
in fact the regulatory agency was reasonable in its logic.

IMHO the use of a photo of TMI is at least gratuitous or does it seem obligatory for editors these
day when publishing something about the U.S. nuclear industry.

I guess my response to the NRC dropping the 'recombiners' is "so what." The NYT saw it
differently.

The newspaper seems motivated to run to ground a charge that the NRC acted against the interests
of safety. It didn't, but it printed the story anyway.

I suggest a new headline for this story should be "man did not bite dog" or something like that.

Dan Yurman
Emiail: (b)(6)

Mobilel
Blog: http://djysrv.blogspot.com



From: ouret, 1yonne
To: Akstulewicz. Brenda; Shannon. Valerie; Rover. Deanna Ghneim. Munira Valentine. Nicholee Anderson. Bran

Cc: ,anbergs. joljy; Harrington, Holly Medina. Veronika; Mcntyre. David; BurneLl Scott: Chandrathil. Prema;
iyna. Viktoria: Ledford, Joy: Hannah. Roger Sren. Diane; Sheehan. Neil

Subject: NOTE - Media Desk April 1 - April 13

Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:03:58 AM
Attachments: In case anyone asksdocx

Greetings -

Veronika Medina and Bethany Janbergs will be serving as the media desk and my back up
during the following through April 13.

I have created a document in the shared OPA file (G:\Crisis Communication\Japan Quake
Tsunami\ln case anyone asks.docx) titled "in case anyone asks" that has basic information
and canned statement to assist qualifying reporters inquiries prior to forwarding their
request to a lead PAO. I've attached the current version. This document can serve as a
tool to help support staff in the region as well.

They will continue to forward inquiries to the Regions' only if it pertains to specific plants.
Please be patient and let Holly Harrington know if there is any concerns. Note since the
media desk gets more emails then most if you want to get attention fast, please add a
RED FLAG High Importance to the email and the media desk will do the same with "special
reporters".

Veronika will be sitting at my desk and answering the phone 301-415-8205.

Bethany is at 301-415-8211 Bethany has been managing the public inquiries with Amy
Bonaccorso.

Thanks in advance for your patience and support. Prost! Ivonne

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs
Media Desk
opa.resource@nrc.gov
301-415-8200

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo-gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc -collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/



In case anyone asks

In the odds and ends department, in case you were wondering: according to our Historian....

James Asselstine is the youngest Commissioner. He was just shy of 34 when he was appointed in 1982.

Chairman Jaczko was the second youngest to be appointed Commissioner. He was 34 years plus a few
months. Nevertheless, he is the youngest -being appointed Chairman at 38.5 years of age,

Here's the verbiage HQ has used to reply to questions on the Chairman's testimony (3/31) today:

The six plants were as of the end of the assessment year (March-Feb.), we're actually down to three at
this point.

The six the Chairman referred to are Fort Calhoun (Neb.), Robinson Unit 2 (S.C.). Wolf Creek (Kansas)
and the three units at Oconee (S.C.). Oconec has subsequently improved and is back to our normal level
of oversight.

Link at http:/iwww.nrc.goviNRR/OVERS1GHT/ASSESS/actionmatrix summary.html

Every plant receives at least the normal level of inspection and oversight, called "Licensee Response." If
enough items of low significance appear, a plant will move to the second level of inspection, called
"Regulatory Response." Items that aren't resolved in a reasonable amount of time, or new items of
somewhat higher significance, can move a plant to the third level of even more inspection and oversight,
"Degraded Cornerstone," and that's where the six plants were (and three still are). Serious issues, or
significant issues that last even longer, move a plant to the fourth level, "Multiple (or Repetitive)
Degraded Cornerstone," where there's intensive inspection and attention from senior NRC management.
The last level is "Unacceptable Performance," where we shut a plant down until we determine it's safe to
reopen.

Short version,
The NRC felt the six (now three) required significant additional oversight but continue to operate safely.

SOARCA, our statement per Jennifer Uhle is:

NRC is continuing its efforts on the State of the Art Reactor Consequence Analysis (SOARCA) project at
a reduced pace since many of the staff and contractors working on SOARCA are assisting NRC's efforts
regarding the Fukushima event. This will undoubtedly stretch the schedule out somewhat but we have
not yet determined for exactly how long.

Georgia PIRG Report Summary

The Georgia PIRG Report Summary is a compendium of already reported, widely known issues with
which the NRC is quite familiar. In the 1980s and 1990s the NRC instituted substantial safety
improvements at U.S. reactors, and after 9-11 the agency ordered many more into place to help deal with

G:\Crisls Communlcationlapan Quake Tsunamt~n case anyone asks.docx



In case anyone asks

potential threats going beyond the basic protections built into reactor designs. As we have stated, the
NRC will be looking at the data coming from Japan to take a fresh look at the regulatory regime in this
country to determine if additional requirements are necessary to strengthen our approach to ensuring that
reactor operators keep the public safe.

Former retired NRC Historian and author of TMI book, Sam Walker - Forward him media
inquiries via email to:
Enaail is. (b)(6) lmd DO NOT give out his email to reporters.

Week of 3/28 - Hearings on the Hill

Here are the hearings for this week:
Tuesday, March 29, 10:00 am,- Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee
366 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Mr. Bill Borchardt: Update on Fukushima

Wednesday, March 30, 10:00 am, House Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Economic
Development, Public Buildings, and Emergency Management
2253 Raybum House Office Building
Mr. Mike Weber: Emergency Management Programs

Wednesday, March 30, 10:00 am, Senate Appropriations Energy and Water Subcommittee
138 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Chairman Jaczko: Review of Nuclear Safety

Thursday, March 31, 10:00 am, House Appropriations Energy and Water Subcommittee
2362B Rayburn House Office Building
Chairman Jaczko

Chairman's Trip to Japan - 3/25 - 3/29
Here is the statement put out by the U.S. embassy in Japan (Tokyo). Refer callers to this and go no further
please, other than on background to say this is a short trip because the chairman has to be back to attend a
congressional hearing Wednesday:

The Chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Dr. Gregory Jaczko, traveled to Tokyo on March
28 to convexy directly to his 1apanese counterparts a message oi' support and cooperation, and to assess the

*current situation.

* Following his meetings with senior Japanese government and TEPCO officials, Chairman Jaczko said,
"Our nuclear expers are working closely with their Japanese counterparts, and we both continue to share
expert analysis as we move lorward to address this challemwe. I reconlinned in my motetings that we are
prepared to provide any assistance we can in the days to come.'

Chairman Jaczko further added, "'The unprecdcnted challenge before us remains serious and our best
experts remain filly engaged to help Japani address the situation."

G:ACrsis CommunicationUapan Quake Tsunamtln case anyone asks.docx



In case anyone asks

Interview with the Chairman or NRC Official
The NRC is unable to accoimnodate interview requests at this tinie; I will place your organization on the
list for future opportunities.

Please monitor the NRC home page or sign up for the listserv for any press releases.

News releases are available through a free subscription at the following Web address:
http:!iwww.nrc.gov/public-inolveilistserver.htm. The NRC homepage at www nrcgov also
offers a SUBSCRIBE link. ]---mail notifications are sent Io subscribers when news releases are
posted to NRC's website.

Here is a link to an FDA alert reference to food imports:
hap://www.accessdata. filajgovcns ia iniportalert 621.html

FDA is working on some advice Ror our Customs officers re. packages arriving from Japan.

DOE measurements from Japan, if anyone gets asked:
DOE has made public the AMS radiological measurement data from the overflights in

Japan. The web link is at ht. i:icnerev.goyinewsi10194.hm

Quick response on Part 21 IG report (3/23)
(as of1 324/201 1)

The IC report is focused on a subset of defects: manuifacturing defects. Both utilities and NRC
inspectors have processes tbr idcnti.lking and reporting manu.faeturing defects. The fnidamental
issue identified by the report is administrative and pertains (o how thcse defects are reported.
The NRC has a variety of other regulations that effectively encompass reporting all defects. and
the NRC continues to conclude plants are operating safely. The NRC will look at the IG report to
see itf our eporting systems can be further strenothened.

Contact the Office of the Inspector General for NRC

EIA data specialist of nuclear beat - John Moens; Phone:202-586-1509; E-Mail: John Moens

If you get questions related to new warnings about Japan water safety
Refer members of the public to radiatio ).questionrs(&e.pgo and media to:

vressfieva.ga or 202-564-6794.

G:\Crisis CommunicatlonUapan Quake Tsunamilin case anyone asks.docx



In case anyone asks

If you get a question related to Union of Concerned Scientists U.S. Nuclear Safety Report
The NRC is aware that Union of Concerned Scientists issued a report today regarding the safety
of U.S. nuclear power plants in 2010. With the NRC monitoring events in Japan. we have not
had the opportnity to review the report in. depth. The NRC remains confident that our Reactor
Oversight Progran,. which includes both on-site and region-based inspectors, is effectivel
monitoring the safety of U.S. nuclear power plants.

If asked, permission to forward public inquiries on radiation health questions to:

1-800-CDC-INFO (Do not post this. hovever. Internal use only)

Radiation Questions
EPA's RadNet data is online, though not particularly readable. This page explains that EPA
does indeed monitor for radiation and gives a link to RadNet:
h tt p :iiwww.epa. govirad ia( ion/leretimon itorin ugh tmi

NEWS MEDIA CONTACT FOR EPA: press@epa.gov, 202-564-6794

NEWS MEDIA CONTACT FOR DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY: (202) 586-4940

Federal and State government website WWW.USA.GOV for Japan Incident
USA.gov will create a page at http://www.usa.gov/Japan201 1 to aggregate high-value
information from across federal and state governments. The site should be live by noon, 3/17
USA.gov team will create a widget for the page and share code with the Federal web managers
forum. The widget should be live by noon, 3/18. Sarah Crane (USA.gov) will act as main point
of contact for agencies wishing to include., ,indfte• infn'rmation on the page.
Sarah.crane(Wasa.gov or 202-208-5855 or[ (b)(6) [cell 03/16/11

Potassium Iodide (KI) FAQ (CDC)
http:l/emercncv.cdc.Llovlradiation/ki.asw

Arizona Update FAQ's Regarding Nuclear Reactors in Japan
http://vww.azein.pgov/azein/default.aspx

Oregon Public Health Division continues monitoring: no public health risk from radiation
http://iublic.health.oregon., gov/'Preparedness!Cu.rrentHazards/DocumentsiFactsheets/factshect-
protection-event.pdf

G:-Crisis CommunicationUapan Quake TsunamiUn case anyone asks.docx



In case anyone asks

Washington State Dept of Health - Information updated March 16, 2011
Japanese Earthquake 2011 - Why the Japanese nuclear incidents are not a health threat in
Washington htt!p:/www.doh.wa.govFf opicsiiapan-faq.htm;
http://www.doh.wa.gov/Topics/iapan/safe.htmi

Pocket Card - OPA for Federal AgencieslOther Resources
!§0& A (NN••S. j .202z,. 8,7
Dept of Energy (DOE) 202-586.58061 202-5864940

EIAJDOE -Nuclear data iohn.m,,oensiaqov 202-586-1509

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) press•,epa.govl 202-5644794

ICO i"te ZWSAG0V ý 202~9-~
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 202-739-80001 703-644-8805

Int'l Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) M.Vldrfcalre@laea.org / [43-1| 2600-21270

Dept. of State - Public Comm. 202-647-6575

0ý1 4Q00*2241
Component DHS Agency Pubfi Afftak Hd

U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) 202-3724620

U.S. Customs & Border Protection (CBP) 202-344-1770
Tre~portii~ SiduA ml(tSAJ -511.82
U.S. CitizenshlplImmlgration (USCIS) 202-272-1200

U.S. Visit (US-VlSrT) 202-298-5200
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From: Harrington. Holly
To: Burell, Scott Brenner. Elio
Subject: RE: Japan Ustserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT

Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:17:21 AM

I asked the LT that. I'll let you know when they answer

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:13 AM
To: Harrington, Holly; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Japan Listserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT

I can certainly listen in - do I understand we'll have the LT in the Ops Ctr on the call for

any questions that come our way?

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:02 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Japan Listserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:01 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Japan Listserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT

Scott is on call this weekend. Ask him if he could listen in.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:00 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: FW: Japan Listserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT
Importance: High

Do you have any desire to sit in on this? I believe the LT does. I plan to not be available on a phone

at 6 p.m. tonight

From: LUA08 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 7:08 PM
To: ET01 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12; PMT01 Hoc; RST01 Hoc; RST Communicator; Sheron, Brian; McDermott,
Brian; Weber, Michael
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Japan Listserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT
Importance: High

For your info. Looks like we are not on the speaking agenda, but ought to listen in anyway. Jeff

Temple

From: UIA04 Hoc



Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 6:59 PM
To: LIA06 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc
Subject: FW: Japan Listserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT
Importance: High

From: Rothman, Mika L. [mailto: - (b)(6) I
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 4:57 PM
To: Rothman, Mika L.
Cc: Rathod, Nicholas S.
Subject: Japan Listserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT
Importance: High

Folks,

Tomorrow, we'll be hosting a call for governors offices in all states and territories, to brief them on

the effects of the situation in Japan and the federal government's response. Below is the call-in

information and an agenda for your reference. Please feel free to listen in on the call if you'd like.

Let us know if you have any questions. Thanks!

CALL INFORMATION:
Friday April 1, 2011

6:00 PM EST/3:00 PM PST
Dial in: (800) 230-1766
In lieu of a passcode, please provide title of call "White House Briefing Call"

AGENDA
Introductions ............................................................... W H IGA

Brief Update of the Situation ............................. DOE/NNSA
Weather Update & Forecast ................................. NOAA

Environmental M onitoring ........................................ EPA
Agriculture/Food Monitoring ....................... USDA & FDA

Health M essaging ..................................................... CDC
Port-of-Entry Monitoring ................................... DHS/CBP

Open Discussion/Questions .............................................. ALL

Summary ......................... WH IGA



From: Harrington. Holly
To: LIA08 Hoc; Burnell. Scott
CC Turtil, Richard; LIA
Subject: RE: Japan Listserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT
Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:22:19 AM

Scott Burnell will listen in just for our information. Will someone from State Liaison be on to take

any questions?

From: LIA08 Hoc
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:21 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Turtil, Richard; I.A06 Hoc
Subject: RE: Japan Listserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT

Hi Holly...this appears to be a one time call. I have not participated in any calls with the WH and

the states. I think we need to listen in to protect our interests and see what the governors have to

say about the Japan event. Jeff

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 8:59 AM
To: LIAO8 Hoc
Subject: RE: Japan Listserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT

Jeff - have you or someone from the LT been sitting in on these regularly. Would you plan to do so

today? I'll check with Eliot to see if he's been sitting in on these.

From: LIA08 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 7:08 PM
To: ET01 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12; PMT01 Hoc; RST01 Hoc; RST Communicator; Sheron, Brian; McDermott,
Brian; Weber, Michael
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Japan Listserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT
Importance: High

For your info. Looks like we are not on the speaking agenda, but ought to listen in anyway. Jeff

Temple

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 6:59 PM
To: LIA06 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc
Subject: FW: Japan Listserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT
Importance: High

From: Rothman, Mika L. [mailto (b)(6)
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 4:57 PM
To: Rothman, Mika L.
Cc: Rathod, Nicholas S.
Subject: Japan Listserv: White House Briefing Call TOMORROW 6PM ET/3PM PT N ..



Importance: High

Folks,

Tomorrow, we'll be hosting a call for governors offices in all states and territories, to brief them on

the effects of the situation in Japan and the federal government's response. Below is the call-in

information and an agenda for your reference. Please feel free to listen in on the call if you'd like.

Let us know if you have any questions. Thanks!

CALL INFORMATION:

Friday April 1, 2011

6:00 PM EST/3:00 PM PST

Dial in: (800) 230-1766

In lieu of a passcode, please provide title of call "White House Briefing Call"

AGENDA

Introductions ............................................................... W H IGA

Brief Update of the Situation ............................. DOE/NNSA

Weather Update & Forecast ................................. NOAA

Environmental M onitoring ........................................ EPA

Agriculture/Food Monitoring ....................... USDA & FDA

Health M essaging ..................................................... CDC

Port-of-Entry Monitoring ................................... DHS/CBP

Open Discussion/Questions .............................................. ALL

Sum m ary ............................................................ W H IGA



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Deavers. Ron; BonacrorsO. Afl
Subject: Citizen w/solution
Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:36:00 AM

Scott Koenig

Birenda AksTulewicz
,Admitkiisi rative. Assist ant

Office of Pubiic Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda .akstulewicz7lnrf.go•,



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda

To: Medina, Veronika

Cc: Couret Iyonne

Subject: Info NHK

Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:07:00 PM

Bob Evans
NHK Japanese TV

(b)(6) ]

called for Eliot - has questions DOE couldn't answer

Bi-tnzia Akstulewicz
Ad~mlniss-ra! ie Assi~stant

Office of Puhie Arrair
301-415-8209

I ( I'e d( akIl u ] t:A *,,i ' ru ." oi V

: •A .?



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Janberos. Holly
Citizen - Solution

Friday, April 01, 2011 2:08:00 PM

Jagdisls PatlE
$18-354-6995:'
NASAIJPL

Brecncla Aiksiupwicz
Admn ilist rativye Assistasit
Office of Public Affairs

301-415-8209



From: Vokoun. Patrica
To: Burnell, Scrott
Subject: RE: Press Release (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:16:05 PM

I don't understand what you mean. What I said is we are filing at EPA on Apr 8. It can be posted on

our website anytime after that that we all agree to and NLT Apr 15.

You can call me on my cell, I need to leave nowl (b)(6)

My boss told me that I needed a release as soon as I went to EPA but I defer to you.

Patricia Vokoun, P.E.
301-415-3470

patricia.vokoun@nrc.gov

----- Original Message -----
From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:02 PM
To: Vokoun, Patricia
Subject: RE: Press Release (UNCLASSIFIED)

OK, in that case we'd aim for the EPA on the 15th, as we did for Vogtle.

----- Original Message -----
From: Vokoun, Patricia
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 1:51 PM
To: Bumell, Scott
Subject: RE: Press Release (UNCLASSIFIED)

Scott, Richard said approximately. Internal use only, we are targeting an Apr 8 EPA filing which makes
the document publically available from EPA on Apr 15 through an EPA FRN. These are legal terms
pertaining to NEPA.

Thank you,

Patricia Vokoun, P.E.
301-415-3470

(b)(6) c

FAX: 301-415-5761
patricia.vokoun@nrc.gov

----- Original Message -----
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 1:48 PM
To: Vokoun, Patricia
Subject: RE: Press Release (UNCLASSIFIED)

Hi Pat;

The note from Dr. Darden mentions the 15th, while you've mentioned the 8th. Now I'm confused.



~r. -

Scott

----- Original Message -----
From: Vokoun, Patricia
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 1:29 PM
To: Darden, Richard L SAC
Cc: Jeffries, Glenn E SAC; Hughes, Travis G SAC; Bumell, Scott
Subject: RE: Press Release (UNCLASSIFIED)

Thanks, Richard. We are targeting publication of a press release in the next week.

Scott Bumell is our Public Affairs Officer and he will probably be in touch (copied here).

We were thinking of something simple, in the current climate. Our releases are typically less than a
page.

Thank you,

Patricia Vokoun, P.E.
301-415k-347n

(b)(6) JC

FAX: 301-415-5761
patricia~vokoun@nrc.gov

----- Original Message -----
From: Darden, Richard L SAC ["i (b)(6)

Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 1:02 PM
To: Vokoun, Patricia
Cc: Jeffries, Glenn E SAC; Hughes, Travis G SAC
Subject: RE: Press Release (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

We do have a Public Affairs Officer (Corporate Communications Officer) for
the District. Her name is Glenn Jeffries. Glenn can be reached at (843) j,.
329-8123 and (bX6) Ds well. I will likely work
with her to help prepare, edit and/or assist your people with a Press
Release.

Glenn: This is related to the V.C. Summer Nuclear Station Final EIS which is
scheduled for Public Availability on approximately April 15, 2011.

Thanks,
Richard

Richard L. Darden, Ph.D.
Regulatory Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
69-A Hagood Avenue
Charleston, SC 29403

(843) 329-8043 ph
(843) 329-2332 fax

Please assist us in better serving you! Please complete the customer survey
bv clickine on the following link:

(b)(6)



----- Original Message -----
From: Vokoun, Patricia [mailto:PatriciaVokoun(anrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 6:48 PM
To: Darden, Richard L SAC
Subject: Press Release

Hi,

Do you have a PR guy at USACE? If we plan to have a joint press release, we
will need to engage with someone there. My PR guy would typically talk to
your PR guy. I'm not sure how that will happen due to the focus the agency
has received due to Japan (we don't regulate them but still).

Let me know your thoughts. I think we're going to have to move forward on
this quickly due to the concurrence.

Thank you,

Pat

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE



From: Hayden. Elizabeth
To: Nelson. Robert Oesterle, Eric
Cc: Burnell. Scott
Subject: FW: Briefing of NH Legislature on 04/04/11
Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:55:31 PM
Attachments: parrell Presentation NH briefing 4-4-11 rev2.doc

Bob,

You may want to post this to the Sharepoint site you are maintaining on Japan so that
others may use it or parts of it, as appropriate. If you already have it there, please
disregard this e-mail.

Beth Hayvden

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 10:31 AM
To: Leeds, Eric; Milligan, Patricia
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Briefing of NH Legislature on 04/04/11

Eric: this is the document I was referring to. It's a nice concise broad
presentation that reinforces what we do/are doing.. might be helpful for
your NGA energy advisers meeting.

Eliot

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 10:20 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: FW: Briefing of NH Legislature on 04/04/11

After sending this to Diane and Neil to review, Diane said that someone said HQ OPA must approve
all these. Apparently, this was done by Rill. I do not know who reviewed the previous briefing
remarks, but here you go for your review.

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 7:25 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: LIA04 Hoc; OST05 Hoc; Tifft, Doug
Subject: Briefing of NH Legislature on 04/04/11

Holly,
Please see email below from RI RSLO Doug Tifft regarding briefing of NH Legislature on 04/04.

Does attached NRC oral statement require OPA review?

Thanks
Michelle
State Liaison - Liaison Team C



From: Tifft, Doug
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 7:09 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc; OST05 Hoc
Subject: FW: speech

Attached is the speech Darrell Roberts intends to give to the New Hampshire Legislature

on Monday 4/4. It is nearly identical to Mark Satorius' oral statement to the Illinois

Legislature (which I understand was approved by OPA). Could you check to see if OPA
wants to review it?

Thanks,
-Doug

From: Roberts, Darrell
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 5:58 PM
To: Tifft, Doug
Subject: RE: speech

From: Tifft, Doug
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 12:05 PM
To: Roberts, Darrell; Schmidt, Wayne; Jackson, Donald; Screnci, Diane
Subject: speech

Attached is the version of Darrell's Presentation with comments from yesterday

incorporated.

-Doug

Regional State Liaison Officer

Offic: 610-337-69IR

Cell: (b)(6)



From: Couret. Ivonne
To: Clatk. Theresa; MIntyre, David
Subject:. RE: FUEL CYCLE Japan data
Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:02:23 PM

Thanks for following up on this matter. Ivonne

From: Clark, Theresa
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: FUEL CYCLE Japan data

Thanks, Ivonne. I called Mary back and she had talked to her managers to prepare them for

possible Q&A at an NFS meeting April 7, but nothing Japan-related was planned for presentation at
a public meeting. After we talked, she is planning to chat with the Region IV public affairs folks to

understand what support might be needed for these end-of-cycle type meetings. I don't think
there is any immediate action, but Dave may want to follow up on any fuel cycle response (e.g., TI);
Mary had been getting questions.

Theresa

From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:20 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Clark, Theresa
Subject: FUEL CYCLE Japan data

FYI - Spoke to Mary and she has information about issues and concerns that occurred at
fuel facilities in Japan. Neither the media nor the agency has been focused on this put
thought I'd let you know. Ivonne

i ~ ~.. . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ....... ...... . .. ..... .. . ... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .

From: Thomas, MaryLynne
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE:

Thanks

Mary L. Thomas
Senior Fuel Facility Inspector
USNRC/RII
Pf (b)(6)

F 404.997.4910

From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:14 PM
To: Thomas, MaryLynne
Subject:

Picture jN
..- A.



Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs
Media Desk
opa.resource@nrc.gov
301-415-8200

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo-gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc~gov/reading -rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/



From-
To:

Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Shannon. Valerie
FW: Reuters - can you please add me to this list?
Friday, April 01, 2011 4:14:00 PM

From: Janbergs, Holly On Behalf Of OPA Resource
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:55 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Medina, Veronika
Subject: FW: Reuters - can you please add me to this list?

From: roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com [mailto:roberta.rampton@thomsonreuters.com]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:52 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Reuters - can you please add me to this list?

Hello - could you please add me to the media list below? I am not receiving those releases for

some reason.

Best thanks,

Roberta Rampton
roberta.rarnpton@thomsonreuters.com

From: opa administrators [mailto:opa@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:36 PM
To: Rascoe, Ayesha r. (M Edit Ops)
Subject: NRC Appoints Task Force Members and Approves Charter For Review of Agency's Response to
Japan Nuclear Event

Roberta Rampton
Correspondent
Revte~s

Phone: 202 898 8376
Mobile: (b)(6)

roberta.ramnplon@thomsonreuters.com

RSS feed: httpl/!blo.gs.reuters.com/roberta-rampton/feedi

This email was sent to you by Thomson Reuters. the global news and information company.
AX j-,

0



C

Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, except where the
sender specifically states them to be the views of Thomson Reuters.



From: Burnell. Scot
To: Furmann. Mark
Subject: RE: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question
Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 5:06:00 PM

Mark;

That went quite well, the sort of generic conversation she was looking for, I think. Good
job avoiding any specific mention of conditions at the site. Thanks very much!

Scott

From: Fuhrmann, Mark
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:48 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question

Hi Scott;
He is prof Nick Fisher at Stony Brook University. nfisher@notescc.sunysb.edu
His phone number isI (b)(6)

Nick has been doing lots of work on radionuclide and metal interactions of organisms and
minerals in seawater. A real expert.

If the reporter gets in touch with Nick, she should send my regards.
Mark

Mark Fuhrmann, Ph.D.
Geochemist
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop CSB 2C-07m
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

mark.fuhrmannr(nrc.gov
Phone: 301-251-7472
Fax: 301-251-7410

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:43 PM
To: Fuhrmann, Mark
Subject: RE: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question

Mark;

If you could give me the name and number of the Stony Brook person, at least I could
share that with her if we can't make the phone call work today. Thanks.

<,~/r.>



Scott

From: Fuhrmann, Mark
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:11 PM
To: Ott, William; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question

Hi Scott;
Sure I can talk to this person .... if it is appropriate that you moderate the conversation, that
is fine and maybe for the better. My phone number is below.
Mark

Mark Fuhrmann, Ph.D.

Geochemist

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Mail Stop CSB 2C-07m

11555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, MD 20852-2738

mark.fuhrmann@nrc.gov

Phone: 301-251-7472

Fax: 301-251-7410

From: Ott, William
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Fuhrmann, Mark
Subject: RE: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question

I have passed on your message to Mark.

. . ... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . .. . .......... . ... . ... .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:02 PM
To: Ott, William; Gibson, Kathy; Wagner, Katie
Cc: Garry, Steven
Subject: RE: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question

Hi Bill;

Would Dr. Fuhrmann be willing to talk to the reporter? I can certainly "moderate" the
interview if he'd like.

Scott

From: Ott, William
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:00 PM
To: Gibson, Kathy; Burnell, Scott; Wagner, Katie



Cc: Garry, Steven
Subject: RE: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question

Dr. Mark Fuhrmann of my staff has considerable experience on the evaluation of ocean dumping

from his years at Brookhaven National Laboratory where he served on at least one international

committee on the subject. He is a geochemist by training but has spent most of his career applying

that training to looking at radioactive materials in various environmental systems including marine

systems.

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:41 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Wagner, Katie; Ott, William
Subject: Re: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question

Its Bill Ott

From: Burnell, Scott
To: Wagner, Katie
Cc: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Fri Apr 01 15:24:09 2011
Subject: FW: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question

Katie;

Would Bob or another person in RES have any relevant info for the reporter's request?
Thanks.

Scott

From: Garry, Steven
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:23 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question

Scott,

I suggest calling research, maybe Bob Ott.

Steve

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:22 PM
To: Garry, Steven; Nash, Harriet; Milligan, Patricia
Cc: Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question
Importance: High

Folks;

This reporter's trying to find information, studies, etc on how contamination would behave



in a marine environment - she's made it clear she wants to understand the topic as
opposed to ask us about Fukushima directly. I don't know if our environmental monitoring
requirements would cover this in any way. The reporter's on a Monday deadline.
Thoughts? Thanks.

Scott

Elizabeth Grossman
Yale Environment 360
503-704-5637

(b)(6) n

Re: Science on how radiation behaves in the water from Japan



From: Susan Stranahan
To: Burnell. Scott
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Re: Center for Public Integrity fire regulation article
Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 5:12:26 PM

Scott:
I've heard from Eliot so perhaps we can get this all straightened out. I appreciate
help and look forward to the answers to questions 2, 3 and 9 (and hope Eliot can
help me out on the others.)
Thanks.
Susan

On Apr 1, 2011, at 4:50 PM, Burnell, Scott wrote:

Hi Susan;

Eliot's traveling at the moment, but he reiterated to me that questions 4
through 8 are covered by his communication with Jim.

I'm working with the staff to provide you answers on 2, 3, and 9 by COB

Monday. Thanks.

Scott
... . .. . . . . .. ... . . .. . ... . . . .. . . . . .. . ....... . ... . . . ...

From: Susan Stranahan [mailtol (b)(6)

Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:46 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Center for Public Integrity fire regulation article

Scott:

Thank you for the clarification re the exemption database. If there is updated
information, I would be happy to receive it.

I have just spoken with my colleague Jim Morris and am attaching below the
copy of the email he received from Eliot. There apparently is some confusion.
Jim's questions and mine do not apparently overlap with those I have submitted.
His were directed toward a former NRC employee Monideep Dey and issues
pertaining to his work on fire safety while employed by the commission.

If you could also provide answers to questions 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 by the close of
business Monday, I would be grateful.

Thank you.
Susan

.-Y k.m



Begin forwarded message:

From: "Morris, Jim" <jmorris~publicintegrity.org>

Date: April 1, 2011 3:12:22 PM EDT

To: (b)(6)

Subject: FW: monideep dey

From: Brenner, Eliot [mailto:Eliot.Brenner@nrc.gov]
Sent: Fri 3/25/2011 4:11 PM
To: Morris, Jim
Cc: Farrington, John; Salley, MarkHenry; Couret, Ivonne; McIntyre, David;
Burnell, Scott
Subject: monideep dey

Mr. Morris: Thanks for your call to my office a few minutes ago. We are knee
deep in other matters and Mr. Salley is not available. Before we would sit and
talk about this individual I have a laundry list of things you will need to obtain
from Mr. Dey, including a privacy act waiver to discuss with you, or anyone
else, any and all documents related to his termination and any and all
correspondence he has had with the NRC since his termination. I am currently up
to my neck in Japan-related things and will be all of next week. I ani then out of
the country for about a week, again dealing with Japan matters. Those issues
must take precedence. The first day that I can remotely see as available is deep
into the week of April I lth. I am the only person in the Office of Public Affairs
authorized to deal with this matter.

There are some specific documents I will want Dey to provide you, but I am at
home and do not have that list in front of me. I can ship that to you Monday.

If Dey produces a full and unfettered waiver, and documents to you, 1. can get
into detail. If he declines, I will provide you with a short description of where he
has failed to make a case anywhere within government. Should he decline to
provide you the waiver, I would encourage you to ask yourself what it is he does
not want you to see. I would be very disappointed if Mr. Dey were cynically



From: Clark, Theresa
To: Harrington. Holly

Cc: McIntre. David; Burnell. Scott
Subject: FW: DRAFT snf talking points
Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 S3:S:50 PM
Attachments: SNF Talking Points and Os.docx

Holly, since we just discussed these, here's the DRAFT (not reviewed by tech staff) of the TPs/Q&As

that I finished up today. I had sent them to Dave for a scope-check before sharing with you (and
then Scott heard I had them and wanted to see too, though he knows they weren't tech-reviewed).
We will be getting them through tech review early next week and then can decide what else to do

with them. Let me know if you had any questions. Thanks!

From: Clark, Theresa
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:18 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: snf talking points

Thanks. I added those thoughts to the relevant question. Attached is the revised version. If you
want handle getting it reviewed, fine with me, but I can still send it out Monday if you'd like me to

and make the edits afterward. Thanks again!

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:11 PM
To: Clark, Theresa
Subject: Fw: snf talking points

Hi Theresa
These look great. The only things I would add are in the last part on Waste Confidence, that
WC is not an "approval" for waste to be stored longer than before (we do that through the
licensing and certification of ISFSls and casks), and that the long term review will include an
EIS on the environmental impacts of extended storage of SNF.

Thanks for your work on this. Given the late hour on a Friday, I think you can leave it for
now and .1 will run it by tech staff on Monday.

Dave

On Apr 1, 2011, at 2:46 PM, "McIntyre, David" <David.Mclntyregnrc.gov> wrote:

David Mclntyre
NRC Office o Public Affairs

J_ (b)(6) ](mobile)
301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

I " j •



From: Clark, Theresa
To: McIntyre, David
Sent: Fri Apr 01 15:12:58 2011
Subject: RE: snf talking points

Dave,

I have a draft finished and am happy to continue it through the process. I haven't
yet sent it to others for review because I wanted to double-check that it was
about the scope and tone you were expecting. The talking points seemed pretty
complete, so I mostly added Q&A using the three documents you gave me and a
few other public things (website and COMSECY-10-0007). I don't want to
burden you, but could you take a quick look mad see if it's roughly what you
were looking for'? Then I will revise/add as needed and get it reviewed by Holly
and the tech staff. (Or, tell me to send it out now. That's fine too!)

Thanks,
Theresa

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 11:36 AM
To: Clark, Theresa
Subject: snf talking points

Theresa - attached are

1. The paper I was trying to do

2. The "white paper" that was sent to the White House on Monday, which

is non public but we can use the material

3. And I'm trying to remember what else I was drawing on for this . if I
think of something, I'll send it later.

Once presentable, and there's no hurry for you to finish this on Friday,
Holly should look it over. For staff, Steve Jones in NRR and Bernie
White or Kevin Witt in NMSS/SFST would be good reviewers.

Thanks,
Dave

David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(33010 415-8206 (direct)
[_ (b)(6) '(mobile)

Protecting People & the Environment
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OPA Talking Points and Qs&As

Spent Fuel Pools and Storage

Talking Points:

I. All U.S. nuclear power plants store spent nuclear fuel in "spent fuel pools." These pools

are robust constructions made of reinforced concrete four-feet thick, with steel liners. The

water is typically about 40 feet deep, and serves both to shield the radiation and cool the

rods.

2. As the pools near capacity, utilities move some of the older spent fuel into "dry cask"

storage. Fuel is typically cooled at least five years in the pool before transfer to cask.

NRC has authorized transfer as early as three years; the industry norm is about 10 years.

3. The NRC believes spent fuel pools and dry casks both provide adequate protection of the

public health and safety and the environment. Therefore there is no pressing safety or

security reason to mandate earlier transfer of fuel from pool to cask. (Note: We do not say

they are "equally" safe. We say they are both sqfe.)

4. After the 9/11/2001 terrorist attacks, the NRC issued orders to plant operators requiring

several measures aimed at mitigating the effects of a large fire or other accident that

drains a spent fuel pool. These were meant to deal with the aftermath of a terrorist attack

or plane crash; however, they would also be effective in responding to natural phenomena

such as tornadoes, earthquakes or tsunami. These mitigating measures include:

a. Reracking the assemblies in the pool to reduce the danger of the assemblies

catching fire if exposed to air

b. Installing water spray systems

c. Staging emergency response equipment nearby so it can be deployed quickly

5. According to the Congressional Research Service (using NEI data), there were 62,683

metric tons of commercial spent fuel accumulated in the United States as of the end of

2009.

a. Of that total, 48,818 metric tons - or about 78 percent - were in pools.

b. 13,856 metric tons - or about 22 percent - were stored in dry casks.

c. The total increases by 2,000 to 2,400 tons annually.



Questions and .Anstvers -- General

Qi: What is spent nuclear fuel?
Al: "Spent nuclear fuel" refers to fuel elements that have been used at commercial nuclear
reactors, but that are no longer producing enough energy to sustain a nuclear reaction.
Periodically, about one-third of the nuclear fuel in an operating reactor needs to be unloaded and
replaced with fresh fuel.

Q2: Why is spent fuel hot?
A2: Spent fuel generates what is called "residual heat" because of radioactive decay of the
elements inside the fuel. After the reaction is shut down, the products left over from the fuel's
time in the reactor are still radioactive and emit heat as they decay into more stable elements.
Therefore, the NRC sets requirements on the handling and storage of this fuel to ensure
protection of the public and the environment.

Questions land Answers - Spent Fuel Inventavies

Q3: Why doesn't the NRC have up-to-date figures on how much spent fuel is stored at U.S.
nuclear plants? Doesn't the regulator have a clue about how much of this stuff is out there?
A3: The NRC and Department of Energy (NNSA) operate the Nuclear Material Management
and Safeguards System (NMSS), a database that tracks Special Nuclear Material (enriched
uranium and plutonium). This database does not distinguish between fresh and irradiated
material, and the information is withheld from the public for security reasons. That's why figures

on spent fuel inventory come from the industry.

Q4: How much fuel is currently in dry cask storage?
A4: Dry casks are stored at 57 facilities in the U.S., mostly at active or decommissioned reactor
sites. The NRC has issued 63 licenses for these "independent spent fuel storage installations" or
1SFSIs, amounting to over 1400 casks.

Q5: How much fuel is stored at decommissioned reactors? Is it in pools or casks?
AS: There are currently ten decommissioned nuclear power reactors at nine sites with no other
nuclear operations. According to a 2008 Department of Energy report to Congress,

approximately 2800 metric tons of spent fuel is stored at these nine sites. As of the writing of
that report, seven of the sites had independent spent fuel storage installations, or ISFSIs. Two

additional sites had approximately 1000 metric tons of spent fuel remaining in pool storage.

Questions mid Answers -Spent Fuel Pool Safety

Q6: What do you look at when you license a fuel storage facility? How do I know it can
withstand a natural disaster?
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A6: The NRC's requirements for both wet and dry storage can be found in Title 10 of the Code
of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), including the general design criteria in Appendix A to Part 50
and the high-level waste requirements in Part 72. The staffuses these rules to determine that the

fuel will remain safe under anticipated operating and accident conditions. There are requirements
on topics such as radiation shielding, heat removal, and criticality. In addition, the staff reviews
fuel storage designs for protection against:

* natural phenomena, such as seismic events, tornados, and flooding

* dynamic effects, such as flying debris or drops from fuel handling equipment and drops
of fuel storage and handling equipment

* hazards to the storage site from nearby activities

Q7: How do you know the fuel pools are safe? Does the NRC inspect these facilities, or just the
reactor itself
A7: NRC inspectors are responsible for verifying that spent fuel pools and related operations are
consistent with a plant's license. For example, our staff inspects spent fuel pool operations
during each refueling outage. We also performed specialized inspections to verify that new spent
fuel cooling capabilities and operating practices were being implemented properly.

Q8: What would happen to a spent fuel pool during an earthquake? How can I be sure the pool
wouldn't be damaged?
A8: All spent fuel pools are designed to seismic standards consistent with other important safety-
related structures on the site. The pool and its supporting systems are located within structures
that protect against natural phenomena and flying debris. The pools' thick walls and floors
provide structural integrity and further protection of the fuel from natural phenomena and debris.
In addition, the deep water above the stored fuel (typically more than 20 feet above the top of the
spent fuel rods) would absorb the energy of debris that could fall into the pool. Finally, the racks
that support the fuel are designed to keep the fuel in its designed configuration after a seismic
event.

Q9: Can spent fuel pools leak?
A9: Spent fuel pools lined with stainless steel are designed to protect against a substantial loss of
the water that cools the fuel. Pipes typically enter the pool above the level of the stored fuel, so
that the fuel would stay covered even if there were a problem with one of the pipes. The only
exceptions are small leakage-detection lines and, at two pressurized water reactor (PWR) sites,
robust fuel transfer tubes that enter the spent fuel pool directly. The liner normally prevents
water from being lost through the leak detection lines, and isolation valves or plugs are available
if the liner experiences a large leak or tear.

QIO: How would you know about a leak in such a large pool of water?



AI0: The spent fuel pool and fuel storage area have diverse instruments to alert operators to
possible losses of water, which could be indicated by low water level, high water temperature, or
high radiation levels.

QIl: How can operators get water back in the pool if there is a leak or a failure?

All: All plants have systems available to replace water that could evaporate or leak from a spent
fuel pool. Most plants have at least one system designed to be available following a design basis
earthquake. In addition, the industry's experience indicates that even that were not specifically
designed to meet seismic criteria are likely to survive a design basis earthquake and be available
for make-up to the spent fuel pools. Furthermore, plant operators can use emergency and
accident procedures that identify temporary systems that can provide water to the spent fuel pool
if normal systems are unavailable. In some cases, operators would need to connect hoses or
install short pipes between systems. The fuel is unlikely to become uncovered rapidly because of

the large water volume in the pool, the robust design of the pool structure, and the limited paths
for loss of water from the pool.

Q12: Do U.S. nuclear power plants store their fuel above grade? Why is this considered safe?
A12: For boiling water reactor (BWR) Mark I and II designs, the spent fuel pool structures are
located in the reactor building at an elevation several stories above the ground (about 50 to 60

feet above ground for the Mark I reactors). The spent fuel pools at other operating reactors in the
U.S. are typically located with the bottom of the pool at or below plant grade level. Regardless of
the location of the pool, its robust construction provides the potential for the structure to
withstand events well beyond those considered in the original design. In addition, there are

multiple means of restoring water to the spent fuel pools in the unlikely event that any is lost.

Q13: How are spent fuel pools kept cool? What happens if the cooling system fails?
A13: The spent fuel pool is cooled by an attached cooling system. The system keeps fuel
temperatures low enough that, even if cooling were lost, operators would have substantial time to
recover cooling before boiling could occur in the spent fuel pool. Licensees also have backup
ways to cool the spent fuel pool, using temporary equipment that would be available even after
fires, explosions, or other unlikely events that could damage large portions of the facility and
prevent operation of normal cooling systems. Operators have been trained to use this backup

equipment, and it has been evaluated to provide adequate cooling even if the pool structure loses
its water-tight integrity.

Q14: What keeps spent fuel from re-starting a nuclear chain reaction in the pool?
A14: Spent fuel pools are designed with appropriate space between fuel assemblies and neutron-

absorbing plates attached to the storage rack between each fuel assembly. Under normal
conditions, these design features mean that there is substantial margin to prevent criticality (i.e.,
a condition where nuclear fission would become self-sustaining). Calculations demonstrate that



some margin to criticality is maintained for a variety of abnormal conditions, including fuel
handling accidents involving a dropped fuel assembly.

Questions and Answers - Dry Cask ,afrty

Q15: How do you know the dry casks are safe? Does the NRC inspect these facilities, or just the

reactor and spent fuel pool?
A15: The NRC is responsible for inspection of dry cask storage. Before casks are loaded,
inspectors with specific knowledge of ISFSI operations assess the adequacy of a "dry run" by the
licensee; they then observe all initial cask loadings. The on-site resident inspectors or region-
based inspectors may observe later cask loadings, and the regional offices also perform periodic
inspections of routine ISFSI operations.

Q16: What keeps fuel cool in dry casks?
A16: Fuel is often moved to dry cask storage after several years in spent fuel pools, so the
residual heat given off by the fuel has significantly decreased. These casks are typically thick,
leak-tight steel containers inside a robust steel or concrete overpack. The fuel is cooled by
natural airflow around the cask.

Questions anti Answers - Woste Confidence & 1'ut ure Plans

Q17: How long is spent fuel allowed to be stored in a pool or cask?

Al 7: The NRC's current regulatory framework provides for safe and secure spent nuclear fuel
management for up to 120 years. This duration comes from a 60-year operating term for reactor

spent fuel pools (i.e., a 40-year initial reactor licensing term, followed by a 20-year license
renewal), followed by 60 years of dry storage (i.e., a 20-year initial licensing term, followed by a
40-year license renewal). ISFSI licensees seeking to renew beyond the first 20 years of cask
service are required to have an appropriate aging management program.

Q18: The most recent waste confidence findings say that fuel can be stored safely fbr 60 years
beyond the reactor's licensed life. Does this mean fuel will be unsafe starting in 2059 [60 years
after Dresden I's original license ended]? What if the spent fuel pool runs out of room even
before the end of a reactor license? What is the NRC going to do about this?
A18: The NRC staff is currently developing an extended storage and transportation (EST)
regulatory program. One aspect of this program is a safety and environmental analysis to support

300 years of storage and handling of spent fuel, as well as associated updates to the "waste
confidence" rulemaking. This analysis will include an EIS on the environmental impacts of
extended storage of fuel. The 300-year timeframe is appropriate for characterizing and predicting
aging effects and aging management issues for EST. The staff plans to consider a variety of cask
technologies, storage scenarios, handling activities, site characteristics, and aging phenomena-a
complex assessment that relies on multiple supporting technical analyses. Any revisions to the



waste confidence rulemaking, however, would not be an "approval" for waste to be stored longer
than before-we do that through the licensing and certification of ISFSIs and casks. More
information on the staff's plan can be found in SECY-l 1-0029.

Q19: Does the waste confidence decision mean that a particular cask is safe?
A19: Not specifically. When the NRC issues of certificates and licenses for specific dry cask
storage systems, the staff makes a determination that the designs provide reasonable assurance
that the waste will be stored safely for the term of the license or certificate. The Commission's

Waste Confidence Decision is a generic action where the Commission found reasonable
assurance that the waste from the nation's nuclear facilities can be stored safely and with
minimal environmental impacts until a repository becomes available.

Q20: The waste-confidence revision seems like a long-term effort. What is the NRC doing to
improve safety of spent fuel storage now?
A20: The NRC staff is currently reviewing its processes to identify near-term ways to improve
efficiency and effectiveness in licensing, inspection, and enforcement. We expect to identify
enhancements to the certification and licensing of storage casks, to the integration of inspection
and licensing, and to our internal procedures and guidance. More information on the staff's plans
can be found in COMSECY-10-0007.

Q21: The NRC is reviewing applications for new nuclear power plants. What is the
environmental impact of all that extra fuel?
A21: Continued use and potential growth of nuclear power is expected to increase the amount of
waste in storage. This increased amount of spent fuel affects the environmental impacts to be
assessed by the NRC staff, such as the need for larger storage capabilities. In the staff's plan to
develop an environmental impact statement for longer-term spent fuel storage, a preliminary
scoping assumption is that nuclear power grows at a "medium" rate (as defined by the
Department of Energy), in which nuclear power continues to supply about 20 percent of U.S.
electricity production.



From: Tracy, Tennille
To: Brenner, Eli2; Burnell, Scot
Subject: RE: Chairman"s travels to Japan
Date: Friday, April 01, 2011 5:20:03 PM

Thanks. I'll follow up Monday to see if his office has any more details. Cheers, t

From: Brenner, Eliot [mailto:Eliot.Brenner@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:55 PM
To: Tracy, Tennille; Bumell, Scott
Subject: Re: Chairman's travels to Japan

If there was a written schedule I never saw it. We can ask his office monday. He left satty nite at 10
and changed on london for tokyo, arriving about 930am monday tokyo time. He stayed 24 hrs and 35
mins or something like that, then left tuesday AM and arrived tuesdy about 10am EDT.

Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
391 4158200
C] (b)(6)
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Tracy, Tennille <Tennille.Tracy@dowjones.com>
To: Bumell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Fri Apr 01 16:44:02 2011
Subject: RE: Chairman's travels to Japan

Okay. Enjoy weekend, t

From: Bumell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Bumell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:42 PM
To: Tracy, Tennille; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Chairman's travels to Japan

Hi Tennille;

Eliot's traveling himself at the moment. We don't have any details on his schedule, sorry.

Scott

From: Tracy, Tennille [mailto:TennilleTracy@dowjones.com]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:40 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Bumell, Scott
Subject: Chairman's travels to Japan

Hi. Editors here are asking me to FOIA documents related to the chairman's recent travels to Japan -
including details on who he met with and when. Before I did that, I was wondering if it was possible to
just get that from you guys and avoid the FOIA process. Do you guys have his travel schedule? And, if



so, would it be possible to send it over the next few days?

Many thanks, t

Tennille Tracy
Dow Jones Newswires I Wall Street Journal
Office: 202.862.6619 1 Cell: (b)(6)

1025 Connecticut Ave NW, Washington D.C., 20036



From: Susan Stranahan

To: Brenner. Elio
Cc: "Morrs. Jim": Farrington. John; Burnell Scott
Subject: Re: monideep dey
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2011 8:05:31 AM

Elliot: Thanks, I look forward to hearing from Scott.
Susan
On Apr 2, 2011, at 8:04 AM, Brenner, Eliot wrote:

> Jim: Let's start with whether you have asked for a privacy act waiver from Dey and, if so, what his
response was. I need to know that before proceeding further because it dictates the kind of response I
can provide you.

> I am over in Austria working on stuff related to the ongoing Japan issue which must be the focus of
our attention at the moment, but I will endeavor to help you an your colleague susan stranahan as time
permits.

> Ms. Stranahan: I have given answers to some of the questions to Scott Burnell with a request that he
bundle up everything into a package for you.

> Eliot Brenner

------ Original Message -----
> From: Morris, Jim [mailto:jmorrisfpublicintegrity.ora]
> Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 8:19 AM
> To: Brenner, Eliot
> Subject: RE: monideep dey

> Mr. Brenner:

> Let's start with the "short description of where he has failed to make a case." We're interested in this
matter only because of Dr. Dey's key allegations: That the bulk of his work on fire modeling was
suppressed by the NRC and that his findings were altered to make such modeling seem more reliable
than it is.

> As for Dr. Dey's dismissal from the NRC, it's my understanding that there were three grounds for
probation and, ultimately, termination.

> We'll be happy to receive any NRC statement on Dr. Dey and his allegations. Our plan is to prepare a
story within the next two weeks.

> Jim Morris

> From: Brenner, Eliot [mailto: Eliot. Brenner(anrc.goy]
> Sent: Fri 3/25/2011 4:11 PM
> To: Morris, Jim
> Cc: Farrington, John; Salley, MarkHenry; Couret, Ivonne; McIntyre, David; Bumell, Scott
> Subject: monideep dey

> Mr. Morris: Thanks for your call to my office a few minutes ago. We are knee deep in other matters
and Mr. Salley is not available. Before we would sit and talk about this individual I have a laundry list of
things you will need to obtain from Mr. Dey, including a privacy act waiver to discuss with you, or
anyone else, any and all documents related to his termination and any and all correspondence he has

/• • ;'`.



had with the NRC since his termination. I am currently up to my neck in Japan-related things and will
be all of next week. I am then out of the country for about a week, again dealing with Japan matters.
Those issues must take precedence. The first day that I can remotely see as available is deep into the
week of April 11th. I am the only person in the Office of Public Affairs authorized to deal with this
matter.

>

> There are some specific documents I will want Dey to provide you, but I am at home and do not
have that list in front of me. I can ship that to you Monday.

> If Dey produces a full and unfettered waiver, and documents to you, I can get into detail. If he
declines, I will provide you with a short description of where he has failed to make a case anywhere
within government. Should he decline to provide you the waiver, I would encourage you to ask yourself
what it is he does not want you to see. I would be very disappointed if Mr. Dey were cynically trying to
ride a tragedy in Japan to his own ends, but not at all surprised.

i >

> Eliot Brenner

> Director, Office of Public Affairs

> Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Susan Q. Stranahan

(b)(6)



From: McIntyre, David
To: White, Bernard
Subject: Re: FYI: White Paper on Safety of Spent Fuel Storage
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2011 8:40:47 AM

Ok thanks.

David McIntyre
NRC Office of Public Affairs

(b)(6) (mobile)
301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

From: White, Bernard
To: McIntyre, David; Ordaz, Vonna
Sent: Sat Apr 02 08:23:48 2011
Subject: RE: FYI: White Paper on Safety of Spent Fuel Storage

Dave.

Lets talk on Monday. I can explain it to you.

Bernie

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 11:34 AM
To: Ordaz, Vonna; White, Bernard
Subject: RE: FYI: White Paper on Safety of Spent Fuel Storage

We are NOT considering it public, but we figure it may become public through no action

of our own. Which reminds me - I need to know about the ref'-rences to transferring fuel

to pool in three years, instead of five. Can someone explain that to me?

Thanks,

IDave

From: Ordaz, Vonna
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:35 AM
To: White, Bernard; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: FYI: White Paper on Safety of Spent Fuel Storage

Dave, do you know?

From: White, Bernard
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:28 AM
To: Easton, Earl
Cc: NMSSDSFST Distribution
Subject: RE: FYI: White Paper on Safety of Spent Fuel Storage

I do not know if it is or not. It was sent to the White House, but I am not sure what
else was done with it.
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From: Easton, Earl
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:27 AM
To: White, Bernard
Subject: RE: FYI: White Paper on Safety of Spent Fuel Storage

Is this public? If not you should let folks know.

earl
.. . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . .. . ..... .. . . . . .. . . ..... . .. ...... .... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . ..... . ... ..... ... ... . . .. ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

From: White, Bernard
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:22 AM
To: NMSSDSFST Distribution
Subject: FYI: White Paper on Safety of Spent Fuel Storage

Vonna asked me to send all staff a copy of the white paper that Steve Jones of
NRR and I wrote at the request of the White House on the Safety of Spent Fuel

Storage. I have attached the final version of the paper for you.

Please note that a significant portion of what I wrote on licensing of ISFSIs and dry
storage casks was eliminated by NRC upper management.

Bernie



From: Clark. Theresa
To:
Cc: u1rnell. Scott: Harrncon. Holly
Subject: RE: DRAFT snf talking points
Date: Monday, April 04, 2011 10:16:14 AM
Attachments: SNF Talking Points and Os.doa

Dave, the attached incorporates changes in response to Holly's email. Would you like me to send it
to the technical staff (Steve Jones and Bernie White or Kevin Witt), or would you rather take it

from here? I'm happy either way. Thanks!

Theresa

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 9:21 AM
To: Clark, Theresa
Cc: McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: DRAFT snf talking points

Theresa - These are outstanding! I think we should consider turning at least some of these into

FAQs for the Web or maybe a blog post. I only have one concern on this O/A:

Q4: How much fuel is currently in dry cask storage?
A4: Dry casks are stored at 57 facilities in the U.S., mostly at active or decommissioned
reactor sites. The NRC has issued 63 licenses for these "independent spent fuel storage
installations" or ISFSIs, amounting to over 1400 casks.

My issues:

"mostly" means "not all" but we don't mention what other facilities have dry casks;
We don't explain what ISFSIs are i.e. is this a location separate from the reactor physical
location, is all dry cask storage in an ISFSI, are these regulated separately?
One other thing, we don't mention "security" at all (at least during my quick read). Is there a

reason to address it?

Thank you so much for doing this!

Holly

From: Clark, Theresa
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 5:16 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: DRAFT snf talking points

Holly, since we just discussed these, here's the DRAFT (not reviewed by tech staff) of the TPs/Q&As
that I finished up today. I had sent them to Dave for a scope-check before sharing with you (and



then Scott heard I had them and wanted to see too, though he knows they weren't tech-reviewed).

We will be getting them through tech review early next week and then can decide what else to do

with them. Let me know if you had any questions. Thanks!

From: Clark, Theresa
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:18 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: snf talking points

Thanks. I added those thoughts to the relevant question. Attached is the revised version. If you

want handle getting it reviewed, fine with me, but I can still send it out Monday if you'd like me to

and make the edits afterward. Thanks again!

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:11 PM
To: Clark, Theresa
Subject: Fw: snf talking points

Hi Theresa
These look great. The only things I would add are in the last part on Waste Confidence, that
WC is not an "approval" for waste to be stored longer than before (we do that through the
licensing and certification of ISFSIs and casks), and that the long term review will include an
EIS on the environmental impacts of extended storage of SNF.

Thanks for your work on this. Given the late hour on a Friday, I think you can leave it for
now and I will run it by tech staff on Monday.

Dave

On Apr 1, 2011, at 2:46 PM, "McIntyre, David" <David.Mclntyre(i4vnrc gov> wrote:

David McIntyre
f Ublic Affairs

()5 mobile)

301 -.415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

From: Clark, Theresa
To: McIntyre, David
Sent: Fri Apr 01 15:12:58 2011
Subject: RE: snf talking points

Dave,

I have a draft finished and am happy to continue it through the process. I haven't
yet sent it to others for review because I wanted to double-check that it was
about the scope and tone you were expecting. The talking points seemed pretty



complete, so I mostly added Q&A using the three documents you gave me and a
few other public things (website and COMSECY- 10-0007). 1 don't want to
burden you, but could you take a quick look and see if it's roughly what you
were looking for'? Then I will revise/add as needed and get it reviewed by Holly
and the tech staff. (Or, tell me to send it out now. That's fine too!)

Thanks,
Theresa

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 11:36 AM
To: Clark, Theresa
Subject: snf talking points

Theresa - attached are

I. The paper I was trying to do

2. The "white paper" that was sent to the White House on Monday, which

is non public but we can use the material

3. And I'm trying to remember what else I was drawing on for this . if I

think of something, I'll send it later.

Once presentable, and there's no hurry for you to finish this on Friday,
Holly should look it over. For staff, Steve Jones in NRR and Bernie
White or Kevin Witt in NMSS/SFS'I" would be good reviewers.

Thanks,
Dave

David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
f 10 1) 41 •-q n direct)

(b)(6) n (mobile)
Protecting People & the Environment

<SNF Talking Points and Qs.docx>



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Harden. Elizabeth
Burnell. Scott
Harrington. Holly
FW: ACTION: Commissioners Assistants Briefing Notification
Monday, April 04, 2011 9:44:50 AM
NRC Status Update 4.04.11--0430.Pdf

Scott,

If you can't call in at 10 am, please ask Holly if she would do the honors. I will be tying to
slay the 2013 budget monster at 10 am.

Beth

From: ANS.HOC@nrc.gov [mailto:ANS.HOC@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 8:54 AM
Subject: ACTION: Commissioners Assistants Briefing Notification

This is the Headquarters Operations Officer. There will be a Commissioners Assistants
Briefing given by Executive Team at 1000 EDT on 4/4/11 concerning the Japanese events.
Call[ (b)(6) japproximatel 5 minutes before the scheduled start time. When
prompted, enter the security code. WNI repeat ) For clarification, please contact the
Headquarters Operations Officer at 301-816-5100.



From: Masnik. Michael
To: Bunell, Scott; Emch. Richard Nash. Harriet
Subject: FW: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question
Date: Monday, April 04, 2011 9:54:50 AM

Scott, you need to talk to Rich Emch. Plants have radiological environmental monitoring
requirements - so plants like San Onofree, Seabrook, St Lucie sample for contamination in
marine organisms, sediments and water. However these monitoring programs are not
designed to understand the movement of radionuclides through the marine environment
but rather to confirm that the plant is not releasing contamination above the limits.
Understanding the movement of radioisotopes through the marine environment is outside
our purview.

From: Nash, Harriet
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 8:52 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Emch, Richard; Masnik, Michael
Subject: RE: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question

Hi Scott,

I'm not aware of any environmental monitoring requirements on this topic. Rich Emch
would be a better person to ask about this topic as he (as a health physicist) usually
addresses radioactivity as it affects all animals, humans and otherwise. Circulation in the
marine environment by oceanic currents and wind forcing would be best addressed by a
hydrologist. Mike Masnik is the new team leader for hydrologists for DSER so he might
know which individual is most capable of responding to this.

Harriet

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:22 PM
To: Garry, Steven; Nash, Harriet; Milligan, Patricia
Cc: Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: Media - Yale Environment 360-Question
Importance: High

Folks;

This reporter's trying to find information, studies, etc on how contamination would behave
in a marine environment - she's made it clear she wants to understand the topic as
opposed to ask us about Fukushima directly. I don't know if our environmental monitoring
requirements would cover this in any way. The reporter's on a Monday deadline.
Thoughts? Thanks.

Scott

Elizabeth Grossman
Yale Environment 360
503-704-5637J: /



I (b)(6)

Re: Science on how radiation behaves in the water from Japan



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Bonaccorso. Amy
Subject: Citizen - from voicemailbox
Date: Monday, April 04, 2011 11:53:00 AM

No Name (message from voicemail box - called 3 times-)
(b)(6)

What technology are we using to determine the amount and projection

of radiation from Fuhushima.

Br•,,ia Ilksi ulewicz

Admiijnlsiratlve Assistant

Ollic o" Public Aifair
301-415-8209
I)refda.,ik-tu fewit7inrcL'ov

/ %



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Bonaccorso. Amy

Subject: Citizen
Date: Monday, April 04, 2011 11:54:00 AM

Another one with no name from voicemail box

Has questions about Japan

Bre•nda Akstuiewlvl

Administrative Assistant

Ofm'ice of Public Affairs

301-415-8209
hfI r.ld a~ak rtl:c w i c-7@nrt•.5'( h v
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Bonaccorso. Amy

Citizen
Monday, April 04, 2011 11:54:00 AM

Jesus Me~nd oza

Any radiato ovr ission, Texas?

B residd A}\ivduwic?,

Offce or Puwic Arucairl,
301-415-8209
hbfreda.a k,,t ki I eŽx ý , ýnr~

,~

(NJ



From: Burell. Scott
To: Medina. Veronika
Subject: RE: Interview - WSJ
Date: Monday, April 04, 2011 1:21:00 PM

I've got it.

From: Medina, Veronika
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 1:01 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Interview - WSJ

Scott,

Can you talk to this reporter? I know Ivonne deals with the license renewal questions, but

she is not in this week.

Thanks,
Veronika

From: Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 12:42 PM
To: Medina, Veronika
Subject: Interview - WSJ

Ben Casselman from the Wall Street Journal would like to interview someone about the
reactor license renewal process and whether there will be any holdups or changes to the

process in light of the situation in Japan. He would like to speak to someone today if

possible.

I (b)(6)

Ben.casselman@wsj.com

Beth Janbergs
Public Affairs Assistant
301-415-8211



From:
To:
Subject
Date:

Burnell. Scot
Cok. hristopher
RE: SSA conference prep
Monday, April 04, 2011 3:26:00 PM

Aw hell, that's horrible for Laurel. :(

From: Cook, Christopher
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 3:25 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: SSA conference prep

Hi Scott.
You should be getting a meeting scheduler from my admin assistant shortly. Laurel Bauer
is outl (b)(6) I and at this point I'm not sure if she'll
be attending SSA or not. Maybe I can take a Q&A care package down with me for her.

Chris

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 3:12 PM
To: Cook, Christopher
Subject: RE: SSA conference prep

Hi Chris;

I do need to talk to everyone, but it'll be fun trying to find a appropriate time - I'm out
Thursday and Friday. Please send a scheduler and let's see what happens.

Scott

From: Cook, Christopher
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 3:09 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: SSA conference prep

Scott,
Do you have time this week to meet and discuss potential Qs and As before the staff head
down to the SSA conference next week? I know of six staff that are going from NRO:
Laurel Bauer, Yong Li, Stephanie Devlin, Vladimir Graizer, Cliff Munson, and myself.

The conference's program schedule is attached. Stephanie and I are the only two
observers' who aren't presenting/moderating.

Chris

Christopher B. Cook, Ph.D.

Chief, Geoscience and Geotechnical Engineering Branch 2

US NRC, Office of New Reactors

(301) 415-6397 F' lv



-- S

Christopher.Cook(@nrc.gov

From: Chokshi, Nilesh
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:20 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Bauer, Laurel
Cc: Karas, Rebecca; Li, Yong; Munson, Clifford; Flanders, Scott; NRO DSER Branch Chiefs; Holahan,
Gary
Subject: RE: For your review: SSA session on nuclear power plants

Scott,

Thanks for your response. I understand your concerns. We had an internal
discussion with the NRO management to discuss the issue, and we have concluded
that we should go ahead and participate as planned. This is a part of our normal
business practice, and wholesale pull out may create more negative impressions. Of
course, we are instructing our staff to stick to how we conduct the reviews, our
processes, and regulations. Your concerns are very valid - we need your help in
developing few Qs and As related to and stemming from the Japanese events which
are most likely to be asked of any NRC staff.

Thanks,

Nilesh

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:43 PM
To: Bauer, Laurel; Chokshi, Nilesh
Cc: Karas, Rebecca; Li, Yong; Munson, Clifford
Subject: RE: For your review: SSA session on nuclear power plants
Importance: High

Hi Laurel;

Sorry for the delay. At this point I would strongly suggest, after conferring with your
management, that all of you politely back out of any commitments as soon as possible.
Most importantly, I would think all of our seismic-related staff could be involved in the

President-requested "comprehensive safety review" by that point. Also, it's inevitable you'll
be asked policy-related questions that simply can't be addressed right now.

Scott

From: Bauer, Laurel
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:12 PM
To: Chokshi, Nilesh; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Karas, Rebecca; Li, Yong; Munson, Clifford
Subject: FW: For your review: SSA session on nuclear power plants

Scott / Nilesh,

I am forwarding you this request from SSA. Yong and I are scheduled to lead an oral



session at the annual Seismological Society of America Meeting next month, April 13-16.
The title of the session is: Seismic Siting for Nuclear Power Plants. The session is
scheduled for Friday, April 15 in the afternoon. Hosung and Cliff will also be presenting in
this session. We received the following request from their press officer who is putting
together a tip sheet. How should this be handled? I have attached the SSA Meeting
Program as the talks listed are only a few that are scheduled. I would not exactly call what
she has provided a tip sheet.

Scott, the OPA staff that I spoke with directed me by phone to forward to you.

Thanks,

Laurel Bauer
(301) 415-3210 (HQ)

From: Nan BROADBENT [mailto:l (b)(6)
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:47 PM
To: Li, Yong; Bauer, Laurel
Subject: For your review: SSA session on nuclear power plants

Dr. Li and Dr. Bauer:

I am preparing a media tip sheet that highlights selected talks and posters at the upcoming
SSA annual meeting. I don't know if there have been additional talks added to your session
since the earthquake in Japan. Based on the submitted abstracts I have drafted the following
text and would appreciate feedback from either of you. Please let me know how to improve it.

Thank you,

Nan Broadbent
qsA. nreq.s officer

[ (b)(6)[

Seismic Siting for Nuclear Power Plants
Ballroom D, 1:30 - 3 p.m.

Developing and implementing a real-time earthquake notification system for -nuclear
power plant site using ShakeCast (Poster)
The IAEA International Seismic Safety Centre (ISSC) and the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), in collaboration with the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS), are
developing and implementing a custom ShakeCast system for discovery, processing, and
notification of real-time ground shaking information at nuclear power plant (NPP) sites.
ShakeCast takes freely available, post-earthquake data and compares intensity measures
against nuclear power plants, sends notifications of potential damage to responsible parties,
and generates facility damage maps. [K. Lin, U.S. Geological Survey, klin(ibusgs.gov]

Geomorphic assessment of past extreme ground motion on Yucca NMIountain. Southern

Nevada (poster)
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Analysis of rock fall along the cliffs near Yucca Mountain, Nevada, a long-proposed nuclear
waste storage site, helps to date past extreme ground motions in the area. The researchers say
that the rock fall data show no evidence that Yucca Mountain cliffs have been shattered in
response to extreme ground motions for at least 250,000 years. [J.W. Whitney, U.S.
Geological Survey, iwhitneyv usgs4goV]

Unanticipated Exceptional Ground Motions at a Nuclear Power Plant during the 2007
Chuctsu-Oki, Japan. Earthquake
The 2007 Chuetsu-oki, Japan, earthquake occurred on July 16 with a moment magnitude
(Mw) of 6.6. This event is significant as the world's first major earthquake upon a source
fault that extends beneath a nuclear power plant (until the March 2011 earthquake/tsunami).
The researchers looked at several models to find out why their previous models of ground
shaking for the area underpredicted how severe the actual shaking was in 2007. [K. Koketsu,
University of Tokyo, koketsu6'etJ.u-tokvo.ac~jp]



From: Uselding. Lara
To: Burnell, Scott; Mcnlyre. David

Cc: Dricks. Victor

Subject: Thank YOU
Date: Monday, April 04, 2011 3:38:38 PM

Thank you both: I really have been meaning to say that I appreciate all the work you have
done and being responsive to us in the field over the past two weeks when things have
been so hectic. It is good working with you!

Lara

Lara Uselding
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Public Affairs - Region IV

Lara.UseldiqnDnrc.no .
BlackBerry: (b)(6) I
Office: 817-276-6519

For more information visit www~nrc.gov

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 2:04 PM
To: Uselding, Lara; McIntyre, David
Cc: Dricks, Victor
Subject: RE: Any input on this? FW: more on UCI, other research reactors

Hi Lara;

I handled that GAO report, not certain if Pat's talking about the "For the Record" that
politely said GAO was full of it:

http://www.nrc.goy/rreading-rm/doc-collections/for-the-record/2008/rtr-letter-2-1 2.pdf

Let me know if you need additional backup.

RTRs will be covered by the general agency review.

Scott

From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 3:00 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Dricks, Victor
Subject: Any input on this? FW: more on UCI, other research reactors

Also, I'm still waiting for a response back on research reactors and any pending reviews
due to Japan

From: Pat Brennan [mailto:pbrennan@ocregister.com]
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 1:14 PM

/
GF /C'
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To: Uselding, Lara
Subject: more on UCI, other research reactors

hi Lara...looks like GAO did a report on research reactors in 2008 saying they might be vulnerable

to terrorism:

http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d08403,pdf

figuring you're still working on getting latest from NRC on their view of safety of UC Irvine reactor;

I'd also like to know agency's opinion on any possible terrorism threat to it, and whether this GAO

report is still relevant, has NRC responded etc.

(what I saw suggests NRC had some issues with how this report was done; not sure what's

happened since)...

thanks again...



From: Burnell. Scott
To: Borchardt. Bill
Subject: FW: May 19 Webcast
Date: Monday, April 04, 2011 4:09:00 PM
Importance: High

Feel free to refer him back to us.

From: Marty Rosenberg [mailto:mrosenberg@energycentral.com]
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: May 19 Webcast
Importance: High

Scott,

I will try to contact Bill Borchardt directly for the webcast in advance of Elliot's return Friday.

Thanks.

Marty

From: Marty Rosenberg
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 9:59 AM
To: 'Scott Burnell'
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; 'Borchardt, Bill'
Subject: May 19 Webcast
Importance: High

Scott,

Greetings.

EnergyBiz is planning a webcast at noon ET, May 19, on charting a future course for nuclear power
in the United States.

We would like to invite Chairman Jaczko to be a participant. By that time, there should be greater

clarity on the long-term policy implications on the Fukushima problems on pending nuclear
projects in our country.

In the event that Dr. Jaczko cannot take part, we would welcome Bill Borchardt.

Both men have worked closely with our publication and its annual public policy event in

Washington, and we would welcome their involvement in our efforts to inform our readers, senior

managers and executives of the power sector, on the future course for nuclear power in our

nation.

Thanks.

4tq
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Marty

Martin Rosenberg

Editor-In-Chief

EnergyBiz

913 385-9909 [o]

I (b)(6) Iml

913 385-9950 []

fl,



From: Burnell. Scott

To: Harrington. Holly; McIntyre. David
Subject: RE: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

Date: Monday, April 04, 2011 3:50:29 PM

But it's spent fuel, that's Dave! :-)

----- Original Message -----
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 3:46 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff"

In your spare time, care to respond?

----- Original Message -----
From: ianbergs, Holly On Behalf Of OPA Resource
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 3:39 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

----- Original Message -----
From: NRCWEB Resource
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 3:37 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: FW: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff"

----- Original Message -----
From: Chris Ludwig [mai.t'] (b)(6)

Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 1:10 AM
To: NRCWEB Resource
Subject: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

Chris Ludwig ( (b)(6) on Monday, April 04, 2011 at 01:09:48

comments: With the recent Japan diaster and nuclear power or radiation contamination of that country,
I am very concerned about the possiblity of that situation replaying itself here in California. I live about
90 miles from Rancho Seco and I know SMUD still stores radioactive waste at that site. My question to
you exactly what type of waste is stored there and how much of it is there. Given the fact that the San
Andres Fault is one of the most dangerous known, what is being done to protect the public against the
same type of disaster.

organization:

address1: (b)(6)

address2:

city:



state:l[u

zip:; (b)(6)

country:l--)"6-

phone: :1 (b)(6)

............................................... • ..........................
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From: Burell. Scott
To: Wellock. Thomas
Subject: Re: Interview for article about history of nuclear energy in California?
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 6:26:13 AM

Why yes, heading towards Boyds at this point. Of course if he DOES want to talk history, feel free.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Burnell

I (b)(6)

----- Original Message -----
From: Wellock, Thomas
To: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Tue Apr 05 06:24:26 2011
Subject: RE: Interview for article about history of nuclear energy in California?

On the train yet?

I'll tell it to him just as you put it. I don't know if he would want to just talk history of California
opposition. But given what he wrote, I assume he really wants a quote on current events.

Tom

----- Original Message -----
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 6:20 AM
To: Wellock, Thomas
Subject: Re: Interview for article about history of nuclear energy in California?

Hi Tom;

I would think a simple "there are no applications currently expected regarding additional reactors in
California, and we're not yet in a position to discuss Fukushima in any detail" would be appropriate.
Your thoughts?

Scott

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Burnell

(b)(6)

-Original Message -----
From: Wellock, Thomas
To: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Tue Apr 05 02:52:18 2011
Subject: FW: Interview for article about history of nuclear energy in California?

From: Darwin BondGraham (b)(6)

Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 9:22 PM
To: wellock@cwu.edu; Wellock, Thomas
Subject: Interview for article about history of nuclear energy in California?

Dear Mr. Wellock, I , t



I'm writing a piece about the history of nuclear power in California for a weekly paper in the Bay Area.
I'm wondering if you'd have time to answer a few questions I'd like to put to you. I'm currently reading
your book, "Critical Masses," but was hoping to get some quotes from you about current events
including Fukushima and planned nuclear projects in California.

Let me know if you are free for an e-mail interview. I could also telephone if that's more convenient for
you.

Sincerely,
Darwin



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wellock. Thomas
Darwin BondGraham
RE: Interview for article about history of nuclear energy in California?
Tuesday, April 05, 2011 6:37:07 AM

Good Morning Darwin,

There are no applications currently expected regarding additional reactors in California, and
the NRC is not yet in a position to discuss Fukushima in any detail. So, I couldn't comment
*on those issues or current topics. But if you have any historical questions, I'd be happy to
discuss them with you.

Tom

From: Darwin BondGraham [mailtot (b)(6)

Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 9:22 PM
To: wellock@cwu.edu; Wellock, Thomas
Subject: Interview for article about history of nuclear energy in California?

Dear Mr. Wellock,

I'm writing a piece about the history of nuclear power in California for a weekly paper in the
Bay Area. I'm wondering if you'd have time to answer a few questions I'd like to put to you.
I'm currently reading your book, "Critical Masses," but was hoping to get some quotes from
you about current events including Fukushima and planned nuclear projects in California.

Let me know if you are free for an e-mail interview. I could also telephone if that's more
convenient for you.

Sincerely,
Darwin

!
t



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Bonaccorso. AmY
Citizen w/Product - Solution
Tuesday, April OS, 2011 8:14:00 AM

Bob Diamante

(b)(6)

Works for or represents a company that makes a product that might
be able to seal the cracks in the Fuhushima plants

Bre'nda Aiusittiwjc'
Atitninistrative Asasistnt
Ofi'ice of' Public .Affairs

301-415-8209
hf rid rah'SkruI c/@I)Ir4 1

;IT

/
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~~~From: Harrngton, Holly.... ...

To: Bumell, Scott

Subject: FW: Query: NY limes Article on Possible Radiaton Exposure
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:14:55 AM

Not sure if you care, but some follow up on the graphic

From: Milligan, Patricia
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:08 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Query: NY Times Article on Possible Radiation Exposure

Apparently the dose calc press release comes back to bite us. Also Bob Meck who used

to be NRC was helping with this graphic.

.. . . .... . ... . . .. . . . .. . . ... . . .. ... . .... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . ... . .. .. . .... . . . . . .. . . . ....... ..

From: McGinty, Tim
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:02 AM
To: Milligan, Patricia
Subject: RE: Query: NY Times Article on Possible Radiation Exposure

See below under "radiation risk" area, 3 rd on right

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/03/24/world/asia/japan-interactive-index. html?

ref=asia

From: Milligan, Patricia
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:52 AM
To: McGinty, Tim
Subject: FW: Query: NY Times Article on Possible Radiation Exposure

Tim-
What graphic? What article??

From: McGinty, Tim
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 7:53 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: Query: NY Times Article on Possible Radiation Exposure

Thanks Scott. Tim

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 7:52 AM
To: McGinty, Tim; Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Re: Query: NY Times Article on Possible Radiation Exposure

Hi Tim;

Our only NRC "information" in that graphic is the 50-mile recommendation, and yes there's an existing



Q/A on why we made the recommendation. I would suggest nothing further needs to be done.

Scott

Sent from an NRC Blackberry

From: McGinty, Tim
To: Couret, Ivonne; Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tue Apr 05 07:46:29 2011
Subject: Query: NY Times Article on Possible Radiation Exposure

Hi Ivonne/Scott: I'm in the Ops Center as the ET Response Advisor. I was handed a
"graphic", which is a map of Japan with populations and distance "rings", with a table
delineating possible radiation exposure, possible effects, etc. I was told it was from an
article in the NY Times (I do not have the article, just the graphic), and that we may have
already addressed the article in the form of Q's and A's or a rebuttal.

Can you help shed any light on this so I can share it with Bruce Boger? Thanks, Tim



From:
To: Burnel, Scott; Bailey. Stewar

Cc: Nelson. Robert Dennia. Robert
Subject: RE: questions from the WSJ
Date. Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:33:15 AM

I'll see what's what and get back to you Scott, i.e., if my management wants me to follow
up on this or if someone in EP should. Joe G

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:16 AM
To: Bailey, Stewart; Golla, Joe
Cc: Nelson, Robert; Dennig, Robert
Subject: RE: questions from the WSJ

Thanks, I tend to widen my shotgun pattern at first to make sure I find the right folks.

From: Bailey, Stewart
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:14 AM
To: Golla, Joe
Cc: Nelson, Robert; Burnell, Scott; Dennig, Robert
Subject: FW: questions from the WSJ

I'm forwarding this to Joe Golla, BWROG lead PM, hoping he can help with the historic

information on the generic operating procedures.

My branch doesn't really have information on these issues.

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:10 AM
To: Dennig, Robert; Bailey, Stewart
Cc: Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: questions from the WSJ
Importance: High

Gentlemen;

Are we in a position to provide substantive answers (or the requested excerpts) on these
questions? The letter in question is ML003678152. The reporter's in Tokyo, so I'm hoping
we can reply one way or another by COB so that the reporter will have it first thing
tomorrow. Thanks.

Scott

From: Dvorak, Phred [mailto:Phred.Dvorak@wsj.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:51 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: questions from the WSJ

Scott, hi --

It's Phred Dvorak at the Wall Street Journal in Tokyo, with those questions about BWR accident
guidelines.



-- - -~ -

As I mentioned, I'm looking into the idea that some actions that are required by the "generic" BWR
severe accident guidelines in the U.S. don't seem to have been performed by the Fukushima Daiichi
operators in Japan. So to follow up, I'm trying to first pin down what those standard protocols are in the
U.S. -- specifically with regard to venting the primary containment vessel and injecting water.

- I'm told that the latest version of those protocols is this: "BWR Owners' Group Emergency Procedure
and Severe Accident Guidelines - Rev 2, 2001 - 03". Can you confirm that's true? And are they
publically available?

- If they're not, could I obtain excerpts from the parts concerning venting the primary containment
vessel (when, how and how long to vent, venting philosophy -- how to factor in risk of radiation release
etc, who's responsible for the decision) and injecting water (similarly: when it's absolutely necessary to
inject, who's responsible for the decision).

- Further to the "venting philosophy" question, I found in your public documents database a Jan. 28,
2000 letter from the BWR Operators' Group to the NRC expressing some concerns about wording in
the (then) proposed Revision 2. The wording in question was that vents should be opened "irrespective
of the offsite radioactivity release rate." The BWROG asked the wording be softened. Can you tell me
how this issue was resolved? (What was the final wording?)

- The same letter also noted the need for guidance that "clearly established responsibilties within the
licensee's management organization for authorizing containment venting under accident conditions."
Could you please tell me whether that happened, and what the resulting guidance was?

- In the venting and water injection instructions, are there parts of the generic SAG (the BWROG
Severe Accident Guidelines referred to above) that are modifiable by the operators and parts that are
not? What are the NRC rules concerning how such SAGs can or should be modified with plant-specific
information?

Many thanks in advance for your help!
Phred

Phred Dvorak
Wall Street Journal

(b)(6) 1(cellphone)
phred.dvorak(&wsj.com
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From: White, Bernard
To: McIntyre. David
Subject: RE: Location and amount of Spent Fuel in the U.S. - Request from National Public Radio
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:50:08 AN

Sure, I am working from home, but you can call me on my cell phone' (b)(6)

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:36 AM
To: White, Bernard
Subject: RE: Location and amount of Spent Fuel in the U.S. - Request from National Public Radio

No worries. Should we talk about the 3-year thing?

From: White, Bernard
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:19 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: Location and amount of Spent Fuel in the U.S. - Request from National Public
Radio

Great, I hadn't gotten that far through my email prior to sending it to you

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:15 AM
To: White, Bernard
Subject: RE: Location and amount of Spent Fuel in the U.S. - Request from National Public
Radio

Yes, I already applied. (attached)

From: White, Bernard
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:14 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Cc: Ordaz, Vonna; Benner, Eric; Cook, John; Brach, Bill
Subject: RE: Location and amount of Spent Fuel in the U.S. - Request from National
Public Radio

Hi Dave,

I presume you would get back to him. Do you have all the info you need

based on our previous conversations?

Bernie

From: Brach, Bill
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 7:58 AM
To: White, Bernard
Cc: Ordaz, Vonna; Benner, Eric; Cook, John
Subject: FW: Location and amount of Spent Fuel in the U.S. - Request from National
Public Radio

Bernie, ..



The email below from NPR is requesting information on spent fuel
inventories in the US. The email was sent last night and requests a
response by noon today. I am forwarding the note to you for SFST
consideration. Suggest that you engage OPA on the NPR request.

Bill

From: Andrew Prince [mailto:APrince@npr.org]
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 6:06 PM
To: Goshen, John; Brach, Bill
Subject: Location and amount of Spent Fuel in the U.S. - Request from National Public
Radio

Hi John and Bill,
A

I'm a producer with the science desk at NPR. I'm trying to track down the amount
of spent nuclear fuel in reactors and storage facilities across the U.S. might you be
able to provide me with that data? We're looking for both wet and dry storage, at
commercial reactor facilities and independent sites.

Do you have any information you can pass along? We're working on a bit of a
deadline of noon or so Tuesday, 4/5, so I'd love to hear back from you before then

if possible.

If you're not the right person, can you connect me with him or her?

Thanks,
• iAndrew

Andrew Prince
NPR Science Desk

Digital News I npr.org
202.513.3543 aprince(anpr.org
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From: Andrew Prnce
To: McIntyre. David
Subject: RE: Location and amount of Spent Fuel in the U.S. - Request from National Public Radio

Date: Tuesday, Aprl 05, 2011 10:57:49 AM

Thanks, Dave. This very helpful, and I appreciate you getting back to me so quickly.

Best,

Andrew

Andrew Prince

NPR Science Desk
Digital News I npr.org

202.513.3543 I aprinceianp.org

From: McIntyre, David [mailto:David.Mclntyre@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:07 AM
To: Andrew Prince
Subject: RE: Location and amount of Spent Fuel in the U.S. - Request from National Public Radio

Hi Andrew -

Your email request for infoirmation on spent nuclear fuel inventories was relayed to me

here in NRC Public Affairs. Unfbrtunately, the agency does not have precise totals in a

publicly available form that would provide an easy answer to your questions. However,

there are other sources that shed some light on the issue, mostly using industry data.

Our Inforrmation Digest gives general information about where and how spent fuel is

stored:
h ttp :1w ww .n. gov/readi ng-rm/do:-olleions/n uresistatflsrI 3501v22/sr 1350v22-sec-

The following presentations before the Blue Ribbon Commission on Ainerica's Nuclear

Future are also instructive and give more detail about total inventories:

hl tt,) : I w ww hr (rov1)dffiles/C1 11RS 1 tic RibbonClom missi onXfaste Pol icvl iistory.p)d f

Ilittp :)/wwwv~ ( gov!'lra nspotationStorageSCidocsfFSSC_08-
19 mtiii/2 IPRI LI.sud Fuel Inventory-August_2010 final lohn%20 Kcssler. pdf
hlt~p:!!www~ lir( gov 'ransportationStora'geSC/docsif'S SC 08-

19 iri gI EP RI%20Ftcel%20invenrorics%20Sumnrarv.jdf

The BRC, by the way, was established by the Department of Energy to explore the

question of spent fuel management since the Administration decided to abandon the

Yucca Mountain repository idea. So the federal government has been looking at this

question even before the Japan earthquake.

J \
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I hope this information is helpful.

Dave

David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-8206 (direct)

(b)(6) Imobile)

Protecting People & the Environment

From: Andrew Prince [mailto:APrince@npr.org]
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 6:06 PM
To: Goshen, John; Brach, Bill
Subject: Location and amount of Spent Fuel in the U.S. - Request from National Public Radio

Hi John and Bill,

I'm a producer with the science desk at NPR. I'm trying to track down the amount of spent
nuclear fuel in reactors and storage facilities across the U.S. might you be able to provide
me with that data? We're looking for both wet and dry storage, at commercial reactor
facilities and independent sites.

Do you have any information you can pass along? We're working on a bit of a deadline of
noon or so Tuesday, 4/5, so I'd love to hear back from you before then if possible.

If you're not the right person, can you connect me with him or her?

Thanks,
Andrew

Andrew Prince
NPR Science Desk
Digital News I npr.org
202.513.3543 aprince(@npr.o



From: 3anberns. Holly
To: McIntyre. David
Subject: RE: Media- Interview - Asahl Shimbun - PITA LIST
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:44:35 AM

©

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:44 AM
To: Janbergs, Holly; Medina, Veronika
Subject: RE: Media- Interview - Asahi Shimbun - PITA LIST

It's not written down, because that would be FOIAblc, but it's veeececeeery lengthy ....

From: Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:43 AM
To: McIntyre, David; Medina, Veronika
Subject: RE: Media- Interview - Asahi Shimbun - PITA LIST

Glad to know we have a list for these folks!

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:40 AM
To: Medina, Veronika
Cc: Janbergs, Holly
Subject: RE: Media- Interview - Asahi Shimbun - PITA LIST

Yes, he's called befbre. I recall a rather lengthy and testy discussion with him in

the Ops Center on this very subject about two weeks ago, or whenever that was.

I'll call him - my day needs something to brighten it.

From: Medina, Veronika
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:18 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Media- Interview - Asahi Shimbun

Dave,

Can you talk to this reporter? Please let me know.

Thanks,
Veronika

From: Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:14 AM
To: Medina, Veronika
Subject: Interview - Asahi Shimbun

Daniel Longo from Asahi Shimbun (believe he's called before) would like to
speak to someone about NRC's recommendations in Japan regarding our
evacuation zone and other such policy decisions.

rr



202-783-1000
++ ' d.longo@asahiam.com

Beth Janbergs
Public Affairs Assistant
301-415-8211



From: McIntyre. David
To: Regina BediaW
Subject. RE: Irradiated water release
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:46:00 AM

Hi Regina -
I don't believe we will have any comment on the plan to release the contaminated water.

And there's nothing scheduled for this week - the Chairman is in Vienna, Austria, for the

Convention on Nuclear Safety. April 28 is a Commission briefing on the Japan situation.

David McIntyre

Office of Public Affairs

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(301) 4.15-8200

From: Regina Bediako [mailto:bediako@nhkdc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:29 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Irradiated water release

Hi David,

We've been following some of the updates out of Fukushima, and wanted to see if there

was any reaction to one development in particular, Tepco's plans to release 11,500 tons of

irradiated water into the sea. Is there any comment on this? Will there be any press

availabilities by NRC staff and commissioners today or for the rest of the week (there are

no weekly briefings, right)?

Thanks!
Regina

Regina Bediako
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
2030 M St NW, Suite 706
Washington, D.C. 20036
Office: (202) 828-5180, ext. 111 Cell: (b)(6)



From: Smith. Rebecca
To: Bumell. Scott; Dvorak, Phred
Subject: RE: questions from the WSJ
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:46:48 AM

Thanks, Scott.
I wasn't aware of Phred's email to you. Sorry to double team you.
My uprate questions are for a completely different story and I will forward.
Regards,
Rebecca

Rebecca Smith
Staff Reporter
The Wall Street Journal
415-765-8212 office

(b)(6 ll

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Bumell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 8:43 AM
To: Dvorak, Phred; Smith, Rebecca
Subject: RE: questions from the WSJ
Importance: High

Rebecca, Phred;

There seems to be come overlap in these questions. I'm already working to find answers
to Phred's e-mail below, so please let me know if there's anything outside of this that
Rebecca needs in this area.

Rebecca, I also understand you have some power uprate questions, feel free to send them
my way since that's a HQ sort of topic. Thanks!

Scott

From: Dvorak, Phred [mailto:PhredDvorak@wsj.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:51 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: questions from the WSJ

Scott, hi --

It's Phred Dvorak at the Wall Street Journal in Tokyo, with those questions about BWR accident
guidelines.

As I mentioned, I'm looking into the idea that some actions that are required by the "generic" BWR
severe accident guidelines in the U.S. don't seem to have been performed by the Fukushima Daiichi
operators in Japan. So to follow up, I'm trying to first pin down what those standard protocols are in the
U.S. -- specifically with regard to venting the primary containment vessel and injecting water.

- I'm told that the latest version of those protocols is this: "BWR Owners' Group Emergency Procedure



and Severe Accident Guidelines - Rev 2, 2001 - 03". Can you confirm that's true? And are they
publically available?

- If they're not, could I obtain excerpts from the parts concerning venting the primary containment
vessel (when, how and how long to vent, venting philosophy -- how to factor in risk of radiation release
etc, who's responsible for the decision) and injecting water (similarly: when it's absolutely necessary to
inject, who's responsible for the decision).

- Further to the "venting philosophy" question, I found in your public documents database a Jan. 28,
2000 letter from the BWR Operators' Group to the NRC expressing some concerns about wording in
the (then) proposed Revision 2. The wording in question was that vents should be opened "irrespective
of the offsite radioactivity release rate." The BWROG asked the wording be softened. Can you tell me
how this issue was resolved? (What was the final wording?)

- The same letter also noted the need for guidance that "cleady established responsibilties within the
licensee's management organization for authorizing containment venting under accident conditions."
Could you please tell me whether that happened, and what the resulting guidance was?

- In the venting and water injection instructions, are there parts of the generic SAG (the BWROG
Severe Accident Guidelines referred to above) that are modifiable by the operators and parts that are
not? What are the NRC rules concerning how such SAGs can or should be modified with plant-specific
information?

Many thanks in advance for your help!
Phred

Phred Dvorak
Wall Street Journal

(b)(6) (cellphone)
phred.dvorak@wsi.com



From: Mcntre. David
To: Stuckle. Elizab'th
Subject spent fuel
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:19:00 PM

The Bloomberg exchange.

----- Original Message -----
From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:41 AM
To: 'JIM EFSTATHIOU JR., BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:'
Subject: RE: fines

You're very welcome!

----- Original Message -----
From: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR., BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:jefstathiou-(3bloomberg.net]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:41 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: fines

I'm going to ask them. Thanks for your prompt replies.

Jim

------------------------------------------------------------

Jim Efstathiou Jr.
Bloomberg News
731 Lexington Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

Tel: 212 61764
Cell I (b)(6)

E-mail: jefstathiou@bloomberg.net

----- Original Message -----
From: David McIntyre <David.McIntyre@nrc.gov>
To: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR. (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:)
At: 4/05 11:39:39

None that I'm aware of. Our concern is safety, rather than cost.

That 2003 paper you cited gave an estimate, I believe, and I'd guess that NEI would have a number
handy.

----- Original Message -----
From: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR., BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:efstathiou~bloomberg.net]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:38 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: fines

David,
Okay. So your saying that the NRC has not done its own estimate of the cost of moving fuel into dry
casks?

Jim



Jim Efstathiou Jr.
Bloomberg News
731 Lexington Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

Tel: 617 1647
Cell: )(6) I
E-mail: jefstathiou@bloomberg.net

----- Original Message -----
From: David McIntyre <David.Mclntyre@nrc.gov>
To: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR. (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:)
Cc: Scott.Bumell@nrc.gov
At: 4/05 11:35:56

We don't worry about cost estimates. NEI might.

And I can't really speak to the Chairman's thought processes, I'm afraid.

----- Original Message -----
From: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR., BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:jefstathiouabloomberg.net]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:31 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: fines

David,
Thanks. I had seen that testimony.

Has the agency released an estimate of what it would cost to move all spent fuel from pools into dry
cask?

Also, I see that Chairman Jaczko in a May 13 2008 speech said that ""additional safety can be gained"
by moving spent fuel to dry cask. On March 31, he seemed to contradict that by saying both methods
are equally safe. What lef to his change of opinion?

Best

Jim

------------------------------------------------------.-----

Jim Efstathiou Jr.
Bloomberg News
731 Lexington Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

Tel: 212 617 1647Cell-4• (b)(6)

E-mail: jefstathiou@lloomberg.net

----- Original Message -----
From: David McIntyre <David.McIntyre@nrc.gov>
To: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR. (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:), Scott, Burnell@nrc.gov
At: 4/05 11:24:44

Hi Jim -



NRC's position is that pools and casks are both safe. Of course, this question will be part of our post-
Japan review by the task force the agency established last week.

I would refer you to testimony by Chairman Jaczko and Acting Asst Sec Energy Lyons (a former NRC
Commissioner) last Thursday, 3/31, before the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and
Water Development:

REP. FATTAH(?): Is one safer than the other?

MR. JACZKO: We think that both --

REP. FATTAH(?): I know you think both are safe.

MR. JACZKO: -- are safe.

REP. FATTAH(?): I'm asking, in a relative sense, is one safer?

MR. JACZKO: It's not clear at this point. They both provide a

very, very high degree of safety, and when you get into the level of

safety that we're talking about, the likelihood of anything bad happening

is so small in a spent fuel pool and it's so small in a dry cask storage,

that it's hard at those very, very small levels to really say one is more

or less safe, because it's -- it's just very, very low likelihood of any

concern. And I would just add that we are constantly reviewing and

monitoring the safety of the spent fuel pools, of the dry cask storage,

A so the review we're doing is not -- is not a review to -

REP. FAT"AH(?): I'm not trying to cast any suggestions to the contrary, and I

don't think that we -- that that would be right to do so. I think we

should -- I'm pro-nuclear. Part of this process is spent fuel, and we

have a lot more of it than, for instance, the French do because they have

a different process altogether, right, in terms of reusing this.

But, Dr. Lyons, would you care to offer to the committee whether

one process is safer -- the dry cask versus the pool? You have a degree

from Cal Tech in astrophysics. Would you like to -- we're just



politicians so

MR. LYONS: I would give you the same answer that Dr. Jaczko

did. They're both carefully evaluated; they're both safe.

----- Original Message -----
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:08 AM
To: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR., BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: fines

Hi Jim;

My colleague David McIntyre's in the best position to help with spent fuel pool questions. Thanks.

Scott

----- Original Message -----

From: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR., BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:iefstathiou(&bloomberg.net]

Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:07 AM

To: Burnell, Scott

Subject: RE: fines

Scott,

No worries. This is what I need.

On a related note. What's the latest from the NRC on spent fuel pool versus dry cask storage. In 2003,
the agency dismissed a study that highlighted the risks of spent fuel in pools
(http:l//ww.nrc.gov/reading -rm/doc-collections/congress-docs/corresp-ndence/2003/feiveson -

I know the agency is working on, or may have completed, a rule on the security of dry cask storage. Is
there any guidance from the agency on what type of storage is better?

Jim



Jim Efstathiou Jr.

Bloomberg News

731 Lexington Ave.

New York, N.Y. 10022

Tel: 212 617 1647

Cell: (b)(6)

E-mail: jefstathiou@bloomberg.net

- Original Message -----

From: Scott Burnell <Scott.Bumell@nrc.gov>

To: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR. (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:)

At: 4/04 16:06:02

Hi Jim;

Sorry for the delay. The "Proposed Civil Penalties" is the best "starting point" for the fines the NRC
levies in a given year. The number changes based on licensee responses, etc. As I think we discussed,
fines can be paid in later years, leading to penalties paid exceeding those proposed in a given year.
Thanks.

Scott

-- - ----- Original Message-

From: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR., BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:Jefstathiou(bloomberg.net]

• i Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 12:27 PM

To: Burnell, Scott

Subject: RE: fines



n

Scott,

Can you give me acaall when you have a minute. I have a question about the data in the reports you
sent. I'm at ()(6)

Jim

Jim Efstathiou Jr.

Bloomberg News

731 Lexington Ave.

New York, N.Y. 10022

Tel: 212 617 1647

Cell.: (b)()

E-mail: jefstathiou@bloomberg.net

----- Original Message -----

From: Scott Bumell <Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov>

To: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR. (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:)

At: 4/01 11:47:45

Hi Jim;

I'll check with the staff and see what's available. Thanks.

Scott

----- Original Message -----

From: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR., BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:iefstathiou~bloomberg.net]



Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 11:22 AM

To: Burnell, Scott

Subject: RE: fines

Scott,

Can you dig out the report for 1997? The list you sent me goes back to 1998.

Jim Efstathiou Jr.

Bloomberg News

731 Lexington Ave.

New York, N.Y. 10022

Tel: 212 617 1647

Celli (b)(6)

E-mail: jefstathiou@bloomberg.net

----- Original Message -----

From: Scott Bumell <Scott. Burnell@nrc.gov>

To: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR. (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:)

At: 3/31 17:14:25

Jim;

Sorry for the delay. The best record of what we've done in enforcement space is the Office of
Enforcement's Annual Reports:

http://www~nrc~cgov/reading-rm/doc-collectionslenforcement/annual-rpts/

Thanks.



Scott

----- Original Message -----

From: JIM EFSTATHIOU JR., BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:jefstathiou(&bloomberg.net]

Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 3:01 PM

To: Bumell, Scott

Subject: fines

Scott,

Does the agency keep track of fines imposed on a monthly or yearly basis?

Jim

Jim Efstathiou Jr.

Bloomberg News

731 Lexington Ave.

New York, N.Y. 10022

Tel: 212 617 1647

Cell (b(6)

E-mail: jefstathiou@bloomberg.net



L

From: Tetuan. Michael IGE Power & Water)
To: Burnefl. Scott
Subject: RE: NYT
Date: Tuesday, Apnl 05, 2011 12:13:31 PM

Roger. Thanks.

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:11 PM
To: Tetuan, Michael (GE Power & Water)
Subject: RE: NYT

OK, thought that might be it - EPRI already told us Wald was interested. Feel free to point
him here if he asks.

From: Tetuan, Michael (GE Power & Water) [mailto:Michael.Tetuan@ge.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:10 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: NYT

I have no other details - other than vague.

My understanding of the document is that it is what NRC presented to METI post-accident.
It is called Emergency Preparedness or something like that. My team had a standing NRC
call at II am and someone from EPRI mentioned it... apparently Matt called them about it.

That's all I got.

Thanks.
MT

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:07 PM
To: Tetuan, Michael (GE Power & Water)
Subject: RE: NYT

Hello Mike;

What document are we referring to? Do you have any additional details? Thanks.

Scott

From: Tetuan, Michael (GE Power & Water) [mailto:Michael.Tetuan@ge.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:05 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: NYT

Hi Scott - I understand from a recent phone call that Matt Wald has in his possession a
document you prepared for METI. He did not call us on this, and if he does, I will refer him
to you. Let me know if you disagree with this approach.

.... t 4jJ



Thanks Scott.
MT

Michael Tetuan
Public Relations Manager
GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy

T +1 910 819 7055
M I. (b)(6)
michael tetuan@age.com



From: Bonnie Rochman
To: Burnell. Scott
Subject: Re: Media - TIME.com
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:31:33 PM

Thanks so much for getting back to me, Scott. I'm trying to understand the
magnitude of the small amounts of radiation coming from Japan and being detected
in Hawaii versus the typical natural background radiation the average person
absorbs, which I understand to be .3 rem/year.

Also, when radiation levels are likened to the amount received from a chest X-ray,
for example, I'm confused about what exactly is being compared. An X-ray is of
finite duration while exposure to low levels of radiation from Japan is ostensibly
continuous until levels taper off, right?

Finally, is there an accurate way to estimate the amount of radiation a plane ride
conveys -- for example, on a 6-hour plane ride from Seattle to Maui? I'd like to
compare that to the radiation that might be absorbed during a one-week visit there.

Thanks so much for your help.

Best,
Bonnie

On Apr 5, 2011, at 6:06 AM, Burnell, Scott wrote:

Hello Bonnie;

Even if we're discussing radioactive material from Fukushima being discharged
into the ocean, the bottom line remains the same. When you consider the diluting
effects of the thousands of miles of seawater between U.S. territory and Japan,
all the available information leads to the conclusion that U.S. territories with
Pacific coastlines will avoid any harmful levels of radioactivity. As is the case
with the miniscule amounts of airborne contamination being detected, today's
advanced monitoring equipment will likely eventually find seaborne amounts of
radioactive material in quantities too small to affect human health.

Our counterparts over at the Environmental Protection Agency and Centers for
Disease Control are in a better position to go into more detail about U.S.
monitoring and resolving health concerns. I've included the EPA's general
media e-mail so they'll be aware of your questions. The contact info I have for
the CDC is their toll-free number: 800-CDC-INFO. You can also check with the
Agriculture Department and Food and Drug Administration for more information
on U.S. monitoring of domestic and overseas food sources .. 1 don't have contact
info available there, unfortunately.

Please let me know if you have any other NRC-specific questions. Thanks.

Scott Burnell
Public Affairs Officer



Nuclear Regulatory Commission

From: Bonnie Rochman [mailtol (b)(6)
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 5:39 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: from TIME.comq

Hello,
I'm working on a story for "ime.com about public understanding of radiation
levels coming from Japan, specifically as they relate to the West Coast and
Hawaii compared to the East Coast. I cover pregnancy and parenting for Time,
and I'm particularly interested in whether parents need to be concerned about
seawater contamination (particularly now that Japan is actively dumping
radioactive water into the ocean) on Hawaiian beaches.

It's Spring Break season and Hawaii is reporting tourism is down from a year
ago. Are people right to be concerned or are they being overly cautious? Please
let me know if this is something that someone at the NRC could speak about.

Thanks very much,
Bonnie Rochman

Bonnie Rochman
http://healthland.time.com/author/brochmant

Bonnie Rochman
http;//healthland .time com/author/brochman/



From: McIntre. David
To: Harrington. Holly

Cc: Medina. Veronika
Subject. FW: Media- Interview - Asahi Shimbun
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:35:00 PM

Holly -

Mr. Longo has two questions:

1) In his Senate testimony on March 30, the Chairman apparently referred to a "safe
distance" from the Fukushirna reactors as "20 miles." The reporter would like to
know how that squares with our 50-mile evacuation recommendation.

2) How does NRC determine the number of miles for an evacuation zone?

His contact info is below.

Thanks,
Dave

From: Medina, Veronika
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:18 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Media- Interview - Asahi Shimbun

Dave,

Can you talk to this reporter? Please let me know.

Thanks,
Veronika

From: Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:14 AM
To: Medina, Veronika
Subject: Interview - Asahi Shimbun

Daniel Longo from Asahi Shimbun (believe he's called before) would like to speak
to someone about NRC's recommendations in Japan regarding our evacuation
zone and other such policy decisions.

202-783-1000
1 (b)(6)

Beth Janbergs
Public Affairs Assistant
301-415-8211

P



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

White. Bernard
McIntyre, David

RE: transfer SNF early to cask
Tuesday, April 05, 2011 2:16:13 PM

Dave,

Has Earl Easton gotten with you on this one? He has been designated as our POC on
this issue.

Bernie

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 9:08 AM
To: White, Bernard
Subject: transfer SNF early to cask

Bernie - Vonna in the staff mtg this morning mentioned some work going on regarding

early transfer of* SNF to cask. Could you please clue me in on this? This is a hot subject
now in light of Japan, and I feel the earth moving under my feet every time I answer a

media query on Alvarez, et al.

Thanks,
Dave

David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
f301) 415-8206 (direct)

(b)(6) 1(mobile.)
Protecting People & the Environment



From: Hayden, Elizabgth
To* Burnell. Scot-, Harrington. Holly
Subject: RE: Media - TIME.com
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:42:45 PM

Fine. When? It would be helpful if we could come to an agreement w/EPA about language in an FAQ
on our website.

Beth Hayden
Senior Advisor
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

--- Protecting People and the Environment
301-415-8202
elizabeth.hayden@nrc.gov

----- Original Message -----
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:30 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: FW: Media - TIME.com
Importance: High

Shall we make it a speakerphone call?

----- Original Message -----
From: Jackson.Larry@epamail.epa.gov [mailto:Jackson.LarryC(epamail.epa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:28 PM
To: Bumell, Scott
Subject: RE: Media - TIME.com

Hi, Scott. Can we talk when you get a moment? My blackberry isb)
I (b)(6) 1

Many thanks,
Larry

Larry Jackson
Associate Director, Media Relations
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
202-564-0236
jackson.larry@epa.gov

From: "Burnell, Scott"
<Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov>

To: (b)(6)

Press@EPA

Date: 04/05/2011 09:07 AM

Subject: RE: Media - TIME.com



Hello Bonnie;

Even if we're discussing radioactive material from Fukushima being
discharged into the ocean, the bottom line remains the same. When you
consider the diluting effects of the thousands of miles of seawater
between U.S. territory and Japan, all the available information leads to
the conclusion that U.S. territories with Pacific coastlines will avoid
any harmful levels of radioactivity. As is the case with the miniscule
amounts of airborne contamination being detected, today's advanced
monitoring equipment will likely eventually find seaborne amounts of
radioactive material in quantities too small to affect human health.

Our counterparts over at the Environmental Protection Agency and Centers
for Disease Control are in a better position to go into more detail
about U.S. monitoring and resolving health concerns. I've included the
EPA's general media e-mail so they'll be aware of your questions. The
contact info I have for the CDC is their toll-free number: 800-CDC-INFO.
You can also check with the Agriculture Department and Food and Drug
Administration for more information on U.S. monitoring of domestic and
overseas food sources. I don't have contact info available there,
unfortunately.

Please let me know if you have any other NRC-specific questions.
Thanks.

Scott Burnell
Public Affairs Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

From: Bonnie Rochman [mai•. 6FIJ
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 5:39 FM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: from TIME.comq

Hello,
I'm working on a story for Time.com about public understanding of
radiation levels coming from Japan, specifically as they relate to the
West Coast and Hawaii compared to the East Coast. I cover pregnancy and
parenting for Time, and I'm particularly interested in whether parents
need to be concerned about seawater contamination (particularly now that
Japan is actively dumping radioactive water into the ocean) on Hawaiian
beaches.

It's Spring Break season and Hawaii is reporting tourism is down from a
year ago. Are people right to be concerned or are they being overly
cautious? Please let me know if this is something that someone at the
NRC could speak about.

Thanks very much,
Bonnie Rochman

Bonnie Rochman
http://healthiand.time.com/authorLbrochman/



From: JEREMY VAN LOON. BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Bloomberg News Questions:
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 1:00:57 PM

Thanks much

----- Original Message -----
From: Scott Burnell <Scott.Bumell@nrc.gov>
To: JEREMY VAN LOON (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:)
Cc: David.Mclntyre@nrc.gov
At: 4/05 11:00:39

Jeremy;

Dave tells me approximately 22% of the spent fuel is in dry casks, so that would leave approximately
78% in pools.

Scott

----- Original Message -----
From: JEREMY VAN LOON, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:ivanloon(6bloomberg.net)
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:58 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Bloomberg News Questions:

Thanks Scott. Another quick one for you: what percentage of the 70,000 +/- tons of spent fuel are still
in cooling pools at reactors across the country? Thanks

----- Original Message -----
From: Scott Burnell <Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov>
To: JEREMY VAN LOON (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:)
At: 4/05 10:56:50

Hi Jeremy;

The task force we announced Friday will handle the 90-day short-term review, updating the Commission
at 30 and 60 days, with their report coming at 90 days, of course. The task force's recommendations
will focus on what "immediate" actions, if any, are considered necessary to ensure U.S. plants can deal
with events such as what we've seen in Japan. The long-term review, which we hope will begin before
the 90-day review is up, will consider whether more permanent changes to NRC regulations are
warranted. The task force members' work will certainly inform the longer-term review, but at this point
it's uncertain to what degree the task force will be involved. Thanks.

Scott

-----Original Message -----
From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:49 PM
To: Bumell, Scott; jvanloon@bloomberg.net
Subject: RE: Bloomberg News Questions:

Hi Jeremy - your colleague Jim Efstathiou is working on the same subject and has already asked much
of these questions today. The issue of spent fuel storage will indeed be addressed by our task force
review, and it is much too soon to speculate on what the task force might recommend. The Chairman's
remarks on the Hill reflect current NRC policy.

Scott can clarify the task force mission, but I believe it is one task force, charged with doing a quick



look for any immediate measures that can or should be taken, followed by a more in-depth look for the
long term.

David McIntyre
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-8200

----- Original Message -----
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:39 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: FW: Bloomberg News Questions:

And here's the e-mail version of his voicemail...

----- Original Message -----
From: JEREMY VAN LOON, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:ivanloon(lbloomberg.net]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:38 PM
To: Bumell, Scott
Subject: Bloomberg News Questions:

Hi Scott - I'm putting together a story on cooling pools and costs to empty them of the backlog of spent
fuel. I read through Chairman Jaczko's comments in the senate committee hearing from a week ago
and just wanted to find out if the NRC had anything new to say about spent fuel storage in the
meantime. Are there any new plans in the works to speed up transfer of spent fuel from pools into dry
casks? And I assume there are no changes to NRC policy from the Chairman's comments last week on
how long spent fuel can remain in pools? Also, I just wanted to get some clarity on the taskforce
looking into nuclear safety. There are two as I understand the March 23 news release - on longterm
review that was supposed to begin within 90 days (of March 23?) and a more immediate one that will
be completed by 90 days. Have I understood that correctly? What are the different issues being looked
at in the two different reviews? Thank an ler van Loon, Bloomberg
News I (b)(6)



From: BurnelIL. Scot

To: RST01 Hoc
Cc: Harrington, Holly; renner. Eliot
Subject: RE: Media Inquiry on RST Assessment Document

Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 2:22:00 PM

Now that I know the consortium was involved, I have a very good idea where the reporter
got the document from. I'll ask for it if we need it. Thanks.

From: RSTO1 Hoc
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 1:25 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: FOIA Response.hoc Resource
Subject: RE: Media Inquiry on RST Assessment Document

Scott,
The assessment is thirteen pages in length and presents, on a unit-by-unit
basis, the composite understanding and recommendations of NRC staff and
the industry consortium relating to placing Fukushima Daiichi cores in a
"stable" condition and providing a margin to further containment degradation.
The recommendations are prioritized in order of importance. The 3/26/2011
version that is referred to is a working document that was in concurrence prior
to official issue.

The assessment document is out of date with respect to the status of individual
units and parameters; but the recommendations are still valid. The Reactor
Safety Team (RST) can provide both the 3/26/2011 version and the issued
3/31/2011 version if you need it.
Frank Collins
RST Coordinator

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 12:18 PM
To: RST12 Hoc; RST01 Hoc
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Media Inquiry on RST Assessment Document
Importance: High

Folks;

Obviously the assessment's now a week out-of-date; what particular issues does that
assessment raise? We need to know in case the reporter calls us. Thanks.

Scott

Ji' ............
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From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:13 AM
To: RST01 Hoc; ET07 Hoc; Harrington, Holly
Cc: FOLA Response.hoc Resource; Burnell, Scott; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: Media Inquiry on RST Assessment Document

thanks. got wind of this last week but wasn't entirely certain what the document was.

Scott: any chance this is something, now outdated, developed by our Reactor Safety Team?

From: Modeen, David [mailto:dmodeen@epri.com]

Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:00 AM
To: RST01 Hoc; INPOERCTech; GE.Hitachinuclearresponseteam@GE.com
Subject: Media Inquiry on RST Assessment Document

Please be aware that EPRI's CNO had a brief interview with NY Times this morning, - 1000 hrs EDT.

Two reporters, including Matt Wald. have a copy of the March 2 6 th version of the RST Assessment
document. The individuals were trying to understand implications of the assumptions, guidance, etc in
the document.

We were advised that 'someone close to it' is talking with the NY Times.

Dave

Director, External Affairs
EPRI Nuclear Power Sector

70.95.2670 ,(work)

.(mo•)•6) rc elI)
dmodfeen-@epru.com



From: Akstuiewicz. Brenda
To: Medina. Veronika
Subject: Interview-Media
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 2:54:00 PM

Veronika, You need to scroll down quite a way to get to the "meat" of the matter.
Brenda

.-.-- Original Message -----
From: Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 2:45 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven
Subject: FW: Interview Request: Scientific American Magazine

Eliot: I defer to you per Belkys' suggestion. kb

Kathleen M. Blake
Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

----- Original Message -----
From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 2:16 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen; Baggett, Steven; Apostolakis, George; Snodderly, Michael;
Christiana
Subject: RE: Interview Request: Scientific American Magazine

Davis, Roger; Lui,

My recommendation is consistent with Steve's recommendation below. Send him to OPA. - Belkys

----- Original Message -----
From: Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:09 AM
To: Baggett, Steven; Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys; Snodderly, Michael;
Christiana
Subject: RE: Interview Request: Scientific American Magazine

Davis, Roger; Lui,

Belkys: Please advise on how to respond. kb

Kathleen M. Blake
Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

----- Original Message -----
From: Baggett, Steven
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 12:53 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen; Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys; Snodderly, Michael; Davis, Roger; Lui, Christiana
Subject: RE: Interview Request: Scientific American Magazine ,

(N\O
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My suggestion, give him to OPA, or as a second maybe ask B. Sheron or E. Leeds to respond.

----- Original Message -----
From: Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 12:51 PM
To: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Davis, Roger; Lui,
Christiana
Subject: FW: Interview Request: Scientific American Magazine

This fellow is not taking no for an answer. Please advise. kb

Kathleen M. Blake
Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

----- Original Message-----
From: Adam Piore [milto1 (b)(6) ]
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 i 7T-ri
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: Interview Request: Scientific American Magazine

Dear Ms. Blake,

I'm writing to request an interview with someone in the NRC to discuss probabalistic safety assessments
and licensing requirements. I'd like further clarification on how you determine what "worst case
scenario" natural disasters you require plant operators to design against, how the retrofitting
requirements for older plants differ from the standards required at new plants you are considering, and
also what types of upgrades plant operators will be required to make for license renewals.

Would it be possible to set up an interview with someone for today or early next week?

Please let me know if you need further information from me.

THanks,

Adam Piore
Scientific American

[ (b)(6) I
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From: Medina. Veronika
To: McIntyre. David
Subjecbt RE: Media - Florida limes Union
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:12:13 PM

Will do.

Thanks!

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:07 PM
To: Medina, Veronika
Subject: Re: Media - Florida Times Union

PIs tell him we have nothing to di with this. He should ask DoD and NNSA.

David McIntyre
NRC Office of Public Affairs

(b)(6) 1(mobile)

301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

From: Medina, Veronika
To: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tue Apr 05 15:34:20 2011
Subject: Media - Florida Times Union

Hi Dave,

Can you please follow up with this reporter?

Thanks,
Veronika

.. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •... ..... .. ... . ... .... ,. .... .. . .

From: Drew Dixon [mailto:drew.dixon@jacksonville.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:30 PM
To: Medina, Veronika
Subject:

Veronika,
As I mentioned, my name is Drew Dixon, staff writer for the Florida Times-Union newspaper
in Jacksonville, Florida. We're working on a story in light the earthquake and tsunami in
Japan regarding nuclear military facilities. We are already talking to NOAA about the
geological risks of an event such as an earthquake or tsunami in this region. We have a more
specific line of questioning for your agency. In particular, Mayport Naval Station in the
Jacksonville area is about to begin the process of constructing support apparatus for a nuclear
aircraft carrier. We have several questions about this and you can answer them in e-mail if
you wish but we need clear identification of who is responding to this and what their title is
with the NRC and where (geographically) they are based. Here are our questions:

F.'C



In general, and this can be brief, what apparatus is necessary to support nuclear vessels at a
base? Are there actual nuclear reactors on board the vessel and what is needed on land in the
port to support it?

Given the tsunami and nuclear fallout from the power plant in Japan, juxtapose that to a
nuclear military facility at a coastal base. What kind of considerations does the NRC provide
before approving such a facility or providing oversight to such a facility such as the one
planned for Mayport Naval Station? Is such an eventuality as a tsunami considered when
these facilities are constructed?

What's the likelihood that a natural disaster of any kind, hurricane, earthquake tsunami, etc.,
could corrupt the systems of a military nuclear facility and cause a radiation leak? Meaning,
are military facilities any more or less susceptible to such an event compared to a power
plant facility?

What are some of the impacts on possible externalities off site from a military base that are
considered by the NRC as development of such a site progresses? In other words, how
encompassing are the scenarios for possible impact of a military nuclear facility on the
surrounding community if something were to go wrong?

What are the risk assessments regarding nuclear military facilities, say, verses a power plant?
Are nuclear military facilities at lower risk of potential fallout over a nuclear power plant or
are they potentially the same impact?

We do need these answers by mid morning Wednesday April 6. We would appreciate a
speedy response. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely and respectfully,
Drew Dixon
Staff Writer
Florida Times-Union, Shorelines editions
904-249-4947 ext. 6313
drew dixon@jacksonville.com

safe:morris



From: Burnell, Scot
To:
Subject: RE: questions from the WSJ
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:16:00 PM

On a phone call, get back to you shortly.

From: Golla, Joe
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:04 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: questions from the WSJ

From: Dinsmore, Stephen
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:46 PM
To: Golla, Joe; Lobel, Richard
Cc: Cheok, Michael; Wang, Alan; Harrison, Donnie; Laur, Steven
Subject: RE: questions from the WSJ

All I could find in available time - see red text.

It's Phred Dvorak at the Wall Street Journal in Tokyo, with those questions about BWR accident
guidelines.

As I mentioned, I'm looking into the idea that some actions that are required by the "generic" BWR
severe accident guidelines in the U.S. don't seem to have been performed by the Fukushima Daiichi
operators in Japan. So to follow up, I'm trying to first pin down what those standard protocols are in the
U.S. -- specifically with regard to venting the primary containment vessel and injecting water.

- I'm told that the latest version of those protocols is this: "BWR Owners' Group Emergency Procedure
and Severe Accident Guidelines - Rev 2, 2001 - 03". Can you confirm that's true? And are they
publically available?
The industry committed to implement severe accident management (A/M) guideline
enhancements pursuant to a "formal position" (November 21, 1994 NEI letter). Each
licensee would assess current capabilities to respond to severe accident conditions using
Section 5 of NEI-91-04, Revision 1, "Severe Accident Issue Closure Guidelines." This
includes implementing appropriate improvements identified in the assessment and
developing and implementing severe accident management guidelines (SAMGs).
Revision 1 of BWROG guidelines are publically available at ML072850981. Revision 1

may still be used according to the industry commitment.

- If they're not, could I obtain excerpts from the parts concerning venting the primary containment
vessel (when, how and how long to vent, venting philosophy -- how to factor in risk of radiation release
etc, who's responsible for the decision) and injecting water (similarly: when it's absolutely necessary to
inject, who's responsible for the decision).

- Further to the "venting philosophy" question, I found in your public documents database a Jan. 28,
2000 letter from the BWR Operators' Group to the NRC expressing some concerns about wording in
the (then) proposed Revision 2. The wording in question was that vents should be opened "irrespective

/g"



of the offsite radioactivity release rate." The BWROG asked the wording be softened. Can you tell me
how this issue was resolved? (What was the final wording?)

- The same letter also noted the need for guidance that "clearly established responsibilties within the
licensee's management organization for authorizing containment venting under accident conditions."
Could you please tell me whether that happened, and what the resulting guidance was?

- In the venting and water injection instructions, are there parts of the generic SAG (the BWROG
Severe Accident Guidelines referred to above) that are modifiable by the operators and parts that are
not? What are the NRC rules concerning how such SAGs can or should be modified with plant-specific
information?
Each plant is required by 10 CFR 50.47 to have an Emergency plan to provide assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency.
As described above, industry has committed to implement Section 5 of NEI-91-04, Revision
1, which. includes developing plant-specific SAMGs and integrate SAMGs with .Emergency
Operating Procedures and the Emergency Plan. Emergency plans are developed specific to
each facility and the community and environment arotud the facilities. 10 CFR 50.54(q)
provide that licensee may make revision to the plan without prior NRC review provide the
revision does not decrease the effectiveness of the plan and that the plan, as changed,
continue to meet the standards of 10 CF.R 50.47(b) and the requirements of 10 CFR 50.
Appendix E. The Emergency plan. and all changes to the plan, are provided to the NR.C in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.4(b)(5). These submittals are not publically available. The
SAMGs need not be submitted to the NRC.

Many thanks in advance for your help!
Phred

Phred Dvorak
Wall Street Journal

J (b)(6) (cellphone)
tplhred~civorak-&.w-si.xor



From: Mclntyre. David
To: Medina. Veronika
Subject: Re: Media- question regarding operating license
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 5:03:12 PM

Yes

David McIntyre
NRC Office of Public Affairs

(b . (mobile)
301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

----- Original Message -----
From: Medina, Veronika
To: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tue Apr 05 16:47:59 2011
Subject: Media- question regarding operating license

Dave,

The answer to the first question is 40 years with the option of renewing the license for another 20
years, right?
Can you answer the other questions?

Please let me know.

Thanks,
V Veronika

-- -Original Message -----
From: takao ikeuchi [ni]i (b)(6)
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:44 PM
To: Medina, Veronika
Subject: question regarding operating license

Dear Veronika,

My name is Takao Ikeuchi from Kyodo News. I am a Japanese news
agency's correspondent who covers nuclear accident in Japan.

I am writing this email because I'd like to ask you a question
regarding NRC regulation. Could you tell me how long operating license
for nuclear power plant works generally? When will it expire once a
company get a license?

There are many coverages in US about renewal of license these days. So
I would like know the license system in US to compare the regulations

in Japan.

I would appreciate if you could answer my question.

Sincerely,
Takao Ikeuchi

__________ __________
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Takao Ikeuchi

Staff Correspondent
Kyodo News Washington Bureau

529 14th St.,NW Suite400
Washington D.C. U.S.A. 20045
Tel:(202)347-5767
Fax:(20:2)393-2342
Mobile:j (b)(6)

e-mail ikeuchi.takao@kyodonews.jp



From: Mclntyre. David
To: Hayden. Elizabeth: Burnell Scott; Harrington. Holly
Subject: Re: Reuters : NRC and the UCS
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 5:13:52 PM

He was with another outlet and from working with him the last few weeks I wouldn't call him hostile but
he is clearly being fed an anti NRC venom.

David McIntyre
O ublic Affairs

(mobile)

301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
To: McIntyre, David; Bumell, Scott; Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tue Apr 05 17:10:10 2011
Subject: RE: Reuters : NRC and the UCS

Didn't Ross used to work for the Boson Globe and relied on us for what he should write
about?

Beth Harden

Senior Advisor

Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

--- Protecting People and the Environment

301-415-8202

elizabeth. hayden @nrc.gov

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 5:07 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Re: Reuters : NRC and the UCS

You shouldn't have. We need your tongue.

David McIntyre
NRC Office of Public Affairs

(b)(6) [mobile)

301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

From: Burnell, Scott
To: McIntyre, David; Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Tue Apr 05 16:08:23 2011
Subject: RE: Reuters : NRC and the UCS

I bit my tongue on saying UCS, having no responsibilities, is freed from the need to rely on



facts in its commentary.

. . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... . .... ...... ........ .. . . ...... . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .... .. . ..... ... . ..

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, April 0S, 2011 4:05 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Fw: Reuters : NRC and the UCS

Maybe this is a chance to paint UCS as profiting from this tragedy with their daily assaults on us,
hyping their 15 minutes in the limelight.

David McIntyre
NRC Office of Public Affairs

(b)(6) I(mobile)
301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

From: Ross.Kerber@thomsonreuters.com <Ross.Kerber@thomsonreuters.com>
To: Bumell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tue Apr 05 15:23:59 2011
Subject: RE: Reuters : NRC and the UCS

Got this, thanks & rgds

Ross Kerber

Correspondent

tel (617) 856 4341

mblF (b)(6)

ross.kerber@thomsonreuters.com

www.thomsonreuters.com

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:21 PM
To: Kerber, Ross (M Edit Ops); Brenner, Eliot
Cc: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: Reuters : NRC and the UCS

Hi Ross;

All of Chairman Jaczko's public appearances, as well as Commission meetings, etc,

related to Japan are up on our Japan page:

http://www.nrc.gov/japan/iapan-info.html

Chairman Jaczko also appeared on C-SPAN, I believe on March 20.

The NRC always takes very seriously its responsibility to protect public health and safety.
In cases where quick verification of information is difficult we must be mindful that
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speculation, well-intentioned or not, can sometimes work against public health and safety.
Our reviews take into account the relevant information and any other factors necessary to
reach technically and legally defensible decisions that fulfill our responsibility.

Please let me know if you need anything else.

Scott

From: Ross.Kerber@thomsonreuters.com [mailto:Ross.Kerber@thomsonreuters.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:01 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott
Cc: McIntyre, David
Subject: Reuters : NRC and the UCS

Eliot, Scott - with David out today, can you guys handle this?
Best - Ross

Hello David - Ross Kerber here from Reuters, thanks for past help. I never

wound up writing about the risk-based regulation topics we talked about last

week; will let you know if that will change.

Next: I may write about the flood of attention the Union of Concerned

Scientists has gotten amid the Fukushima Crisis - their daily briefing calls with

reporters drew as many as 125 participants, for instance, and obviously

they've made, many TV appearances.

They think they have gotten all attention partly because they've been more

interpretive than then NRC, and more available for comments, interviews, etc.

Figure I better run this by you. Other than the testimony that Greg Jaczko

gave on March 17 the House Energy & Commerce Committee, has he done

other testimony to Congress? Can you sent me dates and/or links?

Has he done interviews you could point out?

Speeches?

Maybe other commissioners have been more vocal? (I suppose I could call

them individually, but figure I'll start with you, keep it simple)

Also: UCS says the NRC has not weighed risks enough in overseeing nuclear



power. I don't know how detailed I'll get in this story, but we should talk or

email about this if you'd like to respond (and/or if you could point to any

general responses NRC has given to date).

Make sense? Hopefully we can knock this down by end of today? (Won't likely

run story till tomorrow I expect)

Best - Ross

Ross Kerber

Correspondent

R eutrs News

tel (617) 856 4341

mblI (b)(6)

ross.kerber@thomsonreuters.com

www.thomsonreuterscom

This email was sent to you by Thomson Reuters, the global news and information company.
Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, except where the
sender specifically states them to be the views of Thomson Reuters.

This email was sent to you by Thomson Reuters, the global news and information company.
Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, except where the
sender specifically states them to be the views of Thomson Reuters.



From: Burnell, Scott
To: o Helton. Donald
Crc Blount, Tom
Subject: RE: questions from the WSJ
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 5:15:00 PM
Importance: High

All;

We need to resolve the public availability question as soon as possible tomorrow. Thanks.

Scott

From: Golla, Joe
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:28 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Blount, Tom
Subject: FW: questions from the WSJ

Scott- see input from Don Helton (RES) below. He has also attached the Rev 2 and
appendices (so that clears up the mystery about whether or not there ia a Rev. 2) that the
requestor is asking about but we don't know if it's publicly available.

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:14 PM
To: Golla, Joe
Cc: Dinsmore, Stephen
Subject: RE: questions from the WSJ

Joe,

What little info I can provide is below.. .it probably isn't useful, except perhaps for
corroborating any information you get from other sources....

Best,
Don

From: Golla, Joe
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Helton, Donald
Subject: FW: questions from the WSJ

This is the incoming Don. Thank you for getting back and for any help you're able to
lend. Joe G, NRR/DPR

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:16 AM
To: Bailey, Stewart; Golla, Joe
Cc: Nelson, Robert; Dennig, Robert
Subject: RE: questions from the WSJ

Thanks, I tend to widen my shotgun pattern at first to make sure I find the right folks.

..... .j43



From: Bailey, Stewart
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:14 AM
To: Golla, Joe
Cc: Nelson, Robert; Burnell, Scott; Dennig, Robert
Subject: FW: questions from the WSJ

I'm forwarding this to Joe Golla, BWROG lead PM, hoping he can help with the historic
information on the generic operating procedures.

My branch doesn't really have information on these issues.

. , . ... . . . ... .. . . .. . . . . .... . . . . . . . .. . .. . ... .. . . .. . . .. ... ... ... ... . . .. • . . . . ... . .... ... .. .. ... .. . . .. . . .. ... ......

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 10:10 AM
To: Dennig, Robert; Bailey, Stewart
Cc: Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: questions from the WSJ
Importance: High

Gentlemen;

Are we in a position to provide substantive answers (or the requested excerpts) on these
questions? The letter in question is ML003678152. The reporter's in Tokyo, so I'm hoping
we can reply one way or another by COB so that the reporter will have it first thing
tomorrow. Thanks.

Scott

From: Dvorak, Phred [mailto:Phred.Dvorak@wsj.com)
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 9:51 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: questions from the WSJ

Scott, hi--

It's Phred Dvorak at the Wall Street Journal in Tokyo, with those questions about BWR accident
guidelines.

As I mentioned, I'm looking into the idea that some actions that are required by the "generic" BWR
severe accident guidelines in the U.S. don't seem to have been performed by the Fukushima Daiichi
operators in Japan. So to follow up, I'm trying to first pin down what those standard protocols are in the
U.S. -- specifically with regard to venting the primary containment vessel and injecting water.

- I'm told that the latest version of those protocols is this: "BWR Owners' Group Emergency Procedure
and Severe Accident Guidelines - Rev 2, 2001 - 03". Can you confirm that's true? And are they
publically available?

That is the version that I have (attached), but that does not necessarily mean that it is the
latest version. I would imagine that they are not publicly available, but don't know that for
certain.

- If they're not, could I obtain excerpts from the parts concerning venting the primary containment
vessel (when, how and how long to vent, venting philosophy -- how to factor in risk of radiation release
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etc, who's responsible for the decision) and injecting water (similarly: when it's absolutely necessary to
inject, who's responsible for the decision).

I've no idea if it is appropriate to provide such information, and it obviously is related to
whether or not they are publicly available. It is also worth noting that the generic guidelines
will not have plant-specific values.. .from page 1-3:

"The EPGs/SAGs are applicable to General Electric product lines BWRI1 through BWR/6,
but no single plant includes all of the systems addressed. Sample plant data is included to
illustrate typical numerical values and step wordings and sample curves are shown in the
Figures section at the end of the guidelines. Brackets enclose text that must be replaced
with plant specific information and instructions that apply only to certain plant designs. The
source of each bracketed numerical variable is identified in parentheses following the
sample value. It is expected that each utility will replace all bracketed expressions with
plant specific values, calculate plant specific curves, delete non-applicable instructions,
and substitute plant specific terms for generic designations during conversion of the
EPGs/SAGs to plant specific guidelines."

Regarding the more philosophical issues, these are presumably covered in Appendix B
(Technical Basis; also attached) under Primary Containment Control, but I haven't had a
chance to verify that. The assignment of decision makers if probably only covered in a
generic sense.

- Further to the "venting philosophy" question, I found in your public documents database a Jan. 28,
2000 letter from the BWR Operators' Group to the NRC expressing some concerns about wording in
the (then) proposed Revision 2. The wording in question was that vents should be opened "irrespective
of the offsite radioactivity release rate." The BWROG asked the wording be softened. Can you tell me
how this issue was resolved? (What was the final wording?)

No firsthand knowledge of this issue.

- The same letter also noted the need for guidance that "clearly established responsibilties within the
licensee's management organization for authorizing containment venting under accident conditions."
Could you please tell me whether that happened, and what the resulting guidance was?

I presume this would be plant-specific, but have no firsthand knowledge.

- In the venting and water injection instructions, are there parts of the generic SAG (the BWROG
Severe Accident Guidelines referred to above) that are modifiable by the operators and parts that are
not? What are the NRC rules concerning how such SAGs can or should be modified with plant-specific
information?

It is expected (in fact necessary) that the generic SAGs be tailored to the plant-specific
application, particularly for incorporating design-specific limits, computational aids, etc.

(see embedded quote from response to 2 nd question), as well as for accommodating the
plant-specific organizational and decision-making structure. This tailoring would have been
part of the original implementation, and there is an expectation that the Accident
Management Program be maintained as a living program such that design or
organizational changes would be incorporated, to the extent that they affect the guidelines.

Many thanks in advance for your help!
Phred



Phred Dvorak
Wall Street Journal

(b)(6) cellphone)
phred.dvorak~wsi.com



From:
To: MIcntyre, Davidf Burnel, Scott; Hannah, Roger
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 6:18:01 PM

Thanks.

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

office: 615-259-8071
cell: (b)(6)

From: McIntyre, David [mailto:David.Mclntyre@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 5:17 PM
To: Paine, Anne; Burnell, Scott; Hannah, Roger
Subject: Re: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

That is an accurate representa(ion of what he said.

David McIntyre
NRC Office of Public Affairs

(b)(6) ](mobile)

301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

From: Paine, Anne <APAINE@tennessean.com>
To: Bumell, Scott; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Sent: Tue Apr 05 18:05:01 2011
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

I'm still trying to get a citation on the Rand report info...
Also, is this all correct (what I've highlighted in a French news report) about the NRC and what Jaczko
said?

Agence France Presse -- English
April 2, 2011 Saturday 6:17 PM GMT

Two of the Japanese plant's six spent fuel rod pools were apparently damaged following the quake and
tsunami, said Gregory Jaczko, head of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).
"It was possible there was a leak," he told a US Senate hearing on March 30, soon after he returned from
Japan.
US observers fear the fuel storage containment pools, located on an upper part of the reactor buildings at
Fukushima, were cracked by explosions after the quake and tsunami and are leaking.
Jaczko said that in the United States, such pools are "robust structures equipped to withstand natural
disasters like an earthquake and tsunami," strong enough to safely store nuclear waste for at least a century.
But he nevertheless ordered a 90-day review of the Fukushima disaster, which would go far to help assess the
safety status at the spent fuel pools at 104 US reactors.



=

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

offic ,_615-259-807
cell: (b)(6)

From: Bumell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:47 PM
To: Paine, Anne; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

Hi Anne;

Without knowing the Rand citation, all I can refer you to is testimony by Chairman Jaczko
and Acting Asst Sec Energy Lyons (a former NRC Commissioner) last Thursday, 3/31,
before the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development:

REP. FATTAH(?): Is one safer than the other?
MR. JACZKO: We think that both -
REP. FATTAH(?): I know you think both are safe.
MR. JACZKO: -- are safe.
REP. FATTAH(?): I'm asking, in a relative sense, is one safer?
MR. JACZKO: It's not clear at this point. They bothlt- provide a very, very high degree of
safety, and:,when y-u get into the level of safety that we're talking about, the likelihood of
anything b~ad happening- is so small iri-a spentJ6 ful ool and it's so- small in a dr casl
storage, that it's hard at those• very, ýVery smrlllevels to really Isay &one ismore or esssafe,

beaeuseit's: -" its just very, very low. likelihoodof any con6cern And . would just add ithat

we2are constantl revie•ina a ndonitoring'the safetý of the spent fueloo P of s thedry

cas--storag'e, so the review we're doing is not -- is not a review to -
REP. FATTAH(?): I'm not trying to cast any suggestions to the contrary, and I don't think
that we -- that that would be right to do so. I think we should -- I'm pro-nuclear. Part of this
process is spent fuel, and we have a lot more of it than, for instance, the French do
because they have a different process altogether, right, in terms of reusing this. But, Dr.
Lyons, would you care to offer to the committee whether one process is safer -- the dry
cask versus the pool? You have a degree from Cal Tech in astrophysics. Would you like to

-- we're just politicians so --IMR:..L.YONS- I would give yotjie same an swer:thcat:Dr.Jaaczko iddthey're both::car.efu!y
evaluated;J hey're.both saf6..

The Commission's recent update of the waste confidence decision concludes at this point
-that existing spent fuel storage methods are acceptable for up to 60 years beyond the
licensed operational life of a reactor. Thanks.

Scott



From: Paine, Anne [mailto:APAINE@tennessean.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:25 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

I can't find a footnote or citation beyond the (NRC, 1990, 2008b).
I'll see if I can get more info.
In the meantime, what does the NRC think about this topic?
Is there any preference for moving the spent fuel out of the pool after 7-8 years (or however many in
which it would have cooled a lot) into dry casks?
Or does the NRC think that it's just as safe to leave spent fuel in a pool for scores of years - so long
as there room in it to download all the fuel in the core as needed.
Thanks,
Anne

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

office: 615-259-8071
cellf (b)(6)

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 2:55 PM
To: Paine, Anne; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

Hello Anne;

Please provide a specific URL or other reference where I can see that quote and footnote
in full. Thanks.

Scott

From: Paine, Anne [mailto:APAINE@tennessean.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:51 PM
To: Hannah, Roger; Burnell, Scott
Subject: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

A Rand report "Managing Spent Nuclear Fuel" dated 2010 says that the NRC "considers dry storage
safer than pool storage and has concluded that dry storage of spent fuel at nuclear power plants is safe
for at least 100 years." (NRC, 1990, 2008b)
Is this correct?

The operable word being "safer." I assume the NRC says the pools are safe but the dry casks offer
additional safety factors. Correct? Thanks.

Anne P.

Anne Paine



Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

office: 615-259-8071
cell: (b)(6)
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From: McIntyre. David
To: Burnell. Scott
Subject: Re: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 6:20:36 AM

Yep

David McIntyre
NRC Office of Public Affairs

(b)(6) I(mobile)
301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

From: Bumell, Scott
To: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wed Apr 06 06:19:55 2011
Subject: Re: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

You sure?

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Burnell

(b)(6)

From: McIntyre, David
To: 'APAINE@tennessean.com' <APAINE@tennessean.com>; Burnell, Scott; Hannah, Roger
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wed Apr 06 06:18:18 2011
Subject: Re: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

There weren't any.

David McIntyre
NR,. nffip onf Public Affairs

(b)(6) (mobile)

301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

From: Paine, Anne <APAINE@tennessean.com>
To: Paine, Anne <APAINE@tennessean.com>; Bumell, Scott; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Tue Apr 05 18:55:39 2011
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

Who can tell me... (Wednesday is fine), How the few spent fuel dry casks at the Japan plant fared
during all this?
Anne

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter



The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

offiicR1.5250-907

cell:'c (b)(6)

From: Paine, Anne
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 5:47 PM
To: 'Burnell, Scott'; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

Thanks.

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

office: 615-259-8071
cell: (b)(6)

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 5:18 PM
To: Paine, Anne; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Re: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

Anne;

All the Chairman's recent prepared remarks are available on the website's Japan page -- the link's
prominent on the home page.

Beyond that, I don't have a transcript of the 3/30 hearing, so I can't comment on AFP's quote accuracy.
I will note, however, that the entire Commission voted for the staff to perform the two-pronged review,
starting with the 90-day look to see if any immediate actions are warranted. That will be followed by a
6-month effort to see if any permanent regulation changes are called for.

Thanks.

Scott

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Burnell;I (b)(6)

From: Paine, Anne <APAINE@tennessean.com>
To: Burnell, Scott; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David



Sent: Tue Apr 05 18:05:01 2011
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

I'm still trying to get a citation on the Rand report info...
Also, is this all correct (what I've highlighted in a French news report) about the NRC and what Jaczko
said?

Agence France Presse -- English
April 2,2011 Saturday 6:17 PM GMT

Two of the Japanese plant's six spent fuel rod pools were apparently damaged following the quake and
tsunami, said Gregory Jaczko, head of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).
"It was possible there was a leak," he told a US Senate hearing on March 30, soon after he returned from
Japan.
US observers fear the fuel storage containment pools, located on an upper part of the reactor buildings at
Fukushima, were cracked by explosions after the quake and tsunami and are leaking.
Jaczko said that in the United States, such pools are "robust structures equipped to withstand natural
disasters like an earthquake and tsunami," strong enough to safely store nuclear waste for at least a century.
But he nevertheless ordered a 90-day review of the Fukushima disaster, which would go far to help assess the
safety status at the spent fuel pools at 104 US reactors.

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

office: 615-259-8071
cell (b)(6)

From: Bumell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:47 PM
To: Paine, Anne; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

Hi Anne;

Without knowing the Rand citation, all I can refer you to is testimony by Chairman Jaczko
and Acting Asst Sec Energy Lyons (a former NRC Commissioner) last Thursday, 3/31,
before the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development:

REP. FATTAH(?): Is one safer than the other?
MR. JACZKO: We think that both --
REP. FATTAH(?): I know you think both are safe.
MR. JACZKO: -- are safe.
REP. FATTAH(?): I'm asking, in a relative sense, is one safer?
MR. JACZKO: It's not clear at this point. They both pro'eide:a very, very highd'egree of
safety=, aind. wwhen you get int o t level of safety. that we're talking about, the lielihood . f

anything; badhappen n g is so sm all in a spent fuel pool and it's soimaII in a dry cask
storage, that it's hardr at those very, very small levels to really say one is mor~e or less sa~fe,
because it's s. it's just very, very low likeliho6d of any co'noern. AndtIwould just add that



we re" cstantly. eviwig ad monitorinteaft of the spen fuel pols oftd
cas•k•t•orage so the review we're doing is not -- is not a review to -
REP. FATTAH(?): I'm not trying to cast any suggestions to the contrary, and I don't think
that we -- that that would be right to do so. I think we should -- I'm pro-nuclear. Part of this
process is spent fuel, and we have a lot more of it than, for instance, the French do
because they have a different process altogether, right, in terms of reusing this. But, Dr.
Lyons, would you care to offer to the committee whether one process is safer -- the dry
cask versus the pool? You have a degree from Cal Tech in astrophysics. Would you like to
-- we're just politicians so --

MR. LYONS :' wouldg giveyou the same-answer that Dr. Jaczko did. They're both carefulIy
evauatc~j tey'e bthsafe.

The Commission's recent update of the waste confidence decision concludes at this point
that existing spent fuel storage methods are acceptable for up to 60 years beyond the
licensed operational life of a reactor. Thanks.

Scott
.. . ... . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. ... . , .. . .. ........ .. .. . ... . .. . . ... . ... . . .

From: Paine, Anne [mailto:APAINE@tennessean.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:25 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

I can't find a footnote or citation beyond the (NRC, 1990, 2008b).
I'll see if I can get more info.
In the meantime, what does the NRC think about this topic?
Is there any preference for moving the spent fuel out of the pool after 7-8 years (or however many in
which it would have cooled a lot) into dry casks?
Or does the NRC think that it's just as safe to leave spent fuel in a pool for scores of years - so long
as there room in it to download all the fuel in the core as needed.
Thanks,
Anne

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

officp- 615-25q01I

cell: (b)(6)

From: Bumell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 2:55 PM
To: Paine, Anne; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

Hello Anne;

Please provide a specific URL or other reference where I can see that quote and footnote
in full. Thanks.



Scott

From: Paine, Anne [mailto:APAINE@tennessean.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:51 PM
To: Hannah, Roger; Burnell, Scott
Subject: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

A Rand report "Managing Spent Nuclear Fuel" dated 2010 says that the NRC "considers dry storage
safer than pool storage and has concluded that dry storage of spent fuel at nuclear power plants is safe
for at least 100 years." (NRC, 1990, 2008b)
Is this correct?

The operable word being "safer." I assume the NRC says the pools are safe but the dry casks offer
additional safety factors. Correct? Thanks.

Anne P.

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

office: 615-259-8071
cell[ (b)(6)



From: RMTPACTSU ELNRC
To: UA 1 Hoc; LIA0JHo; LIA07Hc; LIA02 Hoc LIA08 Hoc LA12 Ho; Harrington. Holly; McIntyre. David

Burnell, Sco:t ET07 Hoc
Subject: FYI -- FW: notes from our 4 Apr 2011 teleconference
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 6:29:37 PM
Attachments: April 4 Conference Call (Nates).doc

From: Bentz, Julie A. (mailto: - (b)(6)

Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 6:28 PM
To: #RESILIENCE; #TRANSBORDER; Abbott, Christian; Adams, David; Albert C; Aponte, COL Manny;
askO@cdc.gov; Bahar, Michael; Bartolini, Mark (DCHA/OFDA) [USAID]; Beardsley, Kris; Beck, Nancy;
Bliss, John; Blumenthal, Dan; Bogdan, Bernie; Bowman, Anu; Bowman,David; Brinn, Rufus; Brooks,
Marc; Brown, Greg; BULLARD, WILLIAM; Campbell, Joe; Cashin, Charles L.; Chacko, Betsie; Chase,
Stephen; Chavez, Richard; Coleman, Norm; Colli S. Mkel Conklin, Craiq; Connery, Joyce; Crosswait,
Mitrh: Cuellar, John: aigler, Don; Davis, ElyshiaLI (b)(j) ; Deanne Idar
(I (b)(6) J); DeCair, Sara; Delargy, Martha; Deming, Rust; Dietrich, Debbie; Donahue,
Jeniffer; EPA EOC; Estes, Scott; Falcone, Patricia K.; Fenton, Robert; Ferris, John; Fetter, Steve; Flynn,
Mike; Fortner, James; Gallagher, Shawn P.; Garza, Alexander; Gentilman, Mark; GOODWIN, Brian;
Gorman, Chad; Green, Stephen; greg k; Hamburg, M; Heighington,Andrew; Hoc, PMT12; Holgate,
Laura; Holland, John; hoo.hoc (NRC Ops); Hooks,Robert; Homsby-Myers, Jennifer; Hrdina, Chad;
Huddleston, Andy; Hudson, Scott; Huff, Justin; Hughes, Jeff; (b)(6)

Jensen, John; Jensen, John; Jones, Cyndi; Kangior,Mike; Karen A; Kawas, Matthew; Koerner, John;
Kymn, Christine J.; Layton, Michael; Leinberger, Thomas; LIA07@nrc.gov; LIA08@nrc.gov; LodderRuth;
Lowder, Mike; Lowry, Keri M.; Lurie, Nicole; Mackinney, John; Maddux,Sheryl; Mahon, Skip; Majors,
Simorrah; Mathis, Jeff; Matthews, Denise; Matthews, Jimmy; Mayer, Louis; McCarroll, Janis; McCarthy,
Damian; McClung, Danny; McCoy, Joe; McDermott, Brian; McDonald, Christine; McFeely, Eugene;
Mcguire, Jason; Mclean, Craig; Medina, Monica; Milligan, Patricia; Mongeon, Albert; Mosser, Jennifer;
Muldoon, Molly; Muller, Jeff; Nanko, Lisa; NITOPS; NOC.SWO.Restricted; O'berry, Donna; Patterson,
Jack; Pearce, Vince; Phillips, Sally; Pierpoint, Anthony; Piersanti, Pam; Reyes, Juan; Richardson, Karen
E.; RMTPACTSU DMO; RMTPACTSUELNRC; RMTPACTSUHHS; RMTPACTSU_MLO; RMTPACTSUSRO;
Roach, Lewis; Rochester, Monica; Sandifer, Paul; Schiller, B; Schumann,Jean; Schwab, Margo; Scott C;
Slepski, Lynn; Stern, Warren; Stroh,Kevin; Szymanski, John; Tompkins, Matthew; Trussler, Jeff; Tulis,
Dana; ValentineDavis, Victor; VandegriftSerina; Vanness, Jeffrey; Vojtech, Richard; Wauchop, Johnnie;
Whelan, Theresa; Whitcomb, Robert; Wilber, Deb; Wise, Julie; Wolfsthal, ]on B.; Zanker, Michael; Zerr,
Thomas J.
Subject: notes from our 4 Apr 2011 teleconference

Here are the notes from yesterday's NTAG teleconference. Please note that the DoD questions are

still outstanding. If you can answer any of these, please contact Deanne Idar
( (b)(6) p.

Thanks for your participation!

Julie

COL(P) Julie A Bentz

Director for Nuclear Defense Policy

National Security Staff

EEOB 379

1650 Pennsylvania Ave NW

Washington DC 20502
(b)(6)



Attachment April 4 Conference Call (Notes).doc (56320 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.



From: Doane. Maraaret
To: Brenner. Eliot Skeen, David Borchardt. Bill Grobe. JackJ
Cc: Burneil. Scott
Subject: Re: NYT story on NRC "confidential assessment" of Fukushirna
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 2:27:15 AM

Thanks.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Margaret Doane

From: Brenner, Eliot
To: Skeen, David; Doane, Margaret; Borchardt, Bill; Grobe, Jack; Tappert, John
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wed Apr 06 01:59:34 2011
Subject: Re: NYT story on NRC "confidential assessment" of Fukushima

I saw the story when I got up. I had a sneaking suspicion this was leaked out of the hill or DOE. And,
the document is now almost 10 days old. My office was working on a response per email I saw after I
woke up. I will ask them to share that with you

Eliot

Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
CI (b)(6)
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Skeen, David
To: Doane, Margaret; Brenner, Eliot; Borchardt, Bill; Grobe, lack; Tappert, John
Sent: Wed Apr 06 01:27:13 2011
Subject: Re: NYT story on NRC "confidential assessment" of Fukushima

The article refers to the Reactor Safety Team's assessment document that we prepared in the ops
center. Several of the quotes are straight from the document. They must've gotten a copy. The
concerns are not untrue, but you have to realize the purpose of the document is to provide our best
estimate of the potential concerns at each Fukushima.

From: Doane, Margaret
To: Brenner, Eliot; Borchardt, Bill; Grobe, Jack; Tappert, John; Skeen, David
Sent: Wed Apr 06 01:05:52 2011
Subject: Fw: NYT story on NRC "confidential assessment" of Fukushima

OIP staff in Japan forwarded the attached to me.
Margie

Sent from an NRC Blackberry

i (sotf



Margaret Doane

From: Stahl, Eric
To: Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Emche, Danielle; Doane, Margaret
Sent: Wed Apr 06 00:07:43 2011
Subject: FW: NYT story on NRC "confidential assessment" of Fukushima

FYI, in case you haven't already seen this...

From: Morimura, Stephanie (TDY/PAS) [mailto:TDYMorimuraS@state.gov)
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:58 PM
To: Stahl, Eric; giulia.bisconti@hq.doe.gov
Cc: Quade, Christopher P; Largent, Dale A; Hoffmann, Phillip P
Subject: FW: NYT story on NRC "confidential assessment" of Fukushima
Importance: High

What's your take?

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

From: Quade, Christopher P
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:48 AM
To: Zumwalt, James P; Hoffmann, Phillip P; Largent, Dale A; Phillips, Leslie M; Morimura, Stephanie
(TDY/PAS); Basalla, Suzanne I; Fuller, Matthew G
Subject: NYT story on NRC "confidential assessment" of Fukushima
Importance: High

Not necessarily what we needed at this point...

April 5, 2011

U.S. Sees Array of New Threats at
Japan's Nuclear Plant
By JAMES GLANZ and WILLIAM J. BROAD

United States government engineers sent to help with the crisis in apan are warning that the troubled
nuclear plant there is facing a wide array of fresh threats that could persist indefinitely, and that in
some cases are expected to increase as a result of the very measures being taken to keep the plant
stable, according to a confidential assessment prepared by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Among the new threats that were cited in the assessment, dated March 26, are the mounting stresses
placed on the containment structures as they fill with radioactive cooling water, making them more
vulnerable to rupture in one of the aftershocks rattling the site after the earthquake and tsunami of
March 11. The document also cites the possibility of explosions inside the containment structures due



to the release of hydrogen and oxygen from seawater pumped into the reactors, and offers new details
on how semimolten fuel rods and salt buildup are impeding the flow of fresh water meant to cool the
nuclear cores.

In recent days, workers have grappled with several side effects of the emergency measures taken to
keep nuclear fuel at the plant from overheating, including leaks of radioactive water at the site and
radiation burns to workers who step into the water. The assessment, as well as interviews with officials
familiar with it, points to a new panoply of complex challenges that water creates for the safety of
workers and the recovery and long-term stability of the reactors.

While the assessment does not speculate on the likelihood of new explosions or damage from an
aftershock, either could lead to a breach of the containment structures in one or more of the crippled
reactors, the last barriers that prevent a much more serious release of radiation from the nuclear core.
If the fuel continues to heat and melt because of ineffective cooling, some nuclear experts say, that
could also leave a radioactive mass that could stay molten for an extended period.

The document, which was obtained by The New York Times, provides a more detailed technical
assessment than Japanese officials have provided of the conundrum facing the Japanese as they
struggle to prevent more fuel melting at the Fukushima Daiichi plant. But it appears to rely largely on
data shared with American experts by the Japanese.

Among other problems, the document raises new questions about whether pouring water on nuclear
fuel in the absence of functioning cooling systems can be sustained indefinitely. Experts have said the
Japanese need to continue to keep the fuel cool for many months until the plant can be stabilized, but
there is growing awareness that the risks of pumping water on the fuel present a whole new category of
challenges that the nuclear industry is only beginning to comprehend.

The document also suggests that fragments or particles of nuclear fuel from spent fuel pools above the
reactors were blown "up to one mile from the units," and that pieces of highly radioactive material fell
between two units and had to be "bulldozed over," presumably to protect workers at the site. The
ejection of nuclear material, which may have occurred during one of the earlier hydrogen explosions,
may indicate more extensive damage to the extremely radioactive pools than previously disclosed.

David A. Lochbaum, a nuclear engineer who worked on the kinds of General Electric reactors used in
Japan and now directs the nuclear safety project at the Union of Concerned Scientists, said that the
welter of problems revealed in the document at three separate reactors made a successful outcome
even more uncertain.

"1 thought they were, not out of the woods, but at least at the edge of the woods," said Mr. Lochbaum,
who was not involved in preparing the document. "This paints a very different picture, and suggests
that things are a lot worse. They could still have more damage in a big way if some of these things
don't work out for them."

The steps recommended by the nuclear commission include injecting nitrogen, an inert gas, into the
containment structures in an attempt to purge them of hydrogen and oxygen, which could combine to
produce explosions. The document also recommends that engineers continue adding boron to cooling
water to help prevent the cores from restarting the nuclear reaction, a process known as criticality.

Even so, the engineers who prepared the document do not believe that a resumption of criticality is an
immediate likelihood, Neil Wilmshurst, vice president of the nuclear sector at the Electric Power
Research Institute, said when contacted about the document. "I have seen no data to suggest that
there is criticality ongoing," said Mr. Wilmshurst, who was involved in the assessment.

The document was prepared for the commission's Reactor Safety Team, which is assisting the
Japanese government and the Tokyo Electric Power Company, which owns the plant. It says it is
based on the "most recent available data" from numerous Japanese and American organizations,
including the electric power company, the Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, the United States



Department of Energy, General Electric and the Electric Power Research Institute, an industry group.

The document contains detailed assessments of each of the plant's six reactors along with
recommendations for action. Nuclear experts familiar with the assessment said that it was regularly
updated but that over all, the March 26 version closely reflected current thinking.

The assessment provides graphic new detail on the conditions of the damaged cores in reactors 1, 2
and 3. Because slumping fuel and salt from seawater that had been used as a coolant is probably
blocking circulation pathways, the water flow in No. 1 "is severely restricted and likely blocked." Inside
the core itself, "there is likely no water level," the assessment says, adding that as a result, "it is
difficult to determine how much cooling is getting to the fuel." Similar problems exist in No. 2 and No. 3,
although the blockage is probably less severe, the assessment says.

Some of the salt may have been washed away in the past week with the switch from seawater to fresh
water cooling, nuclear experts said.

A rise in the water level of the containment structures has often been depicted as a possible way to
immerse and cool the fuel. The assessment, however, wams that "when flooding containment, consider
the implications of water weight on seismic capability of containment."

Experts in nuclear plant design say that this warning refers to the enormous stress put on the
containment structures by the rising water. The more water in the structures, the more easily a large
aftershock could rupture one of them.

Margaret Harding, a former reactor designer for General Electric, warned of aftershocks and said, "If I
were in the Japanese's shoes, I'd be very reluctant to have tons and tons of water sifting in a
containment whose structural integrity hasn't been checked since the earthquake."

The N.R.C. document also expressed concern about the potential for a "hazardous atmosphere" in the
concrete-and-steel containment structures because of the release of hydrogen and oxygen from the
seawater in a highly radioactive environment.

Hydrogen explosions in the first few days of the disaster heavily damaged several reactor buildings and
in one case may have damaged a containment structure. That hydrogen was produced by a
mechanism involving the metal cladding of the nuclear fuel. The document urged that Japanese
operators restore the ability to purge the structures of these gases and fill them with stable nitrogen
gas, a capability lost after the quake and tsunami.

Nuclear experts say that radiation from the core of a reactor can split water molecules in two, releasing
hydrogen. Mr. Wilmshurst said that since the March 26 document, engineers had calculated that the
amount of hydrogen produced would be small. But Jay A. LaVeme, a physicist at Notre Dame, said
that at least near the fuel rods, some hydrogen would in fact be produced, and could react with oxygen.
"If so," Mr. LaVeme said in an interview, "you have an explosive mixture being formed near the fuel
rods."

Nuclear engineers have warned in recent days that the pools outside the containment buildings that
hold spent fuel rods could pose an even greater danger than the melted reactor cores. The pools,
which sit atop the reactor buildings and are meant to keep spent fuel submerged in water, have lost
their cooling systems.

The N.R.C. report suggests that the fuel pool of the No. 4 reactor suffered a hydrogen explosion early
in the Japanese crisis and could have shed much radioactive material into the environment, what it
calls "a major source term release."

Experts worry about the fuel pools because explosions have torn away their roofs and exposed their
radioactive contents. By contrast, reactors have strong containment vessels that stand a better chance
of bottling up radiation from a meltdown of the fuel in the reactor core.



"Even the best juggler in the world can get too many balls up in the air," Mr. Lochbaum said of the
multiplicity of problems at the plant. "They've got a lot of nasty things to negotiate in the future, and one
missed step could make the situation much, much worse."

Henry Fountain contributed reporting from New York, and Matthew L. Wald from Washington.

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.



From: Burnell. Scott
To: flerarnan.Thormas
Subject: Re: FYI - Interview w/Public Radio International
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 6:41:28 AM

Thanks for this, Tom.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
S5cott Burnell

From: Bergman, Thomas
To: Flanders, Scott; Johnson, Michael
Cc: Shuaibi, Mohammed; Akstulewicz, Frank; Dixon-Herrity, Jennifer; Matthews, David; Bumell, Scott
Sent: Wed Apr 06 06:40:14 2011
Subject: FYI - interview w/Public Radio International

Yesterday I was interviewed by Bruce Gellerman of PRI, with Scott
Burnell, for about 25 minutes on the issues in the AP1000 shield
building non-concurrence. Bulk of the questions were around the
issues with Module 2. Main source for the reporter appeared to be the
Markey letter. Some questions speculating on the capability of the
design in response to more severe accidents such as at Fukushima,
and post-72 hours. The interview was recorded. His deadline was this
morning but I don't know if or when will be broadcast.

He requested to interview John Ma as well, but John declined.

I am in ops center rest of week but reachable.

Thomas A. Bergman
Director, Division of Engineering
Office of New Reactors
(0) 301-415- 7 19 2
(C) (b)(6)
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject-
Date:

Nelson, Rob
cheok, Miapel
Burnell. Scot; Guzman, RichardLyn Fre; fMarkley. Michae; eihan. Sear; Nguyen Ouvnh: Oesterle. Eric;
Polickskijames: Tmet; Thomas Eric Wertz Trent
RE: Information request from Cong. staffer
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 8:33:00 AM

1. Let us know if you need help.
2. If you prepare Os & As, keep us informed so we can add to our database.
3. Let us know the date/time of the briefing/telecom.

Thanks

NELSON

From: Cheok, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 8:20 AM
To: Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: Information request from Cong. staffer
Importance: High

Nelson - FYI as Comm Czar.

I have proposed that Steve Laur and I will be the contacts.
terms of keeping you in the loop?

From: Wertz, Trent
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:25 PM
To: Cheok, Michael
Cc: Lee, Samson; Harrison, Donnie; Nguyen, Quynh
Subject: FW: Information request from Cong. staffer
Importance: High

Mike,

See request below. Do you have someone in mind?

Thanks,
Trent

What else should I be doing in

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:22 PM
To: Wertz, Trent; Nguyen, Quynh
Subject: Fw: Information request from Cong. staffer

Request a POC to discuss PRA as below.

Thanks

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Brian Wittick

S (b)(6) ( 3J
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From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
To: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Tue Apr 05 16:09:37 2011
Subject: Information request from Cong. staffer

Good afternoon,
A staffer from Rep. Markey's office would like to better understand Probabilistic Risk
Analysis that the NRC uses. I would like to have someone who can explain the concepts
and parameters of our PRA program to him conduct a phone briefing, if possible.
Here is my gist of his questions:
The GI-199 contains finite risk calculations and, apparently, risk thresholds. How are those
thresholds determined? Are there thresholds for other safety concerns like there are for
seismic, e.g. flood or tsunami?
Does the NRC have a risk calculation for each plant?
In licensing and license renewal, I understand the NRC takes into account site-specific
risks and then determines if the plant could withstand that threat. Is there some way of
analyzing which plants have comparatively more or less risk than others?

Please recommend an appropriate staff representative who might be able to explain these
concepts.
Thank you,

Timothy Riley

Congressional Affairs Officer

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Office of Congressional Affairs

Phone: 301-415-8492

Blackberry: .(b)(6)



From: Burnell Scott
To: Nln.Robert; IA6H ; Oesterle. Eric Hayden. Elizabeth
Subject- Re: FYI: NY Times artide will result in more Questions to NRC
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 8:39:58 AM

This refers to an out of date RST assessment -- OPA's working this, please refer any calls to us.
Thanks.

Scott

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Burnell

(bX6)

From: Nelson, Robert
To: LIA06 Hoc; Bumell, Scott
Sent: Wed Apr 06 08:33:23 2011
Subject: FYI: NY Times article will result in more Questions to NRC

NELSON

From: Oesterle, Eric
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 7:08 AM
To: Markley, Michael
Cc: Nelson, Robert
Subject: FYI: NY Times article will result in more Questions to NRC
Importance: High

Gentlemen,

The linked article will no doubt result in a flurry of Questions and perhaps even FOIAs for
the "NRC document". The "NRC document" sounds at times like the HOC Status Update
but may be more than that and something that originated from the NRC team in Japan.

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/06/world/asia/O6nuclear.html? r=l &hp

Eric R. Oesterle

NRR Communications Team

Senior Policy Analyst (NRO/DNRL)

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-1365



From: Cook. Christophe
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: SSA prep w/ OPA
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 9:19:13 AM

Understood. Thanks for the heads up and advise if things go south closer to 1. Email
best but BB# (b)(6)

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 9:17 AM
To: Cook, Christopher
Subject: RE: SSA prep wf OPA

I know, I know - I'm hoping things will be stable by 1. If there's a good consensus
time later today, let's try that. I'm out tomorrow through Tuesday, unfortunately.

From: Cook, Christopher
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 9:16 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: SSA prep w/ OPA

You are the star of this meeting! If you don't show, we should move to a better time
for you. Please advise.

Chris

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 9:14 AM
To: DSERRGS1_CAL Resource; Li, Yong; Devlin, Stephanie; Graizer, Vladimir; Munson, Clifford; Cook,
Christopher; Bieganousky, Wayne
Cc: Chokshi, Nilesh; Bagchi, Goutam
Subject: RE: SSA prep w/ OPA

I will do my best to attend - currently putting out a media fire.

----- Original Appointment-----
From: DSERRGS1_CAL Resource
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 8:27 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Li, Yong; Devlin, Stephanie; Graizer, Vladimir; Munson, Clifford; Cook, Christopher;
Bieganousky, Wayne
Cc: Chokshi, Nilesh; Bagchi, Goutam
Subject: SSA prep w/ OPA
When: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 1:00 PM-2:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: HQ-TWFN-07A04-15p

Develop Gs and As related to and stemming from the Japanese
events which are most likely to be asked of any NRC staff at the SSA
conference.

Bridge Line: 1- 888-790-1654

Cl



Passcode: (6



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie Wiegler
Bumell. Scott
Re: Interview request for tce Today/the Chemical Engineer
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 9:54:38 AM

That's fine. I'm cramming for an interview so go ahead and book it and I will call.

Just provide contact name and no., and if you have it a bio. I always also appreciate
a JPEG mug shot or if you can provide
it images of reactors or anything that reflects work inspecting reactors. All of the
above (no more than 3 images) is fine too.

Thanks

On Wed, Apr 6, 2011 at 9:44 AM, Burnell, Scott <Scott.Burnellknrc.gov> wrote:

Late Wed. morning? 11?

From: Laurie Wiegler (mailto: (b)(6) ]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 9:38 AM

To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Re: Interview request for tce Today/the Chemical Engineer

Thanks, Scott. What about sometime Weds? Morning available?

On Wed, Apr 6, 2011 at 9:30 AM, Burnell, Scott <Scott.Burnellenrc.gov> wrote:

Hello Laurie;

I can say right now we only talk about U.S. plants and will not be doing any
comparing. We're nowhere near the point of having done enough analysis of
information from this event to draw any conclusions - the staff's "short-term" review is
going to last about 90 days and its report is expected sometime in early July.

Apart from that I can have a high-level discussion with you. Middle of next week looks
to be the earliest availability, how's your schedule? Thanks.

Scott

I



From: Laurie Wiegler [mailto: (b)(6)
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 5:52 PM
To: Bumell, Scott
Subject: Re: Interview request for tce Today/the Chemical Engineer

Scott, thanks for your quick reply.

I am filing my story Apr 21. The interview won't last more than 20 minutes.

Ideally I'd like to speak to someone familiar with reactor design. I can certainly
appreciate
that your attention is focused on Japan at the moment, as is everyone's.

That said, if you have a reactor expert who'd talk to me I will work around her or
his
schedule provided I don't already have a commitment. I could do this any time
next week.

If you can't find anyone, I will talk to you of course. I also need to be clear that I
want to get into the nitty gritty
about how our reactors compare to those in Japan, France, Russia, Sweden and
so forth and how new
information coming out of Japan about how reactors fare after earthquakes and
tsunamis may affect
our own purchasing/designing decisions.

I am interested in knowing when I look at a map such as this (which is 2006, but I
am getting an update)
where are the areas of concern? When the NRC consults with Japan, what other
countries come to mind
as also being vulnerable?

http://www.worldmapper.org/posters/worldmapper map114 ver5.pdf

Thanks,

Laurie

On Tue, Apr 5, 2011 at 5:35 PM, Burnell, Scott <Scott.Burnell(&nrc.gov> wrote:

Hi Laurie;

What's your basic deadline, and what sort of interview subject are you thinking of?
The tech folks are really focused on providing support to Japan, etc., so I might be all
you can get for an interview.

Scott



From: Laurie Wiegler [mailto:1 (b)(6)
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 5:21P
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Interview request for tce Today/the Chemical Engineer

Hi, Scott - we spoke a couple years ago when you arranged an interview for me
with Michael Johnson.

Would you be able to coordinate an interview for me with someone who can speak
to the issue of vulnerability of
reactors along fault lines? The story will appear in the same publication, tce Today.

Here is the story from 2009:

http:llwww.scribd.com/doc/44859897/US-nuclear-programme-inches-forward-The-
Chemical-Engineer-TCE-Today-UK

For my current story some of my questions are:

* Are some manufacturers preferable to others? If so how so?
" Does the location of a reactor ever determine the type of manufacturer of

the nuclear reactor chosen? - i.e. Is the reactor along a fault line apt to be
built in a different way than is one designed for non-seismic areas?

" Is too much being made of the need for inspections at US plants? How do
US nuclear reactors compare to their counterparts' in Japan, Russia, France
and other places?

" Besides Indian Point, what other reactors are you concerned about around
the nation? What seismic areas are most concerning because of their
proximity to reactors?

I am doing phone interviews all next week. It would be wonderful if you could
assist on this. I recommend e-mailing rather than calling since it's a quicker way to
reach me.

Thank you,

Laurie Wiegler
journalisL
www.linkedin.com/in/weegs
http://www.scribd.com/lwiegler
www.twitter.com/writerweeas

w



From: Paine. Anne
To: McIntyre. David Burnell. Scott Hannah, Roger
Cc: Hayden. Elizabeth
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:31:00 AM

Ok. Thanks.

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

offic615-259-8071,cellt: (b)(6

From: McIntyre, David [mailto:David.Mclntyre@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 9:25 AM
To: Paine, Anne; Bumell, Scott; Hannah, Roger
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

I guess I was misinformed about the casks. At least, this answers your question about

them.

Of the US spent fuel inventory, about 22 percent is in cask. We don't have info on how
long the rest has been in pools; and generally it is five years before it can be transferred

to cask.

From: Paine, Anne [mailto:APAINE@tennessean.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:18 AM
To: McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott; Hannah, Roger
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

I'm a little mystified by the response. I had been told there were at least 8, maybe 9 there. I
thought y'all could give me details.
I've now checked the TEPCO website and found this:

http:llwwwite..o.co, p/entpress/corp-com/releasel/11031901 -e.html
Includes the sentence:
*On March 17th, we patrolled buildings for dry casks and found no signs

of abnormal situation for the casks by visual observation. A detailed
inspection is under preparation.
*dry cask: a measure to store spent fuel in a dry storage casks in
storages. Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station started to utilize
the measure from August 1995.

Can y'all tell me how much of the spent fuel is in pools in the U.S. and how much is in dry

cask storage?
Also, can you tell me how much has been in the pools for eight or longer years so could

be eligible to be moved to dry casks?

/ ,!
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Thanks
Anne P.

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

offiq i 6259-8
cell (b)(6)

From: McIntyre, David [mailto: David.McIntyre@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 5:18 AM
To: Paine, Anne; Bumell, Scott; Hannah, Roger
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Re: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

There weren't any.

David McIntyre
NRC Office of Public Affairs

(b)(6) J(mobile)

301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

From: Paine, Anne <APAINE@tennessean.com>
To: Paine, Anne <APAINE@tennessean.com>; Burnell, Scott; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Tue Apr 05 18:55:39 2011
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

Who can tell me... (Wednesday is fine), How the few spent fuel dry casks at the Japan plant
fared during all this?
Anne

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

office: 615-259-8071
cell: (bX6) .

From: Paine, Anne
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 5:47 PM



To: 'Bumell, Scott'; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

Thanks.

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

offic%625284
cell (b)(6) .

From: Bumell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 5:18 PM
To: Paine, Anne; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Re: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

Anne;

All the Chairman's recent prepared remarks are available on the website's Japan page -- the
link's prominent on the home page.

Beyond that, I don't have a transcript of the 3/30 hearing, so I can't comment on AFP's quote
accuracy. I will note, however, that the entire Commission voted for the staff to perform the
two-pronged review, starting with the 90-day look to see if any immediate actions are
warranted. That will be followed by a 6-month effort to see if any permanent regulation
changes are called for.

Thanks.

Scott

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Burnell

(b)(6)

From: Paine, Anne <APAINE@tennessean.com>
To: Bumell, Scott; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Sent: Tue Apr 05 18:05:01 2011
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

I'm still trying to get a citation on the Rand report info...
Also, is this all correct (what I've highlighted in a French news report) about the NRC and what
Jaczko said?

Agence France Presse -- English



April 2, 2011 Saturday 6:17 PM GMT

Two of the Japanese plant's six spent fuel rod pools were apparently damaged following the quake
and tsunami, said Gregory Jaczko, head of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

"it was possible there was a leak," he told a US Senate hearing on March 30, soon after he returned

from Japan.

US observers fear the fuel storage containment pools, located on an upper part of the reactor
buildings at Fukushima, were cracked by explosions after the quake and tsunami and are leaking.

Jaczko said that in the United States, such pools are "robust structures equipped to withstand

natural disasters like an earthquake and tsunami," strong enough to safely store nuclear waste for
at least a century.

But he nevertheless ordered a 90-day review of the Fukushima disaster, which would go far to help
assess the safety status at the spent fuel pools at 104 US reactors.

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

office: 615-259-8071
cell: (b)(6)

From: Bumell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:47 PM
To: Paine, Anne; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

Hi Anne;

Without knowing the Rand citation, all I can refer you to is testimony by Chairman
Jaczko and Acting Asst Sec Energy Lyons (a former NRC Commissioner) last
Thursday, 3/31, before the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and
Water Development:

REP. FATTAH(?): Is one safer than the other?
MR. JACZKO: We think that both --
REP. FATTAH(?): I know you think both are safe.
MR. JACZKO: -- are safe.
REP. FATTAH(?): I'm asking, in a relative sense, is one safer?
MR. JACZKO: It's not clear at this point. Theybot provide a fver, very high de
of safety, and whe :youaget.into the level of safetythat.:we're talking about, the.
likelihood of anything bad happening is so small in a spent fuel pool and. it's so
small in a dry cask storage, thatzit's hard at those very,, very small levels to really.
sa~y one is, more ior`less::safe, because: it's :-;it'slust very, very low likelihood of 'any-
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&6ý'o """d' ..ceIdr, t- n.: And would jus~tAdd Afat: We are tonstantl e'iwnand riioitoring, th6
safety of the spent fuel. p1ols o.f~the:dry caský storage. so the review we're doing is
not -- is not a review to -
REP. FATTAH(?): I'm not trying to cast any suggestions to the contrary, and I don't
think that we -- that that would be right to do so. I think we should -- I'm pro-
nuclear. Part of this process is spent fuel, and we have a lot more of it than, for
instance, the French do because they have a different process altogether, right, in
terms of reusing this. But, Dr. Lyons, would you care to offer to the committee
whether one process is safer -- the dry cask versus the pool? You have a degree
from Cal Tech in astrophysics. Would you like to -- we're just politicians so --

MAR:LYONS: I would give you the same swer that Dr. J did.They'rei.rboth
carefu~lly evaluated; they're both sbfe.

The Commission's recent update of the waste confidence decision concludes at this
point that existing spent fuel storage methods are acceptable for up to 60 years
beyond the licensed operational life of a reactor. Thanks.

Scott

From: Paine, Anne [mailto:APAINE@tennessean.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:25 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

I can't find a footnote or citation beyond the (NRC, 1990, 2008b).
I'll see if I can get more info.
In the meantime, what does the NRC think about this topic?
Is there any preference for moving the spent fuel out of the pool after 7-8 years (or however
many in which it would have cooled a lot) into dry casks?
Or does the NRC think that it's just as safe to leave spent fuel in a pool for scores of years -
so long as there room in it to download all the fuel in the core as needed.
Thanks,
Anne

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

office: 615-259-8071
cell (b)(6)

From: Bumell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 2:55 PM
To: Paine, Anne; Hannah, Roger; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

Hello Anne;

Please provide a specific URL or other reference where I can see that quote and



footnote in full. Thanks.

Scott

From: Paine, Anne [mailto:APAINE@tennessean.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:51 PM
To: Hannah, Roger; Burnell, Scott
Subject: spent fuel pools versus dry cask storage

A Rand report "Managing Spent Nuclear Fuel" dated 2010 says that the NRC "considers dry
storage safer than pool storage and has concluded that dry storage of spent fuel at nuclear
power plants is safe for at least 100 years." (NRC, 1990, 2008b)
Is this correct?

The operable word being "safer." I assume the NRC says the pools are safe but the dry casks
offer additional safety factors. Correct? Thanks.

Anne P.

Anne Paine
Environmental Reporter
The Tennessean
1100 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37203

office: 615-259-8071
cellf (b)(6)



From: White, Bernard
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: transfer SNF early to cask
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:31:43 AM

Was it Earl?

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:18 AM
To: White, Bernard
Subject: RE: transfer SNF early to cask

Somebody sent me a two-pager on this on Monday. I assumed that was what she referred

to.

From: White, Bernard
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 2:16 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: transfer SNF early to cask

Dave,

Has Earl Easton gotten with you on this one? He has been designated as our
POC on this issue.

Bernie

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 9:08 AM
To: White, Bernard
Subject: transfer SNF early to cask

Bernie - Vonna in the staff mtg this morning mentioned some work going on

regarding early transfer of SNF to cask. Could you please clue me in on this? This

is a hot subject now in light of Japan, and I feel the earth moving under my feet

every time I answer a media query on Alvarez, et al.

Thanks,

Dave

David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-8206 (direct)

[ (b)() I(mobile)
Protecti4g'People & the Environment

3)2/



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wayne Barber (SNL: 703-373-0160)
Bumell. Scott; OPA Resource
Trade press question: "Confidential NRC report"
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:33:48 AM

Has NRC produced a "confidential' report on the Fukushima crisis that indicates new threats of

hydrogen explosions could be arising at the nuclear complex?

Could I receive a copy of this NRC analysis that has been referenced in news reports today by the

New York Times and ABC News?

Many thanks.

Wayne B.

Cell : (b)(6) I

http:l/www.nytimes.com/2011/O4/06/world/asia/O6nuclear.html? r=1

Wayne Barber
Generation Markets Week Editor
SNL Energy
703-373-0160 p
703-373-0159 f
wbarber@snl.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewik. Brenda
Shannon. Valerie
FW: Phone call
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:40:00 AM

Va],

Deanna took the call below. I don't have any details on the exact information the caller is

looking for. but since it deals with document retention I thought you might be able to help

B

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:27 AM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Phone call

Lauren Hart
Alston

L1 (b)(6)

Re: Do we have any requirements for document retention.

I'm not sure who to send this too?

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing
(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov

A /



From: Anderson. Brian
To: Harringtgn, Holly
Cc. Burell, Scott
Subject- RE: OPA Answer to Ucense Renewal Question
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:49:47 AM

We have NRR DLR concurrence on the Japan license renewal answer.

For the question "How will the events in Japan affect license renewal for U.S. plants?" -
the answer is

The NRC's recently initiated review of U.S. plants will examine current practice at operating

reactors to ensure proper actions will be taken if a severe event occurs - this covers plants

regardless of where they are in their license lifetime. The events in Japan, based on what's

known at this time, appear to be unrelated to issues examined in license renewal. The

NRC's long-term review of its regulations will determine whether any revisions to license

renewal reviews are called for.

From: Susco, Jeremy
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:45 AM
To: Anderson, Brian
Cc: Nelson, Robert; Bumell, Scott
Subject: Re: OPA Answer to License Renewal Question

Looks good. Go with it.

Jeremy

Sent from my NRC BlackBerry
Jerer Susco

I (b)(6) I

From: Anderson, Brian
To: Susco, Jeremy
Cc: Nelson, Robert; Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tue Apr 05 11:38:28 2011
Subject: OPA Answer to License Renewal Question

Jeremy -

I'm working with OPA to develop a generic answer to the question "How will the events in
Japan affect license renewal for U.S. plants?" From DLR's perspective, is this answer
okay?

The NRC's recently initiated review of U.S. plants will examine current practice at operating

reactors to ensure proper actions will be taken if a severe event occurs - this covers plants

regardless of where they are in their license lifetime. The events in Japan, based on what's



known at this time, appear to be unrelated to issues examined in license renewal. The

NRC's long-term review of its regulations will determine whether any revisions to license
renewal reviews are called for.

Thanks for your help,
Brian



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Powell. Amy
Burnell. Scott; Hayden, Elizabeth
Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis. Spiros

FW: NRC: Question regarding Fukushima Unit 2
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:51:46 AM

This is all that was shared with Mr. Markey's staff, after checking with the RST: "It is our
understanding that: Fukushima Daiichi reactors did have hardened vents." There was no
speculation about whether or not they were used or not.
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From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Bonaccom, Amy

Subject: Citizen - Solution
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:11:00 AM

Fred Mar;",.

Brenda Akstu lewicz

Adiministrat ive .Assistanw

Office of Public Affhain

301-415-8209
bre a.akxt u I ew i cz@nrc.g ov



From: Anderson. Brian
To- Oesterle. Eric

Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Action:: OPA Answer to License Renewal Question
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:14:17 AM
Attachments: License Renewal~docx

Looks good, Eric. OPA approves your version.

Thanks,
Brian

From: Oesterle, Eric
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:09 AM
To: Anderson, Brian
Subject: FW: Action:: OPA Answer to License Renewal Question

Brian,

Your Q&A looks good to me too. Just had an editorial on last words of last sentence. If
the attached is OK with you, I'll add to the "NRR Q&A Database".

Eric R. Oesterle
NRR Communications Team
Senior Policy Analyst (NRO/DNRL)
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1365

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:51 AM
To: Markley, Michael; Oesterle, Eric
Subject: Action:: OPA Answer to License Renewal Question

Please confirm status and add to database if/when approved by OPA,

NELSON

From: Anderson, Brian
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:47 AM
To: Susco, Jeremy
Cc: Nelson, Robert; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: OPA Answer to License Renewal Question

Great. Thanks, Jeremy!

From: Susco, Jeremy
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:45 AM

4~\: ~(3)(g



To: Anderson, Brian
Cc: Nelson, Robert; Burnell, Scott
Subject: Re: OPA Answer to License Renewal Question

Looks good. Go with it.

Jeremy

Sent from my NRC BlackBerry
Jerern Suso

I (b)(U6):

From: Anderson, Brian
To: Susco, Jeremy
Cc: Nelson, Robert; Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tue Apr 05 11:38:28 2011
Subject: OPA Answer to License Renewal Question

Jeremy -

I'm working with OPA to develop a generic answer to the question "How will the events in
Japan affect license renewal for U.S. plants?" From DLR's perspective, is this answer
okay?

The NRC's recently initiated review of U.S. plants will examine current practice at operating

reactors to ensure proper actions will be taken if a severe event occurs - this covers plants

regardless of where they are in their license lifetime. The events in Japan, based on what's
known at this time, appear to be unrelated to issues examined in license renewal. The
NRC's long-term review of its regulations will determine whether any revisions to license
renewal reviews are called for.

Thanks for your help,
Brian
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Attachment License Renewal.docx (19330 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.



From: Hayden, Caitlin
To: Burnell Scott
Subject: RE: Nyt article
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:20:09 AM

Thank you.

----- Original Message -----
From: Bumell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell(dnrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:20 AM
To: Hayden, Caitlin
Subject: Re: Nyt article

Caitlin;

Yes, it's gone out in reply to media queries and our staff have it for further use.

Scott

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Burnell

(b)(6)

----- Original Message -----
From: Hayden, Caitlin (b)(6)

To: Shapiro, Nicholas S. <1 (b)(6) ; Bumell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot;
'Dan.Leistikow@hq.doe.gov' <Dan.Leistikow@hq.doe.gov>; Bentz, Julie A.

(b)(6) > :.

Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; Doane, Margaret; Batkin, Joshua; Weber, Michael
Sent: Wed Apr 06 11:17:28 2011
Subject: RE: Nyt article

Thanks, Nick. Lots of interest in this here and in Tokyo.

Scott: Has NRC deployed this yet?

Thanks! -CH

----- Original Message -----
From: Shapiro, Nicholas S.
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:06 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot; 'Dan.Leistikow@hq.doe.gov'; Bentz, Julie A.; Hayden, Caitlin
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; Doane, Margaret; Batkin, Joshua; Weber, Michael
Subject: RE: Nyt article

Plus hayden

----- Original Message-----
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnellt 1nrc.9ov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:04 AM
To: Shapiro, Nicholas S.; Brenner, Eliot; 'Dan.Leistikow@hq.doe.gov'; Bentz, Julie A.
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; Doane, Margaret; Batkin, Joshua; Weber, Michael
Subject: RE: Nyt article

All;

The agency continues to develop a path towards releasing the assessment documents. In the

/ ., 3'



meantime, here is the current NRC response to the NY Times article:

The March 26 document represented an interim snapshot of what NRC staff and other experts
considered as possible conditions inside the damaged units at Fukushima-Daiichi; the document does
not reflect our understanding of the current situation. Based on those possible conditions, the NRC
staff's recommendations should be considered prudent measures; they are not offered as the only
possible solutions. We shared those recommendations with the Japanese operator and regulator of the
plants. We understand they are pursuing an alternative set of strategies to control the plants and
ensure the safety of the people working at the plants and living nearby. We are working with our
counterparts to consider these strategies and explore additional steps that could enhance safety.

Thank you.

Scott Burnell



,. ........

From:
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: ISFSI map
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:22:13 AM
Attachments: image00t.ogn

David,

Look at the spread sheet.

Frank Gee
Storage and Transportation Engineer
Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation
Room 6003-3C22, Mail Stop 6003-3D02M
Phone: 301-492-3329
e-mail: Frank.Gee@NRC.Gov
Fax: 301-492-3350

0

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:21 AM
To: Gee, Frank
Subject: RE: ISFSI map

Thanks - but can you tell me which 10 reactor sites are pursuing a G;eneral License
ISFSI? That should answer the question.

Dave

From: Gee, Frank
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:19 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: ISFSI map

David,

See attached. I do not have the actual information. They may schedule or have
intention to load, but it is never on schedule, due to equipment failures and
availability. When they loaded, they are required by regulation to report to us within
30 days. Then, I put into the information my database with the ML number.

Frank Gee
Storage and Transportation Engineer
Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation
Room 6003-3C22, Mail Stop 6003-3D02M"i,/3



Phone: 301-492-3329
e-mail: Frank.Gee@NRC.Gov
Fax: 301-492-3350

From: Mcdntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:49 AM
To: Gee, Frank

Subject: ISFSI map

Hi Frank - Could you please send me the latest ISFSI map? I've managed to
misplace mine.

Also, can you give me a list of plants that have not yet moved fuiel to cask but have

announced their intention to do so?

Thanks,
Dave

David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-8206 (direct)

(b)(6) (Jmobile)
Protecting People & the Environment



David Decker

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:26 AM
To: McIntyre, David; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Powell, Amy; Decker, David
Subject: RE: Markey statement at today's nuclear hearing

Fine by me.

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:24 AM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy; Burnell, Scott; Powell, Amy; Decker, David
Subject: RE: Markey statement at today's nuclear hearing

Based on a Reuters report that just ran: lu.p:i/a.freuters.corn/article/energyOilNews/iiAiFWNA55512011040(6

Marty might be contradicting this: I suggest we let. him speak to George's queStion.

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:22 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Powell, Amy; Decker, David
Cc: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: Markey statement at today's nuclear hearing

Based on an initial inquiry (In the NRC staffs opinion, has the core of unit 2 melted into the torus?), I
relayed the following information received from the RST:

Based on radiation readings in the drywell and the torus (3340 rem/hour and 91
rem/hour, respectively), the NRC staff speculates that part of the Unit 2 core may
be out of the reactor pressure vessel and may be in the lower space of the drywell.
Lower radiation readings in the torus suggest that there is not core material in the
torus.

Based on follow on questions (Does the explanation provided suggest that Unit 2's core melted into the
drywell? and Do we know if the Fukushima reactors had hardened vents?), I then forwarded the
following two pieces of information from the RST:

Part of the Unit 2 core may have melted into the drywell.

It is our understanding that Fukushima Daiichi reactors did have hardened vents.

There were no other communications with the staffer from Rep. Markey's office; this is the entirety of
what was relayed.

Timothy Riley
Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-8492
Blackberry:F (b)(6)

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:57 AM
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To: Powell, Amy; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Decker, David
Cc: McIntyre, David
Subject: FW: Markey statement at today's nuclear hearing
Importance: High

Another Markey item to track down ASAP. Thanks.

From: Lobsenz, George [mailto:George.Lobsenz@ihs.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:56 AM
To: McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Markey statement at today's nuclear hearing

Hi guys--please see Markey statement below that he says he has been told by NRC that fuel has "probably"
melted through reactor pressure vessel at Fukushima Unit 2. Can you confirm or deny this statement by Markey?
Any comment on this would be welcome.

George

From: Barry, Giselle [mailto:Giselle.Barry@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:49 AM
To: Barry, Giselle
Subject: Markey statement at today's nuclear hearing

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 6, 2011

Contact: Giselle Barry 202-225-2836, .Eben Burnham-Snyder 202-225-6065

Statement of Congressman Edward J. Markey (D-Mass.)
"The U.S. Government Response to the Nuclear Power Plant Incident in Japan"

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
April 6, 2011

"On March 28, 1979, almost exactly 32 years ago, a partial core meltdown at the Three Mile
Island nuclear power plant terrified the nation and caused a full-scale re-evaluation of the nuclear
industry in our country.

"On April 26, 1986, almost exactly 25 years ago, the meltdown caused by the Chernobyl nuclear
power plant spewed highly radioactive smoke all over Europe. Again, the world was appalled, and
promised increased safety.

"Today, we see that we are just as helpless when faced with nuclear disaster as we were 25 and
32 years ago.

"The cores of at least two of the Japanese reactors are severely damaged. I have been informed
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission that the core of Unit Two has gotten so hot that part of it has
probably melted through the reactor pressure vessel.
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"To bring the reactors and their spent fuel pools under control, the Japanese have had to resort to

sending young workers in to risk their lives as they operate what amount to giant water guns.

"To assess and then sop up the radioactive water that has begun spewing into the ocean, they are

relying on the use of bath salts and diapers.

"Just like the use of pantyhose and golf balls to stop last year's oil spill, the Japanese have been

compelled to try a "nuclear junk shot" in desperate attempts to stop an environmental calamity.

"Yet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission insists that our systems are safe, even before

beginning, let alone completing, its review of our reactors and spent fuel pools.

"It does so in the face of its own analysis showing that there is a higher risk of core damage from

earthquakes that has not yet been incorporated into regulatory requirements.

"It does so in the face of backup electricity requirements that are generally less stringent than

what the Fukushima reactors were equipped with.

"And it does so after removing the post-Three Mile Island requirement to include systems to
prevent the explosions of hydrogen that occurred at Fukushima from its regulations.

"I have introduced legislation, the Nuclear Power Plant Safety Act of 2011, to impose a

moratorium on all pending NRC licenses and re-licenses in light of the need to fully understand the

safety risks and include remedies into our own regulations. Many other countries have announced
similar measures. I look forward to today's testimony."

Information on the latest status of the Fukushima reactors was gathered from communications between
Congressman Markey's office and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Medina. Vemnika
Burnell. Scott
Media -Did NRC tell Markey that Unit 2 core has melted through the reactor vessel?
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:29:38 AM

Scott,

Can you contact this reporter?

Thanks,
Veronika

From: Janbergs, Holly On Behalf Of OPA Resource
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:28 AM
To: Medina, Veronika
Subject: FW: Did NRC tell Markey that Unit 2 core has melted through the reactor vessel?

From: Wald, Matthew [mailto:mattwald@nytimes.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:12 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Did NRC tell Markey that Unit 2 core has melted through the reactor vessel?

Reuters is reporting that Rep. Markey says NRC told him that the core of Fuku 2 has melted

through the reactor vessel.

Can you call me on my cell. (b)(6) .Thanks.

--- Matt

Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
Washington Bureau
1627 Eye Street NW
Washington, DC 20006

202-862-0363
cell (b)(6) _

fax: 202-318-0057

http://www.nytimes.coir/info/nuclear-energy/

twitter: mattwaldnyt

K (
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Janberos. Holly

Citizen - Info

Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:35:00 AM

Melissa Nee

(b)(6)

how does DOE approve storage of power source - she contacted DOE
and they told her to call us..

A~mlisibra ive /\ssi-sant

Ofieio Puhlili Allmirs
301-415-8209

hr ela asi lewi.r~.00V~



From: McIntyre. David
To: Batkin, Joshua Loyd, Susan Cogains. Angela
Cc: nn ; Hyden. Elizabeth: Medina Veronika e i
Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request for CHAIRMAN
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 1:57:00 PM

How about tomorrow?

From: Batkin, Joshua
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 1:56 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Loyd, Susan; Coggins, Angela
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Medina, Veronika; Pace, Patti
Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request for CHAIRMAN

He's going to be tired tonight...

Joshua C. Batkin
Chief of Staff
Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko
(301) 415-1820

From: McIntyre, David
To: Batkin, Joshua; Loyd, Susan
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Medina, Veronika
Sent: Wed Apr 06 13:17:49 2011
Subject: CNN Interview Request for CHAIRMAN

Josh, Susan -
CNN is requesting the Chairman for John King USA, preferably tonight's show
during the 7 pm hour, though it could be pretaped. Failing today, they ask about

his availability tomorrow.

The producer said they would like to ask about the current situation in Japan;
whether any dangerous levels of radiation have been detected in food and water

here in the US (I told her that's not us and the answer is "no"); and today's NYT
report about our status update on Japan from March 26. (1 will send her and
another CNN writer who inquired about that our answer to the NYT report.)

The producer is Marcela Salazar; she may be reached at 202-567-1163 or

i nrce la.salazarOi;cyn n1.c il.

Dave

David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-8206 (direct)

(b)(6 (mobile)



From: Vmi~rio. Martin

To: Hayden. Elizabeth; Powell. Amy

Cc: Btmell Scott; Schmidt, Rebecca

Subject- RE: Media -Did NRC tell Markey that Unit 2 core has melted through the reactor vessel?

Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 12:44:35 PM

E Markey said he heard it from NRC. I said that I had not. While all of the information we have is

somewhat suspect due to the apparent lack of operable instrumentation in the plant, we have no

information or reports that the vessel has been breached. He could be confusing the vessel with

the containment.

Marty

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 12:15 PM
To: Powell, Amy
Cc: Burnell, Scott; Schmidt, Rebecca; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: RE: Media -Did NRC tell Markey that Unit 2 core has melted through the reactor vessel?

OK. We need to quickly sort this out before the media does it for us and likely not to our

liking.

Beth

... . . . .. . . .. . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . ... .... .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . ... . . .... ....... .... • ... .. ........ .. .... ....... ...... .... .... .. .....

From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 12:10 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Burnell, Scott; Schmidt, Rebecca
Subject: RE: Media -Did NRC tell Markey that Unit 2 core has melted through the reactor vessel?

Marty should be back shortly from the Hill to speak with directly.

Regarding a transcript, the Committee will likely take a week. This hearing is not on CQ's

transcript coverage list for today. The archived Webcast of the hearing may be available
most quickly - we'll check with the Committee on timing.

Amy

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Powell, Amy
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Media -Did NRC tell Markey that Unit 2 core has melted through the reactor vessel?

Anyway we can get the transcript early or at least tell Wald exactly what Virgilio said?

Beth Hayden

Senior Advisor

Office of Public Affairs V



U.S. Nuclear Regulatoy Commission
--- Protecting People and the Environment

301-415-8202
elizabeth. hayden @nrc.gov

From: Wald, Matthew [mailto:mattwald@nytimes.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:52 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Medina, Veronika; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: Media -Did NRC tell Markey that Unit 2 core has melted through the reactor vessel?

Scott, I don't think there will be a transcript for some days to come. What did Virgilio say?

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:40 AM
To: Wald, Matthew
Cc: Medina, Veronika; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: Media -Did NRC tell Markey that Unit 2 core has melted through the reactor vessel?

Hi Matt;

Please refer to the hearing transcript for Marty Virgilio's response to that statement.
Thanks.

Scott

From: Wald, Matthew [mailto:mattwald@nytimes.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:12 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Did NRC tell Markey that Unit 2 core has melted through the reactor vessel?

Reuters is reporting that Rep. Markey says NRC told him that the core of Fuku 2 has melted
through the reactor vessel.
Can you call me on my cell?I (b)(6) Thanks.
--- Matt

Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
Washington Bureau

r1627 Eye Street NW
Washington, DC 20006

202-862-0363
cell: (b)(6)

fax: 202-318-0057

http://www.nytimes.com/info/nuclear-energy/

twitter: mattwaldnyt



I , ___

From: Burnell. Scot
To: ET07 Hoc

Subject: Fw:
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 12:46:00 PM

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Burnell

(b)(6)

--Original Message -----
From: Tracy, Tennille <Tennille.Tracy@dowjones.com>
To: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Wed Apr 06 12:09:45 2011
Subject: RE:

Rep. Markey's office has just released the e-mail they received from NRC on this issue. The e-mail
comes from Timothy Riley. The e-mail is dated Tuesday, April 5, and states:

>You had asked if the core of Unit 2 had melted into the torus. Here is
>the view from the NRC Emergency Operations Center:

>Based on radiation readings in the drywell and the torus (3340 rem/hour
>and 91 rem/hour, respectively), the NRC staff speculates that part of the
>Unit 2 core may be out of the reactor pressure vessel and may be in the
>lower space of the drywell. Lower radiation readings in the torus
>suggest that there is not core material in the torus.

Is Markey's office interpreting this correctly? The e-mail - "that part of the Unit 2 core may be out of
the reactor pressure vessel and may be in the lower space of the drywell" - suggests that NRC does in
fact believe the core has melted through the reactor vessel. Was Martin Virgilio wrong when he said
NRC had no evidence that the core had melted through the vessel? What is the belief of the NRC? Are
there conflicting opinions within NRC? .... I'm getting a ton of pressure from editors to sort this out.

Thanks, t

From: Bumell, Scott [Scott.Bumell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:49 AM
To: Tracy, Tennille
Subject: RE:

Hi Tennille;

Please refer to the hearing transcript for Marty Virgilio's response to that statement, that speaks for the
agency on this issue. Thanks.

Scott

-- -Original Message -----
From: Tracy, Tennille [mailto:Tennille.Tracve•dowiones.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:44 AM
To: Burell, Scott
Subject: RE:



Hi ... I'm sure you're getting tons of emails on this now ... But Rep. Ed Markey is saying that the core of
at least one unit at Fukushima (Unit Two) has melted through the reactor vessel. Martin Virgilio, who
was at the hearing where Markey was speaking, said this is not the case. He said there was no
evidence of this in the situation reports from this morning.

Do we have any evidence that the core has breached the reactor vessel?

Did NRC staff tell Markey that this had taken place?

From: Bumell, Scott [Scott.Bumell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:09 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject:

Good Morning;

Here is the NRC response to the NY Times article:

The March 26 document represented an interim snapshot of what NRC staff and other experts
considered as possible conditions inside the damaged units at Fukushima-Daiichi; the document does
not reflect our understanding of the current situation. Based on those possible conditions, the NRC
staffs recommendations should be considered prudent measures; they are not offered as the only
possible solutions. We shared those recommendations with the Japanese operator and regulator of the
plants. We understand they are pursuing an alternative set of strategies to control the plants and
ensure the safety of the people working at the plants and living nearby. We are working with our
counterparts to consider these strategies and explore additional steps that could enhance safety.

If the NRC has any further comment, you'll be informed via e-mail. Thank you.

Scott Burnell
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From: Burnell Scott
To: "orahm~atbsi -us.corn"
Cc: Medina. Veronika
Subject: Re: Media- *3pm Deadline* Tokyo Broadcasting System
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 1:12:26 PM

Hi Grahm;

Here is the NRC response to the NY Times article:

The March 26 document represented an interim snapshot of what NRC staff and other experts
considered as possible conditions inside the damaged units at Fukushima-Daiichi; the document does
not reflect our understanding of the current situation. Based on those possible conditions, the NRC
staffs recommendations should be considered prudent measures; they are not offered as the only
possible solutions. We shared those recommendations with the Japanese operator and regulator of the
plants. We understand they are pursuing an alternative set of strategies to control the plants and
ensure the safety of the people working at the plants and living nearby. We are working with our
counterparts to consider these strategies and explore additional steps that could enhance safety.

If the NRC has any further comment, you'll be informed via e-mail. Thank you.

Scott Bumell
Public Affairs Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Sent from an NRC Blackberry

From: Medina, Veronika
To: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wed Apr 06 13:04:49 2011
Subject: Media- *3pm Deadline* Tokyo Broadcasting System

Scott,

Can you talk to this reporter? He has a 3pm deadline.

Thanks,
Veronika

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 12:04 PM
To: Medina, Veronika
Subject: *3pm Deadline* Tokyo Broadcasting System - Info

Grahm Nelson
Tokyo BroadcastingI] (b)(6) I

grahm(An tbsi-us.com 4( P:A



Comment on info in the NY Times article today

Brenda Akstulewicz

Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs

301-415-8209
Irenda.a kstuIewjicz(n rceov



From: Mclntre. David
To: Bumell. Scott
Cc: Hayden Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: FW: NRC on NYT artide
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 1:58:00 PM

To add to your list.

From: Ahlers, Mike [mailto:Mike.Ahlers@turner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 1:57 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Salazar, Marcela (CNN DC)
Cc: Barnett, Jim
Subject: RE: NRC on NYT article

David,
Thank you for the statement.

For the record, we at CNN are officially requesting a copy of the March 2 6 th assessment
referenced here, and any subsequent assessments, given the NRC's statement that the March
26 document is dated.

Given the NRC chairman's previous statements about the need for transparency, I hope that
you can honor this request in a timely manner.

Thanks - Mike

Mike Ahlers
Senior Producer, Homeland Security
CNN Washington
202-898-7917. (o)

(b)(6) ' 6cell)

From: McIntyre, David [mailto:David.McIntyre@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 1:27 PM
To: Ahlers, Mike; Salazar, Marcela (CNN DC)
Subject: NRC on NYT article

Here's our response to the New York Times article this morning:

The March 26 document represented an interim snapshot of what NRC staff and

other experts considered as possible conditions inside the damaged units at

Fukushima-Daiichi; the document does not reflect our understanding of the

current situation. Based on those possible conditions, the NRC staffs

recommendations should be considered prudent measures; they are not offered as

the only possible solutions. We shared those recommendations with the Japanese

operator and regulator of the plants. We understand they are pursuing an

alternative set of strategies to control the plants and ensure the safety of the

people working at the plants and living nearby. We are working with our

counterparts to consider these strategies and explore additional steps that could

enhance safety.



David McIntyre
Public Affairs Omcer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

S301) 415-8206 (direct)
(b)(6) (mobile)

Protecting People & the Environment



From: Burnell. Scott
To: Oestede, Eric; Rosenberg. Stacev
CC Markley. Michael: Nelson, Robert

Subject RE: IN 2011-08 (ML110830824)
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 3:31:00 PM

For that particular one, they can take it up with NISA, to be quite honest with you. If
they're not asking an NRC-answerable question, feel free to direct the person accordingly.

From: Oesterle, Eric
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Markley, Michael; Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: IN 2011-08 (ML110830824)

Scott,

Stacey wasn't sure what to do with these questions. I am forwarding to you for proper
disposition.

Eric R. Oesterle
NRR Communications Team
Senior Policy Analyst (NRO/DNRL)
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1365

From: Rosenberg, Stacey
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 1:51 PM
To: Nelson, Robert; Markley, Michael; Oesterle, Eric
Subject: FW: IN 2011-08 (ML110830824)

fyi
.... . .~ ~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~ ... . .. . . . . . . ... ... .. . . .. . . . ........ . ..... .... .... ......... .. . . . . . ..... . . .... .... . . .

From: Hawes, Cathy
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 1:38 PM
To: Rosenberg, Stacey
Subject: FW: IN 2011-08 (ML110830824)

I am sorry I keep sending these to you, but I don't think I am qualified to answer them!

From: db [mailtoI (b)(6)

Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 1:35 PM
To: Hawes, Cathy
Subject: Re: IN 2011-08 (ML110830824)

Thanks for the info - but the #1 question at this point regarding this totally preventable man.-
made disaster is:

-(



WHY WERE THE BACKUP GENERATORS LOCATED IN THE BASEMENTS AT SEA
LEVEL JUST WAITING TO BE KNOCKED OUT BY A TSUNAMI LIKE THIS?

After all, this is the most active earthquake and tsunami zone on the planet which everyone
should have anticipated and been prepared for. You don't have to be a rocket scientist to
figure this out - it's just plain common-sense. I could have designed a better place to put the
generators - how about up on the hillside behind the plant which was high and dry and
unaffected by the tsunami! This is clearly evident just looking at all the pictures of the plant.

Strange how the Japanese take earthquake mitigation more seriously when designing their
building standards for high-rises and cities but totally overlooked such an obvious hazard
with far more serious and long-reaching consequences than a building falling over in an
earthquake. As seen from 9/11, you can pick up the pieces and rebuild. As seen from
Chemobyl, you have to draw an exclusion zone around the whole area and monitor the
ongoing effects of the wide-spread contamination for centuries.

Since a nuclear plant is the single most dangerous hazard facing humans on the planet, why
aren't they treated as such and designed with redundant backup systems to the backup
systems - the more the better in an attempt to guarantee something as fundamental as loss of
cooling power which should never happen. Seems that the government imposes higher safety
standards on airplanes than it does on these ticking time bombs that can literally wipe out
huge sections of land area in an instant. Airplanes are designed with redundant operating
systems just in case one fails. And if one little piece of a plane falls off, the whole fleet is
automatically grounded and inspected to ensure that others don't have the same problem. Yet
a nuclear power planet blows up and no one seems to be inspecting any of the others to see if
they have fail-safe backup systems in place that would guarantee power regardless if one
source was lost, the other would be there ready to take its place. How many power planets
have redundant backups already hooked up and ready to go should one fail - NONE! The
best they have is a "plan" to truck in some others from some offsite location assuming you
can still get to and from that location should an earthquake split the roadways open along the
way making it impossible to drive as earthquakes usually do! Then after that, they would
be scrambling around like the did in Japan to hook up a new line directly to the
grid - but again the question is:

WHY WASN'T THAT LINE ALREADY IN PLACE AND READY TO GO
BEFORE THE QUAKE!

All it would have taken is a simple little electric line and this whole thing could
have been avoided. The point is every available backup system needs to be in
place and ready to use BEFORE the disaster and not after but seems like the idea
of spending the extra it would cost to do so is a bigger problem to the cheap-
skates running these planets which is like pulling teeth to them! These crooks
would rather gamble with the whole future of the entire country as Japan now
faces just to save (make) a few extra bucks for themselves rather than protect the
country which they should already be mandated by the regulators whose job it is
to do in the first place...

"The degradations could include long term loss of such functions as
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offsite power, onsite emergency power, transportation by road or rail to access offsite
resources, loss of offsite water supply, and loss of other offsite services."

Please feel free to forward these comments to your superiors in a hope that they may need
some lessons in common-sense!

--- On Wed, 4/6/11, Cathy Hawes <cmh2@nrc.gov> wrote:

From: Cathy Hawes <cmh2@nrc.gov>
Subject: IN 2011-08 (ML 110830824)
To:I (b)(6) I
Date: Wednesday, April 6, 2011, 9:46 AM

Attached is an PDF version Information Notice 2011-08, Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake
Effects On Japanese Nuclear Power Plants - For Fuel Cycle Facilities, dated March 31, 2011,
(ML 110830824), that has been posted to the NRR GCC Web, along with the URL for Web
access to generic communications files on the NRC Homepage: http://www.nrc.gov/reading-
rm/doc-collections/gen-cornmiintb-notices/2011V.

To subscribe or unsubscribe send an email to lyris'i~nrc.gov , no subject, and use one of the
following commands in the message portion:

subscribe gc-nrr (first and last name)
unsubscribe gc-nrr (first and last name)

thanks
Cathy



.... ...-..--- -~

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

McIntre. David
rhasrdns(nr. om
FW: Statement on Unit 2 core situation
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:22:00 PM
High

Richard - here's the language. You can attribute to me, or a spokesperson, etc.

There continues to be a great deal we don't know regarding the situation at
Fukushima. One thing we do know with reasonable certainty is that the core of Unit
2 has been damaged. Beyond that, the NRC speculates there are possible leakage
paths from the reactor vessel into the drywell that could account for reports of high
radiation levels in the drywell. The NRC does not believe the reactor vessel has
given way, and we do believe practically all of the core remains in the vessel.
These two beliefs drive our continuing recommendation that every available method
should be used to add fresh water to the Unit 2 reactor vessel and continue cooling
the core.

Dave

David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer
US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 41s-8206 direct)

(b)(6) !(mobile)
Protecting People & the Environment



From: Smith. Rebecca
To: Burnell. Scott
Subject: Re: Today"s house oversignt and invetigatlons report on peach bottom
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:19:06 PM

I don't think so. It is in draft form, right? Is there a copy of soarca draft report available?

Also, we finally got 3/26 NRC status update for Daiichi. Can we get these as produced? Not marked
confidential and would help a lot.
Regards,
Rebecca

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Device

From: Bumell, Scott
To: Smith, Rebecca
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wed Apr 06 13:08:35 2011
Subject: RE: Today's house oversignt and invetigations report on peach bottom

Hi Rebecca;

I understand you've spoken to other folks about SOARCA, do you still need to talk to us?

Scott

From: Smith, Rebecca [mailto:Rebecca.Smith@wsj.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:18 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Today's house oversignt and invetigations report on peach bottom

Hi, Scott, Eliot and Elizabeth,
We are doing a story about station blackout situations, based on the House
subcommittee testimony today.

They presented information on an NRC analysis concerning the vulnerability of Peach

Bottom, in a station blackout situation.
Could I get additional comment?

Regards,
Rebecca

Rebecca Smith
Staff Reporter
Thp. WnII Strept Journal

S(b)(6)

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 8:10 AM
To: Bumell, Scott N



Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject:

Good Morning;

Here is the NRC response to the NY Times article:

The March 26 document represented an interim snapshot of what NRC staff and other
experts considered as possible conditions inside the damaged units at Fukushima-Daiichi;
the document does not reflect our understanding of the current situation. Based on those
possible conditions, the NRC staffs recommendations should be considered prudent
measures; they are not offered as the only possible solutions. We shared those
recommendations with the Japanese operator and regulator of the plants. We understand
they are pursuing an alternative set of strategies to control the plants and ensure the
safety of the people working at the plants and living nearby. We are working with our
counterparts to consider these strategies and explore additional steps that could enhance
safety.

If the NRC has any further comment, you'll be informed via e-mail. Thank you.

Scott Burnell



V.

From: Hyn.IEizabeh
To: Oesterle. Eric
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: IN 2011-08 (ML110830824)
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:22:46 PM

Suggest you check with the ET in the Ops Center. OPA has no authority to release the
report. However, release of this report to the public is being discussed tomorrow at 9 am
in the Ops Ctr.

Beth Havden
Senior Advisor
Office of Public Affairs
US. Nuclear Regulator, Commission

--- Protecting People and the Environment

301-415-8202
elizabeth.hayden@nrc.gov

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 3:30 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: FW: IN 2011-08 (ML110830824)

FYI, that'sI (b)(6) asking - she'd come over earlier this morning and asked
informally as well.

From: Oesterle, Eric
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 3:25 PM
To: Bumell, Scott
Cc: Markley, Michael; Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: IN 2011-08 (ML110830824)

Scott,

Stacey wasn't sure what to do with this request and sent it to us. I am forwarding to you
for proper disposition.

lgwcc
Eric R. Oesterle

NRR Communications Team

Senior Policy Analyst (NRO/DNRL)

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-1365

From: Rosenberg, Stacey
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 1:50 PM

To: Markley, Michael; Nelson, Robert; Oesterle, Eric
Subject: FW: IN 2011-08 (ML110830824)



fyi

From: Joosten, James [mailto:JamesJoosten@eia.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:03 AM
To: Hawes, Cathy
Subject: RE: IN 2011-08 (ML110830824)

Cathy,

Can the NRC share this "confidential" report on Fukushima with the EIA?

See attached NY Times article first paragraph.

Jim

James Joosten
Senior Energy Analyst
U.S. Energy Information Administration Headquarters
Room: 2H-073
1000 Independence Ave. SW
Washington, DC 20585
tel: 202-586-5468
fax: 202-237-1934
e-mail: james~joosten@cia.doe.gove..l .. .m.e..o.s e~ .. a. d e g o ......... .... ..... ....... .. .... ... .. .... ............ ...... .... . . . .. ........

From: Cathy Hawes [mailto:cmh2@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:47 AM
To: Joosten, James
Subject: IN 2011-08 (ML110830824)

Attached is an PDF version Information Notice 2011-08, Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake
Effects On Japanese Nuclear Power Plants - For Fuel Cycle Facilities, dated March 31, 2011,
(ML 110830824), that has been posted to the NRR GCC Web, along with the URL for Web
access to generic communications files on the NRC Homepage: http:i'/www.nrc.gov/readin!-
rin/doc -collections/gen-com mm/info-noticesi201 1/.

To subscribe or unsubscribe send an email to lyrisanrc.gov, no subject, and use one of the
following commands in the message portion:

subscribe gc-nrr (first and last name)
unsubscribe gc-nrr (first and last name)

thanks
Cathy



From: Burnell. Scot
To: Wald. Matthew
Subject: RE: thanks, Scott. And do we have a rough idea
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:29:00 PM

That I do not have, sorry.

". . -1.... ... . ... . .... . ...... . ...... .. . .-.1 .-1 .... . . ...... .. . . .. .-- -- . .. . ..... ........... ... .... ... .... ...

From: Wald, Matthew [mailto:mattwald@nytimes.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:26 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: thanks, Scott. And do we have a rough idea

When this might have happened?

Matthew L. Wald
Washington Bureau
The New York Times
1627 Eye St NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20006
202-862-0363
cel:d (b)(6)

fax: 202-318-0057

http://www.nytimes.com/info/nuclear-energy/
twitter: mattwaldnyt

From: Bumell, Scott (mailto':Scott.Bumell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 3:25 PM
To: Wald, Matthew
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: This morning's hearing

Hi Matt;

No, it does not. Pathways into the drywell could include existing penetrations of the bottom
head, or leakage from recirculation pumps.

Scott

From: Wald, Matthew [mailto:mattwald@nytimes.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:02 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; OPA Resource
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: This morning's hearing

Scott, does "possible leakage paths" mean the core melted through the vessel bottom?

Matthew L. Wald bQ" /" /



Washington Bureau
The New York Times
1627 Eye St NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20006
202-862-0363c l (b)(6) j
celiiJ I
fax: 202-318-0057

http://www.nytimes.com/info/nuclearrenergy/
twitter: mattwaldnyt

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 2:46 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: This morning's hearing

Good Afternoon;

Regarding questions following the House hearing this morning, the NRC has the following
statement:

There continues to be a great deal we don't know regarding the situation at Fukushima.
One thing we do know with reasonable certainty is that the core of Unit 2 has been
damaged. Beyond that, the NRC speculates there are possible leakage paths from the
reactor vessel into the drywell that could account for reports of high radiation levels in the
drywell. The NRC does not believe the reactor vessel has given way, and we do believe
practically all of the core remains in the vessel. These two beliefs drive our continuing
recommendation that every available method should be used to add fresh water to the Unit
2 reactor vessel and continue cooling the core.

Please include opa.resource@nrc.gov on any e-mails with additional questions. Thank
you.

Scott Burnell
Public Affairs Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission



From: Lobsenz. George
To: McIntyre. David

Subject: RE: comment on Markey core melt allegation? tnx
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:54:48 PM

tnx dave

From: McIntyre, David [mailto: David.McIntyre@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:47 PM
To: Lobsenz, George; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: comment on Markey core melt allegation? tnx

Hi George - sorry to be late getting back to you. Here's what we can say on it:

There continues to be a great deal we don't know regarding the situation at Fukushima.
,One thing we do know with reasonable certainty is that the core of Unit 2 has been
damaged. Beyond that, the NRC speculates there are possible leakage paths firom the
reactor vessel into the drywell that could account for reports of high radiation levels in
the drywell. The NRC does not believe the reactor vessel has given way, and we do

believe practically all of the core remains in the vessel. These two beliefs drive our
continuing recomnmendation that every available method should be used to add fresh
water to the Unit 2 reactor vessel and continue cooling the core.

I)ave

David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-8206 (direct)

(b)(6) J(mobile)

Protecting People & the Environment

From: Lobsenz, George [mailto:George.Lobsenz@ihs.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:44 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott
Subject: comment on Markey core melt allegation? tnx

A>3



.... ..... ...

From: Bumell, Scott
To: scott.malonethomsonreuters.com
Subject: RE: Internal NRC docs show doubts about US nuke safety
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 5:21:00 PM

301-415-8204

From: scott.malone@thomsonreuters.com [mailto:scott.malone@thomsonreuters.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 5:20 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Re: Internal NRC docs show doubts about US nuke safety

What number?
Scott Malone
Reuters News, Boston
+ 1-617-856-4342

From: Bumell, Scott <Scott.Bumell@nrc.gov>
To: Malone, Scott (M Edit Ops)
Sent: Wed Apr 06 16:47:16 2011
Subject: RE: Internal NRC docs show doubts about US nuke safety

Hi Scott;

Have time to talk now?

Scott

From: scott.malone@thomsonreuters.com [mailto:scott.malone@thomsonreuters.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 1:57 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Internal NRC docs show doubts about US nuke safety

Here's the release they sent out, which links to the documents.

Scott Malone
Reuters News, Boston Bureau
+1-617-856-4342

From: Sarah Goldberg [mailto:Sgoldberg@ucsusa.org]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Malone, Scott (M Edit Ops)
Subject: UCS: Internal NRC docs show doubts about US nuke safety

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT: Elliott Negin, 202-331-5439

INTERNAL NRC DOCUMENTS REVEAL DOUBTS ABOUT MEASURES TO ENSURE U.S. PLANTS
SURVIVE FUKUSHIMA-TYPE EVENTS

WASHINGTON (April 6, 2011) - In the weeks following the Fukushima accident, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) and nuclear industry officials have been asserting that U.S, nuclear plants are /



better prepared to withstand a catastrophic event like the March 11 earthquake and tsunami than
Japanese plants because they have additional safety measures in place.

However, according to internal NRC documents (links provided below) released today by the Union of
Concerned Scientists (UCS), there is no consensus within the NRC that U.S. plants are sufficiently
protected. The documents indicate that technical staff members doubt the effectiveness of key safety
measures adopted after the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks.

UCS obtained the documents on March 25 from a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request it made
a month before the Japanese disaster.

"While the NRC and the nuclear industry have been reassuring Americans that there is nothing to worry
about -- that we can do a better job dealing with a nuclear disaster like the one that just happened in
Japan -- it turns out that privately NRC senior analysts are not so sure," said Edwin Lyman, a physicist
with the UCS Global Security Program and an expert in nuclear plant design.

NRC and industry officials recently testified before Congress that U.S. reactors are fully prepared for
the worst. For example, at a hearing hosted by the Senate Energy and Water Appropriations
Subcommittee on March 30, NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko testified: "As a result of the events of
September 11, 2001, we identified important pieces of equipment, that regardless of the cause of a
significant fire or explosion at a plant, the NRC requires licensees to have available and staged in
advance, as well as new procedures and policies to help deal with a severe situation."

Likewise, William Levis, the president and COO of the Public Service Enterprise Group, which owns
two nuclear plants in New Jersey, told the subcommittee that "U.S. nuclear plant designs and operating
practices since 9/11 are designed to mitigate severe accident scenarios such as aircraft impact, which
include the complete loss of off-site power and all on-site emergency power sources and loss of large
areas of the plant."

NRC calls these post-9/11 procedures "B.5.b measures," referencing the section of the compensatory-
measures order the agency issued in 2002 to all reactor licensees. The agency codified them in its
regulations in 2009 in a document titled CFR 50.54(hh)(2), but because their details are security-
related, they are not publicly available.

At the March 30 hearing, both Jaczko and Levis sounded confident that B.5.b measures would protect
U.S. reactors from the kind of disaster that befell the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear complex, which lost
off-site and on-site power for an extended period, eventually leading to the loss of all cooling. Internal
NRC documents obtained by UCS tell a different story.

In February 2011, UCS filed a FOIA request for all information associated with a secretive NRC
program known as the "State of the Art Reactor Consequence Analyses." SOARCA, according to the
NRC, is "a research effort to realistically estimate the outcomes of postulated severe accident scenarios
that might cause a nuclear power plant to release radioactive material into the environment. The
SOARCA project applies many years of national and international nuclear safety research, and
incorporates the improvements in plant design, operation and accident management to achieve a more
realistic evaluation of the consequences associated with such accidents." The NRC also stated that
SOARCA takes into account enhancements required by NRC after 9/11 -- the B.5.b measures.

The SOARCA program, which the agency initiated in 2006, focused on two plants: Surry in Virginia
and Peach Bottom in Pennsylvania. Coincidentally, Peach Bottom is a Mark I boiling water reactor
(BWR) like Fukushima Daiichi reactors 1 through 4. One of the hypothetical accidents that the
SOARCA program analyzed was a station blackout at Peach Bottom where the plant failed to recover
power before the backup batteries ran out -- the very situation that occurred at Fukushima. That
analysis would be extremely useful to understand what happened at Fukushima. However, the NRC
has withheld nearly all documents related to SOARCA from the public.

In most Mark I BWRs experiencing a station blackout, Lyman explained, a cooling system that runs on
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battery power, known as the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling system, or RCIC, is available. But when
the battery runs down -- after eight hours or less -- the RCIC will stop operating, If plant workers do
not restore alternating current power by then, no cooling systems will be available and the fuel in the
reactor will overheat and eventually begin to melt. Most experts believe that is what happened at
Fukushima Daiichi units 1 through 3.

According to the documents obtained by UCS, NRC's B.5.b measures contain unspecified strategies to
continue operating the RCIC even after battery power is lost. However, the documents make clear that
there are disagreements between NRC senior reactor analysts who work in NRC's regional offices
under the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and the staff conducting the SOARCA project, who are
in the agency's Office of Research.

In particular, one NRC staff email exchange, dated July 28, 2010, described senior analysts' objections
to SOARCA as follows: "One concern has been that SOARCA credits certain B5b mitigating strategies
(such as RCIC operation w/o DC power) that have really not been reviewed to ensure that they will
work to mitigate severe accidents. Generally, we have not even seen licensees credit these strategies
in their own [probabilistic risk assessments] but for some reason the NRC decided we should during
SOARCA. My recollection is that [Region I senior reactor analysts] in particular have been vocal with
their concerns on SOARCA for several years, probably because Peach Bottom is one of the SOARCA
plants."

In other words, senior reactor analysts who work directly with the Peach Bottom Mark I BWR
apparently do not have faith in the effectiveness of the very B.5.b measures that the NRC and nuclear
industry officials are touting as a reason why the United States is better prepared to deal with a
Fukushima-like event than Japan.

Another (undated) document reinforces this concern: "The application of 10 CFR 50.54(hh) [2009
regulations] mitigation measures still concerns a number of staff in [the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation]. The concern involves the manner in which credit is given to these measures such that
success is assumed.... 10 CFR 50.54(hh) mitigation measures are just equipment on-site that can be
useful in an emergency when used by knowledgeable operators if post-event conditions allow. If little is
known about these post-event conditions, then assuming success is speculative."

"If we are going to have any confidence that U.S. plants are safe, the NRC and the industry has to be
completely open and honest about what they know and what they don't know," said Lyman. "They are
doing Americans a disservice if they are saying publicly that these untested measures are effective
when privately they are expressing doubts that they will work."

Note: UCS also released another NRC email today that briefly discusses the schedule of the SOARCA
analysis.

The Union of Concerned Scientists is the leading U.S. science-based nonprofit organization working for
a healthy environment and a safer world. Founded in 1969, UCS is headquartered in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, and also has offices in Berkeley, Chicago and Washington, D.C. For more information,
go to mny.ucsusa.org.

If you would rather not receive future communications from ReThink Media, let us know by clicking here
ReThink Media, 2550 9th Street, Berkeley, CA 94710 United States

This email was sent to you by Thomson Reuters, the global news and information company.
Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, except where the
sender specifically states them to be the views of Thomson Reuters.
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Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
C: (b)(6)

Sent from my Blackberry

----- Original Message -----
From: Hayden, Caitlin (b)(6)

To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Shapiro, Nicholas S. <1 (b)(6) >; Jensen, Robert R.

(b)(6) >ý Russel, Daniel R. < (b)(6) >

Sent: Wed Apr 06 08:55:09 2011
Subject: FW: NYT: U.S. Sees Array of New Threats at Japan's Nuclear Plant

Hey, Eliot. I'm sure you've seen the rather unhelpful story below. Understanding that NRC is an
independent body and will develop its own press language, we're interested in making sure we're
somewhat consistent in our responses. Do you have press guidance worked up to address this yet?
Thanks! -Caitlin

---..----------------

April 5, 2011

U.S. Sees Array of New Threats at Japan's Nuclear Plant
By JAMES GLANZ and WILLIAM J. BROAD

United States government engineers sent to help with the crisis in Japan are warning that the troubled
nuclear plant there is facing a wide array of fresh threats that could persist indefinitely, and that in
some cases are expected to increase as a result of the very measures being taken to keep the plant
stable, according to a confidential assessment prepared by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Among the new threats that were cited in the assessment, dated March 26, are the mounting stresses
placed on the containment structures as they fill with radioactive cooling water, making them more
vulnerable to rupture in one of the aftershocks rattling the site after the earthquake and tsunami of
March 11. The document also cites the possibility of explosions inside the containment structures due to
the release of hydrogen and oxygen from seawater pumped into the reactors, and offers new details on
how semimolten fuel rods and salt buildup are impeding the flow of fresh water meant to cool the
nuclear cores.

In recent days, workers have grappled with several side effects of the emergency measures taken to
keep nuclear fuel at the plant from overheating, including leaks of radioactive water at the site and
radiation burns to workers who step into the water. The assessment, as well as interviews with officials
familiar with it, points to a new panoply of complex challenges that water creates for the safety of
workers and the recovery and long-term stability of the reactors.

While the assessment does not speculate on the likelihood of new explosions or damage from an
aftershock, either could lead to a breach of the containment structures in one or more of the crippled
reactors, the last barriers that prevent a much more serious release of radiation from the nuclear core.
If the fuel continues to heat and melt because of ineffective cooling, some nuclear experts say, that
could also leave a radioactive mass that could stay molten for an extended period.

The document, which was obtained by The New York Times, provides a more detailed technical
assessment than Japanese officials have provided of the conundrum facing the Japanese as they
struggle to prevent more fuel melting at the Fukushima Daiichi plant. But it appears to rely largely on
data shared with American experts by the Japanese.

Among other problems, the document raises new questions about whether pouring water on nuclear
fuel in the absence of functioning cooling systems can be sustained indefinitely. Experts have said the
Japanese need to continue to keep the fuel cool for many months until the plant can be stabilized, but
there is growing awareness that the risks of pumping water on the fuel present a whole new category of
challenges that the nuclear industry is only beginning to comprehend.



The document also suggests that fragments or particles of nuclear fuel from spent fuel pools above the
reactors were blown "up to one mile from the units," and that pieces of highly radioactive material fell
between two units and had to be "bulldozed over," presumably to protect workers at the site. The
ejection of nuclear material, which may have occurred during one of the earlier hydrogen explosions,
may indicate more extensive damage to the extremely radioactive pools than previously disclosed.

David A. Lochbaum, a nuclear engineer who worked on the kinds of General Electric reactors used in
Japan and now directs the nuclear safety project at the Union of Concerned Scientists, said that the
welter of problems revealed in the document at three separate reactors made a successful outcome
even more uncertain.

"I thought they were, not out of the woods, but at least at the edge of the woods," said Mr. Lochbaum,
who was not involved in preparing the document. "This paints a very different picture, and suggests
that things are a lot worse. They could still have more damage in a big way if some of these things
don't work out for them."

The steps recommended by the nuclear commission include injecting nitrogen, an inert gas, into the
containment structures in an attempt to purge them of hydrogen and oxygen, which could combine to
produce explosions. The document also recommends that engineers continue adding boron to cooling
water to help prevent the cores from restarting the nuclear reaction, a process known as criticality.

Even so, the engineers who prepared the document do not believe that a resumption of criticality is an
immediate likelihood, Neil Wilmshurst, vice president of the nuclear sector at the Electric Power
Research Institute, said when contacted about the document. "I have seen no data to suggest that
there is criticality ongoing," said Mr. Wilmshurst, who was involved in the assessment.

The document was prepared for the commission's Reactor Safety Team, which is assisting the Japanese
government and the Tokyo Electric Power Company, which owns the plant. It says it is based on the
"most recent available data" from numerous Japanese and American organizations, including the electric
power company, the Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, the United States Department of Energy, General
Electric and the Electric Power Research Institute, an industry group.

The document contains detailed assessments of each of the plant's six reactors along with
recommendations for action. Nuclear experts familiar with the assessment said that it was regularly
updated but that over all, the March 26 version closely reflected current thinking.

The assessment provides graphic new detail on the conditions of the damaged cores in reactors 1, 2
and 3. Because slumping fuel and salt from seawater that had been used as a coolant is probably
blocking circulation pathways, the water flow in No. 1 "is severely restricted and likely blocked." Inside
the core itself, "there is likely no water level," the assessment says, adding that as a result, "it is difficult
to determine how much cooling is getting to the fuel." Similar problems exist in No. 2 and No. 3,
although the blockage is probably less severe, the assessment says.

Some of the salt may have been washed away in the past week with the switch from seawater to fresh
water cooling, nuclear experts said.

A rise in the water level of the containment structures has often been depicted as a possible way to
immerse and cool the fuel. The assessment, however, warns that "when flooding containment, consider
the implications of water weight on seismic capability of containment."

Experts in nuclear plant design say that this warning refers to the enormous stress put on the
containment structures by the rising water. The more water in the structures, the more easily a large
aftershock could rupture one of them.

Margaret Harding, a former reactor designer for General Electric, warned of aftershocks and said, "If I
were in the Japanese's shoes, I'd be very reluctant to have tons and tons of water sitting in a
containment whose structural integrity hasn't been checked since the earthquake."

The N.R.C. document also expressed concern about the potential for a "hazardous atmosphere" in the



concrete-and-steel containment structures because of the release of hydrogen and oxygen from the
seawater in a highly radioactive environment.

Hydrogen explosions in the first few days of the disaster heavily damaged several reactor buildings and
in one case may have damaged a containment structure. That hydrogen was produced by a mechanism
involving the metal cladding of the nuclear fuel. The document urged that Japanese operators restore
the ability to purge the structures of these gases and fill them with stable nitrogen gas, a capability lost
after the quake and tsunami.

Nuclear experts say that radiation from the core of a reactor can split water molecules in two, releasing
hydrogen. Mr. Wilmshurst said that since the March 26 document, engineers had calculated that the
amount of hydrogen produced would be small. But Jay A. LaVerne, a physicist at Notre Dame, said that
at least near the fuel rods, some hydrogen would in fact be produced, and could react with oxygen. "If
so," Mr. LaVerne said in an interview, "you have an explosive mixture being formed near the fuel rods."

Nuclear engineers have warned in recent days that the pools outside the containment buildings that
hold spent fuel rods could pose an even greater danger than the melted reactor cores. The pools, which
sit atop the reactor buildings and are meant to keep spent fuel submerged in water, have lost their
cooling systems.

The N.R.C. report suggests that the fuel pool of the No. 4 reactor suffered a hydrogen explosion early in
the Japanese crisis and could have shed much radioactive material into the environment, what it calls "a
major source term release."

Experts worry about the fuel pools because explosions have torn away their roofs and exposed their
radioactive contents. By contrast, reactors have strong containment vessels that stand a better chance
of bottling up radiation from a meltdown of the fuel in the reactor core.

"Even the best juggler in the world can get too many balls up in the air," Mr. Lochbaum said of the
multiplicity of problems at the plant. "They've got a lot of nasty things to negotiate in the future, and
one missed step could make the situation much, much worse."

Henry Fountain contributed reporting from New York, and Matthew L. Wald from Washington.
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From: Bumell, Scott
To: Brenner. Eliot Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Fw: Scott, I know at some point
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 6:59:37 PM
Attachments: bwrou-saa-rev 3.rdf

I am SO ready to tell him to consult his vaunted 3/26 document for mention of "creep rupture."

Feh.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Bumell

S (b)(6)

From: Wald, Matthew <mattwald@nytimes.com>
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Apr 06 18:53:14 2011
Subject: RE: Scott, I know at some point

Scott,
My editors are asking whether we're entering the sequence described in section 12-5 of this

document, where the core starts getting out of the vessel, in a "creep rupture," ablates the
opening, and we end up with a core/concrete interaction at the bottom of the drywell.

Is that what you're hinting at here?

---- Matt

Matthew L. Wald

Washington Bureau

The New York Times

1627 Eye St NW, Suite 700

Washington, DC 20006

202-862-0363

cell: (b)(6)

fax: 202-318-0057

http://www.nytimes.com/info/nuclear-energy/

twitter: mattwaldnyt

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott. Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:42 PM
To: Wald, Matthew
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Scott, I know at some point

I don't have such a document available. My apologies.

.. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . .. ... . . . ... . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . ...... , \ ' .



From: Wald, Matthew [mailto:mattwald@nytimes.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 5:39 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Scott, I know at some point

I saw a document that gave radiation levels within the Fukushima Daiichi plant, but now I can't find

it. Is there some publicly-available listing? I'm interested in comparing the d/w reading for unit 2 vs

units 1 & 3, and comparing it to levels last week.

Thanks.

--- Matt

Matthew L. Wald

Washington Bureau

The New York Times

1627 Eye St NW, Suite 700

Washington, DC 20006

202-862-0363
•cell: (b)(6)

fax: 202-318-0057

J http://www.nytimes.com/info/nuclear-energy/

twitter: mattwaldnyt

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 3:25 PM
To: Wald, Matthew
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth

:1• Subject: RE: This morning's hearing

Hi Matt;

No, it does not. Pathways into the drywell could include existing penetrations of the bottom
head, or leakage from recirculation pumps.

Scott

From: Wald, Matthew [mailto:mattwald@nytimes.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:02 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; OPA Resource
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: This morning's hearing

Scott, does "possible leakage paths" mean the core melted through the vessel bottom?

Matthew L. Wald

Washington Bureau

The New York Times



1627 Eye St NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20006
202-862-0363
cell:I (b)(6)

fax: 202-318-0057

http://www.nytimes.com/info/nuclear-energy/
twitter: mattwaldnyt

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Bumell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 2:46 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: This morning's hearing

Good Afternoon;

Regarding questions following the House hearing this morning, the NRC has the following
statement:

There continues to be a great deal we don't know regarding the situation at Fukushima.
One thing we do know with reasonable certainty is that the core of Unit 2 has been
damaged. Beyond that, the NRC speculates there are possible leakage paths from the
reactor vessel into the drywell that could account for reports of high radiation levels in the
drywell. The NRC does not believe the reactor vessel has given way, and we do believe
practically all of the core remains in the vessel. These two beliefs drive our continuing
recommendation that every available method should be used to add fresh water to the Unit
2 reactor vessel and continue cooling the core.

Please include opa.resource@nrc.gov on any e-mails with additional questions. Thank
you.

Scott Burnell
Public Affairs Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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BWROG EPG/SAG Revision 3 Training

Severe Accident Management (SAM)

1. Severe accident definition

a. Accidents that result in catastrophic fuel failure, core degradation, and fission
product release into the reactor vessel, containment, or environment.

b. Begin with onset of core damage.

c. Beyond plant design bases.

2. SAM goals

a. Terminate core damage progression

b. Maintain containment integrity

c. Minimize radioactivity release
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SAG Introduction

Severe Accident Phenomena

1. Core melt progression

2. Recriticality

3. Creep rupture

4. High pressure melt ejection

5. Mark I liner challenges

6. Steam explosions

7. Hydrogen generation

8. Core-concrete interaction

9. Fission product release
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BWROG EPG/SAG Revision 3 Training

Phenomena-Core Melt Progression

Core uncovery and heatup Core relocation

RPV breach Concrete-debris Interaction
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SAG Introduction

Phenomena-Core Melt Progression

Phases

1. Core uncovery and heatup

2. Core relocation

3. RPV breach

4. Containment-debris interaction

Insights

1. If core temperature reaches component melting points, the material will slump and
the core geometry will begin to change. Molten debris is expected to flow downward
and eventually relocate to the lower plenum.

2. It is not expected that relocation of core debris to the lower plenum will be identifiable
when it occurs.

3. Core debris in the lower plenum is expected to remain in the RPV if:

a. The debris remains submerged, or

b. Injection flow is sufficient to remove decay heat.

4. If debris in the lower plenum cannot be adequately cooled, RPV failure may occur.

a. The expected failure location is at a penetration.

b. Once creep rupture begins, molten debris is expected to ablate the penetration.

c. The core debris is expected to be released into the containment over a relatively
short time. Little debris is expected to remain in the RPV.

5. It is expected that RPV breach by core debris will be identifiable when it occurs.
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BWROG EPG/SAG Revision 3 Training

Phenomena-Core Melt Progression

L

5000°F U02 fuel pellets melt
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4000OF Fuel pellets and cladding form eutectic;
core geometry begins to change

2400*F Release of gaseous and volatile
fission products from fuel pellets

1800°F Rapid zirconium oxidation

1500°F Onset of cladding perforations

-I 600°F Normal operating temperature
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SAG Introduction

Phenomena-Recriticality

Definition

A return to criticality as RPV water level rises during primary containment flooding.

Insights

1. Control rods may melt before the fuel.

2. Recriticality due to flooding with the control rods melted but the fuel intact is very
unlikely.

SAG actions

1. Insert control rods.

2. Inject boron.

3. Use systems that inject outside the shroud.
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8WROG EPG/SAG Revision 3 Training

Phenomena-Creep rupture

Definition

Strain-induced failure of steel components at elevated temperature and pressure.

Insights

1. Melted core debris is expected to collect in the lower plenum.

2. Recirculation piping can be heated by circulation of high temperature gases.

3. Main steam piping can be heated by SRV cycling.

4. The upper head can be heated by debris in the lower plenum after the separators
and dryers are gone.

SAG actions

1. Cool debris in the lower plenum.

2. Maintain the RPV depressurized.

3. Flood the primary containment.

4. Operated drywell sprays.
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SAG Introduction

Phenomena-High Pressure Melt Ejection

Definition

High velocity discharge of core debris from the RPV at elevated pressure, resulting in
dispersal of particulate debris into the primary containment atmosphere.

Insights

1. Can result in rapid pressure and temperature increase.

2. Will not occur if the RPV is depressurized when breached.

3. Will probably not result in containment failure if containment pressure is low and
pressure suppression is available.

SAG actions

1. Maintain the RPV depressurized.

2. Restrict flooding if breach is anticipated.
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Phenomena-Mark I Liner Challenges

Insights

1. The Mark I containment has a relatively small drywell floor area relative to the
potential debris volume.

2. Molten debris spreading from within the RPV pedestal across the drywell floor may
reach the drywell wall in a relatively short time.

3. Direct contact of core debris with the steel liner will likely result in liner melt-through.

4. The possibility of failure can be minimized by establishing a pool of water on the
drywell floor prior to RPV breach and maintaining ex-vessel debris submerged.

SAG Actions

1. Add water to the drywell prior to RPV breach by operation of drywell sprays,
discharge through a primary system break, direct injection into the drywell, or primary
containment flooding.

2. Following RPV breach by core debris:

a. Operate drywell sprays.

b. Maximize injection into the RPV.

c. Flood the primary containment to the Minimum Debris Submergence Level.
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SAG Introduction

Phenomena-Steam Explosions

Definition

Vapor formation at a rate faster than the surrounding water can relieve the pressure
increase, resulting in the formation of a shock wave.

Insights

1. A steam explosion inside the RPV could breach the reactor coolant pressure
boundary.

2. A steam explosion in the primary containment could result in loss of primary
containment integrity.

3. Steam explosions are considered unlikely in BWRs.

SAG actions

No specific actions.
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Phenomena-Hydrogen Generation
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SAG Introduction

Phenomena-Hydrogen Generation

Sources

1. Metal-water reactions

2. Core-concrete interaction

3. Radiolysis of water

Insights

1. The presence of hydrogen is an indication of possible core damage.

2. The zirc-water oxidation reaction is exothermic.

3. Hydrogen production can be stopped by reflooding the core.

4. Adding water can increase hydrogen production until the core is submerged.

5. Adding water at low flow rates can accelerate the core damage progression.

SAG actions

1. Mark 1/11: Maintain the primary containment inerted.

2. Submerge the core.

3. Submerge core debris in the primary containment

4. Remove hydrogen by venting and purging and operation of recombiners.

5. Mark IIl: Operate igniters.
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Phenomena-Core-concrete Interaction

Definition

Reaction of high temperature core debris with concrete in the containment.

Insights

1. Releases large quantities of C0 2, CO, and H2.

SAG actions

1. Retain core debris in the RPV.

2. Cool debris released into the containment by RPV injection, operation of containment
sprays, and containment flooding.

3. Vent the primary containment to limit the pressure increase.

4. Maintain the containment inerted to prevent carbon monoxide combustion.
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SAG Introduction

Phenomena-Fission Product Releases

Phases

1. Coolant activity release

2. Gap activity release

3. Early in-vessel release

4. Ex-vessel release

5. Late in-vessel release

Insights

1. Fission products can be transferred to the containment by SRV actuation, LOCA, or
RPV breach.

2. Volatile fission products can condense on cooler surfaces and later revaporize.

3. Raising suppression pool pH can reduce late iodine release.

SAG actions

1. Operate core spray.

2. Operate containment sprays.

3. Preferentially vent through the suppression pool.
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BWROG Accident Management Principles

1. Steam Explosion

la An in-vessel steam explosion in a BWR is very unlikely due to the lower plenum
internals configuration.

lb The Mk 1/11/111 containments cannot survive a large ex-vessel steam explosion with or
without effective pressure suppression.

1c A large ex-vessel steam explosion is unlikely.

2. High Pressure Melt Ejection

2a HPME and DCH are precluded if the RPV is depressurized when it is breached.

2b HPME and DCH alone will probably not fail the containment if the containment is not
pressurized and pressure suppression is available when the RPV is breached.

3. Core-Concrete Interaction (CCI)

3a CCI can generate four to five times as much gas as is normally present in the

containment.

3b CCI can generate gas at temperatures as high as 30000F.

3c CCI can generate combustible concentrations of carbon monoxide (CO).

3d CCI will continue until ex-vessel core debris is flooded and quenched.

4. Recriticality

4a Control material will melt before fuel rods melt.

4b Recriticality as a result of flooding a core in which control blades have melted but fuel
rods have not is very unlikely.

4c A debris bed in-vessel or ex-vessel will not become critical if submerged with water.

5. In-Vessel Debris Cooling

5a Submerging core debris will retain it in the RPV.

5b Flooding core debris which is above the core support plate provides more effective
cooling than spraying the debris.

5c Unless core debris in the RPV can be cooled or the drywell can be cooled and
depressurized, high drywell temperature and pressure will fail the drywell head seals
and, eventually, the drywell.
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BWROG Accident Management Principles (cont'd)

6. External Vessel Cooling

6a If the RPV skirt is vented, flooding the containment to above TAF will retain all core
debris in the RPV.

6b If the RPV skirt is not vented, flooding the containment to above the top of the in-
vessel core debris can delay RPV failure by several hours.

6c Flooding the containment to above the RPV lower head before lower plenum dryout
will preclude subsequent in-core instrument thimble failures.

7. Ex-Vessel Debris Cooling

7a Submerging all core debris in the Mk I drywell will preclude drywell failure due to
creep rupture or melt-through of the liner at the core debris/liner interface.

7b Unless core debris in the drywell can be cooled, the drywell will fail.

8. Pressure Suppression

8a Pressure suppression in most Mk II containments will be lost shortly after discharge
of core debris from the RPV begins.

9. Determination of Accident Progression

9a It is not reasonable to expect that the onset of core melting will be identified by the
control room or TSC staff when it occurs.

9b It is not reasonable to expect that the relocation of core debris to the lower plenum
will be identified by the control room or TSC staff when it occurs.

9c It is reasonable to expect that RPV breach by core debris will be identified by the
control room and TSC staff when it occurs.

10. Control and Termination of the Accident

10a Any plant state in which fuel or core debris is not cooled is not a stable state.

10b A severe accident will not be controlled and terminated until all fuel and core debris is
quenched and submerged.

10c An accident in which the RCS is breached below TAF is not controlled and
terminated until the containment is flooded to above TAF.
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Integrated Containment Flooding (ICF) Strategy
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SAG Introduction

Integrated Containment Flooding (ICF) Strategy

Objectives of primary containment flooding

1. Reestablish core cooling

2. Remove heat from the RPV

3. Retain core debris in the RPV

4. Quench debris outside the RPV

5. Preserve containment integrity

6. Scrub fission products

7. Minimize core-concrete interaction

8. Facilitate long-term recovery

Consequences of primary containment flooding

1. May require venting

2. Loss of SRVs

3. Loss of vent capability

4. Loss of pressure suppression capability

5. Loss of electrical equipment

6. Loss of instrumentation
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Integrated Containment Flooding (ICF) Strategy
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SAG Introduction

Integrated Containment Flooding (ICF) Strategy

ICF functions

1. RPV and primary containment injection

2. Primary containment venting

3. RPV venting

4. Containment sprays

ICF assumptions

1. Preventing RPV breach by core debris takes precedence over primary containment
control functions.

2. Core debris will be retained in the RPV if the debris remains submerged of flow to
the debris is sufficient to remove all decay heat.

3. Submerging core debris is preferable to spraying the debris.

4. If RPV breach by core debris is possible, maintaining pressure suppression
capability takes precedence over continuing RPV injection.

5. Large steam explosions are unlikely.

6. Core debris will not become critical if submerged with water.

7. External vessel cooling alone cannot preclude RPV breach by core debris in BWRs.

8. The onset of core melting and the relocation of core debris to the lower plenum
cannot be identified. RPV breach by core debris can be identified.

9. Ex-vessel debris must be cooled to preclude containment failure.
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Integrated Containment Flooding (ICF) Strategy

Priorities

1. Restore RPV water level > TAF

2. Prevent RPV breach by core debris

a. Submerge debris in-vessel

b. Maintain RPV injection > MDRIR

3. Mitigate breach

a. Maintain pressure suppression capability

b. Establish a pool of water on the drywell floor

c. Submerge ex-vessel debris
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SAG Introduction

ICF Functions-Injection

Interrelationships

1. RPV injection and containment injection must be closely coordinated since both
functions generally require use of the same systems. Increasing flow to one location
may decrease flow to the other.

2. Increasing primary containment water level will increase the hydrostatic head over
submerged components and compress the containment air space, decreasing the
margin to the primary containment pressure limit.

3. Flooding the suppression chamber will result in loss of pressure suppression
capability and prevent use of SRVs.

4. Flooding the primary containment above the elevation of the suppression chamber
vent will preclude use of the suppression chamber vent path.

5. Flooding the primary containment to above the elevation of internal vacuum breakers
will preclude initiation of drywell sprays.

Strategies

1. While core debris remains in the RPV, injection systems should be preferentially
aligned to retain the debris, even if primary containment integrity is challenged.

2. If RPV breach by core debris is anticipated, primary containment flooding should be
restricted to preserve pressure suppression capability, even if RPV injection must be
reduced.

3. If it is determined that core debris has breached the RPV, injection systems should
be preferentially aligned to submerge the debris.

4. The primary containment should be flooded only if a large primary system break may
exist, pressure suppression capability is not required, and SRV actuation is unlikely.

5. Injection directed to the location of core debris should be reduced only if the core
melt progression will not be accelerated, even if continued injection may challenge
primary containment pressure and level limits.
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ICF Functions-Injection (continued)

SAG injection priorities

1. Restore RPV water level > TAF

2. Prevent RPV breach by core debris

a. Submerge debris in-vessel

b. Maintain RPV injection > MDRIR

3. Mitigate breach

a. Maintain pressure suppression capability

b. Establish a pool of water on the drywell floor

c. Submerge ex-vessel debris
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SAG Introduction

ICF Functions-Primary Containment Venting

Interrelationships

1. Since venting may result in radioactivity release, it should generally be performed
only as a last resort.

2. Venting may be prescribed to:

a. Preserve primary containment integrity.

b. Facilitate RPV injection and primary containment flooding.

c. Preserve pressure suppression capability.

3. Flooding the primary containment will increase the hydrostatic head over submerged
components and compress the containment air space, thereby decreasing the
margin to the primary containment pressure limit.

4. The applicable level/pressure limit is dependent upon the flooding strategy:

a. Structural and containment vent valve operability limits are always applicable.

b. SRV limits are applicable only if SRV operation may be required.

c. RPV vent valve limits are applicable only if RPV venting may be required.

d. The Pressure Suppression Pressure is observed if core debris may breach the RPV.

Strategies

1. Primary containment venting is appropriate if it will prevent RPV breach by core
debris or a containment failure resulting in an uncontrolled radioactivity release.

2. Early venting, before significant fuel damage or RPV breach has occurred, may be
appropriate if it will avoid the need to vent later, when the potential for radioactivity
release is greater.

3. If RPV breach by core debris is anticipated, primary containment venting is
appropriate to establish or preserve pressure suppression capability.
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ICF Functions-Primary Containment Venting

Vent and purge lineups

1. The EPGs/SAGs define the conditions under which venting may be appropriate and
identify the objectives of the action but do not include guidance on the specific valve
lineups required.

2. Most BWR designs include several combinations of vent and purge paths. In most
cases, two general vent lineups are possible for both the drywell and the suppression
chamber:

" Direct-through penetrations attached to the volume itself.

* Indirect-through penetrations attached to the other volume.

3. A vent and purge lineup must be selected that accomplishes the stated objectives
while minimizing the health and safety risks.

4. Detailed instructions are beyond the scope of the generic guidelines; the appropriate
choice depends on plant-specific design factors.

5. Vent and purge path selection factors:

" The potential for radioactivity release

• Vent path pressure capability

" Vent path capacity and control capability

" Purge supply pressure

" Purge flowrate

" System interrelationships

• Piping locations

• Monitoring capability

" Primary containment water level and trend
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ICF Functions-RPV Venting

1. Venting the RPV will remove trapped noncondensibles, thereby permitting water to
fill the RPV during primary containment flooding, but will likely release significant
radioactivity. RPV venting should therefore be delayed as long as possible and
performed only when an immediate and significant benefit is likely.
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ICF Functions-Containment Sprays

1. Spray operation may be required to:

a. Control primary containment temperature and pressure.

b. Scrub the containment atmosphere.

c. Recuce combustible gas flammability.

d. Cool unsubmerged debris in the drywell.

e. Add water to the drywell in anticipation of RPV breach or to maintain pressure
suppression capability.

2. At most plants, containment spray operation requires diversion of RPV injection flow.
Containment spray operation must therefore be coordinated with RPV injection.

3. At some plants, a water source outside the primary containment can be aligned to
supply containment sprays. If primary containment flooding is required, sprays
should be aligned to sources external to the primary containment, if possible, to
increase the flooding rate. However, the additional water may also challenge primary
containment limits. Use of external spray sources must therefore be coordinated with
other actions taken to preserve primary containment integrity.
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SAG Overview

1. SAG entry and exit

a. Entered from EPGs when primary containment flooding is required:

1) Step C1-4, if RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above the
MSCRWL and spray cooling cannot be established.

2) Contingency #4, if it is determined that core damage is occurring while RPV

flooding is in progress.

3) Step C5-5.2, if RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above the
MSCRWL.

b. All EPG parameter control paths transfer to corresponding SAG sections.

c. May be exited when an emergency no longer exists.

I I I
I 4

I I I 4 I I

I I I
I I I

I I I I
I I I
I I I I I

I I
I I

I I 4 I
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SAG Introduction

SAG Overview

Has core debris breached the RPV?

Can RPV water level be restored and
maintained above TAF?

Can RPV water level be restored and
maintained above BAF?

RCIF-1: Submerge debris.

RCIF-2: Reflood RPV.

RCIF-3: Debris expected to remain in RPV.
Flood containment.

Can RPV injection be restored and
maintained above the Minimum
Debris Retention Injection Rate?

Inside Pressure Suppression
Pressure?

RC/F-4: Debris expected to remair in RPV.
Flood containment.

RCIF-5: Debris may melt through RPV.
Maintain pressure suppression.

oYe.

7- No

Outside Pressure Suppression
Pressure?

RCIF-6; Debris may melt through RPV.
Containment may fail.
Maximize total RPV injection.
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BWROG EPG/SAG Revision 3 Training

SAG Overview

1. RPV and Primary Containment Control structure

a. RC/F-1.2

1) Condition: core debris has breached the RPV, primary containment water
level is below the MDSL.

2) Core status: core debris is ex-vessel.

3) Objective: flood the primary containment to above the MDSL to submerge
core debris on the drywell floor.

b. RC/F-1.3

1) Condition: core debris has breached the RPV, primary containment water
level is above the MDSL.

2) Core status: core debris is ex-vessel.

3) Objective: cool debris in the primary containment.

c, RCIF-2

1) Condition: RPV water level can be restored and maintained above TAF.

2) Core status: core debris is expected to remain in the RPV.

3) Objective: reflood the RPV to submerge the core.

d. RC/F-3

1) Condition: RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above TAF
but can be restored and maintained above BAF.

2) Core status: core debris is expected to remain in the RPV.

3) Objective: flood the primary containment to above TAF for long-term cooling.
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SAG Introduction

SAG Overview

e. RC/F-4

1) Condition: RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above BAF

but RPV injection can be restored and maintained above MDRIR.

2) Core status: core debris is expected to remain in the RPV.

3) Objective: flood the primary containment to above TAF for long-term cooling.

f. RC/F-5

1) Condition: RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above BAF
and RPV injection cannot be restored and maintained above MDRIR but

pressure suppression capability is available.

2) Core status: core debris may breach the RPV.

3) Objective: maintain pressure suppression capability.

g. RC/F-6

1) Condition: RPV water level cannot be restored and maintained above BAF,
RPV injection cannot be restored and maintained above MDRIR, and
pressure suppression capability is not available.

2) Core status: core debris may breach the RPV; containment failure is possible.

3) Objective: restore injection or pressure suppression capability.
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From: Wald. Matthew
To: Burell. Scott
Subject: RE: Scott, I know at some point
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 7:05:08 PM

Actually, before this afternoon, I'd never heard your agency use the verb "speculate" in reference

to its own actions. But I will take your caution not to speculate more than you did. Thanks.

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 7:03 PM
To: Wald, Matthew; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Re: Scott, I know at some point

Speculate beyond the statement at your own risk, we will not participate in that exercise. Thanks.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Bumell

S (b)(6)

From: Wald, Matthew <mattwald@nytimes.com>
To: Bumell, Scott
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wed Apr 06 19:00:48 2011
Subject: RE: Scott, I know at some point

Yes, that sounds quite sensible. What I'm looking for, though, is some sense that, regardless of the
mechanism, we are not on the road to ablating a bigger flaw in the vessel or its piping, followed by

getting enough fuel into the drywell to do real damage there.

Matthew L. Wald

Washington Bureau

The New York Times

1627 Eye St NW, Suite 700

Washington, DC 20006

202-862-0363

cell:I (b)(6)
fax: 202-318-0057

http://www.nytimes.com/info/nuclear-energy/

twitter: mattwaldnyt

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 5:59 PM
To: Wald, Matthew
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Re: Scott, I know at some point

/1



Matt;

Please don't read anything "extra" into the statement. Nothing we have said should be interpreted to
suggest any specific failure mechanism, particularly since we are dealing with many uncertainties.

Scott

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Scott Bumell

(b)(6)

From: Wald, Matthew <mattwald@nytimes.com>
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Wed Apr 06 18:53:14 2011
Subject: RE: Scott, I know at some point

Scott,
My editors are asking whether we're entering the sequence described in section 12-5 of this
document, where the core starts getting out of the vessel, in a "creep rupture," ablates the
opening, and we end up with a core/concrete interaction at the bottom of the drywell.
Is that what you're hinting at here?

---- Matt

Matthew L. Wald

Washington Bureau

The New York Times

1627 Eye St NW, Suite 700

Washington, DC 20006

202-862-0363

cell (b)(6)

fax: 202-318-0057

*http://www.nytimes.com/info/nuclear-energy/

twitter: mattwaldnyt

From: Bumell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:42 PM
To: Wald, Matthew
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Scott, I know at some point

I don't have such a document available. My apologies.

From: Wald, Matthew [mailto:mattwald@nytimes.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 5:39 PM
To: Bumell, Scott
Subject: Scott, I know at some point



I saw a document that gave radiation levels within the Fukushima Daiichi plant, but now I can't find
it. Is there some publicly-available listing? I'm interested in comparing the d/w reading for unit 2 vs
units 1 & 3, and comparing it to levels last week.

Thanks.

--- Matt

Matthew L. Wald

Washington Bureau

The New York Times

1627 Eye St NW, Suite 700

Washington, DC 20006

202-862-0363

cell: (b)(6)

fax: 202-318-0057

http://www.nytimes.com/info/nuclear-energy/

twitter: mattwaldnyt

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 3:25 PM
To: Wald, Matthew
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: This moming's hearing

Hi Matt;

No, it does not. Pathways into the drywell could include existing penetrations of the bottom
head, or leakage from recirculation pumps.

Scott

From: Wald, Matthew [mailto:mattwald@nytimes.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:02 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; OPA Resource
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: This morning's hearing

Scott, does "possible leakage paths" mean the core melted through the vessel bottom?

Matthew L. Wald

Washington Bureau

The New York Times

1627 Eye St NW, Suite 700

Washington, DC 20006

202-862-0363



cell: (b)(6)

fax: 202-318-0057

http://www.nytimes.com/info/nuclear-energy/
twitter: mattwaldnyt

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Bumell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 2:46 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: This morning's hearing

Good Afternoon;

Regarding questions following the House hearing this morning, the NRC has the following
statement:

There continues to be a great deal we don't know regarding the situation at Fukushima.
One thing we do know with reasonable certainty is that the core of Unit 2 has been
damaged. Beyond that, the NRC speculates there are possible leakage paths from the
reactor vessel into the drywell that could account for reports of high radiation levels in the
drywell. The NRC does not believe the reactor vessel has given way, and we do believe
practically all of the core remains in the vessel. These two beliefs drive our continuing
recommendation that every available method should be used to add fresh water to the Unit
2 reactor vessel and continue cooling the core.

Please include opa.resource@nrc.gov on any e-mails with additional questions. Thank
you.

Scott Burnell
Public Affairs Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission



From:

To:

Subject:
Date:

Akstulewia. Brenda
Anderson, Brian; Bonaccorso. Amy Brenner. Eliot Burnell. Scott; Chandrathil, Prema; Couret. Ivonne dricks.
Vco Hannah, Roger; Harrington. Holly Hayden. Elizabeth: Janberci. Holly Ledford, Joey; Mcintyre. David;
Medina, Veronika; Mitlyna. Vjktoria Screnci. Diane; Shannon. Valerie; Sheehan. Neil; Stuckle. Elizabeth:
Uselding, Lara
Change for Today"s Conference Call
Thursday, April 07, 2011 8:43:00 AM

All,

Eliot has a 10:30 meeting - conference call will be held at 11:15 today.

Roger, Call in info:
Phone #:
888-677-0958
Passcode#:

(b)(6) followed by #

Brenda
Bren

Brenda Ak•\tluhvwicz
Adzairiistrat ive Assistant

Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209

'ewda.aksf i •wiC7 ,oyv



From: (b)(6)

To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Mcnre. David
Subject: Re: I media here so far
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2011 9:57:30 AM

ACRS meeting today. A segment of the meeting later this morning will be on "Events at the Fukushima
Reactor Site in Japan".

------ Original Message ------
From: Brenner Eliot
To: McIntyre, David
To: Elizabeth Stuckle
Subject: Re: 1 media here so far
Sent: Apr 7, 2011 9:45 AM

What meeting are we talking about?
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment
301 415 8200
Sen (b)om)
bnt from my blackberry

----- Original Message -----
From: McIntyre, David
ToF (b)(6)

Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Thu Apr 07 09:32:15 2011
Subject: RE: 1 media here so far

She's the one who wrote about "turmoil" in the Commission over Yucca Mtn ...

----- Original Message -----
From: - 6 mailto_ (b)(6)
Sent: l-luursday, April 7, T1 9:21 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Fw: 1 media here so far

------ Original Message ------
From: Elizabeth Stuckle
To: holly.harrington@nrc.gov
To: elizabeth.hayden@nrc.gov
To: dave.mcintyre@nrc.gov
To: scott.bumell@nrc.gov
ReplyTo: Elizabeth Stuckle
Subject: 1 media here so far
Sent: Apr 7, 2011 9:12 AM

Roberta Rampton from Reuters
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

McIntyre. David
Staab, Christooher
8anovac. Kristna
RE: Rancho Seco ISFSI - public Inquiry
Thursday, April 07, 2011 10:44:00 AM

Thanks - looks like it was l-2x/year until 2004, then every three years thereafter.

. .. . .... . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ........ .. . . ,.. .. .... ... ...

From: Staab, Christopher
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 10:39 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Cc: Banovac, Kristina
Subject: FW: Rancho Seco ISFSI - public inquiry

Dave,

Please find the frequency in the attached.

Thanks,

Chris

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 8:41 AM
To: Staab, Christopher; Banovac, Kristina
Subject: Rancho Seco ISFSI - public inquiry

Hi Chris and Kris - can either of you tell me how often Rancho Seco's I.SFSI is
inspected by NRC so 1 can try to help this poor tormented soul get on with his
lifE?

Thanks,
Dave Mc, OPA

I

From:l (b)(6) J [mailto[ (b)(i
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 8:25 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Re: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

6) 
1]

David,

I appreciate you getting back to me so promtly regarding this issue, but
I am still very concerned. It is my understanding that the casks and
stainless canisters that hold the waste material at Rancho Seco are not
designed to withstand an earthquake like the one that happened in
Japan or an earthquake that would register a 9 on the richter scale.
How often are the storage sites inspected by the government(Not
SMUD!) and how has there safety been reevaluated in light of the
disaster there in Japan. Thank you for your time, Chris Ludwig

/ID



----- Original Message -----
Fromp "David Mr1ntvre" <David Mc~ntyre@nrc.gov>
To: (b)(6)

Cc: "OPA Resource" <OPA.Resource@nrc.gov>, "NRCWEB Resource"
<NRCWEB.Resource@nrc.gov>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2011 1:03:43 PM
Subject: RE: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff"

Mr. Ludwig -

The old Rancho Seco site currently has 493 spent nuclear fuel assemblies
(about 228 metric tons) in dry cask storage. The fuel is spread among 21
casks and passively cooled by air. The casks are made of stainless steel
canisters inside heavy and thick concrete "overpacks." They are very strong
and robust and designed to withstand various natural phenomena such as
earthquakes.

Regards,

David Mcintyre
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-8200

----- Original Message -----
From: NRCWEB Resource
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 3:37 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: FW: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

----- O rig in a l M e ssa g e -....
From: Chris Ludwig [mailto:] (b)

Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 1: 10 AM
To: NRCWEB Resource
Subject: Response fiom "Contact the NRC Web Site Stall"

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

Chris Ludwig ( (b)(6) on Monday, April 04, 2011
at 01:09:48



comments: With the recent Japan diaster and nuclear power or radiation
contamination of that country, I am very concerned about the possiblity of
that situation replaying itself here in Califbrnia. I live about 90 miles from
Rancho Seco and I know SMUD still stores radioactive waste at that site.
My question to you exactly what type of waste is stored there and how
much of it is there. Given the fact that the San Andres Fault is one of the
most dangerous known, what is being done to protect the public against the
same type of disaster.

organization:

SaddresslI (b)(6)

address2:

city:. (b)(6)

state:()

zip;:

country (b)(6

phone: (b)(6)
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RANCHO SECO ISFSI INSPECTION REPORT LIST

REPORTS IN RED ARE NON-PUBLIC

REPORT TYPE OF INSPECTION DATE REPORT # ML #

1 Pad/Concrete Cask 5/19/95 72-11/95-01 ML060480517
ML060480519

2 HSM Construction 7/28/95 72-11/95-02 ML060480526
ML060480527

3 Early Inspection/Crane 2/15/96 50-312/96-01 ML060530112

4 Fuel Exam 9/27/96 72-11/96-01 ML081570700

5 Early Inspection 3/21/97 72-11/97-01 ML081570702

6 QA at Vectra 1/20/98 72-1004/97-209 ML061220624
ML061220628

7 TN West Inspection 5/22/98 72-1004/98-208 ML061220602
ML061220607

8 Ranor Inspection 6/11/99 72-1004/99-202 ML061220481
ML061220484

9 Early Inspection 10/10/00 72-11/00-01 ML003758431

10 TN West Inspection 1/9/01 72-1004/00-201 ML010180118

11 Pre-Op/First Loading 6/29/01 72-11/01-01&02 ML011800168

12 Routine 12/7/01 72-11/01-03 ML013410480

13 Routine 4/30/02 72-11/02-01 ML021200036

14 Routine 9/18/02 72-11/02-02 ML022610256

15 Routine 5/29/03 72-11/03-01 M1031490739

16 Security 10/21/03 72-11/03-02 ML032940555

17 Routine 4/22/04 72-11/04-01 ML041130652

18 Routine 7/9/04 72-11/04-03 ML041910259



19 Effect of Gas Plant 12/1/04 72-11/04-04 ML043370318

20 Security 3/27/06 72-11/06-01 ML060870314
(non-public)

21 Routine 10/31/07 72-11/07-01 ML073040450

22 Routine 5/11/10 72-11/10-01 ML101320569

23 Security 8/2/10 72-11/10-02 ML102150359
(non-public)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Breskovic, Clarence
Breskovic, Clarence
Magnitude 7.4 earthquake hits off Japan coast
Thursday, April 07, 2011 11:03:13 AM

Seattle Post Intelligencer
Updated 07:51 a.m., Thursday, April 7,2011

TOKYO (AP) - Japan's northeastern coast has been rattled by a strong aftershock. The
Japan meteorological agency has issued a tsunami warning for a wave of up to one meter.
The warning was issued for a coastal area already ravaged by last month's tsunami.

Officials say the quake was a 7.4-magnitude and hit 25 miles (40 kilometers) under the water
and off the coast of Miyagi prefecture. The quake that preceded last month's tsunami was a
9.0-magnitude.

Buildings as far away as Tokyo shook for about a minute.

USGS Data: http://earthquake.usgsgov/earthquakes/-recenteqsww/Quakes/uscOO02ksa.php#mais

Clarence Breskovic
International Policy Analyst
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of International Programs
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852, USA
Tel: 1-301-415-2364
Fax: 1-301-415-2395
Alternate Email: I (b)

jy
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From: Harriniton. HoUll
To: Mc~ntyre, David
Subject: FW: Memo with information relevant to tomorrow"s hearing
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:58:37 PM
Attachments: NRC foia staff memo.odf

From: Barr, Jonathan
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:52 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: IW: Memo with information relevant to tomorrow's hearing

FYI

From: Chang, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 9:38 AM
To: Ghosh, Tina; Barr, Jonathan
Subject: FW: Memo with information relevant to tomorrow's hearing

FYI.

From: Schaperow, Jason
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 8:58 AM
To: Chang, Richard
Subject: FW: Memo with information relevant to tomorrow's hearing

I also forwarded this to Bob Prato.

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 5:55 PM
To: Uhle, Jennifer; Gibson, Kathy; Santiago, Patricia; Tinkler, Charles; Schaperow, Jason
Subject: FW: Memo with information relevant to tomorrow's hearing

FYI.

From: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 5:53 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Subject: Fw: Memo with information relevant to tomorrow's hearing

Here is memo

From: Schmidt. Rebecca
To:l (b)(6)

Sent: Tue Apr 05 17:36:02 2011
Subject: Fw: Memo with information relevant to tomorrow's hearing

From: FLINT, Alex <af@nei.org>
To: Schmidt, Rebecca



Sent: Tue Apr 05 17:26:43 2011
Subject: Fw: Memo with information relevant to tomorrow's hearing

FYI. Can you give me a call ot (b)(6)

From: Naraine, Neil [mailto: NeiI.Naraine@pseg.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 02:19 PM
To: FLINT, Alex
Subject: Fw: Memo with information relevant to tomorrow's hearing

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

From: Spencer, Peter <Peter.Spencer@mail.house.gov>
To: 'SIMONE, Hannah' <hss@nei.org>; Naraine, Neil
Sent: Tue Apr 05 17:13:32 2011
Subject: FW: Memo with information relevant to tomorrow's hearing

From: Edwin Lyman [mailto:ELyman@ucsusa.org]
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 4:40 PM
To: Spencer, Peter
Subject: Memo with information relevant to tomorrow's hearing

Dear Mr. Spencer,

FYI, please find attached a memo containing information that is relevant to the subject of tomorrow's
hearing on the NRC. As stated in the memo, we apologize for sending this so dose to the hearing, but
we were unable to complete this work in time to incorporate it into our written testimony.

Sincerely,

Edwin Lyman
Union of Concerned Scientists

FOLLOW US ON

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. The information is intended solely for the use of
the addressee and its use b) anty other person is not authorized If you are not the intended recipient, you have received this communication in
err-or, and any review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the contents of this colnmunication it strictlyv prohibited. If you have received this
electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediatelv by telephone or Ib: electronic mail and permanently delete the original
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April 5, 2011

To: Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, House Energy and Commerce Committee

Re: Forthcoming UCS Analysis on NRC E-Mails Concerning Fukushima-Type Events

Tomorrow, after the Subcommittee's hearing, the Union of Concerned Scientists will publish the
following analysis and additional documentation (also attached), which we have just obtained
and are still in the process of fully evaluating. We apologize for delivering this to the
Subcommittee so close to the hearing, but we were unable to prepare it in time for inclusion in
the written testimony.

INTERNAL NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION E-MAILS REVEAL DOUBTS
ABOUT MEASURES TO HELP U.S. PLANTS SURVIVE FUKUSHIMA-TYPE EVENTS

Edwin Lyman

Senior Scientist, Global Security Program

Union of Concerned Scientists

April 6, 2011

In the weeks following the Fukushima accident, officials from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) and the nuclear industry have been asserting that U.S. nuclear plants are
better prepared than Japanese plants to withstand a catastrophic event such as the March 11
earthquake and tsunami, because U.S. plants have additional measures in place to cope with such
disasters. According to internal NRC documents obtained by the Union of Concerned Scientists,
however, there is no consensus within the NRC that these additional measures will be effective.
Therefore, it remains highly uncertain whether U.S. plants would be better prepared than the
Japanese to manage the aftermath of such severe events. Although the Japanese have engaged in
heroic efforts, they have not able to prevent significant damage to reactor cores, spent fuel and
containment structures, resulting in huge radioactive releases into the atmosphere and the ocean.

The NRC has testified that U.S. plants are safer than those in Japan. In a hearing of the Senate
Energy and Water Appropriations Subcommittee on March 30, NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko
testified that

"As a result of the events of September 11, 2001, we identified important pieces of
equipment that regardless of the cause of a significant fire or explosion at a plant, the
NRC requires licensees to have available and staged in advance, as well as new
procedures and policies to help deal with a severe situation."



Similarly, at the same hearing, nuclear utility official William Levis, testifying on behalf of the
Nuclear Energy Institute, said that

"Since the terrorist events of September 11, 2001, U.S. nuclear plant operators identified
other beyond-design-basis vulnerabilities. As a result, U.S. nuclear plant designs and
operating practices since 9/11 are designed to mitigate severe accident scenarios such as
aircraft impact, which include the complete loss of offsite power and all on-site
emergency power sources and loss of large areas of the plant. The industry developed
additional methods and procedures to provide cooling to the reactor and the spent fuel
pool, and staged additional equipment at all U.S. nuclear power plant sites to ensure that
the plants are equipped to deal with extreme events and nuclear plant operations staff are
trained to manage them."

These post-9/l I measures are referred to as "B.5.b," in reference to the section of the
Compensatory Measures order issued by the NRC in 2002 to all reactor licensees. These
measures were codified in NRC's regulations in 2009 in 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2). The specific
details of the B.5.b measures are considered by NRC to be security-related information and are
not publicly available.

Both the NRC and the industry sound confident about the ability of these B.5.b measures to
effectively cope with a situation such as the ongoing crisis at Fukushima Daiichi, in which both
off-site and on-site power was lost for an extended period, eventually leading to the loss of all
cooling at the site.

However, internal NRC e-mails obtained by UCS under the Freedom of Information Act tell a
different story. In February 2011, UCS filed a FOIA request for all information associated with
a secretive NRC program known as the "State of the Art Reactor Consequence Analyses," or
SOARCA. SOARCA, according to the NRC, is "a research effort to realistically estimate the
outcomes of postulated severe accident scenarios that might cause a nuclear power plant to
release radioactive material into the environment. The SOARCA project applies many years of
national and international nuclear safety research, and incorporates the improvements in plant
design, operation and accident management to achieve a more realistic evaluation of the
consequences associated with such accidents." The NRC also states that SOARCA takes into
account the enhancements required by NRC after 9/1 1-that is, the B.5.b measures.

The SOARCA program was initiated in 2006, and the pilot study initially has focused on two
plants: Surry in Virginia and Peach Bottom in Pennsylvania. Coincidentally, Peach Bottom is a
Mark I boiling-water reactor, like Fukushima Daiichi units 1-4. One of the accidents that the
NRC selected for analysis by SOARCA was a station blackout with failure to recover power
prior to battery depletion, that is, the very situation that occurred at Fukushima. Thus the results
of SOARCA could be very useful for anyone trying to understand more about what is happening
at Fukushima. However, almost all documents related to SOARCA have been withheld from the
public as "official use only" information. NRC has repeatedly delayed public release of the
results of SOARCA.



In most Mark I BWRs experiencing a station blackout, a cooling system that runs on battery
power, known as the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling system, or RCIC, is available. But when
the battery runs down-after eight hours or less-the RCIC will cease to operate. If AC power
has not been restored by then, no cooling systems will be available and the fuel in the reactor
will start to overheat and eventually begin to melt, as most believe has occurred in Fukushima
Daiichi units 1-3.

According to the e-mails obtained by UCS, NRC's B.5.b measures contain unspecified strategies
to continue operating the RCIC even after battery power is lost. However, the e-mails make
clear that there are disagreements between NRC senior reactor analysts (SRAs), who work in
NRC's regional offices under the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), and the staff
conducting the SOARCA project, who are in the Office of Research (RES). In particular, one
NRC staff e-mail, dated July 28, 2010, characterizes the objections of the SRAs to SOARCA as
follows:

"One concern has been that SOARCA credits certain B5b mitigating strategies (such as
RCIC operation w/o DC power) that have really not been reviewed to ensure that they
will work to mitigate severe accidents. Generally, we have not even seen licensees credit
these strategies in their own PRAs [probabilistic risk assessments] but for some reason
the NRC decided we should during SOARCA.

"My recollection is that RI [Region 1] SRAs in particular have been vocal with their

concerns on SOARCA for several years, probably because Peach Bottom is one of the
SOARCA plants."

Thus the SRAs that work directly with the Peach Bottom Mark I BWRs apparently do not have
faith in the effectiveness of the very B.5.b measures that NRC and NEI officials are now touting
as a reason why the U.S. is better prepared to deal with a Fukushima-like event than Japan was.

Another (undated) e-mail reinforces this concern:

"The application of 10 CFR 50.54(hh) mitigation measures still concerns a number of
staff in NRR. The concern involves the manner in which credit is given to these
measures such that success is assumed ... 10 CFR 50.54(hh) mitigation measures are just
equipment onsite that can be useful in an emergency when used by knowledgeable
operators if post event conditions allow. If little is known about these post event
conditions, then assuming success is speculative."

If the public is to have confidence that U.S. plants are safe, the NRC and the industry should be
fully transparent and honest in disclosing what they know and what they don't know. They are
doing a disservice to the public if they express a level of confidence in the effectiveness of
untested measures that is not justified. The concerns of NRC senior reactor analysts with regard
to the credibility of post-accident mitigative measures need to be taken seriously by the NRC
task force established to review regulations and policies in light of Fukushima.



From:
TO:
Subject:
Date:

MInlvre. David
Tracy. Tennille* Brenner. Eliot
RE: one other thing
Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:10:00 PM

He probably meant NISA, the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency.

----- Original Message -----
From: Tracy, Tennille [mailto:Tennille.Tracy)doWones.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:07 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: McIntyre, David
Subject: one other thing

During this meeting of the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Safeguard, Randy Sullivan also referenced
something called NTSA of NHTSA? Is this the name of the Japense nuclear authority? Any chance you
know what it stands for?

Many thanks,t

Tennille Tracy
Dow Jones Newswires
Office: 202.862.6619Cell:1[ (b)(6) ]1

1025 Connecticut Ave., NW
Washington D.C., 20036
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From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz Brenda
Shannon. Valerie
FW: Press release lists
Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:17:00 PM

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:06 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Press release lists

The following people would like to be added to any press release lists

Julia Yang
Japanese Newspaper
jiyang@asahiam.com

(b)(6)

Toshi Ogata
Japanese Newspaper
Qgata-1 @asahi.com

(b)(6) ý

Deanna Royer

Contract Secretary

Division of New Reactor Licensing

(301) 415-7158

Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov
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To: 1I 2e- .0
Subjet M: - Dow Joes-Questio=
Date: Thursay, " 07, 2011 2:20:11 PM

William Ruland - Director of the Division of Safety Systems in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Randy Sullivan - Senior. Emergency Preparedness Specialist, NSIR

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent, Thursday, April 07, 2011 1:54 PM
To: Medina, Veronika
Subject: Media - Dow Jones-Question

Pennielle Tracy
Dw(Jb) (6)

Re: Tiles for
Bill Ruland
Randy Sulivan

Deanna Royer

Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing

(301) 415-7158

Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov



From: Tracy. Tennille
To: McIntyre, Dayid Brenner, Eliot
Subject& RE: one other thing
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:24:09 PM

many thanks

From: McIntyre, David [David.Mclntyre@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:21 PM
To: Tracy, Tennille; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: one other thing

OH, sorry, didn't realize you needed those - I missed your earlier email!. Ruland is Acting Deputy
Director for Engineering and Corporate Support in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. Sullivan is a
Senior Emergency Preparedness Specialist in the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response.

----- Original Message -----
From: Tracy, Tennille [mailto:Tennille.Tracy(•dowjones.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:17 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: one other thing

Oh - I meant titles of the employees. Bill Ruland and Randy Sullivan.

From: McIntyre, David [David.McIntyre@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:15 PM
To: Tracy, Tennille; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: one other thing

Go back one more email! ;-)

----- Original Message -----
From: Tracy, Tennille [maiIto:Tennille.Tracy dowiones.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:15 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: one other thing

Thanks much. Any word on the titles?

From: McIntyre, David [David.Mclntyre@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:10 PM
To: Tracy, Tennille; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: one other thing

And yes, that's the Japanese regulatory agency.

----- Original Message -----
From: Tracy, Tennille [mailto:Tennille.Tracyvdowjones.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:07 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: McIntyre, David
Subject: one other thing



During this meeting of the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Safeguard, Randy Sullivan also referenced
something called NTSA of NHTSA? Is this the name of the Japense nuclear authority? Any chance you
know what it stands for?

Many thanks,t

Tennille Tracy
Dow ]ones Newswires
Officq2D2p.A.A6216Cell: (b)(6) /
1025 Connecticut Ave., NW
Washington D.C., 20036



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Medina. Veronika
McIntyre, David
RE: Media - Japanese Newspaper-Question
Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:57:35 PM

Thanks!

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:57 PM
To* Medina, Veronika
Subject: RE: Media - Japanese Newspaper-Question

I called him and told him our folks will stay on the job.

From: Medina, Veronika
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:14 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Media - Japanese Newspaper-Question

Dave,

Do we have a statement already prepared for this question? Can you talk to this
reporter.

Thanks,
Veronika

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:04 PM
To: Medina, Veronika
Subject: FW: Media - Japanese Newspaper-Question

She just called back to ask us to call her colleague instead.

Toshi Oqata

(b)(6)

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 2:00 PM
To: Medina, Veronika
Subject: Media - Japanese Newspaper-Question

Julia Yang
Japanese Newspaper

(b)(6)

Re: If there is a government shutdown. How will it affect the NRC support in Japan

Deanna Royer

Contract Secretary A~ ~K /



Division of New Reactor Licensing

(301) 415-7158

Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov



From: Mcdntyre. David

To: Donna Deedy
Subject: RE: Media - MOX questions
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2011 5:01:00 PM

.Duke is authorized to reinsert the four lead test assemblies at Catawba fbr a third cycle,
given certain licensing and technical restraints. Any other use - such as adding additional
assemblies or full implementation of MOX - at Catawba or elsewhere, would require a
new license amendment.

From: Donna Deedy [mailto:- (b)(6)
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 4:59 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Re: Media - MOX questions

Dear David,

Okay, So if Duke wanted to use MOX again, would they need to go through all the
steps again? Or has the fuel been certified for use in Duke's reactor, the main
objective of the two test cycles?

Donna Deedy

On Apr 7, 2011, at 4:35 PM, McIntyre, David wrote:

We do not "qualify" or "certify" fuel. If a licensee wishes to use MOX (or change
:uel or the configuration of the core), it would need to apply for a license
amendment. We would evaluate such requests on a case-by-case basis, since each
reactor is different.

The MOX plant is part of our GI- 199 evaluation of seismic risk. Seismic risk is also
being evaluated through the licensing process, using the latest USGS data. (In that
sense, perhaps it's not a "re-evaluation."

David McIntyre
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatoty Commission
(301) 415-8200

From: Donna Deedy [0 (b)(6) F
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 4:2U PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Re: Media - MOX questions



Thank you so much. But just to clarify.

MOX fuel is not yet qualified as a result of the Duke test.

The MOX plant will be reviewed again on seismic terms (even though it's not
yet licensed.)

Donna Deedy

On Apr 7, 2011, at 4:04 PM, McIntyre, David wrote:

Ms. Deedy -
Any reactor operator seeking to use MOX fuel would need approval from
the NRC.

The agency is currently reviewing recent seismic data for the central and
eastern United States to evaluate seismic risk to licensed facilities.

The American Nuclear Society published a technical brief on the impact of
MOX in Unit 3 at Fukushima. htt:Iwww.aus.org/tisr~ans-technical-bricf-
niox-lukushima.pdf"

David Mcintyre
Office of Public Aflbirs
US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-8200

----- Original Message -----
From: Medina, Veronika
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 201.1 3:07 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Media - MOX questions

Dave,

Can you also answer the questions this freelance reporter has?

Thanks,
Veronika

----- Original Message -----
From: Donna Deedy [mailto: (b)(6)



Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 3:15 PM
To: Medina, Veronika
Cc: OPA Resource
Subject: MOX questions

Dear Veronika,

I am a freelance journalist looking for information about the MOX
plant. Here's my questions:

Is MOX fuel certified for commercial use here in the US as a result
of the Duke tests?

Will the NRC be re-evaluating the earthquake risks?

Is there current information or a summary available on MOX situation

in Fukushima?

Thanks for your help.

Donna Deedy



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

McIntyre. David
Erenner. Eliot
tnts
Thursday, April 07, 2011 5:14:00 PM

SHUTDOWN - Asahi Shimbun inquired if a government shutdown would affect our
team assisting Japan. Based on the EDO's notice this afternoon, we said that the team in
Tokyo and our Ops Center response teams would be "excepted" and not furloughed if
the NRC is eventually affected by a shutdown.

MOX - A "freelance reporter" who has been researching a story on MOX for several
months had several questions about the licensing review, emergency planning, seismic
hazards, MOX at Fukushima and how or whether we would approve use of MOX in this
country.

David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer
US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-8206 (direct)

(b)(6) I (mobile)
Protecting People & the Environment

p jN 4C



From: Mclntyre. David
To: Banovac. Krstina
Cc: Hickman. John: Staab, Christoher
Subject: RE: Rancho Seco ISFSI - public inquiry
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 8:19:00 AM

Thanks. I'll let you know if I hear back friom him.

From: Banovac, Kristina
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 8:09 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Cc: Hickman, John; Staab, Christopher
Subject: RE: Rancho Seco ISFSI - public inquiry

Dave,

Just some follow-up information on Region IV's inspection of the B/C waste storage
building at Rancho (in case you will follow-up with the public commenter on the
Class B and C waste also stored at the site). The RIV inspector noted that there is
no required inspection frequency, but they usually do the inspection of the Part 50
"activities" (just B/C waste building is left) when they do the ISFSI inspection (see
attached). I took a look at the last routine inspection report for the ISFSI (May
2010) and it does include inspection of the Part 50 B/C waste building

It looks like John Hickman is out of the office until Monday, but he may be able to
provide more info on the BC waste building, if you need it.

Hope it helps,
Kris
301-492-3571

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 10:40 AM
To: Banovac, Kristina; Staab, Christopher
Cc: Hickman, John
Subject: RE: Rancho Seco ISFSI - public inquiry

'Iihanks, Kris.

From: Banovac, Kristina
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 10:39 AM
To: McIntyre, David; Staab, Christopher
Cc: Hickman, John
Subject: RE: Rancho Seco ISFSI - public inquiry

Dave,

Rancho Seco also has an onsite waste storage building, where they store
Class B and C rad waste (until a disposal site that can accept this waste,
becomes available). I believe this is all that's left of their Part 50 license (the
fuel in dry storage in the ISFSI is under a separate specific Part 72 license).

/~~( /.-D



....... _____________ ~,c--~--~

If you want to address the BC waste storage building in your response, John
Hickman (on cc.) was/is the Part 50 PM for Rancho Seco and may be able
to assist.

Chris and I will find out inspection frequency of inspection of the ISFSI from
the Region IV folks. We'll also enquire about inspection of the BC waste
building (as it may be the same folks doing the inspection).

Thanks,
Kris
301-492-3571

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 8:41 AM
To: Staab, Christopher; Banovac, Kristina
Subject: Rancho Seco ISFSI - public inquiry

Hi Chris and Kris - can either of you tell me how often Rancho Seco's
ISFSI is inspected by NRC so I call try to help this poor tormented soul get

on with his life?

Thanks,
Dave Mc, OPA

From: christopherludwig@comcast.net [mailto:[ (b)(6)

Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 8:25 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Re: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

David,

I appreciate you getting back to me so promtly regarding this
issue, but I am still very concerned. It is my understanding that
the casks and stainless canisters that hold the waste material at
Rancho Seco are not designed to withstand an earthquake like
the one that happened in Japan or an earthquake that would
register a 9 on the richter scale. How often are the storage sites
inspected by the government(Not SMUD!) and how has there
safety been reevaluated in light of the disaster there in Japan.
Thank you for your time, Chris Ludwig

----- Original Message -----
From: "David McIntyre" <David.Mclnt re@nrc.gov>
To:I (b)(6)

Cc: "OPA Resource" <OPA.Resource@nrc.gov>, "NRCWEB
Resource" <NRCWEB.Resource@nrc.gov>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2011 1:03:43 PM



Subject: RE: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

Mr. Ludwig-

The old Rancho Seco site currently has 493 spent nuclear fuel

assemblies (about 228 metric tons) in dry cask storage. The fuel is

spread among 21 casks and passively cooled by air. The casks are
made of stainless steel canisters inside heavy and thick concrete
"overpacks." They are very strong and robust and designed to

withstand various natural phenomena such as earthquakes.

Regards,

David McIntyre
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(301) 415-8200

-----Original Message----
From: NRCWEB Resource

Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 3:37 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: FW: Response fiom "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

----- Original Message -----
From: Chris Ludwig [mailto:[ (b)(6)

Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 1:10 AM
To: NRCWEB Resource
Subject: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

Chris Ludwig (b)() ) on Monday, April
04, 2011 at 01:09:48
...........................................................................

comments: With the recent Japan diaster and nuclear power or
radiation contamination of that country, I am very concerned about
the possiblity of that situation replaying itself here in California. I
live about 90 miles from Rancho Seco and I know SMUD still stores
radioactive waste at that site. My question to you exactly what type
of waste is stored there and how much of it is there. Given the fact
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that the San Andres Fault is one of the most dangerous known, what
is being done to protect the public against the same type of
disaster.

organization:

addressl, (b)(6).

address2:

city: [

state:=(b')

zip[ (b)(6)

country:::

phone:[ (b)(6) I



From: Harrington. Holly
To: Millican. Patricia- Brenner, Eliot; McIntyre. David: Hayden. Elizabeth

Cc: Hoc, PMT12
Subject: RE: question regarding evacuation area
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 8:57:56 AM

This bullet works for me in the short term.

Going forward -- what are our plans to change the recommendation? We should discuss and be

prepared with a press release, talking points, blog post, and perhaps a background brief with an expert.

Holly

----- Original Message -----
From: Milligan, Patricia
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 10:44 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Brenner, Eliot; McIntyre, David
Cc: Hoc, PMT12
Subject: FW: question regarding evacuation area

I rec'd this email tonight from a reporter. Apparently DOE/NNSA released the attached slide set on its
public website. Slide 6 second bullet is what prompted this question. I am proposing a Q&A to
address this and likely other inquiries along the same line..

Q. Will NRC be relaxing its Protective Action Recommendation based on the information provided to the
public by the Department of Energy that says the rad levels beyond 25 miles are decreasing and do not
support evacuation or relocation?

A. The NRC in conjunction with other Federal agencies is reviewing current information on
environmental conditions as part of its review of the exisiting protective action recommendation.
Protective action recommendations are based on many factors including plant conditions. As part of the
review of the PARs the conditions of the plant and expectations for stability going forward will be
considered.

Note: this is rough needs to be worked. I will also be sending to the next shift to have them work on
this.

----- O riginal M essage -....
From: takao ikeuchi [mailtoL (b)(6)

Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 9:52 PM
To: Milligan, Patricia
Subject: question regarding evacuation area

Dear Patricia Milligan,

My name is Takao Ikeuchi from Kyodo News. I am a Japanese news agency's correspondent who met
you 2 weeks ago in NRC head office after the meeting.

I am writing this email because I'd like to ask you a question regarding evacuation area around
Fukushima nuclear power plant.

As you may know US Department of Energy said "Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels
for evacuation or relocation outside of 25 miles"
based on their observation.
We can see this comment on their Website. I think this means outside of 25 miles area is safe and no
need for evacuation. This is inconsistent with your recommendation for departures of all US citizens



who live within 50 miles.

I guess you are considering to revise your recommendation because there is observation data available
now unlike March 16th. Or you don't have to revise recommendation at this moment?
I would appreciate if you could give me a comment on that.

Sincerely,
Takao Ikeuchi

Takao Ikeuchi
Staff Correspondent
Kyodo News Washington Bureau

529 14th St.,NW Suite400
Washington D.C. U.S.A. 20045
Tel:(202)347-5767
Fax:(202)393-2342
Mobilel (b)(6)

e-mail ikeuchi.takao@kyodonews.jp



From: Campbell. Larry
To: Mclntyre, David
Subject: RE: MOX Call
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:05:24 AM

No, and no one seems to want to pursue. Also, I note that one of the Commissioners has
asked somewhat related questions on MOX and were provided answers. I thought that
Bob Nelson was coordinating all questions, but not sure how this is working. I will forward
these and some Congressional e-mail questions related to MOX to you very soon.

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 8:50 AM
To: Campbell, Larry
Cc: Tiktinsky, David
Subject: RE: MOX Call

Interesting. You never got any answers to the questions about differences b/w MOX and
U fuel?

From: Campbell, Larry
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 8:38 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Cc: Tiktinsky, David
Subject: RE: MOX Call

These are for NRR. I am not that familiar with how NRR license the use of a new
type of fuel. I have sent other questions to NRR, but have not received any
answers (I sent them to Eric Oesterle, who is working with Bob Nelson on his task
to collect and answer questions). See below e-mails, which were generated as a
result of an e-mail from Mike Weber. Cheers, Larry

Sent from Larry Campbell to Eric Oesterle on 2/27/2011

Eric,
I hope you and your family are doing well. Also, I hope all goes well with your new
assignment (I just read Eric's e-mail) I am not fully aware of your role, but a few
days ago, I sent the below questions to Annie Kammerer and thought NRR
probably needs to know about the questions and the background for the questions.
The below series of e-mails contain question relating to the potential use of Mixed
Oxide (MOX) fuel in US commercial nuclear reactors. It is my understanding that
TVA and other US utilities are considering the use of MOX fuel. Mike Weber
forwarded an inquiry from Mr. Clements regarding the use of MOX fuel in US
reactors. Just wanted to make sure your group is aware of these concerns and I do
not know if Annie has had the time to forward the questions to someone in NRR.
Again, the below series of e-mails provide the questions and background for my e-
mail to Annie.. Cheers, Larry

From: Campbell, Larry
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:18 PM
To: Kammerer, Annie
Cc: Ake, Jon; Munson, Clifford; Chokshi, Nilesh; Morrissey, Kevin
Subject: FW: Calls for answering questions on earthquakes, etc, in support of Japanese event

A
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activities

Annie, Below are the questions you asked related to Tom Clements e-mail. These
questions, as related to Mr. Clements' e-mail relate to the use of Mixed Oxide
(MOX) fuel in reactors. Hope this helps. Please let me know if you have further
questions. Cheers, Larry

From: Morrissey, Kevin
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:13 AM
To: Campbell, Larry
Subject: RE: Calls for answering questions on earthquakes, etc, in support of Japanese event
activities

Questions are:

1. Given the situation in Japan where a radioactive release is anticipated, is the
radiation release associated with MOX fuel that has plutonium in it worse than a
release from fuel initially made from uranium?

2. Is the risk of fuel failure more likely because of the use of MOX fuel ?
3. Is the heat released from MOX fuel hotter than the heat from traditional uranium

fuel?
4. Is it harder to control reactors with MOX fuel versus reactors with traditional

uranium fuel?
5. After an accident is the MOX fuel more susceptible to proliferation than traditional

uranium fuel because of plutonium?
6. Does the latest accident in Japan show that MOX fuel shouldn't be used in BWRs

because it was never tested for these types of reactors?

From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:42 PM
To: Campbell, Larry
Cc: Ake, ]on; Munson, Clifford; Chokshi, Nilesh
Subject: RE: Calls for answering questions on earthquakes, etc, in support of Japanese event
activities

I'm having a hard time crafting the question that would go into the Q&A. Can you
help me by turning the concern into the form of some questions?

Thanks,
Annie

From: Campbell, Larry
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:12 PM
To: Kammerer, Annie
Cc: Ake, ]on; Munson, Clifford
Subject: FW: Calls for answering questions on earthquakes, etc, in support of Japanese event
activities

Ms. Kammerer,
The following concern was expressed and hopefully, you can add it to your list of

attached questions and attempt to address the following concern. One of my
responsibilities in NMSS is being the branch chief for the construction of the Mixed
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Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility, but the following concern addresses the use of MOX
fuel in reactors and probably needs to be addressed by NRR or NRO. Any
questions, please call me. Thank you, Larry Campbell NMSS/FCSS 492-3295

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:15 PM
To: Dorman, Dan; Haney, Catherine
Cc: Kinneman, John; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce; Frazier, Alan; Mdntyre, David; Bumell, Scott
Subject: FYI - MOX Alert - TVA, Energy Northwest & Exploding Japanese MOX Reactor

http:llwww.foe.org/experts -comment-us-implications-iapanese-reactor-crisis

MOX section:

As in Japan's Fukushima Unit 3, the use of plutonium fuel (MOX) in U.S.
reactors poses special radiation and safety risks. One of the Japanese reactors
under risk of continued fuel melting or explosion is now operating for the first time with part of
the core being plutonium fuel. This plutonium mixed oxide (MOX) fuel, shipped from Europe
and inserted in Fukushima Unit 3 in September 2010, poses greater risks than traditional
uranium fuel. MOX, made from plutonium which is capable of being used in nuclear weapons,
is harder to control during reactor operation and results in a more serious radiation release in
the event of an accident. The plutonium in the MOX is a result of the reprocessing of
Japanese spent fuel and that reprocessing program. MOX use has long been opposed by
public interest groups due to safety, cost and non-proliferation concerns.

Tom Clements, Southeastern nuclear campaign coordinator, Friends of the Earth, said: "In the
U.S., the Department of Energy is considering use of MOX fuel in the Tennessee Valley
Authority's Browns Ferry reactors, of the same aging Mark I boiling water reactor design as
Fukushima Unit 3. Analysis by the Tennessee Valley Authority of unsafe MOX fuel made from
surplus weapons plutonium must be halted and the $850 million request related to this in
President Obama's FY2012 must be rejected. The cost of the MOX plant now under
construction at the Department of Energy's Savannah River Site has skyrocketed from $1.4
billion in FY 2004 to $4.9 billion in FY 2009 and has become a program driven by special
interests that profit from it."

See http:/Awww.fissilematedals.org/blog/2011/03/us plutonium disposition .html and
http://www.foe.org/secret-plan-exposed-use-surplus-weapons-plutonium-washington-state-
nuclear-reactor.

Contact Tom Clements at 803-834-30R4 (landlinaIL
From:1 (b)(6)

ToI (b)(6)

Sent: Mon Mar 14 10:48:46 2011
Subject: MOX Alert - TVA, Energy Northwest & Exploding Japanese MOX Reactor

MOX Alert - Energy Northwest and TVA MOX Plans & Exploding Japanese
MOX Reactor

Energy Northwest, TVA and DOE officials have remained virtually silent about secret plans to
use experimental weapons-grade plutonium fuel (MOX) in the Columbia Generating Station. It
is noted that the Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 exploding reactor is partially loaded with a first
batch of reactor-grade MOX, thus making radioactive release potentially worse. Weapons-
grade MOX has never even been tested in a boiling water reactor (BWR) and DOE is planning
to use it in the GE Mark I design (Browns Ferry and Fukushima Daiichi 1-3 reactors) and GE
Mark II (CGS). We will continue efforts to reveal information about this program to the US



public.

Tom Clements
Friends of the Earth
Mar-14-2011 03:05

From: Kara's, Rebecca
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:05 PM
To: NRO DSER Distribution
Cc: Chokshi, Nilesh; Kammerer, Annie; Munson, Clifford
Subject: Calls for answering questions on earthquakes, etc, in support of Japanese event
activities

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 8:28 AM
To: Campbell, Larry
Cc: Tiktinsky, David; Bailey, Marissa
Subject: RE: MOX Call

It was our "friend," Donna Deedy. Attached is the exchange I had with her; if you
read backwards, you'll see she was asking mostly about use of M1OX fuel in
reactors, so I was bedeviling NRR. I called Marissa when I saw her name on the
GI-199 communications plan, so .1 was able to say seismic issues would be
addressed in the licensing review. Let me know if.l screwed anything up!

Dave

From: Campbell, Larry
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 8:19 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Cc: Tiktinsky, David
Subject: MOX Call

Marissa Bailey informed me that your received a call from a reporter
regarding MOX Fuel. She said she provided some answers, but wanted me
and Dave Tiktinsky to follow up. Do you need additional assistance? I am
out of the office this afternoon and in a meeting from 10-11:30. You can
send an e-mail to Dave today if you need further assistance or we can
discuss on Monday. Have a great weekend, Larry



From: Regina Bediako

To: Mc~nre. David
Subject: RE: Fukushima no. 2 reactor
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:12:07 AM

Thanks David!

From: McIntyre, David [mailto:David.Mclntyre@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:07 AM
To: Regina Bediako
Subject: RE: Fukushima no. 2 reactor

This is our statement from Wednesday:

There continues to be a great deal we don't know regarding the situation at
Fukushima. One thing we do know with reasonable certainty is that the core of
Unit 2 has been damaged. Beyond that, the NRC speculates there are possible
leakage paths from the reactor vessel into the drywell that could account for
reports of high radiation levels in the drywell. The NRC: does not believe the
reactor vessel has given way, and we do believe practically all of the core remains
in the vessel. These two beliefs drive our continuing recommendation that every
available method should be used to add fresh water to the Unit 2 reactor vessel
and continue cooling the core.

Note this does not mention "melting" of the core through containment.

David McIntyre

Office of Public Affairs

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(301) 415-8200

From: Regina Bediako [mailto:bediako@nhkdc.com]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:55 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Fukushima no. 2 reactor

Hi David,

Quick question about Fukushima - the NYTimes is reporting that the NRC is speculating that
there may be a flow of core material out of the no. 2 reactor vessel (into the bottom of the
containment structure):
http,//www.nytimes.com/2011/04/09/world/asia/O9japan.html ?ref=world

I'm looking for confirmation on this - and if there's any additional comment, I would
appreciate it if you could pass that along as well.



Thanks!

Regina Bediako

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

2030 M St NW, Suite 706

Washington, D.C. 20036

Office: (202) 828-5180, ext. 111 Cell: (b)(6)



From: Brenner. Elio
To: Harrinoton. Holly McIntyre. David

Subject: FW: Answer to Kyoto News question on relaxation of PARs for US Citizens in Japan
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:47:34 AM

fyi

From: Hoc, PMT12
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 5:06 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Milligan, Patricia
Subject: Answer to Kyoto News question on relaxation of PARS for US Citizens in Japan

Below is the draft response to the Kyoto News question on relaxation of
PARs. Please contact the PMT if questions or comments. Tx greg

Greg Casto
PAAD (11p - 7a)

Q. Will NRC be relaxing its Protective Action Recommendation based on the
information provided to the public by the Department of Energy that says the
rad levels beyond 25 miles are decreasing and do not support evacuation or
relocation?

A. The NRC, in conjunction with other Federal agencies, is reviewing current
information on environmental conditions as part of its continued assessment
concerning the existing protective action recommendation for US citizens in
Japan. Protective action recommendations are based on many factors,
including the progression of plant safety system degradation, the actual or
projected occurrence of significant releases of radiological material, and
the time necessary to provide notice and implementation of protective actions
to US citizens in the affected area. The NRC provided recommendations on
March 16 based on the deteriorating conditions at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Power Plant at the time and a need to provide advance actions in the face of
considerable uncertainty about the outcome of events.

Considerable data collection by Japan government organizations and US
government support organizations, including radiological monitoring results in
the NISA and the US Department of Energy report that you reference, are being
evaluated to determine an appropriate and reasonable timeframe for relaxation
of the existing protective action recommendations. Comparison to US protective
action guidelines regarding radioactive material exposure are ongoing to make
sure that returning populations will not exceed those guidelines. Once the
NRC and other US government agencies have reasonable assurance that plant
conditions will continue to improve and radiological exposure information is
thoroughly analyzed, then relaxation of the US recommendations will be
considered for the area around the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.

----- Original Message -----



From: takao ikeuchi jma
Sent: Thursday, April 0
To: Milligan, Patricia
Subject: question regar

Dear Patricia Milligan,

I 1 (b)(6)

7, 2011 9:52 PM

ding evacuation area

I'll"

My name is Takao Ikeuchi from Kyodo News. I am a Japanese news agency's
correspondent who met you 2 weeks ago in NRC head office after the meeting.

I am writing this email because I'd like to ask you a question regarding
evacuation area around Fukushima nuclear power plant.

As you may know US Department of Energy said "Radiation levels consistently
below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation outside of 25 miles"
based on their observation.
We can see this comment on their Website. I think this means outside of 25
miles area is safe and no need for evacuation. This is inconsistent with your

recommendation for departures of all US citizens who live within 50 miles.

I guess you are considering to revise your recommendation because there is
observation data available now unlike March 16th. Or you don't have to revise
recommendation at this moment?
I would appreciate if you could give me a comment on that.

Sincerely,
Takao Ikeuchi

Takao Ikeuchi
Staff Correspondent
Kyodo News Washington Bureau

529 14th St.,NW Suite400
Washington D.C. U.S.A. 20045
Tel: (202)347-5767
Fax:(202)393-2342
Mobilel (b)(6)
e-mail ikeuchi.takao@kyodonews.jp
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From: Brenner. Eliot
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: Letter
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:54:33 AM

Think I talked with her on the phone.

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:53 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Letter

Probably Tennille Tracy.

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:43 AM
To: McIntyre, David; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Burnell, Scott; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: Letter

I think so, but I need to have my memory refreshed as to who the
reporter was so I can look back over my outbox.

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:41 AM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy; Burnell, Scott; Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Letter

But did you provide anything to Dow Jones? I thought Markey released your

email, not us.

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:40 AM
To: McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Re: Letter

Sorry for not closing the loop: when I called OPA yesterday, Elliot said that he would
call her.
Tim

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Tim Riley,I (b)(6) J.....

From: McIntyre, David
To: Burnell, Scott; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Fri Apr 08 10:38:32 2011
Subject: RE: Letter

Did we provide something to .Dow Jones??



From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:31 AM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy; Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: Letter

'Tim;

Hope you got my out-of-office and already forwarded this to Beth or Dave.
Thanks.

Scott

From: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 4:50 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Letter

Scott,
Can I hand this request off to OPA?

Timothy Riley

Congressional Affairs Officer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs

Phone: 301-415-8492

Blackberry:.[ (b)(6) I

From: Hannah Northey [mailto. (b)(6)
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 4:43 PM
To: Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: Letter

Hi Tim,

Could you please send me the same NRC letter you provided to Dow
Jones on Rep. Markey's concerns about the Fukushima plant?

Thanks,
Hannah Northey

Hannah M. Northey
Energy Reporter
Greenwire
122 C Street NW, Suite 722
Washington, DC
(o) 202-446-0468



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

McIntyre. David
Medina, Veronika
RE: Media - Akahaga-question
Friday, April 08, 2011 10:56:00 AM

Done.

From: Medina, Veronika
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:53 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Media - Akahaga-question

Dave,

Can you contact this reporter?

Thanks,
Veronika

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:49 AM
To: Medina, Veronika
Subject: Media - Akahaga-question

Toshiya Kobayashi
Akahaqa

I1 (b)(6) I•
tohiakobavashi.name

Re: NY Times referencing a statement made by NRC that the core leaked at

Fukushima

Deanna Royer

Contract Secretary

Division of New Reactor Licensing

(301) 415-7158

Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov

A ~
~. 'I



From: Mai Denawa
To: Brenner, Eliot; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: April 14 open Commission hearing open press?
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:32:57 AM

Mr Brenner,

Thank you for the clarification. A correspondent and cameraman from NHK is planning to cover the

open meeting on the 2 8 th. If film crews will not be permitted, if you could inform us.

Would you kindly let us know when the meeting on the 1 4 th has been rescheduled? We would

definitely like to cover such a meeting.

My email is denawa@nhkdc.com and my correspondent's email is sakurai(nhkdc.com.

Thank you very much and please have a wonderful weekend,

Mai

From: Brenner, Eliot [mailto:Eliot.Brenner@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:22 AM
To: Mai Denawa; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: April 14 open Commission hearing open press?

The meetings, when held, will be open. We do not have a new date for

the one on the 14 th. Right now the 2 8 th looks like it should be held.

From: Mai Denawa [mailto:denawa@nhkdc.com]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: April 14 open Commission hearing open press?

Mr Brenner,

Thank you for your email---can I confirm a date as to which it has been postponed to if there is

such a date? There were two meeting scheduled-April 14 and 28. So will the first meeting take

place on the 2 8 th and the second, at a later date?

Also, is this postponed meeting going to be open press?

This information would be very helpful for us for planning purposes,

Thank you very much!

Mai



From: Brenner, Eliot [mailto:Eliot.Brenner@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 10:46 AM
TO: Mai Denawa; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: April 14 open Commission hearing open press?

My recollection is that that particular meeting has been postponed.

From: Mai Denawa [mailto:denawa@nhkdc.com]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:50 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; McIntyre, David
Subject: April 14 open Commission hearing open press?

Good morning, my name is Mai and I am a producer with NHK Japan Broadcasting.

I saw this release http:!lpbaduows.nrc.gov/docs/ML11O8/ML110821123.pdf and we were hoping
to cover the open commission meeting regarding the status of the NRC to the Japan earthquake on

April 14. Would we be permitted to send a producer and cameraman to cover the event?

If you could let us know at your earliest convenience, I'd be most grateful.

Thank you so much!

Sincerely,

Mai Denawa

Producer

NHK - Japan Broadcasting.Corporation

2030 M Street N.W. #706

Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 828 5180 (office)

(b)(6) ](cell)
denawa@nhkdc.com



From: Mclntyre. David
To: Kim Moore
Subject: RE: NRC & govt shutdown
Date: Friday, April 08, 2011 12:34:00 PM

You're welcome.

From: Kim Moore [mailto:kim.moore@argusmedia.com]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 11:41 AM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: NRC & govt shutdown

Thanks for your response.

From: McIntyre, David [mailto:David.McIntyre@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 8:37 AM
To: Kim Moore
Cc: Medina, Veronika
Subject: NRC & govt shutdown

Hi Kim -

T'he NRC plans to remnain operating next week even if there is a federal
government shutdown, using unobligated funds carried over from previous

appropriations. A notice to this effect should be posted on our website soon.
Should a shutdown go beyond April 15, we would probably have to furlough some
non-excepted employees; however, our Operations Center response teams and
our team of experts in Japan will be excepted and would continue to work even if
the agency is furloughed.

David McIntyre

Public Affairs Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-8206 (direct)

(b)(6) (mobile)

Protecting People & the Environment
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From: Mclntre. Dayed
To: "inkler. Charles
Subject: NYT Story
Date- Friday, April 08, 2011 1:10:00 PM

Naturally, I found it as soon as we hung up:

When All Isn't Enough to Stop a Catastrophe
By JOHN M. BRODER, MATTHEW L. WNALD Lnd TOM ZELLER Ir.

WASHINGTON -- American nuclear safety regulators, using a complex mathematical

technique, determined that the simultaneous failure of both emergency shutdown systems

that are designed to prevent a core meltdown was so unlikely that it would happen once

every 17,000 years.

But 20 years ago, it happened twice in four days at a pair of nuclear reactors in southern

New Jersey.

The American people, and the regulators whose job it is to protect them from a

catastrophic nuclear accident, are watching the unfolding events at a complex of crippled

reactors in Japan with foreboding and an overriding question: Can it happen here?

The answer -- probably not -- from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is meant to

reassure. But as the New Jersey accidents in 1983, which did not result in any core

damage or release of radiation, show, no one can predict what might upend all the

computer models, emergency planning and backup systems designed to eliminate those

narrow theoretical probabilities or mitigate their effects.

"We can never say that that could never happen here," said Anthony R. Pietrangelo,

senior vice president and chief nuclear officer at the Nuclear Energy Institute, the

industry's main trade association. "It doesn't matter how you get there, whether it's a

hurricane, whether it's a tsunami, whether it's a seismic event, whether it's a terrorist

attack, whether it's a cyberattack, whether it's operator error, or some other failure in the

plant -- it doesn't matter. We have to be prepared to deal with those events."

The threats considered most serious by nuclear engineers are problems that lead to a loss

of power. Lack of power to run cooling systems for the reactor core and for spent-fuel

ponds led to the explosions and release of radiation at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear

complex in Japan.

American nuclear facilities have backup power systems, and backups to those. All plants

are required to have batteries to provide power in the event of a loss of power and failure



of backup generators. In the United States, 93 of the 104 operating reactors have batteries

capable of providing power for four hours; the other 11 have eight-hour batteries.

Fukushima had eight-hour batteries. It wasn't enough.

No single analysis can discern which nuclear power plants in the United States are most

at risk for a disaster, But the probabilities of an accident leading to damage to a reactor

core have been roughly penciled out.

Xf.2003: NUd • •l•"R.6 IytoxiMr missi n d rep .n asedHn data r ýsubmitt•e apd ,bdplanfo n
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"These sorts of big numbers can tell you which plants need to take steps first to fix

general problems, or which plants might have wider margins if a problem were to occur,"

said David Lochbaum, a nuclear engineer and the director of the Nuclear Safety Project of

the Union of Concerned Scientists, an environmental and nuclear watchdog group.

"They're not going to tell you when that bad day is going to arrive."

Regulators and federal courts have discounted the likelihood of multiple crises hitting a

nuclear facility at the same time. One federal judge, ruling against opponents of the Diablo

Canyon nuclear plant near San Luis Obispo, Calif., said that the odds of an earthquake

setting off a nuclear accident at the plant were negligible.

"The commission has determined that the chance of such a bizarre concatenation of

events occurring is extremely small," the court said.

But the crisis at Fukushima shows that such natural catastrophes can occur. The fact that

the odds of a nuclear accident are unknowable and the risks hard to measure make it in

some ways more frightening than the known -- and greater -- risks of driving without a

seat belt or breathing the fumes from a coal-burning power plant.

"People are scared of certain things. It's part of our makeup," said Robert H. Socolow, a

physicist at Princeton University. "The public is more afraid of radiation than the experts

who work with it every day. But this is about irreducible irrationality, if you like. We are

irrational, every last one of us."
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Fresh Eye on American Plants

In the wake of the disaster in Japan, concerns were quickly raised at the Turkey Point

nuclear power plant in Florida, on Biscayne Bay 24 miles south of Miami. Critics pointed

to the potential for a hurricane to create a storm surge that could simultaneously sever

grid power and inundate backup generators -- precisely the recipe that crippled

Fukushima.

In 1992, Turkey Point took a direct hit from Hurricane Andrew, causing a loss of off-site

power for more than five days. Backup systems, however, allowed operators to keep the

reactors cool until power could be restored. Paul Gunter, the director of the Reactor

Oversight Project for the group Beyond Nuclear, which opposes nuclear energy, joined

other critics in pointing to the Dresden nuclear facility in Morris, Ill., and the nearby

Quad Cities plant in Cordova, both of which are north of the New Madrid seismic zone.

The area registered quakes estimated to have exceeded 7.0 in magnitude in 1811 and 1812,

and is known for somewhat more regular temblors of lesser intensity.

Exelon, the operator of both facilities, said that all of its plants are designed to withstand

substantial earthquakes, but argued that none -- including Dresden and Quad Cities,

which are hundreds of miles from the New Madrid fault line -- are actually considered to

be in significant earthquake zones.

Still, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission announced last week that it would be

conducting new seismic risk assessments next year at 17 plants -- including Dresden.

The Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant is not on the commission's list. The plant, on an

85-foot bluff above the Pacific Ocean, is owned by Pacific Gas & Electric, about halfway

between San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Opponents of that plant redoubled their efforts when PG&E began seeking early renewal

on its two 4o-year licenses -- chiefly on the ground that the seismic studies that

underwrote the original licensing in the 1970s were inadequate, and are now sorely out of

date.

A fault line discovered in 2008, called the Shoreline Fault, runs about half a mile from

the front door of Diablo Canyon. Opponents want new seismic studies before the plant's

license is renewed, but PG&E, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and other experts

argue that the fault poses no threat that the nuclear facility couldn't handle.

As at Diablo Canyon, fears of an earthquake near the Indian Point nuclear power facility,

about 30 miles north of New York City, were stoked in 2008 when researchers at the



Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory at Columbia University discovered a pattern of small

but active faults in the area, suggesting that earthquakes near the plant were more

common than once thought.

Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo of New York has called a special meeting with federal regulators

to discuss earthquake risks and preparedness at the facility. Among the concerns: how to

execute an orderly evacuation of one of the most densely populated regions of the country

-- particularly given that the government mandates that officials plan only for a lo-mile

escape radius.

How Risk Is Calculated

As part of its mission to ensure the safety of nuclear power, the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission sets two goals: that the public's risk of death from acute radiation sickness

from nuclear reactors should not exceed one-thousandth of the risk of accidental death

from all sources, and that the risk of fatal cancer likewise should not exceed that amount.

The commission, looking at how much radiation it would take to kill people in accidents,

and how much it would take to raise cancer rates, decided that reactors would meet that

standard if there were meltdowns with off-site consequences only once per 1oo,ooo years

of operation.

With 104 American reactors now running, that would mean such an event once every

1,ooo years or so. The commission asserts that all plants currently meet that safety

standard, according to an analysis that looks at the chance that any piece of equipment

will fail, and what other failures that might lead to, under a mathematical method called

probabilistic risk assessment, Martin A. Stutzke, the commission's senior technical adviser

for probabilistic risk assessment technologies, said in an interview.

To meet the government's goal, about 80 percent of the plants have made changes since

the early 199os, industry experts say. Many of the changes were to cope with new

calculations of earthquake frequency and intensity. But while the safety goal of once in

loo,ooo years expresses a real number, the component failure numbers are yardsticks

that may be wrong. "The numbers have tremendous uncertainty with them," he said. They

could be off by a factor of lO, he said.

Earthquakes are a challenge, Mr. Stutzke said, because the historical record is so short.

The Richter scale is 75 years old. For earlier records, he said, experts study old newspaper

accounts -- "church bells ringing, chimneys knocked over, this sort of thing," he said.

Geologists also use carbon dating and other techniques to estimate the time and scale of

older earthquakes.



The inherent problem, risk experts say, is that it is hard to determine the size of the worst

natural hazard, said Douglas E. True, of ERIN Engineering and Research in Walnut
Creek, Calif.

American reactors may be better protected than those at the Japanese plant were, because

of precautions taken after Sept. 1n for a terrorist or military attack, according to industry

and government officials and academic experts. American nuclear plant operators are

required to have diesel fuel and pumps on site or readily available nearby to provide

backup power and cooling capacity. Right after the Fukushima crisis they were ordered to

check that they had the required equipment on hand and in working order.

The details are classified, but the industry has emergency supplies of pumps, hoses and

generators, and the plan assumes Air Force help in moving equipment when needed.

"We have military capability that's pretty impressive, a transport system that can move big

pieces of equipment very quickly," said Dale Klein, a commission chairman in the second

Bush administration. If the diesel generators fail, he said, it makes no difference whether
the cause was attack, tsunami or earthquake; the remedy is the same.

Another former chairman, Richard Meserve, who was in that position at the time of the

2001 attacks, said, "The challenge that we confront is that external events obviously can

occur that may be larger than you expected."

The commission will not discuss the precautions it has in place to contend with such
events, citing security considerations.

Alternatives Carry Risks Too

There is no simple or single way to properly weigh the risks of nuclear power against

other energy sources, or other risks of modern life, said David Ropeik, an instructor at

Harvard University, consultant to industry and author of "How Risky Is It, Really? Why

Our Fears Don't Always Match the Facts."

"What we're afraid of determines how we behave, and sometimes those behaviors become

risks in themselves," he said. He cited a study by two researchers at the University of

Michigan who found that fear of flying after the Sept. ii hijackings had caused an

additional i,o18 highway deaths in just the first three months after the attacks.

Radiation is a real threat, nuclear physicists say, but not as great as many people believe

it is, and not as great as other threats. Indeed, every energy source comes with dangers,

from the mine or wellhead to the smokestack or tailpipe.



"One million people a year die prematurely in China from air pollution from energy and

industrial sectors," said Stefan Hirschberg, head of safety analysis at the Paul Scherrer

Institute, an engineering research center in Switzerland. More than 1o,ooo Americans a

year die prematurely from the health effects of breathing emissions from coal-burning

power plants, according to the Environmental Protection Agency.

Coal mining accidents in China kill an estimated 6,00o people a year, according to

China's Mining Ministry. In just the past year in the United States, the Deepwater

Horizon blowout killed 1i people, the Upper Big Branch coal mine blast killed 29 and a

natural gas pipeline explosion in California killed 8.

But such statistics don't alter the public's view of nuclear accidents.

Michael A. Levi, senior fellow for energy and the environment at the Council on Foreign

Relations, said there is no right way to gauge risk. It is an intensely personal matter

affected by a lot of factors.

'•When you hear these arguments that pollution from coal plants costs so many thousands

of lives compared to minimal or no deaths from nuclear accidents, that may be technically

true, but it leaves a lot of people cold. It's like saying, 'Don't pay attention to the twin

towers falling; more people die crossing the street,' "he said. "Experts should not say,

'Here's how you should feel about risk.' They should be saying, 'Here are the facts. You

decide what matters to you.' "

A 2006 study of survivors of the 1986 Chernobyl accident, compiled by the International

Atomic Energy Agency, the World Bank and a number of United Nations bodies, found

that the biggest health impact was psychological.

"The mental health impact of Chernobyl is the largest public health problem unleashed by

the accident to date," according to the report, "Chernobyl's Legacy: Health,

Environmental and Socio-Economic Impacts." "Psychological distress arising from the

accident and its aftermath has had a profound impact on individual and community

behavior," including a sense of fatalism and dependency that has been transferred to the

next generation in the affected zone.

"There is no question we should be appropriately concerned about nuclear power," Mr.

Ropeik said. "But 'appropriately' is the important distinction. On a continuum, there is no

question in my mind that the dangers from fossil fuel burning should worry us more."



David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-8206 (direct)

[ (b)(6) Jimobile)

Protecting People & the Environment



From: Mclntyre. David
To: "sakuraiftnhkdc.com"
Subject: Re: Gentle reminder of our interview request....
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 6:44:27 AM

Consider me reminded! I will pass your request alomg again.

David McIntyre
NRC Office of Public Affairs

(b)(6) I (mobile)
301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

From: Reiko Sakurai <sakurai@nhkdc.com>
To: McIntyre, David
Sent: Mon Apr 11 19:21:48 2011
Subject: Gentle reminder of our interview request....

Hello David,
I just was wires coming out about AP doing an interview with Chaiman Jackzo today.
May I just gently remind you once again that we would certainly love to do an sit- down interview with
the Chairman,
since NHK is probably the most watched media concerning the Fukushima-Daiichi around the globe.
Thank you for your kind attention, and your patience!
I look forward to hearing from you soon...
Best regards,
Reiko Sakurai

Reiko Sakurai
Correspondent
NHK/Japan Broadcasting Corporation
202-828-5180 office

(b)(6) cell
sakurai@nhkdc.com

N



From: McIntyre, David
To: Hannah Norther
Subject: RE: Fw: NRC on shutdown
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:17:00 PM

Ill see if it's released yct.

From: Hannah Northey [mailtol (b)(6)
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 20113:16 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Re: Fw: NRC on shutdown

I see. Can you send me a copy of the letter? If so, that'd be helpful.

Thanks, I'll wait for Mr. Jaczko to answer.

H

On Tue., Apr 12, 2011 at 3:14 PM, McIntyre, David <David.Mclntyrecetnrc.gov>
wrote:
Theret"s probably some nuance that I'd rather let the Chairman explain. Inhofi-

sent a lctter last week with the question. and I don't. believe we've responded yet,

so the Chairnan should be prepared to answer it.

From: Hannah Northey [mailto (b)(6)
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:12 PM
To: Mcintyre, David
Subject: Re: Fw: NRC on shutdown

Not yet and my deadline is 4pm, so I thought I'd take the extra precaution and
check with you to see if it is something easily explained.
He is going to testify shortly but -- just being careful. If it's not easily
explained, then my apologies.

On Tue, Apr 12, 2011 at 3:10 PM, McIntyre, David
<David. Mclntyre(Lnrc gov> wrote:
l)id the (hairman not answer the question ?

From: Hannah Northey [rnailto: (b)(6)

Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:07 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Fwd: Fw: NRC on shutdown

Hi David,

I am at the Senate hearing right now and Sen. Inhofe has expressed
concern as to why Chairman Jaczko invoked emergency authority and
transferred commission functions to himself in the wake of the
Japanese nuclear crisis. I'd like to get more information on this before
my deadline at 4pm, and am wondering if there's a simple explanation
for this.



Can you help me?

Thanks much,
Hannah

---- Forwarded message------
From: Hannah. Northey <hnortheyduieenews.net>
Date: Tue, Apr 12, 2011 at 3:04 PM
Subject: Fw: NRC on shutdown
To: hnorthcyq)gmail.coin

From: McIntyre, David <David.Mclntyrcnrcgov>
To: Hannah Northey
Sent: Fri Apr 08 15:13:22 2011
Subject: RE: NRC on shutdown

Sometime today. After noon, I think, as I looked for it around
then.

q

From: Hannah Northey [mnailto:hnorthcvy,.'4;cenews~not]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:13 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: NRC on shutdown

Thanks, Dave. When was that notice posted?

From: McIntyre, David [niailto:David.Mclniyrc(a nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:12 PM
To: Hannah Northey
Subject: NRC on shutdown

Hi Hannah -

.We have a n on our website regarding the shutdown.
NRC will continue to operate next week, using
unobligated carryover funds we have available. Should
the shutdown last beyond April 15, we will implement
furloughs for non-excepted employees. Our response
teams in the Operations Center and the team. of experts
in Japan assisting the Japanese authorities will be

excepted, and not furloughed.

)Dave

st David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer



IL_ __ _

From: McIntyre. David
To: Harrington, Holy Brenner. Eliot
Subject: Re: Media- U.S. disaster response
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:38:16 PM

I was thinking of Brian too.

David McIntyre
NRC Office of Public Affairs

I (b)(6) J(mobile)
301-415-8200 (office)
Sent from my BlackBerry, which is wholly respnsble for all typoos.

----- Original Message -----
From: Harrington, Holly
To: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tue Apr 12 16:36:28 2011
Subject: RE: Media- U.S. disaster response

No, not Randy. He spoke at the ACRS meeting and was quoted in Reuters. But he's not right for the job.

There was a ProPublica article on this subject. Talk to Eliot about how we should handle. Probably Brian
McDermott would be right, if we wanted to put someone up.

----- Original Message -----
From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:03 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Media- U.S. disaster response

Your thoughts on this? I'm not so sure Randy is the one - he probably came to mind because he spoke
at the ACRS.

----- Original Message -----
From: Medina, Veronika
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:01 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Media- U.S. disaster response

Dave,

This reporter wants to talk to Randy Sullivan about how are the duties regarding the nuclear disaster in
Japan divided between the NRC, FEMA and other federal and state bodies?
Can you follow up?

Thanks,
Veronika

----- Original Message -----
From: Janbergs, Holly On Behalf Of OPA Resource
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:28 PM
To: Medina, Veronika
Subject: FW: U.S. disaster response

A Irv



----- Original Message-----
From: Peter Landers [mailto: peter. landers(&wsi.coml
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:20 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: U.S. disaster response

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

Peter Landers (peter.landers@wsj.com) on Tuesday, April 12, 2011 at 15:19:40

comments: Hello. I'm in The Wall Street Journal's DC bureau working on the nuclear issue in the wake
of Fukushima. I just returned from three weeks working in our Tokyo bureau.

I'm looking in particular at the question of who would be in charge in the U.S. in the event of a
Fukushima-style disaster. Specifically, how are the duties divided between the NRC, FEMA and other
federal and state bodies?

Prof. Corradini at the University of Wisconsin suggested to me that it would be good to speak to Randy
Sullivan at NRC. Would it be possible to set up an. interview with Mr. Sullivan or someone else with
expertise in this area?

Thank you very much.

Peter Landers -- The Wall Street Journal

Office: (202) 862-9224
Mobile: (b)(6)

organization: The Wall Street Journal

addressl: 1025 Connecticut Ave. NW #800

address2:

city: Washington

state: DC

zip: 20036

country:

phone: 202-862-9224



From: rnelScot
To: Mclntyre. David
Subject: RE: Question on dismantling reactors
Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 1:35:40 PM

Point her back to TMI - apart from the core being shipped to INL, the rest is in SAFESTOR
until the whole plant is decommissioned.

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 1:34 PM
To: Bumell, Scott
Subject: FW: Question on dismantling reactors

Seems premature, but aty suggestions?

From: Hannah Northey [mailto: (b)(6) ]
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 20111 ED3PFM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Question on dismantling reactors

Hi Dave,

I am speaking with engineers today about the proposals that companies are submitting
to TEPCO to dismantle the plant in Japan -- I was wondering if there is any way I
could speak with someone at the NRC about what systems are in place to dismantle a
plant that experiences such a disaster in the U.S. - if the operator might also go
through a bidding process to choose a company that then cleans up the plant. Could
you help me or direct me to the correct person to get that information?

Thanks for the help - Hannah

Hannah M. Northey
Energy Reporter
Greenwire
122 C Street NW, Suite 722
Washington, DC
(o) 202-446-0468



From: Mclnte. David
To: Hannah Northev
Subject: RE: Question on dismantling reactors
Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 2:11:00 PM

IIi Hannah - I'm not sure we have anyone. The only situation in the US that. is slightly

analogous would be Three Mile Island Unit 2, which was left alone for several years, then

die core was shipped to Idaho National Labs and the rest of the facility placed in
SAFS'IOR until the entire plant is decommissioned.

Dave

From: Hannah Northey [mailto. (b)(6)

Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 1:13 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Question on dismantling reactors

Hi Dave,

I am speaking with engineers today about the proposals that companies are submitting
to TEPCO to dismantle the plant in Japan -- I was wondering if there is any way I
could speak with someone at the NRC about what systems are in place to dismantle a
plant that experiences such a disaster in the U.S. - if the operator might also go
through a bidding process to choose a company that then cleans up the plant. Could
you help me or direct me to the correct person to get that information?

Thanks for the help - Hannah

Hannah M. Northey
Energy Reporter
Greenwire
122 C Street NW, Suite 722
Washington, DC
(o) 202-446-0468



'U

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Hayden. Elizabeth

Clark, Kenneth Sam n; Mcntyre. David Brenner, Eliot Harrington. Holly Couret, Iyonne )anbers. Holly
Burnell. Sott; Chandrathil Prema Screnci. Diane; Ledford, Joey; Sheehan, Neil; Hannah, Roger Useldina. Lara;
Dricks. Victor; Mitlyng, Viktoria

Anderson. Brian Cark, Theresa; Bonaccorso, Amy
FW: NEI Talking Points Comparing Chemobyl and Fukushima

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 2:27:26 PM

fyi

Belh

From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 8:56 AM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Rihm, Roger; Ellmers, Glenn; Merzke, Daniel
Subject: FW: NEI Talking Points Comparing Chemobyl and Fukushima

More info on the comparison on Chernobyl and Fukushima, for use as appropriate. Beth - may
be useful for OPA.

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 8:36 AM
To: Roberts, Darrell; Croteau, Rick; Kennedy, Kriss; Lara, Julio; Burnell, Scott; Landau, Mindy; Guzman,
Richard; Lyon, Fred; Markley, Michael; Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh; Oesterle, Eric; Polickoski, James;
Tam, Peter; Thomas, Eric; Wertz, Trent; Broaddus, Doug; Campbell, Stephen; Carlson, Robert; Chernoff,
Harold; Kulesa, Gloria; Pascarelli, Robert; Salgado, Nancy; Simms, Sophonia; Wall, Scott
Cc: West, Steven; Shear, Gary
Subject: FYI: NEI Talking Points Comparing Chemobyl and Fukushima

NELSON

From: Giwines, Mary
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 5:31 PM
To: Bahadur, Sher; Blount, Tom; Brown, Frederick; Cheok, Michael; Evans, Michele; Galloway, Melanie;
Guitter, Joseph; Givvines, Mary; Hiland, Patrick; Holian, Brian; Howe, Allen; Lee, Samson; Lubinski, John;
McGinty, Tim; Nelson, Robert; Quay, Theodore; Ruland, William; Skeen, David; Westreich, Barry
Subject: FW: FWD FYI: NEI Talking Points Comparing Chernobyl and Fukushima

Fyi

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:02 PM
To: Schwarz, Sherry
Cc: Ruland, William; Boger, Bruce; Giwines, Mary
Subject: Fw: FWD FYI: NEI Talking Points Comparing Chernobyl and Fukushima

Sherry - please print a copy for me. Mary please distribute to the LT

From: Sam Collins < (b)(
To: Virgilio, Martin; Leeds, Eric; jim.wigging@nrc.gov <jim.wigging@nrc.gov>
Cc F (b)(6)
Sent: Tue Apr 12 15:37:38 2011
Subject: FWD FYI: NEI Talking Points Comparing Chernobyl and Fukushima

~NKh



Sam Collins
Samuel J. Collins Consulting, LLC
Nuclear Safety + Governance + Outreach Services

i!Cell~l (b)(6)

Home: (b)(6)

- - ----- Original Message -----
From: Neely, Christine T. [mailto:Christine.Neely@pseg.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:25 PM
To: Booth, Brian C.; Bouknight Jr., 3. A. (Lon); Braun , Robert; Carr, Eric; Davison, Paul J.; Delmar Sr,
Joseph; Dorsa, Caroline; Eilola Jr, Edwin; Fricker, Carl J.; Garecht, John F.; Garry Randolph
(glrandolph@mchsi.com); Hoskins, Anne E.; Izzo, Ralph; Joyce, Thomas P.; Keenan, Jeffrie J; Lally, Kathleen
A.; LaRossa, Ralph A.; Levis, William; Lewis, David P. (Nuc Dev); Leyden, Shawn P.; Linde, Tamara L.;
Lopriore, Richard P.; Ludecke, Kristen M.; McCloskey, Donald M.; McKoy, Vaughn L.; Mehrberg, Randall E.;
Perry, John F. (HC VP); Rosengren, Paul L.; Rostiac, Sheila; 'Sam Collins'; Sindoni, Joseph M.; Smith, Brian;
Sosson, Gregory I1.; Thigpen, Rick T.; Wagner, Lawrence M.; 'wtoconnor@buckeye-express.com'

Subject: NEI Talking Points Comparing Chernobyl and Fukushima

NEI has issued talking points about the raised crisis level scale for the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant
event. I thought they would be of interest. Christine

From: NEI Response Center [mailto:NEIresponsecenter@nei.org]
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:11 PM
TO: Neely, Christine T.
Subject: NEI Talking Points Comparing Chernobyl and Fukushima

April 12, 2011

Talking Points
Comparing Chernobyl and Fukushima

As the situation at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant continues, some are comparing
events there to the 1986 accident at the Chernobyl reactor in the Soviet-era Ukraine. The Japanese
government raised the crisis level from 5 to 7 on the International Nuclear and Radiological Event
Sgak-, the same rating as the Chernobyl accident. Yet the accidents at the Chernobyl and Fukushima
reactors are starkly different. Notably, the reactor designs are completely different; and to date, the
public health consequences at Fukushima are much less severe.

Accident Conditions

The Fukushima event has been rated 7 on the International Nuclear and Radiological Event
iScle the same level as the 1986 Chernobyl accident. Even so, Japanese authorities estimate
that radiation released at Fukushima is only 10 percent of the amount released from the
Ukrainian plant. A level 7 event, the highest on the rating scale, is considered a "major
accident." It applies to an event with "a major release of radioactive material with widespread
health and environmental effects requiring implementation of planned and extended



countermeasures," according to the International Atomic Energy Agency, which sponsors the
ratings. The Japanese government set the rating, which it considers "provisional" and subject
to change.

Chernobyl was an old Soviet-design reactor, with less stable characteristics and no robust
containment structures like most power reactors worldwide. Unconventional reactor
operations at Chernobyl resulted in a runaway power surge followed by steam and hydrogen
explosions and a sustained fire in the reactor. Absent a containment structure, the explosions
propelled radioactive material from the reactor core high into the atmosphere and across
eastern and western Europe for at least 10 days.
The magnitude 9.0 earthquake and tsunami that struck the Fukushima Daiichi reactors were
much stronger than the reactors were built to withstand. The resulting loss of on- and off-site
electricity temporarily halted cooling of the fuel in the reactor cores and in the used fuel
pools. There have been explosions at three of the reactors as a result of hydrogen buildup, but
the reactor fuel remains inside the primary containment structures. Although some damage to
the uranium fuel is expected, there have not been releases of radiation into the atmosphere at
the levels seen during the Chernobyl accident.

Emergency Response

* The uncontrolled release of Chernobyl reactor's fission products was exacerbated by the
failure of Soviet authorities to take immediate action to protect surrounding populations. The
most discernible health effect from Chemobyl-thyroid cancer in children---could have been
mitigated by the early and widespread use of radiation protection procedures such as
distribution of potassium iodide and control of the food supply in affected areas.

* *By contrast, the Japanese authorities took early steps to evacuate people from a 12.5-mile
zone around the Fukushima plant. Authorities also distributed potassium iodide to residents
near the plant and restricted the transport and sale of milk (the main source of radioactive
iodine intake), leafy vegetables and other food from the region. The Japanese government is
monitoring and reporting radiation levels to citizens on an ongoing basis and is providing
information and health protection instructions to the public.

• Besides child thyroid cancer, no other health effects have been detected in the populations
around Chernobyl, according to a 2008 report of the United Nations Scientific Committee on
the Effects of Atomic Radiation.

• Based on all information to date, no health effects are expected among the Japanese people as
a result of the events at Fukushima.

Long-Term Health Effects

• The unique nature of the Chernobyl accident resulted in widespread airborne dispersion of
radioactive cesium as fallout, which has a half-life of 30 years. The incident left the area in a
30 kilometer radius around the facility as a long-term restricted zone.

* Although measurements of radioactivity in the air and water near the Fukushima plant have
been evident at varying levels, wide dispersion of radioactive materials has not occurred at
the facility. While there may be localized spots that will require monitoring and remediation,
it is unlikely that any significant areas of land in Japan will have long-term restrictions.
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From: Anderson. Brian
To: Janbergs. Holly
Cc: Harringaton. Holly
Subject: RE: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'
Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 3:08:39 PM

Amy is sending them to Elizabeth...who is sending them to me.

----- Original Message -----
From: ianbergs, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 2:53 PM
To: Anderson, Brian
Subject: RE: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

Brian, are you handling public inquiries for Amy directly, or are you getting these through other
channels?

----- Original Message -----
From: Anderson, Brian
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 2:50 PM
To:I (b)(6) I
Subject: RE: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'
Importance: High

Bishop -

Thank you for your e-mail. Along with other federal government agencies, the NRC is closely
monitoring events in Japan to determine any potential impact to the United States and its territories.

For information on how the events in Japan might affect you in South Korea, I suggest that you contact
the U.S. State Department or your local U.S. consulate in South Korea for specific warnings or
advisories. The following website might be useful --

http:!/travelstate.gov/travel/cis pa tw/cis pa tw 1168.html

Sincerely,
Brian

----- Original Message -----
From: Bishop Presley [mailtol (b)(6)

Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 12:30 AM
To: NRCWEB Resource
Subject: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

Bishop Presley (I (b)(6) I on Wednesday, April 13, 2011 at 00:29:44
...........................................................................

comments: How does the Japan crisis affect me living in Chungju, South Korea?

organization:

address1:



From: Burnell, Scott
To: Mc~ntyre. David; Matthew Dunning
Subject: RE: Business Insurance - Follow-Up Questions
Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 3:18:20 PM

Hello Matthew;

David's correct - OSHA handles basic worker safety and accident prevention at U.S.
nuclear power plants; the NRC's jurisdiction covers radiation safety and incidents involving
radioactive material/excessive dose at U.S. reactors. As the task force is focusing on
reactor operation and accident procedures, it's really uncertain at this point how worker
safety would be included.

Scott

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 3:10 PM
To: Matthew Dunning .4

Cc: Bumell, Scott
Subject: RE: Business Insurance - Follow-Up Questions

Hi Matthew -

I'm copying my colleague, Scott Buniell, on this as he covers day-to-day reactor
operations more than I do. I suspect the answers may lie more with OS1IA than with

NRC though.

Scott - in our earlier conversation, Matthew and I discussed the Task Force review and
somc of the likely subjects it will touch upon.

David McIntyre

Office of Public Alfbirs

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(301) 415-8200

.! ... ......... .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~..... . . . ... .. . . . . ... . ... . . . . . . . . ................ ........ .... .. .... ..... . . . . . ... .. ...... ................... ............. ....... ....... ...... . ...... .. .

From: Matthew Dunning [mailto:mdunning@businessinsurance.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 2:22 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Business Insurance - Follow-Up Questions

David,

Thank you again for taking my call this morning. I imagine the agency has more than its

share of media requests todeal with these days. I just have a few follow-up questions if
you've got a minute or two more to spare. Email responses are fine if you're pressed for
time.



1. We talked about some areas of interest that the 90-day and 6-month reviews will be

looking at, but I neglected to ask about one in particular we were curious about: worker

safety and loss control. To what extent are industry standards in these two fields regulated?

2. Are we learning things about worker safety and loss control from Fukushima that were

previously unknown? If not, are there problems arising in Japan that were predictable

(even fixable) with regard to worker safety?

3. Without being able to foresee what changes to worker safety or accident prevention on

plant sites could ultimately result from the reviews, are there any known issues in either

area that are likely to come up during the evaluations?

Thanks again. I'll be at the office until around 6 tonight if you want to call in. Otherwise, I'll

look for your email.

Best,

Matt Dunning
Associate Editor

Business Insurance

711 Third Avenue

New York, NY 10017

P. (212) 210-0143

C.: .c . (b)(6)

F. (212) 210-0223
mdunnine,• businessinsurancecom



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott

Matthew Dunning

Mclntye. David

RE: Business Insurance - Follow-Up Questions

Thursday, April 14, 2011 8:35:10 AM

Hello again, Matthew;

At this point in the review it's too early to draw any conclusions at all. We'll be issuing 30-,
60- and 90-day updates on the review, so those would be the places to check for
references to worker safety. Thanks.

Scott

From: Matthew Dunning [mailto:mdunning@businessinsurance.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 3:23 PM
To: Bumell, Scott
Subject: RE: Business Insurance - Follow-Up Questions

Hi Scott,

Thanks for getting back to me, and thanks for the clarification. I had an inkling from David that it
would be too early to know what safety regulations will be included in the review. But I wonder if

you could comment on one of the other questions I sent to David: In the NCR's observations of the

Japan incident, are there things we're learning about worker safety (in this case, strictly in terms of

exposure) that were previously unknown or underestimated?

Matt Dunning

Associate Editor

Business Insurance

711 Third Avenue

New York, NY 10017

P. (212) 210-01.43

C._ (b)(6) l

F. (212) 210-0223

mdunnined)businessinsurance.com



From: Hardnaton. Holly
To;: Mcfntre, David; Burnell. Scot
Subject: RE: Business Insurance - Follow-Up Questions
Date: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:30:05 PM

OK. Getting answers to the two

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:13 PM
To: Bumell, Scott; Harrington, Holly
Subject: FW: Business Insurance - Follow-Up Questions

Holly -

This guy is actually rather nice, but he sure asks scattershot questions, Scott and I have

been telling him fbr two clays now that we don't yet have the answers fiom Fukushima

(see question 3); any thoughts on the fi•st Iwo?

From: Matthew Dunning [mailto:mdunning@businessinsurance.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:09 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: Business Insurance - Follow-Up Questions

David,

I just sent a few questions on emergency preparedness to FEMA that I thought the NRC

might be able to comment on as well:

1. What is the NRC's position on the current state of the emergency response programs it

oversees for nuclear incidents in the US?

2. From what we understand, individual states are largely responsible for formulating their

own emergency response plan, using certain criteria set forth by both the NRC and FEMA.

Given that the NRC is likely to review nuclear emergency preparedness models across the

US, what are the elements of the existing arrangement that are could be included in that

review?

3. Looking at what we know about the Fukushima indicent thus far, what lessons should

state- and utility-level emergency response coordinators here in the U.S. learn from their

counterparts in Japan?

Thanks,

Matt Dunning

Associate Editor

Business Insurance

711 Third Avenue



New York, NY 10017

P. (212) 210-0143
C.] (b)(6)

F. (212) 210-0223
mdunnin2(@businessinsurance.com



From:
To:
Subject-
Date:

Midlvng, Viktoria

McIntyre. David
Fw: Emergency Petition to Suspend Nudear Reactor Licensing --NRC response?
Thursday, April 14, 2011 5:19:23 PM

Dave,

Below is my reply to a question I got late Thursday on the attached petition. It's our standard language
and assume it works. Let me know if I should provide the reporter with any other messages.

Thanks!

Vika
(Sent from my Blackberry)

From: Mitlyng, Viktoria
TO: r (b)(6)
Sent: Thu Apr 14 17:15:11 2011
Subject: Re: Emergency Petition to Suspend Nuclear Reactor Licensing --NRC response?

Hi Eartha,

We will review this petition and provide a response after having had the opportunity to do so.

Viktoria
(Sent from my Blackberry)

From: Eartha Melzer <eartha.melzer@gmail.com>
To: Mitlyng, Viktoria
Sent: Thu Apr 14 16:33:26 2011
Subject: Emergency Petition to Suspend Nuclear Reactor Licensing --NRC response?

Hi Viktoria,

I am writing about this petition to suspend reactor licensing for tomorrow.
Does NRC have a response to this petition yet?

Thanks,

Eartha Melzer
Reporter
www.michiganmessenger.com

I(b)(6) I

FUKUSHIMA FALLOUT: 45 GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS PETITION NRC TO
SUSPEND ALL NUCLEAR REACTOR LICENSING AND CONDUCT A "CREDIBLE"
THREE MILE ISLAND-STYLE REVIEW
Beyond Nuclear, Citizens for Alternatives to Chemical Contamination, Citizens
Environment Alliance, Don't Waste Michigan, Green Party of Ohio, Sierra Club
Michigan Chapter, are Among Those Urging NRC to Delay Licensing While NRC and
Presidential Commission Conduct a Full Study of Implications of Japan Reactor

AL,



Crisis.

WASHINGTON, April 14, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- A total of 45 groups
and individuals from across the nation are formally asking the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to immediately suspend all licensing and other
activities at 21 proposed nuclear reactor projects in 15 states until the NRC completes
a thorough post-Fukushima reactor crisis examination comparable to the process set
up in the wake of the serious, though less severe, 1979 accident at Three Mile Island.

The petitioners also are asking the NRC to supplement its own investigation by
establishing an independent commission.

The petition seeks suspension of six existing reactor license renewal decisions
(Columbia, Davis-Besse, Diablo Canyon, Indian Point, Pilgrim, and Seabrook); 13
new reactor combined construction permit and operating license decisions (Bellefonte
Units 3 and 4, Bell Bend, Callaway, Calvert Cliffs, Comanche Peak,Fermi, Levy
County, North Anna, Shearon Harris, South Texas, Turkey Point, Vogtle, and William
States Lee);a construction permit decision (Bellefonte Units 1 and 2); and an
operating license decision (Watts Bar). In addition, the petition asks the NRC to halt
proceedings to approve the standardized AP1000 and ESBWR reactor designs.

Available online at http://www.nuclearbailout.org, the petition explains that the action
is needed to review "the safety and environmental implications of the ongoing
catastrophic radiological accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station,
Units 1-6 ('Fukushima'), in Okumu, Japan." According to the petition, the needed
NRC review should include a close look at "whether the March 11, 2011 Tohoku-
Chihou-Taiheiyo-Oki earthquake and ensuing radiological accident poses new and
significant information that must be considered in environmental impact statements to
support the licensing decisions for all new reactors and renewed licenses."

Emergency action by the NRC is necessary because a number of the pending
licensing proceedings are approaching completion, including for Pilgrim, Vogtle, and
the AP1000 design certification proceeding. The NRC was subjected to extensive
criticism when it extended the license for the controversial and problem-plagued
Vermont Yankee reactor just days after the Fukushima reactor disaster.

An attorney for the petitioners, Diane Curran of Harmon, Curran, Spielberg &
Eisenberg, LLP, said: "NRC violated the law by re-licensing the Vermont Yankee
reactor at the same time it launched an investigation into whether U.S. safety and
environmental standards are strong enough in light of the Fukushima accident. The
National Environmental Policy Act requires the NRC to learn and apply the lessons of
Fukushima before it allows another reactor to operate. By establishing a Task Force
and ordering the investigation of the regulatory implications of the Fukushima
accident for U.S. reactors, the NRC has obligated itself to consider those implications
in all prospective licensing decisions. We demand that the NRC establish a credible
process for studying and applying the lessons learned from the Fukushima accident,



in keeping with the precedent created after Three Mile Island."

Curran also said: "Suspension of licensing decisions pending investigations of
lessons learned also would be consistent with the course followed by the
Commission following the Three-Mile Island accident, when the Commission delayed
new licensing actions for a year and a half while it studied the implications of the
accident for reactor safety." In addition, Curran said, the Commission should request
the appointment of an independent Presidential Commission, as was done after the
Three Mile Island accident.

Sara Barczak, high risk energy director for petitioner Southern Alliance for Clean
Energy, a regional organization,, said: "Utilities across the Southeast have
aggressively pursued building costly new reactors in spite of the risks that poses to
ratepayers and taxpayers. It's of paramount importance that federal regulators take
the time needed to carefully reassess the concerns the Fukushima disaster raises
here in the U.S. and not yield to the nuclear industry's unreasonable timelines. It is
important to take a step back before billions of more dollars are spent."

Jane Swanson, spokesperson for petitioner San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace, San
Luis Obispo, CA, said: "Fukushima has given the NRC a clear warning. The agency
is obligated by its responsibilities for public safety to hit the pause button on all
licensing applications until all the lessons to be learned are thoroughly understood."

Mary Lampert, director of petitioner Pilgrim Watch, Duxbury, MA, said: "Pilgrim,
located in America's Hometown, is the same design as the Fukushima plants, is older
than most of them, and has even more spent fuel in its single spent fuel pool. The
major cause of the Fukushima disaster was the loss of off-site power; but it doesn't
take a tsunami to cause that. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission told all
Americans within 50 miles of Fukushima to evacuate; several million people live
within a 50 mile radius of Pilgrim."

Dr. Arjun Makhijani, president, Institute for Energy and Environmental Research
(lEER), said: "The Fukushima Daiichi plant is rewriting the book on nuclear reactor
accidents. There are multiple major sources of emissions from the same site at the
same time, including more than one reactor and more than one spent fuel pool. For
the first time, major portions of three reactor buildings have been blown away by
hydrogen explosions. Backup power arrangements have been shown to be grossly
inadequate. Freshwater was not available for essential cooling functions for an
extended period. The situation is far from being under control more than one month
after the start of the accident. Continuing business as usual in licensing and reactor
certification in the face of the unprecedented, hugely complicated, and ongoing
Fukushima accident would be rash and contrary to the mandate of the NRC to ensure
safety and protect public health."

Among the groups and individuals seeking the emergency action on the part of the
NRC are: Beyond Nuclear; Blue Ridge Environmental Defense League (BREDL);
Center for a Sustainable Coast; Citizens Allied for Safe Energy; Don't Waste
Michigan; Georgia Women's Action for New Directions; Mothers Against Tennessee



=7= ====ý_ . _ - - _ __ _ . __ .... ... ....... __. ..

River Radiation; Missouri Coalition for the Environment; Missourians for Safe Energy;
National Parks Conservation Association; North Carolina Waste Reduction and
Awareness Network; Northwest Environmental Advocates; Nuclear Information and
Resource Service; Nuclear Watch South; Public Citizen; San Luis Obispo Mothers for
Peace; Savannah Riverkeeper; Seacoast Anti-Pollution League; Sierra Club
(Michigan and South Carolina chapters); Southern Alliance for Clean Energy (SACE);
Sustainable Energy and Economic Development (SEED) Coalition; and the Village of
Plnecrest, Florida.

The petition calls for the following:

* The Commission should suspend all decisions regarding the issuance of

construction permits, new reactor licenses, combined construction permits and
operating licenses (COLs), early site permits (ESPs), license renewals, or
standardized design certification pending completion by the NRC's Task Force of its
investigation of the near-term and long-term lessons of the Fukushima accident and
the issuance of any proposed regulatory decisions and/or environmental analyses of
those issues;

* The Commission should suspend all proceedings with respect to hearings or
opportunities for public comment, on any reactor-related or spent fuel pool-related
issues that have been identified for investigation in the Task Force's Charter of April
1, 2011, including external event issues (i.e., seismic, flooding, fires, severe weather);
station blackout; severe accident measures (e.g., combustible gas control,
emergency operating procedures, severe accident management guidelines);
implementation of NRC regulations regarding response to explosions or fire; and
emergency preparedness. The Commission should also instruct hearing judges who
are considering contentions to permit the parties an opportunity to make arguments
regarding the relevance of their concerns to the Fukushima accident.

* The Commission should suspend all licensing and related rulemaking
proceedings with regard to any other issues that are identified by the Task Force as
the subject of its investigation. The proceedings should be suspended pending
completion of the Task Force's investigation into those issues and the issuance of
any proposed regulatory decisions and/or environmental analyses of those issues.

* The Commission should conduct an analysis, as required by the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), of whether the March 11, 2011 Tohoku-Chihou-
Taiheiyo-Oki earthquake and ensuing radiological accident poses new and
significant information that must be considered in environmental impact statements to
support the licensing decisions for all new reactors and renewed licenses. All
environmental assessments should be published in draft form for public comment.

* The Commission should conduct a safety analysis of the regulatory implications
of the March 11, 2011 Tohoku-Chihou-Taiheiyo-Oki earthquake and ensuing
radiological accident. While emergency safety measures that arise from that analysis
may be issued as enforcement orders, any long-term requirements should be issued
as proposed rules, with appropriate opportunities for comment.

* The Commission should establish procedures and a timetable for raising new
issues relevant to the Fukushima accident in pending licensing proceedings. The
Commission should allow all current interveners in NRC licensing proceedings, all
petitioners who seek to re-open closed licensing and relicensing proceedings, and all



parties who seek to comment on design certification proposed rules, a period of 60

days following the publication of proposed regulatory measures or environmental
decisions, in which to raise new issues relating to the Fukushima reactor accidents.
The Commission should suspend requirements to justify the late-filing of new issues
if their relevance to the Fukushima accident can be demonstrated.

A streaming audio replay of the news event will be available on the Web at
http://www.nuclearbailout.org as of 4 p.m. EDT on April 14, 2011.

http:/lwww.prnewswire.com/news-releases/fukushima-fallout--45-groups-and-
individuals-petition-nrc-to-suspend-all -nuclear-reactor-licensing-and-conduct-a-
credible-three- mile-island-style- review- 119844504.html



From: Mc~ntyre. David
To: Sam Walker; Wellock. Tbomas
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: NRC history
Date: Friday, April IS, 2011 3:54:00 PM

I have not seen anything on that program; I'll try to look for it.

Dave

From: Sam Walker [mailto:walker.sam@verizon.net]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 2:40 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Wellock, Thomas
Subject: RE: NRC history

Dave,

You are right. The NRC observed a "licensing pause" for plants in the pipeline but did not

suspend all decisions. It made decisions, for example, on the TMI action plans, on

emergency planning, on Part 60, and I'm sure, other matters.

Question. Did OPA get any information on the NHK program on TMI that I think was shown

last weekend in Japan? I was interviewed for it.

Sam

From: McIntyre, David [mailto: David.Mclntyre@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 2:09 PM
To: Wellock, Thomas; Sam Walker
Subject: FW: NRC history

'rTon., Sam - iteither of you is checking your emnail on this fine Friday. can you

ihell) with thils question below? I'm also sensitive to the wording "all decisions" -
•f-r even ifthe agency suspended new plant licensing, I suspect the work continued

in othier areas.

"l'hanks,
Il)ave

From: Mitlyng, Viktoria
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 1:55 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David
Subject: Fw: NRC history

A• Can you, please help me answer the question below? Thank you. Vika
(Sent from my Blackberry)

- ---- ---- -- -- -



From: Eartha Melzer <eartha.melzer@gmail.com>
To: Mitlyng, Viktoria
Sent: Fri Apr 15 09:40:18 2011
Subject: NRC history

Hi Viktoria,

Is is accurate that NRC suspended all decisions while the Kemeney
Commission was investigating the Three Mile Island accident?

Thanks,

Eartha Melzer
Reporter
4vwimichiganmessenger.com

](b)(6)



From: Reiko Sakurai
To: McIo~re. David
Subject: RE: Question from NHK/Japan Broadcasting Corporation
Date: Friday, April 15, 2011 4:00:28 PM

David, that was a really quick response.....Thank you anyway.
NHK continues to request interview from Chairman Jaczko.
Please keep in touch and many thanks!
Best,
Reiko

From: McIntyre, David [mailto: David.McIntyre@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 3:59 PM
To: Reiko Sakurai
Subject: RE: Question from NHK/Japan Broadcasting Corporation

Hi Reiko - tin afraid we're not in a position to comment on what advice the US gave the

Japanese authorities on that.

David McIntyre

Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(301) 415-8200

From: Reiko Sakurai [mailto:sakurai@nhkdc.com]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 3:56 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Question from NHK/Japan Broadcasting Corporation

Hi David,
I saw reports that US(NRC) recommended Japan evacuation from the Fukushima Daiichi
for a 50 km perimeter, but the Japanese govt refused to take it and went on with the 30km
evacuation recommendation. Would NRC confirm this(on background)?
Many thanks,
Reiko

Reiko Sakurai
Correspondent
NHK/Japan Broadcasting Corporation
202-828-5180 office

(b)(6) ]cell
sakurai@nhkdc.com



From: Useldina. Lara
To: Landau. Mindv Burnell. Scott McIntyre. David Harrinaton. Holly
Subject: Need HQ to respond as she is asking HQ Qs

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:51:13 AM

I called her - She wants to know if we are issuing another press release today with our

analysis and support of CA as we did in 11-049 - send her that if we do.

Also asking for the research document and what our statement is based on that we feel
MSNBC report is incomplete.

Need help please. I have 12 more waiting in the queue and one AP reporter I'm working

with on bigger CA Story

Thanks!

Lara Uselding
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Public Affairs - Region IV

Lara.Uselding@nrc.gov,
BlackBerry: [ (b)(6)
Office: 817-276-6519

For more information visit www.nrc.gov

... . ...... ........ ...... ...

]I From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:23 AM
To: Uselding, Lara
Subject: FW: Media

Lara - please handle
. i• i~ .... .. . . . ... ... ... . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. .... ... ..... ... ... ..... . .... . . .. .

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:23 AM
To: Landau, Mindy
Subject: Media

Ayesha Rascoe
Reuters
202-310-5683 'o

Re: Nuclear Power Rankings

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing
(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov



From: Landau, Mindy
To: Mitlyna, Viktoria Screnci. Diane; Hannah, Roger
Cc: Hardncon, Holly
Subject: FW: Media
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:55:24 AM

Vika, Please handle Larry Vauman and Alan Boyle

I will call Rob and Erin and Satcha

Diane, please call Peter Applebome

Roger, please call Paula Reid and Bill Potter

The calls have increased dramatically over the last hour

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:52 AM
To: Landau, Mindy
Subject: Media

Larry Vauman
Atomic Reactors

:1 (b)(6)

Alan Boyle
MSNBC
425-706-1867
Re: Debirs from Japan

Rob Difrank.
WSOC

.704-335-4871

Enn
MSNBC
202-885-4833 .
Re: Interview with someone who has worked in power plant tonight at 5:00 eastern for 10
min.

Satcha Pretto
Univision Network

(b)(6) I

Interview - Safety of Power plants in U.S. She wants to interview with someone who
speaks Spanish

Paula Reid
CBS News
212-975-6053 ..
Re: A list of Rankings that was published

Bill Potter



California Management Agency
916-845-8755 ;
Re: Update on Japan

Peter Applebome
NY Times

(b)(6)

Re: Indian Point

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing

(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov



From: Kammerer. Annie
To: Hannah. Roger; Uselding. Lara; B S p =.,k,!Jon; iJaoh.Kml Munson. Clifford

Cc: Brenner. Eliot; Harrington, Holly Screnci. Diane Sheehan. Neil Ledford. Joevy Chandrathil, Prerna; Midyn.
VitraMcIntyre, David; Couret. Ivonne

Subject: RE: Numbers
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 201t 12:03:17 PM
Attachments: image00t.ona

Jon/Cliff:

Can you get on this ASAP?

I have been fielding phone calls and must get dressed to come in.. .I won't make it on time
if I don't.

BTW, we are also getting questions about our latest guidance on tsunami and tsunami
research. I Need to do a write up on this...

Annie

From: Hannah, Roger
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:00 AM
To: Uselding, Lara; Burnell, Scott; Kammerer, Annie; Ake, Jon; Manoly, Kamal
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Ledford, Joey; Chandrathil, Prema;
Mitlyng, Viktoria; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Numbers

We've also had some related reporter questions and it would be nice to have a more
definitive statement to put the numbers in context...

Roger Hannah, APR
Senior Public Affairs Officer
Region il-- Atlanta, Ga.
Office - 404-997-4417
Cell -F (b)(6)

roger hannah@nrc, goQy

SU.S.NRC

Proiectbt Ieopke tid the l5'iiroiment

From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:53 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Kammerer, Annie; Ake, Jon; Manoly, Kamal
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Scrend, Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey;
Chandrathil, Prema; Mitlyng, Viktoria; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Numbers

Any update on this? Got Q from AP reporter.. .right now, I've said what you suggest below

Lara Uselding / •" /

~ K



U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Public Affairs - Region IV

Lara.Useldinl@nrc.q1ov

Office: 817-276-6519

For more information visit www.nrc.gov

From: Bumell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:22 AM
To: Kammerer, Annie; Ake, Jon; Manoly, Kamal
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey;
Chandrathil, Prema; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Uselding, Lara; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Numbers
Importance: High

Annie, Jon, Kamal:

I know you're going to have a cow over this - somewhat inevitable when a reporter new to
the subject tries to summarize things. Apart from "you're totally off-base," what specific
technical corrections can we ask for??

OPA - this is likely to spark a lot of follow-up. The immediate response would be "that's a
very incomplete look at the overall research and we continue to believe U.S. reactors are
capable of withstanding the strongest earthquake their sites could experience." I'll share
whatever we get from the experts.

Scott

.. . . .. . ... . .... . .... ...... . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . ..... . . ... .....

From: Bill Dedman [maiko:Bill.Dedman@msnbc.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:47 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Numbers

Scott,

FYI, this story is online now.

If you or the NRC technical see any error, please let me know right away. I linked to all the source
documents so people can also read in full.

Thanks,

Bill

http:/iwww.rnsnbc,mssn.comiid/42103936/ns/world news-asiapacific/

From: Bumell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:38 PM



To: Bill Dedman
Subject: Numbers

Bill;

Staff's amazing here - they were compiling these numbers just in case - the Western plants are in

there.

Scott Burnell

This e-mail message and attached documents are confidential; intended only for the named recipient(s) above and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, proprietary, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copy of this
communication is strictly prohibited. No waiver of privilege, confidence or otherwise is intended by virtue of this communication. If you
have received this message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please immediately notify the sender, destroy all copies and
delete this e-mail message from your computer. Thank you.



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

McIntyre. David
Jones. Steve; White. Bernard
SNF talking points and Qs&As
Monday, April 18, 2011 4:24:00 PM

Steve, Bernie -just an FYI, my deputy, Beth Hayden, liked those spent fuel Qs&As so
much she's having them posted to the public website. Thanks again foir your help on
them.

Dave

David McIntyre
Public Affairs Officer

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
`301"141 5 -8206 (direct)

(b)(6) ](mobile)

Protecting People & the Environment

te~ ~



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

White, Bernard
McIntyre. David
Allen, William

Query: Does OPA see anything we shoulcn"t have in the response letter?
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:39:06 AM
Letter.docx
incominQ letter.podf

Dave,

I am sending you this for a little quid pro quo, quick turnaround. Doug Weaver asked if we
coordinated with OPA and NSIR on this letter to ensure that you wouldn't disagree with
anything in it. The letter is one page and the response to her questions is one page. The
ticket is due to the NMSS front office today.

Thanks a million,
Bernie

From: Allen, William
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:21 AM
To: White, Bernard
Subject: Maine Letter

Attached is the most-up-to-date version of the response to the lady in Maine.

Chris



Ms. Phyllis Merriam

I (b)(6)

SUBJECT: CLOSED NUCLEAR PLANT IN WISCASSET, MAINE, AND EVENTS IN JAPAN

Dear Ms. Merriam:

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) received your letter dated March 21, 2011, in
which you posed several questions directly related to the Maine Yankee Nuclear Power Plant
and recent events in Japan. Specifically, you inquired about security measures and pre-staged
responses designed to protect Maine residents. You also inquired about containment issues
due to the age of the Maine Yankee plant and the meltdowns at the Japanese nuclear plants.
The Maine Yankee nuclear plant ceased to generate power in 1997 and was subsequently
decommissioned. After the plant was decommissioned, the only license in effect for the
Wiscasset, Maine site is one to store irradiated nuclear fuel and other reactor-related nuclear
waste in dry cask storage in an independent spent fuel storage facility. Responses to your
questions are enclosed in this letter. I am additionally enclosing a brochure provided by Maine
Yankee that provides further detailed information on the operation, decommissioning, and
interim storage of the spent nuclear fuel.

The NRC is firmly committed to ensuring the safe storage of nuclear material at facilities like
that in Wiscassett. Therefore, as a result of the events in Japan, the NRC has initiated a review
of its processes and regulations in order to determine whether changes are necessary to our
regulatory structure. The NRC values your feedback regarding spent nuclear fuel storage
issues. Therefore, if you have any further questions, do not hesitate to contact Mr. William
Allen, of my staff at William.Allen@nrc.gov.

Sincerely,

Catherine Haney, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

Docket Nos.: 50-309, 72-30

Enclosures: As stated



.-. ~. ~ _________________ -

Ms. Phyllis Merriam

(b)(6)

SUBJECT: CLOSED NUCLEAR PLANT IN WISCASSET, MAINE, AND EVENTS IN JAPAN

Dear Ms. Merriam:

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) received your letter dated March 21, 2011, in
which you posed several questions directly related to the Maine Yankee Nuclear Power Plant
and recent events in Japan. Specifically, you inquired about security measures and pre-staged
responses designed to protect Maine residents. You also inquired about containment issues
due to the age of the Maine Yankee plant and the meltdowns at the Japanese nuclear plants.
The Maine Yankee nuclear plant ceased to generate power in 1997 and was subsequently
decommissioned. After the plant was decommissioned, the only license in effect for the
Wiscasset, Maine, site is one to store irradiated nuclear fuel and other reactor-related nuclear
waste in dry cask storage in an independent spent fuel storage facility. Responses to your
questions are enclosed in this letter. I am additionally enclosing a brochure provided by Maine
Yankee that provides further detailed information on the operation, decommissioning, and
interim storage of the spent nuclear fuel.

The NRC is firmly committed to ensuring the safe storage of nuclear material at facilities like
that in Wiscassett. Therefore, the NRC has initiated a review of its processes and regulations in
order to determine if improvements can be made to the regulatory process. If improvements are
identified during the review, the NRC will act to make the necessary changes. The NRC values
your feedback regarding spent nuclear fuel storage issues. Therefore, if you have any further
questions, do not hesitate to contact Mr. William Allen, of my staff at William.Allen@nrc.gov.

Sincerely,

Catherine Haney, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

Docket Nos.: 50-309, 72-30

Enclosures: As stated
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LETTER TO MS. PHYLLIS MERRIAM

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS REGARDING

CLOSED NUCLEAR PLANT IN WISCASSET, MAINE, AND EVENTS IN JAPAN

" Are there security measures in place to protect Maine residents from natural or man-made
disasters?

The Maine Yankee facility is required to have security measures in place to prevent
sabotage or theft of the spent fuel from the storage area. The dry cask storage system
employed at Maine Yankee is designed to prevent the release of the radioactive material in
the fuel during natural disasters.

" Are there any pre-staged responses in place to protect Maine residents?

The Maine Yankee facility is not required to have offsite emergency response plans in place.
The accidents that have the potential for the greatest offsite impact are those that involve
spent fuel that has recently been moved from the reactor to the spent fuel pool. Since the
Maine Yankee fuel has been removed from the spent fuel pool, the accidents which have
the greatest offsite impact are not physically possible; therefore offsite emergency response
plans are not required.

* What are the containment issues at such an old plant such as Maine Yankee in view of the
meltdowns at Japanese nuclear plants?

The containment issues at Maine Yankee are significantly different from those associated
with the Japanese plants. First, the heat generated by the fuel at Maine Yankee is
significantly lower than that at the Japanese plants because, as you mentioned in your
letter, Maine Yankee has not generated electricity since 1996. Second, as of April 29, 2003,
all fuel had been removed from both the reactor and the spent fuel pool and placed into a
dry storage system. The dry storage system at Maine Yankee uses steel containers which
are stored above ground in a vertical orientation inside concrete. The containers used to
store the Maine Yankee fuel were fabricated to high standards of quality. The containers
were welded shut after the fuel was placed inside, and the canisters were filled with an inert
gas to ensure the fuel rods, which provide an additional layer of containment, retain both
their shape and strength during storage. The dry storage system at Maine Yankee was
evaluated as a whole to ensure it could withstand a variety of disasters, such as
earthquakes, floods, projectiles originating from a tornado, temperature extremes, and
lightning strikes.
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21 March 2011

Bill Borchardt, Operations Executive Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

In Re: Closed Nuclear Plant in Wiscasset, ME

Director Borchardt:

As all the world knows, the Japanese are suffering greatly from the seismic
catastrophes in their country, which are unknown in recorded time.

Since the Japanese nuclear explosions, US citizens are naturally concerned about

active and inactive nuclear plants in our country.

Very little has been said about the nuclear power plant in Wiscasset, Maine since it
went off-line in 1996. In the 1980's there was a moderate seismic event near the plant.

In view of the Maine Yankee power plant decommission and recent events in Japan, I

have several questions:
* Are there security measures in place to protect Maine residents from natural or

man-made disasters?
" Are there any pre-staged responses in place designed to protect Maine

residents?
" What are the containment issues at such an old plant such as Maine Yankee in

view of the meltdowns at the Japanese nuclear plants?

Thank you for your attention to my request.

/ erely,

~Phlyllui s)erriýn
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